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PREF ACE .

.As a preface to the first volume of "Parliamentary
Debates" (new series), it is not inappropriate to stnte that
prior to the Fifth Parliament of Victoria the newspapers of
the day virtually supplied the only records of the deha,tes 'Of
the Legislature .

.With the commencement of the Fifth Parliament, however, an independent report was furnished by a special staff'
of reporters, and issued in weekly parts.

This volume contains the complete reports of the
proceedings of both Houses during the past session.

April 11, 1866.
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LEGISLArrIVE COUNCIL.
Monday, February 12, 1866.
Opening of Parliament by Oommission.

THE fifth Victorian Parliament was
opened this day by Commission. The
Commissioners appointed by His Excellency the Governor for the purpose w~re
His Honor the Chief Justice and His
Honor Mr. Justice Barry.
At twelve o'clock the Usher introduced
the Commissioners, who took their seats
on the right and left of the President's
chair. Immediately afterwards the President (Sir J. F. Palmer) also took his seat.
The CLERK CM~r. G. W. Rusden) read
the following Proclamation commanding
the holding of Parliament : " PROCLA1\IATION.
" By His Excellency SIR CHARLES HENRY
DARLING, Knight Commander of the
Most Honorable Order of the Bath,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of
the Colony of Victoria, &c.
" WHEREAS, by tbe Constitution Act,
it is, amongst other things, enacted, that
it shall be lawful for the Governor to fix
such places within Victoria, and (subject
to tbe limitations in the said Act contained) such times for holding the first
and every otber session of the Legislative
Council and tbe Legislative Assembly of
Victoria, and to vary and alter the same
respectively, as be may tbink fit; and
wbereas it is expedient to fix tbe time
for bolding tbe next Effission of the said
Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly now called 'the Parliament of
Victoria.' Now therefore I, SIR CHARLES
HENRY DARLING, the Governor of Victoria, do hereby, in pursuance of the power
B
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and authority vested in me as aforesaid,
appoint and proclaim that tbe first session
of the fifth Parliament of Victoria shall
commence and be holden, for the despatch
of business, on M<;mday, the 12th day of
February inst., at twelve of the clock at
noon, in tbe Parliament Houses, situate
in Parliament-place, Spring-street, in the
City of :I\lelbourne. And tbe honorable
the members of the Legislative Council, and
the members of the Legislative Assembly,
respectively, are hereby required to give
their attendance at the said time and
place accordingly.
"Given under my hand and the seal of
the colony, at Melbourne, this 1st day of
February, in the year of our Lord, 1866,
and in the 29th year of Her Majesty's
reign.
"C. H. DARLING.
" By His Excellency's command,
" ,J. McCULLOCH,
" Chief Secretary.
"GOD SA.VB THE QUEEN."

The members of the Legislative Assembly baving been summoned, and having
appeared at the bar,
The CHIEF JUSTIOE said: Honorable Gentlemen of the Legislative Council,
and Gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly, His Excellency the Governor, not
thinking fit to be present in person here
to-day, has been pleased to order the
holding and opening of this Parliament,
and has caused letters patent, under the
seal of the colony, to be issued, autbor. izing us to do, on His Excellency's part, all
tbings tbat may be necessary to be performed in tbis Parliament. This will
~ore fully appear from tbe letters patent,
which will now be read.
The letters patent having been read by
the Clerk at the table,
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The CHIEF JUSTICE said: Honorable Gentlemen of the Legislative Council,
and Gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly, I have to inform, you that on Tuesday
next, at two o'clocl{, His Excellency the
Governor will declare t,o you in person
the cause of his calling this Parliament
together j and it being necessary that a
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly should
first be chosen, His Excellency requests
that the members of the Legislative
Assembly will, in their Chamber, proceed
to the choice of a Speaker.
The Commissioners bowed to the President and to the members, and then with:'
drew; and the members of the Legislative
Assembly returned to their Chamber.
The House a~journed at ten minutes
past twelve o'clock.

Members.
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J o}m Whiteman
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J. R. Hopkins
Grant, South
••• W. N. McCann
{ Peter Lalor
Proceedings commenced at noon precisely, by the Clerk (Mr. J. Barker)
Francis Murphy
reading the Proclamation convoking the Grenville ..•
••• { Henry Henty
Parliament.
... R. D. Ireland
Kilmore ...
The Usher of the Legislative Council Kyneton ..•
R. B. Tucker
then appeared at the bar, and intimated Maldon •••
John Ramsay
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J. F. Sullivan
Governor to open Parliament requested Mandurang
... { J. J. Casey
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lative Assembly in the Chamber of the Maryborough ... { James McKean
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The members present, accompanied by Melbourne, East... { Edward Langton
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, J. G. Burtt
proceeded thither. On their return, Mr. Melbourne, North l John Harbison
Justice Barry, one of the Commissioners,
Charles Mac Mahon
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Speaker's chair.
Mornington
•. • James McCulloch
The letters patent appointing Mr. Murray Boroughs
Patrick Hanna
Justice Barry to administer the oath of Normanby
... G. O. Levey
allegiance to members of the House was
G. V. Smith
then read, and the members present were Ovens
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sworn in the following order : Polwart~and South} J. H. Connor
William Wilson
GrenvIlle
...
Ararat
... { William McLellan
Portland ...
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,T. M. Grant
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d
G. Francis
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David Moore
B. F. Bunny
•.• { Joshua Snowball
Villiers and Hey - } William Bayles
t es bury
...
Warrnambool
William Plummer
Williamstown
G. F. Verdon
Wimmera
James MacBain.
Sandridge
St. Kilda ..•

The following members were absent : N A1IE.

Geo. Higinbotham
William Pearson
Nicholas Foott ...
John Orr
...
F. L. Smyth
...

MEMBER FOR

Brighton
.
North Gippsland
Geelong West
Murray District
Villiers&Heytesbury.

On the completion of the ceremony of
swearing in, Mr. Justice Barry left the
chair, bowed to the House, and retired.
ELECTION OF SPEAKER.
Mr. BIND ON rose, and, addressing the
Clerk of the Assembly, observed: Mr.
Barker, I rise for the purpose of proposing that the honorable .member for Grenville do take the chair of this House as
Speaker. It is not more than fourteen
months since Mr. Harker, who, I regret, is
no longer a member of the Ass~mbly, pronounced, from his place in this House, a
warm eulogium on the impartiality and
ability of Sir Francis Murphy. The
honorable member on that. occasion stated
that his experience during two sessions of
Parlia~ent enabled him to speak as he
did. My experience during one session
allows me to endorse the statement which
was then made by Mr. Harker. I do
Dot intend to occupy the time of the
House with any flattering words in reference to the ability or impartiality of Sir
Francis Murphy; but I believe the judgment of almost every member of the
House to be that Sir Francis Murphy is
the most fit and proper person to preside
over our deliberations. It is extremely
necessary that we should do all we can to
. maintain the dignity of the House, and
to render our debates as practically useful,
as thoughtful, and as little discursive as
we can. Therefore it becomes us to look
out for an honorable member who has
had experience in the chair, and who is
able to advise, control, and direct us in
our deliberations. I believe it would be
difficult to find any honorable member
whose experience would enable him to
exercise the same judgment in the office
of Speaker as Sir Francis Murphy. Under
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these circumstances I feel great pleasure
in moving that the honorable member do
take the chair of this House as Speaker.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-Mr. Barker, I
rise to second the motion of the honorable member for Castlemaine. It appears
to me that the motion almost justifies
itself, and therefore very few words on
the subject are necessary from me. I see
by the press that we are already pronounced a revolutionary Assembly. I
trust we shall stand excused from the
charge of being revolutionary, at all events,
in this our first step of the election of a
Speaker. I hope we shall follow the
English example, and retain, as long as we
possibly can, the services of the Speaker
who bas presided over the House for so
many years. More especially is it necessary to do so now, because if the Assembly is to be revolutionary~as the alarmists, those who are smitten with revolution-phobia, aver-a tyro in the chair
would scarcely be able to control such an
Assembly. I trust that upon this-the
first question submitted to us-we shall
come to a unanimous decision. If I knew
any otber honorable member better able
to conduct the business of the House, I,
for one, would most earnestly support
him. But knowing there are none such
-knowing there are none more able than
the late Speaker to discbarge the duties
of that office as they should be discharged
- I most cordially second the nomination;
and I trust the House will unanimously
elect Sir Francis Murphy as Speaker.
Mr. MAcBAIN.-I beg to move"That Mr. Peter Snodgrass, the honorable member for South Gippsland, do
take the chair as Speaker." I propose
this motion because I desire, as an independent member of the House, to vote on
this question according to my sense of
right, and because I desire to give other
bonorable members who agree with me a
similar opportunity of recording their
votes. Mr. Snodgrass, I believe, has
officiated as Chairman of Committees
for a length of time, and those honorable
gentlemen who were members of the
House during that period can bear testimony to the fact that he discharged his
duties in a very satisfactory manner. No
member of the House is more sensible
than I am of the dignity and tact with
which Sir Francis Murphy occupied the
chair during the past session; but I
must candidly state the reasons why I
feel it my duty to record my vote against
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his re-election as Speaker. Every member must be aware of the debates which
took place on the question of tacking the
Tariff" to the Appropriation Bill. I, as
one of the members of the House at that
time, considered that Sir Francis Murphy's
ruling on that question was quite correct;
but his procedure at his late election has
impressed my mind that, since the dissolution of Parliament, he has lowered himself
from the position of being an impartial
member of the House, and has become,
by his words and actions, a violent partizan of the Government. It is unnecessary for me to dwell at any length upon
the matter, as the facts are well known
to honorable members; and therefore,
simply for the opportunity of recording
my vote against the re-election of Sir
Francis Murphy as Speaker, and of giving
other members an opportunity of doing
so, I propose that Mr. Peter Snodgrass
do take the chair.
Capt. MAC MAHON seconded the motion.
Sir FRAN CIS MURPHY rose and
said-I believe, Sir, that the time has arrived when the opportunity is afforded me
of saying a few words upon some of the
questions which have been submitted to
this House, and which have been before
the country for some time; and also, in referenceto statements which have been made
derogatory to the position which I have
held previously in this House as Speaker,
and derogatory to my position as a candidate for election to this House. I have
hitherto refrained from taking notice of
those statements, because I conceived
that this was the place, and the only
place, where J could properly refute them.
Upon the floor of this House is the
proper place for me to be arraigned upon
any charges affecting my conduct as
Speaker-a position which I have occupied now for nearly ten years; and the
floor of this House is the only place where
I can meet such charges. I therefore am
not sorry-I rejoice-I thank honorable
members who have given me this opportunity of refuting those charges, and I
will now set myself to the very brief task
of refuting them.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Treat them
with contempt. "
Sir FRANCIS MURPHY.-No; I
should be very sorry to treat any statements
made in this House with contempt. It
has not been my habit to do so, and I
trust that I am not going to commence
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the habit now; and especially will I not
treat with contempt statements which any
member of Parliament has a right to make
when he thinks that any official has been
guilty of conduct which should be brought
under the notice of the House. Now,
.Sir, I believe that the charges against me
-if they can be ca1led charges-or at all
events the statements-amount to two:
one has reference to what I have done in
my official capacity as Speaker of this
House, and the other has reference to
what I have done in my private capacity
as a candidate for a seat in this House.
N ow let us examine these two charges.
What is the charge which the honorable
member for the Wimmera so very briefly,
and, I may say also, so very ignorantly,
makes upon a decision which I gave in
this House some time ago-what, I say,
is that charge? The honorable member
saye that I gave a decision in this House
which met with its acceptation-that the
House agreed with the decision-but that
subsequently, out-of-doors, I completely
reversed the view which I previously held.
N ow what was the decision which I gave
in this House? A certain course was
proposed to be taken by the Government
upon a certain occasion to which I need
not more definitely refer. I objected to
that course, because I conceived that it
was contrary to the practice and usage
of Parliament; and as, by a standing
order of this House, we were obliged
to be guided by that practice and
usage, it wa:ol necessary that that standing
order should be repealed before the
course proposed could be taken. Sir,
the House differed with me upon the
practice and usage of Parliament. The
"House conceived that I misunderstood it
-that my view of the practice and usage
of Parliament was not the practice and
usage of Parliament which the House
would go by, and that it was unnecessary
to repeal the standing order. This being
the decision of the House, it was my duty
to defer to it. I did defer to it; and .
that is the view which must be maintained
until the House reverses that decision.
N ow, what is the course I took out-ofdoors? The course I took out-of-doors
was this-I maintained that it was the
right and privilege of this House to deal,
as the House of Commons did, with money
matters and with money bills, and that it
had been the privilege and the practice of
the House of Commons, from time immemorial, to allow no interference with
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matters connected with the imposition of
taxes or the expenditure of money. That
has been the practice of the House of
Commons from time immemorial; and,
ever since I had a seat in this House, I
have alwavs maintained that this House
had a right to adopt that practice. It is a
practice which I have maintain~d from
the very first time that I occupied the
chair of this House; and it is a practice
which has guided all the rulings which I
have ~ver given on the subject since I
first occupied the chair. I never held
any other opinion than that the privileges
possessed by this House in reference to
money bills and to money matters were the
same as those possessed by the House of
Commons; and those privileges it was my
duty, not only as a member of this
House, but as Speaker, to maintain.
Now, Sir, that view I have maintained
since ever I have been in the House, and
that view I have maintained out-of-doors.
I want to know what is the discrepancy
between my opinion there and my opinion
here? There is none-none ,;vhatever.
I may mention further, that the decisions
which I gave were guided solely and
entirely by the decisions in Purliamentary
law. They were based upon Parliamentary law, they were not based on
the statute law. As honorable members very well know, I have repeatedly
declined to give any decision upon the
statute law. I was not in the position of
being the expounder of the statute law.
The House must interpret that law for
itself, or it must take its interpretation
from those who are looked upon, and are,
in fact, the law advisers of the Housenamely, the law officers of the Crown.
This has invariably been the practice of
the Speakers of the House of Commons,
who have, on various occasions, declared
the same thing. I have invariably said I
have nothing to do with the interpretation
of the statute law; the House must be
guided on that matter by the law officers
of the Crown. The whole of my decisions
were entirely based on the law and practice of Parliament, and upon none other.
These were the grounds upon which I·
based my decisions, and these are the
grounds upon which any gentleman who
occupies the chair as Speaker must base
his decisions. So far, then, as regards
the charges affecting me in the position
which I occupied as Speaker. I will now
refer to the charges affecting me in my
private capacity as a candidate for a seat
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in this House. I did not expect to hear
it stated by an honorable member, who
was a member of the late Parliament, that
I have taken an unusual and improper
course in asking the Government, at the
commencement of the recent elections,
whether I should have their support or
not. I took no unusual course, because
it was the course which I have invariably
followed at the commencement of every
election since I have been Speaker. I
did so at the election before last. I then
asked the Chief Secretary if I should have
his support and the support of his friends,
and that support was willingly accorded
to me. I did the same thing on a former
occasion, when a gentleman who I regret is no longer a member of the House
- I mean the gentleman who was lately
member for Kilmore-was Chief Secretary. There was nothing therefore unusual in my asking at the recent elections
whether I should have the support of the
friends of the Government. I did so
publicly. The only unusual thing in connexion with it is, that I alluded to it
publicly. I did so because I was under
the impression that I was, for the first
time, unjustifiably interfered with by the
party antagonistic to the Government.
A requisition had been got up by some
parties asking an influential gentleman, who is now a member of this
House, to become a candidate for the
:M:urray Boroughs against me. Imentioned
publicly that I had asked the Government
for their support, solely and entirely for
this reason. But have I taken any im~
proper course upon this occasion? I
quite admit the right of any honorable
members to arraign my conduct and character in my capacity as Speaker. I admit
their right to discuss anything that I have
done as Speaker; but (1 should like to
ask) when I no longer hold office as
Speaker, do I cease to have an independent character as a member of the House,
or as a member of the community? Am
I to be deprived, as a private individual in
this community, of the right qf allying
myself with any political party I think
proper? Pray, who dare interfere with
my right to hold any political opinions, or
to ally myself with any political party I
think proper? I want to know in what
way I am to blame if I choose to ask the
support of the Government? If I am
not to hold political opinions; if the person who is to occupy that chair is not to
have any political opinions, where is the
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Speaker to be sought for, where is the
Speaker to be found? Surely the Speaker
is not to be a member of the House who
professes to be neutral on the subjects
which have lately occupied the public
mind, and divided the community into
two parties? That is manifestly and
utterly impossible. Who will advocate
such a principle as that? It is well
known that the Speaker is selected
invariably because he belongs to and is
the exponent of a political party. When I
was first elected Speaker under the present constitution, I was occupying a position. under Government up to the very
time of my appointment. In the old
Legislative Council, when I was elected to
fill the chair, during the temporary absence of the Speaker, I was then occupying
a position under Government, and I held
that office, as well as the Speakers hip, at
the same time. The gentleman at present
occupying the office of Speaker at Sydney
vacated a position on the Treasury bench
in order to take that office; he was a
leading member of the Government. The
gentleman at present occupying the chair
in the House of Commons is a distinguished member of the liberal party.
So was the gentleman who occupied
the chair before him; so was the gentleman who occupied the chair before himnamely, Mr. Abercrombie, who actually
superseded Sir Charles Manners Sutton
in the office of Speaker because his
opinions did not agree with those of the
predominant party in tae House. The
office of Speaker has always been a ministerial nomination in England. It has
been so in this colony, and it must continue to be a ministerial nomination as
long as a Ministry respect themselves,
an d endeavour to occu py the position which,
as leaders of the House, they ought to
occupy. I believe, Sir, that in the courze
of the ten years during which I have held
the office of Speaker I have laid myself
open, undoubtedly, to many charges. I
am quite satisfied that there are many
honorable members in this House who
are just as capable of filling this office as
myself, with, perhaps, the single exception
of experience; and I also am quite satisfied that there are many gentlemen with
whom I may have come unpleasantly in
contact during the many years I have
held the office. I admit these grounds of
objection and complaint against me. But
in carrying out the duties of the officearduous as they are at all times, and
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exacting-I have endeavoured to do so to
the best of my ability. If I have failed
to do so it has been from lack of judgment
rather than from lack of will. I confi..
dentlyappeal to members of this House
who have been members for years past, ifwith these deficiencies and shortcomings,
which I confess have been apparent to
myself and often l'ealised-I did not, to
the best of my ability, try to so conciliate
my manner as to make myself, at least, I
will say, as little disagreeable as pdSsible.
With these remarks I place myself at the
disposition of the House.
Mr. SNODGRASS said-As a member
of the late Parliament, it fell to my lot to
charge the honorable gentleman who has
just spoken, and who then held the office
of Speaker, with being the cause of the
whole of the difficulties in which the
Government were placed. Recent events
have shown him to be a much greater
culprit than he then appeared to be. I
am glad that Sir Francis Murphy invites
an honest expression of opinion on his
conduct. I was afraid that the election
of Speaker might have passed over without an opportunity being afforded for
honorable members to express an opinion
upon his conduct, and therefore I consented to be nominated for the office as
an opponent of Sir Francis Murphy.
I will ask honorable gentlemen if
they are satisfied with Sir Francis
Murphy? I say, Sir, that they cannot
be, for the simple reason that, during the
late Parliament, Sir Francis gave anum ber
of rulings which were at all times at
variance with each other. Let me remind
the House of the first objection which the
honorable gentleman, Sir Francis Murphy,
took against the tack. The objection was,
that it was contrary to the law and practice
of Parliament. That objection ought to
have been fatal to it. Frequently during
the ten years to which Sir Francis Murphy
has alluded, have I known motions rejected for this simple reason. In this
instance the Speaker took the objectionas strong an objection as could be taken
-that it was opposed to Parliamentary
practice to tack resolutions of Supply and
resolutions of Ways and Means toget.her;
but when, after the dinner hour, he again
returned to the chair, he said thai he
had had some conversation with several·
members, and "that he had entirely changed
his opinion. (" No.") I was present
in the House, and I say yes; and all that
the House was asked to do was to suspend
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the standing orders. I do not wish to
take advantage of any speech or of anything which may have fallen from Sir
Francis Murphy in the course of his
canvass; but I look upon it that it would
be disgraceful to this House if Sir Francis
Murphy be again elected to the chair as
Speaker. I speak of him, of course, as
the Speaker, and not as the member for
Grenville. Having, in fact, failed in the
execution of his duty, it is the duty of
every honest man to vote against his reelection as Speaker. If by any possible
chance I am elected, I will at once retire
to make way. for any other honorable
member the Government may choose to
put forward. I consider it to be a great
public duty to oppose the election of Sir
Francis Murphy as Speaker. I look upon
it that he is not only the cause of all the
inconvenience and loss which have fallen
upon this colony; but I also regard him
as the cause of the recall of a man for
whom I have the greatest respect. Sir
Charles Darling, our Governor, would
never have tolerated the action of the
Ministry as he did-and the present crisis
in public affairs would not have occurredbut for the ruling of Sir Francis Murphy
that the House had a right to unite ap.
propriation and supply in one Bill. I will
ask the House if they are prepared to support the object of that ruling. I deeply
regret that I should now find myself opposed to Sir Francis Murphy, after sitting
for so many years as a member of the
same House with him; but I should have
been guilty of a great neglect of duty if I
had failed to. allow my services to be
placed at the disposal of the House as
Speaker.
Mr. SULLIVAN remarked that this
was the first time he had ever heard of a
candidate for the Speakership making an
attack upon another candidate for the
same office. Such a thing was altogether
unparalleled in the annals of Parliamentary
government: He was surprised to hear
the honorable member for South Gippsland declare that every honest man in the
House would vote against Sir Francis
Murphy. Did the honorable member
mean to say that every member who did
not think as he did upon this matter was
dishonest?
Mr. SNODGR~\'SS disclaimed any
intention to cast such an imputation upon
honorable members.
Mr. SULLIVAN said that such was
decidedly the inference to be drawn from
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the honorable member's remarks, and he
was glad to give him the opportunity of
recanting. If there were one reason
greater than another why the majority of
mem bel'S should support the election of
Sir Francis Murphy as Speaker, and vote
against the honorable member for South
Gippsland, it was because the party
who supported the Opposition candidate
had not hesitated out-of-doors to degrade
the Assembly, and had, in fact, made
themselves the apologists of the Legislative Council. The whole strain, the whole
weight of the remarks of the honorable
mem bel' who had come forward to oppose
Sir Francis Murphy were in defence of
the action of the Legislative Council, and
consequently in opposition to the action
of the Legislative Assembly. Even on
this ground alone therefore, when the
majority of the members were'anxious to
maintain the privileges of the Assembly,
it was desirable that they should elect
Sir Francis Murphy as ~peaker. Although
the experience which Sir Francis Murphy
had had in the chair was of some value, he
(Mr. Sullivan) counted that as comparatively little; but the manly and able
exposition which Sir Francis had made of
the privileges of the Assembly entitled
him to the confidence of the House, and
the majority of honorable members would
not be doing their duty unless they elected
him Speaker. He fully recognised the
right of the Opposition to propose an
opposition candidate. That was a perfectly legitimate practice - a practice
which had been adopted in the British
Parliament. The only respect in which
the British practice had been departed
from was in the gentleman who had been
brought forward by the Opposition making
an attack upon the other candidate. He
was sorry that the honorable member had
done so. If, at the beginning of a new
Parliament, every member who was
anxious to maintain the privileges of the
Assembly did not vote for a gentleman
who had at all times endeavoured to do so,
it was impossible that those privileges
could be maintained in future;
Capt. MAC MAHON said he regretted
the necessity of having to vote for a
gentleman as Speaker in opposition to
Sir Francis Murphy. He was not there
for one moment to' deny that Sir Francis
was well qualified by experience, by
learning, and by dignity of demeanor,
for the high and honorable position of
Speaker; but he thought that there had
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been few instances in which the French
proverb Qui s'excuse s'accuse had been
more strikingly illustrated. He would
compare the statements made by the
honorable gentleman on the present occasion with his speech when addressing the'
electors of Grenville. Not only had that
speech been made and published, but the
most extraordinary step was taken of
sending copies of it into every district of
the colony.
Sir FRANCIS MURPHY.-I never
did.
Capt. MAC MAHON explained that
he was not charging the honorable member with having circulated the speech in
every district of the colony, but he repeated that that extraordinary step was
taken; and he had little doubt that, before
that course was adopted, the speech was
read and corrected by the honorable
member.
Sir FRANCIS MURPHY.-N ever!
never! I never rtlad it.
Capt. MAC MAHON said that he
would withdraw the statement. Thespeech
did the honorable gentleman more credit
as he did not correct it, as it was certainly
a very able speech. He would now compare that speech with the statements
which were made by the honorable gentleman upon the floor of the House. Sir
Francis Murphy commenced his speech to
the electors of Grenville by explaining the
reasons why he had been induced to leave
his own district; and he had again repeated those reasons on the floor of the
House; stating, in effect, that a powerful
party, amongst which some of his (Captain
Mac Mahon's) friends were included, had
taken steps to send a requisition to a
member of the Opposition to contest the
district. He had made inquiries both
before he came to the House and since, and
he found that the party to whom he supposed the honorable member to refer, was
totally ignorant of the matter. Sir Francis
Murphy had stated that, at the previous
election, he applied to the then Government (which was the present Government)
to know whether he would receive their
support or not, and that he was answered
in the affirmative on that occasion.
Well, the honorable member received
Government support on that occasion in
an extraordinary way, for the Government
put forward one of their most obedient
adherents to oppose him, and they subsequently rewarded this gentleman-Mr
Weekes-with the management of the
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Sunbury Industrial Schools. How that
could be counted as Government support
he could not tell. And what did Sir
Francis Murphy go on to say : "Whether I have succeeded in satisfying the
expectation of the public, or the parties who
occupy seats in the Assembly, it is not for me
to say. That is a matter for their judgment,
and not for yours. But to enable me to discharge that duty with impartiality, I have been
obliged to dissociate myself from the several
political parties who have occupied the political
arena in this colony."

In the election speech they would observe
then, that Sir }""'rancis Murphy claimed
that a Speaker must be independent of
party to discharge his duties impartially,
while, on the floor of the House, he had
just stated that the Speaker must be the
nominee of the most powerful party of the
day. Sir Francis went on further to
say:"I believe, gentlemen, that the course of con·
duct which I have thus pursued has been felt to
be satisfactory to the major portion of' the public
men who have been engaged in this party
warfare; and I confess that it has been evident
and apparent to me on many occasions, that that
course of conduct has been congenial to the
office which I accepted, and most conducive to
the interests of t,lle public service."

lIe heartily agreed with Sir Francis
Murphy in his course of dissociating
himself from parties. It was this which
had enabled the honorable gentleman to
gain his prestige-to control the House
unanimously; and he had little doubt
now but that the honorable gentleman, if
he took the chair again, would find this
prestige gone. He for one would not
allow any nominee of any Ministry to
prevent him exercising his right of free
speech, his right to explain himself
clearly before the House and the country.
Sir Francis Murphy next went on to describe the interviews which took place
between himself and the Chief Secretary,
as the head of the Government. A brilliant and able member of the Ministry
had, on several election occasions, quoted
Scripture in support of his own views and
in ridicule of his opponents; and therefore
he would not be incurring greater blame
himself in mentioning a parable which had
already been placed before the public as a
drama. Certajnly, when one read the
account of the interview, it did seem a
touching example of the parable of the
return of the Prodigal Son. l\1:inisters, it
must be remembered, though notoriously
acting under the advice of' the Speaker
last session, suddenly found themselves
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sold on the tack question, so that the
Minister of Justice actually started up
and asked what was to be the ultimate
ruling of the chair. The honorable gentleman, in fact, so conducted himself that the
Government became doubtful of him,
while the Opposition were forced to disapprove of him. Sir Francis said in his
speech:-
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Secretary's conduct, it would be seen, was
very little less beautiful. He was at once
overcome by the repentance. He placed
the prodigal Sir Francis on his neck, and
he directed that the most splendid of his
garments should be produced, in the shape
of the gorgeous raiment of the Spea~er,
and that the fatted calf should be provided in the shape of the chair, with
" I had to consider, under such circumstances, £1,500 per annum attached to it. The
what was best to be done, and as a party was
Chief Secretary rejoiced more over the
opposed to me, I had to see what party I could return of that one sheep than he did over
look to for assistance. I had no other resource
than to ask the Government, upon grounds of the other fifty-and-seven he had gathered
public feeling, whether they were willing to into his fold. The only thing that dimmed
assist me in obtaining a fresh seat, or in con- the honorable gentleman'S generosity was,
testing my own."
that the appointment was scarcely his own
The' honorable member, it would be ob- to give. This one poor piece of patronage
served, stated to the electors that he had might very well be left in possession of
no other resource than to appeal to the the House, to which it belonged. Surely
. Government, while now his assertion was, the Government had sufficient appointthat at every election he had done the ments to supply their followers with without it? One part of Sir Francis
same thing. He went on to say:Murphy's speech, he observed, was
"I did so because I believe the principle they
devoted to an explanation in which he
are defending is a good one, and one in which I
heartily concur, and which I have defended for judiciously showed that it would not be
years as Speaker of the Assembly, and main- in accordance with his position to oppose
tained ever since I occupied a seat in Parliament.
I, therefore, had no compunction in going to the any old member of the House. Apropos of
this, however, he had been informed that
Government on those grounds, and saying, • I
agree with the principle"for which you are con- he owed his defeat at the previous general
tending, will you assist me in obtaining a seat ?' election to the exertions of that eminent
I confess I had no right to expect that I would
receive the consideration asked for at the hands firm which was so largely represented in
of the Government, because, as I told you, and the Legislature, and which was ready to
for the reasons I have given, I had not allied supply the Houses with statesmen and
myself with any party or political combinations sugar, with groceries and soldiers, and,
in the Assembly, and for a further reason, and
the strongest, that I had, in my official capacity if necessary, with a Speaker. The fear
was, that, if returned, he might probably
as Speaker, given a decision which had been
made a greater handle of against the Governinjure Sir Francis Murphy's chance of
ment, in this colony and out of it, than anything
election to the chair.
which has occurred in the proceedings conMr. MoCANN.-What a mistake.
nected with this crisis. You are aware of the
Capt.MAC MAHON said that the great
decision which, in my official capacity, I gave in
mistake was to suppose that he was a
the early proceedings of the Government upon
the tack, which has been made a handle stronger candidate.
Had Sir Francis asked him
than anything experienced by the Government
the
question,
and told him that it was
since this crisis has commenced. I had not,
therefore, a right to expect assistance under the necessary for him to retain the office, he
circumstances; but I went to the Government, " would have told him that he had 'no such
believing I had to do with men of honor, intention. He next came to the account
honesty, and integrity."
Sir Francis gave of the difference between
N ow where could they meet with a more the two Houses. The statement was one
beautiful and touching illustration of the displaying great historical research, and
parable than this ? Where was there a there could be no doubt but that, as regards
greater instance of repentant political the Imperial Parliament, it was unanswerprodigality? Did not the prayer of the able; but as it happened that the Victorian
poor prodigal breathe through the whole Constitution was different from the British,
of Sir Francis's request, "I am unworthy the same argument did not apply. The
to be thy son, make me to be as one impression left on his mind was, that, with
of thy hired servants." This was the his ability, learning, and prestige, Sir
position he and his friends took -they Francis Murphy, had he been firm, might
objected that the high and honorable have saved the country, not only from the
office of Speaker should be filled by the dissol ution, but also from the difficulties
hired servant of anyone. The' Chief of the present situation. Captain Mac
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Mahon then proceeded to review tbe
statements made by Sir Francis Murphy
on the reform of the Legislative Council,
and on the revision of the Tariff. He
was glad to find that the honorable
gentleman believed in the necessity of a
second Chamber as a check; for, in his
opinion, the Legislative Council, in recent
transactions, had merely fulfilled its legitimate functions by acting as a check. As
to the other matter Sir Francis said : "With respect to the Tariff, I may say that, at
the last general election, I declared I was in
favor of a revision. My opinion is unaltered. I
consider that it is the bounden duty of the
Assembly to conserve the rights and privileges
of that body, and to send up that Tariff to the
Council untacked."

Speaker.

times the filling of the chair was a matter
of great importance, and more particularly was this the case now, when recent
events here had attracted the attention of
the English press, and when the leaders
of the liberal party were anxiously watching to see how Victorian democracy would
come out of its trial. They stood, in fact,
as the trustees of manhood suffrage; and
by the manner in which they dis.charged
their duties would the enemies of democracy be either justified or answered. He
trusted, therefore, that a dispassionate
spirit would be displayed on the present
occasion. He did not altogether agree
with the principle laid down, that the
nominee of some political party must occupy the chair; for though, if two candidates of equal capabilities were nomInated, he would vote for the one whose.
political opinions agreed with his own;
yet he recognised the fact that personal
qualifications were to be taken into
account. The Speaker must be a man of
great tact, and able to command the whole
body in a time of excitement. As it
might be presumptuous in him to offer his
opinion on these points, he would quote
Mr. Grenville's eulogy of a Speaker of
the House of Commons, to show what
such an officer should be : -

W ell, this was all that the Council and
the Opposition in the Assembly had contended for, and such an admission from
such a great constitutional authority, was
most advantageous to the position they
had taken up. In conclusion, he had to
state that, were-he assured that Sir Francis
Murphy, if rejected, would be deprived of
office which was necessary to him, he
would hesitate to oppose him, did he not
know there were vacancies to which the
Government could at once appoint him.
The Government would gain an immense
advantage if they added to their number
"There was in him experience, knowledge,
so high a constitutional authority, a states- authority, firmness, patience, and industry, desman of stich exquisite tact, one so well patch without precipitation, vigour of mind supable to suit himself to the emergencies of' ported by the most unfettered integrity, and
by the most extensive benevolence;
the moment. With such an accession tempered
he was impartial to all, desirous to assist the
the Attorney-General's Alpha and Omega most ignorant, and able to instruct the most
might be attained, the McCulloch Admin- knowing."
istration might retain office until 18G8, Of course a Speaker might on occasions
and that political millennium might ensue, forget himself, but it was necessary that,
in which the community was to flourish as a rule, he should possess and exercise
through tho enrichment of the lower the general body of these qualifications.
classes at the expense of the upper.
No doubt the honorable gentleman who
Mr. VALE expressed his belief that lately occupied the chair poss~ssed m~ny
there could not be a doubt in the minds . of the qualifications named III a hIgh
of honorable members as to the relative , degree; but, as bis own experience had
merit of the two candidates. The honor. shown him, the honorable gentleman also
able gentleman who had proposed Mr. lacked others which were most essential.
Snodgrass had attacked the late Speaker These occasions were the only opportunities
on the ground that he had been partial in that honorable members had of giving
one case; but honorable members who vent to their feelings on the subject, and
had watched the career of the member what was said Inight give valuable inforfor South Gippsland knew that he had mation to the next Speaker. At all events
been eminently partial-that he could be it was a duty he had long promised himnothing without being partial. Under these self to perform, to state the opinion of a
circumstances there could be nothing for great many members of the old House
them to do but to replace the late Speaker with regard to the late Speaker. One
in his former pOl:)ition.
thing frequently mentioned was that when
Mr. FRAZER rose to speak to the young membei's rose, in ignorance of the
question with some reluctance. At all forms of the House, the Speaker frequently
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put them down without giving them
any advice as to how they should bring
forward their motions or questions. Now
this might have had the effect of leading
members to ascertain first whether their
motions were in order, and he would not
have taken exception to it, but that he
had seen such questions after they had
been thus objected to, brought forward by
older members, and then received and discussed. He had in his mind a case in
which the Speaker ruled that a certain
explanation, which an honorable member
desired, should not be asked for, as the
subject matter was beyond the functions
of the House, and yet another member
was allowed to make a long speech, dragging in the whole question, and leading to
a debate upon it-a debate in which, however, the gentleman who was put down
did not offer a remark. N ow this led to
an unfair impression out of doors. "Oh,"
people said, "when that member brings
forward a subject he has to'be put down,
but when so and so rises he carries everything before him." Another gentleman
stated, on the same occasion, what he
conceived to be the duty of the Speaker,
viz., to allow the question to be submitted
to the House, and not to put down a
gentleman before he could be heard;
whereupon the Speaker said, in a most
ironical manner, that he was much obliged
to the honorable member for teaching
him his duties. N ow he (Mr. Frazer)
contended that when n question of order
was raised, it was the privilege, as much
of any member-private or insignificant
though he might be-as of the Speaker,
to give his opinion as to the proper
conduct of business; and it was very
much out of place for the Speaker to
answer him in language ironical-in language which must tend to degrade a
member in the eyes of his constituents.
He had been informed by gentlemen on
terms of intimacy with the late Speaker
that, before bringing forward motions,
they would submit those motions to the
Speaker, with the view of ascertaining
whether they were in order or not. They
would be told that the motions were quite
in accordance with the forms of the House;
and yet, when brought forward, and when
subjected to the objections of leading
members, the Speaker would turn round
and say that the motions were out of
order. These proceedings had this good
effect-that he (Mr. Frazer) never submitted a motion without first satisfying
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himself that it was in order. But honorable members might not always have time
to post up themselves on nice and delicate
points of order; and, unless they received
assistance from the Speaker in such matters, they would be unable to devote the
attention which' was required of them to
those departments of parliamentary business for which they were fitted by habit,
inclination, and education. He was present in the House when the question
with regard to "the tack" was submitted,
and the discussion which then took place
showed that the Speaker did not give to,
members who applied to him for information the full confidence to which they
were entitled. The Speaker declared that
there must be a suspension of the standing orders before the House could do
away with the usage and practice of Parliament. The Chief Secretary thereupon
rose, and stated with indignation that he
had consulted the Speaker, and understood from him that the question was
quite in order. The Minister of Justice
also rose on that occasion, and asked
whether this decision of the Speaker was
the last he would give on that particular
matter. N ow language like that was
usually considered unbecoming for an
honorable member to use towards the
Speaker; but in all probability it would
not have been used but for the understanding that the Speaker was in the
habit of changing his opinions. Another
complaint which he (Mr. Frazer) had to
make was, that the late Speaker did not
make known his views with regard to
" the tack" until after the dissolution of
Parliament. He then went to the Government and said" I agree with the views
you are advocating, will you give me a
seat? " N ow the honorable gentleman
ought to have stated that when the question was under discussion-when nearly
the whole press of Victoria and the neighbouring colonies was under the impression
that he was totally opposed to the Government. He (Mr. Frazer) was of opinion,
now that the question had been raised,
that it would be, perhaps, as well if Sir
Francis Murphy remained on the floor of
the House for awhile. Owing to the
high and dignified position which he had
filled for so many years, the honorable
geJ?tleman had not had t.he opportunity of"
ascertaining the feelings of' honorable
members. If that opportunity were
afforded him, Sir Francis Murphy would
no doubt go back to the chair a much
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wiser man with regard to the feelings of
those over whom he had to preside. Probably the honorable gentleman, so far as
experience went, was the best qualified
man they could have for Speaker; but,
although this might be so, the defects
mentioned ought to be pointed out, because they were serious drawbacks to the
dignity of' the chair, and operated unjustly
upon members of the House. If a division were called for, he (Mr. Frazer)
should vote against Sir Francis l\1:urphy.
At the same time he hoped that with the
division-whatever might be its resultthe hatchet would be buried, all feeling
in the matter would cease, and honorable
members would unite in supporting the
Speaker in maintaining the privileges of
the House.
Sir FRANOIS MURPHY asked leave
to offer a few remarks in explanation.
Referring to the extraordinary turn which
the debate had taken, and the exceptions
raised to his ruling, as Speaker, on former
occasions, he observed that, if there was
any complaint affecting the chair, the
usual Parliamentary practice was to prefer
it at the time. Of the conduct alleged
by the member for Ores wick he was totally
ignorant. Oertainly, he now heard himself for the first time charged with conduct which (if he were guilty of it) would
render him unfit to occupy the chairnamely, discourtesy, and a disinclination
to inform honorable members the course
which they should pursue as to matters
that might be under consideration by the
House. With regard to the exciting and
well ventilated topic of "the tack," and
the allegation that the course which he
pursued out-of-doors was different to that
which he pursued i,n the House, he was
quite willing to have the judgment of the
public and the House on the case as
it appeared in Hansard. It was there
shown that although he did hold that the
Guvernment proposal was contrary to the
standing orders of the House, and to the
practice and usage of Parliament, he
stated at the same time that the House
had a perfect right, if it did not agree
with him on the necessity of suspending
the standing orders, to take what course it
thought proper.
Mr. EDWARDS denied that the late
Speaker had ever been chary in affording
information to new members. He had
ever found the honorable gentleman exhibiting the greatest courtesy, and manifesting the utmost readiness to give ad-
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vice; and he had never heard any complaint to the contrary except by the
honorable member for Creswick (Mr.
Frazer). Honorable members should recollect the onerous duties which the
Speaker had to perform. The honorable
gentleman was constantly in attendance.
His rooms were never shut to those who
sought his opinion. At half-past four
o'clock in the afternoon he took the chair,
and, with the exception of the dinner
hour, might be kept there until daylight,
whereas the honorable member for Oreswick could go up stairs and get refreshments whenever he pleased. When honorable members were tired of listening
to the speeches of other honorable members-speeche8 which were very troublesome to listen to sometimes-speeches
which were sufficient to send the Speaker
asleep, though he always kept awakethey could adjourn elsewhere. Not so the
Speaker. He must remain at his post.
And if honorable members felt irritated
at the utterance, for the fiftieth time, of
well worn sentiments, let them imagine
how such constant iteration must irritate
the Speaker. Under these circumstances
he (Mr. Edwards) thought some allowance should be made if the Speaker was
occasionally a little sharper than they believed he ought to be. He had been
called to order nearly as often as the
honorable member for Oreswick; and the
only difference between them was, that he
submitted to the call, and the honorable
member for Oreswick did not. (Laughter.)
He believed that honorable members
would unite in testifying that Sir Francis
Murphy had never gone out of his way to
use what was called ironical language. In
conclusion he begged to state that he
made these observations simply in order
that new members might not be misled.
Mr. McLELLAN complained of Sir
Francis Murphy departing from his first
ruling-that the conduct of the Government in tacking the Supply and Appro. priation Bills was contrary to the practice
aud usage of Parliament. He had exhibited
no particular warmth either for or against
the "tack," but when that ruling was
pronounced, he felt bound to support the
chair. However, the honorable gentleman
no sooner gave his ruling than-either
from the bullying of the Minister of Justice
or the persuasion of the Ohief Secretary
-he was induced, bit by bit, and step by
step, to abandon it; and thus a complete
reconciliation took place between Sir
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Francis Murphy and tle Government; Oonservative party, had declared that he
indeed, so complete was it that the honor- would never permit the Speaker, or any
able gentlemen went to them at the dis- Government nominee, to control him. He
solution, and begged their assistance at the hoped that, upon reflection, the honorable
election for Grenville. N ow, the conduct member would alter his mind, and that
of the honorable gentleman, in becoming both he and other honorable members
the tool of an Administration, utterly un- would cheerfully obey the decisions of the
fitted him for the chair. It was very Speaker, whoever might be elected to fill
humiliating for him (Mr. McLellan) during the office. If the remark which had fallen
the late contest for Ararat-when gentle- from one of the Oonservative members,
men connected with the Government were had been uttered by one of the Democratic
industriously circulating copies of Sir party, he wondered what comments would
Francis Murphy's speech-to have to take have been made upon it in the leading
up the volume of Hansard containing the eolumns of a certain journal? Why, the
honorable gentleman's ruling, and to say- whole Democratic body would have been
" Oome you jolly electors, reconcile these held up as shocking examples to the rest
statements if YOIl can." The only· votes of the community; it would have been
given by him in the House which evoked said that they were opposed to law and
the displeasure of his constituents were order, and that they refused to obey the
those which were given in support of Sir rulings of the Speaker. It appeared,
Francis Murphy's ruling. Sir Francis however, that the Democratic members of
Murphy might be a very able man, but his that House were more impressed with the
servility to the Ministry during the late importance of preserving law and order,
election went far to counterbalance that and of the necessity of obeying the rulings
advantage. The proposer and seconder of of the Speaker, than the Oonservative
the honorable gentleman did not venture members were. He himself had someto justify his conduct, and for the reason times believed that Sir Francis Murphy's
rulings were not correct, but he had
that they had no justification to offer.
Mr. McOANN said that he would not always felt that it was the duty of memnave risen to have addressed the House bers to submit to the rulings of the
but for a statement made by the honorable Speaker. Party feeling was very high at
and gallant member for West Melbourne, the present time, and it was probable that
which was a most extraordinary statement there might be very angry discussions
to come from a gentleman who was one during the present session, which made it
of the chiefs of the Conservative party. the more necessary that all members
The honorable member, referring to the should be prepared to bow cheerfully to
probable elect~on of Sir Francis Murphy the rulings of the chair. He was not
as Speaker, saId that he would not allow aware whether Sir Francis Murphy would
any Government nominee to control him. take kindly the remarks made by the
He would inform the honorable member honorable member for Oreswick; but
that the gentleman who would occupy the with many of those remarks he (Mr.
chair would not be the nominee of the McOann) agreed, and he had heard similar
Government, but the nominee of the remarks expressed by other members.
House; and he (Mr. McOann) would He believed that if the leading members
therefore express his concurrence with of the House were more strictly required
the hope expressed by another honorable to keep within what the Speaker ruled to
member, that whoever might be elected be law and order, it would be very much
Speaker would receive courtesy and sup- better. He had sometimes seen young
port from all sides of the House. ~[,he members put down prematurely for being
expression of a determination to resist the out of order, and shortly afterwards older
constituted authority of the House, came members had been permitted to do preespecially with a bad grace from a leading cisely the same thing, without being called
member of the Oonservative party. As to order by the Speaker. He admitted
he understood Oonservatism, it was obe- that the honorable member for South
dience to constituted law and order. A Gippsland (Mr. Snodgrass) was in many
great deal had been said during the late respects qualified to fill the office of
elections about respecting law and order Speaker, but he agreed with the remark
by gentlemen who did not practice what of the honorable member for Ballarat
they said; and now a member of the West, that the honorable gentleman had
House, who was one of the leaders of the always been a very strong and warm
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partizan. Such being the case, he did that they would get some services from
not see how any preference could be him in return for the support which they
claimed for the honorable member for gave him. Let honorable members look
South Gippsland over the honorable at what had occurred in reference to what
member for Grenville, on the ground that was called the constitutional question,
the latter was a partizan and the other which was discussed last session. There
not; and he intended to vote for the was not a member of the House who was
gentleman who had previously filled the present during the last session, or who
had paid any attention to public affairs,
chair-Sir Francis Murphy.
Mr. GILLIES said he desired to give who could for a moment have any doubt
his reasons for the vote which he intended as to the different views which the honorto record .on the election of Speaker. He able gentleman took, not only then, but
wished, however, in the first place to after the dissolution of Parliament. The
remove a misconception which appeared honorable gentleman pointed out disto exist in reference to the nomination of tinctly that the course which the Governthe honorable member for South Gipps- ment proposed to take was absolutely
land as Speaker. The honorable member wrong, that it was opposed to the usage
had only permitted himself to be nomi- and practice of Parliament, and that it
nated in order that an opportunity might could not be pursued unless the House
be afforded of raising a discussion as to was prepared to suspend the standing
whether Sir Francis Murphy was or was orders. N ow, the standing orders of
not a fit and proper person to be elected the House were the law of Parliament,
Speaker. Honorable members who might and they could not be set aside either
be opposed to Mr. Snodgrass need not by a minority or a majority; they could
necessarily be supporters of Sir Francis only be suspended in the way proMurphy. ' To say that a member who was vided by Parliament for suspending them.
opposed to Mr. Snodgrass was obliged to . If the Speaker of the late Assembly
vote for Sir Francis Murphy was a clear were correct in saying that it was necesand palpable mistake, because. any other sary to suspend the standing orders before
gentleman whom a ma:jority of the the Government could pursue the course
chamber might consider a more fit and which they intended to pursue, he was
proper person than Sir Francis Murphy bound to have stood by that decision until
could be elected Speaker. Sir Francis, in it was formally revoked by a vote of the
addressing the House, had taken the House. It was clearly his duty to see
oppo.rtunity of saying that he considered that the usages and practice of Parliait a perfectly proper thing for him, as ment, and the standing orders, were
Speaker, to do-as a gentleman who had carried out; and neither a minority nor a
occupied the chair for years past-to go majority could suspend the standing
and solicit support from the Government orders except in the way provided by the
at his election. By so doing he placed standing orders themselves. If the mahimself under an obligation to the Govern- jority of the House carried a proposition
ment-because, if, by the assistance of declaring that it was not necessary to susthe, Government, he was elected a member pend the standing orders, no doubt the
of the House, and was afterwards placed Speaker would be required to give way.
in the chair, it would be absolutely im- So long as he occupied the chair, it was
proper for him to do otherwise than the duty of the Speaker to maintain the
give the Government every support that privileges of the House; and unless the
lay in his power. Would he be acting House had declared by a formal resolution
honorably if he did not do so? Could that it was not necessary to suspend the
any man in his senses believe that, after standing orders, his decision could not be
being placed in the chair under such set aside. But though Sir Francis Murphy
circumstances, he could act impartially had in his place in the chair most unmistowards both sides of the House, as a takably pointed out that the Government
Speaker ought to do? Did anyone believe were wrong, what did he do immediately
that Sir Francis Murphy would act honor- Parliament was dissolved? He went to
ably unless he gave the Government all a constituency, and before that constituthe support in his power? It was unrea- ency not a syllable did he utter of the
sonable to suppose that the Government decision which he gave in Parliament. He
would have lent him their snpport in did not tell that constituency that he had
obtaining a seat unless they conceived told the Government and the House that
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the course which the Government proposed to take on the constitutional question was opposed to the usage and practice
of Parliament, and consequently opposed
to the law of Parliament; but he went to
the Government, before going to the constituency, and told them that he had no
hope of obtaining a seat unless they supported him. It appeared perfectly clear
that the honorable member entered into a
compact with the Government, and that
compact was quite plain to the public. If
a compact was not entered into in precise
words, practically there was a compact.
The Government found that the decision
which the Speaker had given in Parliament had done them a great deal of mischief with the country. The fact that the
Speaker, who had occupied the chair of
the House for years, and who therefore
ought to know the practice and usage of
Parliament, had given a formal decision
strongly opposed to the course which the
Government took, did the Government
immense mischief in the eyes of the country, because they were absolutely applying to the country upon the very ques.tion
upon which the Speaker had deCIded
against them; and if the Speaker went to
the country and again told the country
that the Government were wrong, they
would have to fight a much more up-hill
battle than they were likely to have to do
if they could induce the Speaker to come
round and tell the country that he was
wrong and that the Government were
right. Was not that the very thing which
Sir Francis Murphy did at the late election? The course'which the Government
took, and which the honorable gentleman
himself took, absolutely proved the correctness of the statement. It was as clear as
ABC that there was a compact between
the Government and the honorable gentleman. The Government, in effect, said"You have done us a lot of' damage; if
you can go to Grenville, which is in the
first batch of elections, and show to the
people of Grenville that the Gov~rnment
are all right in this matter, and that you
have always supported them, then it will
do the Government a great deal of good
throughout the rest of the elections."
What did the honorable gentleman say
to the electors of Grenville? He told
them, as a reason why he asked the support of the Government, that he did so
because"I believe the position of the Government to be
a true one. I did so because I believe the
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principle they are defending is a good one, and
one in which I heartily concur, and which I
have defended for years, as Speaker of the
Assembly, and maintained ever since I occupied
a seat in Parliament."

N ow, he would like to know what principle
it was on which the honorable gentleman
had always supported the Government.
It could not have been on what was
called the "tack," because on that point the
honorable gentleman did not support the
Government, but plainly told them that, in
his opinion, it was contrary to the usage
and practice of Parliament, and contrary
to the law of Parliament. Was it upon
the right of the Assembly to cont!ol . .
taxation? If that were so, he would lIke
to know upon what occasion that proposition was submitted to the Assembly
during the last session of Parliament, or
in what w~y that question was involved
in the various constitutional issues
which were submitted to the House. The
first question submitted was the" tack,"
and the honorable gentleman stated
clearly that the course proposed by the
Government was contrary to the usage
and practice of Parliament. Then, upon
what other question did the honorable gentleman intimate his concurrence
with the Government policy? Was it
that the Government could borrow money
from the London Chartered Bank without
the. authority of an Act of Parliament?
Why, the honorable gentleman never
mentioned that subject at his election.
He took particular care never to open his
lips upon it. What then was the question
upon which the honorable gentleman had
always supported the Government policy?
Was it that the Government had a right
to collect customs duties after a bill for
authorizing the collection of those duties
-had been rejected by one branch of the
Legislature, and after the Supreme Court
had decided that the collection of the
duties was illegal.? Why, the honorable
gentleman took the greatest possible care
never to express any opinion upon that
subject at all before his constituents.
Upon what possible question, therefore,
had the honorable gentleman always supported the policy of the Government?
He thought that it was perhaps not difficult to answer the question, though at
first sight it might a}!)pear to be so. It
appeared that the honorable gentleman
would support the policy of the Government so long as he could retain the office
of Speaker. It was a sort of recjprocity
treaty. The honorable gentleman had
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so far carried out his share of the com- Speaker conducted merely on party
pact, and it remained to be seen whether grounds. The first object of the House
the Government were prepared to carry should be to elect a competent man,
out theirs. The honorable gentleman had and a man whose decisions would be
said that it was a perfectly proper thillg thoroughly impartial. It was unreasonthat the election of Speaker should always able to expect that the decisions of Sir
be made a party question. He had no Francis Murphy, if he were elected
hesitation in expressing his dissent from Speaker, would be thoroughly impartial;
that proposition, and also in saying further because the honorable gentleman was
that there were few members of the under great obligations to the Government
Government who believed it. From the of the day, and would act dishonorably if
past practice of Governments and of he did not fulfil his obligation and perthe memhers of that House, it was clear form his part of the contract. The
that that doctrine was not believed Government had assisted him to a seat in
in. Sir Francis Murphy had occupied Parliament, and they proposed to assist
... the chair ever since the institution of him to the chair, and if he did not give
responsible government, and if it were them any support he could, he would fail
true that the Speaker ought always . in his part of the obligation. It would be
to be selected because of his connection difficult, he believed, to find a gentleman
with a political party, how was it that he more competent for the office of Speaker,
had held the office so long without a so far as learning, ability, and general
contest? After the Heales Government urbanity went. (An honorable memberappealed to the country the honorable " And impartiality.") He could not say
member came into the House as, an Op- impartiality. It was well known that Sir
position member-opposed to the policy Francis Murphy was not altogether the
of the Government-and yet no effort man after the heart of many of the Governwas made by the Heales Government to ment supporters, but they appeared to be
oust him from the chair.
placed in a difficulty as to finding another
Sir FRANCIS MURPHY.-It is not gentleman to fill the office. There was no
a fact that I came into the House opposed necessity for them to vote for Mr. Snodto the Heales Government, for I had the grass if they could not vote for Sir Fr-ancis
support of the Heales Government for the Murphy. Surely the Government could
find some other gentleman amongst their
Speakership.
Mr. GILLIES.-The honorable gentle- supporters who would not be bound in
man opposed the occupation licenses.
such a way as Sir Francis Murphy would
Sir FRANCIS MURPHY.-The hon- be. He believed it would be a great
orable member is mistaken; I did not mistake if the House elected Sir Francis
Murphy, because, from his relations tooppose or support them.
Mr. GILLIES proceeded to argue that wards the Government, it was impossible
the election of a Speaker had never been to expect from him impartial and unbiassed
.
made a question of party politics, from the decisions.
Mr. LEVEY thought that somemember
simple fact that the honorable gentleman
had always been chosen Speaker ever since of the Ministry might have condescended
the introduction of responsible Govern- to state the reason which induced the
ment, although there had been various Government to give their support to Sir
Governments in office, who had held dif- Francis Murphy. He had heard with
ferent political opinions. It was not great surprise the statement made by Sir
possible, therefore, that the election of Francis Murphy, for the first time in the
Speaker had always been made a party ques- House, as to his relations with the present
tion, unless the honorable gentleman had and preceding Governments. Whatever
always changed his political opinions so those relations might be, they had always
that they might invariably agree with the been kept secret from the House and the
opinions of the party in power, in order country. Certainly, if the honorable
to make sure of being placed in the chair. gentleman came into the house, four years
It would simply be doing the honorable ago, as a supporter of the Heales Admingentleman an injustice to impute that to istration, and the occupation licenses, he
him, because it would not be contended took very good care to keep the fact conthat he had always held the same political cealed from an opposition which then
opinions as the party in power. He numbered thirty-six to forty. Why session
.should be very sorry to see the election of after session the honorable gentleman had
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been elected for no other reason than that
he kept himself aloof from every Government and every party. Session after session
they had seen the honorable gentleman
excluded from debates in which his skill,
knowledge, and experience, would have
been of the greatest advantage; and had
seen him go out into the lobbies when his
vote would have been of the utmost importa~ce to that very party which he now
said .he came in simply to serve.
Sir FRAN CIS MURPHY was sorry
to interrupt the honorable member, but it
was untair that he should be misrepresented. He had not said that he came into
the House simply to serve any Go~ern
ment. He had the support of the Meales
Government to his election, both for the
House and Speakership, but simply and
solely on public grounds; there was no
secret understanding of supporting their
policy. Such a point never entered into
consideration at all. As to the occupation
licenses, he came in neither for nor against
them, though personally he was rather
favorable to them.
Mr. LEVEY could not reconcile the
honorable gentleman's statements. Either
his position, as explained to the electors of
North Grenville, that of a supporter of the
Ministry-Sir FRANCIS MURPHY.-I never
said that I was a supporter of the
Ministry.
Mr. LEVEY.-Would the honorable
mem ber say what he did state?
Sir FRANCIS MURPHY.-I said that
I supported the principle maintained by
the Government, and by the· majority of
this House, tbat the control of taxation is
vested in the Legislative Assembly.
Mr. LEVEY would be the last man to
take an ungenerous opportunity, but he
would like to know what difference there
was between a Ministerial supporter and
a gentleman who supported the principles adv()cated by the Ministry, and went
to them for a seat. Either Sir Francis
Murphy's position, as explained to the
electors of North Grenville, was a novel
one, and deserved reprobation, or else for
years past he had held a position which
he had kept the House in ignorance of.
Why the secret of the honorable gentleman's unpopularity in the Murray
Boroughs was -and honorable members
themselves regretted the fact-that he
did not give the House the advantage of
his skill and learning in debate; that,
during four years, the only occasion on
o
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which he had spoken was regarding the
salary of a servant of the House. The
honorable gentleman sought to justify his
position by the statement that he held a
subordinate government office when he
was first placed in the chair; but he
forgot to tell them that this was before
responsible government was introduced,
and before the Officials in Parliament Act
was passed. There was no comparison
between affairs then and now. The objection urged by the Opposition to Sir
Francis Murphy was not against his
ability, not against his urbanity, and not
even against his parliamentary practice,
despite his very grave mistake about the
tack. Their objection was that he entered
Parliament as a nominee of the Ministry.
At a time like this, wben grave constitutional questions were pending-when
party feeling ran high-when acrimonious
and angry debates were to be expectedwhen they were threatened with the presence of four thousand working-men outside the House-it was of' the greatest
importance to have in the chair a man in
whose impartiality both sides would have
confidence. He for one, however, could
have no confidence in the member for
North Grenville. When the Opposition
was numerically weak,. there was all the
more reason that it should be assured of
fair and equal treatment from the chair.
If the Ministry were to place a gentleman
in the chair by the brute force of a brute
majority-(" Oh, oh!" from the Ministerial benches)-for while Ministers were
content with crying oh, oh! they left Sir
Francis to make his own defence; not
one had the courage or the magnanimity
to say a word on his behalf-then there
was an end to representative institutions,
to even the form of free speech and free
debate.
Mr. McCULLOCH expressed his regret that personal attacks, unworthy of
the character of the House, should have
been made on the late Speaker. (" Oh,
oh!" from the Opposition benches.)
Honorable members might say what they
liked, but such attacks were undignified,
and were unworthy the House. He had
hoped that the session would be commenced without those acrimonious feelings
which had been exhibited by the other
side, and he did regret that such a debate
should have taken place on the first day
of meeting, when the proceedings might
very well have been confined to the
speeches of the movers and the seconders
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of the candidates. What were the objections to the re-election of Sir Francis
Murphy? They had the admisslon of the
membeL' who ~ad just sat down that exception was not taken to his ability, to
his urbanity, or to his Parliamentary
knowledge; and could honorable members
really say that there was any o~jection to
his impartiality? (" Yes," from the Opposition benches. ) Well, if there was
any complaint it was for the Government
to make it, for last session the rulings
were in favour of the Opposition. But
had the Government made any objection
on this account? Honorable members
would see that the gentleman placed in
the chair must necessarily gi ve offence to
members all round. He himself had felt
aggrieved more than Olice, but he was
bound to obey and give way. He always
felt at the time that these rulings were
given conscientiously, and for the most
part, on after reflection, he believed that
they were given rightly. The occupant
of the chair ought to be made as inde-·
pendent as possible, but if the present
course of conduct were to be followed out,
if personal attacks were continued, no
gentleman would aspire to the seat. A
great deal had been said about the position t tken by Sir Francis Murphy during
the past elections. But what difference
was there between the honorable gentleman's position and that of any other
member-Mr. Gillies, for instance? The
honorable gentleman did not appear before
the electors as the Speaker of the House.
He was a candidate for a seat, and
was he not bound to give his opinion
on the political q'..lestions agitating the
country? Would any constituency have
elected him haa. he not distinctly said
whether he was for or against the
Government. There was no neutrality
during the election8, although the member for Ararat did get in on that
score. That honorable member was the
only one to come forward and· say
that he would go in on a sort of neutral ground.-(Mr. McLellan, "I deny
that I did anything of the sort.")-Sir
}'rancis Murphy must either have gone
in for the rights of the Assembly, or for
the rights of the Legislative Council
against the Assembly. The honorable
gentleman stated his views c1early, distinctly, and unmistakably. His speech
told upon the members of the Opposition,
and that was the reason of their objections j
therefor~ it was that they had had a lay
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sermon from the member for West Melbourne on the prodigal son. The reference was not in very good taste. They
all knew that a certain gentleman could
quote scripture at times, and turn it
to good account also. "Vith regard to
the alleged compact between the Government and Sir Francis Murphy, he had to
state, positively and distinctly, that there
was no such compact .at all. Were he
Sir ·Francis Murphy, and were he placed
in that chair, he would give his decisions
as readily against the Government as for
it. Because Sir Francis was supported
by the friends of the Government during
his election, that in no way affected his
ruling in the House. He regretted that
the member for Ballarat West should so
far have forgotten himself as to state that,
if Sir Francis Mnrphy gave a decision
against the Government, he would regard
the Government as sold. So far as the
Government were concerned, Sir Francis
Murphy would assume office as free and
independent as any member sitting on
the Opposition benches could take it.
Ministers would be unworthy their position if they sought to trammel any gentleman who might aspire to the chair. It
was their duty rather to see that proper
order was maintained, so that the debates
which took place might be a fair reflex of
the opinions held within the House. He
did not re~ret that a second gentleman
should have been nominated-the Opposition was quite entitled to do this-but
he did regret the personal attacks on a
gentlemen who, for the past ten years, had
discharged his duties with credit to himself, the House, and the colony. He felt
satisfied that the House would support
the motion of the member for Castlemaine,
that they would not accept the bait
thrown out by the member for Ballarat
West, who, knowing the unpopularity of
the member for South Gipps~and, said,
" Only reject Sir Francis Murphy, and you
can still have another choice." He trusted
that-notwithstanding the improper language of t,he member for West Melbourne, who left it to be understood that,
if Sir Francis Murphy were elected, he
would not be bound by his decisions
(" no, no," and" yes,")-when the question was disposed of, when Sir Francis
took his seat, members of all views would
unite in assenting to the decision of the
Speaker, and in maintaining the dignity
of the chair.
Mr. BUNNY said that however un-
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gracious it might appear for a new member
-to open his Parliamentary career by opposing the re-election of a former Speaker,
and however unjust it might be considered
that a long career of utility and honor
should be cancelled by some fault occasioned perhaps by the misguidance of
others, he felt bound to put away private
" feelings, and to refuse his consent to Sir
Francis Murphy's election on public
grounds. The Chief Secretary had observed that it was unusual to make personal reflections, but surely personal conduct and personal motives had a direct
bearing on the question of the Speakership. But for his learning and his urbanity
Sir Francis Murphy would not have been
broug-ht forward, and but for his partiality
he would not have been opposed. The
reason he was opposed was his want" of
impartiality. If they looked to his conduct
during the critical time of the passage of
the Appropriation-cum-1.'ariff Bill they
would see that he had given proof of this.
Ministers publicly declared that the great
object of their proceedings was to coerce
the Upper House, to establish for the
Assembly the sole right to control and
regulate the taxation of the country. The
initiation of the attack on the Councilfor he denied positively that the attack
was made by that House-was the introduction of the two measures he had alluded
to. In the first instance Sir Francis
Murphy ruled decidedly that it would be
contrary to Parliamentary law and usage
to join the two, but (as he quoted Hansard
to show) after the refreshment hour, after
a conversation with the Minister of Justice,
he altered his opinion, and decided that
the union was no tack, and that the Government were justified in coercing the
Counc~l to pass the Appropriation B~ll as
they proposed. N ow, he had a right to
ask what was the motive for this change
of opinion. Sir Francis Murphy told
them that he did not undertake to give
explanat\Cfs of statutory law, but mereJy
of Parliamentary law and practice. Now
he maintained that we had no Parliamentary law here which was not statutory. The whole of the proceedings of
the past ten months had been based on
this mistaken idea; the precedents of the
Imperial Parliament had been hunted up,
when there was no analogy between that
Legislature and this. Here everything
was explained within the four cornerF! of
one Act of Parliament. Had the Speaker
referred to the Constitution Act when the
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tack was proposed, he would have seen that
the 56th clause forbade the union of such
incongruous matters, and the question
which had occasioned so much embarrassment would have been at once disposed of.
Let them then, if they were to have a
gentleman to preside over them, have one
competent to expound the law. As to
partiality, Sir Francis Murphy's conduct
at his election had exposed him to great
suspicion, and in such a case suspicion
was enough. He thought that the Chief
Secretary had twitted the Opposition
somewhat unfairly, for one of' his own
supporters had read the late Speaker a
very severe lesson, which doubtless he would
profit by. Whoever might be placed in the
chair he would be careful to obey his
rulings, and, as Sir :Francis Murphy was
sure to be elected, he would say no more.
Mr. IRELAND observed that he felt
himself in a most painful position, because
having frequently experienced the impartiality and courtesy of Sir Francis
Murphy, the last thing he desired was
to attempt to cast any reproach upon that
honorable gentleman. He had no sympathy
with the accusations made against the
late Speaker, inasmuch as he had no
knowledge of them. Indeed, his own ex~
perience during the whole time he was iu
Parliament was of a totally opposite
character. Neither did he desire to enter
"into any debate as to the legality of what
was called a "tack" and the other proceedings which took place in Parliament
during the last session. He was not
present, and therefore had no personal
cognizance of them. The only information
which he possessed on the subject was
derived from the public prints, and he"
well knew Low meanings which were not
intended to attach were made to attach
to the observations of persons holding the
position of the honorable member. But
"taking the accounts to be substantlally
correct, he had no hesitation in avowing
his opinion-unshaken as it was after
a great deal of consideration-that the
course of proceeding on that "'occasion
was both illegal and unconstitutional.
The Speaker, no doubt, should be
a constitutional lawyer. Still all men
were fallible. But having occupied the
chair of the House for so long a period,
he should be sorry to see Sir :Frnncis
l\1urphy displaced merely for holding
"an erroneous opinion. While on this part
of the case he would just observe, that
he thought it would have been only fair
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on the part of the Chief Secretary to have
produced any despatches which might
have been received from home on the subject of the course of proceeding to which
he had alluded, involving, as it did, the
conduct not only of the Government but
also of Sir Francis Murphy. It might
turn out that they held views entirely
erroneous on this subject. He, for one,
did not profess to set up his opinion.
against that of the Imperial authorities.
And if such documents existed they ought
to be produced. However, what he should
rest his vote upon was not merely a
statement as to the late Speaker's
ruling-not merely upon a temporary
irritation created one moment to be forgotten the next--but a declaration by Sir
Francis Murphy with respect to pursuing
a certain course of conduct which he (Mr.
Ireland) could not approve. Sir Francis
Murphy had declared his intention to
stand upon what he called" the practice
and usage of Parliament." A greater
mistake could not be made. There was a
written constitution, which was, in fact, a
sort of contract between the colonists of
Victoria and the mother country; and all
practice and usage was made subordinate
to that, precisely as by-laws for the gold·
fields were made subordinate to the Act
under which they were framed. The constitution could not be overridden; and to
say that Sir Francis Murphy was competent to determine the statute law of the
country was to ignore the written constitution. Under these circumstances it
was impossible for him to record his vote,
as he should personally desire, in favour
of Sir Francis Murphy. It had been said
that in this country, as in England, the
election of Speaker had always been made
a party question. He denied this. The
fact of an honorable gentleman having
filled the office from 1856 to the present
time, and this notwithstanding all the
changes of Government that had taken
place, was the greatest proof that it was
not a party question The party aspect
of the case was merged in considerations
of another kind-namely, the character of
the gentleman and his qualifications for
the office. He trusted the day would
never arrive when it should be made a
party question. If any party aspect
appeared; it was given by Sir Francis
Murphy himself, through asking every
party in the Assembly to support him.
The honorable gentleman had in turn the
support of Mr. Heales, Mr. O'Shanassy,

and Mr. McCulloch. In that sense-the
sense of securing the support of the predominant party-the election might be a
party question; but the House had always
forborne to treat it as such.
Sir FRANCIS MURPHY remarked
that he had invariably refused, according
to the practice of the House of Commons,
to interpret the statute law for the House.
The Hous~ itself interpreted the statute
law, or took it from the law advisers of the
Crown.
The CLERK put the question-" That
Sir Francis Murphy do take the chair of
this House as Speaker."
The House divided, and the numbers
wereAyes
52
Noes
18
Majority for the motion

34

AYES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Balfour,
Bayles,
" Bindon,
" Bowman,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" Connor,
" Cope,
" Cunningham,
" Davies,
" li:vans,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Halfey,
" Harbison,
" Heath,
" Henty,
" Hopkins,
" Jones,
" King,
" Lalor,
" Longmore,
:, Love,

Mr. Macgregor,
" McCann,
McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McKean,
" Macpherson,
" Plummer,
" Ramsay,
" Reeves,
" Richardson,
" Riddell,
" Sands,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" Sullivan,
" Tucker,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Wardrop,
" Watkins,
" 'Vheeler,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Ed wards,
" Dyte.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Aspinall,
Blackwood,
Bunny,
Frazer,
Gillies,
Hanna,
Ireland,
Kerferd,
Langton,
MacBain,

Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,
Sir Francis Murphy,
Mr. O'Grady,
" Snowball,
" Whiteman.
Tellers.
Mr. McLellan,
" Levey.

Sir FRANCIS MURPHY was escorted to
the chair by his proposer and seconder.
The SPEAKER then said-I beg to
thank the House for the honor it has
conferred upon me. Although the debate
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has been a lengthened one, yet I hope it
will not prove uninstructive. For my
own part I will say that, so far as the
personal remarks made in the heat of
discussion are concerned, they will for me
be as buried and forgotten.
Mr. McCULLOCH (addressing the
Speaker) remarked-Allow me, Sir, to
congratulate you upon your re-election to
the important position of Speaker of this
House. I am quite sure you have stated
correctly that all feelings which may have
been engendered during the debate will be,
as far as you are concerned, buried and
forgotten, and I am also sure that in that
course you will act not simply as the representative for Grenville, but as the
Speaker of this House. I am further
satisfied that in the discharge of your
duties you will act impartially, no matter
whether the case before you affects the
Government or the Opposition. I believe
that honorable members sitting opposite
will now unite .with honorable members
sitting on this side of the House in giving
a hearty and cordial support to your
decisions, in order that the debates of the
House may be carried on in a way creditable to such an Assembly. Sir, I beg
again to congratulate you upon your
elevation, for the fifth time, to the position
of Speaker of the Legislative Assembly.
Mr.IRELAND.-I rise, Sir, for the
purpose of expressing the intention of
myself and the gentlemen sitting on this
side of the House, to obey and submit to
your decisions with the greatest possible
respect. Notwithstanding the discussions
which have occurred-and I may observe
that we are all bound, from a sense of
duty, to express our opinions-we shall
be glad to bury all reminiscences of what
has taken place; and I have to thank
you for the kindly language in which you
have intimated your intention to pursue a
similar course. At. the same time, I beg
to congratulate you upon your re-election
to your present position.
The House adjourned at nine minutes
to four o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 13, 1866.
State Opening by the Governor-Constitution Act AmendmentBill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at seven
minutes to two 0' clock, and read the usual
form of prayer.
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At four minutes past two, the Usher
announced that His Excellency the
Governor was approaching the building.
Immediately afterwards His Excellency
entered the Chamber, attended by his
Aide-de-camp, Private Secretary, and a
number of officers.
The members of tlte Legislative Assembly having been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY read the following
speech:" MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE
GENTLEME'N OF THE LEGISLATIVE
COUNCIL:
" MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
" I have thought fit to call you together
as soon as possible after the general elec. tion, in order that the questions upon which
the country has pronounced may be considered and determined by the Legislature
~
without delay.
"I trust that the result of the appeal
that has been made to the people will aid
you in overcoming the great difficulties
which have accrued from the differences
between the Houses; and that by a wise
and co:p.siderate exercise of the powers
which you respectively possess, you may
be able to legislate in accordance with the
public will.
" GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE
ASSEMBLY:
"The alterations in the Tariff which
were sanctioned by the late Assembly will
be immediately submitted to you.
" The Estimates for the year have been
framed with a due regard to economy,
while, at the same time, provision has
been made for the efficient maintenance
Qf the public service, the prosecution of
works which have been already commenced,
and for such others as are required by the
progress of the country.
" The sum of £50,000 voted by you last
year for the erection of bridges in country
districts, and the amount provided in aid
of the building funds of charitable institutions, will be held available for those
purposes. The increase of the endow··
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munications, they have, received from all
the surrounding colonies, as from the
various districts of our own, the warmest
assurances of co-operation and. support.
Perhaps by such an Exhibition only can
"MR. PRESIDENT
AND
HONORA:BLE
even colonists themselves obtain adequate
GENTLEMEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE
knowledge, and distinct impressions, as to
COUNCIL: .
the varied capabilities of this vast and
CI MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
interesting island continent; and we may
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
hope that the collected specimens of the
produce and industry of Australasia, which
U Although the ordinary course of public
the
well directed labors of the Commission
business has been much disturbed by
may
bring before you, will, as in older
recent events, I am glad to be able to
tell you that the most important measures countries, give a new and ,most ben~ficial
o( the late Parliament have been promptly impulse to the enterprise of our people.
." The almostunprecedently long drought
and energetically administered by the
by which the country has been affiicted,
Government.
" Amongst these is the provision made und which, until very recently, threatened
for giving to the country districts a sup- . to become in its consequences a great
ply of water. An adequate staff of Engi- public calamity, is, I trust, drawing to an
neers and Surveyors has been for some end. From various pastoral districts of
time employed upon the work, which will this colony, and from the interior of New
South Wales, we learn that extensive disbe pressed on with the utmost despatch.
"It is the intention of my advisers to tricts have been relieved by copious rains.
carry ou.t the desire of the Legislature It is some mitigation of this visitation
upon the subject of Colonial Defences, that the season which has been so injuBome of the ordnance required for the rious to tLe pastoral and mining interests,
batteries being now in course of manu- has not in the same degree affected agriculture, the crops of the present season
facture in the Royal Arsenals.
" The necessary applications have been being, in many districts, unusually abunmade to Her Majesty's Government for dant.
the establishment of a branch of the
" A session of twelve months' duration,
Royal Mint at Melbourne.
followed immediately by a general election
" You will be gratified to learn that the and the meeting of Parliament, has npt
Land Act continues to work satisfactorily. 1eft to my advisers time for the preparaShould further experience disclose defects tion of various important measures which
in it which cannot be cured by adminis- it will be necessary to submit for your
tration, it will be the duty of my advisers consideration. But there are some Bills
to propose such amendments of the ·law which can be prepared and' introduced
as may secure its great objects-the agri- this session without protracting your decultural settlement of the people and the liberations too much.
more rapid growth of the country.
"Amongst these I may mention Bills
" I am happy to be able to inform you for the amendment of the laws relating to
that the Commission lately appointed for Lunacy, the Public Health, and the Volunthe purpose of arranging and carrying out teer Force, which cannot be conveniently
the means for an Intercolonial Exhibition deferred, and which, with the Tariff, the
of Industry, to be held in Melbourne in Estimates, and a Bill for the Reform of
August next, have applied themselves to the Legislative Council, will be submitted
their task with the utmost zeal and energy; for your early consideration.
and that, in response to their official com" Anticipating that you will be disposed

ment for main roads, for which a Bill was·
to have been brought in last year, will be
proposed to you as a supplementary vote
of 1865.
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to agree with the resolution of the late
Assembly in favor of a reduction in the
postal charges, my advisers propose to
sub~it a Bill for the establishment of a
uniform rate.
" The experience of the working of the
Common Schools Act seems to call for
further legislation, and with a view to the
obtainment of accurate'and detailed information, it is my intention to issue a
Royal Commission on the subject.
"I trust that your deliberations may,
under the blessing of Divine Providence,
conduce to the permanent prosperity and
happiness of the people.
"C. H. DARLING, Governor.
" Melbourne, Feb. 13, 1866."
Copies of the Speech were handed by
the Private Secretary to the President
and to the Speaker. The members of
the Legislative Assembly then withdrew.
His Excellency and suite also left the
Chamber.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
The Hon. W. HIGHETT moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to alter and amend
the Constitution Act. He observed that
it was customary to introduce a measure
at that early stage in order to assert the
rights and privileges of the House.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER seconded
the motion. People ill another place, he
said, talked of reforming the Council, but
the Council was ready to reform itself.
Leave was given, the Bill was brought
in and read a first time, and the second
reading was appointed for Tuesday, the
27th of February.
ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE.
The Hon. H. MILLER suggested that
the House should" adjourn during pleasure,
sav until four o'clock.
'The Hon. C. SLADEN said that a
longer adjournment was desirable. It was
n'ecessary on this occasion more than any
other that honorable mem bers should well
consider the course they would pursue with
reference to the speech they hadjust heard
read. Never had an occasion arisen in
which there was a greater necessity for
moderation, not only on the part of the
Council, but also on the part of the other
branch of the Legislature. He had every
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reason to hope that the session w.ould be
characterized by this feature in an eminent
degree, and with a view that the Council
should be guided in its action by the
greatest amount of wisdom which could
be brought to bear upon the questions at
issue, he would ask honorable membersthough it was unusual to do so-to adjourn
until Thursday before taking His Excellency's speech into consideration.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL
seconded the motion.
The Hon. H. MILLER did not rise to
oppose the motion. Indeed one of the
objects he hoped to effect during the
session was to meet the wishes of honorable members so far as the emergencies
of public business would allow.' He
would remind the House, however, that
the course proposed was unusual and
unprecedented. The practice was to appoint a committee to prepare a reply to
His Excellency's speech the same day.Moreover, the 'House had no committees,
and it was usual on these occasions to
appoint them.
~rhe Hon. J. P. FAWKNER said that
"the times were out of joint," and it was
necessary that the House should depart
from its ordinary routine ill order to
meet th~ times. They were living, according to the admissions of ministerialists
themselves, under a "temporary and
provisional" form of government, There
were some things in the speech they had
just heard, whic h he, for on e, totall y denied.
Tbey required time for deliberation, therefore, as to the action they should take,
for not only ware they required to protect
the rights and privileges of the House,
but also to be a safeguard to the liberties
of the people.
The motion was then agreed to, and
the House adjourned at twenty-eight
minutes past two o'clock, until Thursday,
Feb. 15.

LEGISLATIVE ASSElvIBLY.
Tuesilay, February, 13, 1866.
State Opening of Parliament-Volunteer Act Amendment
Bill-Address in Reply to the Governor's Speech.

The SPEAKER took the chair at two
o'clock.
Ten minutes afterwards the Usher of
the Legisla.tive Council brought a message
from His Excellency the Governor, re-
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questing the attendance of honorable
members in the chamber of the Legislative Council.
The SPEA.KER, accompanied by the members present, and attended by the Clerk,
elerk Assistant, and Serjeant. at-Arms, proceeded to the chamber of the Legislative
Council.
Business was afterwards suspended
until half-past four o'clock, when the
Speaker again took the chair.
PRESENTATION OF THE S'PEAKER
.
TO THE GOVERNOR.
The SPEAKER announced that he
had that day presented himself to the
Governor, and acquainted ,His Excellency
that the House had elected him to fill the
chair, whereupon His Excellency made
the following reply : "Mr. Speaker,-I beg to congratulate you upon
your election for the fifth time to the eminent
position of Speaker of the Legislative Assembly
of this great and loyal dependency of the British
Crown I am confident that the conduct of the
deliberations of that Branch of the Legislature
will derive valuable aid from your long experience of the law and practice of Parliament."

PRIVILEGE.
Mr. BINDON, by leave of the House,
moved, without notice"That leave be given to Mr. Ashton Warner, a
clerk in the department of the Legislative
Assembly, to attend to-morrow and give evidence before a Commissioner of the Supreme
Court in an action Moody v. Gray and others,
brought to recover a sum claimed for Parlia·
mentary agency charges in the Bill authorizing
the Inglewood and Sandhurst tramway."

Mr. DYTE seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
LAND AT SMEATON.
Mr. LEVEY intimated that, on a future
day, he would ask whether the Government intended to fulfil their promise to
the House that they would appoint a
Board to investigate certain charges which
had been made "rith reference to the
val uatiori of land at Smeaton.
Mr. GRANT said he might inform the
. honorable member at once that the Board
had been appointed, and that he hoped t~e
investigation would take place in the
course of a few days.
NEW MEMBERS.
Mr. Higinbotham and Mr. Foott took
the oath and their seats-the former as
member for Brighton, the latter as one of
the members for Geelong West.

Address in Reply.

VOLUNTEER ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. VERDON obtained leave to introduce a bill to amend the law relating to
the Volunteer force.
The bill was brought in and read a first
time, and the second reading was made an
order of the day for Tuesday, February 20.
THE GOVERNOR'S· SPEECH.
ADDRESS IN REPLY.
The SPEAKER notified that, pursuant
to the Governor's summons, the mom bers
of the House had attended in the Chamber
of the Legislative Council that afternoon,
when His Excellency delivered his speech
on opening Parliament.
The speech having been read,
Mr. BALFOUR moved" That this House do resolve that a respectful
Address be presented to His Excellency the
Governor, expressive of our loyalty to our Most
Gracious Sovereign, and to thank His Excellency
for having summoned Parliament thus early
after the general election, in order that the
questions upon which the country has pronounced may be considered and determined by
the Legislature without delay.
" Assuring His Excellency that, with him, we
trust that the appeal which has been made to
the people will aid us in overcoming the great
difficulties which have accrued from the differences between the Houses, and that by a wise
and considerate exercise of the powers which we
respecti vely possess, we may be able to legislate
in accordance with the public will.
" Thanking His Excellency for informing us
that the alterations in the Tariff which were
sanctioned by the late Assembly will immediately
be submitted to us.
" Informing His Excellency that the Estimates
for the year will receive our best attention, as
also a supplementary vote for increasing the
endowment for main roads; and that we are
glad to be informed that the £50,000 voted by
the late Assembly for the erection of bridges,
and the amount provided in aid of charitable
institutions, will be held available for those purposes.
"Expressing our satisfaction, that, although
the ordinary course of public business has been
much disturbed by recent events, the most important measures of the late Parliament have
been promptly and energetically administered
by the Government, and that among these is
the provision made for the giving to the country
districts a supply of water .
"Thanking His Excellency for informing us
that it is the intention of his advisers to carry
out the desire of the Legislature upon the subject of Colonial Defences, and that the necessary
applications have been made to Her Majesty's
Government rl'or the establishment of a branch
of the RoyaJ/Mint at Melbourne.
"Expressing our gratification at learning that
the ;Land Act continues to work satisfactorily,
and informing His Excellency that, should further experience disclose defects in it which cannot be cured by administration, we shall cheer-
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fully take into consideration such amendments believed themselves right in taking up a
of the law as His Excellency's advisers may procertain position, and they also believed
pose, in order to secure its great objects-the
that, if they receded from that position,
agricultural settlement of the people and the
they would be guilty of surrendering the
more rapid growth of the country.
" Informing His Excellency that we are glad to privileges which belonged to the popular
learn the Commission iately appointed for the pur- branch of the Legislature. Rather than
pose of arranging and carrying out the 'means
for an Intercolonial Exhibition of Industry, recede from that position, they deterto be held in Melbourne in August next, have mined upon making an appeal to the
applied themselves to their task witl. the utmost country, and in taking the step of diszeal and energy, and that, in response to t.heir solving they were fortunate enough to
official communications, they have received from
the surrounding colonies, as h'om the various secure the assistance of the Governor.
districts of our own, the warmest assurances of But an appeal to the constituencies would
have been of little avail had the issues
co-operation and support.
"Expressing our concurrence in the view taken put before the country been indefinite,
by His Excellency, that it is perhaps only by vague, diffuse, or distorted. The issues,
such an Exhibition that even colonists themsel ves
can obtain adequate knowledge, and distinct im- however, were most distinct, most clear,
pressions, as to the varied capabilities of this most unmistakable. He believed that
vast and interesting island continent; and we at no general election had the issues been
may hope, therefore, that the collected speci- more distinctly laid before the constitumens of the produce and industry of Australasia,
which the well-directed labors of the Commission encies. It was to this circnmstance that
may bring before us, will, as in older countries, he attributed the large and overwhelming
give a new and most beneficial impulse to the majority which had been returned pledged
enterprise of our people.
to maintain the privileges which he held
"Expressing our gratification that the almost
unprecedentedly long drought by which the belonged to the House, not merely becountry has been afHicted seems, from the cause it had always claimed, assertod, and
accounts received from the various pastoral exercised them, but also because of its
districts of the colony, and from the interior of analogy to the House of Commons, which
New South Wales, to be drawing to an end; had also claimed and exercised them. The
and that the season which has been so injurious
to the pastoral interest has not in the same first issue was the power possessed by the
House to deal with money bills, and to
degree affected the agricultural.
" Assuring His Excellency that we are sensible provide for and control the taxation of
that a session of twelve months' duration, fol- the country. To that issue an affirmative
lowed immediately by a general election, has
not left to his advisers time for the preparation answer was given by almost the whole
of various important measures which it will be community-an answer that the House
necessary to submit for our consideration; and 'did pos~ess the privileges, and ought to be
informing Hili! Excellency that those Bills which, supported in the exercise of them. Follownevertheless, can be prepared and introduced
ing that came necessarily the question of
this session, will receive our best attention.
"Informing His Excellency that we shall cheer- reform of the U p)?er House-not a reform
fully take into consideration the Bill for the as some would WIsh, to so popularize that
establishment of a uniform rate of postage.
branch of the Legislature that there might
"Thanking His Excellency for informing us be the shallow excuse that, because it was
that it is his intention to issue a Royal Commission, with a view to the obtainment of accurate placed on a popular basis, it ought to have
and detailed information upon which to base the same control over the taxation of the
further legislation, which the experience of the country as was possessed by the Legislaworking of the Common Schools Act seems to tive Assembly; but a reform that would
call for; and
"Expressing our trust that our deliberations be quite in keeping with the desires of
may, under the blessing of Divine Providence, the framers of the Constitution when they
conduce to the permanent prosperity and happi- fixed a high property qualification for
ness of the people.'"
members of that House-a property quali-

The honorable member observed, that in
proposing this reply it was necessary first
of all to advert to the causes of the late
general election. They were all well
aware that, before the election took place,
practical legislation was virtually put a
stop to. Indeed the Government of the
country had been carried on in an unusual
manner, though he was not prepared to
admit that the manner was either illegal
or unconstitutional. The Government

fication which had altered with the altered
circumstances of the colony-and would
also make members of that House more
amenable to their constituents, so that
the colony should not be disgraced any
more by scenes like those lately enacted,
which were to be deplored. And these
issues having been so distinctly and clearly
brought before the country, and so distinctly and clearly responded to, he
trusted that, when the alterations in
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the Tariff that were proposed in the
last Parliament were re-introduced, they
would be accepted almost without cavil.
The country had most unmistakably pronounced upon the subject, and in carrying out the alterations they would be only
obe.ving the popular will. The next subject referred to in His Excellency'S speech
was the vote for bridges in country districts; and on that he would observe, that
every honorable member who represented,
as he did, a part of the country not intersected by railways, must feel a great
anxiety for the proper appropriation and
distribution of that vote. They must also
be gratified to know that there was to 'be
a n increase in the amount of the State contribution towards the maintenance of main
lines of road, feeling, as they did, that such
an expenditure was absolutely necessary to
open up country and bring its produce to
a suitable market. It would have been a
serious evil if the charitable institutions
of the country had been made to suffer
from the political disputes which took
place last session, and therefore he was
gratified to find that the amounts voted
would still be available for those institutions for the destitute, the sick, and the
fatherless-institutions which shed a
lustre on this land of their adoption.
While he congratulated the Government
on the return of so large a majority to
support th~ir policy, he should be doing
wrong if he did not also congratulate the
country on having such a Government at
the head of affairs-a Government that
had manifested such energy in carrying
into effect those measures of the last
Parliament which demanded speedy and
earnest attention. Prominent among
these measures was the scheme for supplying water to the country. It was
admitted on all hands that a copious
supply of water was absolutely necessary
for the centres of population, particularly
the gold-fields, and the fact was impressed
more deeply on the country by the suffering consequent on the recent drought. It
was, therefore, satisfactory to know that
the Government had taken the preliminary steps for bringing these measures
into operation. A matter of equal importance was that of providing ordnance for
the batteries of the colony. He was exceedingly glad to find that the order had
gone horne, that the ordnance was in
course of manufacture, and that the defenceless state of the port was in course
of amendment. The. establishment in
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Melbourne of a branch of the Royal Mint
was also a step in the right direction.
But of all thE) subjects touched upon in
the Governor's speech, none would demand
their attention more than the working of
the land law of last session. 'l'hat measure had done what no preceding Land
Bill had ever accomplished. It had opened
the country to a population desirous of
engaging in agricultural pursuits; and all
parties agreed that it had been administered in a manner which deserved the
highest credit. (Hear, hear, and no, no.)
At all events, he was justified in saying,
whatever might be the opinion of the
House, that out-of-doors the administration of the Land Act had been received
with acclamation. Although it would be
necessary, as the speech informed the
House, that measures should be introduced to amend the laws relating to
lunacy and the public health, and to carry
into effect the resolutions of the last Parliament with reference to the reduction of
postage, still it must be a source of gratification to those honorable members, who,
unlike himself, were members of the last
Parliament, to know that the session
would probably be of short duration. It
was a notorious fact that a considerable
number of complaints had been made
with regard to the working of the Common Schools Act. Whether those complaints were well or ill founded, it was not
for him to say; but it must be satisfactory
to know-when the Board of Education,
which, from its very nature and composition, was responsible alone to Parliament,
and was thus precluded ofttimes from
giving an account of its doings, and
proving to those who imagined themselves
ill-treated that their case received the
closest attention-that the Governor had
determined upon appointing a Royal Commission to inq uire into the working of the
Act, with a view to the obtainment of
such information as' would guide the
House in further legislating upon the
question. He again begged to congratulate the Government and the House on
the return of 80 many meml;>ers prepared
to support the Government in maintaining
the privileges of the House. He trusted
that a great portion of the unpleasant
feeling evoked during the last Parliament
might be buried in oblivion, and that honorable members would proceed promptly
to the work of practical legislation.
l\ir. LOVE, in seconding the motion,
expressed his satisfaction at finding that
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the Governmep.t intended to bring the
Tariff submitted to the last Parliament
before the present Assembly. He considered it necessary for the welfare of the
colony that the measure should be brought
forward. According to the accounts which
appeared daily in the newspapers, a large
proportion of the rising youth of the
colony found their way to the reformatories-institutions which could be" maintailled only by a large endowment from the
State. He held that it would be far better
for the country that the compulsory
industry which such institutions created
should be superseded by the voluntary
industry which might be expected to flow
from the adoption of the Government
Tariff. He congratulated the Government on the success which had attended
the operation of the Land Act, which he
regarded as eminently awise measure, and
he expressed his conviction that the most
satisfactory results would attend the working of the Water Supply scheme. In conclusion, he begged to state that he
intended for the present to be a hearer in
the House, although the time might come
when he should take a more active part in
the proceedings.
"
Mr. ASPINALL remarked that the
first statement in the Governor's speech
which they were required to consider was,
that they were called together in order
that the questions upon which the country
had pronounced might "be co~sidered
and determined by the Legislature without delay." But he would defy the
Government to inform the House what
were the questions which they submitted
for the opinion of the country. Had not
the Government obtained majorities in
many places simply on the pretence
that they were Protectionists? Had not
candidates gone, one after another, to the
various constituencies and solicited seats
on the ground that they would support
the Government, because the Government were giving an instalment of Protection, and, if they had sufficient
strength at their back, would belie their
own professions, and give more '? Had they
not been told, on the other hand, by the
Attorney-General, that his conscience
would not allow of his being anything but
a Free-Trader? Had not the Minister of
Justice declared himself in a similar manner ?" This was one kind of question put
before the country. Another question
upon which it was said the constituencies
had decided was the interpretation of the
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Constitution Act. The constituencies
might have said what they coneeived to be
the relation of the House of Commons to
the House of Lords, but were they to say,
forsooth, that they would give support to
the Legislative Assembly in its antagonism
to the Upper House, which was alike a
portion of the Constitution? What indeed
had been put before them by the Ministry
and their supporters but the most
miserable clap-trap? They were told that
the people-the majority-should rule,
and that the minority-which was at least
as good and as wise as the majorityshould be stifled and put down altogether;
as if, forsooth, the majority in a country
was at all times the best educated portion
of it. Talk of "the wealthy lower orders ";
it would appear that henceforth wherever
the numerical majority might be, there
all the education and all the wisdom
of the country must be sought. There
must be no representation of minorities
-no representation of individuals; the
majority was" not merely to have its way as
a majority, but it was to oppress and destroy
aU other men-let their education,
capacity, and position be what it might.
Now were there more rich men than poor
men in this community f (An honorable
member-" Riches do not bring wisdom.")
No, nor poverty either. But, in his hum bIe
opinion, riches, if they did not bring
wisdom, gave a very considerable chance
of it. A. rich man, no doubt, gave his
child the best education he could, and
a poor man, it was to be hoped,
did the same; but a youth with
educational advantag~s was likely, when he
grew up, to be in a better position than a
youth without such qualifications. He
did not think riches to be quite against a
man in this or any other country.
Certainly, he did not think that a man,
who had the means and opportunity of
bringing up his children properly, should
place those children at the lowest round of
the political ladder. But tha.t appeared to
be the popular ticket. If it was not, he
would apologize. He did not say that
education brought discretion. He did not
say that a seat in Parliament brought discretion. Discretion, he knew, was very
difficult to acquire, particularly when a
majority thought it could have things all
its own way. But he hoped that, in a
free community, the minority would always
be allowed to hay~ its say. -Entertaining
this opinion, he asked why the minority
should be placed in the position desired
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for it by the majority? Why should it be
said that Parliament had been called
together "in order that the questions
upon which the country has pronounced
may be considered and determined by the
Legislature without delay," whem the Government had gone to some constituencies
and returned themselves and their supporters on one pretence, and had obtained
similar success elsewhere on another pretence ? He declared that some of the
ministerial supporters had obtained seats
without any assertion of principles at all,
and simply on the understanding that
they would come to the House and say
" ditto" to the Ministry. These gentlemen, if asked whether they were protectionists, dare not answer" yes" or " no."
If asked whether they were free-traders,
again they dare not answer. The Ministry
and the whipper-in would not let them.
The Governor's speech expressed the
hope "that the result of the appeal that
has been made to the people will aid you
in overcoming the great difficulties which
have accrued from the differences between
the Houses." But the differences between
the Houses was as to the construction
of an Act of the Imperial Parliament.
And how was the result of what the
people had been cajoled into doing to
alter the law under which this House and
the other House sat? The appeal to the
country was chiefly founded upon thisthat the artizan class were to be supported
by Protection if they supported a Government of which two leading members (Mr.
Higinbotham and Mr. Michie) had declared that they were dead against Protection. The votes of the artizan class
had been secured under the pretence that
the Government were Rbout to advocate
Protection, and yet all that appeared in
the Governor's speech on the subject was
-" The alterations in the Tariff which
were sanctioned by the late Assembly will
be immediately submitted to you." Four
thousand people had been asked to assemble outside Parliament-house under the
pretence of applauding the Governor, as
if a right-minded Governor cared how
many applauded him, or how many did
the reverse j as if a gentleman representing Her Majesty, with the honor of a
gentleman, would care whether four or
forty thousand people were present to say
he was right. He believed that these
four thousand people had been asked by a
member of this House to come here and
give the Governor their applause1in order
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that the Oolonial Office might know that,
if the Imperial Government did not
approve of what the Colonial Government
did, the measures complained of had the
countenance of the country. (Ories of
"Question.") He maintained that it was
. the question-very much the question.
It was a question whether these lines of
people, brought together under the pretence of applauding the Governor, were
not in fact brought, together for the purpose of intimidating members of the
Opposition. The people had been told
that this was not a question of tea and
sugar. Tea and sugar firms had sent out
their representatives in order that they
might be returned for this and that constituency; and yet it Was said this was
not a case of mercantile men supporting
the Government for doing them a great
kindness, no doubt for the public good.
It was not a question of that sort, although
the House was inundated with these very
tea gentlemen. .And then' they were told
in the speech-" The estimates for the
year have been framed with a due regard
to economy." But what were they told
of the real questions which were supposed
to have been put before the constituencies?
What was there said of the conduct of the
Ministry with regard to the London
Ohartered Bank? The Governor had
ev~ry opportunity of explaining that,
because he had a minister who was a
director. His Excellency had a splendid
opportunity of explaining why those negotiations had come to an end. Advised as
he was by legal and mercantile talentby the law officers and the bank director
- by all those from whom he chose to take
advice-the Governor might have explained
how it was that for months and months
all this money was obtained without an
Appropriation Act-without the sanction
of the representatives of the people. For
a length of time the Government were
obtaining money by a channel through
which money had never been derived
under constitutional government before.
And how was it that that which surely
was one of the matters ventilated during
the late election should have no place in the
speech? They were told forsooth that the
Governor very much regretted the want of
rain, but there was not one syllable of
explanation why, at first, the Government
let the civil servants be without their pay,
driving those officers to borrow, at what
rates they might, the money which they
required for their expenses-whY1 after
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months had elapsed, the Government
found means to pay the civil servantsand why now those payments had
been stopped again. Were any of these
matters explained? No. The honorable
the Treasurer smiled blandly across the
table. The honorable gentleman need
not be troubled, nor need the Williamstown people be troubled, with regard to
pecuniary difficulties. Three or four
hundred of the Williamstown people
could have holiday trips to Ballaratcould go there without money when there
was a holiday, and yet be back in time to
vote for the Treasurer. It might be
inconvenient to produce the despatches
which had been received in reference to
this London Chartered Bank matter. He
had not the least doubt it would. But
wh~ther the despatches wer.e from the
Colonial Office, or from the home directors
of the bank, despatches had come, and had
put an end to the negotiations, whatever
the local director or directors might
have thought. He regretted that the
honorable proposer of the address, while
devoting himself to the volunteers, and
comforting the House with the information
that there was to be some additional protection in that respect, did not ask what
the Government intended to do with the
tea and sugar bonds, and the moneys
received last session, in which some
friends of his were considerably interested.
During the elections, while at some places
the Tariff was declared to be the be-all
and end-all of legislation, the Minister of
Justice, at St. Kilda, with a proud consciousness of his share in the measure,
said-" Recollect we have passed a Land
Act." Under the mantle of the Minister
of Lands, Mr Michie went to his grateful
constituency. It appeared from his
speeches that the honorable gentleman
had given up his mind to agricultural
settlement from his earliest childhood;
and he went before his constituents to
expatiate, not upon protection-Crews
could do that-but upon the successful
working of the Land Act. The Governor's
speech said :-" You will be gratified to
learn that the Land Act continues to
work satisfactorily;" but it was admitted
tJlat the Act had 'not been working for
some months, and that the regulations
which would set it working again had
only just been promulgated. And the
Governor promised that, "should further
experience disclose defects in it which
cannot be cured by administration, it will
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be the duty of my advisers to propose
such amendments of the law as may
secure its great objects-the agricultural
settlement of the people and the
more rapid growth of the country."
Was it ever stated during the elections
that the Land Act could have any
defects ? Why, the Minister of Justice
declared that he hoped to go upon the
coat-tails of the Minister of Lands to
all the bliss with which.his exertions on
the land question were to be crowned.
" Should further experience disclose defects
in it which cannot be cured by administration." What did that mean? The Minister of Lands was in a position to say to
the members of the Upper House, or to
the members of that House, "My administrative power is .sufficient to take all
your run from you, or it is sufficient to
leave it all to you. I do the administering; do you support the Ministry."
With every respect for the gentleman
who was at present the head of the lands
department, he must say that it was
monstrous that the Legislature had placed
it in the power of a Minister of the day
to say-" You do as I demand of you, or
your runs shall go from you as soon as I
order." Was that the position in which
anyone who cared for his own property
would desire that toe property of others
should be placed? Were the squatters
and the holders of land to be told that it
was a question of whether they supported
the Ministry whether they should continue to hold their runs, or be dispossessed
of them? It was most unjust that any
Minister should have the power of deciding, at any moment that suited him,
whether a toan should continue to retain a
vestige of his property or not. There was
another subject upon which the Governor's
speech should have aftorded some information, but about which nothing whatever was said. There was nothing about
the Sunbury Industrial School, to the
management of which the Ministry
appointed a quondam antagonist of the
Speaker. This was not a mere question of intellectual education; it was a
question of bodily health and sufferinga question of severe misery, suffering,
and wretchedness, from day to day.
Even the very organ of the Government
had described the Sunbury Industrial
School as a cruel prison, and worse than
a prison to the children who were confined
there. "Protection to native industry"
was a cry raised at the election, but there
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was to be no protection to the poor children clothing, washed them-if that would not
who were in mates of these schools. have been objectionable to the constiThere was no reference made to them. It tuents-and sent them to the country for
might please s.ome of the friends of the election, some of the constituencies would
Government to have a reference in the have elected them. But though only few
speech to education, but the schools in members had been elected on the Oppowhich both the bodies and souls of the sition side of the House, he believed that
inmates were under the control of the the number was sufficient to show that
Government were never referred to in the there was a certain amount of manhood
slightest degree. Instead of referring to in the country which would think for
such matters as this, the speech was filled itself and would not be coerced. He
with references to politics which could believed, moreover, that the number
never be understood at home-to ques- would grow .. To those members who had
tions which were never submitted to the supported the Ministry merely to retain
colony-to a tariff, which was neither their seats he had nothing to say; but he
protection nor free-trade, but a mongrel was sure that those who had supported
tariff-to. an intercolonial exhibition, them in sincerity (and he had no doubt
which could do nothing for the future that a large number of members had
welfare and progress of the colony-and done so) would be entirely disappointed
to scores of other things which had with the programme which the Ministry
nothing to do with the real questions for had now put forth. It was impossible
the consideration of Parliament. The from that program me to understand the
Ministry might as well have said, "Good course which the Government intended to
morning, Sir Charles Darling, it is a wet take with regard to the constitution of the
day," and have put that into the speech, Upper House, or with regard to the
as have referred to the drought and the future of the country, or t9 understand
state of the weather. It would be almost whether they were protectionists or freeblasphemy to suggest that the drought traders. The House could not tell from
could be altered, and yet this was made that programme whether or not the
one of the subjects of the Governor's Government believed in the reckless prinspeech. He did not think that such a ciple of bringing together thousands of
monstrous perversion of the topics which people, not to reason or to argue, but to
ought to constitute an address from the place the members of the Opposition in
Governor had ever occurred before. And danger of their lives. (" Oh, oh!") That
yet the Ministry had a majority who was what was sought, though that was
would say that they concurred with this not what was obtained. The" workingspeech. He did not understand the men" were brought into the Parliamentremarks about the drought which were yard for the purpose of telling the Oppomade by the gallant captain who moved sition that if they dared to do their duty
the adoption of an address to the Gov- they should suffer for it. But they would
ernor. However, the House had had the .do their duty. He would do his duty to
drought, and they had had the honorable the best of his ability, and neither 4,000
member, and he (Mr. Aspinall) was really nor 400,000 men should ever coerce him.
unable to say which was the drier of The members of the Opposition, few
the two. In conclusion, he would remark though they might be, had quite as much
that, though the Government had dis- right to do what they believed would be
played most admirable tactics for pre- for the good of the country as the Minisserving their own seats, and though it was terial followers, who had obtained their
a melancholy thing that the country had seats simply because they had subscribed
sent so many persons to support them, he to the creed of the Ministry. He believed
hoped that now their supporters would that many of those who were now arrayed
candidly say that they were not prepared as supporters of the Government would
for such rubbish as was contained in the fil1d themselves on the Opposition benches
programme which had been placed in the before long. Those who had come into
Governor's mouth. How many persons the House as honest supporters of the
had been sent into the House simply Government must be utterly disappointed
because they had said "ditto" to what at the meagre and melancholy thing which .
the Ministry had said? If the Ministry had been put into the Governor's mouth.
had stopped an immigrant ship at the He (Mr. Aspinall) was convinced that
Heads, dressed the immigrants in slop the thinking portion of the Ministerial
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supporters-those who had supported the
Government from honest convictionwould admit that the programme which
was put forth before the elections was
not the programme which had been put
into the mouth of the Governor after the,
elections.
The motion was then carried without
a di vil::;ion.
J\1:r. BALFOUR moved"That a Committee be appointed to draw up
an address. to be presented to His Excellency
the Govelllor. upon the said resolution, such
committee to consist of Mr. McCulloch, Mr.
Love, Mr. Bindon, Mr. Cope. Mr. Macgregor,
Mr. Casey, Mr. Vale, and the mover; three
to form a quorum; and that they do retire
immediately."

Mr. LOVE seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
,
The Committee then retired, and, after
the lapse of a few minutes, they returned
with an address founded upon the motion.
Mr. BALFOUR moved that the address
be adopted.
Mr. McCANN rose, as a member who
felt strongly that the action taken by ~he
Government at the late general electIOn
was right, and as one who had given them
all the support in his power, to express
his regret at the course which the J\1:inistry
had adopted upon the debate on the
address in reply to His Excellency's
speech. In the last session many matters, he was aware, were discussed, or
almost settled without discussion, elsewhere than in that chamber; but he
trusted that during the present Parliament that would not be the case. He
hoped that all questions would be fully
and fairly discussed in the House; and
he blamed the Government for allowing
the debate on the Governor's speech to
close without replying to the speech of
the honorable member for Portland. Tn
doing so he did not think that the Government had adopted a course which was
likely to be of advantage to the principles
which they held, and which he held in
common with them. The address ought
to have been fairly debated, and the
Government ought to have let the public
be acquainted as to their intentions in
regard to the matters which had been
referred to by the honorable member for
Portland. His (Mr. McCann's) position
in this Parliament was precisely the same
a.s his position in the last Parliament
was. After the dissolution he addressed
his cor.stituents before any of the
Ministry had spoken, and he said that,
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looking at all the circumstances of ~he
case, he felt that it would probably be the
wisest course that the new Tariff should be
again sent up to the Legislative Council,
precisely in the same form, so far as the
items of the Tariff were concerned, as when
it was last rejected by the Council. He
felt that that would be a wise course,
because in the passing of the same Tariff
as had '1?reviously been agreed to by the
Assembly, there was involved a principle
which was even more important than the
principle of protection" namely, whether
the Assembly was to triumph in its claim
to be entitled to control the taxation of
the country. Though he desired a more
protective Tariff, be felt that if the Assembly sent up to the Council this session
a more protective Tariff, that would
virtually bea triumph forthe Upper House,
because they would have defeated the
Assembly in their efforts to pass into law
a Tariff to which they had previously
agreed. But while he 'Was in favor of
again sending up the Tariff adopted by the
Assembly in the late Parliament, and
while he strenuously supported the
Government in their determination to do
so, he could not forget that the Ministry
were indebted for their powerful body of
supporters to the fact that a large majority
of the people were determined to try the
principle of protection to nathe industry.
He was sure that the Government would
not deny that their very large array of
supporters was principally owing to the
fact that the people had made up their
minds on that subject. He believed that
the Opposition would admit that the
free-traders had been thoroughly beaten.
Even the Upper House was prepared to
give way, and to give protection a fair
trial. Under these circumstances, therefore, he thought that honorable member~
ought to have an understanding-that the
Government ought to give something like
a hint as to what they jntended to do in the
future with regard to the subject which had
been so much agitated during the recent
election, namely, the principle of protection. The Government were much indebted to the protection members in the
late Parliament for the consideration
with which they treated them. It was an
historical fact that, prior to the close of
the sessjon, the protection members were
offered, by certain members of the Opposition, a Ta.riff very much more protective
than the one introduced by the Government. The protection mem'bers, however,
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considered, and decided, that it would not about the drought, and another about
be honorable if they threw overboard the an Intercolonial Exhibition. But were
Government Tariff and accepted the pro- these the things upon which there had
position which was submitted to them. been all the contention and fighting
He did not know whether this was during the late election; were these the
publicly known, but it was a fact. He things upon which there had been such
regretted that one of the leading members an expenditure of force and eloquence
of the protectionist party-namely, Mr. during the last few months? Surely it
Graham Berry-was no longer a member had been for something more tangible and
of that House. He regretted Mr. Berry's real than these things. He did not think
absence from the House, because -there that the Government were acting wisely
had never been a more honest or able in allowing the debate to pass over
advocate of protection principles, and without replying to the remarks of
because he would, had he been a member the honorable member for Portland, or
of the House, have addressed himself to without giving some assurance as to their
the subject with much more ability than future intentions. It might ~e said that
he (Mr. McOann) could db. As a large the protectionist members had agreed to
number of members had been sent into pass the Ministerial Tariff for this session;
the House as protectionists, it was unde- that the House was not called upon to
sirable that an occasion like the present deal with the future but with the present
should be allowed to pass over without policy of the Government; and that
the subject being thoroughly ventilated, " sufficient for the day is the evil thereof."
and without having some indications from No doubt there was some force in that;
the Government of what their intentions no doubt the Government had acted with
were. The Government had been criti- some degree of discretion in not anticicised by the honorable member for Port- pating future difficulties; but he was sure
land for holding different opinions on this that it would strengthen their position in
subject; but, in doing so, they had only the House if they gave some assurance as
copied the exam pIe of the Government of to what their intentions were in reference
which the honorable member was a mem- to protection . Was the session to pass
ber, though he regretted that they had over without any reference to this imporcopied it. The honorable member for tant and all-engrossing subject? He felt
Portland, it would be remembered, went it his duty to make these remarks, though
to East Geelong as a protectionist he was as determined as any member to
Attorney-General, while, at the same support the Government in their efforts
time, two of his colleagues-Mr. Houston . to secure for that House the right to
at Orowlands, and the late Dr. Macadam regulate and control the financial affairs
at Oastlemaine-declared themselves as of the country. Believing that that
free-traders. He would like to see the principle was in some measure connected
present Government speak with some with the passing of the Ministerial Tariff,
unanimity on the subject. He was aware he should vote for that Tariff, though he
that it was almost impossible to expect was not disposed to remain silent on the
the members of a Government to be subject of protection. He was one of the
agreed upop. all subjects; but upon a first who advocated the principles of prolarge and important principle like that of tection in this colony, and he was delighted
protection, which had excited so much to see the success which they had achieved.
attention throughout the length and Seven or eight years ago, when the agitabreadth of the country, it was time that tion was first commenced, the advocates
there was some common agreement among of protection scarcely dare hold a meeting
them. ·A:fter so much discussion upon the anywhere in the colony, so strong was the
subject, it was only right that the country opposition against their views; but the
should know what they had to expect. cause had since acquired force and strength,
Any member who had expected to see and had now indoctrinated a large majority
some statement in the Governor's speech of the people. At the commencement of
as to the subject upon which there had the agitation he remembered seeing in the
lately been so much excitement in the leading journal of the colony articles in
country, must be awfully disappointed. opposition to protection, which, if he were
The document contained a reference to not mistaken, came from the pen of the
the establishment of a Mint (which was honorable gentleman who was now the
decided upon a long time ago), a paragraph Attorney-General. He had a very vivid
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recollection of how small the beginning of
the agitation was; and, as one who had
never ceased to advocate protection, he
rejoiced that there had been sent into the
House a large number of members who
were pledged to support protection principles. He felt a very deep interest in
the subject, which must be his excuse for
the remarks which he had made, being a
supporter of the Government. He believed,
however, that the Government would not
do justice either ~o themselves or to their
supporters, if they did not give some explanation as to what their future intentions were with regard to protection. He
had heard it stated, and had seen the
statement in the newspapers, that a certain portion of the dulies which the
Government were bound to see paid were
not likely to be paid. At various meetings at which he had heard the statement
made, he had always said that he knew
the Government too well, and had too
much confidence in them, to believe that
it could possibly be true they would
take bonds as security for the payment
of certain duties which would be in force
in the event of the Tariff not passing,
and afterwards abandon those bonds if
the ~ariff did not pass. ~ He afterwards
attended an election meeting, which was
addressed by the Commissioner of Trades
and Customs, to whom a question was put
as to what were the intentions of the
Government in reference to this matter.
The honorable gentleman very adroitly
and properly said-I' That will be remitted
to the new Parliament. " Well, the new
Parliament had now assembled, and he
would like to know what the Government
intended to do in this matter, He would
be sorry to learn that the statement made
in the columns of the leading journal was
correct, that it was intended to abandon
something like £150,000 of duties which
ought to be paid on tea and sugar. The
honorable member for Portland had insinuated that the Government did intend to
abandon this amount of duties. The
Government ought to have met that
insinuation with a flat contradiction. He
hoped that before the close of the debate
they would give honorable members an
assurance that whatever could be done to
enforce' the bonds would be done-that
persons who were rightfully indebted to
the State would be compelled to pay the
amounts which they were indebted. The
country had already lost a large amount
. of money, which had gone into the pockets
D
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of the soft-goods men; but that was an
evil which could not be prevented, and
would be regarded as a very trifling thing
if the principles of the Tariff only prevailed. It was never contemplated, however, that the country should lose money
on both hands-that the soft-goods men
should not pay their duties, and that the
tea-and-sugar men should not be called
upon to pay their duties either. There
was another subject upon which he felt a
great interest, and which was a subject
referred to in the Governor's addressnamely, the education question. The
Board of Education had worked most
unsatisfactorily. Its operations in the
country districts had been especially unsatisfactory. At the commencement of
last session the Government announced,
in the address from His Excellency, that
it was their intention to make the Board
of Education more directly responsible to
Parliament; and it was understood to be
their intention, for that purpose, to
appoint a Minister of Education, who
w0uld be, ex qfficio, a member of the Board.
N ow, why had the Government not carried
out their intention? He approved of the
proposition to appoint a commission of
imluiryon the Common Schools Act.. He
thought the suggestion was an excellent
one, and that the commission would be
able to collect a large amount of valuable
evidence and information. He trusted,
however, that the Government would not
abandon their. -intention to appoint a
Minister of Education. There' ought to
be a Minister of Education appointed
without delay, and he should be a member
of the proposed commission, which would
afford him an excellent opportunity of
gaining experience, and be of great value
to him in the administration of his office.
Mr. LEVI said that he would not have
made any observations but for the remarks which had fallen from the honorable member who had last addressed the
House. The rejection at the late election,
by one of the most important constituencies in the country, of a gentleman who
was formerly a member of the House,
and who was a thorough protectionist,
and had hitherto received the special support of the working classes, would probably, in some measure, account for the
silence in His Excellency's speech in reference to the question of protection or freetrade. The fact that, while many members
had been returned in the first batch as
avowed protectionists, the second and
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third batches showed that a change of
feeling had taken place, had also something to do with the matter. He felt that
there were many other important subjects
to which allusion ought to have been made
in the Governor's speech, but which had
been passed over without notice. Some
eighteen months or two years ago the
Government promised that the subject of
immigration should receive early attention. One of the most important things
which the colony required was an increase
of population-that population to bring
with it capital to this countt'y, The subject of Immigration certainly ought to
have been alluded to. There were many
matters which the Government had promised a considerable time ago' should
receive attention, but to which no allusion
was made in the speech. There was the
amendment of the Local Government
Act, for instance. Again, the Minister
of Mines, when introducing his Mining
Bill last session, promised that the question of mining on private property should
be dealt with at an early period. There
was, however, no allusion whatever to that
subject. Again, session after session, an
amendment had been promised of that
disgrace to the statute-book-the insolvency laws; but no intimation was given
that any attempt was to be made to
accomplish that object this session. He
might point out many other omissions in
the Governor's speech, but hedid not desire
to occ':1py the time of' honorable members
at any length. In reference to the Land
Act, he mIght remark that the House was
told at the close of last session that the
operation of that Act was going on satisfactorily; but the concluding paragraph in
the Governor's speech stated that it was
quite possible that amendments might
have to be made in it. Numerous instances
had been brought under his notice in
which the Land Act had not worked satisfactorily-instances in which persons with
capital, who desired to settle upon the land,
had gone from one district to anotherinto the western district, and then into
the Ballarat district, and then into the
Gippsland district-and had ·not been
able to obtain land. He trusted that, at
an early period, inquiry would be made
into the working of the Act, so that its
·defects might be remedied. N otwithstanding the meagre character of the
contents of His Excellency'S speech,
and the promise of a short session, he
hoped that there would be sufficient
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time during the session to legislate upon
various subjects which were not referred
to in the address; and he hoped more
especially that the subject of immigration would not be lost sight of by
the Commissioner of Customs, and that
the insolvency laws would receive the
attention of the Attorney-General.
Mr. McLELLAN said he considered it
was a very important omission that the
Governor's speech contained no allusion to
the subject of mining on private property.
When the gold-fields were represented
by gentlemen practically acquainted with
their requirements. this w.as a subject
which received great attention; but, unfortunately, now the representation of the
gold-fields had nearly altogether fallen into
the hands of Melbourne gentlemen. He
trusted, however, that the subject of mining on private property wonld not be overlooked this session, as it was one which
required serious consideration. It. was
well known that thousands of aeres of
auriferous lands had passed into the hands
of private individuals. It was possible, he
thought, that the Assembly might pass a
measure for ena.bling miners to mine on
private lands without doing any injury or
injustice to the owners. The Government
ought to have informed the House whether
it was their intention to deal with the
subject this session, and it was the d?-ty of'
the gold-fields members to see that It was
not lost sight of.
The motion for the adoption of the address was then agreed to; and it was
resol ved, that the address should be presented to His Excellency by the Speaker
and members of the House on the following day.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
On the motion ofl\1r. VERDON, it wa.s
resolved that His Excellency's speech to
both Houses ot'Parliament should be taken
into consideration on the following day.
The I-louse adjourned at twenty-eight
minutes past six o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, February 14, 1866.
Reply to Address-Operation of the Land Act, 1865Chairman of Committees-Opening Proceedings with
Prayer-Days of Sitting-Standing Committees-S~pply;

The SPEA.KER took the chair at half.
past four o'clock.
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REPLY TO THE ADDRESS.
The SPEAKER announced that he had
presented to his Excellency the Governor
the address adopted by the House in
reply to his Excellency's speech, and
that his Excellency had made the following answer : -
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Mr. GRANT said that in November,
1865, he gave his conditional approval to
a plan for the Moray street culvert, submitted by the Hobson's Bay Railway
Company, and providing for the expenditure of not less than £1,500 on the work.
Afterwards he had an interview with a
deputation from the directors of the Rail"Mr. Speaker and gentlemen of the way Company and from the Emerald Hill
Legislative Assembly,-It is very satis- Borough Council, on which occasion the
factory to me to receive your loyal address, honorable member for Emerald Hill was
present. Another plan was then subfrom which I learn with pleasure that the mitted by the Council, differing very
views r expressed at the opening of Par- much from the first, and involving an
liament will receive your best attention." . expenditure of over £3,000. After this
second plan had been examined by the
, GIPPSLAND MINING DISTRICT.
Engineer-in-Chief, he gave it his approval,
Mr. McKEAN asked the Minister of on condition that any amount over and
].iines if the Government intended to pro- above £1,500-the sum the Railway Comclaim Gippsland a separate mining dis- pany was required by ~-\.ct of Parliament
trict; and, if so, how soon the necessary to expend on the culvert-should be found
arrangements would be completed for so by the Emerald Hill Council. The Council
expressed a willingness to do this, and it
doing?
Mr. SULLIV A.N said that it was his was then arranged that tenders should be
intention to recommend the formation of called for both plans. He had since been
an additional mining district in that sec- informed, however, that the new plan intion of the country,.including'· the major volved an expenditure of more than £3,000,
part of Gippsland; and he proposed that and that the Council was neither able nor
the arrangement should come into opera- willing to subscribe the difference. This
being the case, and the Railway Company
tio~ with the commencement of next year.
being bound to complete the work by
THE BONDS FOR REDUCED
June, he found. after a long negotiation,
DUTIES.
that he had no alternative but to sanction
Mr. LEVI nsked the ].Iinister of Cus- the plan first submitted, as that plan had
toms when he intended to collect the been approved of by the Engineer-in-Chief,
moneys payable under the bonds taken for and as it provided for the expenditure of
reduced duties from the 19th January, the £1,500 the Company was liable for.
1865 ?
RAILWAY COMlVIUNICATION.
Mr. FRANCIS replied that from the
Mr. LEVEY asked the Minister of
first it had been intended, and it was still
deemed expedient, that the fuJI exp]ana- Customs whether it was the intention of
tion with reference to these moneys should the Government to extend the advantages
be embodied in the Treasurer's financial of railway communication to Hamilton, or
statement. He would ask the honorable some other town in the western district?
member, therefore, either to accept this He would be glad to know whether the
Government proposed entering this session
statement or to postpone his question.
Mr. LEVI said that he would ll110w his upon the question of the·propriety of extending the advantage of railway comquestion to remain on the notice paper.
munication to towns and districts outside
THE MORAY STREET CULVERT.
the present system.
Mr. WHITEMAN asked the Minister
Mr. FRANCIS said that no provision
of Lands whether the plan for the.improve- had been made by Parliament for the exments of the culvert under the Sandridge. tension of the railway system in the direcRailway, in the line of the extension of tion referred· to, and it certainly was not
Moray street, approved by the Board of the intention of the Government to proLand and Works on the 3r.d February, ceed without such authority. He sug18G6, was the same plan which was submit- gested that the bonorable member, if he"
ted to and approved by the board at an thought a line was likely to be required,
interview held on the 21st November, should take steps to have a survey made,
as had been done in other instances, so
1865 ?
D 2
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the honorable gentleman they would be
carrying out the wishes of the country;
for the country, there could be no doubt,
desired that things in the Assembly should
be brought as near to the state of last
session as possible. Mr. Lalor had occupied the position of Chairman of Committees for more than five years, and
during that time no serious complaint had
been made against him on account of the
manner ,in which he discharged his duty
OPERATION OF THE LAND ACT.
of presiding over a very important part of
Mr. GILLIES movedthe deliberations of tho House. His re"That there be laid upon the Table of this election, therefore, would be only a proper
House a Return of the number of acres of land recognition of his services, his experience,
selected under the Amending Land Act 1865,
and his ability. On all occasions the prothe amount received as rent for the first six
ceedings of the House-its mode of con-'
months; also for the second six months."
ducting business-were likely to be subMr. MOORE seconded the motion.
Mr. GRANT said that there was no jected to the severest criticism outside.
objection to furnish the returns, but it The slightest lapse would be greatly exmight take a fortnight to obtain them aggerated, not only with a view of influencing the opinion of people here, but
from the various land offices.
Mr. McCANN suggested that an altera- also to create a wrong impression-to
tion should be made in the returns, so as discredit the House-with their fellow
to show the actual amount of arrears. countrymen in Great Britain. Every
Select.ion had been going on for a series means should be taken to ensure the
of months, and, in a great many instances regularity, and propriety of the proceed-those in which the land had only been ings of the House; and the way to acoccupied for f, Jur or five months-the complish this most effectually was to
second instalment of rent was not due. appoint men of ability and experience to
A mere return of'the totals paid, therefore, preside over its deliberations. A portion
of that duty they had already discharged,
was likely to lead to a wrong impression.
l\Ir. GILLIES trusted that the depart- and it remained now to provide for the
ment would make the return as complete other portion. He did not say that there
as possible. He desired to ascertain the were not other gentlemen well qualified to
number of acres taken up in the first act as Chairman of Committees, but they
instance, and on what quantity the second had had a 10llg experience of the member
for South Grant, and they knew that he
six months' rental had been paid.
was well able to discharge the duties of
Mr. GRANT having acquiesced,
the office. It would be rather dangerous
The motion was agreed to.
to try experiments at the present juncture.
THE CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES. Even if a change were necessary, time
Mr. MACGREGOR movedshould be given for the House to make a
"That Peter Lalor, Esq., be appointed Chairchoice which would be creditable to it,
man of Committees of this House."
and time was not available. The best
So many members who sat in the late thing which could be done was to restore
Assembly (he observed) had been returned the member for South Grant to the posito the present one, that it was unnecessary tion which he formerly occupied, and
for him to state the qualifications of the which everyone anticipated at the time
gentleman he had proposed. Considering he would occnpy for a much longer term
the way in which the dissolution of the than he actually had done.
late As~embly was brought about, and
Mr. HALFEY seconded the motion.
considering the short duration of that All the old members of the House would
Assembly, it was only right that the deem remarks in its favor unnecessary,
honorable gentleman should be restored and to the young members he could only
to his former position, because there could say, that, as a young member himself, he,
. be no doubt but that he was elected on together with all others: had received from
the last occasion in the full belief that his Mr. Lalor every courtesy and every
term of office would be certainly not less assistance.
than two years. Moreover, by electing.
Mr. LONGMORE, to give the House
that adequate reservation of Crown lands
might be made.
Mr. LEVEY said that surveys had
already been made in the western district.
Hewas aware that Government had not the
authority of Parliament for an extension
of the' railway system, but would that
authority be invited?
Mr. FRANCIS replied, certainly not
during the present session.
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sufficient time for deliberation, moved
that the debate be adjourned until the
following day.
Mr. COPE seconded the motion.
Mr. FRAZER would like to hear
what the Ministry had to say on the subject. He thought also that the House had
a right to know whether the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden had
proposed his motion of his own free will,
or whether he was acting with any party
iIi the House. If the honorable member
had the consent of his friends around him
he was taking a proper and legitimate
cours~ ; but as he had not observed the
honorable member leading any party in
the late Parliament, he did object to his
submitting such a motion. As a Ministerial
supporter the honorable member ought to
have gone to the members of the Administration, stated his views, and asked their
consent. (Oh, oh.) Well, the honorable
member need not have been bound by the
Ministerial decision, but Parliamentary
law and usage required that he should
consult the leaders of his party. (Mr.
Harbison: Did you do so on Monday?)
Yes, he could appeal to honorable gentlemen present to say whet.her he did not.
As the honorable member had referred to
Monday's proceedings, he might state now
what he omitted to mention then, that it
was unprecedented to oppose the election
of a Speaker on political grounds. During
the last five hundred and sixty years there
had only been three instances in which it
could be said that the Speaker was removed
for political reasons. One case was that
of Sir Charles Manners Sutton, who, after
serving for eighteen years, during which he
was proposed twice or thrice by Ministries
he was opposed to, was set aside because
it was believed that he had intrigued, as a
Privy Councillor, to turn the Government
out of office. The other cases were thoso
of Sir Fletcher Norton and Sir Edward
Seymour; and even in the former of these
instances Lord North professed that his
opposition was ground~d on the ill-healt.h
of the candidate. He maintained, therefore, that it would. not be right to oppose
the re-election of either the Speaker or
the Chairman of Committees unless it
could pe shown that they had not acted
fairly, honestly, or in accordance with
Parliamentary practice. It was rumored
that in the present instance the opposition
was based on sectarian grounds.
Mr. LONGMORE denied that there
was anything sectarian in the opposition.
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Mr. FRAZER repeated that the statement was broadly made out-of-doors. He
would say himself~ however, distinctly
and emphatically, that no such feeling
would ever ·regulate the c-;mduct of the
members of the House. He complained
of' the treatment Mr. Lalor had received
elsewhere. How was it that in the Age
newspaper, the Ministerial organ, his
name was kept out of the list of Government supporters? Was it to turn him out
of the House, that some other gentleman
might occupy the chair? He believed that
he was right in opposing the re-election
of the Speaker on Monday; but Mr. Lalor
had never made himself offensive to any
one in the House, had always shown himself ready to give information, and had
discharged his duties at all times to the
utmost of his abilities, and therefore he
should give the motion in that gentleman's
favor his cordial support.
The motion for adjournment was negatived without a division.
Mr. JON~S opposed the motion for
the election of Mr Lalor, on the ground
that that honorable gentleman was conscientiously opposed to payment of members, and that he ought not to be placed
in a position where his conscience would be
violated. It had been asked why Mr.
Lalor was not reckoned among the Ministerial supporters during the recent contest
for South Grant. He considered Mr.
Lalor was not a supporter of the Ministry.
He never found from Mr. Lalor's speeches
at public meetings that he was favorable
to the Ministry, and therefore he did not
consider it his duty to recognize him as
such. The member for Creswick had
stated that there had never been an
instance of an election of. this kind in the
House of Commons being determined on
political grounds; but the honorable
member, with singular inconsequence,
went on to name three instances in which
a political conflict had occurred. The
honorable member thus confuted himself.
He (Mr. Jones) had nothing to say against
Mr. Lalor's ability to fill the office of
Chairman of Committees, but he considered
that such an office should not be a life
appointment. The reasons he had given'
were quite sufficient to warrant an opposition to Mr. Lalor, without for a moment
calling any sectllrian reasons into account.
He trusted no sectarian reason· would'
ever be obtruded by any honorable member as a reason why another honorable
member should not be eligible for ail
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appointment to which the House might
call him.

The motion for Mr. Lalor's election was
agreed to.

th~n

OPENING

PROCEEDINGS
PRAYER.
Mr. HOPKINS moved-

WITH

"That, in the opinion of this House, it. is
desirable to follow the practice of the ImperIal
Parliament, by commencing the proceedings with
prayer to Almighty God."

with, Prayer.

Mr. HOPKINS intimat.ed his willing
ness to defer to the feeling of' the House~
The motion was then withdrawn.

DAYS OF SITTING.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved"That Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday in each week during the present session
be the days on which the Assembly shall meet
for the despatch of business, and that four
o'clock be the hour of meeting on each day."

Mr. FRANCIS seconded the motion.
Mr. MAcBAIN sugge~ted that the time
named should be half-past four. That, he
observed, was the usual hour for the
Speaker taking the chair.
Mr. McCULLOCH explained that the
Speaker could take the chair as soon after
four o'cluck as a quorum assembled, but
not later than half-past four.
.
Mr. DAVIES urged that the bells
should be rung when the ~peaker took the
chair, no matter whether there was a
quorum or not.
The SPEAKER observed that the
standino- orders provided that the Speaker
should ~ot take the chair within half-anhour after the time appointed for assembling, unless a quorum was in attendance.
If a quorum assembled before half-past
four, the Sergeant:-at-Arms communicated
the fact to the Speaker, who thereupon
took the chair. But he took the chair at
half-past four o'clock whether there was a'
quorum or not. If there was not then a
quorum, the bells were rung, in order to
· secure the attendance of honorable members who might be in other parts of the
building.
· Mr. McCANN urged that to establish
a uniform practice of ringing the bells
when the Speaker took the chair would
save confusion.
The SPEAKER said there would be no
, difficulty in carrying- out the wishes expressed by honorable members.
The motion was then agreed to.
Mr. McCULLOCH next moved-

The honorable member explained that he
desired only a simple form of prayer like
that used in the Legislative Council.
Mr. RICHARDSON seconded the motion.
Mr. SNODGRASS submitted that the
honorable member for South Grant should
have furnished reasons why he desired an
alteration in the practice which had prevailed in the House for years past. The
subject had been discussed in previous
Parliament, and the discussions had
evoked a great amount of ill-feeling. If
the prayer were to be of the kind used
in the Legislative Council, he should
decidedly object to it. He had been present in that House at the commencement
of sittings, and he had been struck with
the hurried manner in which the prayer
was read, and the absence of solemnity
from the proceeding. The House would
do well to pause before adopting the proposition.
.
Mr. LONGMORE opposed the motion.
He held that it was not necessary for the
House to adopt the practice of the Imperial Parliament in this instance.
The
House assembled for a purely temporal
purpose, and, this being so, he held that
it would be unwise to import spiritualities
into their deliberations. True, the practice prevailed in another place, but it was
carried out in a manner calculated to provoke a smile. Persons who witnessed the
proceeding felt that it was not a prayer
but a form. The House had got on very
"That on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
well hitherto, and he hoped that acrimo- in each week during\ the present session the
nious religious feeling would not be raised transaction of Government business shull take
precedence of all other business."
now.
Mr. RIDDELL observed that he had
Mr. FRANCIS seconded the motion.
often regretted that the proceedings of the
Mr. BINDON suggested that private
House were not opened with prayer; but · business should have precedence not on
the matter was one which required full Friday but on Wednesday, and. then only
and careful consideration, and he was until nine o'clock. He urged thIS arrangeafraid that the House was not in a temper ment because the experience of last session
to discuss it on the present occasion. show'ed that pJ'ivate members residing in
Under these circumstances he would sug- the 'country would not attend on Friday.
gest, that the motion should be postponed. · Owing to this fact, Mr. Harker and other.
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pri vate members who had business on the
paper had to ask for the appropriation of
Government nights to the disposal of that
business, and the consequence was a considerable loss of public time. Mr. Bindon
added, that he did not desire that the carrying out Qf his suggestion should ,interfere with the private bill business, the
consideration of which could take place
before the refreshment hour on Wednesday, as in the last Parliament. The
honorable member concluded by pl'oposillg
an amendment embodying his views.
Mr. MACGREGOR seconded the
amendment.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he would not
oppose the amendment. On the' contrary,
he would support it, provided it was approved of by honorahle mem bel's generally.
The Government desired, as far as they possibly could, to meet the wishes of honorable meinbers with regard to private
business. By the arrangement proposed
by the member for Castlemaine the Government would obtain an extra night, and
perhaps that would be an advantage, seeingthat they desired to shorten the session as
far as possible.
Mr. RICHARDSON opposed the
amendment. No practical legislation, he
said, was stopped by the practice of' the
last Parliament to reserve Friday for
pri vate members.
Mr. SNODGRASS expressed his surprise at the amendment and his approval
of the old practice.
The amendment was withdrawn, and
the motion was agreed to.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
the Standing Committees for the session
were constituted as under : LIBRARY CO:.\ll\UTTEE.-With power to
confer with the Committee of the Legislative Council :-Mr. Speaker, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Casey, Mr. Vale, Mr. Ireland.
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS COMMITTEE.
-With power to «on fer with the
Committee of the Legislative Council : Mr. Speaker, Mr. Bayles, Mr. Harbison,.
Mr. Frazer, Mr. Blackwood.
REl!'RESHMENT RooMs COMMITTEE.With power to confer with the Committee of the Legislative Council :--Mr. J. T.
Smith, Mr. Snodgrass, Mr. Aspinall, Mr.
Sands, Mr. Tucker.
STANDING ORDERS COMJrllT'l'EE.-Three
to form a quorum :-Mr. Speaker, Mr.
Lalor, Mr. Macgregor, ¥r. Snodgrass, Mr.
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Ireland, Mr. Higinbotham, Mr. Bindon,
Mr. Gillies, Mr. McCulloch.
PRINTING Co~nIlTTEE.-Three to form
a quorum :-MI'. Speaker, Mr. Richardson, Mr. Lalor, Mr. Moore, Mr. Jones, Mr.
Halfey, Mr. O'Grady, Mr. Davies, Mr.
Ramsay.
THE

GOVER~OR;S

SPEECH.
SUPPLY.
The passage in the Governor's speech
relating to Finance, having been read by
the Clerk at the table.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved : " That a supply be granted to Her Majesty;
and that this House will, to-morrow, resolve
itself into Committee to consider the motion."

The proposition was agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to, six o'clock.

LEGISLAT IVE COUNCIL.,
Thursday, February,15; 1866.
The Governor's Speech-Address in Reply-Conduct of Business-The Hon .. II. Miller the Representative of the
Government.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at
twenty-five minutes past four o'clock, and
'read the usual form of prayer.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS IN REPLY.
The CLERK having read His Excel'leney's speech delivered to Parliament,
The Hon. H. MILLER moved" That the speech be now taken into consideration."

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. G. W. COLE moved"That a Select Committee be appointed to
prepare an address to His Excellency the
Governor, in reply to his speech delivered in
Parliament; such Committee to consist of the
Honorables H. Miller, W. Degraves, J. Henty,
C. J. Jenner, J. Lowe, R. Turnbull, J. P.
Fawkner, W. Highett, W. Hull, and the mover."

He did not deem it necessary to do more
than to express a hope that the address
would be drawn up in such a manner as
would assist in carrying out the wish expressed in the opening paragraphs of His
Excellency's speech.
The Hon. J. HENTY seconded the
motion.
The Hon, T. H. FELI.. OWS.-I do not
know wr.ether it has been the practice of
this House, but it is the rule elsewhere,
and it is a very convenient one, that a
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member, when moving for a Committee to
prepare the address, should speci(y its
subject matter, 01' rather should give the
Committee as it were some short instruction for them to base the reply on. Now
the honorable member has not done this,
and therefore it is impossible for us to
know what he proposes the Committee
should recommend to this House as an
embodiment of the address. I would like
to see this matter made more specific, and
therefore I will move an amendment
which will give the Committee instructions as to their reply t.o some of the more
important points with which they have to
to deal. I move.. That all the words in the original motion,
after the word 'appointed,' be omitted with a
view to insert the following words,-' to· prepare
an address to His Excellency the Governor,
thanking His Excellency for his speech; informing him that we are ready to concur in a protective Tariff, even if it includes a duty on
wheat; that we are not aware of the difficulties
to which he refers; that we disclaim any undue
interference with the fiscal system, Hut shall
insist on adherence to Parliamentary usage in
regard to Bills, and will not consider any Bill of
Supply which deals with Land Revenue; that
we trust that a wise exercise of the powers of
both Houses rr.ay accord with the public will;
informing His Excellency that we trust his
assurance that the Land Act is working satisfactorily may be verified by future experience;
that the benefits of the Intercolonial Exhibition
of Industry will, in our opinion, be destroyed by
a protective policy; and that we regret that llO
allusion is made to the illegal remission and collection of taxes and the unauthorized expenditure of last year.' "
These speeches are always to be looked.
at in two lights; first for the things which
they contain, and next for the things which
they omit. On the present occasion the
speech is one which may be commented
upon in both aspects. In the firet place,
I feel bound to say here, that if there is
any person entitled to our sympathy and
commiseration, it is the present Governor.
I believe-in fact I know, and I may
make the statement without any breach
of decorum-that the Governor has placed
more implicit confidence in the advisers
by whom he is surrounded than did any
former Governor under whom I have held
office.
From that circumstance he is
entitled to our sympathy and commiseration, because he has not been met by
corresponding conduct on the part of his
advisers. A Governor occupies a difficult
po~;ition at all times, and it is a very
heartless proceeding, when he places the
most implicit confidence in his Ministers,
for them to advise a course universally
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condemned-a course which not only drags
him through the mire here, but which
brings him into discredit throughout the
British dominions. It may be all very
well for an Attorney-General or a Minister-of-J ustice. They have their professions to fall back upon when they are
required to leave office, and their mercantile colleagues are in no worse a position,
because they have businesses. A Governor, however, does not occupy a like position, and if the home authorities think it
necessary to call upon him to resign his
office, or to reprimand him for the course
he has taken, under advice. I say that a
man in that position is peculiady entitled
to the synipathy and consideration of this
House. We did all that we could last
session to warn the Governor, but, unfortunately, our advice had no effect. It did
not stay the torrent of misdirection and
misgovernment under which we 'were
suffering.
But circumstances are now
changed. If we do not positively know,
we have good reasons for believingreasons which must satisfy everyonethat the course pursued by the Governor
with reference to the advice his Ministers
gave him-the advice they almost compelled
him to adopt-has not met with the approbation of his superiors. That is the
mildest way of putting it.
To what
greater extent the matter has gone we
are not aware. We do know, however,
that a year ago disapprobation was expressed at the fact of the Governor
having assented to a Bill relating to
customs. It will be in the recollection
of the House, that the dispatch on the
subject was not forthcoming. It was
long known as "the missing dispatch," and
it did not obtain publicity until it appeared in the Melbourne Argus. Very
much astonished some people appeared to
be as to how it got there; but to that there
is no use referring, as the accuracy of the
published document has never been denied.
What was the tenor of that dispatch ?
Why it ought to have been a warning to
the Governor of the danger of the course
.he was pursuing. It was always supposed here, whether rightly or wrongly
it is not necessary to inquire, that Customs Bills must be reserved for Her
Majesty's sanction. Mr. Cardwell seems
to have a different opinion, but on the
supposition that such was the law, the
Government, to meet a difficulty occasioned
by the non-reserving of a Customs Act,
brought in a Bill which declared that the
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supposed invalid Act should not be litigated
by anyone in the law courts of the colony.
That was the first step taken in the wrong
direction, which brought the Governor into
collision with the home authorities. The
Secretary of State intimated in his dispatch
that it was 110t necessary that the Customs Act should have been reserved, but
he further declared that the Governor
had no earthly right to assent to a Bill the
object of which was to indirectly get rid of
an Act of the English Parliament requiring
the reservation of certain measures. Now
that is very intelligible. From that time
- I hope not to the present, but certainly
to the end of last year-we have been
pursuing a course which, to use the mildest
term, is most unsatisfactory to the Imperial
Government. Bearing in mind then the
position the Governor occupies, it becomes
our duty to do something more than
merely echo his speech, as the mover of the
resolution, I presume, intends that we
should do. The Governor begins by
stating : ., I trust that the result of the appeal that has
been made to the people will aid yoq in
overcoming the great difficulties which have
accrued from the differences between the Houses.
and that, by a wise and considerate exercise of
the powers which you respectively possess, you
may be able to legislate in accordance with the
public will."

Well, I would like to ask what these
difficulties are which are capable of being
removed 'by legislation? Perhaps the
honorable member opposite will tell us
this, if he condescends to offer any opinion
at all on the subject. The only difficulty
I know of connected with legislation is
the want of legislation in the shape of an
Appropriation Act.
Was there any
difference between the two Houses as to
that measure? Did the Council ever have
the chance of passing it? Was it ever
asked to do so ?
Mr. COLE.-The Tariff.
Mr •• FELLOWS (continuing).-That
is settled now. There is no longer
any difference on that subject. The
country has pronounced for a protective
policy, and a protective policy I have no
doubt will be adopted by the Legislature. Besides, no difficulty has arisen
from our rejection of the Tariff Bill, for
the Treasury is absolutely overflowing.
It is not argued that the new duties are
more productive than the old duties; in
fact we are told they bring in less, and
Ministers might have gone on collectin'g
the duty on sugar and tea had it not
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answered their purpose to pu t these
moneys into their pockets instead. They
were not bound to remit the 3d. per lb.
on tea and the 3s. per cwt. on sugar, or
whatever the precise sums may be. What
difficulty could have arisen from the Council not agreeing with the proposed new
taxation had the Government gone on
administering the law as they found it ?
I think I have established then that the
illegal remission of duties on the one hand,
and the illegal collection on the other, is
not one of the difficulties between the two
Houses-that this evil did Dot legitimately
flow from any differences betw.een the two
I-louses, in regard to the Tariff. Besides,
to say that there was a difference about
the Tariff is hardly to state the matter
fairly. What the Council said was, that
the last Assembly was elected on a subterfuge. Member::; went to their constituencies with words in their mouths, which
meant one thing at St. Kilda, another at
Ballarat, and another at Mornington. V\Te
thought that the people might not have
meant "protection" by (; revision of the
Tariff," and we desired t.o give them
another chance. Now that they have
unmistakably said that protection is to be
the order of the day, there will be no further opposition in this chamber. Is that
a difficulty?
Mr. MILLER.-The difficulty has been
overcome.
Mr. FELLOWS. - The difficulty
never existed. This House broadly said
to the country, "Even if you desire
protection, you get by the Tariff nothing
but a sham. We put it to you whether
you are idiotic enough to take protection, and your answer shall be a
guide for the future." The country
has expressed itself now unmistakably.
Whether the protectionist members will
be satisfied with a Tariff which is termed
" free-trade" on the one hand, and "the
thin edge of the wedge" on the other, it
is not for us to say. I apprehend that
whatever measure of taxation we receive
in the form of a new Tariffimposing protective duties on articles which can be
produced in the colony, this House is not
likely to scrutinize it very closely. I am
speaking now for myself. The people
have declared for protection, a.nd whatever amount they ask for they shall receive,
so far as my vote is concerned. To the
latter portion of the clause which I have
read it will not be necessary to allude,
. further than to remind His Excellency
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that bot.h Houses derive from the Consti- on Tuesday, that the Council desired that
tution Act the" respective powers" which the pi'esent session should be marked by
he invites "a wise and considerate exer- moderation and wisdom. (Hear, hear.)
cise of." The next question dealt with in Well, if the position the Council is invited
the speech refers to the Assembly, and I to t~tke is the result of moderation and
do not propose therefore to offer any obser- wisdom, I would like to know what would
vations on it. The Governor will be be the result, supposing that honorable
thanl{ed for informing us "that the most mem bel'S allowed themselves to indulge in
important measures of the late Padiament extremes or to give way to folly? The
have been promptly ·and energetically honOl'able member has admitted that he
administered by the Government." In has ta~cn an unusual course in proposing
passing I may observe, that it is satisfac- to instruct the Committee.
tory to find that any law has been adminMr. FELLOvVS.-I said that I did
istered by the Government. The next not know whether it had been the pracquestion de~lt with is the Land Act. No tice or not.
doubt it is 'fery encouraging to those who
Mr. MILLER.-So far as I am aware
support the measure to be told of its it has not been our practice, and I am
success-of the settlement of the people on satisfied, from the _honorable member's
the lands; and I hope future experience knowledge of our p'l'oceedings, that if it
will justify the observations made on the had beRn he would have made the fact
subject. As to the Intercolonial Exhibi- evident to us.
tion, while we must look forward to it
Mr. FELLOWS.-There has never
with satisfaction, we cannot forget that been any occasion before.
Mr. MILLER.-I say that the course
the object of such displays is to promote
the interchange of the commodities which is most unusual and unprecedented,
different lands produce,. and this'design a and therefore I shall oppose it, and, if
protective Tariffwi.ll nip in the bud. The necessary, I will didde the House upon it,
various measures which the Governor though I am well aware that the Oppomentions are not of any great importance, sition have such a majority as will enable
but I think there is an omission in the them to carry the amendment. I feel
speech which requires our notice. No compelled to give some short reply to the
allusion whatever is made to the illegal honorable member who has expressed such
remission and collection of taxation and deep sympathy with His Excellency the
the unauthorized expenditure of revenue Governor. If my memory dqes not fail
which took place last year. It would be me, an address, to which I saw the honorsatisfactory to learn something about these able gentleman's signature, was sent home
subjects, and of course it will be under- some months since-in time for an answer
stood that, if the amendment is carried, the by the present mail-desiring the recall of
committee will introduce the point into the Governor.
Mr. FELLOWS.-The word (, recall"
their address. The principal features of
the speech are now pretty well disposed was not in it.
Mr. MILLER.- Wel1, really! the
of. My wish, in proposing the amendment is, that instead of contenting our- longer we live, the more we learn. I have
selves with a mere echo of the speech, we not the slightest doubt that the word was
should act honestly and candidly, gi've our not there; but what was the spirit of the
real opinions on past and present matters, memorial-what did it mean? Did it
and say what we think is omitted and not mean that the honorable members who
what is wrongly stated.
now so sincerely sympathize with the
The Hon J. P. FAWKNER seconded Governor-though I am sure His Excellency does not wapt their sympathy-the
the amendment.
The Hon. H. MILLER said-In rising honorable members who are now so overto address the House I must express my burdened with their feelings, were doing
regret that there is no legal gentleman on all they could to cause the redpected
this side who might probably answer the representative of the Sovereign to lose
special pleading submitted by the mover his position, and to forfeit the pension
of the amendment. I wQuld not presume which I trust he will long live to enjoy.
Mr. F'ELLOWS. - Thanks to his
myself to oppose his motion, did not I
think it absolutely necessary, on behalf' of Attorney-General.
Mr. MILLER.-There is an old prothe Government, to do so. I understood
from the honorable member (Mr. Siaden) , verb, that lawyers differ. (Mr. FeIlows.-
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" Doctors.") Yes, and lawyers also. Perhaps if the honorable and learned member
had been in office the advice given to the
Governor would have been just as inj urious
as the honorable member says that given
by the present law officers of the Crown
is. As a layman, I do not venture to
pronounce upon the legal question, but I
do believe that the law officers have acted
so]ely as they deemed their duty and the
best interests of the country demanded.
The honorable gentleman has talked about
Imperial interests. N ow I am su·re that
the members of the Council generally are
anxious that no separation should take
place between the colony and the mother
country, and no one is more anxious than
myself. But, Sir, in governing this as an
independent colony, we must look a little at
home. I believe the Eng1i§h people will
respect us for doing so. What they look
for us to do is to take care of our own interests, and we will take precious good
care to do so. We will take care not to let
Imperial interests interfere with the true
in terests of this colony, "Ve will not receive
convicts from the mother country. We
will not receive dictation from the mother
country as to the taxes to be imposed
upon our people.
Mr. FA WKNER. - They never attempted it.
Mr. MILLER (continuing).-No, they
are too wise to do that. What could
they do mOl:e than complain, and what do
they complain of? Why, that certain
taxes are to be put on articles of British
merchandise which can be produced in
the ·colony. . It is notorious that if there
is any subject Great Britain is jealous
of it is interference with her trade. Her
trade is her very existence, and far be
it from us to interfere with it, excepting
so far as conc'erns our own interests.
The people of this colony, however, find
that it is to their interest to adopt-not
protection, I deny that; the question is
not free-trade versus protection, but
whether a certain Tariff shall be adopted,
and it seems we have carried it at last.
Mr. FAWKNER.-Not yet
Mr. MILLER.-Certainly; if I under~
stand the admissions of the honorable gentleman opposite me. I like
to see a straightforward, honest John
Bull, who is fairly beaten, and who
admits it. The honorable gentleman
admits that he is beaten, and I respect
him for it. When it was found that
colonial industry could be encouraged,
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that employment could be given to the
youth of the colony, without going into
any extreme of protection, a suitable Tariff
was framed. That Tariff the Government
has submitted to the people. It has been
endorsed by them, and it now appears that
it is to be tolerated by the honorable members forming the majority here. I maintain that the issue put to the country was
not protection against free-trade, but it
was-" Will vou sanction this Tariff or will
you not?" Any honorable member who
has perused the Ministerial speeches, more
particularly the one delivered by the Chief
Secretary at Mornington, must know that
that was the real issue put to the country,
that it was distinctly stated that the Tariff
would be re-enacted and sent again to the
Council. This is what will be done without delay. There is no occasion, therefore, for raising the cry that false issues
were put forth; and yet the honorable
gentleman ventures to assert that the
Government did do this,
Mr. FAWKNER.-So they did.
Mr. MILLER.-I deny it. In my opinion, the honorable gentleman opposite
has raised false issues himself in the
amendment he has proposed. I repeat
that there is no occasion whatever for
diverting from the usual course of
business. It will not be to the credit of
the House to do so. If the House desires
to stand well with the country it will be
very unwise to reply to His Excellency'S
speech in the manner proposed. I cannot
see either moderation or wisdom in such a
proceeding. I am not aware that I have
to reply to any other matter, save one.
The honorable gentleman complains of the
omission of any reference to tht.' non·
collection of the tea-and-sugar duties. Sir,
that question will be fully explained in the
financial statement which the honorable
the Treasurer will shortly submit to the
Lower House; and I have no doubt his
explanation will be perfectly satisfactory to the Legislature and to the country.
I trust the amendm~nt is merely submitted
in order that the House may be favored
with a few speeches, and that it will
be withdrawn when this object has
been attained. If not, I shall be reluctantly compelled to divide the House
upon it.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN was sorry
that any lengthened debate should take
place upon the Governor's speech, but the
honorable gentleman who had just sat
down had endeavored to fix upon some
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members of the House a consent to the
particular Ministerial Tariff. Now, he
emphatically denied that he had pledged
himself to any such abortion. He never
had, and he never would. He might be
permitted, therefore, to shadow forth what
his determination was with regard to the
policy the Government intended to adopt.
Ministers talked about having gone to the
country, but what was the dissolution for
but that the distinct issue of Protection
versus Free-Trade should be pronounced
upon? He found,.hQwever, three leading
Ministers declaring that their measure
was not protection, but merely a revision
of the Tariff; and therefore he asked
honorable members who had the honesty
to avow themselves protectionists, whether
they a pproved of such a Tariff being
dragged before the House againwhether they would accept such an
abortion?
Mr. JENNER.-For the time being.
Mr. STRACHAN. - For the. time
being! He wanted no half-measures,
no trimming. He wanted protection, and
not a subterfuge. He considered himself
justified in turning round; for, though he
was a free-trader body and soul, yet the
coun try had declared for protection, and
if the Ministry would place a protectionist
Tariff before him he would support it.
He desired to reply to some of the remarks
of the honorable gentleman, who, he presumed, was representing the Government,
though in what capacity he did not know;
and he must say that courtesy required the
honorable gentleman to inform the House
whether he really was the Government
representative, with a seat in the Cabinet,
in order that his words might have due
weight attached to them.
Mr. MILLER desired the honorable
member not to consider him. At the
proper time he would give him any information he required on the subject.
Mr. STRACHAN said that the honorable member, and also a portion of the
public press, had assumed distinctly that
the Council was bound to swallow the
Tariff. Now, he for one-and, he believed,
Mr. Fellows for another-had never
pledged himself to do anything of the
sort. What he had said last session was
-and he quoted the report in Hansard to
show that such was the case-that, if the
country wanted protection, let protective
duties be placed on everything. That, he
had said, would be.a Tariff which the
House might perhaps be disposed to
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entertain, although he would not pledge
himself to support it. He now withdrew this latter reservation altogether.
If the protectionists were sincere in their
views let them bring a protective Tariff
before the House, and he would give it
his unqualified support; but he did not
consider himself pledged to support the
Tariff which was submitted last session.
He should look upon the sending up of
that Tariff as nothing more nor less than
an insult to the House. He was told that
there were something 1ike twenty freetraders on the Ministerial side of the
Assembly, and, with that number in opposition, how could the protectionists expect
that any other Tariff than that of last
session would pass. And would the protectionists he satisfied with that Tariff as
an instalment? (Mr. Jenner-" Only for
a year.") Did the protectionists expect
they would get anything else? Not a
tittle. Was the Tariff to be altered, and
the British and intercolonial trade disturbed every six months? If the protectionists accepted the Tariff of last session,
he should consider that their professions
were hollow, that they were not true to
their colours, and that, after all, they
desired nothing but free-trade. He maintained that there was nothing to prevent
the Government framing and submitting
a proper Tariff within forty-eight hours.
He regarded the paragraph about the
working of the Land Act as the strangest
in the Governor's speech. He believed
that greater frauds had been committed
under it than under any Land Act which
had passed the Legislature. By means of
its provisions men had combined together
to defraud the revenue and impede the
settlement of the bona fide agriculturist.
He considered it would be time enough to
talk of the satisfactory working of the
measure when a true and just account of
the transactions which had taken place
under it was published. In conclusion,
he begged to say that he should vote for.
the amendment. He was of opinion that
the Governor deserved their sympathy.
He believed that His Excellency had been
made the dupe of the most unscrupulous
Gov'ernment that had existed in the
colony.
The Hon. G. W. COLE opposed the
amendment. He could find nothing about
protection in the Governor's speech, and
he suggested that the last speaker should
take Mr. Sladen's ad vice, and discuss
things when they came before him in a.
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proper and regular manner. Mr. Fellows rather than to injure it. And yet it was
had talked about giving advice to Gover- said practically-" If you don't give to
nors. The honorable member had been the Assembly the power of managing the
in the position of giving ad vice to Gover- affairs of the colony-if you do not render
nors, but he had always given bad advice. the Council useless-the country will be
With regard to what Mr. Strachan said ruined, and the Land Act will be taken
about protection, he would remind that away from you." This was completely a
honorable gentleman that, before now, he false issue. There was not a word of truth
had advocated a revision of the Tariff, in it. He was astonished at the chn.nge
and that, some years since, he moved the which had taken place in the views of one
second reading of the Distillation Bill-a honorable member. From Mr. Miller's
measure which imposed a duty of 6s. per equivocal position, he did not know
gallon on spirits made in the colony, and whether the honorable member was fish,
lOs. per gallon on spirits imported. He flesh, fowl, or red-herring. Did he speak
(Mr. Cole) contended that the attacks as a member of the Ministry, or as one
made· upon the Governor were quite un- covertly supporting the Government? The
called for. His Excellency had acted honorable gentleman accused the Council
throughout as he ought. to do ; indeed hB of abusing the Government snd asking for .
had been the means of saving the country the recall of the Governor. All that they
from the anarchy and confusion into which did was to set before Her Majesty in
it would have been plunged by the action Council the grievances under which they
labored-that the other House, "assisted by
of the Council.
The Hon. J. P . FA WKNER remarked the Governor, had attempted to destroy
that the question put before the country the usefulness of the Council, and had
at the recent general election was not attempted to take from them all their
protection -not the Tariff-hut whether rights and privileges. The electors of
the Council or the Assembly should rule members of the Council were not limited
the country; and accompanying this was to persons of wealth. Members of the
a secret promise to give members of the learned professions who were without
Assembly £300 a-year each. True there property could vote. And he would ask,
was another question mentioned by the whether wealth and intelligence would not
Minister of Customs at Richmond, in a have more discretion in the matter of
moment of forgetfulness, viz., whether the g'overllment than a mere mob? What, for
colony was to be governed by Downing instance, were the miners? When the
street? He (Mr. Fawkner) was a free- Port Curtis gold-fever broke out, how
trader, heart ando soul. Mr. Michie had many thousands left here, at a moment's
said in his" Victoria suffering a recovery" notice, and how many thousand pounds
that protection was "another name for had the colony to pay to bring them back,
getting money under false pretences by half-starving? Then, agajn, how many
Act of Parliament." But if the country men hRd passed through penal establishreally desired protection, let protection be ments here, and, when they came out,
granted. They should begin, however, by found themsel ves in. possession of a
protecting the farmer. If the farmer vote? Were such men equal to the same
were to be plundered, the country would number of men possessing wealth and
be ruined. Therefore he could not vote education? A number of honorable
for the Tariff. It had already injured the members had expressed a willingness to
country very seriously, and would do pass the Tariff as it stood. But why, he
further injury. The Governor's speech asked, should a reduction be made in the
alleged that the Land Act was working duties on tea and sugar? The country
satisfactorily. He denied that it was had not called for t he reduction ; the
working satisfactorily. Public opinion benefit would be confined to two or three
was very much divided as to the working Ministers, certain members of Parliament,
of the measure. He denied that it had and a few persons out-of-doors; it would
settled the people on the land; he only not be extended to the public at large;
wished that it had. Certain supporters of and t.he Attorney-General had said that it
the Ministry-tea-and-sugar dealers-had would soon be necessary to impose more
declared that members of the Council taxes. He hoped the House would be
wanted to destroy the Land Act. They cat'eful what it did in taking off taxation
desired nothing of the kind. They desired which was easily collected, and which the
to make the Land Act a workable measure public did not object to. He regretted
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the position which the Ministry appeared
to be taking up with regard to Great
Britain. Judging from their language,
they were prepared to refuse assent to
everything coming from Great Britain,
and this although the Governor and the
colony were referred to in Imperial documents as "our Governor," and "our
colony of Victoria." If His Excellency
was the Queen's Governor, he must
govern according to Imperial law and
regulation. But Ministers here were such
great guns; Cardwell and Gladstone were
nothing to the Minister of Customs. The
Government refused to take notice of
Imperial dispatches, in order that they
might secure the favor of the mob, destroy
. the Council, and ruin the best interests of
the colony. Ministers had declared that
they would not only reduce the qualification of members, but that they would also
give power to the Governor to dissolve
the Council. If this power were granted,
the 1\1 inistry would very soon rule the
country, and the country would go to
. ruin. Mr. Fawkner concluded by stating
that he should support the amendment.
The Hon. C. SLADEN: Sir, I must
express my regret that it has appeared
necessary at this time to meet with an
amendment the motion for a committee
to prepare an address in reply to the
Governor's speech. But unless this House
is willing to be considered as altogether a
subordinate branch of the Legislature, it is
impossible to treat the Governor's speech
in any manner save that in which we
propose to treat it. Nothing will be
proposed in the address at all inconsistent
with the remark which I made the day
before ye8terday, and which has been'
repeated two or three times to day by
honorable members opposite-that I was
very desirous that there should be a dis·
play of moderation and wisdom during
But when we see such
this session.
a general disturbance of the relations
which ought to prevail between two
Houses of Legislature, as unfortunately
existed last session, passed over in this
speech with simply the remark-" I
trust that the result of the appeal that
has been made to the people will aid
you in overcoming the great difficulties
which have accrued from the differences
between the Houses ;" when we see
these matlers passed over with such a
slight remark, it would be unbecoming in
the House-the House would be wanting
in respect to itself-to allow such an
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occasion to pass by without recording its
view of the matter. Now, what were the
differences' which are here alluded to?
They were partly differences as to the construction of the Constitution Act; but the
chief of the differences alluded to was a
subject with which this House hud nothing
to do. It was a difference thrust upon the
Council by an aggression on the part of the
Assembly in endeavouring to compel us,
against our will and judgment, to adopt a
measure which had passed that House.
I am alluding-as honorable members will
be well aware-to the Appropriation Bill
sent up here, with the Supply Bill and
some other matter added to it. That was
the great difference-a difference which,
as it appears to me, no appeal to the
country, through a general election, could
possibly affect or remedy; because, I don't
hesitate to say-although I regret to be
placed in a position where it is necessary
to say so-that if the same thing that
happened last session were to happen in
this or any future session-if a Bill . came
up marked in that extraordinary manuel'
by the combination of subject~ foreign to
one another-I should, without the least
hesit.ation, do as I have done previously,
viz., give my vote for rejecting or laying
aside the measure. I hope every member
of this House, who respects the House;
and wishes to see it one of the permanent
institutions of the count.ry, will also adopt
that course. But I hope we shall not be
placed in such a position for the future;
and I am disposed to hope so much from
what has been stated by the honorable
member, who, I imagine, represents the
Government on this occasion. I presume
that he, with the opinions which he held
during the greater part of last session,
would not be prepared to advocate the
bringing before the House again a measure
intended to coerce the House to pass that
which was contrary to its own judgment.
But should the Tariff-should the Bill
dealing with the duties of customs-come
before this House in a separate shape by
itself, unmixed with any other-although
I know not what the opinion of honorable
members may be-I declare iny intention
tovoteforit, because I conceive it would not
be a constitutional exercise of the right conferred upon the House, under the 56th section
of the Constitution Act, to withhold their
consent, after such a decided expression of
opinion as that which mar:.:ed the late
general election. As to the merits of that
question, I shall still entertain the same
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opinion that I have always entertained;
but whether it be the Tariff that came up
- last session, or whether it be any other
Tariff, I think, after the appeal made
to the country, it would not be a constitutional exercise of the power this Honse
possesses to put any obstruction in the
way of its passing. It might not be out
of place here to allude to other matters
connected with that measure, in order, if
possible, to avert the union of anything
objectionable with the Bill itself. What I
say I say really with a sincere and earnest
desire that there may be nothing to interrupt the harmony which ought to prevail
between the two Houses of Legislature;
and if the Assembly is actuated, as I
believe it is, with a desire for the real
interests of the country and the permanence of its institutions, I hope that
what may fall in dehate on this occasion
may meet with ::;ome attention. The preamble of the measure sent up during the·
last session was framed in an unusual· and
unprecedented manner. It said-" \Ve,
your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal !mbjects, the members of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in Parlia~ent assembled, towards raising the necessary supplies"-Mr. MILLER.-I may perhaps inform
l.he honorable member that that is the
wording adopted in New South Wales.
Mr. SLADEN. - I thought that this
clause was attempted to be put in
the Bill under the idea that it was in·
accordance with the language used in
similar Bills in the mother country. I
think it is undoubtedly wrong. But suppose it to be a moot point, or suppose it
to be thought offensive to this Council, that
words of that kind (which have never
been used before) should be employed,
would it not be better to forego the use
of the words, and by-and-by, when things
get into their proper channel, and feeling
has toned down, and there is nothing to
disturb the proper relations between us,
to appoint committees of the two Houses
to confer together, with a view to the
reconciliation of these differences? While
on this subje'ct I may observe, that it has
been stated out of doors-and I may say
that the idea has been rather favored hy
Ministerial supporters-that the course of
legislation must be very much obstructed
by this chamber. Now the statement is
so very far from the truth that one almqst
wonders how people can be constantly
reiterating it. If there are two chambers,
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one, necessarily I suppose, will be less
numerous than the other; and the idea
. seems to prevail that, because tbeAssembly
has a larger number of members, and represents a greater number of constituents
than the Council, therefore the opinion of
the Council is to have no weight as against
the opinion of the A3sembly. But why
are we given co-ordinate powers by the
Constitution Act? If there are two Houses,
it is to be presumed that each is to have
. some voice in the legislation. If one
House differs from the other, it is to be
presumed that the opinion of that House
is worth something, and it ought not to be
told, because it happens to have fewer
members and represent fewer constituents,
that its opinion cannot be of any weight.
But here, when the Houses have differed,
it has always been said-" The Legislative
Council is obstructive, they won't listen
to anything, they won't listen to reason,
they won't countenance any legislation
that the people wish." As one illustration of obstructiveness, it has been
stated that the Council refused to pass the
Tariff, or have anything to do with it,
because they wauted~ to get rid of the
Government, in order that they might, by
some legerdemain, make the Land Act
work more satisfactorily for themselves.
N ow I certainly speak for myself, and I
believe for others, when I say that no such
feeling actuated any of us. No such feeling
actuated me. I have no more interest in
the working of the Land Act, one way or
the other, than the most impartial person
out of doors. I believe it affects members
of this House as little as it is possible to
do. There are very few indeed who are
at all directly interested in the matter. I
can say for myself that I have no particular
sympathy with the class usually known as
squatters, and never had, because I always
thought squatting a monopoly which must
sooner or later be broken through. At
the same time I am not indifferent to
the great injury which is being done to
property by the working of the Land
Act. I say it is cruel to take away
property from persons when their hands
are tied, and say they shall have no opportunity of purchasing a portion of that
property. That is decidedly wrong. I
cannot but rejoice when I am told that
the Act is working favorably, but I can
only say it is quite contrary to all the
experience I have had, and all the experience which I have gleaned from others
who have watched very closely its work-
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ing through the country. I believe it has
operated well in some cases-it would be
hard indeed if a measure with such a wide
influence did not benefit some persons;
but while it has benefited some, it has
injured a vast number more. There is
very little doubt that it has raised up a
very large host of speculators such as was
never known in this country before. We
have heard of land sharks, but I don't
think land sharks were ever so abundant
as they are at present; and it would be
very desirable if an' epidemic were to
come, and carry off a few of them. With
regard to other measures submitted last
session-the Land Bill for instance-was
any obstructiveness shown by the Council
with regard to it'? Considerable discussion and opposition arose while the measure was before us -and it would be disgraceful to us if It measure passed without
being duly canvassed; but the principal
opposition offered to it, I believe, was on
behalf of an interest that seemed otherwise
ignored in the BIll. 'While we did not wish
to deprive the man of small means of the
opportunity of procuring the best land
wherever he might desire it-in fact, we
should rejoice if he could get it and make it
profitable-it was regarded as a great defect
in the measure that there was no provision by
which persons of larger means could invest
their money in land. But notwithstanding there was a strong feeling in favor of
that particular amendment, it was allowed
to drop, merely because there was such an
expression against it in the other chambtlr.
In fact I may say that very few of the
amendments made by this HOUfle were
.insisted upon. So, at all events, it could
not be said that there was any obstructiveness on the part of the House with
regard to that measure.
To another
measure of great importance-the Mining
Bill-no opposition was offered. To, the
Water Bill no opposition was offered further than was necessary to assert the
rights of this House to deal with certain
matters which it was objected, on the part
of the Assembly, we had no right to deal
with. But that was not obstructiveness.
We might have been right or wrong in
our views, but, at any rate, no opposition was offered to the merits of the
Mill. No opposition was offered to the
Mint Bill beyond the House insisting that
it should not be allowed to override the
export duty on gold, until the proposal to
repeal that impost was brought before the
House in a separate measure. Certainly
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it would be only respectful to the House
that such a subject should come before it
in a separate shape, in order that. an
expression of opinion might be given upon
it un trammelled by any concurrent circumstances. Then there was the Bill for
the Payment of Members. I think there
was'a little obstructiveness on the part of
the Council in that case; not that I should
support the Bill, but the measure was
rejected on the motion for first reading, which I think was wrong. That
proceeding, I think, savoured of' obstructiveness. Another point tvuched upon in
the speech is the proposed reform of the
Legislative Council. Without wishing to
detain the House on this subject, I may
here express a wish that a select committee may be appointed to' inquire thoroughly into all the circumstances connected with it, with the view not to shelve
or burke any measure for altering the
constitution of the Council, but to fortify
oursel ves with the best information we
can, in order to make that measnre most
beneficial. A proposition of this kind wil1,
I believe, be one of the features in the
address proposed by :WI'. Fellows. I may
also remark that, if this House is considered obstructive under its present constitution-and I deny that it is obstructive
-what will it be when the basis of representation is a great deal wider than it is
now? The very weakness of the Council
is an element of strength to the Assembly.
It is impossible, with the small basis of
representation which we at present have,
that, when any great conflict of opinion
comes, this House could prevail. It is
only in a case like that which occurred
last session that we could possibly hold
our own against the determined will of the
constituents of the other branch of the
Legislature. The right then was manifestly on our side. It has been concurred
in by every adjacent colony, by every
part of Great Britain, by every place
where British institutions prevail.
It
appears that, in this unfortunate quarrel,
the part the Council took was so manifestir right that hitherto we have been
able to hold up our heads, and to retain a
certain portion of pu blic opinion in our favor.
I warn those who are excessively anxious
for a reform of the Council, in the belief
that such reform will prevent obstruction
to legislation, that if the basis of representation for this House becomes very large,
dead-locks will occur more frequently,
and will be attended with much more
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serious consequences; and, indeed, it is
not improbable that it will make this
House-which represents property, which
represents the ratepayers and not manhood suffrage-ultimately the stronger of
the two." In legislating with a view to a
reform of the Legislati ve Council these
are points which ought ~o be ·taken into
consideration. I will now only express
the wish that this session may be conducted in a spirit of moderation and forbearance on both sides ; and that we shall
avoid, as much as possible, insistillg upon
what we need not absolutely insist upontaking care, at the same time, that we do
not give up any rights and privileges which
we ought to maintain. I hope that the
course of legislation will again revert into
its nat.ural channel, though the absence of
any mention of the important circumstances which occurred last session does
not give me any very sanguine hope that
such will be the case. Something might
have been said about the absence of an
Appropriation Act; something might have
been said as to how it was proposed to
heal over the sores which were caused last
session, and as to how it was proposed to
legalize the illegal collection of duties, and
to legalize other improper acts of the
Ministry. Knowing, however, as all persons of experience must know, that there
is a kind of pride in human nature which
frequently prevents men from acknowledging that they are wrong, although
they feel themselves to be wrong, I, for
one, shall now be content if we receive
measures from the other House in the
shape in which we have been accustomed
to receive them, and that nothing more be
said about coercing this House, but that
the course of legislation be allowed to flow
again in the old channels.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY directed
attention to the passage in the Governor's
speech which said" I trust that the result of the appeal that has
been made to the people will aid you in overcoming the great difficulties which have accrued
from the differences between the Houses."

This was a consummation most devoutly to
be wished; and he was sure that the
honorable members on his side of the
House had always desired, if possible, to
be in accord with the Assembly. In fact,
every member of the Opposition in that
Honse had expressed his willingness to
make any concessions consistent with the
due regard to the rights and privileges of
the Council, to put an end, if possible, to
E
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the deplorable dead-lock. When he found
the Hon. Mr. Miller representing the
Government, as he presumed the honorable
gentleman did, he hailed that circumstance
as the happiest possible omen that the
day was not far distant when the two
Houses would be in accord. He would
call the attention of the House to the fact
that, during a very interesting discussion
on the crisis, in the last session, the
honorable gentleman declared that the
Minist.ry had rendered themselves amenable
not only to civil but to criminal proceedings, and, warming with the subject,
proceeded to read a passage from the
statute-book which declared that the
conduct of the Ministry amounted to
felony. He would quote the passage from
the statute-book which the honorable
mem ber read on that occasion : "If any person in the public service, to whose
possession or control any moneys shall come on
or for account of the consolidated revenue, or (by
virtue of his office, or employment, or of any
legal process whatever) for or on account, or for
the use or benefit of any other person, or of any
person liable to account for the receipt or expenditure of any public moneys or stores, shall misapply or improperly dispose of, or shall wilfully
damage or destroy the same respectively, he
shall be guilty of felony, and shall, on conviction
thereof, be kept to hard labor on the roads or
other public works of the colony for any term
not exceeding five years, or be imprisoned, with
or without hard labour, for any term not exceeding three years."

The honorable member was cheered when
he read this extract from the statute-book,
and yet he now turned round and attempted to vindicate the Ministry. As a
young politician and a junior member of
the House, he (Mr. Murphy) naturally
looked to his seniors for ad vice and example; but how was he to be guided when
he witnessed such an extraordinary piece
of tergiversation? No one was more
strongly opposed to the Ministry last
session than the honorable member. If
the public were informed of the facts of
this extraorrlinary procedure it might be
doubted whether the honorable member
would not be ashamed to sit on the Ministerial side of the House. He would read
another extract from a speech which the
honorable member made on the 25th of
June:"The Council must nail their colors to the
mast, or else they would be completely ignored
in the legislation, and the Ministry of the day,
becoming perfect tyrants, could not in the end
escape the tyrant's fate."

What was the meaning of these words?
The honorable member had completely
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turned round, and altogether ignored his
past conduct. Perhaps the honorable
member might call this "change of
opinion." He believed that a member of
the Ministry considered that, according
to Dr. Arnold, a man should get up ip the
morning determined to change every conviction he held before he went to bed.
He was not aware whether the honorable
member was a disciple of Dr. Arnold; but
he unhesitatingly declared, not as a politician, but as a. man of the world of some
little experience, that he had never witnessed so strange a metamorphosis as the
conduct of the honorable member presen ted.
It might be called" change of opinion," or
"political tergiversation," but it appeared
to him to be a piece of the most stupendous ratting that had ever occurred in
Parliamentary history.
He regretted
nothing which had happened in the House
since he entered it so much as the extraa
ordinary conduct of the honorable member.
In conclusion, he could only repeat that
he would be glad to see the two chambers
in accord, and that he would do all that
he consistently could to meet the wishes
of the Assembly.
The Council divided upon the question
that all the words after the word "appointed" stand part of the motion:Contents •..
7
Not-Contents
18
Majority for Mr. Fellows's}
amendment
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On the motion of Mr. FELLOWS, a
Committee, consisting of the following
members, was appointed to prepare the
address :-The Honorables H. M. Murphy,
.T. F. Strachan, W. Campbell, 'V. Highett,
W. Hull, N. Fitzgerald, and the mover.
The House adjourned during pleasure,
in order that the Committee might prepare
the address.

After the lapse of a few minutes the
House resurned, when
Mr. FELLOWS brought up the report
of the Committee.
The 9LERK read the report, as f911ows:-

"To His Excellency SIR CHARLES
HENRY DARLING, Knight Oom-

mander of the Most Honorable
Order of the Bath, Governor and
Commander-in- Ollief of the Colony
Victoria, 9"c., g-c., ~c.

of

"MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY,

" We, Her Majesty's most dutiful and
loyal subjects, the Members of the Legislative Council of Victoria, in Parliament
assembled, beg to approach Your Excellency with expressions of our loyalty and
attachment to Her Majesty's throne and
person, of respect for the Constitution
under which we live, and of submission to
the law which binds alike all members of
the community.
" We have to thank Your Excellency for
the speech with which you have opened
the present ParHament.
"The late general election appears to
have established that a majority of the
people are in favor of a Protective Tariff,
and though we may n.ot have anticipated
that result, we are ready to give effect to
the opinion thus expressed, even should a
duty be imposed upon wheat, flour, and
other produce of the land which has been
opened to so large a portion of the population.
" We are not aware that any difficulties
which can be removed by legislation hl:love
accrued from differences between the two
Houses. The usual Appropriation Act
for authorizing the expenditure of 1865,
as we more than once informed Your
Excellency during the late session we
were desirou's to pass, had it been transmitted in the accustomed manner.
"We disclaim any desire to unduly
interfere with the fiscal system of the
colony; but· we nevertheless feel it necessary to state that, as required by our Constitution Act, we shall always insist upon
a strict adherence to the usage and practice of the Imperial Parliament in regard
to the contents of Bills; and that, should
any Bill for granting a supply to Her
Majesty contain clauses dealing with any
pa.rt of' the revenue derived from Crown
lands, it will be our duty to pursue. the
same course in regard to it which we
adopted during the past session.
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"We concur with Your Excellency in
trusting that, by a wise and considerate
e~ercise of the powers possessed by the
two Houses respectively (and which, as
Your Excellency is aware, they derive
from the Constitution Act alone), they
may be able to legislate in accordance
with the public will.
"It is a source of satisfaction to us to
be assured by Your Excellency that the
most important measures of the late Parliament have been promptly and energetically administered, and that it is intended to carry out the desire of both
Houses upon the subject of Colonial Defences.
"We trust that the establishment in
Melbourne of a Branch of the Royal Mint
may be attended with the ad vantages
:which are expected to flow from it.
" Your Excellency's assurance that the
Land Act continues to work satisfactorily
is encouraging to the promoters of that
measure, and ,will, we hope, be borne out
by the experience which the future will
afford of its operation.
"While we look forward with interest
to the forthcoming Intercolonial Exhibition of Industry, we cannot but eXl'ress
our opinion that the prot.ective policy
which a majority of the people have determined to adopt is likely to deprive the
population of this colony of the great,
advantages which a free interchange of
the produce of other .countries would
otherwise have conferred upon them.
"We rejoice to be informed by Your
Excellency that the drought which has
been so injurious to the mining and pastoral interests has not, in the same degree,
affected the agriculturists.
"We fully acquiesce in Your Excellency's statement that your advisers have
had little time for the preparat.ion of important measures, and we would respectfully suggest to Your Excellency that the
evil can only be remedied by drawing to a
much earlier close than has hitherto been
the custom the present and future sessions
of .parliament.
" The reform of t.he Legislative Council
is a question which we shall 'forthwith
refer to the deliberations of a Select Committee of this House. The other Bills
which Your Excellency has mentioned
will receive our attentive consideration.
We must, however, express, not only our
re~ret, but our surprise, that Your Excellency has not been advised to allude to
the illegal remission and collection of
E
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taxes, and the unauthorized expenditure
of revenue during the past year.
" The trust which Your Excellency has
expressed that the deliberations of t.he
Legislature may, under ,the blesl:!ing of
Divine, Providence, conduce to the permanent prosperity and happiness of the
people, is fully shared by this House."
On the motion of Mr. FELLOWS,
the consideration of the r6port was
made an ol'der of the day for Tuesday,
February 20.
THE CONDUCT OF BUSINESS.
The PRESIDENT called the attention
of the Hon. Mr. Miller to the fact that no
motion had yet been submitted as to the
days on which the House should sit.
The Hon. H. MILLER remarked that as
the honorable members opposite had taken
the conduct of business entirely out of
hishands, it would be presumptuous for him
to interfere as to the arrangements.
The Hon. C. SLADEN said he was not
aware to what the honorable member
alluded-he presumed the' honorable member represented the Governmen t.
The Hon. H. M. 'MURPHY remarked
that the honorable member had not yet
had the courtesy to inform the House
whether he represented the Government
or not.
Mr. MILLER said he was glad that
the honoraule member had given him
an opportunity of' doing so. He now
begged to inform the hon~rable member,
and other honorable members, that he
represented the Government in that
House, holding a seat in the Cabinet and
at the Executive Council. He had accepted
the position at the request of the Government, and not because he had any personal
desire for office. He was influenced in a
great measure by the existing state of
part,ies in the House, and by a desire to
conduct the business of the House in such
a way as would be satisfa.ctory to both
sides. Both sides, he presumed, wished
to see the public business conducted in an
orderly manner, and he thought that the
little experience which he had gained by
long service in Parliament might be of
some assistance in promoting that object.
He kn6w that the position w~s a difficult
one. The difficulties of the situation
appeared even greater than he had anticipated, but he should of course bow to the
decision of the House, and endeavor to do
his duty. He would most willingly
pursue the ordinary course which he had
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seen adopted for many years past, but as
the ordinary course had been altogether

departed from, and a llew mode of conducting business inaugurated-the member
representing the Government having been
excluded from the committee appointed to
prepare an address in reply to the Governor's specch-he presumed that he should
be interfering with the wishes of honorable
members opposite if he attempted to
conduct the business, and therefore he
wished to resign the duty into their hands.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS presumed
that the honorable member was not in
earnest-that he meant 1:1.11 he had said as
badinage. It was absurd that a member
who moved an amendment was to be told
that he had superseded the member representing the Government. According to
that doctrine no member could move an
amendment in opposition to a proposition
brought forward by the representative of
the Government. ~Then an amendment
to a motion for preparing an address was
carried, the committee appointed to prepare the address usually consisted of members who had voted for the amendment.
Precedent, therefore, was against the honorable member. If the honorable member had taken upon himself the responsibility of representing the Government and
conducting the business of the House, he
was rather shirking his duty when he did
not even· mention the days on which it
would be necessary for the House to sit.
The honorable member knew how many
days he would require, and the House
would very probably agree with anything
he suggested on that matter. He hoped
that the honorable member would not suppose that, because he found himself in a
minority, an attempt was made to supersede him in the conduct of the business
of the House.
Mr. MILLER had merely said that he
presumed the House desired that Mr.
Siaden and Mr. Fellows should conduct
the business, and that the person representing the Government should be put
altogether on one side.
Mr. FELLOWS.-For this occasion.
Mr. MILLER asked if he was to be
made a convenience of-if he was to be set
aside on one occasion and do what he was
told by the honorable member on another?
That was a very extraordinary proposal.
He was not there, however, to consider
his personal feelings, nnd if honorable
members desired him to conduct the business of the House he would do so.

Businegg.

The Hon. A. FRASER thought that
the honorable gentleman had taken the
matter up too warmly. He trusted that the
honorable member would conduct the
business as the representative of the Government, and he -was sure the honorable
member would receive that support the
House always .accorded to gentlemen
occupying his position.
The PRESIDENT thought the honor·
able member representing the Government
labored under a misapprehension in one
respect. Although, without question, the
practice here had been for a member of
the Ministry to propose a Committee to
draw up the address in reply, yet in
England it was not unusual for the Opposition to offer amendments as the speech
was read paragraph by paragraph, and
these amendments were afterwards embodied by the Committee in the reply to'
the speech. The difference was, that if
the reply was subversive of the sentiments
expressed in the speech, the Ministry accepted it as tantamount to a vote of want
of confidence, while no such result followed here.
Mr. MILLER was quite prepared to
take the lead, on the understanding that
such was the wish of the House.
The House adjourned at five minutes to
seven o'clock until Tuesday, February 20.

LEGISLA.TIVE A.SSEMBLY.
Thursday, February; 15, 1866.
The Queen II. Dallimore-Coliban Water Scheme-Land Cartiflcates-Supply-Crown Prosecutors.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
THE QUEEN 'D. DALLIMORE.
Mr. McKEAN asked the Minister of
Lands if he had received a report of the
decision of the Privy Council in the case
of the Queen v. Dallimore ?
Mr. GRANT said that he had received
no official report, but he had observed a
report in the newspapers, which he had
every reason to believe was correct. He
hoped to obtain the actual decree of the
Privy Council by the next mail from
England.
THE COLIBAN WATER SCHEME.
:Mr. SNODGRASS (in the absence of
Mr. Tucker) asked the Minister of Mines

Land Oertificates.
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when it was likely that tenders would he
called for constructing the necessary works
for carryin'g out the Coli ban scheme for
the supply of the Castlemaine and Sand.
hurst districts with water?
Mr. SULLIVAN replied that he hoped
to be in a position in a few days to invite
tenders for some of the works.
'THE LAND CERTIFICATES.
Mr. TUCKER asked the Minister of
Lands if the .time for certificate-holders to
select land with their certificates, under
the Land Act 1862 and the Amending
Land Act 1865, would be extended beyond
the 23rd of March next, or if any facilities
would be gi ven for using the same? The
honorable member observed that in his
district there were many farmers and
others who held land certificates, but had
been unable to select land at the so-called
land selections, which, in his opinion,
were in reality land swindles. He thought
that every possible facility to obtain land
should be given to the holders of land
certificates who were really bona fide
intending settlers.
Mr. GRANT, in reply, said that the
7th Section of the Land Act of 1865
provided that all selections of land under
certificates must be made on or before the
23rd of March next. It was not in the
power of the Government to extend the
time, nor was it their intention to ask the
House to extend the time. There were
now open at the various land offices
throughout the country 1,300,000 acres
of land.
An HONORARLE MEMBER: What sort?
Mr. GRANT believed that two-thirds
of the land was fully of the value represented by the certificates. In addition to
the 1,300,000 acres now open, at least
500,000 acres would be thrown open on
the 14th of March next. As he had
always been desirous that the certificateholders should possess all the. privileges
which they had fairly a right to expect,
he proposed that those who did not select
land on or b~fore the 14th of March
next, should be entitled to unite all the
certificates of small value which they
might hold, up to the extent of 320 acres
in each instance, and that if they did not
select land on the 23rd of March they
might (either on or before that day)
present their certificates for waiver at the
proper land office, and the certificates so
waived should entitle them to be allowed
4s. per acre towards the cost of any land
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which they might subsequently purchase
at auction, according to the number of
acres represented by the certificates.
Mr LEVEY nsked if a person who held
a certificate for 320 acres and presented it
for waiver would be allowed £64 towards
the cost of any land which he might subsequently purchase at auction?
Mr. G RANl'.-Y es; at any time after
the waiver.
SUPPLY.
On the motion of Mr. VERDON, the
House went into committee to consider
the motion agreed to on the previous day.
The CHAIRl\lAN OF COMMITTEES (on
taking the chair for the first time) returned
thanks for his election to the office.
Mr. VERDON moved~
"That a Supply be granted to Her Majesty."

The motion was agreed to and reported
to the House, and the report was ordered
to be considered next day.
THE CROWN PROSECUTORS.
Mr. G. P. SMITH moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a return showing the number of barristers
retained by the Crown as public prosecutors
during the year ending 31st December, 1865;
the districts visited by each, whether at circuit
courts, or courts of general sessions, and the
number of times in the course of the year; the
amount paid to each during the same period for
travelling allowances; the sums received by eaeh
for Crown business over and above the salaries
voted specifically by this House."

Mr. KING seconded the motion.
Mr. DA VIES complained that the
honorable member who had brought forward the motion had not stated any reason
why it should be adopted. He did not
know whether the Government intended
to consent to the preparation of every
return which was moved for, perhaps for
some personal object, but he certainly
could not see of what interest to the
country the return now asked for was.
Re objected to the country being put to
great expense in the preparation of voluminous returns for the sole purpose of
satisfying the honorable members who
moved for them.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that the
return now moved for could be furnished
at the expense of a few shillings. He
presumed that the honorable member who
moved for the return desired to have it
before the House when the salaries of the
Crown prosecutors were under con sid era·
tion ; and therefore he saw no objection
to the preparation of the return.
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The motion was then agreed to.
The House adjourned at eight minutes
to five o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Friday, Feb1"uary 16, 1866.
Elections Committee-Geelong Gaol-Supply.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.

Sessional Arrangements.

Campbell, T. H. Fellows, W. Highett, H.
vV. H, F. Mitchell, O. Sladen,
and R. Turn bull, as the Committee of
Elections and Qualifications.
:Miller,

CUSTOMS RETURN.
The Hon. J. F. STRAOHAN moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House a return of the weights of sugar, tea, and
gold on which' duties have been paid duringothe
year 1865, and the amount of duties on each, in
each month respectively."

It would not have been necessary, the
honorable member observed, to have
brought forward the motion, had the
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICAreturn which he asked for some time ago
TIONS COMMITTEE.
The SPEAKER laid on the table his been presented. However, that return
warrant appointing Mr. Bunny, Mr. Cope, would have ,been rather voluminous, and
Mr. Kerferd, MI'. Macgregor, Mr. Mac- rather expensive-much more, he believed,
pherson, J\fr. O'Grady, and Mr. G. P. than this one would be.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER seconded
Smith as the Committee of Elections and
the motion.
Qualifications.
The Hon. H. MILLER said there was
GEELONG GAOL.
no objection to furnish the information
Mr. KING (in the absence of Mr. required. ~:rhe only thing was that conRichardson) asked the Chief Secretary siderable expense attended the preparation
how many boards to inquire into the of these papers. He presumed, however,
conduct of the officials or management of that the honorable member had some
the Geelong Gaol had been appoin ted object in making his request.
Mr. STHACHAN took the opportunity
during the past twelve months, and whether there was any objection to lay the of saying, that he never did ask for a
return unless he had an object in view.
reports of wch boards upon the table?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that two He believed that the information he
boards were appointed during the year, required could be prepared in two or
and that the reports would be produced . three hours.
The ~otion was then agreed to.
on Tuesday.
SUPPLY.
DAYS OF BUSINESS.
The resolution passed in Committee of
The Hon. H. MILLER, with the leave
Supply the day previous was reported and of the House, moved without noticeadopted.
"That Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays
The House adjourned at twenty-five be the days on which the Council shall meet for
minutes to five o'clock until Tuesday, the despatch of business, during the present
Session, and that four o'clock be the hour of
February 20.
meeting on each day, and that on 'Vednesday in

LEGISLArrIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, February 20, 1866.
Elections a.nd Qualifications Committee-Customs returnLease of Swamps-Sessional arrangements-The Governor's
Speech-Address in reply.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
The PRESIDENT laid on the table his
warrant, appointing the Honorables W.

each week, during the present Session, the trans~
action of Government business take precedence
of all other business." •

The motion was ,agreed to.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
On the motion of the Hon. R. MILLER,
the Standing Committees of the House
were constituted as under:...;.,.
STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE.-The
Honorables the President, T. H. Fellows,
C. Sladen, J. F. Strachan, and H. Miller.
LIBRARY (J OINT) COMMITTEE.-The
Honorab1es the President, J, Henty, C.
Sladen, W. Hull, and J. P. Bear.
PRINTING COMMITTEE.-The Honor
abIes J. P. Fawkner, W. Campbell, C. J.
Jenner, J. Lowe1 and J. M.cCrae.

Governor's Speecllt.
REFRESHMENT

ROOMS (JOINT)
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l\HTTEE.-The Honorables W. Highett,
N. Fitzgerald, A. Fraser, W. H. Pettett,
and H. Miller.
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS (JOINT) COM-

MITTEE.-The Honorables the President,
W. Degraves, W. Taylor, G. W. Cole,
and R. Turnbull.
LEASES OF SWAMPS.
The Hon. W. HULL moved"That a return be laid on the table of this
House showing the number of applications received by the Board of Land and Works for
leases of swa.mps under the provisions of the
Amending Act 1865, relative to the reclamation
of swamps; the names of the applicants; the
extent of the acres of land asked for by each;
the tenor of the Report of the professional
Board upon each application, and the action, if
any, taken thereupon, with copies of all letters
addressed to the applicants by the Board of
Land and Works, stating the terms and conditions on which such lease was proposed to be
gtanted."
.

The honorable member observed that he
had perfect confidence in the gentlemen
appointed on the commission, and also
in the Minister of the department, but,
at the same time, he was aware that
enormous political influence was being
used to obtain the lease of swamps which
ought not to be parted with. Doing
away with swamps was as bad as cut.ting
down timber. The country would be
rendered so arid as seriously to interfere
with agricultural and pastoral occupations.
The Hon. H. MILLER said that he
trusted to be able in the course of a few
days to supply the House with the information asked for.
The motion was agreed to.
THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS IN REPLY.

On the order of the day for the consideration of the address in reply to the
Governor's Speech,
The Ron. T. H. FELLOWS said-As
the chairman of the committee which prepared the address in reply to the speech
ofRis Excellency the Governor, it becomes
my duty to move that that address be.
adopted. In doing so I will make a few
observations in reference to two paragraphs
which have been made the subject of animadversion elsewhere. It has been stated
-but I trust the statement will not
influence 'any honorable member in giving
his vote-that the result of the adoption
of this address may possibly be the
resignation of the Ministry. But, sir,
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I do not believe that resignation is one of
the virtues which Mini.sters possess, and
even if it were, the matter is not at all
one for us to take into consideration in
arriving at a conclusion on this .subject.
With these prefatory remarks, I will call
attention to the third paragraph of the
address, concerning which some misapprehension appears to have arisen. It states
that"The late general elections appear to have
established that a majority of the people are in
favor of a protective tariff."

The question is whether that statement is
correct or not. For my part, I believe
that it is. I believe that the people have
pronounced in favour of protection, and as
it is desirable to call a thing by its proper
name, we do well in making use of the
term protection honestly and straight.
forwardly in the present. instance. The
paragraph goes on to say"And though we may not have anticipated
that result, we are ready to give effect to the
opinion thus expressed, even should a duty be
imposed upon wheat, flour, and other produce of
the land which has been opened to so large a
portion of the population."

N ow, it has always appeared to me a most
extraordinary circumstance-one which I
could never understand-that· that industry which was the last to have protection
taken away from it in England should be
the first to be deprived of it here. The
landed interest is rightly regarded in both
countries as one of' the greatest importance, but I do not see with what consistency, while on the one hand every en·
couragement is to be held out here to
enab~e persons desirous of settling on the
landsto do so, yet, on the other hand, those
persons are to be made to pay an increased
price on the articles they consume without receiving a corresponding benefit on
the articles they produce. It is pretty
clear to my mind, and honorable members
who have taken the trouble to consider
the speeches which were made and the
events which took place throughout the
country during the elections will' agree
with me in the conclusion, that the farming interest is not inclined to forego its
share of protection. If that interest is
sincere, as I believe it is, in its desire for
protective duties, now is the time for it to
be stirring, and for it to impress upon its
representatives the necessity of lookingafter its welfare. When its representatives do express what they mean in plain
language, it will be better for the country
in more 'ways than one.. At present ~e
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have a Government endeavouring to play
two games at once, and consequently
unable to play either. Some of its members call themselves protectionists and
others say they are free traders. The
one party styles the Tariff" the thin edge
of the wedge;" the other declares that
there is nothing in it at all iijconsistent
with the freest free trade principles.
Sooner than have this shilly-shally game
continued, I would like to see in office a
Ministry holding opinions in accord with
those just expressed by the country at
large. I should like to see such a Ministry have a fair trial and an ample opportunityof carrying out its principles. If
protection is to be the order of the day,
let the system be given effect to by those
who honestly admit themselves to be protectionists. The sooner the protect.ionists
adopt this view and place themselves in
their right position the sooner they will
accomplish the object they have in hand.
The remark made in the address concerning this question of import duties on
landed produce is one that I do not think
this House should shrink from. The
people we are told want protection; admitting that to be so, we say that ,ve will
go the entire length, so that there need
be no saying elsewhere, "If you go thus
far the measure will be rejected in the
Council." When we have done this the
protectionists can no longer be in any
doubt as to their duty. Such an admission is far fairer than keeping in the dark
what course it is proposed should be
adopted here. There are one or two
matters deserving of scrutiny on behalf of
the agricultural interest in the present
Tariff, or rather in the Tariff which did
not become law. For instance, there is a
duty on oats-I forget the precise amonnt
-and by way of encouraging local manufactures, the duty on oatmeal is omitted.
For all I know it may be a very nice way
of getting 'cheap porridge to tax oats and
let oatmeal in free; but this is not the
way holders of office should consider the
point. Again, without entering upon the
merits of the Tariff, I may take the
instance of soft goods. Perhaps there
might have been duties levied in this
direction; but was the indiscriminate
taxation which took place protection? Is
silk likely to be produced here, or velvet?
~The Tariff is a mere juggle. I do trust
that the people will not be humbugged by
it again, but that if they want protection
tlley. will ask for it and will have it.

Address in Reply_

Other duties are also imposed in a curious
way. l\ir. Francis told the electors of
Richmond that the Government singled
out articles which were considered nonessential in the ordinary consumption of
life. For example, there is soap, that is
one of the articles the Government propose to tax, though I cannot pretend to
say how far it is a non-essential. in the
opinion of the Minister I have alLuded to.
The only other paragraph in the address
which I presume will be discussed is
this" We disclaim any desire to unduly interfere
with the fiscal system of the colony; but we
nevertheless feel it necessary to state that, as
required by our Constitution Act, we shall
always insist upon a strict adherence to the
usage and practice of the Imperial Parliament
in regard to the contents of Bills."

The Hon. G. W. COLE rose to ask if
the honorable member was in order? He
submitted that, according to May, the addre5s ought to be read paragraph by paragraph, so as to allow honorable members
to propose amendments to each.
The PRESIDENT said that the address
was read prior to its consideration being
made an order of the day for that sitting.
The adoption of the address had now been
moved, but it was quite competent for the
honorable member to move, as an amendment, that the first paragraph be read.
The Hon. H. MILLER said that, on
behalf of the Government, he was. most
anxious to hear what Mr. Fellows had
to say, and he trusted that the honorable
member would not be interrupted.
Mr. FELLOWS.-I can assure the
honorable member that there is not the
slightest desire to shrink from discussing
any part of the question. With reference
to the statement I was reading, that this
House will "always insist upon a strict
adherence to the usage and practice of
the Imperial Parliament in regard to the
contents of Bills," I apprehend that there
cannot be the slightest division of opinion
on that subject. If the paragraph had
stopped there it would have been perfectly unexceptionable. But when we
have every reason to believe-I think I
may say, when we know-that a difficulty
will occur on the very point indicated, it
is more straightforward and honest to say
out-and-out what we mean, than to withhold our interpretation of the statement
until the occasion itself arises. We are
merely repeating the instance of last session, endeavoring to avoid a conflict on a
point of practice. It will be observed,
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that the statement does not pledge the J enner-" But not after the gold was
House to any course when the two mea- taken away.") Well, if I take gold out
sures come separately before it. It simply of the honorable member's land without
says that we must have those measures in his permission, it does not become my
a proper shape. The first part of the property. Of course, if the Crown gives
paragraph being admitted to be correct, I permission, the gold belongs to the miner
will 'ask if there is any mistake or misre- just as much as the grass the sheep eat bepresentation in the instance given that a longs to the squatter. In this case the quesBill for granting a supply to Her Majesty tion is-Does the Crown give permission
should not contain clauses dealing with on condition of receiving a royalty? We
any part of the revenue derived from say that it does, and that the mode of colCrown lands. I apprehend there is not, lection is a matter of arrangement. The
for this reason: the Crown revenue ca(l, honorable member may make the best of
be divided at least into two branches. In the only argument he can put forward,
the first place, there is a territorial reve- which is, that the Crown having agreed to
nue which belongs to the Crown, without a collection at the Custom House, cannot
any grant of the Legislature, just as much afterwards say that the impost is not a
as my land belongs to me. Take, for legitimate customs duty. That, however,
instance, waste lands in the occupation of is not the right way to look at the case.
tenants of the Crown. Who ever heard If the amount were collected at the pit's
of a Bill of Supply including a land tax mouth, the honorable member would admit
on these people? Why, it would be that it was a royalty, and because it is imnothing more than taxing the king to pay possible to do that, because the gold must
himself. . It may be said that the Crown come to Melbourne, does that cause the
has parted with the land j but it is not so, charge to become a customs duty? The
it has only parted with the control of it. collect.ion at the Custom House, I appreWe see that illustrated every day. When- hend, is merely for the sake of conveever an action is brought for enforcing the nience. Anyone who chooses to refer to
rights of the Government in respect to the report of the Commission, upon whose
gold, or any other matter in connexion recommendation the charge was adopted,
with Crown land::!, it is always done in the will find the reasons for altering the mode
name of the Queen. f.f.1he Legislature, in of reimbursing the Crown for the value
fact, is merely empowered by Act of Par- it gives to the miners fully set forth. The
liament to deal with and manage Crown original mode of levying license fees was
lands, the same as the Sovereign would deemed objectionable, and it was got rid
have dealt with them had no such Act of by means of a gold duty, so that the
ever been passed. This arrangement does charge should be paid only by those who
not alter the principle of taxation. Of got the gold, instead of being levied indiscourse, if anyone ventures to assert that criminately upon the successful and the
the gold is not the property of the Crown, unsuccessful miner. This is the key to
he raises the question whether the gold the whole question -Whether or not the
duty is or is not rightly included in a Bill duty is not a return given for the gold
of Supply; but so long as it is admitted taken from the land? I maintain that the
that the gold is the property of the charge is Crown property, and that, thereCrown, I do not see on what earthly pre- fore, it is no subject for a Bill of Supply.
The H on. H. MILLER said: I deeply
tence we can tax the Queen's own property, and call it aid given to Her regret the tone of this address. From the
Majesty." It is making the Crown pay manner in which Mr. Sladen's speech was
out of the right pocket to put into the cheered and endorsed by the House I did
left. (Mr. Jenner-" But gold is not hope that effect would be given to the
Crown property.") Well, as the honor- wish expressed therein, that our future
able member differs from the decisions of proceedings should be marked by wisdom
the Supreme Court, I would like him to and moderation. I am now afraid that we
give his reasons. Not long ago, the heard a voice and nothing more. The whole
Attorney-General, as the representative of the proceedings in connexion with this
of the Queen, joined in a suit to restrain address are totally unprecedented so far
Bome company from working gold outside as my experience as a member of Parliathe boundaries of its claim j but why was ment since Parliaments were established
it necessary for him to do this unless the in the colony enables me to judge. I ask
property belonged to the Crown? (Mr. why these. extraordinary proceedings
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should be resorted to. Is it for the purpose of conciliation, that the bnsiness of
the country may be carried on; or, on the
contrary, is it to raise such obstructions
that matters between the two Housesalready not on the best footing-may be
brought to an extremity, and that which
Mr. Fellows evidently has in his mind,
namely, the resignation of the Ministry,
may ensue? If that is the avowed object,
if honorable members are prepared to
assume the responsibilities of office,
(Several honorable members-" No,") I
have no objection to the course they are
taking; but if they are not prepared, if
they have not the people of this country
with them, if they are a small minority,
then-but I would be sorry to reflect
unduly on the majority of this House; I
will content myself with asking them, is it
wise? The address itself in its tone is of
so extraordinary a character that I can
scarcely trust myself to name it. Can it
be pronounced a loyal and dutiful address
to the representative of the Queen in
reply to his gracious speech? I doubt it.
I ask honorable members then to pause;
I ask them to consider. This Council, as
the late elections showed, does not stand
very well with some people, perhaps not
witli the majority. Do honorable members
wish to stand in a worse position? Do
they wish to outrage public feeling? If
so let them go on, for the wit of man
could not concoct an address more offensi ve to the country at large. There is a
levity, a sarcasm in it which would be very
amusing in a popular lecture, but which
in a serious and well-considered reply of
the Legislative Council to a speech from
the Queen's representative is most unbecoming. It is usual that the addresses
should merely echo the speech. (Mr.
Fellows-" There are exceptions.") This
I am sorry to say is a very sad exception.
Topics are introduced which' are not
mentioned in the speech, a proceeding
which amounts to dictation. It is telling
the Governor, "you should have said this,"
or, "you should have said that." And is
that respectful, is that becoming? The
honorable member in his speech has ridden
off upon a question which if worked
properly will, he hopes, create a diversion
in his favor. He has introduced the subject
of protection, but where, I ask, does he
find protection mentioned in the speech to
which the address is a reply.
Mr. FELLOWS.-It ought to be
mentioned.
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. Mr. MILLER.-Then the honorable
member should have made the speech.
He should have assumed the reins of
Government, and comedown as His
Excellency Thomas Howard Fellows.
That would be exceptional conduct, but
no more exceptional than the address
which the honorable member has prepared. No doubt the honorable member
thinks that he is acting for the public
good, but he should remember that this is
a first session and that men's minds have
been irritated and heated by a general
election. The honorable member, as he
resides 'in the fashionable locality of St.
Kilda, must know something of the fierce
contest that raged among the lawyers
when a chance occurred of pulling a
Queen's Counsel down, and not even a
" Snowball" it seems has been sufficient
to cool the honorable gentleman's heat.
I do not think the honorable member
would have introduced the subject of protection into the address under any other
circumstances than these. When the
proper time comes let the honorable member bring forward his question of free
trade versus protection. There can be no
objection to that, but at present the
observations in the address are most
irregular and most unbecoming. The real
question put to the country was conveyed
in such a clear, distinct, and direct form
that it admits of no doubt whatever. It
was this, "Will you have the Tariff which
the Legislative Oouncil rejected or will
you not?" The only question was the
Tariff and nothing but the Tariff. And
what was the result of the appeal?
Mr. FELLO WS.-Pl'otection.
Mr. MILLER.-N 0; the result was
the expression of the will of a very large
majority of the people that this protective
Tariff should be given effect to ..
Mr. FELLOWS.-This "protective"
Tariff!
Mr. J\tIILLER.-The honorable member knows perfectly well that I am speaking what is right. The honorable member
is a skilful special pleader, but I do not
think he will induce members to ride
off on a question which has nothing to do
with the matter. The paragraph he has
introduced is uncalled for, and I strongly
object to it. The next paragraph which
the honorable member commented upon
is a more serious matter than the Council
seems to be aware of. I understand the
honorable member to shadow forth that
if the gold duty is introduced into the
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Tariff the Council will throw the Tariff
Bill out. Is t.hat the case?
Mr. FELLOWS.-The Council will not
consider such a Bill.
Mr. MILLER. -In fact it will be
thrown out. I hear that announcement
with the greatest concern. It will take
a wiser man than the honorable member
to say what will be the result of this
"wisdom and moderation." I will take
this opportunity, though I. may be anticipating Mr. Jenner, of showing what Mr.
Fellows has himself made plain to us,
namely, the utter fallacy of the position
he takes, that the gold duty is a revenue
derived from Crown lands. Why, he
admits that it is not so derived. The
duty is paid on the gold dust, and because
Bome. of this gold dust comes out of
Crown lands can it be said in point of
fact that the revenue is one derived from
Crown lands; and as such, is to be dealt
with by this House. What becomes of th~
gold brought over from New South Wales;
what becomes of plate when melted down?
Mr. FELLOWS.-It does not pay.
An act was passed exempting it.
Mr. MILLER.-Under correction I
believe it does pay. (An honorable member-" New Zealand.") NewZealandgold
is an exception, and the exception proves
the rule. The honorable member says
that the duty was adopted as a compromise. Well, we must take the consequences of that compromise. I trust
that on consideration this point will not
be made the pretext for throwing' out the
Tariff, and I cannot but deplo~e the spirit
which has induced the honorable member
to search for such a pretext for committing such an enormity. Supposing that
the duty really were a Crown lands
revenue and that our rights were to a
certain extent trenched upon, the wisest
course-looking at the recent appeal to
the -people, .looking at the consequences
which might arise from a rejectionwould be to pass the Tariff under protest.
Perhaps I have anticipated what the
Council intends to do. It is not my wish
to dwell upon any topic which would
irritate and aggravate honorable members
more than already seems to be the cas~,
and therefore I will merely express my
objection to this paragraph"We must, however, express, not only our
regret, but our surprise, that Your Excellency
has not been advised to allude to the illegal
remission and collection of taxes, and the unauthorised expenditure of revenue during the

past year."
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I have already stated in my place that the
Treasurer will f'xplain these matters in
his financial statement. (Mr. Fellows" Not to this House.") It will be necessa.ry for me to repeat his explanations to
this House. If honorable members would
abstain from entering upon topics until
the proper time arrives their conduct
would be more becoming the dignity of
the Council and would be more satisfactory to the country. To give honorable
members au opportunity of expressing
their views, I will move as an amendment
the adoption of the following address : "To His Excellency SIR CHARLES
HENRY DARLING, Kn~qht Commander of the' Most Honorable
Order of the Bath, Governor and
Commander-in- Chief of the Colony
of Victoria, 9'c., 9'c.
" MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY,

" We, Her Majesty's faithful subjects,
the Members of the Legislative Council
of Victoria, desire to express our loyalty
'to Her Most Gracious Majesty, and to
thank Your Excellency for having summoned Parliament thus early after the
general election, in order that the questions upon which the country has pronounced may be considered and determined by the Legislature without delay.
H We assure Your Excellency that we
trust the appeal which has been made to
the people will aid us in overcoming the
great difficulties which have arisen from
the differences between the Houses, and
that by a wise aud considerate exercise of
the powers which we respectively possess
we may be able to legislate in accordance
with the public will.
" We would express our satisfaction
that. although the ordinary course of
public business has been much disturbed
by recent events, the most important
measures of the late Parliament have
been promptly and energeticallyadminis. tered bv the Government, and that among
these is the provision made for giving to
the country districts a supply of water.
" We thank Your Excellency for informing us that it is the intention of your
advisers to carry out the desire of the
Legislature upon the subject of Colo~ial
Defences, and that the necessary applIcations have been made to Her Majesty's
Government for the establishment of a
branch of the Royal Mint at Melbourne.
" It is gratifying to us to learn that the

Land Act continues to work satisfactorily,
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and we desire to assure Your Excellency,
that should further experience disclose
defects therein, which cannot be cured by
administration, we shall cheerfully take
into consideration such amendments of
the law as Your Excellency's advisers
may propose, in order to secure its great
objects-the agricultural settlement of
the people, and the more rapid growth of
the country.
" Weare glad to learn the Commission
1ately appointed for the purpose of arranging and carrying out the means for an
Intercolonial Exhibition of Industry, to
be held in Melbourne in August next,
have applied themselves to their task with
the utmost zeal and energy, and that, .in
response to their official communications,
they have received from the surrounding
Colonies, as well as from the various districts of our own, the warmest assurances
of co-operation and support. We concur
in the view taken by Your Excellency that
it is, perhaps, only by such an Exhibition
even colonists themselves can obtain adequate knowledge and distinct impressions
as to the varied capabilities of this vast
and interesting island continent; and we
may hope, therefore, that the collected
specimens of the produce and industry of
Australasia which the well-directed labors
of the Commission may bring before us
will, as in older countries, give a new and
most beneficial impulse to the enterprise
of our people.
'
" We express our gratification that the
almost unprecedentedly long drought
by which the country has been affiicted
Beems, from the accounts received from
the various pastoral districts of the colony
and from th~ interior of New South Wales,
to be drawing to an end, and that the
season which has been so injurious to the
pastoral interest has not, in the same degree, affected the agricultural.
" We assure Your Excellency we are
sensible that a Session of twelve month's
duration, followed immediately by a
general election, has not left to your
advisers time for the preparation of various
important measures which it will be encessary to submit for our consideration;
and we also assure Your Excellency that
those Bills which nevertheless can be
prepared and introduced this Session, will
receive our best attention.
" We shall cheerfully take into consideration the Bill for the establishment
of a uniform rate of postage.
" We thank Your Excellency for in-
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forming us that it is your intention to
issue a Royal Commission, with a view to
the obtainment of accurate and detailed
information upon which to base further
legislation, which the experience of the
working of the Common Schools Act
seelllS to call for.
" We join Your Excellency in trusting
that our deliberations may, under the
blessing of'Divine Providence, conduce to
the permanent prosperity and happiness
of the people."
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER remarked
that a request had been made, that the
address framed by the committee should
be read paragraph by paragraph, and
certainly he thought that the amendment
should be so dealt with, for he could not
understand it as submitted by the honorable member. There was one point he
must remark upon, and that was regarding the Mint. One of these famous
Ministers had styled the Mint a "most
expensive toy," and yet they were asked
to tell the Governor that the Mint would
be most' advantageous to the colony.
Why, the thing was contrary to common
sense. 1\11'. Miller seemed to read the
address in a confused ~anner, because it
contained statements the very opposite to
the sentiments the honorable member had
expressed on former occasions. The honorable member had warmly advocated the
principle that the gold duty was a territorial revenue, and that the Council had
a right to deal with it, and yet he turned
round now and declared the very reverse,
as, indeed, he had often done before.
The Hon. G. W. COLE gave the
amendment his conscientious support,
believing that it would save the colony
from disgrace and odium. The original
address. ought to be put in the waste
paper basket. He had been in hopes
that honorable members would have met
with proper feelings, and have joined
in carrying on the business of the country,
in harmony with what had passed at
the elections. Instead of that they
had had Mr. Fellows endeavoring to
mystify them with a thing which he knew
nothing about, namely, protection. The
honorable member was, no doubt, a good
lawyer, but his parliamentary law was
worth very little. The honorable member
knew well enough that the question put
to the country was not protection or free
trade, but whether the Tariff should come
up again. The real issue now was whether
that Tariff was to be thruwn out. If so,
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he did not know what the consequences
would be. Mr. Fellows ridiculed the
idea of the resignation of the Ministry,
but he would remind the honorable member of the days when he was like a kingmaker, and met the O'Shanassy Government with a direct vote of want of confidence. Did the honorable member desire
to go on in that wax again '? Putting protection on one side, Mr. Fellows knew that
the Council had nothing to do with the
Tariff. According to the honorable member's own words, that was a matter which
belonged to the Lower House. Then the
passage in the address regarding the gold
duty was a superfluity. It was quite
time enough to face a gale when it came
on. The honorable member was proceeding to read extracts from speeches delivered
by Messrs Childers and Fl1wkner, on the
right of the Assembly to deal with money
matters, whenThe PRESIDENT ruled that it was not
in order to read such long quotations.
Honorable members could refer to extracts in support of their views, but
nothing more.
The Hon. W. DEGRAYES had studied
the address to His Excellency, but he
could not digest it. It contained too
much sarcasm. Certain passages, to say
the least of them, were far more ironical
than was desirable. They knew that Mr.
Fellows had declared himself a "thick
and thin" free trader, and that Mr.
Strachan had avowed himself a free trader
"body and soul;" and what object had
these gentlemen in suppot:ting protection
now, except it was to give the artizans,
the manufacturers, and the tillers of the
Boil-the real colonists-more protection
than they wanted; in· fact, to let them
have a real dose of ,it? Nobody could
Bay that the statement in the address
concerning a duty on "wheat and flour,
and other produce of the land which has
been opened to so large a portion of the
population," was not thoroughly ironical.
Mr. Fellows held a position in the House,
his opinion was bowed to, he told them
when they were right or wrong in law
matters; but for all that he (Mr. Degraves) mWit set up his own opinion
against the honorable member's on the
question of free trade ~nd protection.
Mr. Fellows had already got protection
to his profession. (Mr. Fellows-How?)
Why the honorable member must know
that a barrister from New South Wales
or South Australia, Or any of the sister
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colonies, had to wait twelve months
and pass through an examination before
he could practise here. Had matters
been different, had men of weight and
honesty been at the head of the law
department, it might have been that
proper vigilance would have been exercised when the railway contracts were
entered upon, ami the country would not
have seen a heavy amount filched from
the Treasury now.
Mr. FELLOWS.-By paying £10 any
English barrister can practise here.
Mr. DEGRAVES. - And barristers
from the neighbouring colonies?
Mr. FELLOWS.-Not if they are of
loca] manufacture.
Mr. DEGRAVES.-Well, I have to
contend against the local millers in
South Australia. (Mr. Fellows-" Put a
duty on flour.")
Yes, the honorable
member would do that, now that he was
thoroughly beaten. Instead of meeting
in good fellowship it seemed that the old
ills were to be kept up. Three general
elections had occurred in succession,
throwing the country back year after year,
and all as it seemed to him because some
people - he presumed it could not be on
account ofimpecuniosity-uesired to be in
power. Now, he did not wish either place
or pay; he wished merely to see the resources of the country developed. What
was the use of wasting month after month
and arousing angry feelings as to who
should be member for St. Kilda, and who
for Brighton? Why not allow the Tariff
to corne up without any more to do? As
far as the gold duty was concerned, he intended to vote for the Tariff. Formerly
he had regarded the duty as a fair rental,
but when he carne to consider that much
of the gold was the produce of companies
who leased their lands, when he found
that as much as £20,000 had been paid for
the purchase of a block of 100 acres, he
could not avoid the conclusion that there
might as well be an export duty on wool
as on gold. As to the Tariff, he had
never thoroughly believed in it; but protection was mixed up with it. It was 8
first step, which might be followed up in a.
few months' time by a due share of encouragement to other industries. (Mr.
Fawkner-" This House cannot take any
action in the matter.") "But the other
House had promised to do so. Let them
now try to bring matters into a workable
shape. Let them endeavour to commence
the great works of the State-to lock the
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Murray so as to make it navigable for 600
or 700 miles, to construct the waterworks
required in the mining districts, and to
lay down another main to the Yan Yean, by
which, at an expense of £40,000 or £50,000,
the water would be made available to
farmers and gardeners for irrigation. But
for the stoppage twelve months back these
things might have been in full swing now.
A great many people complained about
the Government. Well, he did not care
about it or any Government, except so far
as it worked for the public good; but he
must say, as the result of his own observations, that there were fewer men out of
employment this year than had been the
case under any previous Government.
That, at all events, was not a bad sign.
He would not vote for the address, because
it was not courteous; it was not dignified,
and it was not becoming.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN was surprised thaJt Mr.' Degraves should have
spoken as he had done. The honorable
member, a strong protectionist, was, it
seemed, prepared to vote for the abortion
Tariff, and while the Council was ready
to go with the country he was not. Tf
the honorable member supposed that there
was no sincerity in the present advocacy
of protection, he would say, that so far as
he (Mr. Strachan) was concerned, he was
fully prepared to go in for moderate protection.
Mr. DEGRAVES.-Yes; and you are
"body and soul" a free trader.
Mr. STRAOHAN.-Precisely so. The
country having decided for protection he,
though a free trader, said-" Let us have
protection, let us put duties on articles
we can produce;" and, of course, agriculture was one of these. He would be at a
loss to know what the protectionists
wanted if they did not accept protection
now that it was offered them. It was for
them to shadow forth a tariff which would
be acceptable to the country. He had no
belief in such exorbitant rates as would
exclude the articles they were levied upon;
but as to the proposed duty on wheat
and flour, he would be prepared, when the
Tariff came up, to show that it was no
more than the duties on tea and sugar
which could be foregone. He would like
the protectionist members to accept the
invitation now given. Let them be as. sured that if they did not there would be
no protection. He was credibly informed
by a Ministerial supporter that they could
count on the Ministerial side of the
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House twenty-four out-and-out free
traders, so that there was very little chance
of protection in that quarter. He wished
to put it to the representatives of the
people whether a free trade or a protection policy should rule. Let the question
be finally settled now. It would not take
a week or a month to prepare a protectionist Tariff. He would find a man in
the Custom House who would draw one
out in forty-eight hours. His earnest
desire was to have the question settled,
for he was convinced, by his own experience and by letters from Europe, that the
disputes of the past twelve months had
thrown the colony back for years. Let
not honorable members suppose that he
was insincere, that he was advocating an
extreme measure in order to frustrate the
object in view. Although he believed
that the country must ultimately return
to free trade, yet no one would be more
delighted than himself to see it progress
in a greater ratio 'm;lder protection than
it had done under the opposite system.
When the Tariff came before them he
would have something to say regarding
the absurdities of' a measure which he was
sure Mr. Miller, had he been Minister of
Customs, would have had nothing to do
with. As to the gold duty, he did not
know a stronger advocate for its retention than Mr. Miller had been; the
honorable gentleman had held by it more
tenaciously than any other member of the
House; had maintained that it was a
royalty, and that it was accepted as such
by the diggers in lieu of a direct license
fee; and the honorable member had never
given way until the question of an alteration in the Sydney Tariff was raised. The
question he (Mr. Strachan) now put was,
would the manner of the proposed remission·affect the rights of that House? If
it were a royalty, then the Council had a
right to 'deal with it; but if it were merely
a customs duty, then, for his part, the
Assembly might have the whole control
of it. He would state openly and candidly that he was prepared to do away
with the gold duty, but that he would not
give up one tittle of the privileges of the
House. As tl) the address, it was stated
that there was no mention of protection
in the speech which it was a reply to.
Well, the object of the paragraph was to
point out that omission-to declare boldly
their own intentions on the point. This
was so far satisfactory that it had induced
Mr. Miller and others to speak out, and
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it appeared now that there might be a
resignation and a new Ministry. Very
well; it was a very poor compliment to
Parliament to suppose that no other Ministry could be. formed than the one now
in existence. N ow was the time for the
protectionists to come forward with a
moderate Tariff which would satisfv themselves and the country. Such a ~easure
.he would accept, while he would never
take the Ministerial Tariff, whether. it
came up tacked or untacked. As for the
appeal to the country, there never was a
clearer case than that put forward by the
Council. The Council asked for a decision whether free trade or protection was
to be the ruling policy, and now that the
country had declared for the latter principle, the Council was prepared to acknowledge it. The appeal was not as to what
support the Government should have,
whether their arrangement with the London Chartered Bank was correct or not,
but it was to decide between protection
and free trade. The country had decided,
and now let the Lower House send up a
Tariff which would give effect to that
decision, and the Council would accept it.
The Han. J. LOWE remarked that
they had been repeatedly informed that
the Council represented the wealth and
intelligence of the colony, both civil, religious, and military. Retired officers who
had served their country, ministers of aU
denominations, and school teachers who
had obtained their certificates, were the
intelligent men who sent intelligent representatives to that House. The inference was, that as these intelligent electors
had only to pick out thirty men from the
whole colony, honorable members must be
a very wise set of men. This was a very
complimentary conclusion, and reall.y, as
no one else appeared disposed to pay them
compliments, it was time that they began
to compliment themselves. He had discovered in this world, however, that men,
with the greatest amount of wisdom did
not always make the best use of it. One
of the ancients possessed more wisdom
than any other man had .ever attained, but
he made a bad use of it. It occurred to
him also, that honorable gentlemen would
turn ~heir wisdom to a bad account by
adoptmg such an address to His Excellency
the Governor as ~t[r. Fellows had proposed. He had expected a good deal of
debate on the speech in another place, but
the affair there ended in smoke, and he
trusted that they would witness the same
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result in that Chamber. He rejoiced sincerely over the eonversion of ~1r. Fellows,
Mr. Sladen, and Mr. Strachan to protectionist views; but he did think that they
might have chosen a more suitable time
for the advocacy of their new opinions.
They had introduced too much foreign
matter altogether mto their address. Besides, no honorable member was permitted
to present an address to the House which
was not respectfully worded, and it seemed
to him that the address submitted by Mr.
Fellows was very far from being as
respectfully worded as it ought to be. It
must be borne in mind that the address
was to the representative of Her Majesty,
and any insult offered through it was
offered to Her Majesty. The session, he
hoped, would be a short one; but for all
that, there would be ample opportunity
for honorable members to discuss any important questions they desired, without
forcing them on at improper times. If
they went on, however, as they seemed
inclined to do, the session might be as
long as the last one, while the country
might still languish for the want of important measures. It had been a source
of grief to him to hear the tradesmen and
the artizans, who formed the bulk of the
inhabitants of the colony, alluded to in
that Chamber as a mob. (Cries of" No.")
Certainly, he had known the term used
both in the public prints and in that
House.
Mr. HULL rose to order. The term
" mob" had never been applied to the
people of the colony in that House during
the time he had held a seat in it.
Mr. JENNER said that on the last
occasion they met the word was used by
Mr. Fawkner.
Mr. CAMPBELL urged that it would
be very bad taste to charge the individual
sentiment of Mr. Fawkner or any other
member upon the House as a body.
Mr. LOWE was far from wishing to
encourage class feelings. He did say,
however, that the men tO,whom the franchise had been entrusted and who were
making a proper use of it ought not to be
set down as little superior to the brute
creation. Their opinions ought not to be
disregarded.
The PRESIDENT informed the honorable member that he should take exception to the expressions he complained of
when they were used, and not fasten them
upon the House afterwards.
.
Mr. LOWE said that he would be
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guided by the President's decision. The
country had now declared its opinion, and
he trusted that deference would be paid
to that opinion. It said much for the
protectionists that they had been so moderate up to the present time. They had
never obtained a recognition of the principle until the present Ministry offered
them a small instalment of protection,
and even that they had not yet received.
If honorable men1 bers would let them
have that now he would be glad, and next
session he would be prepared to accept
with the greatest pleasure such a Tariff
as the country required.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER said that it
appeared to him that honorable members
regretted the position they had taken up
the other day. He considered it his duty
to support the amendment proposed by
Mr. Miller. He could not understand
how honorable members could express so
much sympathy with His Excellency the
Governor, while at the same time they
were doing all they could to injure him in
his position. If they had any loyalty to
the Queen, they should treat her representative with respect. The excellent
speech the Governor had delivered was
certainly worthy of consideration. No
honorable member could find fault with
it, and therefore the opposition must be
raised with a view of injuring His Excellency. He regretted to find it so, for no
man loved peace and order more than he
did. He regretted to find the ill-feelings
of the past continued at the commencement of the present session. It was
apparent to him, from the action taken
by honorable members opposite, that they
intended to continue the struggle still
further, and to do still more damage to
the country. Not satisfied with having
rejected many useful measures last session,
they were still continuing their abuse of
His Excellency th.e Governor. (Mr.
Fellows-Where ?) He . considered the
address nothing more nor less than an
insult, and people outside the House
thought the same. He had been about
the country of late, and he could assure
honorable members that people were fully
alive as to this matter. The colony had
been charged with the death of one
Governor, and it had been brought into
contempt at home and elsewhere in consequence. Was this to be continued?
Was the present Governor to be persecuted to the same extent? The Council
assumed to represent the wealth and
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intelligence of the colony, and surely,
therefore, it was its duty to display some
discretion. A great deal had been said
about maintaining law and order, and
about upholding the Oonstitution j but
he would like to know whether the
address was likely to do ehher? The
tone it adopted to Her Majesty's representative "was certainly in the very worst
taste. The Oouncil was lowering itself
in the estimation of the colony. It ought
to hold a very different position to what
it did. It ought not to be the subject of
an outcry during three general elections
on account of its obstructiveness.
The Hon. W. HULL said that the
remarks of the honorable member who
had last addressed the House were altogether uncalled for. The honorable member was like the fly on the horn of the ox.
Though he might think himself greatly
elevated, he was nothing more to the
House than the fly was to the ox. Any
attempt to curry favor in high quarters
reflected discredit on the individual politician. It was quite evident that much
of the obloquy with which the House had
been treated, arose from the speeches
ma,de at meetings of Protection Leagues
and elsewhere, by certain members of the
Council.
.
Mr. JENNER rose to order. He
complained that a personal attack had
been made upon him.
The Pl{'ESIDENT said that he had
only heard the honorable member Mr. Hull
speak in general terms.
Mr. HULL, continuing, referred to
the ultra-loyalty of some people as bringing loyalty into disrepute. He had tlOt
intended to make any observations on the
Tariff, but the subject seemed to have'
been fully opened up. As it was, howev~r,
he would not offer any opinion of his own,
for it seemed that in this colony seventy
years were considered to carry with them
neither experience nor respect. He only
desired that the people should know what
men of eminence had said concerning the
frightful delusion the country had fallen
into, in consequence of the addresses
delivered by the leaders of protection
leagues and by others. McCulloch, the
great statistical writer, had declared, that
no measure, however beneficial it might be
to the mercantile and manufacturing interests, should be adopted, if it overlooked
the principle of protection to agriculture.
Well, would the Government Tariff give
protection to this industry? Lord Derby
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had admitted that restrictions on commerce, unless clearly justified by the
necessity of protecting great existing
interests, were wrong. Commerce should
be free, Lord Derby said, unless there
were interests entitled to protection.
And he would like to know what interests requiring prot.ection existed here.
(Mr. Degraves-" Plenty.") Sir Robert
Peel, whose humble disciple he (Mr.
Hull) was, remarked. upon one occasion,
"While we admit with entire freedom
such articles as come into competition
with our own produce, we load with
extensive taxation anum ber of articles
we cannot produce." He submitted these
opinions because, though the people would
not give heed to any man in the Council,
they might respect men renowned as
politicians and as statesmen. l'or his
part, he said if there was to be protection,
let the country have it fairly, and let agriculture have it. For the sake of the peace
of the country he would endeavour to pass
the Tariff if it should be sent up, but he
would not pledge himself to do this unless
it came in a constitutional manner.
The PRESIDEN'r remarked,before putting the amendment, that there was great
irregularity in it. The honorable member
should have moved the substance of it as
an instruction to the Committee. However, as it was the wish of the House that
the amendment should be submitted in
full he would put it.
The Council divided on the question, that
the words of the motion proposed to be
omitted stand part of the question,
..
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The motion for the adoption of the
address prepared by the Committee was
then agreed to.
F
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The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS moved"That the address be presented to His Excellency the Governor by the President, and such
members as may desire to accompany him."

The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDEN'r announced that he
had received an intimation that His Excellency would be prepared to receive the
address on Thursday, February 22.
The House adjourned at half-past six
o'clock until Tuesday, February 27.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, February 20, 1866.
Civil Service Salaries-Partnership Law-Commission of the
Peace.-Supply-Leasing of Swamps-Petty Sessions Returns-Tariff Returns-Moray street Culvert.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
NEW MEMBER.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH took the oath and his
seat as one of the members for Villiers
and Heytesbury.
CIVIL SERVICE SALARIES.
~r. VERDON presented a message
from His Excellency the Governor,
recommending that the maximum and
minimum limit of salary for each class in
each diviRion of the Civil Service for the
year 1866, should be as follows :-First
class-rates as determined by the Civil
Service Act, 25 Vic., No. 160; second
class-maximum £600, minimum £500;
third class-maximum £485, minimum
£375; fourth class-maximum £350,
minimum £200; fifth class-maximum
£ 180, minimum £80.
The message was ordered to lie on the
table.
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES
FOR 1865.
¥r. VERDON laid on the table a
message from the Governor, transmitting
to the Assembly the Supplementary Estimates of expenditure for 1865, and
recommending an appropriation of the
consolidated revenue accordingly.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration in Committee of Supply.
PETITION.
Mr. BINDON presented a petition
from the directors of the Australasian Fire
and Life Assurance Company, praying
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Commission of the Peace.

that they might have leave to bring in a making the approaches to the Ceres
Bill to alter the sty Ie and title of the Bridge?
company.
Mr. SULLIVAN said· that a sum of
money -he believed £200-was voted by
THE PARTNERSHIP LAW.
the House last session for this purpose;
Mr. V ALE asked the Attorney-General and, whatever the sum was, it would be
whether he proposed to amend the partner-o placed on the Estimates for the present
ship law of the colony in the spirit of the
year.
new law passed in the Imperial Parliament,
THE RIVER MOYNE.
5th J ul v, ]SU5. The honorable member
Mr. EVANS asked the Treasurer,"
explained that under the law to which he
referred, persons who entered into partner- whether the sum of, £3,000, voted by the
ship did not incur any pecuniary risk be- Honse last session, would be available
yond the amount of capital which they (with a further sutll to complete the work)
lnvested. He thought that this law, for the removal of the bar at the entrance
while it was a very simple one, would of the River Moyne ?
Mr. VERDON said that the amount
afford great encouragement to the operation of joint-capital, and that it was desir- voted last year would be available. As to
able that legislation in the same direction any further vote, he was not in a position
to give an answer to the honorable memshould be introduced in this country.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM intimated that, ber's q\lestion.
if the state of public business permitted, THE COMMISSION OF THE PEA.CE.
he would introduce a bill before the close
Mr. BINDON movedof the session for the purpose of' placing
"That there be laid upon the table of this
the law of partnership in Victoria upon . House a roll of the territorial magistrates now
the same foundation as the English law.
in the Commission of the Peace for the Colony
FIT~ROY

of Vlctoria, giving the names in the order of

AND EAST COLLING- appointment, together with the date of the
original appointment of each magistrate."
WOOD ·POLICE COURTS.
Mr. McKEAN asked the At torney- It was extremely necessary (said the honGeneral, whether any arrangementi, con- orable member) that the commission of
sistent with the public service, could be the peace in this country should be
made so as to allow a police magistrate to periodically revised, for the purpose of
attend periodically at the sitting of the expunging the names of gentlemen who
Fitzroy and East Collingwood Courts of were unsuited tor the position of magisPetty Sessions, to assist in adjudicating trates, or who were absent from the
colony. It was much more necessary
upon cases then before the said courts ?
Mr. HIGINBOTHA.M said he was here than in England that the roll of
informed that l\Ir. Templeton, police magistrates should be revised, -because in
magistrate, attended the East Colling,,: England the magistrates in eacn ·county
wood Court of Petty Sessions eyery week, were under the supervision of the lordthough on two occasions recently he had lieutenant and thE} deputy-lieutenants.
been absent, in consequence of being There was an impression that gentlemen
obliged to attend elsewhere on public were placed in the commission of the .
duty. With respect to the Fitzroy court, peace in this country rather for their
he might state that there was only one political services than because they posmagistrate whose services were available sessed the necessary qualifications for
for the purpose of attending the suburban magistrates. He did not say that such
courts, and at present it was not possible an impression was well-founded, but
to make an arrangement by which he it prevailed amongst the public, and
should attend the Fitzroy court. The it was desirable that every caution and
subject, however, would be considered by precaution should be observed, to prethe Minister of Justice, and, if an arrange- vent the existence of any grounds for
ment could be made, a police magistrate such an impression. It was desirable
also that there should be a much more
would attend the Fitzroy court.
methodical system adopted in connexion
CERES BRIDGE.
with the appointment of magistrates than
Mr. LOVE asked the Minister of Roads at present existed in this colony. Both
and Bridges, whether it was the intention in England and Ireland the persons who
of' the Government to place the sum of recommended the names of gentlemen for
£400 on the Estimates, for the purpose of insertion in the commission of the peace
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were rendered much more responsible
than they. were here. The last time that
the roll of magistrates was revisedabout two years ago-it was not revised
for the purpose of striking off the names
of those who were unfitted for office or
absent from the colony, but for the purpose of making a considerable increase to
it. The so-called revision excited considerable attention throughout the country.
The press spoke loudly about it; and it
was the subject of debate in both Houses
of Parliament. Thos,e persons, however,
who were the loudest in finding fault with
the new roll, remained silent when they
carne into power, and nothing had been
done to remedy the evil. It was desirable
that there should be a reform, both in the
revision of the roll and in the system by
which the names of the gentlemen were
added to it. The present Ministry could
undertake a reform in this direction with
perfect freedom, because he did not believe
that any other Ministry had so sparingly
exercised their power of appointing magistrates.
Mr. SANDS seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that there
was no objection to lay on the table the
roll asked for, but he was not sure
whether the motion could be complied
.. with exactly, because, unfortunately, in
many cases, he believed, magistrates on
the roll were not resident in the colony,
and in a great number of cases it would
be difficult to identify the place where
~hey could exercise their jurisdiction.
However, whatever information the law
offices could supply would be furnished.
SUPPLY.
The House having gone into Committee
of Supply,
Mr. VERDON said it was necessary, before a Committee of Ways and Means could
sit, that there should be a formal vote in
Cpmmittee of Supply; and he therefore
intended to submit one of the items on
the Supplementary Estimates for 1865.
He begged to move that £250 be granted
for furnishing and fittings for post offices
and telegraph stations throughout the
colony.
The motion was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN then reported progress,
. leave being given to the Committee to sit
again on the following day.
THE LEASING OF SWAMPS.
Mr. LONGMORE moved" That in the opinion of this HOUSEl, it is inexpedient, unless in very exceptional cases, to
F
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grant to anyone person or company a lease
under the 38th s('ction of the Land Act, 1865, of
land of more than 1,280 acres in extent."

He remarked that the swamps comprised
, some of the richest lands in the country,
and that the area of many of them was
very large, some of them being as much
as 20,000 or 30,000 acres in extent. The
leasing of swamps of very large areas to a
few individuals was, he conceived, an injustice to the country at large. The
object of the Land Act of 1865 was to
promote settlement as much as possible,
but if the operation of the 38th clause
was allowed to go on without any check
whatever, there would be at least 1,000,000
acres of swampy land leased, for periods
extending up to 21 years, to a very few
individuals He had been present at the
hearing of applications for 1(lases of
swamps, before the professional board appointed by the Minister of Lands, and he
could state that there was hardly a single
instance in which an applicant who was
not a squattei' had not had his application
opposed by three or four persons. He
had known instances in which persons had
applied for leases of swamps of from 80 or
100 to 200 acres in extent, in Gippsland,
in the Western district, and other districts,
and their applications had been strenuously
opposed by the pastoral tenants in the
neighbourhood in which the swamps were
situated. In almost every instance, he
regretted to say, the opposition had been
successful.
In some cases pastoral
tenants of the Crown had made applications for swamps which had been applied
for, for the sole purpose of preventing
the swamps falling into the hands of
the first applicants. He had known
pastoral tenants declare tbat if they did
not obtain a lease of certain swamps thay
would take very good care that no one
else did, and they had been assisted in
their efforts by their friends and neighbours. He had been astonished to see the
amount of influence which had been
brought to bear by the squatters to prevent other members of the community
from getting any advantage under the
38th section of the Land Act, and to keep
the whole advantage to be derived therefrom to themselves. Sometjmes two or
three squatters had applied for the same
swamp, and they then acted as if they
were the most agreeable and friendly set
of men on the face of the earth, for they
,appeared to be quite indifferent as to
whi.ch of them obtained the leas(=} so long
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as the swamp remained in the hands of
one of their own class. (Mr. Snodgrass
intimated his dissent from this observation.)
The hon. member for South Gippsland had
tried to get a twenty-one years' lease of
an island of 30,000 acres as, a swamp.
The honorable member had also said in
his place in Parliament, that if he had
known what the operation of the Land
Act would be he would never have voted
for it. What did that mean? Why did
the honorable member vote in favor of
4,000,000 acres of land being thrown
open for selection within three months
after the passing of the Act? He must
have known the meaning of that provision; but perhaps he was trying to do a
little for himself in the swamp direction.
There was another point in connexion with
this subject which ought not to be forgotten. The Government intended to impose upon the lessees very stringent regulations for the drainage and improvement
of the swamps; but he would ask the House
to remember how the stringent regulations
for the improvement of lands selected
under the Land Act of 1862 were carried
out? None of the gentlemen who secured
thousands of acres of land under that act
were ever compelled to carry out the
regulations. He would ask the House
also to consider how the conditions attaching to the selection of lands for industrial
purposes under the 47th section of the
Land A.ct 1862 were observed? He
ventur~d to say that none of the persons
who selected land under that section
observed the conditions. Instead of the
lands being converted into vineyards,
orchards, and tobacco plantations, they
were made to grow potatoes, wheat, and
oats. Such evasions of the conditions
imposed by the clause were calculated to
have a very injurious .effect upon the
morality of the country. The leasing of
swamps might be rendered of great value
to the country, but that was not
likely to be the case if they were allowed
to get into the hands of one section of the
community. Care ought to be taken that
the swamps were leased to persons who
would have a direct interest in fulfilling
the conditions and making the necessary
improvements. It was rather a difficult
-and somewhat invidious task for the
Government to see that the conditions
were complied with. The Government
were now letting runs by auction, and if
it was an object to obtain revenue from
the swamps, he did not see why they
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should 'not be surveyed, reported upon;
and then let for a certain period of years
by auction, subject to regulations as to
drainage pond improvements. This would
probably assist the settlement of the country. He hoped the Government would not
object to the motion, as it was one of very
great importance. In the Gippsland district, in the Western district, and in othel'
parts of the colony the swamps would be
exceedingly rich land when once drained,
forming, in fact, some of the most valuable
portions of the territory of the colony.
He had known swamps in New South
Wales which were utterly valueless before
they were drained, become, after drainage
amongst the richest lands in the country,
carrying as many as eight' head of cattle
per acre in the spring months and four or
11 ve all the year round. He believed that
there was no land in Victoria where the
natural grasses would do this; but there
was no reason why the swamps here should
not be made equally valuable. The honorable member proceeded to refer to the
report of the professional board, who had
visited the swamps, and stated that there
were some portions of the report with
which he did not altogether agree. In
continuation, he remarked that he believed
that in Gippsland, in the Western district, and along the sea-coast generally,
it would be of great advantage to have
the swamps drained. Those parts of the
country did not suffer so much from
drought as from too much rain-too moist
an atmosphere. As a proof of this he
might mention that there had been more
grass in the western district during the
past year than there had been in any year
during the last ten years, sim ply because
it had been the driest year. He had been
all through the colony in all seasons of
the year, and he could bear evidence to
the fact that the land was very much too
wet. to the southward and eastward. The
drainage of the swamps in these' districts
would make them much more valuable
than they otherwise would be. He hoped
that the Government would give the subject of the drainage of swamps their careful consideration, and not allow the
swamps to fall into the hands of a few
persons, who would not improve them,
but lease them to a large number who
would make them of value to the colony
as well as profitable to the lessees.
Mr. PLUMMER seconded the motion.
Mr. G UANTsaid that he saw no objection
to the pl'inci pIe of the motion that not more
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than 1,280 acres of swampy land should be
leased to anyone individual, but after all,
the motion did not amount to much. It was
left to the discretion of the department
whether a swamp should be leased in
sections or as a whole, and he apprehended
that, as a rule, it could only be leased as
a whole. The honorable member, and
the House generally, would give the
Government credit for at all events doing
all that was in their power to have all the
applications for swamps thoroughly investigated. In the first place, the applications were investigated by a professional
board. Public notice was given of the
applications, the board sat in public, and
the objections were heard in public, when
the cases were dealt with by the board.
The board afterwards sent in a report
upon each case to him, as the head of the
department, and he submitted the reports
to the Governor in Council, who decided
what applications should be granted, and
fixed the conditions. It was required by
law that the conditions of every lease
should be laid before each House for one
month before the lease was issued, and it
was in the power of any member of either
House to object to the conditions. He
thought, therefore, that every precaution
was taken to protect the public interests.
He believed that the professional board
were quite right in the opinion that the
swamps in the interior of the country
should be reserved as reservoirs, and that
only swamps in the immediate vicinity of
thf\ sea-board should be leased. With
these observations, he b§gged to repeat
that he had no objection to the honorable member's motion.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that the express
object of the 38th section of the Land
Act, 1865, was to give facilities for the
drainage of the swamps in the western
district and other places near the seaboard, many of which were of a far larger
area than 1,280 acres. He was therefore
very much surprised to hear the Minister
of Lands say that he had no objection to
the motion. Everyone would agree with
the professional board that it was undesirable to drain the swamps in the interior of the colony, but it was absurd to
limit the area of those swamps which it
was desirable to drain. It was not very
long since, he believed, that the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
was very enthusiastic in supporting an
application for leasing the Yalloak swamp
iJl his district, which was considerably
F
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larger than 1,280 acres; but now, because
other gentlemen were interested in the
leasing of large swamps, he appeared to
have adopted altogether a different vie"w
of the matter. It was doubtful whether
a resolution of the House could override
an Act of Parliament (although that doctrine might seem strange after what had
occurred last session); but, at all events,
he would oppose the motion on the ground
that it would interfere with the discretion
whic~ the Minister of Lands ought to
exerCIse.
1\ir. V ALE admitted that the leasing
and drainage of large swamps in the immediate vicinity of centres of population would tend to- promote both the
health and wealth of the community; but,
so far from recommending any general
leasing of large swamps throughout the
country, he was strongly of opinion that
they ought to be conserved as store-houses
for future water supply. If anything
like the rapacious greed with which the
pastoral tenants of the Crown had sought
to lay their hands upon the swamps was
to be sanctioned, it would be necessary
for the Minister of Lands to receive a
more distinct utterance" of the opinion of
that branch of the Legislature than that
contained in the motion which had been
submitted to the House-it would be
necessary to pass a reeolution declaring
that it was undesirable to lease any
swamps. No private influence or public
pressure ought to be allowed to have any
weight with the Minister of Lands in'
reference to the leasing of swamps, whether it proceeded from the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden, or from
the honorable member for N ormanby,
who headed a dozen clients at the Lands
Office day after day, or from the honorable member for South Gippsland, who
had applied for the lease of an island of
30,000 acres.
Mr. SNODGRASS observed that the
honorable member for Ripon*nd Hampden brought forward a similar motion last
session, but it met with a very different
reply from the Minister of Lands to
that which his present motion had received.
The honorable gentleman then stated that
it would be absurd to fix any restrictions
as to area in the leasing of swamps; and
he would ask why he had departed from
that opinion? How was it possible to fix
any limit as the proper area for which the
lease of a swamp should be granted?
Some of the best swamps in the colony
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far exceeded the area mentioned. It
should not be forgotten that the draina.ge
and cultivation of swamps required an expenditure of capital; and it was no use
granting leases to persons who would not
make the necessary improvements. The
Act provided that the conditions upon
which it was proposed to lease any swamps
should be laid before both Houses of Parliament, and that was sufficient precaution
to prevent leases being granted improperly.
There was no necessity to interfere with
the discretion of the Minister of Lands in
the way in which the motion had been
proposed. As an application which he
(Mr. Snodgrass) had made had been
specially referred to; he might state that
he had never inq uired whether it had been
successful or not, and he believed that it
was not the practice of the professional
board to give any information as to the
result of applications for leases.
:Mr. SULLIVAN thought that if the
hon. member for South Gipps Land read
the motion carefully he would discover
that it did not in any way tie the hands
of the Minister of Lands. It simply said
that it was undesirable to grant to any
one individual or company a lease of a
swamp of greater area than 1,280 acres,
unless in exceptional cases.
Mr. RA,MSAY pointed out that the
motion did not propose to prevellt any
swamp greater than 1,280 acres being
leased, but simply to rrohibit its being
leased to one individua or company. If
a, swamp was of larger area than 1,280
acres it might be leased to more than one
individual or company. The principle of
the motion seemed to be the same as that
of the clause in the Land Act, which
provided that no one person should select
a greater quantity than 640 acres of land.
There was nothing, however, to prevent
any area, however large, being all taken
up by a number of individuals, provided
that no section exceeded 640 acres. It
appeared to him that the motion did not
interfere with the discretion of the
l\finister of Lands, as it left him to decide
what should be considered exceptional
cases. The only good which the motion
could do was to give an intimation to the
Minister of Lauds that it was the wish of
the House that swamps of a larger area.
than 1,280 acres should not be leased to
one person.
Mr. BURTT, in corroboration of some
of the remarks of the honorable member
for Ripon and Hampden, mentioned an
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instance in which a small, but respectable
farmer had applied for the lease of a
swamp in South Gippsland, and had had
his application strenuously opposed by
the squatter on whose run the swamp
was situated,~ and who had held the run
for nearly nineteen years. The amount
of rent which the applicant offered to pay
for the swamp was an increase of 100 per
cent. upon the amount paid by the pastoral tenant of the Crown for the whole of'
the run. The squatter, however, sent in a
counter application, and opposed the first
applicant at every stage. This was an
instance of the opposition which was
sometimes brought to bear against persons who were anxious t~ drain swamps,
and render them profitable to themselves
as well as to the community at large.
He hoped that the l\1inister of Lands
would take care that the interests of the
public were duly protected in connexion
with the leasing of swamps.
Mr. LALOR observed that he had
always been opposed to the leasing of
swamps. He considered it absurb that
while the State should be spending more
than a million of money in constructing
artificial reservoirs, a measure should be
adopted to deprive the inhabitants of the
country of 'the water which they derived
from natural reservoirs.
Entertaining
these views, he would propose, as an
amendment, the omission from the motion
of all the words after "Land Act, 1865."
This would no doubt meet the views of
honorable members, and at the same time
leave a proper discretion in the hands of
the Minister of Lands.
Mr. HOPKINS seconded the amendment.
Mr. CONNOR, in supporting it, said
he considered that the swamps of the
country - particularly those near large
centres of population-ought to be permanently set apart as water reserves. He
could speak from experience of the utility
of swamps to the country during a dry
season.
Mr. VALE admitted that the amendment looked smooth and nice, but he considered that it was calculated to destroy
the whole secondary course of the original
proposition. The proposition affirmed, in
the first place, the wisdom of the provision
for the reclamation of swamps; and
secondly, that if there were swamps to be
reclaimed, it was desirable that as many
persons as possible should have the opportunity of making a good thing out of
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them, but that 1,280 acres was a very
reasonable slice for anyone person to ,get.
If he recollected aright, the honorable
gentleman who proposed the amendment
sought to introduce into the Land Act a
provision for creating a number of
squatting tenures in the midst of the
agricultural areas to the destruction of
commonage rights.
Mr. LEVEY contended that unless the
Government desIred to cause a great
amount of injustice and litigation, the
swamp must be granted to one man or
one company of men. In the event of a
swamp being granted to twelve men, each
having distinct interests, eleven might
abstain from doing anything, and the
twelfth, in draining his own land, would
drain that of the other persons, and the
result would be similar to that which had
attended the operation of the law for the
drainage of quartz reefs.
Mr. RAMSAY considered that the last
speaker, in discoursing on the drainage of
quartz reefs, was going beyond his depth.
In the drainage of a quartz reef, the work
was performed by one person, but the law
compelled all who were benefited to contribute towards the cost. In the case of
a swamp leased to a number of persons,
every man would be bound to drain his
own section, according to the plans prepared by the officers of the Board of Land
and Works. The object of the motion
was to prevent large tracts of land falling
into the hands of one or two persons, but.
the amendment would defeat that object.
Mr. GRANT said he gathered from
the discussion that the feeling of hone
members was in the first place that,
speaking generally, it was inexpedient to
lease swamps; and secondly, that, save in
exceptional cases, no person should hold
more than 1,280 acres. If this were so,
he would suggest that the amendment
should be altered accordingly, and that
the motion should be withdrawn.
Mr. LALOR expressed his willingness
to accept the suggestion. He desired
nothing more than was indicated in the
remarks of the Minister of Lands.
According to the motion as it stood,
there need be no exceptional cases when
the applications were for no mor~ than
1,280 acres.
Captain MAC MAHON called attention to the fact that the Land Act provided that all leases of swamps should be
placed before the House, and that if they
contained anything improper-::-anything
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by which the State might be injuredthey could be abrogated. But if the
motion passed, a lease could not be forfeited without the applicant being entitled
to compensation. Regulations had already
been issued from the Lands Department
with reference to the leasing of swamps,
and on the strength of those regulations
a considerable expenditure had been incurred by individuals in making surveys.
Under these circumstances he thought it
better to leave the matter to its own
operation.
Mr. LONGMORE declined to withdraw the motion. He considered such a
motion'was calculated to strengthen the
hands of the Government in dealing with
the swamp question. As the regulations
were rather stringent upon those who did
not fulfil the conditions, he thought t.he
Government would be placed in a good
position if there were, particularly in the
remote districts of the colony, people
interested in seeing the regulations carried out. The arrangement would be as
advantageous for the State as that which
attended the selections under the Land
Actl where every man was interested in
seeing that improvements to the value of
£1 per acre were made on the lands
selected. He held that the greater the
number that embarked in the work of
swamp reclamation, the greater the prospect of the work being carried out. Talk
of capital, they who gave their labour
gave capital-the best of capital-the
capital that would drain the swamps of
the country. He did not think the amendment meant anything but an attempt to
burke the whole question, and therefore
he hoped the Government would allow
the motion to pass.
The amendment was negatived without
a division. Mr. Longmore's motion was
then agreed to.
PETTY SESSIONS CASES.
Mr. JONES (in the absence of Mr.
Dyte) moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return, showing the number of cases,
classified, that have been adjudicated on in the
various courts of petty sessions throughout the
colony."

Mr. MACGREGOR seconded
motion, which was agreed to.

the

TARIFF RETURNS.
Mr. LANGTON moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the duties collected at the
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Custom House under the Tariff of last session,
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important subject. He had no hesitation
in saying that the return moved for would
woollen, cotton, and linen goods, boots and shoes, cost at least £250 or £300, and yet after all,
perhaps, it was only a knowledge of the
hosiery and gloves, hats, caps, and bonnets,
manufactures of silk and woollen, blankets and rate per cent. which the different dutiable
rugs, and showing the amount paid on each of goods had to pay that was required.
these classes of goods."
(" No.") That, however, was his assumpThe honorable member stated that he tion; and entertaining that view, he prosubmitted the motion because of the great posed to lay on the table a statement of
conflict of interests which had arisen out the declared value of the dutiable articles
of the transactions of the Customs -de- imported at Melbourne to the 30th June,
partment, and because he thought it 1865, showing the average per centage of
desirable that the House should be well duty on the declared respective values.
informed of the actual facts of the case Eut be must object to the granting of
before discussing the fiscal propositions of expensive returns without some specified
the Government.
object, and merely on a motion which was
Mr. BLACKWOOD seconded the anything but clearly expressed.
Mr. LEVEY considered the Minister of
motion.
Mr. FRANCIS observed that, judging Customs had been splitting hairs in an
from the wording of the motion, the unworthy manner. The honorable memhonorable member for East Melbourne ber for East Melbourne wanted to know
had but a crude notion of the transactions how much money had been collected
of the Customs department. The honor- under the Tariff on the goods generally
able member was widely "at sea" as to known as soft goods. And this inforfacts. He desired a return of the amounts mation could be supplied without spending
collected on "woollen, cotton, and linen £5. Probably it could be obtained in
goods," but no duties were imposed on five minutes. He contended that the
Minister of Customs behaved ungenerthose goods.
Mr. LANGTON explained that the ously towards a new member in treating a
language of the motion was taken from first motion in such a manner.
Mr. FRANCIS said if the honorable
the Tariff as sent to the Upper House.
The only mistake arose through imper- member f!lr East Melbourne had had more
fect punctuation. His object was to Parliamentary experience, he must have
obtain a return of the duties collected on been aware that almost of necessity that
those articles which came under the head information would be contained in the
financial statement which the honorable
of soft goods.
~lr. }-'RANCIS remarked that the
the Treasurer had to submit.
Mr. EDWARDS observed that the condescription of soft goods of the largest
value imported into the colony were piece sideration usually extended to young
goods, and they were never subjected to members could hardly be required by the
duty all. A return of the duties on honorable member for East Melbourne,
woollen, cotton, and linen goods " made s£:eing that that honorable member had
up," would form but a small item in the been the champion of certain political
return asked for. The honorable member principles for years past. When the
for East Melbourne also required a return honorable member was defeated at Col.
of the duties on "manufactures of silk lingwood five years ago, the event was
and woollen," but there was no duty on celebrated by a mournful dinner at the
"manufactures of woollen." Therefore Exhibition Building; but when returned
it was clear that the honorable member to the House by East Melbourne there was
had been very imperfectly tutored. More- a public jubilee. Before entering Parover, he (Mr. Francis) had already pro- liament the honorable member acted as
duced two returns of the kind now asked the agent of a political party in disfor, the preparation of those returns seminating thousands of tracts for the
having cost, the one £192 and the other purpose, as was alleged, of preventing
£34. And in order that everything Protectionists from robbing the poor man.
relating to the tea and sugar question It was said, that something like £50,000
should be before the House, he had taken was subscribed, and this sum was exthe responsibility upon himself of ordering pended, not in paying the election costs
the preparation of a return which should of honorable members, but in printing and
embrace everything relating to that all- circulating tracts; eml?odying returns
on millinery, and all articles of silk, or of silk
mixed with other materials, apparels and slops,
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which were now asked for by the honorable member for East Melbourne. The
honorable member and his party day after
day sought to show, by the returns contained in these tracts, the absurdity of the
Government propositions with regard to
the Tariff; and now the honorable mem·
bel' asked for information. The natural
conclusion was, that either the honorable
~ember went on baseless information
before the election, or that he qid not now
require the returns. He (Mr. Edwards)
was glad the Government had refused
to furnish the information, unless the
motion was couched in plain languagelanguage consistent with common sense.
He considered the motion was a perfectly
sham motion; and he congratulated the
great leader, the long-looked for, the longwished for political messiah of the free
trade party I upon his first essay in the
House.
Mr. VALE remarked that, although he
differed very much from the honorable
member for East Melbourne on general
politics, he considered that the last speaker
had exhibited a marked want of the respect
and forbearance to a new member which
usually characterised all deliberative assemblies. There was nothing new in a
gentleman, on coming into a new sphere
of action, making a blunder with reference
to technical forms. An attack of the
kind just made should Itave been deferred
until the honorable member for East Melbourne had fairly engaged in debate.
Mr. SNODGRASS expressed his disapprobation of the course pursued by the
honorable member for Collingwood. There
was nothing in the motion to justify such
an attack. Of one thing the honorable
member for Collingwood might be sure,
namely, that the honorable member for
East Melbourne had been true to his
principles. In all probability the honorable member for Collingwood would not
have been returned at the recent election
had he not submitted to the terms imposed upon him by a roving committee.
He (lVIr. Snodgrass) regretted that the
Minister of Customs should have exhibited such feeling towards a new member.
The returns were asked for in order that
honorable members might be supplied
with information affecting the business of
the present session. The Minister of
Customs, however, objected to the motion
because of the omission of a few words.
(Mr. Francis.-" The whole substance.")
To remedy the difficulty, he would move,
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as an amendment, the insertion, in the
motion, after the words" linen goods" of
the words" made up."
Mr. WHITEMAN seconded the amendment.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he was
sure that no member of the House would
be disposed to withhold that degree of
consideration, attention, and timely forbearance which it was the uniform and
established practice, not only of this, but
of all other deliberative assemblies, to
show to new members. The Minister of
Customs had not departed from that
wholesome and salutary rule in the
remarks which he made on the motion.
His honorable colleague simply pointed
out the fact, which the honorable member
for East Melbourne did not appear to be
aware of, that he asked for a return of
duties on goods which had never paid
duty at all; and his honorable colleague
followed up that remark with the observation, that the return asked for would
be attended by a very serious expen~e,
which possibly the honorable member for
East Melbourne would not be willing to
incur.
Mr. EDWARDS, in reply to the remarks of the honorable member for South
Gippsland, denied that he had ever changed
his opinions. The roving committee, to
whom the honorable member referred,
were compelled to support him because of
the opinions he held. H.e had never been
paid by anybody as secretary or agent;
neither had he received, directly or indirectly, one penny for his services since he
had been a member of Parliament. He
would defy any person to show that he
had given an inconsistent vote since the
time he was first elected, as a supporter
of the Heales Ministry, in 1861. That,
he thought, was more than the honorable
member for South Gippsland could say.
Mr. BUNNY observed that the remarks
of the last speaker-uncalled for as they
were-were calculated to produce the
impression that he was a very young
member. He considered that the Minister
of Customs had not fairly: met the motion.
The honorable member regarded the
motion as asking for a great deal more
than it did ask for;' he had also objected
to it on the ground that the return would
cost a great deal of money, and that certain articles were mentioned which were
not liable to duty. With, regard to the last
objection, it would be easy enough to
write opposite an item which was not
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liable to duty the words "Nothing received." All the articles referred to in
the motion were contained in the Tariff
sent to the other House, and the motioJ;l
ought not to be r~jected simply because
of the omission of the words "made up"
-a mere clerical error. Until the alterations in the Tariff made last session,
certain articles were liable to customs
duties, and these duties were levied under
the Customs Act of 1854. The articles
liable were enumerated in a schedule to
the Act. He found, after setting forth
the duties to which such articles as ale,
porter, spirits, cigars, tea, sugar, and
tobacco were liable, it was stated "all
other goods, wares, and merchandise free."
The question asked by the motion was,
"What amount of duty has been levied
under the new Tariff which you thrust
upon the country, and which has never
been made law?" To this question a
candid answer was to be expected from a
gentleman in the position of the Minister
of Customs. But the Government sought
to evade and shirk the question. The
production of the return had been objected
to on the ground that the honorable
member for East Melbourne had been
concerned for a long time in promulgating
returns. But he (Mr. Bunny) contended
that, although the honorable member for
East Melbourne had collected information,
that was no reason why authentic information direct from the Customs department should not be furnished to the
House. It was necessary that the official
return should be before the House, in
order that honorable members might have
data upon which to act, and in order that
Ministers might not have the opportunity of saying hereafter, " We object
to your authority, we object to your
figures, as we object to everything else."
Mr. McCULLOCH considered that
the last speech showed the necessity
which existed for extending every consideration to new members. 'The honorable and learned member for St. Kilda
had referred to the Customs Act of 1854,
but several Customs Acts had been passed
since that year. And what had the
Customs Act of 1854 to do with the
returns asked for by the honorable member for East Melbourne? The honorable
and learned member stated that what was
wanted was a return of the duties collected
under the new Tariff. But could not the
honorable member for East Melbourne
put in the English language, upon paper,
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what he wanted from the Government?
If he could not do this, how were they
to divine what the honorable member
desired? The honorable mem ber must
know the difference betwe'en "woollen
manufactures" and "woollens made up."
He had been dealing with this question
for some time, and, so far as many honorable mem bers of the House were concerned, not in a very tender way. The
honorable .member had put himself in
communication with parties in England
in a manner which did not show much
generosity on his part in dealing with
other honorable members. And while
admitting that it was the duty of the
House to extend all consideration to'
honorable members when appearing there
for the first time, he (lVlr. McCulloch)
maintained' that the honorable member
for East Melbourne stood altogether in
a different position. The honorable member had been for years abusing members
of the House. He had made a large
portion of the community believe he was
fully posted up as to Customs House
business, and that he understood everything about the operation of the new
Tariff; and therefore it was no credit to
the honorable member, or the party whom
he represented in the House, that he
should come forward and ask for a return
of duties collected on goods, on which no
duties were levied at all. The honorable
and learned member for St. Kilda said
it was a clerical error. But an observation of that kind, from such a quurter,
was astonishing and surprising. He (Mr.
McCulloch) maintained that the Government were perfectly justified in objecting
to the motion, because the returns were
furnished to the country from the Treasury
months ago, with the exception of a very
short period, and the amount of duties
collected during that short period would
be announced by his honorable colleague,
. the Treasurer, on making the annual
financial statement the following day.
He trusted the House would unanimously
refuse to pass a motion which would
involve an expenditure of £250 or £300,
merely to gratify the honorable member
for East Melbourne, who desired to show
his friends outside how active he had
been, and how correct his calculations
were. A study of the figures which
would be submitted by the Treasurer,
next day, would show that the honorable
member for East Melbourne was greatly
out in his calculations. He did no~
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think that the honorable member believed
in the statements which he made outside
the House. Those statements were made
in the most reckless manner, without the
slightest foundation j and the honorable
member had no right to come to the
House and ask that the country should
be put to the expense of producing
figures merely that he might have the
opportunity, if possible, of verifying or
justifying the course he had taken outside.
Mr. MAcBAIN expressed his surprise
at the Chief Secretary's speech. Although
a new member had made a mistake-a
clerical mistake-he certainly dOeserved
more courteous treatment than had been
bestowed upon him by the Minister of
Customs. The gross blundering which
had occurred in the Customs department
during the last twelve months ought to
have restrained the honorable member
from taking any course opposed to the
courtesy which should be manifested by
gentlemen of experience, who professed
to be able to conduct the business of the
House. If the Minister of Customs had
simply told the honorable member for
East Melbourne that he had made a mistake in the matter, and opposed the motion
on general grounds, that would have been
better than provoking an excited discussion, which seemed to indicate that the
Ministry felt the matter very strongly
indeed. He repeated that, after the
bungling performed under the Minister
of Customs, there should not be a word
about a small paltry mistake in the construction of a motion.
Mr. FRANCIS observed that, knowing
that the information sought by the honorable member for East Melbourne would
be supplied in the Treasurer's statement
next day-knowing that the honorable
mem ber had assumed to know the position
of affairs from the series of ret'urns published from month to month, and from
period to period, of the transactions in
the Customs department-and seeing that
the honorable member occupied an exceptional position, that he had dealt with the
subject as one having experience and
knowledge, the House had a right to
expect that there should be a clear definition qf the honorable member's requirements before it ventured to make any
order as to returns which could be compiled only at a time when they would be
absolutely useless. The preparation of
the returns could not be commenced until
other returns now in progress were ,?om-
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pleted, and therefore could not be at his
service for a considerable period. Returns
up to the end of October had already
been laid before the House, and as the
collection of the duties terminated in
November, the approximate additional
amount could ,easily be calculated by any
business man. He considered the honorable mem ber for East Melbourne had no
title to the courtesy usually extended to
young members, inasmuch as, without
rhyme or reason, sense or justice, he had
not failed to seek many opportunities of
personally (publicly and privately) attacking members of the present Government.
Mr. RAMSAY expressed his belief
that there was a covert design in the
omission of the words to which reference
had been made. It appeared to him that
the motion was an attempt to produce an
impression, by means of' the records of
the House, that certain articles not dutjable were taxed. If so, the practice of
the Free Trade League would be carried
out, because, from the beginning, it was
alleged by them and their agents that the
Assembly were for taxing everything
which a man wore, and that even the
tools of the miner would have to pay duty.
Mr. MOORE admitted that a motion
for returns should be couched in as precise language as possible j but he apprehended that the documents already supplied to the House by the Minister of
Customs failed to give the information
which the honorable member for East
Melbourne required. ThosE:' returns gave
the per centage of duty leviable on certain
articles, but did not furnish the aggregate
amount of duty leviable or collected.
While deprecating anything like indefinite
motions for returns, he was afraid that
the reception of such a motion depended
upon the side of the House from which it
was made. Only that evening the Government had assented to the production
of one of the most extraordinary and wide
returns that it was possible to conceive.
They had undertaken to furnish from the
Attorney-General's department a return
of the number of cases classified that had
been adjudicated on in the various Courts
of Petty Sessions throughout the colony.
But the resolution did not say over what
period the return should extend-whether
it should be for a month~ a year, or a
number of years. The ,return forming
the subject of the prese~t motion was
necessary to prevent reference to irregular
and unreliable data. A return furnished
°
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by the officers of the department controlling the collection of these duties was the
only thing to which honorable members
could properly refer when debating the
question. And if the honorable member
for Ea8t Melbourne failed to indicate the
exact character of the return required,
the Government might have shown a
little more generous consideration, and
su pplied the deficiency.
Mr. LANGTON confessed that, when
he submitted the motion to the House, he
did not expect the somewhat acrimonious
discussion which had taken place. He
did not think that there was anything,
either in the nature of the return or in
the remarks which he made, which warranted the warmth and ill-feeling which
had been manifested by some of the honorable gentlemen on the Ministerial
benches. The motion, it appeared to
him, had been opposed-not because of
anything it contained or asked-not on
the score of any inconvenience which
would be experienced in furnishing the
returns asked for-but merely on' a personal ground: because he asked for it.
He understood the Chief Secretary to distinctly put it on that ground. (Mr.
McCulloch-" No.") He certainly understood the honorable member to oppose it
on the ground that it emanated from a
gentleman who occupied a certain position
out of doors, and made statements reflecting gravely upon the character of the
occupants of the Ministerial benches. He
refrained from making any remarks when
he introduced the motion, for the express
purpose of avoiding any discussion on that
subject, inasmuch as his only object was
to show what amount the soft goods men
had paid, and had at stake, under the
Tariff. That was a question which had
excited a considerable amount of attention
out-of-doors; and it appeared to him that
one of the first things which the new
Legislature should do was, to ascertain
what was really the amount which the
soft goods men had at stake. To obtain
that information was the sJle object which
he had in view in asking for the returns.
He had been told that he had professed to
be well-informed on the subject. He
confessed that he had made calculations
from the returns which had appeared from
time to time in the public journals and in
the Government Gazette; but inasreuch
as the figures did not give the specific
duties paid on soft goods alone, but
invariably comprised duties paid on other
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classes of goods, it was impossible to
arrive at a correct result as to the
amount of the duties paid by those
persons-the soft goods men. The Chief
Secreta,ry had taken him to task for his
English; the honorable member said that
he had put his motion in unintelligible
English. He submitted that it was perfectly good English, and that the only
mistake in it was the displacement of a
solitary comma, which he believed he
placed in its proper position when hI:'
wrote the copy of the resolution. It was
a mere error of punctuation, and probably
an error of the printer. The Commissioner of Customs had, with an air of
superiority, thought fit to lecture him on
his ignorance of the subject, and had told
him that he had had the audacity to ask
for returns of duties on goods which
never paid duty at all. The honorable
gentleman alleged that woollen, cotton,
and linen goods in the piece never paid
any duty. He begged to retort upon the
Commissioner of Customs and charge him
with ignorance of the subject. The honorable gentleman ought to know - no
honorable member ought to know betterthat woollen, cotton, and linen goods in the
piece did pay duty from the 19th of
January to the 9th of February, and
therefore no returns would be complete
unless they included a return of the
duties paid on woollen, cotton, and linen
goods in the piece. Even if there had
been no duty paid upon woollen, cotton,
and linen goods in the piece, he submitted
that the criticism of the" Commissioner of
Customs was not fair, because he apprehended that in all cases the greater included
the less, and when cotton goods were made
up they did not cease to be cotton goods.
In asking, therefore, for a return of the
duties paid on "woollen, cotton, and linen
goods," the terms of the motion might
include both goods in the piece and goods
made up. If there had been no duties
paid on goods in the piece, of course he
could have no return of duties paid on
goods in the piece, but only of' duties
He subpaid on goods made up.
mitted that the criticism of the Government did not hold good, and that
the amendment was perfectly unnecessary.
He was not at all disposed to admit that
there was anything wrong in the motion.
The Commissioner of' Customs and the
Chief Secretary had both objected to the
preparation of the returns on the score of'
expense; but he submitted that, as the
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whole, or nearly the whole-he believed
the whole-of the returns he asked for,
had been the subject of claims made
against the Government, or of litigation
in the Supreme Court, there must be
in the Custom House complete returns
of the amounts claimed by the different
parties; therefore no very great inconvenience, and certainly not much expense,
would be involved in the preparation of
the returns. When the Chief Secretary
talked about an expense of £200, he could
scarcely have reflected upon what he said,
because the Commissioner of Customs
had furnished almost the whole of the
returns which the motion asked for, up
to the 30th of June last, though they
were mixed up with returns of the duties on
saddles, harness, and leather-ware, for which
he did not ask. A semi-official return
was published in the Age newspaper about
the middle of December. He wished
merely for a return showing the duties paid
on articles comprised under the head of
"soft goods," and that the return should be
a complete one. He confessed, however,
that he was not particularly anxious about
the .matter, but, as it was a subject which
had engaged a large share of public attention, he thought that the best thing
would be to have a bald statement of the
exact facts of the case. He submitted
that that was what the resolution asked
for, and that the preparation of the return
could not involve much expense, inasmuQh
as a semi-official return had been published
in one of the public journals. The only
objection which he had to that return was,
that it included other articles than soft
goods. He appealed to honorable members who generally supported the Government, whether they would oppose the
motion merely because it proceeded from a
humble individual like himself. He submitted that it was important to' have
accurate information on the subj~ct, and
that it would be unwise for the supporters
of the Ministry to resist the production
of a return whi'ch could not involve much
expense, and whieh could have no other
result than enlightening the House and the
country upon the actual facts of the case.
Mr. SNODGRASS withdrew- the
amendment.
The House then divided on the original
motion, with the following result :Ayes
9
~oes
35
l\fajority against the motion 26
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Mr. Gillies,
" Langton,
.. J. .evi,
" Mac Bain,
,,_ O'Grady,

Mr. Snodgrass,
" Whiteman.
Tellers .

Mr. Blackwood,
" McLellan,
NOES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Balfour,
" Bindon,
Burrowes,
.. Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Cope,
'" Embling,
" Evans,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
.. Grant,
" Halfey,
" Harbison,
" Heath,
Henty,
.. Higinbotham,
," King,

Mr. Longmore,
:, J. . ove,
.. McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McKean,
" Macpherson,
" Plummer,
.. Ramsay,
.. Reeves,
.. G. Paton Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Sullivan,
" Wardrop,
.. Watkins,
" Williams.
Tellers.
Mr. Edwards,
" Jones.

The motion was therefore negatived.
Mr. LANGTON then moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a refurn showing the several quantities of tea,
sugar, opium, and gold, for which, during 1865,
a less amount of duty was collected at the
Custom House than that fixed by law, and for
the balance of which legal amount no bonds or
other securities were taken; together with the
names of the parties to whom the goods belonged,
and the several amounts of duty which remain
unpaid."

He observed that the motion spoke for
itself. During the last Parliament a circumstance occurred which, he believed,
was unprecedented in modern history, or
at all events in the history of the British
Parliament. The operation of an Act of
Parliament was suspended, and a less
amount of duty was collected on certain
articles than that fixed bv law. As this
was a most extraordinary and unusual
course for a Ministry to pursue, it appeared to him that all the facts of the
case ought to be submitted to the House.
He would point out to honorable members
sitting on the Ministerial benchesespecially to the Chief Secretary and the
Commissioner of Customs, as they felt
particularly aggrieved at some statements
which he made out of doors-that it
would scarcely be courteous to withhold
these returns, inasmuch as that course
might appear to show a wish to conceal
from the House and the public who were
the parties who had taken advantage of
this setting aside of the law of the land.
Although the preparation of the returns
would be far more expensive than those
asked for in the previous motion, the
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returns were of great importance, and
therefore he hoped they would not be
objected to. He was not aware whether
the motion would be opposed on personal
grounds to himself, but the importance of
the returns asked for was so great that
no question of expense or inconvenience
would be a sufficient excuse for withholding them from the House.
Mr. LEVI seconded the motion.
Mr. FRANCIS thought that the remarks which he made in reference to the
previous motion ought to have informed
the honorable member of the fact that for
a considerable time pa~t extra clerks had
been employed at the Custom House in
preparing the very returns now asked for.
It was, therefore, at least, supererogatory
for the. honorable member to say that the
Government needed an excuse for the
non-production of the returns. (Mr~
Langton-" I did not say so.") He
hoped that the returns would be laid
on the table on the following evening,
as he desired that they should be p'resented before the Treasurer made his
financial statem~nt. He begged to differ
with the remark made by the honorable
member, that the course pursued by the
Government was unprecedented.
He
thought it could be proved to the satisfaction of the majority of the House that
the statement was not correct. He had
only one suggestion to make as to the
motion-if the honorable member would
erase the words" fixed by law," and substitute for them "fixed by Act of Parliame~t," he should have no objection to the
motlOp..
Mr. LANGTON said that, after the
statement of the Commissioner of Customs that the returns would be laid on
the table on the following evening, he
would withdraw the motion. He presumed that the honorable member intended to present all the returns for which
the motion asked.
Mr. FRANCIS intimated that, substantially, everything which the honorable
member asked for in his motion would be
included in the returns.
The motion was then withdrawn.
THE MORAY STREET CULVERT.
Mr. WHITEMAN moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
copies of all correspondence with the Board of
Land and Works relative to the Moray street
railway culvert."

The honorable member explained to the
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House that in the last session of Parliament an Act was passed to amend the
Melbourne and Hobson's Bay Railway
Company's Act, and to relieve the comt.
pany of certain reservations in their Crown
grant on their undertaking, amongst other
works, to complete the culvert running
under their railway as it crossed Moray
street. The 6th clause provided that
within twelve months after the passing
of the Amending Act they should expend
£1,500 on the culvert and render the
same better fitted for the passage of traffic.
His object in moving for the correspondence was, to show that the company had
been, and was still, endeavoring to evade
its liability to the public under this clause.
The clause authorised the President of .the
Board of Land and Works to see that the
company fulfilled its obligation. To show
the importance of having the culvert
greatly improved, he might mention that
about 2)500 persons passed through it
daily, and that in consequence of its being
consh'ucted on an acute angle it was
impossible for vehicles entering at one
end to see those which entered at the
other until they very nearly approached
each other, and that frequently the traffic
was obstructed, to the very great inconvenience of the public. In fact, the culvert was generally called "a'Beckett's
Hole." A.fter the Act was passed the
railway company had plans prepared for
the improvement of the culvert, which
were conditionally approved by the President of the Board of Land and Works.
The Emerald Hill Council sug!5ested some
improvements, the principal one being
that the culvert should run at an obtuse
angle, so that persons travelling through
it coula see the traffic before them either
way, at a convenient distance. They had
a plan prepared in accordance. with their
suggestions, which was also submitted to
the President of the Board of Land and
Works, but it appeared that the work was
about to be carried out according to the
company's plan. The great complaint
which he had against that plan was, that
it did not meet the public requirementsit did not fulfil the obligations of the railway company to the public. Itwasintended
that the character of the work should be
solid bluest one ashlar, but this was perfectly unnecessary. The company might
use cheaper material, and thereby avoid
the expenditure of money on what
would be of no advantage to the public,
and apply it to what would be of real
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'public utility-making the culvert fit
for the large amount of traffic which
passed through it. He hoped that the
President of the Board of Land and
Works would insist upon some modification of the plan, which he believed the
honorable gentleman had power to do.
Mr. GRANT said that he had no
objection to Jay the correspondence on the
table, but he hoped that the honorable
member would not press for copies of it.
The facts of the case were very simple. By
the Melbourne and Hobson's Bay and
Melbourne United Railway Companies
Act, passed in June last, the company
were bound to improve the culvert under
Moray street, at an expenditure 0££1,500,
whithin. twelve months after the passing
of the act. In September last, the company submitted a plan of the proposed
improvements to the Board of Land and
Works, which he referred, in the usual
course, to the Engineer-in-Chief. The
plan was approved by the Engineer-inChief, but another plan was submitted by
the Emerald Hill Council, and the
engineer stated that that plan would effect
a still greater improvement in the culvert
than the railway company's plan, but that
it could not be carried out for £1,500.
He approved of a suggestion made by the
Engineer-in-Chief that the plan proposed
by the Emerald Hill Council should be
carried out, on condition that the Council
paid the extra <;!ost which it would involve
beyond the &um of £1,500, which the
company were bound to expend. Tenders
for carrying out the work according to
each plan were called for, and the lowest
tender according to the plan of the
Emerald Hill Council was £3,149. The
railway company informed him that they
were willing to expend £1,700 or even
£2,000 if the Emerald Hill Council would
pay the difference. The Council asked
the Corporation of Melbourne, and afterwards the Sandridge Council, to assist
them in bearing the expense, but both
bodies apparently declined, and ultimately
it appeared that the council were not disposed to pay the money themsel ves. In
the meanwhile, the time within which the
railway company were bound to expend
the £ 1,500 was progressing, and the
company represented' that unless the
matter was settled without much further
delay, it would be impossible for them to
get the work finished by the time fixed by
their Act. Under the circumstances,
therefore, and as the Emerald Hill Council
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were not disposed to bear the additional
cost of constructing the works according
to their own plan, he had no alternative
but to sanction the company's plan. He
cerbinly did not see what the Emerald
Hill people had to com plain of. It was
true that the council had suggested that
the material employed might be timber
instead of bluestone, which would
materially reduce the cost, but he could
not sanction that, believing that the legislature intended that the work should be of
a proper and permanent character, and
not constructed of a material which would
probably only last six or seven years.
Mr. WHITEMAN observed when the
Emerald Hill Council got their plan prepared, their engineer was of opinion that
the works could be carried out for £1,800
or £1,900. The Council were willing
to supplement the amount expended by
the company by £300 or £400, in order
to have the line of the culvert changed,
but beyond that amount they could not
go. They were literally astonished when
they found that the lowest tender was
£3,100. With respect to the culvert
being constructed of timber, he might
mention that the company had bad in use
for many years a .culvert of that material
extending from their coal yards in Flinders lane to the goods-shed: If a culvert
could be built of wood in the one case
he did no.t see wby it could not be in
another.
Mr. BURTT referr"ed to the great inconveniences which were experienced by persons who passed through the Moray street
cuI vert, and expressed a hope that the
President of the Board of Land and Works
would endeavour to get the angle of the
cuI vert altered.
Mr. GRANT regretted that it was out
of his power now to get the plan altered.
The motion was then agreed to. .
The House adjourned at twenty-one
minutes past eight o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, February 21, 1866.
Cole's and Raleigh's Wharfs-Cremome Lunatic AsylumPrivate Bill Business-The Budget-Operation of the
Land Act - Australasian Insurance Company's Act
Amendment Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half··
past four o'clock.
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THE INSOLVENCY STATUTE.
Mr. BUNNY asked the AttorneyGeneral whether any commissioners or
official assignees had been appointed under
the Iusolvency Statute, 1865?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied in the
negative.

COLE'S AND RALEIGH'S
WHARFS.

J.\IIr. MACGREGOR asked the Minister
of Customs what progress, if any, had
been made in the negotiations for the
purchase of Cole's and Raleigh's wharfs?
Mr. FRANCIS stated that some time
since the Government s~bmitted what
they believed to be a fair valuation of the
property ; but Captain Cole did not seem
inclined to concur in it: 'he did not think
fit either to accept or r~ject the Government offer. Since then the matter had
remained in suspense j nothing had been
done.
CREMORNE LUNATIC ASYLUM.
Mr. McLELLAN moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House, a copy of the Report of the B\)ard of
Visitors who inspected the Cremorne Lunatic
Asylum, on the evening of the 12th January last."

The honorable member observed that he
also desired the production of some correspondence, but this the Chief Secretary
had promised to furnish.
Mr. L ~VEY seconded th~ motion,
which was agreed to.
PRIVATE BILL BUSI~ESS.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved" That the Sessional Order, fixing the days
upon which Government Business shall have
precedence, be read; that so much of the said.
~essional Order as would prevent Private Bill
Business having precedence on Wednesdays, be
rescinded; that Private Bill Business have precedence on Wednesdays over all qther business
from half-past four o'clock to half· past six
o'clock."

Mr. HIGINBOTHAM seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
SUPPLY.
The resolution passed in Committee of
Supply the day previous was reporte~ and
adopted.
ESTIMATES.
Mr. VERDON brought down a Message from His Excellency the Governor,
transmitting Estimates of Expenditure for
1866, and Further Supplementary Estimates of Expenditure for 1865, and recommending an appropriation of the Consolidated Revenue accordingly.

The Budget.

The message was ordered to be printed,
with the Estimates, and referred to the
Committee of Supply.

THE BUDGET.
The House having resolved itself into
CO!llmittee of Ways and Means,
Mr. VERDON said,-Mr. Lalor, I
rise to make the financial statement for
the year.
Financial statements have
always been deemed by the Legislature
as amongst the most important communications which the' Government has to
make to it, partly because they indicate
the financial condition of the colony, and
partly bacause from them may be ascertained - to some extent at least - the
condition of the people. Although the
statements which have heretofore been
made bv myself and my predecessors have
btlen important, I conceive it will be
admitted by honorable members that the
statement I am about to make from the cir
cumstauces which have occurred within the
last twelve months will pvssess an interest
and an importance which no other financial statements have had. I assure honorable members that I fully feel the
responsibility which devolves upon me in
making the financial statement for the
year 1866. I desire to do upon this occasion, as I have always desired to do Oll
previous occasions, to give honorable members a faithful account of financial transactions in the past which come under
their notice at this time j apd to give for
the future a full and particular statement
of the intentions of the Government, with
all the reasons which may be urged for
the course which the Government proposes
to adopt. I am glad to be able to inform
honorable members that although it was
anticipated in the middle of last year,
that in all probability there would be a
considerable deficiency, those anticipations
have not been realised, and that the year
1865 comes out with a small balance to
the credit of the year 1866. I beg here
to refer honorable membert! to the finance
accounts which I have already circulated.
The first vear referred to there is 1864.
Honorable" members will perceive that
the balance from 1863 is actually £106,023,
the amount estimated when I last addressed the House on the subject being
£80,000. The increase is attributable to
certain transfers made from the funds of
1864 to the funds of 1863, on the recommendation of the Audit Commissioners.
I propose, in the first instance, to invite
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honorable members to consider the result
of the calcalations for the year 1865, in
order that opportunity may be afforded
them of ascertaining to what extent my
estimate has been realised. Taking first
the general heads under which the revenue is collected, T will read the result of
the comparison between the amount estimated and the amount actuallv received
on account of the year 1865. tJ nder the
head of Customs, there is a deficiency as
compared with the estimate of £69,248.
In excise, there is a deficiency of £6,:392.
The territorial revenue is less b.V £54,051
than the amount estimated. Under the
head of puplic works, honorable members
will find the revenue £65,567 in excess of
the amount estimated. In the department
of ports and harbours there is a deficiency
of £1,533. Under the head of Postage
there is an increase amounting to
£4,676. Under the head of Fees there
is an increase of £6,951. Under the
head of Fines there is an increase
of £15,835.
And under the head of
Miscellaneous there is an increase of
£14,375. Comparing these items of increase and decrease, we find that the net
difference amounts to £23,820. In other
words, the estimates have been realised
by aU· but that sum. But it is right I
should inform honorable members that
this includes £ 136,328, the amount of
new: duties which are in course of repayment. That amount was reckoned on at
the beginning of the year, but was not
realised from causes with which honorable members are acquainted. In the
course of the debate which took place last
night, honorable members expressed a
desire to have in detail the result of the
operations under the new duties, and I
purpose now to give them the information
which they seek. I hold in my hand a
return showing the actual revenue derived
from the new duties from the commencement of their operation on the 20th
January, to the 29th November, a period
of about ten months. The actual receipts
under the head of preserved fruits, including dried fruits, amounted to £34,955, the
estimate for the period being £44,718, so
that the amount recei ved was about £ 10,000
less than the amount estimated. Under
the head of salt, the amount received was
£1,444; the amount estimated £6,165
On vinegar, the amount received was
£1,128; amount estimated, £834. Varnish, amount received, £731; amount
estimated, £834. Salted provisions, inG
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eluding fish, amount received, £2,010;
estimated, £2,242
Doors and sashes,
amount received, £2,104; estimated,
£1,532. A comparison can scarcely be
made with regard to gold and silver plate,
because a change was made after the first
duties were collected. The amount collected
in the first in&tance was £440, as against
£5,417 the amount estimated; but these
amounts are subject to the alterations
made from a measurement to an ad valorem
duty. In millinery, which was subjected
to a similar change, t:le amount received
was £3,075, as against £6,952, the amount
estimated. Then, apparel and slops,
which were estimated to produce £78,478,
actually produced £61,463. Watches,
jewellery,&c., brought, under an ad valorem
duty, £:33,399, as against an estimate of
£5:3,425. Having shown that the year
1865, allowing for all the differences
caused by the various changes and fluctuations to which I have referred, and also
allowing for a reduction in the. amount
anticipated to be derived from the sale of
Crown land, has come out within £23,000
of the amount estimated, I now ask honorable members to follow me while I show
a comparison between the amount actually
received in 1864, and the amount actually
received in 1865. The total amount
received by the customs was, in 1864,
£1,098,352; in 1865, £1,175,336-showing an increase; but the amount is subject
to a reduction of £136,328 for new duties
which have to be returned. Under the
head of excise it appears we have received
in 1865, a sum of' £5,895 less than we
received in 1864. This is accounted for
by the large amount in the shape of
publicans and other license fees which
goes to local bodies instead of coming
into the consolidated revenue. Under
the head of territorial revenue, which I
propose to give in detail, [ find this
result: the amount received on the
sale of land by auction was in
1864, £516,490; in 18U5, £271,888.
This difference is attributable to the
alteration in the law For the purchase
and rent of land, under the Land Act of
1862, very nearly the same amount was
recei ved in 1865 as in 1864. 'l'he difference is only £212, and this shows that
the rents payable under the Act of 1862
have heen punctually and regularly paid.
The selections under the 2:1rd section of
the Land Act of 1862 produced in IH65,
£38,~79; but no amount was received in
1864 with which this sum can be com-
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pared. The leases under the Amending
Land Act of 1865 produced £ 116,~29.
The pastoral occupation which produced,
in ) 864, £202,108, yielded in 1865,
£ 198,620. So that although very large
portions of pastoral laud were taken up
under the operation of the Land Act of
1865, we received within £3,488 of the
amount obtained from the squatters
in 1864. The sum totnl of the territorial revenue received during 1864 was
£ I ,005,169, as against £8R2,949 received
in 1865, the difference being obviously
accounted for by the differenc'e between
the sums received for the sale of land by
auction -a difference amounting to over
£244,000. In the department of Public
Works, a very satisfactory increase appears. The rail way income amounted, in
1864, to £512,9Gl j but in 1~65, the sum
actually received was £575,0:32, and I am
glad to say that 1866 promises to yield a
proportionate increase. Add to the
increase in the railway income the sum
of £33,0'00 receivable under the Public
Works Statute from Water Supply, and
an increase of £4,904 from the electric
telegraph, and we have a total increase.
under the head of Public Works, of
. .£100,000, which I think honorable members will agree with me in regarding as
highly sati8factory, particularly when they
consider the short time that the railway
system has been at work. I need not
trouble honorable members with further
details as to the amounts received in 1864
and 1~65 respectively. But I may mention, that the total revenue was, for 1864,
£2,954,5:-J8, and for 1865, £3,060,265.
The latter item, however, is still subject
to the repaymentofthe moneys (amounting
to £136,32~) collected as new duties~
So that, taking the two sums together,
they are about equal; although there is
a decrease in 1~65 to the extent of
£250,000, under the head of land sales
by auction. Therefore, on the whole,
taking the total amounts received in the
two years, andcomparing them, the country
may be satisfied that the consolidated
reven,ue is not, at all events, going down.
Before I leave 1865, it is my duty to
inform honorable members that it is
the intention of the Government to take
the course sanctioned by imperial usage
with reference to all those votes which
have lapsed in consequence of the nonpassing of an Appropriation Bill for
1~65.
I will ask honorable members to
refer to May's Parliamentary Practice,

in which
says:-

this

is

authorised.

May

"A grant from the Commons is not effectual,
in law, without the ultimate assent of the Queen
and of the Honse of Lords. It is the practice,
however, to allow the issue of public money, the
application of which has been sanctioned by the
House of Commons, before it has been appropriated to specific purpos~s, by the Appropriation
Act, which is reserved until the end of the
session This power is necessary for the public
service."

Then in a note it appears-according to
the Oommons Journal (vol. 39, p. 858)
- that the supplies were re-voted in the
session following that in which they
lapsed, and were included in the Appropriation Act, 24 George III. It appears
further from the same note that"On the death of Geo. III., in 1820, the
Commons, in anticipation of a dissolution, voted
certain temporary supplies, which were not
appropriated by act of Parliament in that session.
Objections were raised to these votes in the
House of Lords, as infringing upon the right of
that House to assent to the. grant of supplies,
and they agreed to a resolution. 'That this
House, from the state of public business, acquiesce in these resolutions, although no Act may
be passed to gi ve them effect.' "

It is the intention then of the Government to invite the House to pass the
estimates for 1865-to re-vote them in
fact-in order that they may be included
in the Appropriation Bill for 1866.
. Before I leave the subject of the finances
of 1865, it is my duty to inform honor.
. able members that, not having yet suc·
ceeded in making arrangements for the
sale of the debentures raised unn.er the
Public Loan Act of last session, I have
obtained an advance from the London
Chartered Bank to enabJe the water
supply works to go on without interruption. This amount will of course be
repaid from the sale of the debentures.
I think it right to inform the committee that the works have not been
stayed in the absence of an arrangement
for the· sale of the debentures, which we
desire to effect-as former sales have
been effected-through the medium of
the banks, an arrangement to that end
being now pending. I'have also to inform the committee that the salaries
for January have been paid by an advance
obtained from the same bank. This
advance will be repaid from the first
moneys which are made legally availfl ble.
I considered that it was right that the delay
which occurred in the meeting of Parliament-made unavoidable by the general
election-should not deprive the civil
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servants of their salaries for the month
of January. I thought-and my co\leagues agreed with me - that this
amount should be paid, even while it remained uncertain what supplies Parliament might think fit to vote for the Civil
Service. The arrangement made was, that
the civil servants should receive their
salaries for the month of January on the
understanding that the amount received
was to be subject to such alterations as
Parliament might think fit to make. The
amount will not be reoaid until Parliament has decided what· salaries shall be
paid to the Civil Service. I now invite
honorable members to consider the Esti·
mates for 1866 From the balance-sheet
already distributed, honorable member!:!
will observe that a balance of £21,372 is
estimated as likely to be carried forward
from 1865 to 1866; thltt the revenue for
1866 is estimated at £3,186,265; and that
these sums, added to £130,820, the amount
of casb deposit and bonds, will make a
total, on the side of revenue for 1866, of
£3,::J38,467. The expenses, on the other
hand, are the full amount of revenue, less
£20,227, which we hope to carry forward
at the end of the year. With reference
to the item" cash deposit and bonds," on
the revenue side of the account, the Government felt that it would be proper and
necessary that this amount should be included in the ways and means for the
year, although there may be a distinction
between cash deposits and bonds. In the
one case, where cash was paid at the
Custom House, the persons who paid it
secured themselves, I presnme, in the
majority of instances-in nearly every instance-by the obtainment of cash from
the persons who bought from them. But
in the case of the bonds there is just this
difference, that although the wholesale
dealers may have taken, and did take in
many instances, bonds to secure themselves
against the bonds which they gave to the
Government, they may not in every instance recover on the bonds. In some
cases I am aware that the parties
are insolvent. However, the Government felt it their duty to put these
sums together, and count them as
among the available assets of 1866,
because, apart altogether from political
considerations, it seems the duty of the
Government, as a purely executive matter,
to carry out their own determination,
as expressed in these cash deposits and
bonds, although it may seem possible that
G
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the House will recognise a distinction
between the two cases. I find that a distinction has been raised in the Imperial
Parliament in reference to the same
question. If honorable members will
allow me, I will read an extract from
Hansard's Parliamentary Debates (vol. 4,
session 1831), to show the correctness of
what I say. A debate took place in the
House of Commons on the address in
reply to the King's Speech, and Sir Robert
Peel, in (:riticising portions of the speech,
referred to the fact that certain duties had
not been collected by the Government.
A portion of his remarks I will read as
applicable to this question. Sir Robert
Peel said"He might be told that in the case of coals
bonds were given to indemnify the Government
for the loss of duty, if Parliament did not agree
to the reduction. The rptail dealer, however,
sold on the presumption of a reduction of duty;
and it would be impossible,upon any principle
of equity, to call on the wholesale dealer to pay
the duty."

That was the opinion of Sir Robert Peel,
but notwithstanding that opinion, it is the
intention of the Government, as I have
said, to reckon these as among the available
assets of the year; but there is the distinction, which I have endeavoured to
point out, between the case of bonds and
the case of cash deposits should the Tariff
pass the legislature. Having hriefly, and
intentiona.lly briefly, referred to the detailed receipts and expenditure on account
of the years 1865 and 1866, I desire to
address myself to certain alleged omissions
from His Excellency'S speech to both
Houses of Parliament.
Of course, I
cannot be blind to the fact that certain
honorable members both here and elsewhere have complained that, in the speech,
no reference is made to certain transactions
which took place last year. I may say at
once that these things were not omitted
berause we were afraid to discuss the
various questions raised last session;
the omission was made for various
reasons. One, perhaps not the least important, was, that we did not uesire in any
unnecesElary way to parade the victory
which the Legislative Assembly obtained
at the last general election in the eyes of
the country. We had no desire to flaunt
the result of the last general election in
the face of anybody or any number of
persons. We were anxious to show-and
we believe we can afford to do so-that
we are desirous that bygones should be
bygones, and that the matters discussed
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in this Parliament should be free from the
recrimination, the personal attacks, the
mutual bickerings which were certainly
observable last session. But we had other
reasons for these omissions. One of them
was, that for allwe did last session we bad
the approval of the J..Jegislative Assembly;
another reason, and perhaps the most important, is, that the approval of the Legislative Assembly has been ratified by the
country. But as I said before, we are
anxious that it should not be understood,
or thought for a moment that we are
afraid in this new Parliament-which has
so lately come from the people-to discuss
the questions approved by the late Parliament and ratified at the general election.
Now, what were those questions? One
was the collection of duties upon the
resolutions of the Assembly. I propose
to discuss that. It has been complained
11ere and elsewhere that we collected these
duties upon the resolution of the Assembly, and in so doing violated the law and
the constitution. (Mr. Levey-" Hear,
hear.") I am sorry to hear an honorable
gentleman who so strongly supported the
late administration cry "Hear, hear,"
considering that under Mr. O'Shanassy's
administration the same thing was done.
I find that the Act for granting a d!J.ty of
customs on opium (21st Vict. No.7) was
passed on the 9th July, 1857, the date of
the resolution being the 28th May, 1857,
and the duties being enfol'ced from the
26th May, 1857. Then I find Mr.
O'Shanassy's Government passing an Act
to amend the law relating to the customs
(25th Vict. No. 144) on the 8th June,
1862, the resolutions, which were put into
operation- immediately, having· been
adopted on the 23rd January, 1862. It
seems to me there was a precedent in our
colonial records even if there were not one
elsewhere. But there are reasons for this
course. I would ask any man of business
if it be not absolutely essential for his
own protection, as well as the protection
of the revenue, that so soon as new taxes
are announced, proper security should be
taken for their immediate payment, in
order that speculation may be avoided,
and that the Treasury may be protected.
In the case of the duties of last year, too
it ought not to be forgotten that we wer~
acting in accordance with the express
desire of some of the leading merchants
in Melbourne. It will be remembered, I
have no doubt, by some honorable mem~
bers who were members of the late Par-
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liament, that in the first instance we proposed that the duties which we intended
to submit to Parliament should not come
into effect until three months after the
House had adopted them. A deputation
of merchants waited upon the Government and requested that whatever changes
were to be proposed should come into
operation the day after the House adopted
them; anel in accordance, therefore, with
what seemed to be the wish of the mercantile body, and in accordance with the
practice which has always been observed
in this House, and with the imperial
practice which has always been maintained
at home, we collected the duties immediately after they were agreed to by the
House, in anticipation of the passing of a
law.
Weare blamed, in the second
instance, for having remitted duties without the authority of law. It is Faid by
some, "Reasons may be found for the
collection of duties upon the resolution of
the Assembly, but where do you find
justification for the remission of duties
without the authority of law?" I nnd
that this has occurred at home, that
duties have been remitted upon the authorityof the House of Commons, even
pending a dissolution. Sir Robert Peel, in
the same speech to which I have already
referred, in criticising the conduct of the
Government, spoke thus : "Admitting that with their views Ministers
were justified in recommending a dissolution,
yet he repeated that he could never see the
necessit.v for adopting that measure at the time
and under the circumstances which then existed.
What were the conseqnences of this measure at
that moment? One consequence was the remission of various taxes without the authority
of Parliament, and solely on the authority of
the department connected with the taxes. Those
were precedents not of light importance. Those
who differed with him as to the question of
reform, and even as to the question of dissolution, would yet agree with him that such precedents, though sanctioned by a majority, were
not the less to be dreaded. That the course
adopted in this case was in accordance with the
wishes of many, was an additional reason for
calling the attention of Parliament to the suuject. Without the authority of Parliament, the
duties on coal, slates, and, hE' believed, on barilla,
had been remitted. (A laugh). It might excite
a smile, but snch he believed was the fact; and
if it was a fact that Acts of Parliament imposed
those dut.ies, and that a department of Government had set them aside, he contended that it
was not a light precedent in these times of great
changes. If the department had the power of
appealing to Parliament, and did not appeal, the
precedent was still more important."

He went on in another part of the same
speech to Bay:"Respecting all the duties remitted on the
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articles to which he had referred, he confessed
he could not see the necessity of proceeding as
the Government had done-acting without any
discussion in Parliament, or any vote of approval
by the House of Commons; and looking at
8uch a course of proceeding. unauthorised by
Act of Parliament, the least he could sa,}' of it
was, that it was a dangerous precedent. His
Majesty's Ministers had no autl.ority to remit
these duties without the sanction of Parliament;
and though he could not assert that the present
instance was of itself pregnant with danger, it
could not be denied that such a practice might
lead to bad consequences, and it was the duty of
His Majesty's Ministers to take the first opportunity of doing away with the impression that
on future occasions such a course might be
repeated."

I might, I think, without impropriety,
compare the criticism of Sir Robert Peel
with certain other criticism, upon what
this Government did under like circumstances. Now, 'what was the defence of
the Imperial Government? Lord,Althorp,
in reply to Sir nobert Peel, said:"The first ground on which he rested that
objection was connected with the remission of
taxes, as the right honorable gentleman says,
without the authority of Parliament; but the
right honorable gentleman recollected himself,
and admitted that, after resolutions had been
passed to remit the duty on sea-borne coals, it
would have been impossible for Parliament to
refuse its sanction to the law for carrying those
resolutions into effect. The right honorable
gentleman must see that it had been practically
determined upon by Parliament that the duty
should be reduced; for though an Act had not
formally been passed, yet a committee had voted
in favor of the reduction, and that resolution
had been reported to the House. There could
therefore be' no doubt that the duty would be
remitted, and it might hence be considered as
practically, though not in form, remitted."

The third accusation which is made against
us, in connexion with this matter, is the
remission of duties after the rejection of
the Bill by the Legislative Council. Well,
one reason given then was, that we believed
that the resolutIOn of the Assembly, so
long as the Assembly lived, still had
vitality; and in deference to that con viction, we maintained the remission of the
duties so long as the Assembly, existed.
As soon as the House was prorogued we
considered our authority was gone, and at
once discontinued that course; but if we
have at all erred in this matter, it must be
considered that we did so from a desire to
maintain the rights and privileges of the
Legislat,ive Assembly. We believe that
the resolutions of the Legislative Assembly, like the resolutions of the House of
Commons, practically determined what
duties should exist or not, and, therefore, acting upon an authority which
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we believed was recognized in' the constitution, we did what we did. Now
in all this we acted, as we conceive,
upon the assumption, which we still maintain, that there is an analogy between the
constitution of this country and the
constitution of Great Britain. If that
analogy really exist, then I say what we
ha~e done can be justified j if it do not
eX1st, then I say that for years past all
parties in this country have been entirely
misled as to the true nature of the constitution under which we live, and we have
been followin.:s a great number of merely
empty forms-forms which, without any
reason, we have copied from the practice
of the Imperial Parliament, but which, if
there be no analogy between the constitutions of the two countries, are something
worse than empty forms, because they
le~ .us to believe that we enjoyed the
prIVIleges which are possessed by the
House of Commons. If the opinion
of the Opposition be correct, we never
had those privileges-there never was any
likeness between our constitution and
the constitution of England, and we hay'e
all-members of Parliament on both sides
-been wrong ever since the Constitution
Act was passed. I hope honorable members are not prepared to admit that the
interpretation which leads to that result
is the right one. I know how much stress
is laid by members opposite and by many
persons outside the House upon the
words of the Constitution Act, which say
that the Legislative Council may reject,
but shall not alter, a Money Bill. Those
words have been interpreted by all those
who oppose the Government as an absolute right in the Legislative Council-a
constitutional as well as a legal right-to
reject every financial measure that may go
from this House. I take it that this
provision cannot be held, by anyone who
reads the Constitution Act fairly, to override the other provision which confers
absolute powers on this House. Surely
this is only the limitation of the natural
right which every legislative body has to
reject or alter every measure which may
come before it. Surely this can only be
read as the written expression of the unwritten constitution of England. If it does
not mean that, it means nothing. Until
this House is satisfied tha.t there is no
meaning to be attached to these words,
the Assembly will be disposed to consider there is an analogy between the
constitution of Great Britain and the
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constitution of this colony. But we were
accueed not only of collecting and remitting duties illegally, but also of paying
away sums from the consolidated revenue
without the authority of law-fraudulently violating the constitution; in fact,
doing everything that would justify
all that has been said against us,
and which would amount, in short, to
this-that we have been guilty of fraudulent conduct in paying all the public
ser\Tants and other persons to whom the
State was indebted money to which they
were entitled. I need not remind honorable members of the passage in May which
relates to the anticipation of the Appropriation Act in England by payments
which are made in anticipation of legal
appropriation. Honorable members know
well that that course is adopted in Great
Britain. But it is urged here, and correctly,
that the Audit Act interferes with the
right which the Legislative Assembly
would have (assuming, of course, the
analogy between the two constitutions) as
the House of Commons has it in England.
There can be no dOll bt that the Audit
Act does interpose a condition which has
to be fulfilled before money can be taken
out of the public account, and bA held
legally available for the payment of the
liabilities due out of it. I will not say
anything now as to the means by which
those moneys were repaid, although I
shall be prepared at anytime to justify
the course which the Government took,
even in the absence of information which
I am now about to convey to the House.
If I could say nothing more than has
been said in the former Parliament in
defence of these payments I would say
that, inasmuch as it is essential, and
among the principal duties of a Government, to carryon the government of a
country, we were not only justified in
doing, but absolutely bound to do, all tha,t
we could-all that the law allowed-to
effect those payments. N ow, what did
the law allow? Honorable members, I
presume, suppose that according to their
reading of the Jaw, it is utterly impossible
to pay the civil servants without an Appropriation Act. I ani prepared to say
that according to the existing state of the
law-as the Government read it and as
the Audit Commissioners read it-these
payments are possible in another way
even than that which was adopted by the
Government. Certain correspondence is
no.w taking place between the Govern-
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ment and the Audit Commissioners, and,
amongst other things, the Audit Commissioners have written what I am now about
to read, which is an extract from one of
their reports : "The remaining topic of His Excellency's
minute, viz., that relating to the Civil ~ervice
Act, will not require any lengthy remarks from
us, for we are happy in being able to state that
we find no difficulty whatever in adopting the
opinion there propounded. We have always regarded the Civil Service Act as one intended to
withdraw the salaries of certain classes of public
servants, whose respective offices have received
the sanction of the Legislature, from the minute
scrutiny and lengthy discussion previously bestowed upon them in Parliament. And further,
that the Ci vil Service Act, by laying dowlI broad
principles upon which such salaries should be
regulated, would accomplish that object without
depri ving the House of any real power of control,
especially as all new offices would still have to be
sanctioned by it. We were quite prepared, therefore, upon the several provisions of the Act
being fulfilled, especially that which makes it
incumbent upon the Legislative Assembly to fix
for each and every financial year the maximum
and minimum of the salaries of each class, to
view that Act as making such salaries a special
appropriation having priority over later special
appropriations The Government, however, we
need scarcely point out, has not to the present
time acted as though they held a similar view,
for each year the salaries of the Civil Service
have been submitted to the Legislative Assembly
in detail; 'and the House has not, so far as we
are aware, been asked. except for the year 1862,
to fulfil a necessary condition of the Act, viz, to
fix for the financial year the maximum and
minimum of each class of salaries. Thus the
Appropriation Act has become the sole authority
for making these payments."

N ow, in communications which I have
since had orally with the Audit Commissioners, I have ascertained that they
have been of opinion, ever since the
Civil Service Act was passed, that it
is only necessary that this House
should approve of the maximum and
minimum rates to be paid to the various
officers of the Civil Service to render the
consolidated revenue legally available for
the payment of all salaries due to them
and if in the year 1865 the Government had brought down a message
such as that which was presented to the
Assembly last night, and if it had been
adopted by the House, the payments
which we were obliged to make by the aid
of the London Chartered Bank would
have been paid on the authority of
law, although no Appropriation Act had
been passed, the Civil Service Act being
the law which would have authorised
such payments. Now, I have reason to
believe that this opinion of the Audit
Commissioners, with whom the matter
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peculiarly rests, was well known to various
gentlemen who have been criticising us
so severely during the whole of the
transactions of which they complainthat during the whole of last year it was
well known to certain honorable gentlemen that, if this message had been brought
down, money would have been made
legally available and payments could have
been made although no Appropriation
Act had been passed; but, although they
possessed that know ledge, I believe that
they did not hesitate to declare that the
whole thing was illegal, unconstitutional,
collusive, and fraudulent, merely because
a message was not brought down, as one
was brought down last night, and approved
by the Legislative Assembly, and which,
in the opinion of the Audit Commissioners,
is the only course necessary to enable
payments to be made out of the consolidated revenue in anticipation of an Appropriation Act. Involved in the proceedings of the Government in the late
Parliament are some other questions
relating to Bills which we sent up to the
Legislative Council, of which I think it
also my duty to speak. One of the main
objections which was urged by the Legis~
lative Council tuthe first Bill which we sent
was the union of the two Bills-the Bill
for appropriating supplies and the Bill for
raising certain customs duties. We
now do not propose-as we did not at
the end of last session-to unite these
Bills, 'because we have reason to hope
that the Legislative Council will not
again reject the ~ariff which we are
about to send up. While, therefore,
we maintain the right of the Assembly (always assuming the analogy
to exist between this House apd the
House of Commons) to control the form,
manner, time, and all other matters
relative to Bills of Supply and Taxation,
that objection at any rate-that the two
things are united in one Bill-cannot be
urged against the Bill which we a,re about
to submit. Another provision which the
Legislative Council strongly objected to
in the last 'rariff Bill was the retrospective section. That clause will not appear
in the Bill we are now about to send up.
It is unnecessary that it should. We
have already paid over, or are in course
of paying the duties which we collected,
and which we could no longer hold when
the Assembly ceased to exist, and therefore that retrospective clause, not being
necessary, will not appear. I hear an
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honorable member say that we have altered
our position in takiug that course. Well,
if the honorable member really means that,
I will venture to trouble him and other
honorable members with a quotation from
May, which authorises what we did:" In the imposition and alteration of taxes, the
effect given to a vote of the Commons. in anticipation of the passing of a statute, is more remarkable than in the voting of supplies. It has
been customary flJr the Government to levy the
new duties, instead of the duties authorised by
law, immediately the resolutions for that purpose
have been reported from a committee, and agreed
to by the House; or from the date expressed in
such resolution. although legal effect cannot be
given to them by statute for some weeks, and
may ultimately be withheld by Parliament. It
is obvIOUS that the custom is not strictly legal;
but the ultimate dedsion of Parliament is anticipated by the Executive G9vernment. upon its
own responsibility. If the House have resot\'ed
that a duty shall be reduced on and after a particular day, a Treasury order is issued, by which
the officers tor the collection of the revenue are
directed to collect the reduced duty, from the
time stated in the resolution; but before they
permit the articles to be entered for consumption,
they take a bond trom the owners or importers,
by which the latter bind themselves to pay the
higher rate of duty, in case Parliament should
not eventually sanction the rednction. If. on the
other hand, a dnty has been increased by a
resolution of the House, tIle revenue olficers de,mand the increased dllty, by virtue of a Treasury
ot:,der, and will not permit the articles to be
entered for consumption until it has been paid,
or security given for its payment. For these
official acts there is no legal authority at the
time, but when the Act is subsequently passed.
it alters the duty from the day named in the
resolution of the Commons, however long a time
may have since elapsed: and thus the duties
which have been already collected since that '
day become ex post Jacto the duties authorised
by law."
.

I say, Sir, that inasmuch as we are nowand have been for some time -paying
back those duties, it is unnecessary to
date back the operation of the Bill;
but I have no hesitation in saying
that it will be the duty of the Government to have the Bill which may be
adopted by the legislature 'dated from
the day on which the Assembly adopts
the resolutions on which it is founded.
Well, another object.ion which has not
been removed, and which must necessarily
form a part of' the Bill we are about to
submit to Parliament, is the preamble.
N ow, with reference to that, I may
say that in the preamble of the Bill
which we sent up last session we strictly
followed Englis4 precedent; and I
find that under a constitution, not so
nearly resembling the constitution of
Great Britain as our oWll:""namely, the
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constitution of New South Wales-a
similal' course is taken. I hold in my
hand a volume of Statutes passed in
New South Wales, of which one is the
. Appropriation Act, passed on the 21st of
.J une, 1865. The preamble of that Act
says : "Whereas we, Your Majesty's most dutiful
and loyal subjects, members of the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament
assembled, have granted to your Majesty the
several surus herein mentioned for the service of
the year 1865."

Allowing for the differences in the two
constitutions (the Commons happening
to be the name of the House of Parliament, as well as the name of the people,
of England), the form is exactly copied
from the form used in England. Moreover, I cannot see why any objection
should be raised to this preamble, if it
express what is really the fact.
Is it
or is it not the fact that the people of this
country do grant the various supplies
which are granted? I maintain that they
do; and if the people of this country do
grant these various snpplies, then why
should we be ashamed or afraid to say so?
Surely it cannot be said for a moment
that because the people have come ·out
from Great Britain to this colony, therefore they have lost the right whil~h they possessed there of voting the various supplies
and ways and means to the Crown. If
we possess that right, and if there be any
analogy at all between the constitution
of this country and the constitution of
Great Britain, we are entitled to copy
this form, as well as all the host of other
forms which are re~ularly practised and
adopted in this Assembly. But there is
still another objection, which, perhaps,
mlly be considered the most important
one which was urged against the Bill of
last session, and which may be urged
against the Bill we are about to submit.
I say at once, at the very outset, that this
objection cannot be removed by the present Government. I refer to the provisionin this Bill for reducingthe gold export
duty. Now, there are two sorts of objections
urged to this. One set of objections will
be raised by those who are opposed to the
reduction of the gold export duty for its
own sake;. another set of objections will
be raised on the plea that to unite these
two things is " a tack." N ow, I propose
to deal with both thes~ obj~ctions; first,
to justify the reduction of the gold"
export duty. upon its merits; and secondly, as far as I can, to show it is
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quite proper tha,t it should be contained
in a .Bill relating to customs duties.
In order to justify the course which we
have taken in relation to the gold export
duty, it seems to me to be essential that
honorable members should consider in
what way. this duty was first enforcedhow it originated-and in order that honorable members may have their memories
refreshed on that matter, I purpose to
read certain extracts from the report of
the Gold Fields Commission, appointed to
enquire as to the condition of the gold fields of Victoria, printed on the 29th of
March, 1855, and upon whose recommendation the gold export duty was imposed. The commissioners, as is well
know, consisted of these gentlemen:.J ohn Hodgson, William Westgarth, John
Pascoe Fawkner, John O'Shanassy,
William H Wright, and J. Ford
Strachan. Their report is divided into
chapters, and one chapter is headed
"Retrospective View." In the sixth
section of that chapter the commissioners
report as follows : " The enormous expenses and financial inconvenience that resulted to the colony from tho
gold fields, particularly in the earlier stages of
their development, when a miscellaneous and
unsettled population, deserting all other pursuits, betook themselves to the novel vocation of
gold digging, called early attention on the part
of the authorities to the means ·of raising some
adequate revenue from these gold fields themselves, to meet the altered state of thc country.
In this and in other particulars connected with
the earlier arrangements of the gold fields, the
Government of this colony followed the example
of that of New South Wales, where gold dig-ging
as a distinct colonial interest and vocation,
had alrea(iy been established. A license fee or
royalty of 30s. per month, for the privilege of
mining, was imposed upon each person, and,
on the other hand, a commission of authorities
for the special service of the gold fields was instituted j large bodies of foot and mounted
pOlice were collected upon each gold field,
followed by an armed escort for the conveyance
of the gold to .\lelbourneorGeelong, a stipendiary
magistracy, and a commissariat establishment."

Now, it is obvious from this, that the
inducement to the change which the
commissioners recommended was, that a
large cost-a special cost-was entailed
upon the country by the peculiar condition of the gold fieldd. It is represented
in this report that, from the very natnre
of the pursuit of gold mining, peculiar
and extraordinary charges were imposed
on the State in order to ensure good
government and maintain order in the
various mining districts. To meet this
special expense it was thought proper to
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raise a special tax. Before I read another
page of this report I will observe that the
then condition of things has altogether
ceased-that there is no longer any special necessity for a special and peculiar
tax to be levied on the miners. I say,
therefore, that if I did not read another
word of the report, this fact alone would
justify the change which we propose in
relation to the gold export duty. But
there are othel' reasons, which I will bring
before honorable members. In the 11 th
section of the same report, the commissioners say : "The select committee reported finally in
October, and upon this report was based the Act
by which the gold fields are at present administered. By this Act the Lieutenant· Governor is
empowered to issue licenses to miners on the
following terms, viz. :-.For one month, at 20s.;
for three months, at 40s.; for six months, at £4;
for twelve months, at £8. The committee had
recommended the rates to be, £ 1, £2, £3, and £5
respectively, for these periods. Storekeepers on
the gold fields were required to take licenses at
the rates of £50 for one year, £25 for six months,
and £ 15 for three months."

I ask honorable members' particular attention to the next paragraph : " Leases of mineral lands for a period of years
might be granted on terms of a royalty of not
less than one-twentieth of the gross proceeds of
the gold raised."

So that it appears that in this case the
money paid by the lessees was to be considered as an equivalent for the royalty
which the State required from all those who
took the gold. This will appear still
more distinctly from the 23rd sect.ion of
the same report.
The Commissioners
say:"It is not desirable that the character of
public property in the gold of the soil should be
abandoned, although the present system of a
license-fee be given up The views of the commission are, that a revenue must not be derived
mainly from a direct tax. This they propose to
accomplish by a fairer and less obnoxious
method-namely, a moderate export duty; or,
to use a more suitable term of English mining,
an assessment upon the gold produce. They
would, however, impose a small charge, ostensibly ior the privilege of mining for gold, and
with the object of some revenue being derived,
but mainly for recognising the public right in
regard to the gold of the soil, and f"r other col·
lateral and highly useful purposes, such, for
example, as enabling the miner to qualify for the
franchise by means of some annual payment, in
terms of the new Constitution Act. This charge
would comprehend the registration of the miner,
and the issue of a pAper conveying his rights.
The document may be taken out for the term of
a year. The commission agree in recommending
a charge of £ 1. It is not intended that any
active senrch be instituted by the authorities as
to whether a miner has, or has not, taken out
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this qualification; but without it he has no
right to the gold he may acquire, or to claims or
digging ground he may take up or labor upon,
and cannot be maintained in the possession of
either."

Now, what do we learn from this?
That while it was considered necessary to
obtain a special sum of money every year
by the imposition of the gold export duty,
in order to meet the special expenses which
the gold fields entailed upon the State
(which special expenses no longer exist),
the right of the public to the gold was to
be recognised in the miner's right; it was
recognised as representing the interest and
right of the public in the gold which the
miner took. I think, therefore, that we
are entitled to say that it cannot be UJ>ged
by anyone that it was the original intention t.hat the gold export duty should be a
royalty, as is now maintained by some.
It is quite obvious, from the words which
I have read, and which any honorable
member may read for himself, that the
l intention was to raise a special tax by the
gold export duty in lieu of the license fee
to meet the special expenses of the gold
fields, and to have the right of the public
in the g'old recognised by the payment of
so much a year for the miner's right. I
find, moreover, that when this tax was
imposed, it was not considered by those
who advocated it that it would be a permanent tax. I find that upon the second
reading of a Bill ·for the imposition of a
gold export duty of half-a-crown per ounce,
the late honorable member for KilmorE~, Mr.
O'Shanassy, "warned the H~use that this
could not be regarded as a permanent
source of .revenue," and referred to the
reasons given by the commissioners for
this warning, which I have read to the
House, the reasons being that, as time went
on, the condition of the miners would alter,
and the necessity for the special expense
on the gold fields would cease, and
that therefore the special tax must also
come to an end. Entirely consistently
with that stat.ement, Mr. O'Shanassy's
government brought in a Bill to reduce
the gold export duty, and on the 1st of
July, 1862, it was reduced to 2s. per oz.;
and by the same Act it was provided that
on the 1st of January, 1863, it should be
reduced to 1s. 6d. This was done, as
.. many of us remember, upon the representation of Dr. Evans, then a member
of the Government, who declared that
he would not join the Government unless
. they consen'ted to do that act of justice to
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But there are some other

which I think will weigh with

honorable members, even supposing it
were necessary to raise this tax for this
special purpose. Supposing that there
were no other means of taxation open to
us, or that we should be very sorely put
to it to find a more desirable tax, there
are some other reasons, which I think this
House would bow to, in favour of the
abolition of this tax. I propose to read
an extract from a financial minute made
by Rir Charles Trevelyan, Finance Minister of India, dated 12th July, 1864. He
says in his official report upon the gold
currency of India : "In Australia a duty of Is. 6d. is payable at
the customs for every ounce of gold exported,
for which a duty of Is. 3d. for every ounce of
standard fineness is substituted upon that portion of the gold which is brought to the Royal
Mint at Sydney. This difference is intended to
equalise the charge upon two descriptions of
metal; the raw gold, as produced from the mines,
being considered generally better than standard
gold, to the extent of 3d. per ounce. Besides
this, a charge is made at the Sydney Mint for
melting, assaying, and coining, of one per cent.
upon quantities below 1,000 ounces, and of! per
cent. upon larger quantities. If it shall be
determined to adopt an alternative legal tender
of gold and silver in India, hanging on an uncertain ba.lance, the expediency of maintaining
these charges will probably be reconsidered. Nil
revenue which the Australian colonies are likely
to obtain from them can be compared with the
advantages they would derive from the uulimite,l
demand for their great staple, which would be
the consequence of its really becoming a component part of the currency of India. The 1s. 6d.
or Is. 3d. the ounce is an ordinary export duty
upon gold, treated as an article of merchandise."

Sir Charles Trevelyan sent this report to
Colonel Ward, master of the Mint at
Sydney, and with it he sent a letter, from
which I will read an extract, still further
supporting his views : " Our acceptance of your coin as a legal tender
in India is nearer at hand than you supposed.
I send a copy of a minute I have recorded on
the subject, the recommendations contained in
which have been adopted by the GovernorGeneral in Council, subject to the approval of
the Secretary of State. But the effieacy of the
measure depends not upon this Government,
but upon the Governments of New South Wales
and Victoria. Ten rupees is practically an obligatory rate for the legalization of the sovereign
in this colony, but the rate at which Australian
gold can be laid down here is so much above
that, owing to your heavy export and mint
charges, that it is doubtful whether there will be
any considerable circulation under such conditions.
The real question, ther(;:fore, is wheth(;:r, in order
to secure the great Indian market for their
principal staple, the Australian colonies will
reduce these charges. We are prepared to
reduce our mint charge on gold to a nominal
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sum. But I have no dElsire to secure a large
coinage of gold at the Indian mints. On the
contrary, for reasons explained in the minute, I
should prefer that the coin should be brought
ready made to our ports. If, therefore, the

Australian export duty were abolished,

we

might perhaps keep up our. mint charges on
both sides at their present amount of one per
cent. The Governors of New South Wales and
Victoria, and their responsible advisers, are so
perfectly capable of appreciating the bearings of
this important quest.ion that there can be no
advantage in my enlarging upon it. I would
ouly suggest that whatever is done should be
done quickly. All eyes in India will now be
directed to this point, and the announcement of
Australian co-operation would be accepted as
decisive."

N ow, I say that if there were no other
reasons, the reasons which are afforded in
these two communications ought certainly
to weigh with honorable members on both
sides of the House. Honorable members
011 both sides of the House have agreed
that it is a desirable thing that there
should be a Victorian branch of the Royal
Mint. We are distinctly told here
upon the very highest authority we can
consult, th~t in order to provide a market
and to have the advantage of the interchange of commodities between India and
the Australian colonies, it is absolutely
essential that we should reduce 01' altogether abolish the gold export duty-that
nothing which we can gain by the retention of that duty will compensate for the
loss which will be entailed by having a
Mint which could not be profitable,
which would not supply a gold currency
for India, but which, he thinks, would
otherwise lead to an interchange of
commercial relations between India and
the Australian colonies of the very
highest importance to both countries.
But, as I said a few minutes ago, although
some may object to the reduction of the
gold export duty upon its merits, there
may be others who will think that to unite
the gold export duty with proposals to
reduce other customs duties, and to impose
certain others, would be improper. Now,
I propose to deal with that objection.
First of all I would ask honorable members to observe that, at the imposition of
this duty, and in all the various reductions
which have taken place since, the same
course has been adopted. And what is
that? Why, to treat it as an export duty
-an export duty payable at the Custom
House, an export duty differing in no
respect from any other export duty. I
propose to show that it has been ordinarily
so treated. Some honorable members,
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who were members of previous Parliaments, will be aware that Mr. Hainesand here I may be permitted to express
my grief, and the grief of every member
of the House, that Mr. Haines is no longer
present in the councils of this countrythought fit to change the revenue denomination under which the gold export duty
was placed, and instead of leaving it where
it stood, among the items of customs
revenue, he brought it down under the
head of territorial revenue. It may be
said that. the change was right by those
who consider that the charge is not a
cuatoms duty; but so ,little importance
seems to have been attached to it, that it
was not considered necessary to alter the
Custom House books. On the 16th of
November, 1862, an inquiry was made by
the Customs department. and a minute
was written by the Under-Treasurer,
under the direction of Mr. Haines, stating
that there was no necessity to alter the
books, but that, when a fre:3h supply was
obtained, it would be more convenient to
make an alteration. Now I say at once,
from some knowledge of the forms of the
department, that the change was only a
departmental change of denomination.
The fact of the charge appearing under
the head of territorial revenue one
year, whereas before it had always
been under the head of customs, to
which it has been restored by me,
cannot alter the essence of the thing,
which is, that it is a customs export
duty. In the first place, it is only payable
upon ,exportation; and, then, how is it
raised, and by whom is it raised? There
are three classes of persons who obtain
gold in this country. First, there are
those who mine on private lands. Now
these persons, for the most part, pay any
royalty that is paid to t.he owner of the
land. It is notorious that, in some instances, as much as one-seventh of the
gold is paid to the proprietor for the right
of entering upon his land. It may be said
that the Crown has never given up its
right to the gold in these cases, but it has
waived it. It has never exercised it, at all
events, and the profit goes to the private
owners. How can the duty be justified
in these instances? When the miner
pays one-sevent.h or one-eighth of the gold
he obtains to the private owner for the
privilege of entering upon his land,' how
can he be called upon to pay, in addition,
a royalty to the State? I say that the
thing cannot be maintained as reasonable
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by anyone who considers these facts.
Then ~here is another class, the lessees
of Crown lands. I say that in the
£1 per acre - absolutely the price of
the fee-simple of the land-they pay
sufficient for the right of looking for
the gold. The duty can only be regarded
as something in addition; it cannot be
regarded as a royalty. The remaining
class consists of the holders of miners'
rights. I have already shown that these
rights were originated to represent the
claim which the State maintains in the
gold. They are paid for still. How then can
anyone reasonably say that, in addition,
a royalty of so much per ounce is to be
paid? It may be urged that though lessees
pay directly for their ground, and though
miners pay by their rights, yet that the
charge is a rent. Well, if it be a rent it
is not excepted from that rule which puts
taxation under the control of the Legislative Assembly. I will refer honorable
members to the 43rd clause of the Constitution Act, which says : - ~
"Subject to the provisions of this Act, and
notwithstanding any Act of Parliament now in
force to the contrary, it shall be lawful for the
Legislature to impose and levy such duties of
customs as to them may seem fit. on the exportation from or importation into Victoria of any
goods, wares, and mercha~dise Whatsoever, provided always that no new duty shall be so
imposed upon -the importation into Victoria of
any article, the produce or manufacture of, or
imported from any particular country or place
which shall not be equally imposed on the
importation into Victoria of the like article, the
produce or manufacture of, or imported from
all other countrie.,s and places whatsoever."

No doubt all these duties must be authorised by law, but I say that, if special
authority be given to the Legislative
Assembly in relation to matters of taxation
-if we have the right of initiating these
various measures-the same rule will
apply to the gold export duty; the two
cannot be separated. In addi tion to the
authorities I have named, we have an
English precedent. It so happens that in
the British House of Commons a question
was raised as to the destination of certain
rents levied under an Imperial statute. It
turned out that these rents did not come
into the English consolidated revenue, but
if they had come in then it was held that
the House of Lords could not have altered
them. I will read the passage in May
referring to this. He first states that"As a general rule Bills may originate in
either House, but the exclusive right of the
House of Commons to grant supplies, and to

impose and appropriate all charges upon the
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people, renders it necessary to introduce by far
the greater proportion of Bills into that House."

And then, in the last sentence of the same
paragraph, he says : "Bills have been brought from the Lords
without objection affecting the property and
lands of the Crown, the proceeds of which have
not been directed by any statute to be carried to
the consolidatt'd fund."

That qnestion was raised by the vVaste
Lands Act of 1846, which directed that
certain rents might be received for portions
of the waste lands of the Crown. The
question turned upon the destination of the
rents. When it was discovered that they did
not come into the consolidated revenue of
En~land, then it was held that the House
of Lords might alter the Bill; but before
that, when it was assumed that the
moneys did go into the Imperial revenue, then the right of the House
of Lords to alter was denied. 'Ve have
therefore a precedent directly in point,
which justifies us in asserting that if the
export duty on gold is to be regarded as a
rent for the soil, it comes under the operation of that rule which gives us the sole
and exclusive right of control over financial matters. It is not my intention to
detain honorable members longer. I have
endeavoured to the best of my ability to
set concisely before them the financial
position of the country. I have endeavoured also-though it has not been
necessary to occupy much time in details
- to state the intentions of the Government for the future. It is well known,
both here and out of doors, that the Government intends to subinit again the
Tariff which was rejected last session.
That Tariff will now be proposed to hOllorable members. In taking this course I
believe that we are fulfilling the pledges
we have given to the country. I think
I may say without impropriety that in all
respects we have faithfully observed the
promises which we have gi ven. When the
dissolution of the late Assembly became
necessary no time was lost in bringing
that dissolution about. So soon as this
House was elected it was invited to meet,
and now so soon as it has met we have
submitted the Tariff. We have lost no
time at any stage, and now we leave the
matter in the hands of honorable members.
I believe that the desire of the country
has been clearly and emphatically expressed that this Tariff should become the
law of the land. In speaking of it, while
maintaining the position I am bound to
assume on the part of the Government, I
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have endeavored most scrupulously to
abstain from saying a word which could be
considered by any men or any body of
men as in any degree offensive, in any
degree calculated to hurt their feelings,
or to invade their dignities, their rights,
or their privileges. I am entitled, therefore, to claim the consideration of members both here and elsewhere. And now
I may declare my hope that the opinion
expressed by the country at the general
election will be endorsed by the Legislature ; that all the difficulties, all the disturbances which affected legislation last
session may be avoided now, and that by
giving effect to the desire of the people
we may end the disputes which nave for
for so long a time existed between the
two Houses. I now move the resolutions
which have been laid on the table of the
House, and which form the substance of
the measure submitted last year.
The following are the resolutions : RESOLUTIONS
PROPOSED
IN COMIIUTTKE OF
WAYS AND MEANS BY THE TREASURER,
21ST FEBRUAUY, 1866.

Resolved-·-That towards raising the supply
granted to Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties
of Customs now chargeable on the articles
undermentioned imported into Victoria, the
following duties shall be charged, viz.:Opium-lOs. perlb ; Tea-3d.perlb.; Sugar
and Molasses-3s. per cwt.; Dried Fruits
-td. per lb.; Export Duty on Gold-Is.
per oz. troy until 31it December, 1866;
6d. per oz. troy from and after that date
to 31st December, 1867 ; and from and
after the 31st December, 1867, the said
duty to cease and determine.
Resolved-ThM· the following Duties of Customs
be charged on the articles undermentioned
imported into Victoria, viz.~.Preserved Fruits and V ~getables, Nuts of all
kinds (not including Cocoa Nuts), Butter,
Cheese, Candles, Bacon, Lard, Hams,
Starch, Soap, Confectionery, Biscuits,
Comfits, Sweetmeats, Succades, Jams,
Maccaroni, Vermicelli, Maizena, Preserved Meats and Fish-l d. per lb. or
package of that reputed weight; Salt20s. per ton; Vinegar, 6d. per gallon;
Varnish, 2s. per gallon; Salted Provisions, including fish lJot otherwise enume• rated and not caught from vessels owned
in the colony-5s. per cwt.; Doors-Is.
each; Window Sashes -Is. per pair;
Plate of Gold-8s. per oz. troy; Plate of
Silver-Is. per oz troy; l3arley-3d. per
bushel; OatS-3d. per bushel; Millinery
and all articles made up from fabrics of
silk, or of silk mixed with other materials-5s. per cubic foot, measuring outside the package, or for any package less
. than one cubic foot; Apparel and Slops,
and all articles made up wholly or in part
from fabrics of wool, cotton, linen, or
mixed materials (except Corn or Wool
Bags), Boots or Shoes, Hosiery, and
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Gloves, Hats, Caps, and Bonnets (untrimmed), Saddles, Harness, and L.eatherw~re
-4s. per cubic foot, measurmg outsIde
the package, or for any package less than
one cubic foot; Watches, Jewels, and
Jewellery of all kinds, Manufactures of
Silk or of mixed materials of which the
greater part is silk, Musical Instruments,
Carriages, Glass and Glassware, Chinaware and Porcelain, Furniture. Toys and
Turnery, Woodenware, Brushware and
Wickerware,
Earthenware, Oilmen's
Stores not otherwise enumerated (except
oils in bulk, tapioca, sago, arrowroot,
spices, pepper, and ginger), Woollen
Blankets and Rugs - 10 per cent. ad
valorem.

Captain MAC MAHON said-I rise
to ask whether, as an act of courtesy, the
Government will grant an adjournment
until to-morrow. The Treasurer, in his
usual clear and able manner, has given
all the information that can be conveyed
in a speech; but as private members cannot be so familiar with his figures and his
documents as he is, they require time to
consider the address. It has been the
usual course to grant an adjournment, and
in this instance time is particularly required, as it is necessary that the Treasurer's explanation with regard to the
collection and the non-collection of certain
portions of the revenue should be considered before a reply is made to the
honorable member's remarks. As a matter
of courtesy to the Opposition-to give
them an opportunity for fair criticism-I
trust that an adjournment will be granted.
If parliamentary forms require it, the
House could meet on Monday, in order to
send the Tariff Bill up to the Council
without delay.
Mr. VERDON.-I have made it my
practice since I have held this office never
to object to any application for time to
consider the financial statement. Having
had to criticise financial statements myself,
I know that it is utterly impossible to
follow the figures without time for consideration. All that I ask is, that the usual
course should be adopted of authorising
the Minister of Customs to take the proper
steps for the protection of the revenue,
and that when once the resolutions have
been carried, no opposition shall be offered
to the Bill being sent to the Legislative
Council with the least possible delay. I
will move" That the Commissioner of Trade and Customll be authorised to take such measures as
may be necessary for the protection of the
revenue with reference to the duties proposed to
;the committee this day."

Mr. LEVEY.-I would point out that
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the Treasurer has made no allusion to the
mode in which he proposes to raise his
estimated revenue of £3, 186,265 for 18G6,
nor how he proposes to expend ihe same.
It is usual for the Treasurer to make such
a statement with regard to the future year.
Does the honorable gentleman intend to
give this, information, or does he propose
that honorable members should pick it up
as well as they can?
Mr. VERDON.-I have abstained from
entering into the details which have been
given on former occasions, in order that I
might devote more time to what I consider
are the substantial objections to the Government policy. I took that course for
the convenience of honorable members,
whose time I was anxious not to occupy
unduly. I shall have frequent opportunities, however, of giving information when
it is desired. The statement prefacing
the Estimates shows the amount expected
to be received from various sources, and
as for the most part these sources are
identical with those realised in 1865, I
thought particular reference to th.em unnecessary. As to the new duties, the
estimate is practically the same as the
estimate of 1~65, subject to the alterations
afterwards made in Committee of Ways
and Means.
Mr. MOORE.-The financial statement
is always looked forward to with particular interest, because the receipts from
the various sources of revenue indicate
clearly the welfare of the people and the,
general progress of the country. I have
been anticipating that the Treasurer would
explain fully the basis upon which he
expects to raise a revenue, amounting to
more than three millions sterling. Are
we to understand that the Estimates of
1866 are practically calculated upon the
same basis as those of 1865 ?
Mr. VERDON.-There is no alteration
sufficiently important to occupy the time
of honorable members.
Mr. LEVEY.-The Treasurer has drawn
a considerable distinction between cash
deposits and bonds. It would be satisfactory to learn how much the £130,000
is included under the one head and how
much under the other.
Mr. VERDON replied that the cash
deposits amounted to £95,146, and the
bonds to £35,684.
:WI'. SULLIVAN (other honorable members having risen to question the Treasurer)
asked if the Opposition wished to go on
with the debate.
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Mr. GILLIES.-I submit that it is
usual for the Treasurer, in the event of
there being any subject 110t alluded to in
the financial statement, to give any infor~
mation required concerning that subject.
The object of the adjournment is not that
questions not entered upon may be discussed, but rather for the discussion of the
matters stated by the Treasurer. I desire
,to know the amount of uncollected tea,
sugar, opium, and gold duties.
'Mr. VERDON.-£63,780 5s 8d.
Mr. SNODGRASS asked for information on the subject of payment of members.
Mr. VERDON.-It is quite impossible
to give any explanation of a sum which
does not appear upon the estimates.
Besides, it would be improper for me to
enter upon questions of general policy.
The CHAIRMAN being about to put
the resolution,
Mr. VERDON said-Before the resolution is affirmed I desire to explain,
for the information of honorable members
not members of the House before, that in
all cases upon a rosolution of this nature
the Government of the day have adopted
measures the following morning to protect
the public revenue. Honorable members
will not, therefore, raise objections subsequently. I understand that it is the
unanimous wish of the House that the
necessary steps should be taken for the
protection of the revenue.
The resolution for the protection of the
revenue was then agreed to, and was
reported to the House.
On the motion of Mr. 'VERDON the
standing orders were suspended, and the
resolution was adopted.
OPERATION OF THE LAND ACT.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House, a return showing:-The quantity of land
thrown open for selection under the Amending
Land Act; the quantity taken up under Itase;
the quantity taken up under certificate; the
quantity withdrawn; the quantity now lying
open for ~election."

Mr. BLACKWOOD seconded the motion.
Mr. GRANT stated that there was no
objection to furnishing the return.
The motion was agreed to.
AUSTRALASIAN INSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILL.
Mr. BINDON moved for leave to bring
in a bill to alter the style and title of the
Australasian Fire and Life Insurance
Company, and for other purposes.

Oivil Service .Act.

Mr. DYTE seconded the motion.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was brought in and read a first time.
The House adjourned at nineteen minutes past six o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, February 22, 1866.
Local Government Act-Civil Service Act-Administration of
Justice-Land Certificates-Debate on the Budget-Railway Returns

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
MR. BOWLES'S CLAIM.
Mr. SNODGRASS asked the Treasurer
~hether provi~ion had been made upon
the Estimat.es for this year to meet the
claim of Mr. Bowles, as awarded to him by
the Honorable James McCulloch, under
the deed of submission executed by Mr.
Bowles and the President of the Board of
Land and Works?
Mr. VERDON intimated that provision
would be made on the Supplementary
Estimates for paying Mr Bowles the
amount of the award.
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT.
Mr. CO~NOR asked the Acting Minister
of Roads and Bridges if the Government
intended to introduce a Bill this session to
amend the Local Government Act?
Mr. SULLIVAN said that he could not
inform the honorable member at present
whether such a Bill would be introduced
this session or not. It would depend
considerably upon the progress which was
made with the business of the session.
Mr. CONNOR asked if the Government
would make provision on the Estimates
for the payment of the proposed increased
subsidy for main roads?
Mr. SULLIVAN replied that a sum
was provided to meet the liability on
account of main roads for the year 1865,
and a sum would be provided to meet the
liability during the present year.
THE CIVIL SERVICE ACT.
Mr. WHITE:\1AN asked the Chief
Secretary if it was the intention of the
Governm-ent to bring in a bill this session
to umend the Civil Service Act?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-No; not this
session.

Administration of Justice.
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ADMINISTRATION OF
JUSTICE.
SKINNER v. REA.
Mr. HALFEY asked the AttorneyGeneral at whose instance, and for what
reason, the Minister of Justice directed
Mr. McLachlan, the police magistrate at
Sandhurst, to preside at the Sandhurst
Borough Court, at the hearing of the case
of Skinner v. Rea.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order in asking "for what
reason."
Mr. HALFEY bowed to the ruling of
the Speaker, and said that he would confine his question to asking" at whose instance" the police magistrate was directed
to preside during the hearing of the case.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that the
honorable member asked an unfortunate
question, becau:;e the portion of it which
the honorable member could not put he
was willing. to answer, but he was not
willing to answer the portion which he
could put. He must decline to state at
whose instance the Minister of Justice
directed the police mll,gistrate to attend
at the inquiry referred to, or whether it
was done at the instance of anyone; but,
if he might be permitted to do so, he had
no objection to inform the honorable member of the reasons which induced the
Minister of Justice to direct the police
magistrate to attend. These reasons were
-first, because of the great importance of
the charge, which was a charge of assault
committed upon a judge; and, secondly,
because the matter involved, and had
created, a certain amount of political feeling in the borough. He might inform the
honorable member that if the word" preside" was contained in the telegram to the
police magistrate, it was introduced inadvertently. There was no intention to interfere with any arrangements made by the
local magistrates as tQ the order of precedence on the Bench, the intention of the
Minister of Justice simply heing that the
police magistrate should attend the inquiry.
He might further state that the Minister of
Justice reserved to himself the right at
all times, for any reasons which might
appear to him to be sufficient, to direct
police magistrates to attend magisterial
ivquiries. Cases often arose whiah were
calculated to arouse local feeling, or class
interests, or political excitement, in which
it was extremely necessary for the ends of
justice that the local Bench should be
assisted by the experience and knowledge
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of a police magistrate. The local Bench
could not take offence at the presence of
a police magistrate; indeed, in mOR~ cases,
magistrates who desired to perform their
duty well would be gratified~ rather than
offended at the prospect of deriving assistance from the knowledge and experience
of a police magistrate.
Mr. HALFEY remarked that there were
two police courts at Sandhurst, at one of
which it was customary for the mayor to
preside. It certainly appeared somewhat
extraordinary that the police magistrate
~hould be directed to preside at the court
at which the mayor presided, without any
reason being given why he should be
superseded.
Mr. BIG INBOTHAM said that the
honorable member was quite right in asking for an explanation, and he had given
the explan,ation. He could only repeat,
that if the telegram directed the police
magistrate to preside, it was by inadvertence.
LAND CERTIFICATES.
LAKE COOPER.

Mr. TUCKER called the attention of
the Minister of Lands to a memorial presented to him about eight months ago,
signed by a great number of farmers and
residents in and about Kyneton, praying
that the land about Lake Cooper might be
proclaimed an agricultural area open for
selection, and which he promised should
be complied with; and asked if the same
would be ready fQr selection before the
23rd March next, as to enable certificate
holders to select land in the said area?
The honorable member urged that a large
number of bona fide certificate holders in
the Kyneton di~trict had not been able to
select land under their certificates, and
that they had a right to expect that proper
opportunity would be afforded them for
doing so. The section of the Land Act
of 1865, which provided that 4,000,000
acres of land should be thrown open for
selection within three months after the
passing of the Act was not complied with,
nor was the provision which required that
there should never a1. any time be less
than 2,000,000 acres open for selection;
because the Minister of Lands had himself
stated, the other evening, that there were
at present only 1,300,000 acres open. He
thought that an injustice would be done
to the memorialists unless the prayer of
their memorial was granted.
Mr. GRANT, in reply, said that a very
large area would be thrown open within
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about thirteen miles of Lake Cooper on
the 14th of ~arch next. (Mr. Tucker" The .land is no good.") He was informed
by the officers of his department that the
land was worth 30s. an acre, which was
certainly of the full value of land represented by certificates. There were 50,000
acres surveyed in the immediate vicinity
of Lake Cooper; but he did not intend
that they should be thrown open for
selection until after the 23rd of March
next. That land was worth at least £2
an acre, and was the only land in that
district fit for agricultural settlement. The
pastoral tenants had applied to have the
land thrown open for selection before the
23rd of March It was one of the very
few instances in which pastoral tenants
had applied to have portions of their runs
thrown open. He could very well unnerstand the object of the application, which
was, that all this good land should be
taken up by certificate holders, who would
be willing to dispose of their interest for
the highest price. He did not intend that
they should get a chance of doing so,
because he would not throw the land open
for selection until after the 23rd of March;
and, according to his reading of the Act,
the time for selecting land under certificates would expire on that date. (Mr.
Tucker-" No.") He had not the slightest
doubt about it; and he wished it to be
distinctly understood that the right of
selecting land under certificates would expire on the 23rd of March.
Mr. SANDS asked the Minister of
Lands if the land around Lake Cooper
had been surveyed; and if so, when it
would be open for selection?
Mr. G RA NT said the land had been
surveyed, and was ready for selection;
but it wou~d not be open before April or
May.
'
Mr. SANDS inquired if Government
intended to shut certificate holders out
from this land entirely?
Mr. GRANT.-Most decidedly.
THE DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
The House having gone into Committee
of Ways and Means,
Mr. VERDON moved" That towards raising the supply granted to
Her Majesty, in lieu of the duties of customs
now chargeable on the articles under- mentioned
imported into Victoria, the following duties shall
be charged, viz. :-Opium, lOs. per lb. ; tea, 3d.
per lb. ; sugar and molasses, 3s. per c·,vt. ; dried
fruits, Id. per lb ; export duty on gold, Is. per
ounce troy, until 31st December, 1866 ; 6d. per
ounce troy from and after that date to 31st
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December, 1867 ; and from and after the 31st
December, 1867, the said duty to cease and
determine."

Captain MAC MAHON observed that
an undel'standing was arrived at on the
previous evening that the discussion on
the Treasurer's financial scheme should
be carried on in a somewhat similar manner to a debate with the Speaker in the
chair, and that there should be no attempt
on the part of the Opposition to report
progress, or make use of the forms of the
House, for the purpose of causing nnnecessary delay. The usual course was
to take a division on the first item, and to
consider that as virtually expressing the
opinion of the committee on the whole
financial scheme. The Opposition proposed to adopt that course upon this occasion, in order that they might have the
opportunity of expressing their opinion,
not only upon the Tariff which was before
them, but upon the financial statement
and other explanations which the Treasurer had submitted. He entirely agreed
with a remark made by the honorable
gentleman in the latter part of his speech,
that it was desirable that members on
both sides should refrain from saying anything which would be personally offensive
to any person. He intended to confine
his observations solely to the political
aspect of the question, and he should
endeavour, if possible, to avoid uttering
anything which could give personal
offence, hoping that he would be considered to be entitled to the same
consideration from other members. The
statement of the Treasurer was scarcely
such a financial statement as the honorable
gentleman had been in the habit of making. He had generally gone into the
details of the whole of the figures submitted to the committee, and shown what
effect the alterations made in the Tariff
since his last financial statement had had
upon the revenue of the colony. Yesterday, not from any want of ability to discuss
the whole subject, but probably merely
from a desire to save time, he confined
himself principally to defending the policy
which the Government had heretofore
adopted, and explaining what their policy
would bein the future. He proposed following the .Treasurer as far as possible in the
remarks which he made. It must be a
matter of gratification to members on both
sides to find that the Treasurer was able
to inform them that the revenue was in
such a buoyant state as he described, and
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that in that respect it differed so much
from the revenue of a neighbouring colony.
One of the happiest points in the whole of
his statement was, the announcement that
the revenue from public works had not
only increased up to the present time, but
that it was likely-in the railway department, at all events-to increase still
further. Whatever other feelings might
actuate the Opposition, he ventured to
say that every member of the House was
only too glad to find that the revenue of
the colony was in that flourishing state,
and that the course which it was thought
necessary by a large number of members
to adopt, namely, the introduction of a
protective system, was rather for the
purpose of satisfying those who believed
that protection would be advantageous to
them, than for the purpose of supplying
any deficiency in the revenue. After
giving a detail of figures, which many
other members were better qualified to
discuss than he (Capt. Mac Mahon) was,
the Treasurer commenced to defend the
proceed:ngs of the Government, relying,
in the first place, upon a quotation from
May's Parliamentary Practice, which
said" A grant from the Commons is not effectual
in law without the ultimate assent of the Queen
and of the House of Lords. It is the practice,
however, to allow the issue of public money, the
application of which has been sanctioned by
the House of Commons, before it has been appropriated to specific purposes by the Appropriation Act, which is reserved till the end of
the session."

None were disposed to deny this, but May
went on to say : "This power is necessary for the public
service, and faith is reposed in the authority of
Parliament being ultimately obtained; but it is
liable to be viewed with jealousy if the Ministers
have not the confidence of Parliament."

N ow, what did Parliament consist of?
Did Parliament consist of that House
alone, or of both branches of the Legislature? Had the Ministry the confidence
of both branches of the Legislature, Or had
they had it for some' time past? ( An
honorable member-" Yes.") Then he
could not understand what was the object
of the late dissolution if the Government
had had the confidence of both branches
of the Legislature. Whether they would
regain the confrdence of the other branch
of the Legislature would depend upon
their future proceedings, but he denied that
they had possessed the confidence of the
other House for some time past. When
May was quoted, it was only fair that that
H
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authority should be used on both sides.'
Now the extract to which reference had
been made went on to this effect :-.
"By these enactments immediate effect is
gi ven to the votes of the Commons ; but there
is still an irregularity in proroguing or dissolving Parliament before an Appropriation Act·
has been passed, since, by such an event, all the
votes of the Commons are rendered void, and the
sums require to be voted again in the next session before a legal appropriation can be effected."

To this was appended a note stating that
supplies were re-voted in the reign of
George III., in the session following that
in which they had been expended, for the
purpose of including them in the Appropriation Act. The Treasurer, he understood, proposed to adopt that course on
this occasion-in other words, he proposed
that the Estimates for last year should be
re-voted this year in order to bring them.
strictly within the letter of the law. It
appeared to him that if the course which
the Government had pursued in expending
money upon the mere votes of the House
were strictly legal, they would be placed
in a curious position by re-voting the
Estimates, and making the expenditure
legal a second time. If the appropriation
and payment of the moneys which had
already been expended was strictly
legal, what could be the object oflegalising
them a second time? It appeared to him
that there was gl:eat weight in a remark
which had been, made by a facetious member of the Civil Service, to the effect that
the officers of the Civil Service had, doubtless, been most unconstitut.ionally and improperly paid before, and that it was
intended to pay them again under the
legal authority of an Appropriation Act.
No doubt that would be a great gratification to many of the officers of the Civil
Service. It appeared to him that the
proposition of the Government would not
have the effect which the Treasurer desired (that effect, doubtless, being what
would amount to a Bill of Indemnrty),
because, although the Estimates for 1865
might be voted a second time, that would
not indemnify the Government for not
having collected duties which ought to
have' been paid under the existing law.
As to the distinction which the Treasurer
had attempted to draw between cash deposits and bonds, it was well known that
a rumou!' had prevailed for some time that
the Government did not intend to enforce
the bonds which they had taken. There
appeared, indeed, to have been some foundation' for the rumourJ because the Com..
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missioner of Customs had stated, in addressing his constituents at Richmond,
that it would be left to the decision of the
House as to what course should be adopted
with reference to the cash deposits and
bonds. He thought that the Treasurer
had put that matter forward with great
tact in his speech, in order to get rid of a
difficulty which, it must be adlllitted, had
been pressing on the Government. If the
Tariff passed, said the Treasurer, some
members might think that there was a
distinction between bonds and cash deposits. He must say that he could not
see any distinction whatever between the
two. If wholesale merchants gave bonds,
it was entirely a matter for them to determine whether they took sufficient security.
from the retail dealers to recoup themselves the amount of the bouds which they
gave to the Government in the event of
their being cal1ed upon by the Government to repay the amount. If the House
once laid down the doctrine that a boud
given to the Government should not be
enforced, it would establish a most unfortunate precedent. He did not wish to distort the meaning of the Treasurer's words,
but if it were intended that the money
which ought. to have been collected should
not now be collected, and if the House
should by a majority decide that the bonds
should not be enforced, it would amount
to a bargain of splitting. the .difference.
In round num bel'S there was about £200,000
at stake in the matter. If the cash alone
were accepted, and the bonds and non ..
collected moneys were not to be collected,
it would be equivalent to making a bargain
that half the revenue which should be
collected should not be collected. He did
not believ.e that the Government would
get a majority of the House to assent to
that view, and he trusted that they would
not submit such a proposal to the House.
The Treasurer, in explanation of certain omissions in the Governor's speech,
said that the Ministry did not wish unnecesarily to parade the victory which the
Legislati ve Assembly obtained at the last
general election. He should like to know
what that wonderful victory was? Was
the House so wonderfully altered that
there· was any sign of a great victory ?
There had, doubtless, been. a great many
changes amongst the members, but he did
not see that that was auy proof of victory,
nor did he think that there had been any
great change in the constitution of the
House. He did not see what great victory
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they had obtained at the general elections,
when the appeal was simply from themselves to themselves. - If the question had
been left to be decided by the electors of
the other branch of the Legislature, and
the result had been the same, he could
have very well understood .it might have
been claimed as a victory. The honorable
member went on to say that the Government were anxious to show that by-gones
should be by-gones He trusted that the
Government would carry out that intention thoroughly, and that they would send
up the tariff, if it should pass that Houseof which there could be little doubt-in
such a manner that it would not meet with
objection at the hands of the other branch
of the Legislature. If the preamble of the
Bill were altered, and if the alteration of the
gold export duty were sent up in the form
of a separate Bill, instead of being jncluded
with the Tariff, there was very little doubt,
be believed, but that both measures would
pass the Upper House. If the Government
should by their own proceeding-either
from mistaken vanity or otherwise-send
the Tariff to the Upper House in such a
shape as to ensure its rejection, the fault
would be on their own heads. The
Treasurer, in his speech, proceeded to
detail the different charges which had
been brought against the Government, one
of which, he said, was the collection of
duties upon -the mere resolution of the
Assembly; and, in justification of that
course, he quoted a precedent from what
had taken place in the mother country
under somewhat similar circumstances, and
read the comments which were made upon
it by Sir Robert Peel. It was a most
ext.raordinary stretch of logic to quote the
opinion of the greatest statesman England
had ever produced, condemning the
course adopted by the English Government, as an argument in favour of t.he
Victorian Government adopting a similar
course. In the quotation which the honorable member gave, Sir Robert Peel said:"Th~se were precedents not of light importance. Those who differed from him as to
the question of reform, and even as to the question of dissolution, would yet agree with him
that such precedents, though sanctioned by a
majority, were not the less to be dreaded."

Such an expression of opin.ion, coming from
so great a statesman as the late Sir Robert
Peel, should be an argument in the hands
of the Opposi tion and not in the hands of
the Government. It was certainly a
strong argument against the position of
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the Government. The Treasurer went on the Constitution Act that the Legislative
~~ make a 'further quotation, showing an Assembly should. correspond t.o the House
instance, in which the Government in of Commons, and the Legislative Council
England had remitted certain customs to the House of Lords, how was it that
duties without the sanction of Parliament. the privileges of both Houses were desHe should like to ask the Treasurer if he cribed as being the privileges of the House
could addu~e, a single' instance in which of Commons? It was clearly and obvidqties had,been collected by the English ously the intention of the Constitution
G:overnment after the' Bill imposing those Act that the Legislature should consis~
of Commons sitting in two Houses, and
dutie~ had been thrown out by ,one branch
of the legislature? He thought not. that would justify the Upper House in
Could the honprable gentle~an show a : refusing to accept any Bill containing a
single precedent in which, after a Bill pream ble which would totally overthrow
for the remission of certain duties and the the position conferred upon them by the
imposition o( other duties was thrown Constitution Act. The Treasurer, in deout 'by one branch of the legisla- fending the Government against the
ture, the Government continued to collect charges which had been made against
and 'remit those duties despite the them in connexion with the obtaining of
I:ejection of the am? Cou,Id he show It ad vances of money from the London
precedent of that character either in Eng- Chartered Bank, had argued that money
land or ,any British colony ? (An honor- could have been obtained for the p3yment
able member-".We must make one.") It of the ci viI servan ts in another way ; and,
appeared that the Government were trying ,in support of that statement, he had quoted
to do so, but they had failed. Moreover, an extract from a letter from the Audit
the whole of the Treasurer's arguments Commissioners. Now, it was usual when
were llased on the assumption that the two the Government, or any member, quoted
branches of the' Legislature in this colony from a document, that the House should
stood. identically in the saine position as have an opportunity of seeing it; and he
the two Houses of Parliament at home, thought it would have been just as advanrespectively. 'He emphatically denied tageous, and only fair and proper, if the
that such was the c~se; and he denied House had been allowed to see the whole
that it was ever the intention of the of His Excellency'S minute. And, as preLegislature, in framing the Constitution cedents had been quoted froni the records
Act, that the two Houses should occupy of the Imperial Parliament, it would only
those relative positions. He w~s a mem- have. been equitable if the Ministry had
ber of the legislature in the days when allowed the Opposition to see the despatch
the Constitution' Act was passed, and which had lately been received from the
though, being a subordinate officer of the . Imp~rial Government. It might not be
Government, he took no part in the <tis- very agreeable to His Excellency, or the
cussi~ns, he was perfectly well aware of the
Government, if that despatch were proviews of those gentlemen .who passed the duced, but when a discussion had been
Act. The intention was, that the Legis- going on between the two branches of the
lature here should be Commons sitting in Legislature, one of whom took up its
two' Houses, and that one House should position on the groUJ;ld of British Law and
act as a check to too rapid legislation on British precedent, and the other on the
the part of the other. If there ever were ground of the Constitution Act, it was only
an instance in the 'world in which one fair play that the opinion of the best
branch of the' Legislature was justified in authorities in Great Britain should be
interfering with a measure passed by the shown to the House, 'especially when it
other, it was in the late jnstance, when had been sent out in the shape of a
the Legislative Council received petitions despatch. The Treasurer appeared quite
from thousands of the people urging them delighted at the further check which he
to reject .the Tariff, in ,order that there supposed he had given the Opposition,
might be an opportunity afforded for fur- when he said that the Government might
ther consider~tion. So far from the Legis- have made the payments which they made,
lative ,Council attempting to tresspass even in another way, without the passing
upon the .privileges of the Assembly, he of an Appropriation Act, namely, by the
authority of the Civil Service Act. The
~aintained that they only acted in accordance with their own undoubted privileges. Civil Service Act, however, referred only
If it were the intention of the ·framers of to the members of the Civil Service, who
H
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comprised a very limited number of the
officers of the public service. The police,
the warders, the railway officials, the
.Custom House officers, and others. were
excluded from the provisions of the Civil
Service Act, so that it was impossible
that that Act could have afforded the
Government the relief which the Treasurer would lead the House to suppose. While alluding to the report of the
Audit Commissioners, he would take the
opportunity of asking the Treasurer a
question upon a point upon which he had
not offered any explanation to the House
-namely, how the collectors of revenue
were able to get over the clause in the
Audit Act referring to the collection of
revenue during those months in which the
revenue was not collected according to law.
The 17th clause of the Audit Act Amendment Act set forth that"Every such collector and other person as
aforesaid respectively, shall, on or before the
tenth day of every month, deli vel' or send by the
post to the said Commissioners, a return of all
moneys which shall have come into his possession, or under his control, for or on account of
the consolidated revenue during the month next
preceding, and every such return shall be in the
form contained in the sixth schedule to this Act,
or to the like effect, and shall have thereon a
declaration in the form contained in the same
schedule; and such collector or other person as
aforesaid shall make and subscribe such declaration, and if any such collector or other person
as aforesaid shall fail to deliver or send by the
post as aforesaid such return and declaration, or
either of them, within the time and in the
manner hereinbefore required, he shall forfeit
any sum not exceeding £200."

Each collector was required to make a
solemn declaration, in the following form : "I, the undersigned, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the above written return is correct
and true in every particular, and that I have
not during the period abovenamed wilfully or
negligently omitted any money to me legally
payable for or on account of the consolidated
revenue, or for or on account, or for the use or
benefit of, any other person or corporation, and
- also that the several matters aforesaid are duly
and properly entered and recorded by me in the
proper books of my office."

Now, in what position had the Government placed the collectors of revenue? It
appeared to him that they could not make
the declaration without some qualification,
and he thought that more consideration
ought to have been shown to those officials
than to place them in such a position.
The Treasurer had also alluded to the
question of the reduction of the duty on
gold. Of course the honorable gentleman
was perfectly well aware that there was a
majority of the House in favor of the
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reduction of that duty; and he (CaptainMac Mahon) believed that if the Government sent the measure to the Cpper House
in the way in which the Council had
pointed out in their recent address in reply
to His Excellency's speech, namely, by a
separate Hill, the Upper House would not
offer any further opposition to the reduction of the duty. The gold export duty
was imposed by a separate Bill, it "" as
altered by a separate Bill, and if the Government really desired to let bygones be
bygones they would return to the old form
of legislation. When the Government
first entered office they followed the usual
form of legislation, and they possessed the
confidence of the Upper House, which
confidence they never would have forfeited
if they had adhered to that form. If they
sent up the proposition for the reduction
of the gold export duty, and if they returned to the old form of preamble, he
believed that the Council would pass the
tariff, arid also the reduction of the gold
export duty. He did not approve of the
tariff himself. If there was to be a protection policy, it would be fairer and better
that it should emanate from a party of
declared protectionists, and that it should
be carried out by declared protectionists.
That would be a much better way of deciding the question. But as that was
not to be the case-as certain pledges
had been given that the members sitting on
the Government side of the House should
support the Ministry whether they were
free traders or protection ists-he could
only repeat that if they wished to have
the ministerial Tariffpassed into law, they
ought, with the declaration which had
been made by the Upper House, to adopt
the course which he had suggested, and
then probably they would not be again
foiled.
A pause of some moments ensued,
whenMr. GILLIES said it appeared to him
that the object of the Government this
session was, as far as possible, to preserve
perfect silence, but so long as he was a
member of the House he intended to exercise his right of discussing any measure
that was submitted to it. That was a
deliberative chamber, but if members met
merely for the purpose of approving of the
edicts of the Government, it ceased to be
a deliberative chamber altogether. The
Treasurer, in the statement which he had
submitted to the House, had divided his
subject into two parts. The first part he
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devoted' to the discussion of the revenue lected. The Treasurer had given no
of the c010ny for the past year,. and the in- information as to what the Government
tentions of the Government as to the intended to do in reference to that sum of
future; and in the second part he at- money, but it was due to the Committee
tempted to justify the conduct of the that he should have afforded some explaGovernment during the past session, and nation, and stated whether the Ministry
made certain statements in reference to intended that th~ revenue should lose the
the subject which was brought under the money or to take steps to collect it. It
attention of the country during the late was very extraordinary that no informageneral election. It was his intention to tion had been given on this point. He
make a few observations upon the first apprehended that he was correct in conpart of the Treasurer's statement, but his cluding that the country would 10.3e the
observations would be a little more lengthy £63,000, unless the Government took
on the second part. He must express his some steps to collect it. Again, there
disappointment with the financial portion was a large deficiency between the amount
of the Treasurer's statement. The honor- actually received and the estimate under
able membel' had usually been very clear the heads of excise, territorial revenue,
as well as very concise in the financial and ports and harbours; and, seeing this
statements which he had submitted to was the case, the Treasurer ought to have
Parliament, but his statement yesterday stated what he expected to receive from
omitted some very important subjects upon these sources of revenue this year, and
which it was desirable that the Com- upon what he based his calculations. He
mittee should receive information. Re- had, in fact, simply informed the Commitferring to the revenu~ of last year, the tee what had been collected, but he ought
Treasurer told the Committee that the also to have submitted an estimate of the
deficiency in the customs revenue, as com- revenue for the present year, and, as his
pared with the estimate at the beginning calculations for the past year were so very
of the year, was only £69,248. Now, he far astray, he ought to have explained upon
could not ascertain how the hon. gentle- what he based his calculations for the current
man arrived at that conclusion. Turning year. He was very glad to hear the Treasurer
to the statement made by the Treasurer at state that' the Government intended to
the beginning of the year, he found that enforce the bonds which were taken last
the estimate of the revenue to be derived year; and he believed the statement would
from customs duties was £1,255,900, but afford a great deal of satisfaction, because
the amount actually received was only an opinion had prevailed abroad that the
£1,175,336, leaving adeficiencyof£80,564. Government intended giving the bonds as
Moreover, the Treasurer had acknowledged a sort of sop to certain supporters of theirs.
that there was a large sum-no less than He should also be glad if the Government
£136,328-which would have to be paid would not lend any countenance to a motion,
back for duties collected without legal if made, to induce the Government to
authority ; so that it would appear that forego the collection of the bonds. In
the total deficiency in the customs revenue passing from the mere financial statement,
for the year, compared with the estimate, the Treasurer justified the course which
was £216,892. Even according to the the Government took last session, by the
Treasurer's own admission, there was a result of the recent appeal to the country.
deficiency of £69,248, exclusive of the As far as the general election was con£136,328 to be paid back in consequence cerned, he (Mr. Gillies) was free to
of new duties being illegally collected, acknowledge that the Government had
which would make a deficiency of £205,576 gained a great victory. But if the
between the amount of the estimate and Government desired to create the imthe actual receipts. This was certainly a pression that the victory was won on
most extraordinary state of things. There account of the course which they took
was another matter about which the Com- last session, with reference to the differmittee would probably have received no ences between the Legislative Council
information, had it not been for the ques- and the Legislative Assembly, he would
tion which he put to the Treasurer at the frankly tell the Government that he did
close of his statement. It appeared that a not believe they gained any such victory
sum of £63,000, on account of the duties on the constitutional question at all.
on tea, sugar, and opium, which ought to Nearly every person to whom· he had
have been collected, had not been col- . spoken-certainly nineteen-twentieths of
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the supporters of the Government at the
election with whom he had come in contact-had acknowledged that, in the
differences which arose last session,
between the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly, the. Government
committed. the most grave and serious'
blunders. It was his belief, therefore,
that the Government secured their· large
support, not in consequence of their a'ction
on the constitutional question, but ill- sp~te
of it. In his opinion the large support
which the Gonrnment secured wa.s attributable to tbe connexion of 'two gentlemen with the Cabinet-the Minister of
Lands, who was popular. throughout the
country, for his administration of the.
Land Act, and the Attorney-General,
who, although he had committed grea.t
blunders, was believed to be honest, sincere, and earnest. Under these circumstances, he did not think it became the
Governmen t to come down to the House
and parade their victory. The Treasurer.
disclaimed doing anything of the' kind,
but certainly the honorable gentleman
paraded i.t as well as he possibly could.
He pointed quietly to the large support,
congregated around the Government, and
intimated that, in consequence of that
support, the Government could afford to
do certain things. Now, the Government
were not asked to afford to do anything
but what was right, according to the usage
and practice of Parliament and the written
constitution. He repeated that· the Government had no justification for attributing
the support they had received to a belief
prevailing throughout the country that
they were correct in pursuing the
course of policy which they adopted in
reference to the differences between the
Houses. In fact, the Chief Secretary,
when before bis constituents, admitted
that a considerable portion of the differences which had arisen between the
Chambers, could not be referred to the·
constituencies at all. If that were so,
now could the Government come down to
the House and ~ssert that they had
obtained a great victory on the constitutional question? He contended that, so
far as the constitutional question was concerned, the position of things was the same
as at the commencementof last session. The
Government had very freely stated that
in their proceedings they had acted with
the desire, not of invading the privileges
of the Council, but of maintaining the
privileges of the Assembly. But he could
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not understand how the Government were
able to maintain the privileges of the As·
sembly by the cours~ they had taken and
the course· they proposed to .take. The
Government declared last session that, in
order to. maintain the priv:ileges. of the
Assembly, it was necessary to join th~
· Tariff to th~ Appropriation. Bill; and
further, . that it was necessary to append' a
· certain clause to the Tariff Bill· when that:
measure was sent to the Council by itself.
But he had no hesitation in saying that
the loss of the Tariff Bill was attributable
: to those two courses adopted by the Go·
· vernm~nt. The Government did not propose now to join the. Tariff to the Appropriation Bill. After their appeal to the
country, after all their great victory, the
Government did not intend to repeat the
action of last session. ~ Was not that tan: tamount. tq acknowledging that they were
· defeated? He believed that neither this
Government. nor any other Government.
i would dare to repeat the experiment of
joining the Tariff to the Appropriation
: Bill. A valuable victory, had thus been
, gained for the Legislative Council-a victory. which proved that the Legislative
: Council had certain privileges, and' that
I those privileges they
couhl maintain in
: defiance of the Government and the Assembly. The Council had gained a second
: victory. They rejected· the Tariff Bill
because it contained that celebrated 14th
clause, which clause the Government did
· not intend now_ to insert in the Bill.
Mr. VERDON.-It is not necessary.
Mr. GILLIES contended that whether
· necessary or not-whatever might be the
reason-the Council would not again be
asked to accept such It clause. What were
the other positions taken up by the Government ? The Treasurer. announced the
previous day that the: course which the
Government had taken was perfectly jus.
tified, and was according to the usage and
practice' of Parliament. ' He '(Mr.. Gillies)
· thought that statement quite unnecessary.
· No person ha~ ever denied that the course
taken by the Government in the first in~
stance-:-of collecting the new duties after
the resolutipns were adopted by the Assembly-was the usual course. It was
the course always followed in the colony
· and at home. But what' was complained
of was, that the Government, having failed
to carry their Bill to legalise the collec~
tion of the duties, continued the collection.
The Attorney-General interjected, when
the' honorable member for West Melo
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bourne was speaking, that the Bill had
not been rejected. But did not the Chief
Secretary-two days after the rejection of
the Appropriation-cum-Tariff Bill by the
Legislative Council-from his place in the
Assembly, propose those four celebrated
resolutions, which declared, in the most
clear and emphatic manner, that the Bill
had been rejected? "Rejected" was the
very word·employed. And what was the
course then pursued by the Government?
Did they discontinue the collection, and
revert to the old duties? No. They
asserted that although the Bill which
enabled them legally to collect the duties
had been rejected, they were still justified
in collecting the duties. But if they were
to abide by precedent, and the Government constantly appealed to precedent,
for this course of conduct the Government
were absolutely without any precedent at
all. They were without any justification
whatever. True, the Treasurer, the previous evening, made some reference to a
certain course of action which was taken
in the Imperial Parliament in 1831 with.
reference to the duties on coal, but the
authority which the honorable gentleman
Early
quoted was not quoted fully.
in 1831, on account of the difficulties
which arose in reference to the Reform·
Bill, the Imperial Government found it
absolutely necessary to appeal to the
country.
At that time some alterations in the tariff were pending, and
the Government had not disposed. of
half the estimates. When the dissolution
came the English Government. continued
the course which they commenced during
the session, of abstaiuing from the collection of certain duties which were collectable by law. But they took bonds, and in
taking them they anticipated the ultimate
sanction of Parliament to the reduction or
aboli~ion of the duties. On the assembling
of the new Parliament, Sir Robert -Peel
charged the Government with not having
collected duties which were collectable by
law, and Lord Althorp explained that in
the previous session the .Government had
introduced certain resolutions for the alteration of the duties; that the resolutions
were passed in· committee, reported, and
adopted by the House; and that on that
. ground they ceased to collect the old duties,
believing that .there would be no opposition to a Bill being ultimately passed and
becoming law. And on a subsequent occa··
sion, when the House was in committfle,
LQrd Althorp. stat.ed) in reply to Mr.
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Herries, that the coal merchants continued
to enter into bonds lest the new Parliament
should not confirm the resolutions agreed
to in the previou~ session. But what had
the Government of this colony done?
Why, at one time they took bonds, and at·
another they declined to take bonds. In
fact, their course of conduct was marked
by a perfe~t absence of consistency. They
began by taking bonds; then they saw
they were being imposed upon with dummy
bonds on which they could never recover,
and they resumed the collection of the old
duties; and subsequently they departed
from that course, n.nd collected only the
reduced duties without taking any bonds.
The precedent quoted by the Treasurer
was an extreme precedent. Probably the
honorable gentleman would not be able to
find another case of the kind-a case in
which the Government, calculating upon.
the authority of Parliament being given to
a certain Act, chose to exercise a large
amount of authority-in fact, chose to.
, stretch the law-and subsequently secured
the passage of an Act justifying their
conduct. The Act altering the coal duties
was absolutely dated back. Now he begged
to ask the Government, if they intended
. to stick to precedent, whether they proposed introducing into the Tariff Bill a
clause justifying the course they took last
session?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM: Do you recom-.
mend it ?
Mr. GILLIES thought the Government had no right to appeal to him on that
point. Besides, a melllber of the Ministry,
not now in the House, suggested to him
last session that he should not give advice
until he was "called in." Even if he.
were to acknowledge to the Government
that he would be willing to support such
a proceeding, he questioned whether the.
Government would be willing to adopt it.
But the Government had no precedent for
the course which they had pursued. The
precedent quoted by the Treasurer was
not a case in point. It appeared that the
Government, from the first step they took
in collecting bonds, to their next step of
giving up the bonds and collecting the old
duties, and to their third step of collecting
the reduced duties, acted on no recognised
, principle whatever. If they had acted on
a recognised principle, they would have
followed the course adopted in England
in 1831, and have always taken bonds.
It did not appear that the Government
. intended either to justify t~e course they4
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took last year by a retrospective clause,
or to continue the practice; and therefore
they practically admitted that their action
had been wrong, and that the Opposition
were perfectly justified in the attitude
which they took up. The Treasurer
endeavored to make a strong point out of
the analogy which he sought to draw
between the Legislativo Council and
Legislative Assembly of Victoria, and the
Houses of Lords and Commons. He (Mr.
Gillies) admitted that there was a con,siderable analogy, but, while admitting
that, he was of opinion that the analogy
might be strained too far; and that the
result of a conflict between the Houses
might be that the Assembly, instead of
getting all that they were in the habit of
getting by virtue of that analogy, might
be cut down to their strict rights under
the written constitution. It was in the
power of the Council or the Assembly, in
the event of either considering its rights
invaded, to say whatever analogy might
exist between the Chambers here and
the Chambers at home-whatever might
be the contention-that ultimately re,sort
must be had to the Constitution Act
as the only authority on this subject.
The Constitution Act created the two
Ohambers, and granted the powers under
which they acted, and it was useless to
strain analogies where they could not
be clearly laid down. The Treasurer, in
reference to the preamble to the Bill of
last session, which the Government proposed to continue this session, stated
that, in that preamblp, they simply
followed the usage and practice of the
House of Commons and of the Sydney
House of Assembly. Now he asserted
that there was not an exactly similar preamble to any Bill passed by the House of
Commons. The preambles to Imperial Bills
stated that supplies were the grant of "the
Commons of the United Kingdom." Now
the Assembly were not "the Commons."
Certainly they were not "the Commons" in
the sense of the Commons at home.
The position of the two bodies was altogether distinct. The origin of granting
money by the House of Commons was
altogether different to the granting of
money by the Assembly. At one time,
the House of Commons granted money exclusively. At another, the House of
Lords granted money exclusively. But
at no time had the Legislative Assembly
granted money exclusively by itself. And
to say that they ~ere fQllowi~g the Sydney
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practice was to make the position still'
weaker; because the position of the Legislative Assembly at Sydney, with reference
to the Legislative Council there, was very'
different from the position occupied by
this chamber with reference to the Legislative Council of Victoria. The Council
at Sydney was, to a large extent, a nominee
body-a very different House altogether
to the Council here. But supposing the
Legislative Assembly at Sydney chose to
do this thing, that, he considered, was no
justification. And if the practice hitherto
pursued here injured no one, why should
it be departed from? Was it supposed
that any substantial benefit could flow
from the insertion of such a preamble?
It was an attempt to fight a shadow. It
was an attempt to assert absolute claims
to the making of grants, when it was
known that there were no absolute claims
whatever, and that no grant of public
money could be made except by the assent
of the Legislative Council, concurred in
by the Crown. The Treasurer had told
them that it was perfectly proper, and
according to the usage and practice of the
Imperial Parliament, for the Government
to pay money without an Act of Parliament, and that immediately after the votes
passed the Lower House they were justified in that course. In support of his
statement, the honorable gentleman quoted
a passage from May. But he did not
quote fully: the honorable gentleman
should have read the following passage : "In order to make the grants of the Commons
available, and to anticipate the legal sanction of
an Appropriation Act, clauses are inserted in
the Acts passed at an earlier period of the
session, for the application of money out of the
consolidated fund, and for raising money by exchequer bills, for the service of the current year;
which authorise the Treasury to 'issue and
apply, from time to time, all such sums of money
as shall be raised by Ex~hequer bills, to such
services as shall then be voted by the Commons,
in this present session of Parliament.'"
.

This was exactly the practice which had
been pursued for some years in this colony.
The Treasurer was not authorised to pay
money-to act upon the votes of the
House-without the passing of these Bills.
Another point raised by the Treasurer, in
his budget speech, appeared to strike at
the very root of all the power of the
Assembly. The same question was raised
by the Government last session. It was
whether the Civil Service Act must be
regarded as a special appropriation. As a
layman, he might express a very doubtful
,sort of opi.nion on thi~ p9int; ,but he
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would lIke to direct the attention of the
Attorney-General to the fact, that the
53rd section of the Civil Service Act
provided that"Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to
alter the Constitution Act or the Act of the
Parliament of Victoria No. 86."

And that the 55th section of the Constitution Act said"After and subject to the payments to be
made under the provisions hereinbefore contained, and to any pensions now payable and
receivable under the Act firstly hereinbefore
recited and the schedule thereunto annexed, all
the consolidated revenue arising from taxes,
duties, rates, and imposts levied by virtue of an
Ac~ of the legislature, and from the disposal of
the waste lands of the Crown under any such
Act made in pursuance of the authority herein
contained, shall be subject to be appropriated to
such specific services as by any Act of the said
legislature shall be provided in that behalf."

Mr. VERDON.-Read the 45th section.
Mr. GILLIES expressed his readiness
to do so. That, he said, was a portion of
the argument put forward last session.
The language of the 45th section was" The consolidated revenue of Victoria shall
be permanently cbarged with all the costs,
charges, and expenses incident to the collection,
management, and receipt thereof, such costs,
charges, and expenses being subject nevertheless
to be reviewed and audited in such manner as
shall be directed by any Act of the legislature."

He was aware of that section, but it had
no necessary connexion with the arguments he intended to found on the 53rd
section of the Civil Service Act, and the
55th section of the Constitution Act. He
apprehended that, taking those sections
together, it was clear that the Civil Service
Act- could not be made a special appropriation, and that the salaries of the civil
service must be appropriated by Act of
Parliament before they could be paid.
True, the 45th section of the Constitution
Act directed certain chatges to be paid
out of the consolidated revenue, but it
also provided that the payment was to be
consistent with any Act that might be
passed in reference to the subject. At all
events, whatever legal arguments might
be based upon the sections to.which he had
drawn attention, he had no hesitation in
saying that it was never intended by Parliament that the Civil Service Act should
be a special appropriation. He would
appeal to any honorable members who
were in Parliament when the Civil Service Act passed, whether the Treasurer
and other members of the Government
who were then in opposition did not
strongly -oppose the passing of several
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clauses in the Civil Service Act, simply
because it was thought that the measure
would take too much power out of the
hands of the Assembly. But it never was
contended, on any side of the House, that
the Civil Service Act, the moment it became law, would constitute a special appropriation, and that under it the whole
civil service of the colony could be paid
without any other appropriation from Parliament at all. The proof that such a
thing was never contemplated was, that
ever since then the annual Appropriation
. Bill had contained in detail the salaries of
all the civil servants in the country.
According to the statement made on
behalf of the Government, they had
found out a new way of dealing with
the civil service. But he considered
that the Government exhibited a kind of
perverted ingenuity in finding in Acts of
Parliament extraordinary clauses by which
things might be done that people never
contemplated before. He held it to be
unworthy a Government to do that. No
Government ought to try to fish up clauses
out of Acts of Parliament for the purpose
of departing from the usual and ascertained course which Parliament had
uniformly pursued for years. Government
ought to be above such conduct. If there
was any doubt about the construction of
an Act of Parliament, they should seek to
have the law altered rather than attempt
to subvert it. He believed that the
Government, in pursuing this course, were
pursuing a policy which really was st·riking a blow at the money power of the Assembly. If, as the Government contended
under the 45th section of the Constitution
Act, the salaries of the civil servants could
be regarded as a special appropriation
simply because the collection of the
revenue was made a charge upon the
consolidated revenue, of what value was
an Appropriation Act at all? It ap'peared that year by year one sum of
money after another was being taken
altogether out of the power of Parliament,
and especially out of the power of the
Assembly. He believed in the view
enunciated by Wilson Gray years ago,
that they were beginning to have too many
special appropriations, and that by-and-by
the Government would be able to snap
their fingers at the House, even with
reference to money power. If the Government were able to carryon the affairs of
the country in this way and pay the civil'
servants by various devices, ·either by bor-
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rowing money from the London Chartered
Bank or otherwise, in the event of a
majority refusing to sanction theil- course
of conduct the Government would be in a
position to say, " We don't care about your
sanction." He considered it hardly fail'
that the Government had not thought
proper to produce the despatches sent out
by the imperial authorities on the course
which they pursued last session. If the
despatches were favorable to the views
entertained by the Government, honorable
members would have heard of them long
ago. But he presumed it was because
they were not favorable that honorable
members had not heard of them. If the
course which the, Government had pursued could be justified, surely it was not
unreasonable to expect that they would
receive the justification of the Imperial
Government. (Laughter from Ministerial
benches.) Honorable members laughed,
as if the opinion of the Imperial Government was to be treated 'with the most
supreme contempt. (Mr. Grant-" As to
our local affairs.") A Minister of the
Crown speaking in that manner appeared
to be rather extraordinary. The ImperiaL
Government had expressed no opinion as
to any local policy which the Government
of this country might pursue. And
although members of the Government~
the honorable member for Richmond for
one-had ventured to state that it was
in consequen'ce of protection that the
Government did not appear to be
favorable to the course which the Government took, he (Mr. Gillies) considered
there was no justification for such a
statement. To say that the Imperial
Government would offer opposition
to the constitutional course which the
colonial Government asserted they took
last session, because a protective tariff was
brought in, appeared to be utterly inconsistent, from the fact that the AttorneyGeneral was still a member of the Government. If the question on which the
Imperial Government gave its opinion, as
to the course taken by the colonial
Government, was ftee trade or protection,
then the Attorney-General had no justification for adopting the Government policy
with reference to the tariff. The course
which the Imperial Government might be
expected to take on this question was the
course which an avowed fi'ee trader might
be expected to take. An avowed free
~tradel' in the Government asserted that
the co'urse taken by the Government was
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a propel', justifiable, and constitutional
course. I t appeared that the Imperial
Government did not agree with him. It
was to be presumed that the AttorneyGeneral would not be prepared to deny
that the Imperial Government was a very
high authority on a constitutional question
of this kind-a question involving the
usage and practice of the Imperial Parliament.
And yet the Imperial Government, it appeared, had decided against the
pt'actice pursued by the honorable and
learned gentlemen and his colleagues on
this question. Why? Because they
believed that the course pursued was not
justifiable-was not constitutional. Not
only was this so, but, so far as any person
could gather, the almost universal opinion
of the English press was opposed to the
Government policy. The Attorney-General might say what he liked about the
influences used to obtain this expression
of opinion, but he would not alter the
impression on the minds of dispassionate
people that the opinions of the English press
were not so easily governed on questions
, of this sort. The opinions of the writers
for the English press were not hastily'
formed or easily biassed, No persons
ough,t more freely to bow to the opinions
of constituted authorities than the Government of this colony; and they must
admit that the Imperial Governmentthe highest authorities-as well as the
English press, were opposed to them.
He felt the greatest satisfaction at finding
that the Government were practically
bound to acknowledge that they dare not
try another crisis. Step by step they bad
given way. Whatever boasts they might
make of maintaining the privileges of the
Assembly, practically they had given up
every point on which they insisted, and
they now found that all those authorities
upon which they most relied for support,
and to which the Minister of Lands appealed in his speech at Inglewood, had
turned round and disowned them. All
had declared that the course pursued by
the Governm~nt was wrong and unconstitutional; and he believed that the Governor had been instructed not to permit
them to pursue it again.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said-I think,
sir, that the Committee will be disposed to,
co'ngratulate the member for Ballarat
West on the freshness with which he has
approached a subject now somewhat stale.
I trust that he will not consider me wanting
in respect if I declin.e to follow him through.
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the whole of the controversy respecting do so. It is quite true that the constituthe course taken by the Government encies are not in a position to pronounce
during the late session of Parliament. I an opinion on the legal conskuction of the
will abstain from doing so for two reasons. Constitution Act; no one has ever preIn the first place, the, subject, after all the tended that they could do it. That quesdiscussion it has undergone, must be weari- tion must be left to the legal profession,
some'to all ; and in the second, I take a and, like other debateable subjects, in their
different view of the intention and effect hand it has no prospe~t of immediate
of the general election to that w.hich the settlement. The same question exists in
honorable member has expressed. The England to the present day.
To ' the
honorable member states that the Govern- present day it is disputed whether the
ment received no' support on account of House -of Lords does or does not possess
the' constitutional course which they the right to alter 'or reject a money Bill.
recommended the House to take during the But of what importance is that question?
last session. He says that the Government It is a mere matter of theory, absolutely
received support in spite of that course without influence on the current politics
and not in ;consequence of it. He ex- of the country. And why? Simply because
presses an opinion that the constitutional whatever difference of opinion there may
question remains in precisely the same , be as to the respective rights of the two
position as it did at the conclusion of April Houses in dealing with money Bills, there
last, and that, so far from the Assembly is no question at all as to what should be
standing in a better position, the course the practical course of the House of Lords
which has been taken has resulted practi- in dealing with measures of finance
cally in its defeat. I differ with the hon- adopted by the' House of Commons.
orable member on these points, although When we come to view, not the disto some extent! agree with him. I differ putable legal question, but. the practical
in thinking that the Government received question of what shall be the practice of
no degree of support in consequence of the , the two Houses, then, I say, the distinctly
course' they took with reference to the , expressed opinion of the country ought to
constitutional question. The honorable have not merely a great, but a paramount
member says that each person must judge influence. I trust sincerely that it may
from his own experience, and that his have that paramount influence, because, if
experience was, that many condemned the not, what prospect is there of a settlement
ministerial action 'and few supported it. of the differences between the two
We have heard the honorable member's Houses? Is there any tribunal we can
experience, I will now tell him my own. refer the practical question to, except the
I received no substantial, direct, and general body of the people? and if not,
tangible support save for the reason that, is this dispute to last for ever? The
as a member of the Government, I had honorable member, like the honorable 'and
advocated a certain course upon the con- gallant member who preceded him, not
stitutional question.
My constituents only criticised the course taken by the
were comparatively indifferent to' the late Assembly, but also commented on the
merits or the demerits of the Tariff. They structure of the Bill about tu be subwere not largely affected by it or by any mitted to this House. I observe a contraof: the other measures passed by the late diction between the two honorable memParliament; but I found that, as a body, bers which. requires some explanation,
they 'were able to take an intelligent and seeing that they are perfectly ag-reed in
an active interest in the constitutional one thing-not only in condemning all
question;, and that they entertained a pro- that the Government has done, but also all
found' sense of dissatisfaction with the that it proposes to ask the House to do.
relations between the two branches of the The honorable and gallant member exLegislature. I found also that they were pressed his belief that if the House would
able to appreciate the fact that, as English- consent to separate the gold duty from the
men, they left the mother country in the other matters of finance contained in the
enjoyment of rights which here they found Tariff, the two measures would find sccep·
were, if not absolutely denied, certainly tance in another place. The member for
disputed. The honorable member next Ballarat West passed over the question of
declares that the result of the elections the gold duty altogether, though I ani
does not alter the aspect of the constitu- sure that his opinion, as the representative
tional question. . Well, at least it ought to of a gold field, would have received. the
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marked attention of the House. Though
he touched upon almost every other topic,
the honorable member strangely omitted
to inform the House of his views on this.
(Mr. Gillies-" I will tell you when the
time comes.") The honorable member
will perhaps then inform us whether
it is proper to insert the provision into the
Bill, whether the charge is a duty or a rent.
The honorable member declares that the
Bill was rejected by the Council last session iIi the first instance because {tppropriation was joined to supply, and in the
second instance because of what is called
the retrospective clause. But the honorable and gallant member for West Melbourne assures us that the Bill is certain
to be rejected now because of the insertion
of the gold duty. The gold duty, however, was in the Bill before, and the honorable member for Ballarat West does not
mention it as a cause of the rejection of
the measure last session. Yet, jf it was
not objectionable then. how does this
accord with the statement of the honorable
and gallant member for West Melbourne
that it is so objectionable now? I do not
quite understand whether the member for
Ballarat West approves or disapproves of
the separation of appropriation and supply
which we now propose. He condemned
the union of these matters vehemently last
year, but he seems to be equally dissatisfied now that it is not proposed to take
that course again. Surely, however, if
the Government deserved his censure last
session, they are entitled to his approval
this. Again, the honorable member, who
spoke more strongly than .any one against
the retrospective clause, is utterly dissatisfied because there is no such clause in the
present measure. He gives us a precedent
in Lord Althorp's Bill, and he maintains
that we can only keep within law and
order and constitutional practice by following this precedent, and re-inserting the
clause which he so violently opposed last
session. (Mr. Gillies-" I was not referring to the 14th clause at all.") I will tell
the honorable member why that clause is
not in the Bill. Although a report was
diligently circulated that the Government
intended to propose that clause, it never
entered into their heans to do so, for the
simple reason that the Government have
adhered to what they maint~.in to be constitutional law and usage, and it would
have been a plain departure from that law
and that usage, whatever may be the value
of Lord Althorp's single precedent, for
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one Parliament to have passed a Bill to
recover the taxes collected during the
existence of a previous Parliament. Such
a proceeding was never contemplated. The
present Bill, however, will contain a retrospective Clause. In accordance with parliamentary usage, it will contain a clause
authorising the collection of the new duties
from this day.
Mr. BUNNY.-But not a penal clause.
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM. - Where did
the honorable member find a penal clause
in the former Bill? Has the honorable
member fallen into another clerical error P
I quite admit that the clause in the last
Bill was not in the usual form, but the
honorable member must be aware that very
unusual proceedings were taken in the
course of last session. He must be aware
that, contrary to all English preceden t,
actions were brought against the Government for the purpose of' recovering duties
levied under the authority of the Legislative Assembly, and it was with a view
to defeat that which the honorable member will admit to be an unusual and
im proper practice, with a view to preserve
the rjghts of this Assembly in time to
come, that the clause was put in the shape
it wa::J. If the honorable member says
that the Government were not justified in
inserting a elause to attain that object, he
expresses an opinion which strikes at the
very root of the right of a Government to
levy taxes upon the authority of the
House of Assembly. If it be admitted
that, upon the first collection of a tax, any
trader who pays under protest acquires a
right to proceed to judgment, then such
collection is rendered impossible for the
future. Yet (continued the honorable
gentleman, addressing the members on the
Opposition benches) you assented to such
a collection last evening. With your consen t and approval we· are now doing all
that you condemn, in the last session, as
illegal and unconstitutional. Weare collecting duties to-day without the authority
of law, and we are doing this with your
consent. We shall make the Bill retrospective to this day, and we shall have
your consent to it. (Captain Mac Mahon--";
"For how long ?") Well, an argument has
been founded on time, but I never heard
any honorable member explain the length
of time during which this proceeding remains legal, and the moment when it
becomes illegal. Why, the Ministry in
which the member for West Melbourne
held a seat passed an Act which w3;s made
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retrospective for a period of six months,
that is, from June to tJanuary.
Captain MAC MAHON.-The Council
consented beforehand.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM, - By what
means can another House consent beforehand?
'
. Captain MAC MAHON.-In identically the same manner in which the ministerial supporters were in the habit of consenting beforehand to the propositions of
the Government last session.
Mr. HIG INBOTHAM.-Well, whatever may be the propriety of a meeting held
in private by the supporters of a Government, with a view to adopt a' course of conduct in their own House, I never heard that it
was considered constitutional for members
of the different houses of the legislature.
to meet in secret committee in order to
determine what Acts of legislature they
should agree to pass. Therefore I tell the
honorable member that I am still unaware
of any constitutional means by which
another chamber could consent beforehand
to pass a Bill which had never been submitted to it. I say that during that six
months the honorable and gallant member
and all the members of that Government
were parties to conduct which they now
pronounce to be illeg·al. They can only
justify their conduct by saying, "In your
time you ran two months longer than we
did. Up to our, point your course was
legal; but as soon as the six months
elapsed it became illegal." I make them
a present of the argument. I challenge
any honorable member to produce an authority showing the legality or illegality
of any action founded upon the lapse of a
greater or shorter period of time. However, I do not wish to discu-ss the proceedings of the late Parliament; I will
confine myself to this particular Tariff Bill.
Objection is taken to its preamble. The
member for Ballarat West tells us that
this is an empty form, and that the precedent of the Sydney Legislature, mentioned by the Treasurer, presents no
analogous circumstances. I must say,
that if this preamble, whether a matter
of form or substance, had been adopted
from the first, this House would have been
more faithful to its duties and less forgetful
of its rights than it unfortunately has
been. We cannot but see that it is owing
to the forgetfulness on the part of this
House of its rights and its duties that
encroachments have been made by another
chamber, terminating in the formal advance',
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of the claim now set up. It is not pretended by anyone that it was the original
int.ention of the framers of our constitution that in financial matters the other
House should have co-ordinate rights, for
co-ordinate they are if you merely give to
tlJe Assembly the right to introduce money
Bills and give to the Council an equal
right to reject them. That has never been
argued, and if this House had from the
first asserted its right, by using this form
of preamble, in all human probability its
right would never have been disputed. I
think the preamble will serve as a perpetual reminder to this House of its own
rights, and in that view I attach considerable importance to it. If this preamble
had stood at the head of the Bill for
taxing the issue of bank notes which was
sent up to the Council two or three sessions ago, honorable members there would
have paused before they rejected it,
and members here, if that Bill had
been rejected, would have taken immediate
steps to enforce the rights of this Assembly.
I think, though the honorable member for
Ballarat West does not, that the practice
of the Sydney Legislature is a strong precedent in our favour, for though the
Council there has expressly given to it,
by the Constitution Act, the right of
altering as well as rejecting Bills of supply,
yet this form has been adopted from the
time their constitution came into force. I
think, also, that I have observed the same
form in Queensland Bills. But I am not
disposed to rest the case upon colonial
precedent. I rest it upon the fact that
this House really does grant the supplies
to Her Majesty. J f that be incorrect,
haw can honorable members reconcile to
their common sense the usage and practice
which has obtained here from the very first,
by which the repre'sentative of the Crown,
at the close of the session, formally thanks
the gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly
for the grants they have given for the
service of the colony? I take the Governor's speech at the close of any session,
and I find the form the same. In 1862,
the first which comes to hand, it is"Gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly. on
behalf of Her Majesty, I thank you for the
readiness and liberality with which you granted
supplies to meet the exigencies of the public
service for the current year."

Now has that any meaning? If, as the
honorable member says, the other branch
of the legislature has an equal right in
granting the supplies by virtue of its being
a represeOntative body, then not only have
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those words no meaning, but their mention
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cate of new expedients, except so far as

in the presence of that other deliberative

they are legitimate and proper, for the

body has been a standing affront to it,
which ought to have been resented on the
first opportunity. We do not propose,
therefore, to assert any right which th~
IJegislative Council has not recognised
itself by its acceptance of this form of
address. This form admits that it is the
members of the Legislative Assembly who
grant the supplies. In this preamble we
say no more, and certainly we shall say
no less. The argument has been used
that the form adopted in England is different, because there the " Corumons "
grant supplies, and not the "House of
Commons." "" ell, Sir, I do not think
that there is much in that argument, because it seems to rest upon an accidental
identity in name between the body which
represents the Commons and the Commons
who are represented by that body. The
term "the Commons" thus becomes amBut recollect that it is the
biguous.
"Commons in Parliament assembled" who
grant the supplies. The preamble of their
Bill reads thus:-

purpose of opposing a po1icy which I
believe to be insidious. (Mr. Ramsay"And new also.") If a policy is adopted
insidious and new also, I feel myself at
liberty to adopt any expedient which may
be legitimately adopted for the purpose of
thwarting that policy. But, in point of
fact, this is not nn expedient devised by
the Government at all. It is a construction which the Commissioners of Audit
have recently informed the Government
they have always put upon the Civil
Service Act. If the honorable member
studies the question' a little more closely,
he will see that there is no inconsistency
between that interpretation and· the pro·
visions of the Constitution Act. It is
quite true that the Civil Service Act provides that nothing in it is to be considered
as altering or affecting the Constitution
Act; but let us see if anything in 1.he construction of the one Act does interfere
with the provjsions of the otber. The honorable member has referred to two clauses
of the Constitution Act, but he did not
read them in the order which would enable
the House to appreciate their effect. The
45th clause provides tbat-

"We, your Majesty's most dut.iful and loyal
servants. the Commons of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, in Parliament
assembled."

Now the great body of the Commons
are not assembled ill Parliament-it is
only the representatives of the Commons
who are there, The representatives are
the persons assembled in Parliament, the
persons who grant these supplies on behalf
of the Commons out of doors, and who are
thanked from the throne in a form which
corresponds exactly with the one used by
the Governor here : "Gentlemen of the House of Commons, I
thank you for the liberality of your votes," &c.

"I thank you," not the "Commons of
England who are represented by you,'!
but "I thank you." This is surely distinct enough. All these forms are based
upon a reality, and the reality in this instance is this, that both in England and here
it is only the representatives of the people
at 'large who are supposed to grant supplies; and therefore I say that it is proper
that these forms should be used. The
honorable member for Ballarat West has
referred to the Civil Service Act, and has
commented somewhat severely upon the
construction which, he says, the Government have put upon that Act, in order to
devise a new expedient for defending certain measures. Now, I am not 'an advo-

"The consolidated revenue of Victoria shall
be permanently charged with all costs, charges,
and expenses, incident to the collection, management, and receipt thereof, such costs, charges,
and expenses being subject, nevertheless, to be
reviewed and audited in such manner as shall be
directed by any Act of the legislature,"

It is not an unfair interpretation to put on
this clause that the public revenue is to be
charged with the "costs, charges, and
expenses" of the public service which
exists for the purpose of the" collection
and management" of the public revenue.
The Jlext section provides for a civil list
of £112,000; and then the 55th clause
says that the whole of the consolidated
revenue ,shall be appropriated to such
,specific purposes as any Act of the Legislature may direct, "subject to the payments to be made under the provisions
hereinbefore contained," which provisions
we find in the 45th and 46th clauses. Now
I think that in all this there is nothing
inconsistent with the construction put
upon the Civil Service Act by the Audit
Commissioners. The Legislative Assem·
bly is recognised by that Act as the body
to determine the salaries of the civil ser..
vants. The. Legislative Council is not
named in it. The Legislative Assembly
decides the salaries, and so soon as the
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Assembly has approved of the maximum
and minimum rates of each class, as contained in the -message of the Governor
which should be submitted at the com'mencement of every session, that becomes
a special appropriation. It is, in fact,
a contingent appropriation, contingent
upon the approval of the suggested maximum and minimum amounts 'in ea.ch class.
I believe that it was the intention of the
Act that means should be taken at the
commencement of each year to cla.ssify
salaries so as to avoid those discussions of'
individual cases which all honorable members felt were of a most painful character.
That was the intention of the Act. All
that the Audit Commissioners profess is,
that when the minimum and maximum
salaries of classes have been approved of
by the Assembly, then there is an appropriation of salaries; and I say that that is
perfectly consistent, in fact it is the only
construction which is consistent with
the clauses of the Constitution Act. I
believe I have referred to the various topics
mentioned by the honorable member in
connexion with the Tariff Bill. I hope
that I shall be excused from going into the
question of the constitutional action of
the Government; I am heartily tired of it;
but I ma.y tell honorable members that, so
far as I am concerned, and I believe so far
as my colleagues are, we rest perfectly easy.
We are under no apprehensions. We are
suffering no pangs of remorse, none whatever. We believe that we acted rightly,
and we are gratified to find that the country
agrees with us. "Oh," says the honorable member for Ballarat West, "but you
do not pay sufficient respect to the despatches from the Secretary of State"despatches which the honorable member is
very anxiOllS to see-"you should pay more
attention to the opinion of the English
Government, and also to the opinion of the
English press." I admit the claim that
high respect should be paid to the opinion
expressed by a member of the Imperial
Government. I at once accede to that
demand. I will pay sincere respect to the
opinion of the Secretary of Rtate for the
Colonies so soon as I find that the Secretary
of State for the Colonies has received full
and true information on the matters on
. which he expresses his opinion; so soon
as I find that he is not suLject to the influence of insidious and designing persons,
who may have influenced his judgment by
false statements. I have reason to believe
and to know that the Secretary'of State has
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acted upon imperfect information in the
opinion that he has expressed-that he
expressed his opinion at a time when 'he
had not received a full statement of the
case.
Capt; MAC MAHON.- What is his
opinion?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - I am now
replying to the remarks of the member for
Ballarat West. I am 110t here to gratify
the curiosity of the honorable and gallant
member for West Melboul'Oe. Whatever
the opinion is-and the member for Ballarat West seems to know all about it-I
have reason to think that it was expressed
on partial and imperfect information; that
it was expressed upon a document sent
home, unofficially, by persons who no
doubt had some object in forwarding a nonofficial document; and that it was formed
before the reply to that document was
recei ved. When J am asked to pay entire
respect and submission to the opinion of
the Secretary of State, I say that I will
do so, with the reservation I have indicated.
When the Secretary of State has full information, so soon as I am satisfied that his
judgment is not perverted by false and calumnious statements, then I will pay respect
to his opinion. Until that time comes I will
take leave, with the utmost respect for
that gentleman, to judge of his arguments
and of his opinions according to the degree
of strength they pos::!ess on the face of
them. It is hardly to be required that
either the Government or the public men
of this colony should bow their judgments
implicitly to the opinion of a gentleman
fift.een thousand miles away, a gentleman
'who does not possess by virtue of his
position a right to control the acts of the
public men to whose proceedings he incidentally refers, for it must be remembered
that any opinion expressed by the Secretary
of State can be incidental and indirect
only. We have a constitution, and it is
no part .of that constitution that the members of the Government should be responsible to the Secretary of State. It is
perfectly true that the Secretary of State
has a control over the representative of
the Cro'wn, and that it is almost impossible for him to send instructions to the
representative of the Crown without expressing an opinion on the acts of the
Ministers by whom that representative is
advised. Still it must be remembered that
the Secretary of State cannot, and r'think
that it should be stated here that he has
never pretended, to expres.s an opinion .as
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binding upon the conduct of the Govern- derogatory to the' just influence of the
ment of the colony. If he were to do so, press; but every man in a position to do
then, with a sincere respect, a respect so, should judge of his own acts-should
equally sincere to that which the member only allow his judgment to be influenced
for Ballarat West professes, I would say, so far as the writer can advance argu-'
" I will not bow to that opinion." If I ments to convince it. Is it said that the
comprehend the position of Ministers at mere brute force of newspaper articles is
all, we are responsible to the Parliament to control my opinion? (CheersfromMinisof this country, and so long as we receive 'terialists; laughter from the Opposition.)
the approval of the Parliament of this Yes;, that because an article has appeared
country I shall not seek for approval else- in an English newspaper we are to bow
where. The honorable member tells us down and own ourselves wrong, is hardly
that we should bow to the approval of the distinguishable from brute or material
English press. I was reading the other force. It is a force which I will not subday in a paper published in London, which mit to. The hon. member has also warned
professes to be a colonial paper, and claims us against bringing about another crisis. I
to be well informed on colonial subjects, am not sure whether the hon. member did
called, I believe, the Australian Gazette, not dare us to do it. Well, I hope there
an article which severely censures the will be no crisis. I have heard a great
Victorian Government on these grounds- deal about the crisis here, but I was never
that the Government had attempted to aware of the existence of one. It is a
take away from the Legislative Council a singular fact, it is one of the advantageous
right which that body undoubtedly POSM results of the late general election, that
sessed, namely, the righ t to alter money bi lIs, the country, and the Government of this
although (the writer went on to observe) country, have been proved, while defending
it was equally clear that the Council did their rights under peculiar circumstances,
not possess the power to alter Appro- to be capable of maintaining all the means
priation Bills. Now it is hardly possible of law, order, and civilization. It is a
to conceive a greater amount of ignorance fact that will not be forgotten in future,
condensed into a single sentence; and yet that if the rights of this House are perit is opinions 'like these which the hon. sistently and resolutely denied, it does not
member says we are to bow to. In fact, follow as a consequence that Government
I have not seen a single al'ticle'-certainly should come to an end. That is a gratinot more than one or two-quoted from fying fact. It will be an instructive lesson
the :English press, which did not contain to all future ministries. I am sure that I
manifest, plain, and even gross blunders see hon. members on the other side of the
in matters of fact and of law, in con- House who justly anticipate that some o~
nexion with this subject. I will tell hon. them will take their seats on this side. I
members this fact, that the papers which am sure that those hon. members, when
have been most severe in their censures, they take their seats here, will be very
have been the most blundering in their much cheered and comforted by the recomments on the acts of the Government. flection that, in pledging themselves to
The papers which have either been neutral maintain the privileges of this House,
or have expressed opinions favorable to the as they assuredly would do, they will not
Government-papers not commercial, I be committing political suicide; that they
may say,-have fallen into fewer errors. will be able to find means to carryon the
For instance, the Spectator, a paper Government. I say that a crisis has never
written with great judgment, care, and existed here. I do not say that one may
reflecti veness, was free from the errors never come. Those who talk lightly
which I observed in almost all the un- about a crisis should better weigh what a
favorable articles quoted. The Saturday crisis really is. If this Bill should not
, Review I may also refer to. I say that find acceptance elsewhere, if the arguthe English press is not unanimous, and ments of the honorable member for Balthat that portion which is opposed to larat West and his friends, who seem to
us is distinguished above the rest by have adopted the position of the defenders
the numerous errors into which its of the rights of another House rather than
writers have fallen. I merely make of this House, should be successful, and if
these comments in passing, because I, the Bill should be thrown out, then, lookfor one, will not be guided by the ing at the decisive verdict pronounced by
opinions of the press. I am saying nothing the country-at the aspect of this House
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- I am very much mistaken if a real crisis
does not come which will astonish those
who provoked it.
Mr. BUNNY remarked, that though
the actual question before the Committee
was that of the Tariff, yet the Treasurer
in the first instance had deviated into a
wider range of subjects, and the succeeding speakers had followed his example.
He did not intend troubling the House by
stating in detail his objection to the Tariff;
but he did think that both the House and
the country were entitled to some explanation as to why this radical change ill
the fiscal policy of the country was to be
made without its being asked for by any
class of the community. No representations had been made by any class that the
burden of taxation pressed upon them unduly, and yet a Tariff was thrust upon the
House which imposed duties on a variety
of articles contrary to the principles of
trade, and reduced certain of those existing duties which had long been borne by
. the people with contentment and without
the slightest murmur. ("No.") Well, he
asserted that there had been no murmuring
against the tea, sugar, gold,and opium duties.
Still there was no doubt but that the new
Tariff would pass the Assembly. No doubt
also it would pass the Upper House, but there
were two points in connexion with this
matter which he sincerely trusted the
Government would treat in a more conciliatory spirit than that displayed by the
Attorney-General. The Attorney-General appeared to rejoice at the prospect of
a' crisis. Reckless of what might happen,
reckless of the prosperity of the country,
and reckless of its character, the Attorn.eyGeneral appeared to anticipate with delight
the prospect of the Assembly again coming
into collision with the Upper House.
This was a question to be .considered from
a social, and not ·from a political point of
view. Although honorable members of
the Assembly represented the people, yet
it must be borne in mind that they
themselves were represented in the. other
House. (" No.") Why, did not most of
them vote for the Upper House? (An
honorable member-" Not many.") Well,
he apprehended that most of them did
enjoy the advantage given by the constitution of two votes, one for the Upper
and one for the Lower House. The two
objectionable points in the Bill ought to
receive the careful consideration of the
Government, and unless Ministers felt
themselves pledged to the country on
I
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these points, they ought to be withdrawn
before the Tariff was sent to the Council.
The first objection was to the preamble.
Ministers said that there was no objection
to it, that it represented the facts of the
case, and that the practice of New South
Wales furnished a precedent in its favor.
But if they were to go on precedents, why
not take their own. A uniform practice
had been in existence here for ten or
eleven years-since the existence of the
Constitution Act-and why should it now
be suddenly deviated from for the purpose
of following the example of New South
Wales? In previous Appropriation Acts
the preamble had run to this effect : " Be it enll.cted by the Queen's Most Excellent
;l\'Iajesty, hy and with the advice and consent of
the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Victoria in the present Parliament assembled, &c."

What possible objection could there be to
this form? Did it compromise the privileges of the Assembly in any way? If
there were no objection to it, what necessity was there for the introduction of a
new form in the preamble of the proposed
Tariff Bill to this effect : "Whereas we, your Majesty's most dutiful
and loyal subjects the members of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in Parliament assembled, towards raising the necessary supplies to
defray your Majesty's public expenses, and
making an addition to the public revenue, have
freely and voluntarily resolved to give and grant
unto your Majesty, &c."

Now, he wanted to know why this new
form should be introduced, contrary to all
precedent und practice? No explanation
had been offered. The matter was worthy
of grave consideration. If the Upper
House was likely to again reject the Tariff
in consequence of this new form of preamble, was it worth while of the Assembly-was it worth their while as the representatives of the people and interested
in the welfare of the country-to set up
this standard of war between the two
Houses? Was it worth while to create
rancour and ill-feeling between the two
Houses merely for the sake of a few words
which meant nothing? The Treasurer
had himself said that supplies were granted
by "the people;" and if so, why not say
so in the preamble? He had not the
slightest objection to the preamble being
al tered so as to make it read that "the
people" granted the supplies, but he denied that the Legislative Assembly granted
the supplies. They neither furnished the
supplies nor did they grant them. He
'objected to the term" granting ,supplies."
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There was as much difference between
commencing a thing and perfecting it as
there was between the language of the
Constitution Act and the langmtge of the
preamble to the Tariff Bill. The Constitution Act said that the Assembly should
have the power of initiating money bills,
but it did not say that it should have the
power of enacting them. The error
which the Ministry had fallen into was
that of assuming for the Assembly powers
which the COllstitution Act never gave it.
They had been figh ting and disputing with a
co-ordinate branch of the Legislature upon
a pOint upon which they had no footing.
The Constitution Act declared that customs duties, &c., should be levied by
authority of the legislature of the colony,
and by the same Act it was declared that
the legislature was the two Houses of
Parliament. The preamble of the Tariff
Bill, he presumed, was introduced for the
purpose of' asserting a supposed right
which the Attorney-General had insisted
upon on behalf of the Assembly. It was
contended that the Assembly had not only
the right of initiating Money Bills, but
the right of granting supplies, to the full
extent of the meaning of the term-that
was to say, that it had the right to tnake
taxes legally payable. There were only
two grounds upon which the AttorneyGeneral could maintain that position,
namely, either that the Assembly had got
the right by prescription or precedent, or
that it had got it by Act of Parliament.
If it had got it by precedent or prescription, he asked the Attorney-General to
show that such was the case; if not, it
was necessary to look to the Constitution
Act. He denied that the power had been
got by prescription or precedent. As to
the Constitutio'n Act, the present constitution had only been in existence for eleven
years, but there was a previous constitution, which gave the same rights as the
legislature had now. ("No.") Well, to
the extent of making laws and levying
taxes. (" No.") The legislature of the
colony then consisted of a single House,
which was composed partly of nominee
members who were appointed by the Governor, and partly of properly qualified
men who were representatives of electors.
The then Constitution Act gave a power
of altering the constitution if it were
found necessary to do so, and in Novemher,
1855, it was found necessary, or thought
to be advantageous, that the Council
ahould be divideci into two Houses-that
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there should be two Houses instead of one
-to be called respectively the Legislative
Council and the Legislative Assembly.
On looking at the present Constitution
Act, it would be seen that. the two Houses
were kept in a co-ordimtte position-they
were co-extensive, co-potential. They were
two Houses to enact laws; they were two
Houses to levy and raise taxes, and to regulate the finances of the country, with this ex:·
ception-that Appropriation Bills and Bills
of Supply were to be initiated in the Assembly, and that the Council was to have
the power of rejecting, but not altering
them. Notwithstanding that, with this
exception, the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly were to have the
same powers and privileges, the present
Ministry had endeavored to arrogate to
the Assem bly the soJe control of taxation,
and to deprive the other House of any
voice ~in the matter. This was clearly a
violation of the Constitution Act. He
contended that, neither hy precedent nor
prescription, nOl' by the Constitution Act, .
could any such power be claimed. There
was, therefore, no ground for having such
a preamble inserted in the Tariff Bill, and
it was not only calculated to be mischievous, but likely to lead to serious
results. If the supporters of the Ministry
did not consider that there was any im·
portance to be attached to the preamble,
be would ask them to support the members
of the Opposition in endeavoring to get
it altered in a manner that would give no
offence to anybody. His objection to the
Tariff was, that it involved no principle.
He claimed the votes of those mem bel'S
who had been returned as protectionists,
on the ground that the Tariff neither went
in for protection nor free trade. He asked
those gentlemen who wanted protection
upon corn, upon heavy machinery, or upon
other goods, whether they were satisfied
with such a miserable instalment of protection -as this Tariff would give? He
called upon them to support the Opposition
in opposing such a tariff, on the ground
that it was neither fish, flesh, nor fowl. It
had no principle whatever. It was simply
changing the burdens from one class to
another-taking them off where nobody
complained, and putting them where'
everybody would complain. He had no
hesitation in saying that ultimately the
Ministry would find that the Tariff had
brought them more enemies than anything
else. As to the gold duty, he did not
know whether the Government had pledged
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themselves that the reduction of that duty squatters, or by any other class who occuwould be involved in the question of tax- pied Crown lands. The question was at
ation. (~., Yes.") They had pledged them- all events one for deliberate discussion,
selves to bring in a. measure for the reduc- and not to be hurried over by being mixed
tion of the duty, but not as part of the up wi th other taxes. The Treasurer
tariff. (I' Yes.") However, as far as the might as well say that the miner's right
duty itself was concerned, it was only was a tax. The honorable gf}ntleman said
abQut a year since that the Government, that the gold duty was originally a tax,
supported by one of their ablest membel!S~ but that it was transformed into an export
who was not now a membeI;.of the House, duty, which the miners did not pay. (Mr."'
bad .aFgued most strenuously and forcibly Verdon-" I never said so.") He underagainst the reduction of the duty. The stood the argument of the Treasurer to be,
Minister of Justice entered most fully into that inasmuch as the gold was exported
the subject on that occasion, ·and showed out of the country, the duty upon it was
that the reduction of the .duty was neither not a tax upon the miner. He did not see
a boon to the country, to the miner, p.or to that, because the duty was paid at the
anybody ·else.
He (Mr. Bunny) com- Custom House, it was any more a tax than
plained that the Ministry had not conde- if it were paid to the treasurers on the
scendad to enlighten the Hause why this different gold fieLds. He would not, howalteration in their views had taken place. ever, enter upon a discussion of the quesIn considering this question, all the argu- tion. The Treasurer had talked about
ment.s which the Treasurer had adduced as conciHatory views, but was the concession
to the di,fficulties in the way of establishing to be all on one side? Was that House to
a gold . .currency in India, and whether have everything its own way? Would it
ther.e should 'be ,a Victorian mint or not, not be well if, the Treasurer removed this
ought to be put Qn .one side. The reduc- obstacle toa general pacific~tion rather
tion of the .gold duty .ought to :be brot;lgh.t ; than encourage anything like such a prosforward as a separate measure -altogether, , pect as that to Which the Attorney-Geneand fairly discussed, without being mi~ed i ral had alluded?
up with any constitutional question, or any •
Mr. VERDON asked whether the honquest.ion of free trade or protection, or any orable member would undertake to say
Whether i that the I'eduction of the gold export duty
extraneous matter whatever.
,the gold export .duty wass ·reven.ue .duty, ! would be agreed to if it were sent up in a
a tax, a ·royalty, or whatever else it might : sepamte Bill?
be, itooght to ibe discussed on its own:
Mr. BUNNY believed that the Treamerits·; ,ata11 events, the question as .to : surer would find that there w:ould be very
whether it was a tax or a r.oyalty,: ~ittleopposition to a Bill for the reduction
-which '·was ·a very. moot .point; .ought i or abolition of the gold export duty.
not to induce the House to mix the ·two :
Mr. VER DON asked if the honorable
things-the· Tariff and the gold duty- : -member w.as authorised to say so?
together. The Attorney-General said th&.t !
Mr. BUNNY replied that, as far as he
the g,otd export duty was ,a tax, because it i could understand ,the feeling of a number
was imp.osed to pay the special expenses .of his party, he believed that that would
which were incurred by the f\tate in con,. ; :be the case. He ,did not wish the Ministry
sequence ,of· the digg,ings. He did not; ,to damage t.heir prestige with their folagree .·with' the . honorable and lear.ned ! lower.s, ,or to abate .one ·iota of -the position
gentleman. He ldid ',not believe that ·which they had taken up, if they believed
the -gold -export duty went to "pay ,that it was f.orthe welf:;tre of the country
the .special ex-penses in connexion with (and he could not conceive that they
the gold fields. He Ibeliev.ed that those would act in the way in which they were
expenses. ,were paid out ,of the general i doing un1ess they believed .that it was for
revenue of the country. He did not be- the benefit of the country); but if they
lieve that special taxes were ever put upon ; could benefit the country by making some
the digg.ers for the pt;lrpose of meeting such concession as he had suggested, he
spec~al expenses. The gold export duty: ,did not see what object there could be in
._,was n:nposed upon the diggers asa royalty. not making it. He thought also that a
-as a consideration for permission to use little more might havtl been said upon the
the waste lands of the Crown. It was as position in which the country had been
much a rent and -revenue arising fi'om the placed during the last twelve months.
lands of the Grown as rent paid -by ,the. What had ~been the consequence of the
I 2
I
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proceedings of the Ministry during the
past twelve months? Why the value of
Victorian securities had been diminished
in the European market, and the colony
had been held up as a derision and a
laughing-stock to the neighbouring colonies and to Europe, and as a shocking
example to all who wished for democratic institutions. The actions and proceedings of the Government had been
commented upon in the most severe
terms by the home newspapers. Though
the Attorney-General declared that he
would not budge an inch to the newspapers, it was a singular fact that the
proceedings of the Government had been
totally condemned by the newspaper press,
notwithstanding the data which had been
furnished by The Times' correspondent.
After the "tack" wad· rejected by the
Legislative Council-(An hon. member"Laid aside"). There might be some
technical difference between "laid aside"
and "rejected," but practically and constitutionally there was none. When the
" tack," then, was rejected, certain resolutions were passed by the Assembly, upon
which the Ministry proceeded to raise the
increased duties upon one class of goods,
and to remit the duties upon others. For
this course May had been quoted as an
authority; but iJ'Jay never said that duties
could be collected on resolutions of the
House of Commons, except when the 1\1 inistry had full confidence that they would be
authorised by Act of Parliament. There
was no analogy between the case referred
to by May and the proceedings of the
Ministry. In England there were cases
of the Government collecting reduced
duties on the resolutions of the House of
Commons, and taking bonds as security for
the repayment of the difference in the
event of the new duties not becoming
law; but here the Ministry had taken
both bonds and cash, and, finding that
there was no probability of the new duties
becoming law, they remitted the old duties
altogether. There were at present duties
amounting to something like £63,000 unsecured and owing to the Governmen t.
The Treasurer had stated that there was
upwards of £] 30,000 or duties in the
course of rep~yment, but not one word
had he said as to the enforcement of the
bonds which had'" been given to the
Government as security for the repayment of the difference between the reduced and the old duties on tea and sugar.
On the cont~ary, it was stated that, inas-
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much as a great many persons who
had given bonds had themselves accepted counter-bonds from persons who
had since become bankrupt, it would be
unfair to call upon them to pay the amount
of their bonds. The Ministry, however,
had no right to excuse the persons from
whom they had taken bonds simply
because the same parties had taken valueless bonds from other persons. Honorable
members were entitled to have an assm'ance that the bonds would be enforced
-that action would be taken to recover
the £63,000 still owing. As an excuse
for the extraordinary course of borrowing
money from the London Chartered Bank,
it was said that the Audit Commissioners
had discovered some mode by which the
officers of the Civil Service might be
legally paid without an Appropriation Act.
In the last Parliament the Governor, in
reply to a petition which was presented to
him, pointed out that there were three
modes by which money could be expended.
One was by a short Act authOloizing an
expenditure; another, by the general Appropriation Act; and the third was, the
power given to him to raise money when
required. These three modes were alleged
by t~e Ministry as an excuse for resorting
to the London Chartered Bank, and now
another reason was given, namely, that
the Commissioners of Audit had discovered
that there was a clause in the Civil Service
Act which amounted to a permanent appropriation. {Mr. Verdon-"No.") Well,
a permanent appropriation under a resolution of the Assembly. He wanted to
know how the large sum of money borrowed from the London Chartered Bank
was expended? He believed that sum
amounted to £800,000. (Mr. Verdon"£860,000.") Out of that money, he apprehended, the police and many other
persons in the pay of the Government who
were not in the Civil Service, were paid.
The salaries of the civil servants for the
year were estimated at £403,635; so that
if the Oi vil Service Act did amount
to an appropriation, it only amounted
to aY) appropriation of £403,000. Because
£400,000 could be appropriated under
the Civil Service Act, that was quoted
as a reason why the Ministry should
have recourse to the London Chartered
Bank-a proceeding wh.ich the" public
spirited manager" of that institution would
have reason to remember. Because the.re
were four other modes of doin~ the thing
legal~y, the. Government had recourse to
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that' illegal mode. It WM a most extra ..
ordinary proceeding. In consequence of
that proceeding, the G:overnment had not
only lost that "public spirited banker,"
Mr. Bramwell, and placed a gentleman in
a. still higher position in some peril, but
they had lost their able supporter, Mr.
Michie. And yet the Government talked
about "not parading their victory."
Why, two or three more such victories
would be a great deal worse than a defeat.
The Attorney-General had said that he
did not care what the press might say;
but he relied upon his own experience,
and his experience was, that the persons
who voted for him at the late election sent
him back to Parliament upon purely constitutional gounds, and not upon any question of free trade or protection. He would
like to know how many voters returned
the honorable gentleman? Why, about
250 market gardeners. If the AttorneyGeneral had put the constitutional law
before them in the way in which he had
put it before the House, they could not
have seen the fallacy of his argument;
and, therefore,· there need be no surprise
at their having returned the honorable
gentleman. But if the opinion of the
public was to be taken, as to whether the
Ministry had acted according to constitutional law, he would appeal to the ] ,267
gentlemen who had voted for himself and
his colleague, Mr. Snowball. The Attorney-General had alluded to the concessions which had been made by the Government, and had endeavoured to explain
so~e of them. He said that they had
withdrawn the tack, undertaken to pay
back duties improperly levied, and
had withdrawn the objectionable 14th
clause. The honorable gentleman had
argued that that clause was nothing more
than a short clause for the purpose of
securing the payment of duties which
might eventually become law, and that it
was not a penal clause. Now, he (Mr.
Bunny) asserted that it was a penal
clause.
(Mr. McKean-" It is not
penal.") Perhaps the honorable member thought that a clause could not be
penal unless it provided for sending persons
to the treadmill. Any clause, however,
which inflicted a penalty or anything that
amounted to a forfeiture was a penal clause.
This clause said, in effect, that citizens who
had obtained verdicts in a court of law
should have these verdicts set aside and
pay the costs of the litigation.
The
Attorney-General said that the clause had
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been abandoned because Parliament had
since been dissolved, and they could not
fall back upon a clause which was passed
in the late Parliament. It was more
likely that Government had dissolved Parliament for the express purpose of getting
rid of the clause. Finding themselves
embarrassed with this clause, which they
could never thrust down the mouths of the
Upper House, they endeavored to get rid
of the difficulty by dissolving Parliament,
and saying that they could not call upon
the new Parliament to be bound by the
clause. The Attorney-G-eneral considered
the withdrawal of the clause a concession;
but he considered that it was a serious defeat
for the Government. In conclusion, he
would express his opinion that the explanations which had been given by the Minis·
try cou"ld not be regarded as satisfactory,
either to the Opposition or to their own
supporters, and he hoped that honorable
members would insist upon some better
explanation.
.
Mr. BINDON remarked that the honorable and learned member for St. Kilda
professed to be the representative of the
educated and intelligent classes, and considered that the ministerial supporters
represented the uneducated. and ignorant.
(Mr. Bunny.-" I never said a word about
He was
education and intelligence.")
referring to a speech which the honorable
member made to his constituents, and
which he read in the newspapers. He
expected that the honorable member, as
the representative of the educated and intelligent classes, would have disclosed
such a creed -so. progressive on the
one hand, and so conservative on the
other-as would have induced voters on
the ministerial side of the House to have
supported him in any measures which he
had proposed, but he was greatly disappointed with the honorable member's
The honorable· member had
speech.
preached conciliation, but he had attacked
the Government with all the force and
vigour he could command. Although he
had conciliation upon his lips, his object
was to rake up every bygone, every difficulty, and comment upon it with all the
bitterness he could display. The honorable member was not satisfied with attacking the Ministry in person, but he had
had the indecency to introduce the name
of a gentleman in connexion with his private relation to his employers. He had not
had the good tas te merely to hin t upon it, or to
allude to it in general terms, but he had
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hau the want of courtesy to comment upon tion, which meant concessions on both
the conduct of a gentleman in his private sides-'-what the Upper House were going
relations towards his employers. He (Mr. to concede? (An honorable memberBindon) would not be guilty of a greater .. Protection.") The people of the country
indecency if he alluded to the private rela;. would no more take a gift in- that way
tions which subsisted between the honor.:. than they would take alms from a beggar.
able member aud his clients, than the · No doubt the Upper House would give
honorable member had been guilty of in · them protection if the people'would give
the way in which he had alluded to Mr. , them a slice of the stations;. they would
Bramwell. Whatever Mr. Bramwell had be ready. io fact, to eat their own words
done-whether he had acted wrongly or · upon any su1tiect, as they had done upon
rightly-he was responsible .to his em" , the Land Act. But the people did not
ployers for his conduct. The honorable wish for protection in this way. He did
member, while he spoke of conciliation, · not want to coerce the Council, but
had used the word" thruRt" when speak- simply to carry out the wishes of the
ing of the efforts made by the country to country. If the Upper House could not
give effect to the wishes of the country. give up the wording of a preamble;
It was scarcely courteous or becoming of which the honorable member for St. Kilda
the honorable member to use that term, • said was perfectly immaterial, how could
when the tariff had been passed. in the the Assembly expect anything substantial
Assembly last year by-a majot'itj of three to from them? The honorable member had
one, and would be passed this year by a said, "Why not put the word' people' in
majority of folir to one. It was notcol'rcili.:. the preamble as granting' the supplies,
atory to use the word "thrust," in con ... instead of the 'Legislative Assembly?'"
nexion with the conduct of the Ministry , Of cOurse the honorable member used the
in again bringing in a Tariff which had a word "people" as the word "Commons"
second time met with the approval of the was used in England. If, therefore, the
country. It waS a mere farce for the hon- honorable member would move as an
orable member to talk about conciliation amendment, that "tbe people" be sub..
and use such language as he had used. stituted for "Legislative Assembly," he
He was glad, however, to hear one remark would support the amendment. He waS
fall from the honorable member, namely, not bound to object to any suggestion
that the only effect of the Tariff would he which did oat come ftom the ministerial
to change the burdens of taxatioll from one side of the House. The honorable memclass to another. Why, this· was precisely ber had denied the analogy between the
what a revisioh of the Tariff was supposed Legislative Assembly and. the House of
and intended to do. He had no desire to Commons. He had as gteat arespect for
discuss the question of free trade or pt"o- law, order, and the constitution as the
tection. He was satisfied that a large ho~orahle member had, but he hoped that
majority of the people of the country had he would alwaye follow the traditions of
pronounced in favor not only of the spirit the English peopl~that he wou.ld wi ways
but of the very letter of the tariff; and by endeavor to induce the House to follow in
that decision he would abide. The hono- the footsteps of the House of Commons.
rable member for St. Kilda had called the It might appear strange to hear a "revolanguage in the preamble of the Bill im- lutionary" member say that he desired to
material, but it was perfect folly to speak follow, in every way he could, the readings
of the language a's immaterial, and yet en- of English history........of medireval history, if
deavor to persuade the House to give it the honorable gentleman liked. If he
up. The Assembly was to be conciliatory, wanted to find the germs of liberty, it was
and yet the Upper House was to throw to ·medirev31 history that he would look f0r
out an important measure, which had been them. The history of the House of Comsanctioned by three-fourths of the people mons W8-S nothing but experience teaching
of the country, simply because the pream- by example,. and he wanted that experience
ble recited a few sentences which the to guide him in his action here. All that
honorable member said were immaterial. he wanted in the name of 'democracy was,
Many of the honorable members on the not to set aside law and 'order, but to
Opposition benches thought a great deal follow in the footsteps of English history
more of the Upper House than they did of and .the traditions of the people. The
the Assembly. He would ask the hono- honorable member for St. Kilda would not
rable member-when .he spoke of eoncilia- . permithi:mto ® so, 'Or to go beyond the
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tether of the four corners of an Act of
Parliament. The honol'able gentleman'
surely did not mean that sixteen or seventeen individuals in the Upper House
granted the supplies, or that constitutional
history did not show that the people
could not grant supplies without the sanction of an Upper House? He held in his
hand the first volume of Hansard, which
showed that his Excellency the Governor,
in his speech at the prorogation of Parliament, addresseq. the members of the.
Council as " Mr. President, and Honorable
Gentlemen of the Legislative Council,"
and the members ofthe Assembly as " Mr.
Speaker, and Gentlemen of tbe Legislative
Assembly." If the two Houses were to
occupy a co-ordinate position, where was
the necessity of making this distinction in
the Governor's speech? There was evidently a broad distinction drawn in the
mind of the statesman who placed this
slteech in His Excellency's mouth His
Excellency went on to say-" Gentlemen
of the Legislative Assembly: I desire to
express my cordial thanks for the readiness with which you have provi4ed the
necessary supplies for carrying on the
service of the colony." His Excellency
did not thank both Houses, but only the
If the Upper
Legislative Assembly.
House had any voice in granting the supplies, why should they be studiously overlooked? He believed that the present
Chief' Justice was the Attorney-General
at that time, and he was not likely to
have drawn up His Excellency's speech
without careful consideration. He thought
that the language in the preamble of the
Tariff Bill was the proper language to be
employed, and that it was more consistent
with the constitution of this House and the
speeches of His Excellency on open'ing and
proroguing Parliament than the language
in the preamble of ordinary Bills. The
honorable member for St. Kilda had
alluded to the gold duty, and said that
there was considerable doubt as to whether
it was a royalty or a tax. If there was
any doubt, it was removed by the-language
of an Act which described it as a duty.
As the honorable member was anxious to
keep within the foul' corners of an Act of
Parliament, when speaking of the constitution,he would keep him within the
four corners of an Act in deciding whether
the gold duty was a duty or a royalty. The
honorable member had asked the ministerial supporters to vote for the alteration
of the Tariff on the ground that it was
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immaterial, but he (Mr. Bindon) was not
inclined t.o flirt with the Ministry in that
way, because his constituents would not
allow him to do so. He supported the
Ministry because the country supported
them. The gold fields members were
determined that the gold duty should be
abolished, and they would stand by the
Ministry and not trifle with them on the
su bject. If the thing was so immaterial, why
, should the Upper House defy the wishtls of
the country? The honorable member had
alleged that the Tariff had brought ruill
upon the country, but it was only necessary for him to refer to the pl'Osperous
reports of the Colonial Ban k, the National
. Bank, the Ballal'at Banking Company,
and other companies for the past half-year
to prove that there was no truth ~ the
charge that the Tariff had ruin.ed the
country. At no period ill the history of
the colony had there been so many substantial and expensive buildings in progress as at present. He would refer the
honorable member to his own district-St.
Kilda-where there were many handsome
buildings in course of erectio.n. Did this
s"how that the l'ariffhad ru ined the country?
These flippant remarks as to the effect of
ministerial action on the monetary condition of the country were prejudicial and
unwise. It was all very well for a journal
with hostile, bitter, and poisonous feelings
towards a party, to publish such fabrications in order to influence the money
market; but a gentleman residing in the
district of which he spoke had no right to
come into the House and say that the
actioll of the Government had affected
prej udicially that district. The honorable
and learned member for St. Kilda had
dwelt on many other subjects, including
his own election, and he had remarked
that very few honorable members polled
more votes than he did. He (Mr. Bindon)
polled as many, at all events. He polled
a majority of 500 or 600, and be spent
only his own money. When before his
constituents he said-" I will not discuss
the question of protection and free trade;
I will not dilate on social and economic
subjects; the question is, whether YOll
have confidence in the Ministry, and intend to stand by them ; I intend to stand
by the Ministry because they have stood by
the Tariff ·and by you." The manner in
whichhewas returned as the representative
of one of the largest gold fields showed
what the people thought of the political
situation. They knew enough of the crisis.
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They knew that the true issue between
the Houses of legislature was as to which
should impose~ taxation upon the country.
They knew that the. other House, instead
of wisely using the functions which they
possessed,. of moderating the Assembly
when that House was wrong, and of seeking to adjust differences when differences
arose, stood on their "eto. Noone desired
more than he did that the two Houses
should work in harmony. The man who
sought to prevent that harmony was a
traitor to his country. But while he did
not wish to coerce the Upper House, while
]10 was anxious for the Assembly to manifest as conciliatory a disposition as possible
towards the Council, he objected to the
exercise by the other chamber of the absolute power of veto. The Treasurer and the
Ministry had been twitted because they
had not created another crisis this year.
No doubt there were other honorable mem~
bel's who would be glad if the Government were to act in such a manner. But
he could assure honorable memberd on the
Opposition side of the House that a mock
crisis was quite enough for him. He
desired not to live in a confused state, but
to avoid disputes and difficulties and to do
aU he could towards the practical government of the covntry, and the development
of its resources. If he thought the Ministry had made mistakes he should be the
first to tell them. But he did not see the
utility of troubling their heads about the
history o( the past. The future was quite
enough for him. He was not sent to Parliament for the purpose of discussing the
past, of dealing with mere theoretical
points, of turning the House into a debating society, to ascertain whether what they
did last time was right or wrong. He
wanted practical action and practical legislation. He wanted the gold duty reduced
and the tariff carried, because the people
of the country wished these things; and
therefore he should do all he possibly
could to support the Ministry in their desire to carry out the w~shes of the people
as thoughtfully, moderately, and wisely as
they could.
Mr. LEVEY urged the hon. and
learned member for Castlemaine, if sincerely anxious to carry into effect the
principles which he had avowed-practical
progress in legislation, and the development of the· resources of the colonyinstead of raising the question which must
bring about the very crisis he so much
deprecated, to aid hon. membe~s on the
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Opposition side in asking Go'ternment
to send up the Tariff by itself, and
the gold duty Bill by itself. ,If it were
not to bring about another crisisanother serious disturbance between the
House and another place-he could not
see why these two questions were again
to be joined together. The Treasurer, iu
commencing the debate, stated that he
. wished. bygones to be bygones, and that
he did not desire to be unduly triumphant or grandiloquent about the victory
which the Government had gained. He
(Mr. Levey) quite sympathised with the
hon. gentleman on the necessity for mode·
ration at the present time, because he was
at a loss to conceive where, after all, this
great victory was to be found. What
section of ministerial supporters could
claim the victory ? Was it with those
who threw business to the winds, and
came there as philanthropic statesmen,
in order that the tea and sugar questiQU
might be carried out successfully? Had
they obtained a victory when the £130,000
duties were to be 'enforced? Were the
ardent Protectionists in a great state of
ecstasy now that Protection was to be indefinitely postponed? Were the democrats,
pure and simple, who came to the House
believing that the fruition of their pet
scheme was at hand, who imagined that
payment of members would be secured
this session-were they in a position to
rejoice? Were the honorable gentlemen who believed in a liberal land system
in a great state of ecstasy now that they
found that inquiry into the operation of
the new law was to be burked for another
session? And if the various sections of
the ministerial majority had no reason to
be triumphant, the position occupied by
the House was most humiliating. What
ad vance had they made since that day
twelve months? Had they carried the
Tariff ? No. Had they established the
principle that the Assembly, and the
Assembly alone, had the power of imposing taxes? They had not. They
spoke out grandiloquently. They agreed
to a number of resolutions about time and
place, and their being the sole judges of
taxa.tion, and what was the result?
After the lapse of twelve months-after
imposing a Tariff and collecting duties
under it-after long, angry, and recriminatory debates in the Assembly-the
bonds had to be enforced, and the duties
paid by the soft goods men had to be
given back. The Tariff was not passed,
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and they were no nearer protection. A
general election had taken place, at considerable expense to most honorable members-although the honorable and learned
member for Castlemaine assured the
House that his was a most economical
struggle-and they had lost many mem-'
bers-members whom they could ill-spare
-and gained a most barren and fruitless
victory-a victory which, to his mind. was
very much akin to a defeat. They
insisted that they would not allow the
Upper House to interfere with taxation,
but on that question the Upper House
had practically gained the victory;
because when one branch of the Legislature was desirous of a change, and the
other branch desired that no change should
take place, to be quiescent was to gain the
victory. After all their bumptious threats,
the Upper House had turned them adrift,.
and after twelve months they sought to
commence the same campaign again. It
was said that it was most necessary that
the gold export duty should be ab.olished.
He had no objection to that. But, after all,
the proposition for the abolition of the gold
export duty was a question brought forward,
not on the Ministerial, but on the Opposition side of the House. The proposition
of the Government was to reduce the gold
export duty sixpence per ounce, but an
amendment was proposed by the honorable
member for Crow lands, Mr. Houston, who
sat in opposition, for the total abolition of
the duty; and the amendment was carried
by a large majority. That being the case,
it was rather too late in the day for the
other side to seek to appropriate all the
popularity likely to arise from that measure.
During the debate on the subject, the
Minister of Justice denied most positively
the position now taken up by the Treasurer.
The honorable and learned gentleman con, tended that it.was not a tax but a royalty.
The Minister of Justice then spoke on
behalfof the Government.-(Mr. Sullivan.
-" No.") The honorable and learned gentleman was not reported to have spoken as
a private individual. He spoke as Minister
of Justice, and, it was to be presumed,
spoke the opinions of a majority of the
cabinet. Now they were told it was a tax
and not a royalty. The fact was, that the
Government were not anxious to settle
this question. The Goverument were not
anxious to settle any great question, but
desired rather to keep the House constantly
in a state of irritation with the other
chamber, so that time might pass on, and

*
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the Attorney-General be enabled to go to
Brighton in 1868, as the Attorney-General
of the Government. That was their object.
That was the object which they had
steadily pursued for three years; and if
the majority of the House were asses
enough to let them; they would carry out
their object.
The CHAIRMAN.-"-I think the honorable member should withdraw that expression.
Mr. LEVEY.-I was merely putting a
supposi.tious case.
Mr. HARBISO~.-I submit the honorable member must withdraw the expression.
Mr. SULLIVAN.-Unless he applies it
to himself..
Mr. LEVEY said he would withdraw
the expression. But it did appear to him,
and he thought the. experience of the last
three years justified him in saying so, that
the G"overnment, in·stead of being animated
by patriotic motives for practical legislation, were disposed to raise, session after
session, theoretical questions about which
no one cared one iota, simply to divert the
country from the real matters at issue.
He admitted that a large number of people
were anxious for the repeal of the gold
export duty: but he maintained-and he
had the Minister of Justice with himthat the proper way to do this was by a
Bill, and not in the manner proposed by
the Government. He held that in a new
session, with a new Parliament-a Parliament in no respect bound by any errors or
mistakes made by the last Parliament-it
.would be most unwise to commence legislation by again placing themselves in
antagonism to the other House. If the
Government were anxious that the Tariff
should pass, in common honesty and sincerity they were bound to take every
possible preca,ution to get· it passed.
From the experience they had during
last session, the proper way to secure
.the passage of the Tariff was not to
tack it to another question, inasmuch as
such a proceeding was opposed to prejudices upon which the other branch of the
legislature seemed to insist so strictly.
There was another question upon which a
large majority of honorable members felt
strongly, namely, the question of payment of
members. He believed that until they had
payment .. of members, democratic institutions in t~ country could not be said to
have had a fair trial. He believed payment of members to be a necessary supplement to universal suffrage; and that,
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when the property qualification was of the Tariff, and it had also pronounced
abolished, the only logical thing to do was in favor of something more. It had proto remunerate members of parliament. nounced in favor of protection, and the
But he understood that the Government Government were bound to deal with
steadily set their faces against putting a this question in a far larger spirit than
sum for the payment of members on the it had been dealt with either by the
Estimates, for the reason that, on a question Treasurer or the Attorney-General. There
of great public policy, it was essential that wef'e other things which he thought ought
the other branch of the legislature should to have been touched upon by the Treahave the opportunity of expressing its surer in his budget. The time had come
opinion. He agl'eed wi th that. Anxious when the Government ought to set themas he was for payment of members, he selves seriously to work to reduce the
would not vote for securing the object by enormous expenditure of the country. The
an item on the Estimates. But how could amount of public expenditure was unprethe Government logically refuse to give cedented in a country with such a populapayment of members to one section of tion and such resources. Without reducing
their supporters, while they were prepared, the salaries of any class of civil servants,
to please another section of their sup- great economy might be effected by consoliporters, to submit their proposition for the dating departments, and by the Government
abolition of the gold export duty in such ceasing to perform functions which ought
a form as to endanger the passage of the never to have been performed by GovernTariff through the Up'per House. How ment.During a most interesting debate
could the Government reconcile these which took place last session wiih respect to
inconsist.encies ? But if the Assembly the administration of justice, it was pointed
had the full power of raising and re- out that there was a large number of police
mitting taxes-if it had the right to be magistrates in excess of those required;
the sole arbiter in all questions which in -and that the department of the Sheriff
the slightest degree affected rents, royal- might be abolished mthout greatly affectties, or taxes-it would be quite as easy ing the efficiency of the public service.
for the House to pay members as to repeal The law officers, he believed, assented to
the gold export duty. That duty had the view then expressed, but the Estimates
never been treated in the way proposed. exhibited no alteration. The sheriffs were
It was imposed by Bill eleven or twelve the same as last year; and with regard to the
years ago; it was subsequently modified police magistrates, there was one in excess
by Bill; and if it were to be abolished. it of last year. Now, he thought that the
should be abolished by Bill. He con- Government would have done far better
sidered that the country having spoken for the future of the country, if, instead of
out so decidedly, the Government, with so going into constitutional questions, they
large a majority at their back, were bound had really gone into those practical quesnot only to bring in this Tariff but to do tions about which the honorable and
something more. The Treasurer, in his learned member for Castlemaine was so
financial statement, ought to have denoted enthusiastic. The Acting Minister of
what the fiscal policy of future sessions Railways, finding the railway system prowould be like. The only possible result ductive of such good results, might by this
of protection would be encouragement to time have considered whether it would
certain manufactures. Those manufac- not be possible to -extend that system to
tures would take a considerable time to parts of the colony which had not yet the
institute. Persons would have to purchase benefit -of railways. He held that a
machinery, procure capital, and :make all Ministry who would propose an extended
sorts of business arrangements, before they system of railways, who would introduce
could start these things. But if the something like economy into thA public
Government brought in a tariff on a sort service, who would set vigorously to the
of understanding that it would last only work -of departmental reform, wh@ w{)uld
until the next Parliament, without denoting really settle the question of the charitable
what sort of a tariff they would bring in institutions, who would seek -to ad:v'anoe
afterwards, the result would be a derange- some of the interests of the Icolony, who
ment of financial operations and -disaster would endeavor to accomp~ish some praoto those manufactures which they pro- tical good, would deserve a great -deal
fessed to be so anxious to see introduced. better from the people of this -country,
The country had pronoun oed in favor and do a great deal more for their futur-e
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fame, than a Ministry like the present, made sixteen protectionist speeches, and
who were content to limit themselves to gave sixteen free trade votes. The
administering the various duties of the honorable member had alluded to the
public departments, and to coming down question of payment of members, and
here on the first of every session with he Cleverly thought that that question
Borne grave constitutional question, on was going to be a bone of contention. He
which honorable members had the advan- thought that honorable members pledged
tage of hearing a large number of legal to a certain course of conduct were going,
arguments, which brought about a conflict by a side wind, to play his game and the
with the othel' branch of the Legislature, game of his party. W4en the question of
which gave rise to aU sorts of hopes and payment of members came before ,the
fears, and which left them at the end of House last session he (Mr. Vale) was in
twelve months in precisely the same posi- favor of carrying it by Bill, because he
thought it would be indecent for honorable
tion that they were in at the beginning.
Mr. VALE remarked that one most im- members to vote money to themselves.
portant fact in reference to all the articles But he learned from experience that it
on the crisis which had appeared in the was impossible to carry the thing by Bill.
English newspapers had been passed over Therefore, when he returned to his conby opposition members, namely, that those stituents in September last, he declaredarticles, whether written on the one side although the declaration was unpalatable
or the other, agreed invariably in this~ to many of his friends-that he would
that the difficulty through which the support the placing of a sum for payment
Colony had passed would prove a settler of members on the Estimates. At the
as to future events, and that the Cham- general election he made a similar avowal;
ber which had the will and opinion of the but he was not going to play the game of
community at its back must ultimately the Opposition by insisting that it should
triumph. Certain honorable mem~ers had • be placed on the Estimates at the present
talked largely with reference to the position time; and the honorable member for N01'assumed by the Ministry, and they had manby need not expect that any protectold the oft-repeated tale that the Ministry tionist members were t.o be caught by the
had started theoretic difficulties simply little manreuvre promoted by certain free
with the view of retaining office·; as if the trade members. He believed that the
country had been led to the conclusion country desired that a certain compensathat the present occupants of office were tion should be paid to members, but he and
the only persons fit to cope with theoretic others felt that they had corne into Parliadifficulties. If this were so, honorable ment at the present time to settle another
members in opposition were sufficiently matter of much greater importance to the
crafty politicians to join together in re- community than that the present members
moving these theoretic difficulties, and should be paid,-that matter being the
thereby smooth their own way to office. great difficulty which had arisen beBut the very fact that honorable members tween the Assembly and the other branch
in opposition were so resolute in their of the legislature in reference to a certain
antagonism to these matters. and so tho- tariff. The honorable member for Norroughly in accord with members of the manby voted against the Tariff because he
other branch of the legislature, went to thought it was protective. He (Mr. Vale)
prove tbat there was something more in also voted against the Tariff, but for the
the matter than mera theory. The com- reason that he did not think it sufficientl.y
mittee had just listened to a violent pro- protective. But when he found that the
tectioni~t speech from a recently converted
protectionists took up the battle of this
protectionist.
Next week honor.able Tariff he had no question as to where he
members might, perhaps, be indulging should range himself, and accordingly he
in the pleasurable reflection that if the had since ranged himself with the majority
honorable member for Norruanby was con- in favor of the Tariffof the Jast and present
verted he was converted frequently. The Parliaments. More than that, he was not
honorable member appeared to undergo a to be led astray by any proposition of sixchange of opinion about every three weeks. teen articles. He had the favor, under
According to Hansard, the honorable mem- peculiar circumstances, of receiving the
ber must have had, during last session, invitation relative to the sixteen articles.
about sixteen conversions from free trade He put the paper in hispooket, and tore
to protootion. The honorable member it up when it suited his convenience.
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He had no faith in promises of protection from gentlemen who talked one way
and voted another. Honorable members
had talked a great deal about the loss
which had accrued to the country out of
certain proceedings in connexion with the
Tariff. It was said that the country had
lost a great deal of money by the return
to the soft goods men of certain duties,
and by the non-collection of other duties.
He thought it unwise that those duties
were not collected.
He believed that
80me members of the Government would
be prepared to admit this; He went to
his constituents and told them that the cost
of this struggle up to the termination of
the last Parliament, in lost and returned
duties, amounted to £250,000; that that
was the result which they had to accept;
that he had accepted it; and that if blame
attached to him in consequence they would
refuse to return him again. However, they
returned him. With reference to the collection of the old duties, and the holding
of cash deposits and bonds, he could not
see the slightest difference between money
and bonds. He believed that the country
would demand that the bonds should be
enforced, and for the reason that there was
distinct knowledge on the part of the persons who paid the duties, either in cash or
in bonds, that the practice and custom of
Parliament was, in the event of the Tariff
not passing, to enforce the old duties.
Therefore he trusted there would be no
attempt to make a question of that sort a
ministerial question. He was prepared to
make very great and liberal sacrifices on
all other important points in order to
have united action in this matter of
the Tariff, and to have the issue carried
out distinctly; that with the Assemblythe Commons of the colony-rested
the power of taxation. Jn that step he
was prepared to accept encouragement from
the general tone of the English press, that
with the Assembly would be the victory if
the members of that House were true to
themselves. He trusted that no little byplay-no management, manreuvring, craft,
or cunning-would be allowed to cause a
division in the camp of the liberal party
-the party pledged before the country to
carry the tariff. He had never sought to
hide the fact, that he went beyond the
majority of the Ministry in reference to
the character of the protection afforded by
the present Tariff; and that he could not
accept the m~sure as any final and distinct
settlement of the question of protection.
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But he was not so utterly regardless of
state policy as to be caught by the proposition first made by the honorable member
for South Grant (Mr. McCann), and reiterated by the honorable member for
N ormanby, that the Government should in
this session tell the country what they were
going to do next session in reference to an
He
increased measure of protection.
aaked nothing so unwise or imprudent.
He did not want to tell the soft goods men
or the hardware gentlemen what they
should import. To do so would be to rob
the revenue and to benefit, only the importers. If the country willed protection,
it would have it; and if honorable mem,bers pledged to protection were false to
the principles which they avowed at the
elections, the r,esult would be between
He had
them and their constituents.
come to the House pledged to a distinct
course during the present session: from
that course he should not waver. He
wished to say nothing in reference to
mining speculations that should tend to
thwart a further extension of labor in that
industrial pursuit; and he knew that there
was a generally recognised opinion throughout the colony that the gold duty was
simply and distinctly a duty. It might
happen that the House might feel it
desirable in the course of legislation, with
a view to revenue, to place an export duty
on wool, and by this means compel a rich
class of the community, that had hitherto
shirked the responsibility, to pay into
the national treasury a fair return for the
privileges which they had long enjoyed,
and in the enjoyment of which privileges
they had reaped vast wealth. This might
be regarded as a rent as much as was the
gold export duty by some persons. There
was no doubt, however, that the gold export duty was a duty. As a duty-an
exceptional duty-it had been suffered
and borne by ,the community interested;
and he thought, after ten years of exaction,
the miners had a fair and legitimate claim
that it should cease at the expir~tion of
1867. He was very anxious that the
present strife and struggle should terminate. The country wished it to terminate,
but it also wished, when the battle was
well nigh fought and won by the Assembly, and when a quarter of a million of
money had been paid for the struggle, that
it should be settled once and for ever.
Two general elections-those of 1861 and
1864-willed protection. The majority
that carried the Tariff in the Assembly
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last session was as 46 to 23. The total
amount involved, even supposing the Tariff
ran its full period, would be only some
£600,000. And yet a question involving
only one-fifth of the national revenue was
sufficient to upset responsible government,
and throw the whole public affairs of the
colony into confusion. It would appear that
many eminent politicians and thinkers were
thoroughly imbued with the notion that
political principles were of universal application, like moral laws, no matter the
changes of region and climate. But Sir
Stamford Raffies, one of the most eminent
governors under the East India Company,
was not of that opinion. Sir Stamford
Raffies go\'"erned Java at two different
times, and recognising the right of the
people there to govern t}1emselves, made
concessions accordingly. Afterwards he
went to Singapore, and finding there an
unsettled and untrained community, he
played the .tyrant, and he justified his
conduct as a necessity of his position.
And he (Mr. Vale) was disposed to believe
that English thinkers, wri ters, and speakers
condemned Victorian politicians as unwise
in advocating a policy which appeared to
be retrogressi ve, simply in ignorance of the·
true position of the colony. He was also
aware that many influences of a purely
selfish character had been at work to influence the minds of public men in the
mother country. Merchants did not like
their operations disarranges.; bankers did
not view with love and admiration any
new State policy which might entirely
change the course of' public affairs. But
he would call attention to a fact of interest.
Some years ago New South Wales adopted
a protective policy. It was brought
under the notice of the Secretary of
State for thE( Colonies, who was asked his
opinion on the matter by some merchants
in the free trade interest. The Secretary
of State gave an answer indicating general dis~pprobation, leaving the impression that an expression of disapproval
might be made in the despatches to the
Governor. Upon that, Lord John Manners, one of the old Protectionist party in
England, rose in his place in the House of
Commons and challenged the Under Secretary to a distinct statement, if he dared,
that the colonies had not the distinct right
to deal with their own finances as they
chose, and make their customs house exactions a means of encouraging their manufactures. And in th is view - not in
the view that all England was against
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them-must the matter be looked at. No
doubt strong influences were at work, but
there was a general opinion in England that in seeking to carry out an
avowedly protective policy, they were
doing that which commended itself to
their judgment of right; that if they
made a. mistake they should have
to pay the price; that if they, as Englishmen, willed to make a change in their
policy with regard to customs, they had a
perfect right to do so. He was not one of
those politicians who laughed at free
traders. They had their opinions, and
should be allowea to exercise them. At
the same time, he held it to be unfair, unjust, and opposed to all the recognised
principles which bound communities together, that a fractional minority should
assume to themselves a power equal to the
majority two-fold their own number.
Another matter for comment was that the
. other chamber sought to lead the financial
matters of the colony. These were things
sufficient to make the majority returned to .
carry the Tariff determined not to abate
their exertions until the distinct and undeniable right of the Assembly to manage
the finances of the country was fully recognised. There had been a great amount of
talk about law, and order, and loyalty.
But was it to be imagined for one moment
that the protectionist members of the
Houses, and the protectionist voters outside, were less loyal than other people ?
Did honorable members need to be
reminded that it was the great free trade
organ that was going to let loose ravishers
and murderers on the streets of London.
In the district in which he lived he denounced those proceedings. While he
sternly reprobated any continuance of
transportation, he as sternly reprobated
all such action as that proposed against a
country to which they were bound by so
many common sympathies. Protectionists
were loyal enough, and they considered
that loyalty in this country could best be
shown by adopting a policy which would
provide for the people by other means than'
hospitals, gaols, and industrial schools
Protectionists were prepared to accept all
the results that might accrue from experience. If the free trade doctrine should
prove, after the lapse of a few years, to be
the wise one, he should be prepared to
acknowledge that he was in error. In
conclusion, he submitted that gracefulness
as well as justice demanded that the
minority should recognise the financial
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policy declared for by the country in the last people had ~ee~ constitutionally expressed,
Assembly, declared for at the late general and he mamtamed that the Council must
election, and to -be declared for again by bow gracefully to that will, even as that
House must always bow, and as the House
the vote of the House.
Mr. REEVES considered it his duty to of Commons had repeatedly bowed, with.
state that he thoroughly endorsed the out its authority" having ever been imaction of the Ministry on the Tariff ques- paired. Statements had been made, both
tion. He did so as one of the representa- there and in another place, that the
tives of a large protection constituency, Ministry bad given some pledge to their
perhaps one of the largest in the country. supporters regarding the payment ofmem..
Though there might be differences on bis bel'S. He desired to say that these state..
side of the House, with reference to the ments were made ip. ignorance of the fact,
amount of protection necessary for a full Every honorable memb~r on his side the
development of the industrial resources of House must know that the assertion was
the colony, yet, on one point, they were utterly without foundation.
Mr. LA.NGTON had listened with
unanimous, and that was, that the Government should be assisted in at once satisfaction to the speech of the Attornevpassing the Tariff meaSure of last session General, the charQ1 of whose rhetoric
into law. In doing this, he felt )lot only might have made him feel doubtful on
that he was carrying out the wishes of his some points, had he pot long been pretty
constituents, but that he was assisting well decided in his views. The bonoI'.
the Ministry in securing the rights of the able gentleman reminde4 him of th~se
dangerous creatures of tropical climes
people, and the privileges of that House.
Mr. G. V. SMITH could not congr~tu who ei.ercised a species of fascin~.t.ion
late the member for Ballarat West on the over the victims they IlJred to thejr doom.
happiness of his illustration of the spread He regretted .that the honorable member
of protection. Sir Stamford Raffies, it should have dwelt upon the topicfiJ which
seemed, went to J ava, and found the he did, but though he did not .deem it
system admirably suited to that place. necessary to follow the honorable gentle ..
No doubt protection was v.ery suitable man's example, he could no~ refrain from
for savages. As he would not vote with remarking on .one of his statements.
the Ministry, for as members had two The honorable member had said that
distinct functions, one l~gislative and one the course the Government pur~med
financial, he claimed a discretion in the had not created in him any feel4tg of
matter, he wished to explain the reasons remorse .0,1' regret. That assertion left It
why he insisted that another place mu,st painful feeling in bis own mind. He had
give way on the Tariff question. His own i .carefully watched the honorable mem ber's
opinion would not have so mnch weight as I career, and he had always regar.ded him as
sensitive, honorl:!-ble,.and highly chivalrous;
that of C. J. Fox, who said:"But what was the object of the constitution and if the evil consequences of the
in vesting the House of Commons with the course the Government had thought
absolute, the unequivocal, and sole disposal of fit to pursue fell upon themselves, if they
the public purse? Was it to endue that branch
of the legislature with various, separate, and had to bear the penalties and the punishindependent powers? No! for this peculiar ment, he would have overlooked the honorprerogative the House of Commons possessed. able member's remark. He could undernot as a branch of the legislature, but as the stand a number of gentle.men adhering to
representatives of the people, unconnected with a course under difficult circumstances
any other powers or body of men whatever. :In
this distinguishing attribute of their delpgated . with chivalry . and magnanimity, 3Ad
capacity, neither king nor lords bad any right though that course might entail dangerous
of interference. It was a trust connected with consequences to the community, yet, if
their existence and their honour, and to relin- those gentlemen were conscious that the
quish it on any account was to prove traitors
brunt of the battle would faU on their
to the confidence reposed ill them by their
own shoulders he could entertain a respect
constituents and the public."
for them. But in this instance there was
He had one other word from May:" The Commons may be overcome by a <;1isso- no power to punish Ministers for their
lution, the Lords by a threatened creation of wrong doing, and the consequences of
Peers, the Crown by withholding the supplies; their conduct must fall upon other and
and all alike must bow to the popular will when innocent heads. It appeared to him that
constitutionally expressed."
the Treasurer would have done well if he
N ow he contended that the will of the had confined himself to financial ~ffairl;l
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instead of introducing subjects which had
already been discussed ad nauseam. On
many important financial items the
Treasurer scarcely furnished any information at all. The honorable member
told them, for instance, that the London
Chartered Bank had made advances on the
Public Works loan account, but the custom
was to detail to the House the terms of all
advances, and certainly as this loan was
unauthorised by the House, was purely
an administrative act, honorable members
ought to have been precisely informed of
the nature of the compact. Then there
was another important item upon which
no information was given. It had transpired that for s9me unexplained reason
the Ministry had allowed a large sum to
be diverted from the Treasury, a course
utterly without precedent in any part of
Her Majesty's dominions. Nothing approaching to such an act could be found
in the annals of Great Britain or any of
her dependencies since the days of the
Stuarts~ This extraordinary proceeding,
which entailed a loss of £64,000, the
Treasurer never thought fit to touch
upon. The least the Treasurer could do
was to state the circumstances under
which this remission took place, to indicate who were the parties who benefited
by it. And inasmuch as statements had
been publicly made reflecting gravely on
the personal honor of gentlemen occupying seats on the Treasury benches, a
regard for their characters and a respect
for the House ought to induce a full explanation as to how the remission arose,
and what had become of the money. He
had a right to complain, having been
led to withdraw a motion for returns on
this subject by a distinct assurance from
the Minister of Customs that the returns
should be laid on the table the following
day; .that promise had not been complied
with.
Mr. FRANCIS desired to explain that
the Inspector-General of Customs had
informed him that the return might be
expected on the 'day he named to the
honorable member. However, although
an extra staff had been employed, the
work had not been got through. His
own disappointment was equal to that of
the honorable member. He trusted that
the return would be ready by the following
day, but he could not positively say that
it would. There were no less than 50,000
entries to be taken from the books ; hut
that there might be no imputation of
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evasion, he had ordered that the items connected with the particular firm at which
the honorable member desired to have
his fling, should be specially abstracted
for the honorable member's information.
Mr. LANGTON, while accepting the
explanation in the spirit in which it was
offered, remarked that it would have heen
but courteous if the intimation had been
given before. As to his desiring a "fling"
at any particular firm, he took this, the
first opportunity he had, to repudiate any
such motive. He stood there in the discharge of a public duty. A deliberative
Assembly, which possessed the control of
the purse strings, could not allow a sum
of £64,000 to he taken from thf~t purse
without receiving a sati:3factory explanation. At present they had no information
on the subject. They had not been told
even whether Ministers, having made a
mistake in allowing the goods to pass the
Custom House, did not intend making up
the deficiency themselves. It scarcely
accorded with the nice sense of honor the
Attorney-General possessed to allow a
matter so ill timately affectiDg the character of his colleagues to pass without any
The Treasurer told
notice whatever.
them that during the last session the
Government continued to act on the resolutions of the Assembly, believing that
those resolutions possessed vitality so long
as the Assembly was in existence. But
how did this tally with the facts? Why,
before the Assembly was dissolved the
Government ceased collecting the new
duties on the one hand, though they only
took the reduced duties on tea and sugar
on the· other. By bringing an old
Act into play, half-a-dozen new tariffs
were, on the ukase of Mr. Francis, in
operation between the 16th and the 28th
of November. An extraordinary feature
of the Treasurer's statement, was his
justification of the process of borrowing
money from the London Chartered Bank,
and paying it back by confessions of judgment. The justification amounted to this,
that because the Audit Commissioners
suggested a legal way for the payment of
the civil service, therefore there was no
wrong in the very different and totally
illegal course which Ministers did pursue.
He was surprised by the general cheers
which greeted the Attorney - General's
statement that the Constitution Act and
the Civil Service Act gav.e the necessary
powers for the payment of the civil
service, because, if this was correct, the
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ship that these persons should pay the
export duty in addition; but what real
advantage would they gain by its abolition?
Would not an increased royalty be demanded by the proprietor of the land
at once? The persons who would gain
would be the miner and the owners of
auriferous lands. To the latter, the honorable member would hand over the possession of the minerals under their lanosminerals which the State had never received
an equh:alent for, and the right to which
"had always been reserved to the Crown~
(" No, no.") Well, it was perfectly evident that if the effect of repealing the duty
should be merely to reduce the price of
gold abroad, then the miner could not gain;
while if it had not that effect, then,
" They would impose a small charge . . .
mainly for recognising the public right in regard in the case of mining on private land,
to the gold in the soil."
the owners of the freehold would deMr. VERDON.-Well, the miner's rive the advantage of the :sum, which
'
,
right.
now went into the Treasury. He deemed
Mr. LANGTON.-No, the public it necessary to refer to the statement of
right. At any rate, he would ask receipts and expenditure laid before the
whether the gold duty had ever been Committee. Amongst many extraordinary
included in a tariff before? Had it not statements, was one that the expenditure
always been dealt with separately? A for the year would be £3,318,239, a sum·
most singular part of the argument was the very far in excess of the expenditure
reference niade to Sir Charles Trevelyan, during any previous year, Reference to
who objected to the duty because it raised the records showed, indeed, that only in
the price of gold in the Indian marktlt. one year since 1854 had the expenditure
Now, who was really to gain by 'the reached such a sum as this.
Mr. VEH.DON.-You are speaking of
remission of the gold duty? Was the
remission intended to cheapen gold in the the estimated expenditure of 1866. You
Indian market, or was it to raise the price cannot compare that with actual expendifor the producer here? . And supposing tures.
that the first of' these objects was the one
Mr. LANGTON said that the estimated
in view, how would the miners benefit by revenue of 1865 was nearly £200,000 less.
the change? The Treasurer, considering Re pointed out that the very large amount
that he was the member of a protectionist of £800,000 remained to be expended this
Ministry, hazarded a singular statement year on account of 1865, and to this sum
in declaring that the duty checked the was to be added an increased expenditure
interchange of commercial commodities of £282,947. The probable receipts were
between this country and India. How stated at £3,338,467, but no account was
could he reconcile the remission, then, ta.ken of the £64,000 which had so mysteto his protectionist supporters, one riously disappeared. As some one, howof whose objects was to check imports ever, must be responsible for that large
and to keep the gold in the colony? sum, it ought to be taken into the
(Mr. Verdon-" No.") 'Vhy, Dr. Embling,. consideration of probable receipts. Adding
the Nestor of protection, frequently la- it to the figures already given, the total
mented that the colony sent away its gold would be £3,402,247 probable revenue
and got nothing but goods in return. Yet, for the year. N ow, what necessity was
it would be observed t.hat it was for the I there for this enormous expenditure?
purpose of facilitating this very o~jection Why should new duties be levied to attain
able exchange that a protectionist Ministry it? Take away £200,000, the amount of
advocated the abolition of the duty. The the new duties, and there would still
Treasurer also referred to the persons who remain an estimated revenue of £166,700
mined on private lands, and who paid as in excess of the requirements of the year
much as one-seventh of the gold raised 1865. On the one side the revenue waS
for the privilege. It was thought a hard- reduced by the making away of the

House had parted with the control of a
large share of the public expenditure.
When declaring that the retrospecti ve
clause was unnecessary, as the new duties
were being paid over, the Treasurer ought
to have enlightened honorable members as
to whether the appeals had been -abandoned, and he ought to have explained
also how it was that Mr. Eckroyd had not
obtained the amount of his judgment. In
referring to the repeal of the gold export
duty, the Treasurer urged that the charge
was a customs duty, and in support of his
views he read extracts from the report
of the Gold Fields Commission, some of
which, however, appeared to tell against
himself; The commissioners said-
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£64,000, and on the other side it was
increased by an extra expenditure of
£283,000, for the necessity of which not
one word of explanation had been given.
Surely, the representatives of the people
were entitled to information on these
points P It was usual to give both sides
of the account in detail, and on this occasion, if the Treasurer had not felt it
necessary to quote Sir Robert Peel and
May so much, he would have had· ample
time to explain these far more important
matters. Mention was made last year of
the fact that continental information was
being collected as a preliminary to leasing
the railways, but honorable members had
been left altogether in the dark in this
instance also, as to the progress of the
scheme. He felt it his duty to make these
comments on the Treasurer's address. He
reciprocated the honorable gentleman's
desire that the proceedings of the House
should be conducted in a gentlemanly
spirit, but he was afraid that, while such
matters as that of the £64,000 remained
unexplained, unpleasantnesses must arise,
for it would be impossible to characterise,
in the manner it deserved, so flagrant a
breach of' tmst as would be committed if,
without rhyme and reason, those who by
their oaths were sworn to be the faithful
custodians of the Treasury, allowed so
large a sum to be lost.
Mr. VERDON said that, as a direct
attack had been made upon him, he felt
bound to reply to some of the observations
of the honorable member who had just sat
down. The honorable member commenced
by 'charging him with omitting to notice
the £64,000 not collected at the end of last
session, and he wound up by a reference to
the same subject. Indeed, the whole
burden of the honorable member's song
was this £64,000. He confessed that when
making the financial statement he ought
to have considered that some honorable
members, who had taken an active part in
compiling and circulating financial statistics, had yet failed to make themselves
acquainted with the ordinary facts and
figures which nearly all honorable members
save the honorable member opposite, were
masters of. The honorable member complained of the absence of figures, which
he would find in the Estimates, and of the
absence of information, which he could
ascertain by subtracting one sum from
another. He certainly had gone more into
detail on previous occasions; but on Wednesday he had stated the reasons which
K
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induced him to confine himself to the
larger sums, that he might anticipate more
fully the objections honorable members
. opposite were ready to urge against the
financial course pursued last session. The
honorable member ventured to talk about
a breach of trust on his (Mr. Verdon's)
part in allowing a sum of £64,000 to be
abstracted from the Treasury. (Mr. Langton.-" I referred to you as a politician.")
It was only as a politician that he was
there. It was only as a politician that the
honorable member had a right to refer to
4im. As a politician, and as the head of
the Treasury department, he would tell the
honorable member that the money had
never been abstracted from the Treasury;
it was never there.
Mr. LANGTON. - Why was it not
there?
Mr. VERDO~ said the honorable mem
ber accused the Government of having
lost the £64,000 through non-collection of
duties, but the honorable member was not
ignorant of the fact that a corresponding
sum was collected in another direction.
The honorable member knew that the late
Assembly acquiesced in the enforcement
of the new duties by means of the Units
of Entry Act, and in the collection of
reduced duties under the old Tariff, in order
that a. double charge should not be paid by
the community. If the Assembly, which
maintained that it had the determination
of these financial matters, resolved that
certain duties should be remitted for the
public benefit, how could that be termed
a loss, especially where other sums were
collected equivalent in amount to those
remitted? The honorable member could
not make the House believe that he was
ignorant of these facts, and yet he made
no reference to them.
Mr. LANGTON.-I am not Treasurer.
Mr. VERDON asked if it was only for
the. Treasurer to be candid in his treatment of public questions. It was the
duty of the Treasurer to give the House
the fullest information, but it was equally
the duty of the honorable member to state
the whole of the case he was arguing.
This suppression on the honorable member's part was not the way to earn a character in the country. Again, the honorable member, who was great iIi statistics,
and knew well the value of goods, must
be aware that this £64,000 represented a
six months' consumption of the dutiable
goods, and only three months of that time
having elapsed before the reduced duties
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were in force again, the amount of the
remission could only be said to be one-half,
or £32,000. That amount, he ventured
to say, had been collected under the Units
of Entry Act.
Mr. LANGTON.-I do not know it.
Mr. VERDON asked if he was to believe that the avowed leader of the Free
Trade League, who had compiled reams of
statistics on the subject, was so grossly
ignorant that he did not know the amount
of tea and sug-ar required for a six months'
consumption? The honorable member
had endeavored to convince the House
that the royal commission proposed that
the gold export duty should be established
to recognise the public right to the gold.
He repeated, however, that that right was
recognised at the time, as the commission
proposed, by the miner's right, which was
still paid for, while the duty, which was
imposed for another purpose, was continued though that purpose had no longer
an existence. He was surprised also that
80 consistent an advocate of free trade pri1:\.":
ciples should have fallen into the gross error
that the object of the protectionists was to
prevent the interchange of commodities.
He denied that on behalf of all who desired
to see the principle of protectio~ fairly
tried. There was no desire to restrain
the import of articles which could not be
produced here. The honorable member
should not insult the House by attributing
such ridiculous opinions to people who
never entertained them. The honoi'able
member also had not been sufficiently
attentive to his new duties to avoid falling
into the error of comparing the estimated
with the actual expenditure of the country.
There never was a year since 1856, in
which all the moneys voted were spent..
It was utterly impossiblo to do so.
The Estimates must be in excess of the
requirements of the State. The savings
of past years had been as follows: ~
In 1856, £366,912; in 1857, £339,228;
in 1858, £428,248; in 1859, £347,341;
in 1860, £306,339; in 1861, £267,000;
in 1862, £242,000; in 1863, £380,000;
in 1864, £368,000. He had already informed the House that the estimates of
1865 would be re-voted, and through that
re-vote a certain expenditure came into
1866, which considerably swelled the total
for the year. The chief items of actual
. increase for 1866 were in the endowments
for roads, and charitable institutions; the
Civil Service expenditure was not greatly·
increased. And~he maintained that so long
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as the Government was fortunate enough
to possess funds, they ought to expend the
same on these public works. Though, so

far as be was concerned, he had exhausted
the subject, there was ono remark made
by the honorable and gallant member
opposite, (Capt. MacMahon,) to which he
desired to refer. The honorable member
said that he had been an attentive observer·
of ,all that took place at the framing of
. the Constitution Act; and, speaking on
behalf of the framers of that measure, he
declared that it was never intended that
the Legislative Council and the Legislarive Assembly should bear any analogy to
the House of Lords and the House of
Commons, but that they should rather be
a House of Commons ~itting in two
chambers. Well, for the information of
the honorable inember he would read a
portion of the report of the select committee of the Legislative Conncil on the
new Constitution"For the Legislative Council they recommended that its members should be of mature
age-should be elected by the educated, indepen·
dent, and permanent residents in the country.
. . • . . To such a body they propose
to entrust the Legislative functions of the House
of Lords.
" Being convinced that nothing could be more
impolitic than to legislate against the spirit of
the age-viewing the uni versal tendency throughout the world towards the spread of popular
institutions-they are prepared to recommend
that the franchise for electing the House of
Assembly should be placed on as )Vide a basis as
possible. They have, therefore, proposed practically to include all whose p~rmaneDt settlement in Victoria renders them justly entitled to
it. On the House of Assembly they propose to
confer all the rights and powers of the House of
Commons.'"
.
...

. The honorable member would be driven
after all to the letter of the Constitution
Act to prove that there was no analogy
between the two Legislatures, because it
was equally evident from the practice
observed here as· it was from the report
that s~ch an analogy was intended. It
seemed strange that so attentive an 0 bserver as the honorable member should
have overlooked these facts. The honorable member for St. Kilda urged that no
complaints were made against the duties
proposed to be reduced, but had not the
reduction of the tea and sugar duties been
a cardinal principle with the popular
party at every election during the last
seven or eight years; and had not
the remission of the gold duty been
demanded for a period equally as long?
The honorable member seemed to imagine
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that th~ Attorney-General rejoiced at the
prospect of another crisis; but when the
honorable member had had experience in
the management of political affaire during
a cri~is, he would find that a prolonged
crisis was one of the greatest evils the
politician could encou~ter. The honorable member next went on to say that the
protectionist rne~bers of the Hous'e ought
to agree with him in expressing pheir dissatisfaction at the nqn-protectionist character of the Tariff. N oy;, ~lthough it
migh~ be doubted whether the honorable
member and his friends had any real sym-,
pathy with the protectionists, yep, whepher
the sympathy which they profes~ed was
real or sham, there could be no doubt
that they 4ad altogether faile'd to perc~i ve
the signs of the times~that they had
utterly failed to understand what t~e protectionists desired. He believed that the
protectionists, both in and out of the
HouEle, did not desire to p~otect any
existing interest, but rather to create ne'w
industries. The protectionists desired
something very different from that which
the honorable member. and his friend~
could' give them. The hon,orable member's
party desired to give them what had been
aptly termed such a dose of protection
as would disgust them. That was not
very likely, however, to occur. Even
if there were a; protectionist Ministry
in office-such a Ministry as the honorable member professed to wish to
see-and the Ministry desired to give the
experiment of protection a fair trial, they
would not begin with such a dose as the
honorable member desired to see tried.
He, (M.r. Verdon) believed tltat t4e desire
of thos~ honorable members who were
anxious to 'promote fiscal ~eforms, had been
grossly misunderstood by' the honorable
members 'opposite; and if they believed
that, by offering baits to the prot~ctipnists;
they could create a split in the Ministerial
,camp, they w~uld utterly fail in their
object.
Mr. LEVI suggested that the <leb~t~
should be adjourned.
'
, Mr. McCULLOGH said it was very
desirable that a division should take pla~e
before the departure of the out-going mail
for England, in order that it might be
shown that the members of the Legislative
Assembly were determined to carry out
the wishes of the majority of the people,
as expressed at the late general election.
After some discussion, it was &gl'eed,
both on the part of the Government and
K
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the Opposition, that a division should t~ke
place on the first item; and that an opportunity should be given for continuing
th~ general discussion on theTariff' on the
next item, on it subst;lquent evening.
The Cominittee then divided on the
question, that a ,duty of lOs. per lb. be
levied ou opiu~, wheQ. there appeare4~
Ayes ...
49
Noe~ .. :
...
14
Majority f~r th~ Gove~nment 35
AYES.

Mr.
,,,
"
"
"
,.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
,.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

13aillie.
Balt9ur,
Hayles.
Bindon,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Connor,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Embling,
Evans,
Farrell,
Foott,
Francis,
Frazer,
Grant,
Halfey,
HarQison,
Heath,
Henty,
Higinbotham,
Hopkins,
Jones,
Kihg,

Longmore,
Love,
McC.ann,
M~Caw',

McCulloch,
McKean,
Macpherson,
Plummer,
Ramsay,
R~eves,

Richardson,
Uiddell,'
G. P. Smith,
J. 'l'. Smith,
Sullivan,
Tucker,
,,, Vale,
" Verdon,
Wardrop,
.. Watkins;
" Wheel~r,
" Wilson.
, Tellers.
Mr. Edwards,
"" Sands.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"

Blackwood,
Bunny,
Oillies,
Han!la,
Langton,
Levey,'
Levi,
Cap~ Mac Mahon,

Mr.
"
..
"

Moore,
O'Grady,
Snodgrass,
Whitemap.

Tellers.
Mr. McLellan,
"M!l-cBain.

The resolution was reported to the
House, and the committee obtained leave
to sit a~~in on Tues~ay, February 27.

RAILWAY

RETUE~S.

'Mr: TUCKER moved-

" That there be laid ~n the table of this House
separate returns showing the receipts and expenditure during the ye!tr 1865 of tb!,! follo\)'ing
' Statloq~ on the line of railway, viz., Carl~ruhe,
Diggers' Rest, fIarcourt, Riddell's 9reek,
Ravenswood, and Middle Gully."
,

Mr. McOANN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to,
The House adjourned at ten minutes
past twelve o'clock, until Tuesday, February 27.
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LEGISLA.TIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesilay, February 27, 1866.
Reply to the Address-Eastern Province Election-Constitution Act Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter-past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
REPLY TO THE ADDRESS.
The PRESIDENT announced that he
had presented· to His Excellency the
Governor the address adopted by the
House in reply to His Excellency's
speech, and that His Excellency had ma~e
the following answer :" Mr. President and Honorable Gentlemen of the Legislative Council,-In receiving your address, I deem it unnecessary to say more than that, as Her
Majesty's representative in this colony, I
thank you for your expression of loyalty
and attachment to Her Majesty's throne
and person."
EASTERN PROVINCE ELECTION.
The PRESIDENT announced that he
had received a communication from His
Excellencv's Private Secretary, intimating
that Mr. 'Robert Stirling Anderson had
been duly elected to serve as a member for
the Eastern Province.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
On the order of the day for the second
reading of this Bill,
The Hon. W. RIG HETT remarked
that the address to His Excellency, which
had been adopted, contained the statement
-" The reform of the Legislative Council
is a question which we shall forthwith
refer to the deliberations of a select committee of this House." In consequence
of that announcement of the intention of
the House, he was not prepared to go on
with the Bill j but he would postpone the
second reading until that day fortnight,
and if the course indicated in the address
were not taken by then, he would proceed with the measure,
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL asked
if the honorable member would consent to
refer the matter to a select committee at
once? In that case he would propose the
committee.
The PRESIDENT inquired if the
matter of reference was the Bill, or the
whole. subject?

..A mendment Bill.

Mr. MITCHELL.-The Bill and the
subject.
.
l'he PRESIDENT.-But the Bill has
not yet been laid on the table of the
House. It ought to have been presented
before this.
Mr. MITCHELL.-Then I will refer
the whole subject.
'
The Hon. H. MILLER.-In that case,
the honorable member will perhaps giv~
notice of his motion ?
.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER....:....Yes;
and let the inquiry include the reform of
the Lower House as well as the Upper.
Mr. MITCHELL then gave notice of
motion.
The second reading of the Bill was ap-:pointed for Tuesday, March 13,
.The House adjourned at half-past four
0' clock, until Tuesday, March 6.

LEG ISLA. TIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, February 27, 1866.
Precedence of Ma.yors-Judge Brewer-Water for Gipp~
land-Murray River Isla.nds-Resumption <Of Debate ~
the Budget- The Tariff Resolutions-Importatioo 'of
Obscene Pictures.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half.
past four o'clock.
.
NEW MEMBERS.
Mr. Orr and Mr. Pearson took the
oath and their seats-the former as member for the Murray District, the latter as.
mem ber for North Gippsland.
MAYQRS OF BOROUGHS.
.
Mr. WHITEMAN asked the Attor:
ney-General whether, under th~ prese~t:
Municipal Act, the mayor, as chIef magIs-:-"
trate of a borough, had the right to pre:.
side over a bench of magistrates assembled in petty sessions ?
Mr, HIGINBOTHAM replied that
neither under the MunicipalAct~ nor
under any other Act that he wal:J aware
of, };tad the mayor of a borough the right
of precedence in the local court of petty:
sessions, although the right of precedence
was given to the Mayors of Melbourne
and Geelong in magisterial courts unde~
the Acts relating to those places.
JUDGE BREWER.
Mr. McCANN called the attention of
the Attorney-General to the inconveni~'
ence and loss felt by s':litorsin the· Weg..

Judge Brewer.
f~ern:

District, at the county court held
in Geelong on the 1st instant, in conseIquence of Judge Brewer's extra duties at
,Gippsland necessitating the postponeilDent of all the causes above £10 till
April next. The honorable member ob,~erved that the duties of Judge Brewer
extended from Portland in one direction
to Gippsland in the other, and he begged
~o ask if the Government intended to
appoint a judge for Gi ppsland, or to make
such: other arrangements as would pre:vent the county court and insolvency
business of the Western District being
'~gain sacrificed ?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
.his colleague, the Minister of Justice, was
aware that Mr. Brewer had very onerous
,duties to perform, and that the administration of justice was, to some extent, impeded by the necessity for that gentleman
visiting Gippsland. At the same time,
the Minister of Justice was of opinion
that 'it was not necessary, at present, to
appoint a judge for the district of Gippsland. However, he would endeavour so
to re-distribute the business as to prevent
'repetition of the inconvenience which
had .been already experienced. Part of
the pressure to which the honorable
member for South Grant referred, was
owing' to the insolvency business which
Mr. Brewer had to perform; and while
the question relating to local insolvency
jurisdiction was still· unsettled, it would
not be desirable to make any permanent
alterations in the existing arrangements.
He hoped, though he was by no means
sure that the hope would be realised, that
Parliament would be able to consider,
during the session, a Bill to amend the
insolvency law. If that were done, it
might be found advisable to make arrangements by which Mr. Brewer could be
relieved of a portion of the duties which
he had now to perform.

a:

WATER FOR GIPPSLAND
, Mr. McKEAN asked the Minister of
Mines what arrangements had been made
for supplying the Gippsland gold fields
with water, under the Water Works Act
1865 ?
, Mr. SULLIVAN said he had made no
Ztrrangements with regard to Gippsland.
At the time he brought the W ater Works
Bill before the House, he stated, in reply
~.~ a question put by an honorable member,
that it was not his intention to bring
Gippsland under the provisions of the
Act, because the loan would not be suffi-
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cient for the, purpose, and because Gippsland was better supplied from natural
sources than other localities provided for
by the measure. At the same time, he had
no doubt that in course. of time, as' the
gold fields were de.veloped, some action
would be taken with reference to water
supply to Gippsland. The country was
rapidly opening up, and, from the promise
which it already gave', would require the
attention of Government on a future occasion.
CUSTOMS BONDS.
Mr. LEVI inquired when the Minister
of Customs intended to collect the customs bonds?
Mr. FRANCIS replied that the question had been before the law officers of the
Crown for several weeks.
MURRAY RIVER ISLANDS.
Mr. SNODGRASS moved" That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, praying that he will cause
to be placed upon the table of this House copies
of any correspondence between the Governments
of Victoria antI New South Wales upon the
respecti ve claims of the two colonies to the
islands in the Murray River, known as' Pental'
and' Paggua Milly' Islands."

Mr. MOORE seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
THE DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
TARIFF RESOLUTIONS.

The House having resolved itself into
Committee of Ways and Means, and
Mr. VERDON having moved a resolution for fixing the duty on tea at 3d. per
lb., the debate on the budget was resumed by
Mr, LEVI, who observed that, presuming the understanding arrived at on the
previous Thursday evening was that
honorable members should have an opportunity of dealing with the entire subject
offered for the consideration of the Com
mittee, he deemed it his duty in tho first
"instance to call special attention to the
unwarranted reduction which-providing
that the resolution passed by the Committee on Thursday should be adopted by
the House-would take place in the duty ,
on opium, an article which had added con- "
siderably to the revenue of the country.
That tax, of which no one bad complained
as being exorbitant, produced in ] 8G3,
over the estimate of £ 16,000 submitted
by the Treasurer, the sum of £7,644 3s.
lId. In 1864, it produced £34,898 13s.
lId., while the Treasurer's estimate was
only £26,000. In 1865, the amount received from opium was £18,735, or £1,265
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less thim the estimate of the Treasurer;
but had the full duty been .collected, the
revenue would have been something like
£37,000 ft'oin that item alone. Honorable members would recollect that since
18G2 certain imposts affecting the Chinese
had been reduced; on the understanding
that the alteration in the rate of duty on
opium should be adhered to, simply
because the tax on opium was felt·lightlY
by those .who consumed the article. Under
these circumstances, he contended that
the Committee and the· public were entitled to hear some reasons why £20,000
of revenue should be sacrificed without
any equivalent, and particularly as increased t.axation must follow. as a natural
consequence. Having adverted to that
subject, he begged to call attention to the
financial statement which h~d been submitted by the Treasurer. He considered
that, on this occasion, the honorable
gentleman had failed. to aeal" with pis
budget in the maniler to which honorable
members had hitherto been accustomed.
T.he. honorabl€( geriilenjan omitt~ci to allude
to tJie condition of" the people, and t~
show whether the misgovernment of the
last twelve months had brought prosperity
or the reverse to the trade and commerce
of the colony. He (Mr. Levi) believed
that the Treasurer felt somewhat ashamed
of the condition in which the country had
been placed, and that he 'Yas incapable of
pointing out any particular instance where·
the cOIninerce of the country had benefited.
On the contrary, inquiry must show the
honorable gentleman that, with regard to
a most important item of revenue~ai1
item which furnished an index of the
prosperity of the colony - particularly
the prosperity of the working Classeshis estimate was all on the wrong
side. The most· i~portant item in the
Budget~that "of customs-was passed
over by the "Treasurer with the si~pl~
statement- that there was a deficiency of
something like £60,000. Indeed, the honorable gentleman had not vouchsafed to
the Committee so lucid an exposition of
the state of the country's finances as could
be found in the Government Gazette of'
the 11th of January. In the item of
spirits ~here was a decrease on the estimate ; there was also a decrease, though
small, on the item of tobacco. These
·were articles which entered largely into
the consumption of the working classe~.'
In several other items of customs there"
was likewise a decrease. The increases.
promised on other items which were ·to
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benefit the country to a considerable extent had not at all been realised. Three
out of the four items under the head of
Excise showed a deficiency on the estimate;
In the territorial department there was a
great deficiency; but he found an increase
on the item for miners' rights of £15,OOO~
and leases of auriferous hind, £11,000.
This was attributable to the late passage
of the Mining Bill. And see~g that the
Government had dealt so strictly with the
inining ·community, he was anxious to
know whether a similar ineasure of justice
would be meted out to them as to the
parti~s interested in the tea and sugar
bonds; and whether the Government
would return the increase obtained
through the delay in the passing of
the Mining Statute. 'fhe railway inMme exhibited an increase, but he
believed the increase would have been
much larger if the department had been
managed· by a minister who could give his
undivided attention to it. He submitted
that; on the whole, the Estimates placed
J:>efore the House last year were of an .
unreliable character. The new duties
were estimated to produce £240,l>85, but
there was a deficiency under that head of
£90,976 13s. 3d., no doubt attributable iIi
a great measure to the non-collection of
those duties for six or seven weeks. He
would. ask the Minister of Customs
whether' the goods mentioned in a returI;i
laid on the table as having been taken out
of bond on the 15th, 16th, and 17th Nov:'
embel" would not have realised double the
amount estimated to be realised under
the new duties? The Treasurer calculated
that the probable balance from 1865
would be £21,:372, ahd he estimated that
the revenue for 1866 would be £3,186,265.
At tlie same time, the honorable gentleman put down the amount of cash deposit
and bonds· as though that amount had
really not gone into the Treasury. (Mr.
Verdon-" It has not.") He doubted
whether, under the Audit Act, it was not
made compulsory on collectors and receivers t~ pay this revenue" into the
Treasury. He should like to know why,
after the rejection of the Tariff Bill on
the 28th November, the Minister of Cus- .
toms did not take steps for collecting the
moneys under the bonds, in accordance
with the pledges made to the House that
proper precautions were taken to protect
the public revenue. On the 11th October
the MiI1ister of Customs thought proper
to post on the doors of the Custom House
.a ·notice intimating that the ae·posits. pre-
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viou~ly paid on tea, sugar, dried fruits,
opium, and gold, would no longer be requir~d, and that only the duties under the
new Tariff would thenceforward be collected. But what authority had the honorable member for this proceeding?
Where was the Order in 06un"cil, or notification in the Gazette? The 19th section of the Customs Act 1857 provided
that " when new duties· are imposed,
former ones are to continue until new
duties are chargeable." In a pOl'tion of
the clause it was stated-

"And except in cases where the Act or Acts
imposing such new duties shall otherwise provide, all moneys 'arising from any duties of
customs; 'or any arrears thereof on account of
~ny goods whatever imported into or exported
from the colony under any former Act, although
computed under such foroler Act, and whether
secured by bond or otherwise, shall be levied ,
and appropi-iated in the same manner."

When he reflected 'upon the large arrlount
of interest taken bY,a particul3.l· section of
commercial men in the Tariff-men who :
had 'never put themselves forward in:
politi~s before'- t~e trouble they had.
evinced in travelling to all parts of the
country for the purpose of securing seats
in Parliament, and inducing others to
follow in their wake, he could not help
wondering whether they ever thought
that this nice little item, "cash deposits and bonds," would appear as an
3;sset in the national balance-sheet.
He did not think the country need feel
much alarm'ed at the realization of the
amount due on tlie bonds. At the same
time he was of opinion that it was a
matter which ought not to have been
allowed to stand over so long. There had ,
been a great dereliction of auty on the
part. of the Customs department; and
even those who were disposed to give the
most unqualified support to the administration must admit that there was a great,
,strain and stre'tch of power when the Government allowed the bonded warehouses
to be thrown open and 'large quantities of
goo~s to escape without paying proper
duties. Without desiri~g to be personal, he
must allude to the large amount of money
(£9,000) due on bonds and uncollected
duties from the Victoria Sugar Company.
,Within a few days fro'm the tiine that the .
Min~st~r of Customs thought fit to i~sue
the ,notice already alluded to, this company, notwithstanding that it did such a
its bonded
very steady trade, took o~t'
'stores' something like 1,500 tons, upon
'which they paid £4,500 less than the sum
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which they ought by law to have paid. ,
Some parties who felt an interest in that
particular company had endeavoured to
make the public believe that they had no
knowledge of these transactions-that they
had tried to prevent such a course of
action, and that they wiped their hands of
the affair. At all events, he considered
the company could well afford to pay
the money for which they were liable.
No doubt, in consequence of the proposed changes in the Tariff, many trans.;
actions in tea and sugar took place -at'
the commencement of last year. One particular transaction came under his own
notice. A. very few days after the resolu~
tions of the Assembly were passed a cargo
of sugar was sold by a firm, in which an
honorable member of the House was
largely interested, without providing for
any rechimation whatever in case th~'
Tariff should not become law. He was
not aware whether the rules of Parliament
woul~ prohibit that honorable member' or
any other honorable member similarly
interested giving a vote on this matter,
ifit cam'e to a vote; but when the question came on he should appeal for a ruling
on the point. He helieved that if the
House followed the same course that waS
adopted in the Rouse of Commons with
reference to honorable members interested
in the passing of rail way bills', a
division would be materially affected~
If the full duties on tea, sugar, and opium
were collected, the total on the credit side
of the Treasurer's· finance account would
be £3,402,250., In the face of this, why
should there be a .meddling with th~
Tariff ?-why should increased taxation
be placed upon the people of"this country?
With such a flourishing state of finance,
he was prepared to sweep away the tea,
sugar, and gold duties entirely, because he
believed that, if this were done, there
would still be a surplus over the £,3000,000
which had been over and over again argued,
by the Treasurer himself and other honorable memb~rs, as a sufficient sum of money
for carrying on the affairs of ~he colony.
It might be. said that the country had
been appealed to, and had pronounced in
favor' ,of new taxation. But he begged
to give a· distinct denial to any such
statement'. The' country had not been
appealed to on the subject. At the
general election in 1864 there were onIy
104,000 electors on the roll. Of that
number 55 per cent. voted. :But upon
the recent 'occasion, when it was said that
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this great constitutional question, this great in the Assembly for nine or ten months.
Tariff, was submitted for the consideration The resolutions were passed on the 19th
of the constituencies, a less number voted. or 20th J"anuary, and the Bill in its inteHe found from the election returns that grity was sent up to the Legislative
23,500 voters elected 19 gentlemen who Council on the 4th March. It was
sat ill opposition, and that something like read a first tim~ that day. It was read
28,000 returned the remaining 59. What a second time on the 11th, reported
did this show? 'Vhy, that 5,000 electors on the 18th, and was read a third
-the difference between the two numbers time and passed on the 25th of March.
-absolutely sent 40 members into the (An honorable member-" When was it
House. And yet it was said in the face assented to?") It was assented to on
of this that the country willed the Tariff. the 18th of June. On the same day a
He fully believed that, if the people had a Bill relating to the gold export duty was
fair representation, the present mongrel assented to. That was sent up to the
Tariff would not be forced upon the Council as a separate measure, distinct
country. And after passing through twelve from the Customs Bill. Why could not
months of greater excitement than had the same form be adhered to now? (An
ever been experienced in the history of honorable member-" There is a different
the colony, the Treasurer came down to Ministry.") No doubt there was a difthe House and asked that " by-gones ferent Ministry; but if the present Mishould be by-gones"-that all the illegal nistry sincerely and earnestly desired the
proceedings should be forgotten-that the welfare of the country they would send
House should pass over the raising of the Tariff and tke gold export duty up to
moneys without the authority of the the Council as separate Bills, seeing that
legislature, the apparent abolition of Acts there was every probability of the meaof Parliament by the mere dash of a sures being passed into law if that course
ministerial pen, and the bringing of His were adopted. The reason why the CusExcellency the Governor into a certain toms Act to which he had referred, which
amount of disgrace and disrepute. While was passed by the Council on the 25th of
appealed to in this manner, he might March, did not receive His Excellency'S
appropriately enough read a passage from assent before the 18th of June was very
a letter written by Sir Charles Nicholson, easy of explanation. It was not usu~l
which had been published in The Argus. for the Governor to come down to ParliaSir Charles said:- .
ment to assent to Bills immediately they
"No sane person will lend his money to a were passed, and therefore this measure
Government that sets all law and order at defi- was reserved until a number of other Bills
ance. Only last week I was anxious to secure
the investment of some trust money in New were also got ready for His Excellency'S
South Wales or Victorian debentures. The assent. .As to the gold export duty, he
trustees would not listen to the proposal. desired to see it abolished.
He had,
, What, lend money to a Government that vio- in fact, always a.dvocated its abolilates all constitutional right, and sets at nought
the solemn decisions of the Queen"s Courts. tion, believing that it was a tax on
What security can anyone have against repu- labor. He never did look upon it as
diation and forcible violation of all law?' "
a royalty, although he had listened
When they found opinions of this kind with great attention to the arguments
expressed-when they found the almost which were brought forward on one par..
unanimous voice of the press raised against ticu.lar occasion by the Minister of Justice',
the proceedings which had taken place- who addressed the House for about two
he did not think they should quietlyac- hours, and referred to a multitude of
quiesce in the appeal to let "by-gones be .authorities, for the purpose of proving that
by-gones," and begin the political chapter it was a royalty ; notwithstanding which,
afresh, without adverting whatever to the the honorable gentleman's colleagues were
past. The Treasurer had intimated that now endeavouring to get the House to
the Government intemled to leave out of assent to a proposition that it was simply
the Tariff Bill that most objectionable a customs duty. However, he (Mr. Levi)
clause-the retrospective clause. He (Mr. had always been anxious to see it abolished,
Levi) could quite understand that, but he and he believed the protectionists would
could not understand the Treasurer'~ admit that one of the first steps towards
statement that they had precedent for the protection of native industry ought
such a clause in former Acts. The Cus- to be the abolition of the gold extoms Act of 1862 was not kept dangling port duty. He might remind the Go~
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.ernment that the particular resolution
which they now intended to propose for
the reduction of the gold export duty,
emanatedfl'om members of the Opposition.
The Government only contemplated reducing the duty 6d. per ounce, but Mr.
Houston, who was then member for Crowlands, succeeded in carrying an amendment which the Government now adopted,
although, at the time, four or five of the
Ministry voted against it. As to the
preamble to the Tariff Bill, the Treasurer
had, no doubt unintentionally, misled the
House in saying that it was in accordance
with the form adopted in New South
Wales. Whether the Treasurer made
the statement because somebody had told
him so, and without taking the trouble to
look at the Acts passed by the Parliament
of New South Wales, he was not aware;
but the honorable gentleman had certainly
made a most egregious mistake. He held
in his hand a copy of some of the statutes
of the New South Wales Parliament, and
in one of them , which was an Act to impose
additional customs duties,and was assented
to on the 20th of June, 1865, the preamble ran thus : " Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent
Majesty, by and with the ad vice and consent
of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament
assembled."

The preamble to another Act of the New
South Wales Parliament-an Act to impose a stamp duty-assented to on the
20th of June, 1865, was precisely in the
Bame form. He was astonished that the
supporters of the Ministry had not looked
into these matters for themselves. They
appeared, however, to have given an unqualified support to the Ministry, and if
the Ministry said that black was white
·some of them wuuld believe it. He had
shown that Bills of supply had been passed
by the Parliament of New South Wales
with a totally different preamble to what
the Treasurer had asserted.
Mr. VERDON said that the preamble
which he read was taken from one .of the
Appropriation Acts passed by the Parliament of New South Wales.. If the honorable member wanted to prove that the
form of preamble which the Government
proposed to adopt in the Tariff Bill had
.not been used in New South Wales, he
would have to show that there was a substantial difference between Bills of Appropriation and Bills establishing customs
duties.
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-Mr. LEVI did not think that there
would be much difficulty in doing that~
It was scarcely necessary, he imagined, to
point out that there was a difference
between a Bill of Supply and an Appropriation Bill, and the Treasurer would
observe that in New South Wales the
form of the preamble of a Bill of Supply
was entirely different to the preamble of
a Bill of Appropriation. (Mr. Verdon"In England?") He was referring to
New South Wales, to which the Treasurer
more especially referred in addressing the
Committee on this subject. He believed,
however, that there would be no difficulty
in showing that a difference existed
between the preamble of a Bill of Supply
and a Bill of Appropriation, even in England. (Mr. Verdon-I' Who is thanked
for the supplies?") Whom did His Excellency thank? Why, who had always
granted the supplies and who were asked
for them? The members of the Legisla~
tive Assembly, he presumed; but was
there any reason why the Assembly
should depart from the form which had
always been adopted, and under which
£35,000,000 or £40,000,000 had been expended? The fact that they had been
ignorantly told by the Treasurer that they
were about to imitate the example of a sister colony was of itself a reason why the
proposed preamble should not be adopted.
He would now proceed to refer more
particularly to the financial topics alluded
to in the Treasurer's statement. Some
very important matters had been glossed
over by the honorable gentleman. In
England, the financial statements of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer were regar.ded with interest, not merely by Parliament, but by the whole community, as
affording information as to the prosperity
and progress of the country, or otherwise.
But the returns of the various banking
institutions of the colony for the year
1865, gave more information in a couple
of inches of type as to the material weI.
fare of the colony than was contained in
the whole of the Tr.easurer's long statement. From the banking returns, it
appeared. that the advances made by the
bank:s up to the end of the year 1865
exceeded the amount at the corresponding
period of the preceding year by about
£1,500,000. That fact spoke volumes.
It showed that at the end of the year
1865 the people of the colony were in..
debted to the banks £1,500,000 more than
at the corresponding period last year.
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C" Hear, hear," from ministerial members.) that the power of the people to provide
Honorable gentlemen on the ministerial for their own requirements had been
benches seemed to smile at the fact; progressing-that manufactures had inbut was it not in a great measure creased, and that the colony had become
the result of their own misgovernment better able to compete with the productions
and mismanagement? They probably of other countries. The statistics for the
forgot that merchants had been com- year 1865 would; however, show this dispelled to obtain large advances, because tressing fact-that with the vast territory
merchandise, which otherwise would which this colony possessed, with every
have been disposed of and exchanged for opportunity for all par~ies to attain sucgold with the neighbouring colonies, had cess in life here, there was not that steady
bad to be locked up in the .warehouses stream of immigration to the colony which
here in consequence of the intercolonial might be expected. The increase of the
trade having been interfered with by the population, which was reputed to have
changes in the fiscal policy of the country taken place in the year 1865-s'omething
and the unsettled state of public affairs. like' 25,000 or 26,000 persons-was in
A portion of the advances, no doubt, had reality accounted for by births, the mim~een made to the pastoral interest, owing
ber of births in the colony during the year
to the severe drought which had prevailed; being within a few hundreds of the total
but the greater portion of the very large increase of the population. This was a
increase in the bank advances was at- feature which ought to have been portributable to the fact that large quan- trayed in the Treasurer's financial statetities of merchandise had been locked up ment. Some information ought also to
in stores, because the merchants had not have. been given as to what the Governbeen able to carryon that large extent of ment intended to do in reference to imintercolonial trade which they did before migration, which he believed was of great
this wretched abortion of a Tariff was importance for the future progress of'the
brought forward. The deposits in the colony. In reference to the rent received
banks had only increased between £30,000 for the occupation of pastoral lands during
and £40,000, and large sums which were the year 1865, the Treasurer had informed
deposited without interest had been with- the Committee that it was within about
drawn, and otherwise deposited. Persons £4,000 of the amount received in 1864.
who were qualified to express an opinion He forgot to tell the House, however, tha~
said that the present financial condition his estimate of the revenue to be derived
of the colony assimilated to the position from pastoral occupation for the year 1865
of affairs in the disastrous year 1863. was £250,000, and that the amount
This was a subject which might have actually received was only £198,620, showbeen alluded to by the Treasurer. He ing a deficiency, as compared with the
might have told honorable members estimate, of nearly £60,000. The. Governwhether the country had prospered ment had professed themselves very
under this iniquitous Tariff or not; anxious to carry out the resolutions of the
whether, in fact, the colonists were not Assembly, but they had not carried out a
getting deeper involved in financial diffi- resolution adopted last session, on the
culties in consequence of trade being in- motion of the late honorable member for
terfered with. Or, on the other hand, South Bourke (Mr. L. L. Smith), to the
he might have shown what advances had effect that a uniform postage rate of
been made in manufactures in the colony. 2d. for town and country letters should
The Treasurer might have shown, from be charged from the beginning of this
the statistics of the colony for 1864, that, year. The Estimates for the year did not
notwithstanding that ill that year the exhibit any great change in the item of
population showed an increase of 100,000 postage, although the Government had
as compared with lS60, and with0ut having intima-ted that they were about to. carry
a protective policy during the four years, out the resolution to which he referred.
the imports under ten different headings He also charged the Treasurer with havalone) comprising apparel and slops, beer ing endeavoured to throw dust in the eyes
and cider, boots and shoes, butter, cheese, of the Committee. His (Mr. Levi's)
candles, furniture, oilmen's stores, honorable colleague asked the Treasure'r
machinery, potatoes, and provisions), for a question the other evening in reference
the year 1864 were less by £2,500,000 to the £64,000 of uncollected tea, sugar)
than for the year 1860. This fact showed opium, and gold duties, and the ~reasurer
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st~ted that under the Units of Entry Act
the Government collected as much of
the money standing against the £G4,000 as
could· be collect8d. A return had been
furnished; however, which let the cat out
of the bag. He found that towards the
collection of this £64,000, the total receipts under the Units of Entry Act up
to tl:ie 31st of December last amounted to
the enormous sum of £1,634 lOs. 10d.
This being the actual state of the case, it
was very disingenuous on the part of the
Treasurer to state that the Government
had done as much as they could to collect
the remitted duties under the Units of
Entry Act. The return of the customs
entries· passed on the 15th, 16th, and
17th of November was a most interest.:.
ing dvcument, containing as it did the
names of many persons who were very
anxious to see the Tariff become law.
Honorable members who read the document wight probably think it desirable
that some means. should be adopted
whereby the revenue of the country might
be protected. Though there was a strong
and important section anxious to see a
policy carried out which they believed
would be of advantage to the whole community-freedom of trade and commerce
-yet if they found that they were in a
minority, they would willingly bow to the
voice of the majority. They would rather,
ho\vever, yield to those who had been
returned as distinct and avowed protectionists. If protection was extended to
some fifteen or twenty articles which could
be manufactured or produced in the
colony, that would be far more acceptable
to the mass of the people-far more advantageous to commerce-and far more
likely to build up the prosperity of the
country than a mongrel scheme which
taxed some 600 or 800 articles, including
almost every article of food and clothing.
It would far more likely conduce to the'
advantage, welfare, prosperity, and happiness of the country if that section of
the House who had been returned as protectionists would separate themselves from
those' who were determined at all hazards
to carry this obnoxious Tariff, and endeavor to get a select committee appointed
to determine upon a number of articles
upon which import duties should be imposed, to encourage industries which they
believed could thrive and prosper in the
'colony. If that course was adopted, it
would be better for the Treasurer to take
back his financial scheme, and bring in an
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amended one, abolishing entirely the
duties on tea, sugar, and gold, and,
amongst other things, imposing a slightly
increased duty on spirits, and even proposing an income-tax on incomes of upwards of £200 a-year. This would be far
better than the mongrel scheme which the
Government were endeavoring to foist
on the country. He must say that at the
late election the Tariff was not the q uestion put before the country. The Attorney-General had himself said that he had
been elected on the constitutional question ; the Minister of Lands owed his
election to his land policy; and some
members of the Ministry had been
returned as free traders, while others had
been returned as the advocates of protection. It was erroneous, therefore, to
say that the Ministry owed their election
and their supporters to the Tariff.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that if the
debate had been brought to a conclusion
on Thursday evening he would have been
satisfied to support tile Tariff with a silent
vote, but as, a very good precedent had
been set of taking the division first and
the debate afterwards he would offer a
few remarks on the question. Some of
the Opposition members had stated that
the Ministry and their supporters took
rather a pleasure than otherwIse in the
unfortunate differences which had arisen
during the past twelve months. Speaking
for himself, nothing would give him
greater pleasure than to see those differences terminated; and if by a little
mutual forbearance that object could be
achieved, he would be prepared to do his
part. He thought, however, that the
concessions ought not to come entirely
from the Ministry and their supporters;
the Upper House ought to make some
concessions. He considered that the
Assembly (especially as they had lately
been returned by a general election at
which the people had expressed their
opinion most unmistakably) when they
sent up the Tariff, pure and simple, would
have done all that could be expected from
them. Members of the Opposition had
stated that they believed the Upper
House would accept the Tariff if the
preamble to the Bill was altered and the
gold duty sent up as a separate measure.
Statements as to the intentions of the
other House had been made on other
occasions and had not been realised; but
in this instance honorable members spoke
with. such an air of authority that he be-
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Heved the Council would accept the Tariff
if the Assembly did what was suggested.

Indeed, he had no doubt that they
would, because if the Assembly adopted
the suggestion they would give up all they
had contended for, which he was not prepared to do. Mter the remarks which
had been made by the Attorney-General
and the honorable member for Castlemaine
(Mr. Bindon), he wa·s perfectly satisfied
as to the correctness of the preamble. It
might be a novelty, but it was strictly in
accordance with the language used by His
Excellency the Governor when opening
and proroguing Parliament, which was a
eufficient justification for its adoption.
As to the gold export duty, he had no
. doubt that it was a tax, and he was prepared
to vote even for its entire abolition. As
it was a tax, he did not see why its alteration or reduction should not be included
in a Bill for altering any other taxes. In
reference to protection, some of the members of the other Chamber had now come
forward, and offered them the real thing
in the way of protection. When he heard
of the proposal, and especially when he
knew the gentleman who made it, he was
reminded of a remark once made by Mr.
Disraeli in the House of Commons, to this
effect :-" You have attempted to steal
your political opponents' clothes whilst
they were bathing, but you have made
the attempt in such a clumsy way, and
with so much noise, that it won't take."
The taunts which had been thrown out
against the Ministry and their supporters,
that their action had had a most detrimental effect upon the interests of the
colony, had been satisfactorily answered;
and he would further express his own
conviction that no Ministry in the colony
had brought forward more measures of
real practical utility than the present
Ministry. Not only had they brought
forward good measures, but they had
been enabled to carry them into law.
He did not think that the Ministry
would take all the credit to themselves, but that they would admit
that many of their measures had been
introduced in deference to the views of
their supporters. It had been said that
the press of the colony and of other
countries was strongly opposed to the late
proceedings of the Government and their
supporters. He admitted that a large
portion of the press of this colony had
been opposed to their proceedings, and
had commented upon them with a good
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deal of severity. The treatment which
they had received from the press of the
colony was intended for their good, and
they would bear it; but he agreed with
the Attorney-General that the treatment
which they had received from the press of
the neighbouring colonies and of England
was founded on erroneous information.
He had lately seen it reported that in the
neighbouring colony of New South Wales
a leading member of the Legislative
Assembly there stood up in his place in
the House and said-" We won't do anything like the Government and the Legislative Assembly of Victoria." Considering how life and property were protected
in New South Wales, and what a flourishing state the finances of that colony were
in, this language was rather amusing. One
other remark, and he would not trouble
the Committee longer. He could understand honorable members holding free.
trade views as firmly as he held protectionist views; he could understand some
of his fellow colonists saying that the
colony was not fit for a parliamentary
form of government; but he could not
understand how some honorable members
were so wedded to their peculiar views on
questions of domestic policy that they
were willing to give up all the rights of the
House rather than change their opinions.
Mr. McCANN concurred with the last
speaker, that the Government deserved
credit for the many useful measures which
they had brought forward and passed into
law. While he agreed with the honora~le
member on that point, and agreed WIth
him that the Government deserved support more than any Government which
had preceded them (and support he had
hitherto given them, and desired to continue to give), yet such feelings as these,
he thought, ought not to restrain honorable members from discussing every sub. ject brought before them, in an independent and deliberative manner. He hoped
that that would never be the case; and he
was led to express this wish because even
during the short time the present Parliament had sat he had seen indications of a
desire to prevent that deliberative expression of opinion on the part of honorable
members. He knew that intimations had
been given to members that there should
be no discussion on certain matters-that
members must keep silent, or they would
bring down upon their heads the vengeance of the Government organ. He,
however, was not to be frightened by
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that' 'kind of threat. No member had
come into the House at the sacrifice of
more personal comfort, or at a greater
loss, trouble, and labour, than he had
done; and he had offered himself as a
candidate for a seat in the House simply
because of the strong convictions which
he held on one of the leading questions of
the day. Although, as a protectionist, he
was by 'no means satisfied with the ministerial Tariff, he, intended to vote for it,
because he believed it was important,
considering all the circumstances, that
the Tariff should again be sent up to
the Legislative Council. The Government had received most valuable and
generous support from the protectionists,
both in and out of the House. During
the late Parliament, a most tempting
offer was made to the protectionist members of the House, that if thev would
reject the Tariff they should have a real
protection Tariff; and probably also they
would have enjoyed a share of the sweets
of office if they had accepted the offer and
thrown out the present Government.
They, however, declined that offer, thereby
ading towards the Government in a
manner which was perhaps without
parallel in the history of the colony. Not
only had the protectionists done that, but
they had given the Government every
support during the late election. The
large majority which the Government had
obtained was obtained by the aid of the
protectionists The majority was not all
obtained as the Attorney-General seemed
to suppose, on the constitutional question.
No doubt there were thinking men in the
community who felt very strongly on that
question; but he was afraid that comparatively few persons felt strongly upon
it. It was well known that to support
the Government a powerful organization
was formed, at the head of which was the
leader of the protectionist party - a
gentleman who occupied a seat in the
Upper House. In fact, the protectionists
had done a very great deal to bring a
majority into the House to support the
Government in again sending the Tariff up
to the Legislative Council. He trusted
that the Government had not accepted that
support (knowing what the wishes and,
views of the protectionists were) without
an inclination and intention to carry out
a policy of protection in the future. If
the Government had accepted the support
of the protectionists, with the knowledge
that they only regarded the Tariff as an
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instalment of protection, and if they had
no intention of introducing a protective
measure at a future period, they had not
acted fairly and candidly towards the
protectionists. The protectionists had a.
strong belief and expectation that in the
next session the Government would carry
out that policy which had gained for them
the large measure of support which they had
received. Unless that expectation was realised, the Attorney-General would certainly
not be the A ttorney-Gener~l in 1868. He
desired .to see the honorable gentleman
continue in office; he would like to see,
the Minister of Lands in office for even
longer than that period; but he would
plainly tell the Government that-notwith~tanding his desire to see them continue in office-if, next. session, they pro-,
posed no more protectIOn than was con-:
tained in the Tariff now under consideration, he would do all he could to oust
them from office. He had supported the
Ministry because they had been the first
distinct party to introduce what he re-,
garded as an instalment of protection, and
because he expected that, in return for
the generous support which they had
received from the protectionists, they
would be prepared next session to go
. further and introduce such a Tariff as the
protectionists desired. He spoke plainly
and strongly, because he felt strongly.
He had indeed expressed a desire to,
retire from public life for two or three
years, and had it not been for the peculiar position of the Tariff question-a.
question which he was identified with,
which had made him a public man-he
would not have entered the present Par-;
liament. Though he was earnest in the
matter, he trusted that the Government
would not consider that he was speaking
in a hostile spirit.
The Government
would see from experience in times past
that truth telling was not a disadvantage'
to them. It was all very Well for a Go..
vernment to have a large number of sup-.
porters, who, if not prepared to declare
that "black was white, and white no
color at all," were at any rate ready to
vote without saying much upon the ques- :
tion before the House; but it was better.
still for a Government to have conscien- ,
tious supporters prepared to warn Ministers of the dangers of an improper course,
and prepared also to point out an acceptable one. He had endeavoured to do his
duty by pointing out a course which'
would be acceptable to protectionist mem-
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bers, or, at any rate, which ought to be part in the discussion had most miserably
acceptable. An honorable member, who disappointed him. ,Vhen the Tariff was
was the president of some· sort of protec- first introduced, the honorable member for
tion league out of' doors, had astonished East Melbourn~ (Mr. Langton) described
him by the smooth placid manner in it as the "thin end of the protection
which he appeared to shut his eyes, to wedge," and from that time the honorable
open his mouth, and to thank God for gentleman had been a free trade propawhatever was sent him. "Vhy, no pro- gandist. He did not use the term distectionists ought to be satisfied with the respectfully, for he maintained that the
Tariff as carrying out their principles, constitutional mode of action was to conand while he trusted to Bee honorable vert people rath~r than to send petitions
members who were pledged to protection concerning money Bills to the Upper
unite with the Government to overcome House-the illegal and improper course
the difficulties which yet stood in the way adopted by the Free Trade League. Beof the Tariff becoming law, he trusted lieving that the honorable member was·
also, that they would unite in the future the champion of free trade, he expected to
to secure a real embodiment of the prin- find some one at last ready to maintain
ciple upon which they had been elected. that the free trade principle was the one
He observed that the Upper House most suitable for the colony. He listened
had declared that if the gold duty attentively to the honorable member.
were included in the Tariff, the Tariff Indeed, he was most anxious to hear him.
Bill would be thrown out. Well, in vie\v ·He had always said that honorable gentleof that statement, he presumed that the man would be 1ess mischievous in the
crisis, which the Attorney-General had House than he was out-of-doors, for
described the other evening me apt, that though the honorable gentleman might be
Ministers had determined, in the event a bright particular star in the country,
of the rejection of the Bill, to throw the yet on the,lloor of the Assembly he would
responsibility of carrying on the ~ Govern- soon be snuffed out. And what was the
ment of the country on the members of fact? vVhy, that, instead of a defence of
the Upper House. The ministerial organ, free trade, they had heard nothing whatin fact, had said as much. He was glad ever from the honorable member but
to hear that that determination had been some small criticisms on the details of the
arrived at, but he would remind :M:inisters Tariff, on everyone of which he had broken
that nearly twelve months ago they were down. The honorable member, certainly
candidly and honestly advised to take that did venture one assertion about protection,
course by an honorable ·gentleman-Mr. namely, that its advocates desired to stop
Gl'aham Berry-who was hounded down importations. N ow he for one never
for it by the Government organ, and who, heard of such a desire. On the contrary,
in consequence, lost his seat for Colling- all protectionists desired to see importa';'
wood. Had that advice been taken the tions increased, provided that the articles
crisis would long since have been over, were raw materials which could be worked
the Tariff would have been passed into up in the colony. Again, protectionists
law, and, in a second session of Parlia- desired importations of another kind; they
ment, effect might have be~n given to were not opposed to immigration, as it was
those views which the country had re- said they were. A steady flow of populacently declared so strongly in favor of. tion was one of the greatest blessings
As it was, after a lapse of twelve mq~ths, which could be bestowed upon the counthey had arrived again at the point from try, only it should be accompanied by a
whence they started. Mr. Graham Berry different system to that which hitherto prewas shown to be right in his reading of vailed; they should keep their work within
political events, and the Government were the colony, rather than put it out to do.
about to adopt that advice for which the The member for East Melbourne· had
honorable gentleman had been so strongly fallen into a great mistake also in speakcensured out of doors. He made these ing of the Civil Service Act. He had
remarks in justice to Mr. Berry, and also alleged that, according to the Attorney..
to show the Government that it was General's interpretation of that measure,
better that attention should be paiq to the House had parted with a large share
honest advice, rather than that it should of its control of the public purse, while
be denounced in newspaper organs. Some the fact was that, as the Attorney-General
of the honorable members who had taken had pointed out, it was necessary for the
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Assembly to approve of a scale of maxi- one attempt was made in them to defend
mum and minimum rates before salaries the Tariff on its merits. The Minister of
could be paid under the Act. He trusted Customs went nearer ~han anybody else,
t.hat, before the Tariff was passed into law, but even that honorable gentleman told
they would hear from the honorable mem· his constituents at a meeting at which
ber a statement of those free trade views he (Mr. McCann) was present, that the
which, according to the Argus, had made measure could not be looked upon as the
such an extraordinary .impression on the finality of tariff reform. He heard that
country. They would all remember the statement with pleasure j it was the only
special telegrams in the Argus-" Mr. one which gave him hopes for the future.
-Langton last evening addressed a crowded According to statements made in another
meeting of 800 persons. Only five hands place, a second crisis was inevitable. The
held up against free trade." Now, though Legislative Council had stated in English,
his experience of the Melbourne press in- as plain as they could use, that if the
duced him to believe the reverse of what Tariff Bill included the gold export
was stated in it, yet some people were duty the measure must necessarily be
taken in, and believed that the ho.norable thrown out. However, judging from
member must be possessed of extra- the tone of the organs of that chamber,
ordinary eloquence to convince protec- honorable gentlemen there had seen fit
tionist districts in the manner, it was said to alter their opinion. He would be glad
he had done, and he trusted therefore, that to see the Upper House cease to be
the honorable gentleman would favor the obstructive, and he must say that if the
House with a specimen of his reasoning. Council did give way, then in the short
Having disposed of the honorable member space of a week they would have gained a
for East Melbourne, he wished to devote a triumph more valuable than any of thosj3
moment's attention to the honorable mem- which the Attorney-General had yet reber for the Ovens-Mr. G. V. Smith- joiced over. Last week the Council had
who, though usually most courteous in his 'declared it would do a certain thing, and
observations, had, in the course of his brief now it appeared it was about doing the
remarks in the present debate, asserted very reverse. Such, at least, was the
that protection was only fit for savages. inference to be drawn from the tone of
The honorable member was fond of stating its organs; and hitherto it had only been
to the House the enlightened views which necessary to read the advice given by the
he found prevailing in ·America. Did the Argus in the morning to know precisely
honorable member reflect that his sweep- what the Council would do in the evening.
ing assertion virtually, denounced the He trusted that· the Council would give
Americans as savages? Did he forget that way. In that case the Tariff might
many of the most celebrated English become law in a week, and then the
statesmen had been protectionists, and session ought to be. brought to as speedy
that some of the ablest and best of living a close as possible, for the old members
English statesmen-Disraeli for instance of the HOllse had now been eighteen
-had' never disavowed those principles months fully occupied in attendance at
yet? Was John Stuart Mill, whom the Parliament and in election matters, and
honorable member frequently quoted, a such a sacrifice of time ought not to be
~avage ? If that were so, he would very
expected. Were this done Parliament
much like to be a savage himself. When could be called togeth-er again at a suitable
such a statement· was launched against time, and effect could be given to a
honorable members again, he trusted that principle upon which the constituencies
it would be followed by reason and argu- had pronounced, and which, if carried out
ment. As to the general question, he on a legitimate and wide basis, would make
believed that his views would be found to the country great and prosperous in the
be correct. He ha.d no desire to force future.
.
from Ministers any premature statement
Mr. MACPHERSON remarked that
of their future policy, but he did hope that the honorable member for South Grant
the Government would recognise the fact always commenced by taking great credit
that next session the protection members for his conscientious support of the
would expect something more. If not, for Government, and for the quantity of
what had they been fighting? He had work he had done for them,' and then
followed the ministerial election speeches wound up by abusing them most heartily
very closely, and he did not believe that for not taking his ad vice in some parti-
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cular. He took exception to the future Trevelyan's, in saying that the duty interpolicy which the honorable member had fered with the price of gold in the Indian
laid down for the Government to pursue. marlret. The charge was a loss to the proIn his own district he received the support ducer, and were it remitted the next day,
of the protectionists because they were it would not make a penny difference outopposed to the }-'ree Trade League, whose side the colony. If there were a division
secretary contested the election against on this item he would still vote against it,
him; but his constituents never expected though he would support the Tariff as
that the Government would adopt the ex- a whole. He, too, did not regard the Tariff
treme policy now urged upon them by an as a final settlement of the question. In
association presided over by a certain gen- a new country like this there must be
tleman who occupied a seat in another continual variations, because to collect a.
place. His protectionist supporters looked revenue it would often be necessary to
upon the proposed fiscal change as likely impose duties upon other articles when
to be beneficial, and, if it should prove a those already taxed came to be produced
success, they would ask the Government , in the colony. It was always said that
to proceed in the same direction, but if the people must ultimately pay whatever
not, they would not expect the Govern- duties were levied, and he was astonished
ment to go a step further. They were therefore at the violent opposition offered
perfectly satisfied, so far, with the Govern- to the Tariff by people who had never disment, and they required no promises for played the slightest interest in the politics
the future. The honorable member de- of the country before. Why, in another
clared that the Government did not put place, honorable members who avowed
the Tariff 'before the country on its merits. themselves free traders body and soul
Well, they were perfectly right in this were ready to put aside what they said
course. No doubt every honorable member was a mongrel Tariff-as much free trade
had an objection to some part of the Tariff as protection-and to take protection pure
-probably every member of the Govern- and simple. So far from free trade being
ment had; this being a consequence, in regarded as so grand and universal that
Borne degree, of the action of the Opposi- not one tittle of its principles ought to
tion, who, instead of meeting Ministers in be departed from, the sole object of the
a conciliatory spirit, and lending their opposition in the Assembly and elseassistance to render the measure as little where was to turn out a Government
objectionable as possible, took up a posi- that had the courage to initiate a change
tion of such violent antagonism, that the in the fiscal policy of the country, when it
ministerial supporters had no choice left would have been difficult to find other
them. His own objection was to the gold men sufficiently honest and sufficiently
export duty, for he followed the Minister able for the work. These gentlemen saw
of Justice, and he believed the Attorney- that in the last Parliament the protec'General, in regarding that charge as a tionists were too weak to form a Ministry;
rent for the land destroyed. (An honor- and for his part he believed that, having
able member-" It is well paid for.") lost one of their noblest lights, they were
That might be, but if a man took ten less able this session. (An honorable memthousand pounds out of one acre, there ber-" You are a protectionist.") He bewas no reason why he should not pay as lieved that a fiscal change was necessary,
much as the man who required ten thou- as the Attorney-General and the Minister
sand acres to make that sum from, of Justice did, but he was not going to be
It might be, however, that the remission led aside by the extreme views of the
was a political necessity. It might be member for South Grant on the one hand,
that the Government were acting wisely any more than he was by the principles of
by including it in the Tariff, and thus the Free Trade League on the other.
banding their supporters together, and '"\Vhat he went in for was incidental pronot furnishing their opponents with a tection-raising money for revenue purweapon. The Treasurer, who had de- poses and at the same time giving as much
molished the arguments of the honora.ble protection as was possible. Had the Counmember for East Melbourne in so masterly cil, according to its own admission, not
a manner, had somewhat lessened his been asleep-for its address expressed
objection to the reduction of the duty; surprise that the country should have
but it struck him that the honorable declared for protection - had it read
gentleman adopted a fallacy of Sir Charles l,he signs of the times, as the Ministry had
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done, then the House might have been
engaged now in amending the Tariff in
any point where it pressed unduly on the
importing interest. In his opinion, the
question put to the country was not so
much protection as-" Are. you in favor
of the action taken by the M.inistry, and
do you believe it is for the interest of the
. colony.?" That was the issue he submitted to his constituents, and the reply
was that, despite their mistakes-for he
did not conceal that Ministers had fallen
into errors-the Government were believed
'to be earnestly seeking the benefit of the
country, while the Opposition were merely
· fighting in the interests of a monopolising
,party. That was the verdict that the
country gave, and that was the verdict he
was prepared to support. The constitutional question was not one which the
country could decide upon. It must be
·settled amicably between the two Houses,
or it must be fought out on its merits. Tt
· was asked, "Where is the victory? "
When he looked around the House he
could not help feeling astonished at this
question. When the money influences
which were brought to bear were taken into
account, the victory was an astounding
one, both for the Ministry and the rights
of the House. It was said that the actual
majority was not great, but great reforms
were seldom carried by large majorities, and
to look into the extent of a majority was to
~set aside the whole principle on which Parliament was constituted. The victory was
complete, notwithstanding the mistakes of
Jast session. One of the gravest of these
errors was the union of the Tariff and Appropriation Bills, when the Ministry
, ought to have taken their stand upon the
Tariff, and insisted upon the right of the
.Assembly to pass that measure. He
never called the union a tack-he under,stood the Speaker's ruling, if no one else
did-but he condemned the course as dftwise, and voted against it; and the Government, by their action, now admitted that it
was unwise. If the Assembly had the
· exclusive right to deal with taxation, how
did it strengthen its right by sending up
'a measure or taxation joined to the Appropriation Bill? Could not the Council
say, "You admitted you had not the right,
by endeavouring to secure your end in
another way P" Doubtless the Assem bly
had the right to tack, but the Upper
House had also a right to reject. If not,
then the Assembly was absolute, because
it could tack any measure, w~ile, on the
L
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other hand, if the Council maintained its
right of rejection it was absolute, because
the ultimate veto was the real power.
Both Houses, in fact, had rights, which
should be held in abeyance. It was
said that great deference ought to be
paid to the Imperial Parliament and to
the English press. But this respect for
the English press was quite a novel idea .
Why, he never took up an English article
on Australia without expecting to see
something ridiculous about Australian
geography and Australian politics. As
to the Imperial Parliament, was not
Downing street a bye-word in the colonies?
No doubt the Secretary of State was
easily influenced by persons who persuaded him that the colony was curtailing British trade, and who urged him to
stop such proceedings; but he for one
believed that he . could form a better
judgment of the requirements of the
colony than a gentleman so far away,
who cared very little about it, and
probably knew less. He objected to free
trade as enunciated by the Free Trade
League of Victoria, not that he objected
to the great principles of free trade. He
most decidedly objected to protection as
enunciated by the honorable member for
South Grant (Mr. McCann), who expected,
by means of the Tariff, to introduce the
thin edge of a wedge with a very wide
top. With respect to the preamble, there
was no doubt that it was the people of
the colony who granted the supplies, and
therefore he would suggest that the preamble should commence thus :-" We, the
people of Victoria, by our representatives
III Parliament assembled, grant."
That,
he thought, would preserve the rights of
the people, and would not be objectionable to the other House .
Mr. LONGMORE observed that if
there was one virtue which he admired
above all others, it was the virtue of consistency. But the consistency of the last
speaker was of a very remarkable nature.
Not long since the honorable gentleman
stated, in an election address, that he was
in favour of protection-in favour of
placing duties on all imported goods. The
honorable gentleman was very anxious
to retain the gold export duty, because
the miners, in seeking for gold, destroyed
so much of the earth. (Mr. Macpherson
-" I never said so.") Waste the land,
or destroy the earth, was the expression
used by the honorable member. But it
was well known that the land containing
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gold. was, 'generally spea~ing, the very
worst in the colony. And there could be
no very' great destruction of land' which
was in the occupation of gentlemen who
paid only about p-ve farthings per acre for
it. But whe~e did they find, property
destroyed by the· gold miner? Ballarat,
-Sandhurst, and other gold fields towns
were places where. property was most
valuable. He denied that property was
in any .way injured i.n consequence of
gold diggings bemg in the vicinity, or that
land -worked for gold was "in any way
injured. Land could be occupied almost
immediately the gold diggers left, and in
many cases was occupied before they did
leave. Therefore, he (Mr. Longmore)
contended that there was no waste of land
whatever. .There was no return ·to the
gold miner for the very heavy tax of Is.
6d. per ounce on the proceeds of his industry. The tax was most unfair .. It applied only to'a section of the inhabitants of
the colony.. The miners had borne it with
exemplary .p.atience ; . and now the time
had come for its removal. But to detach
from the Tariff the provision relating to
the repeal of the gold export duty would
be to give up the whole question to the
other branch. of the legislature. He
looked with extreme suspicion on those
·.who _deClared themselves to be staunch
free traders, and at the same time offered
a. greater meas.ure of protection' than that
.contained in the Tariff. The object of
those. gentlemen was simply to deceive
the protectionists-to lead them into
opposition to the present Ministry, and
then to sacrifice them. The'protectionists
.were not. to be caught by such chaff as
that. The 'honorable member for Dundas
·had talked a great deal about the mistakes
of the Government.. The honorable gentleman declared that the Assembly had a
perfect right to. unite supply with appro'priation, and at the Same time he twitted
the Government for making a mistake in
doing so. A line of argument like that
.did not mean much support, although the
:honorable gentleman supported Ministers
strongly. The honorable gentleman stated
as a reason why the Government had no
right to unite supply and appropriation -that they were unsuccessful. The
.argument was that if the Government had
been successful they would have been
.perfectly right in what they did, but
being 'unsuccessful, they were absolutely
wrong. Certainly, this was arguing in a
circle. A little more study might perhaps
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show the honorable member for Dundas
that success was not always the measure
of good. The honorable member having
contended that the gold duty should be
separated from the Tal'iff, asked that the
Government should give up the preamble.
Perhaps the honor~ble gentleman would
next advise that the Government should
give up the Tariff. 'That would be the
best way imaginable to promote a desirable
state of things between .the two Houses.
He (Mr. Longmore) hoped that, notwithstanding all that had been said, the Government would not yield a single iota of
the present Tariff, but would continue
determined to defend the House from the
aggressions made upon it from without.
Mr. BAYLES said he objected now, as
he objected last year, to one or two items
in the Tariff. He was opposed to the
'abolition of the gold export. duty.
He held that that duty was one of
the fairest sources of revenue which
the country had; and that, considering
the advantages which the miner derived
from the wardens' and other courts, and
from the reduction in the miner's right
fee, and which he might be expected to
derive from the establishment of a mint,
'as authorised last session, the export duty
of 1s. 6d. per ounce could not be considered
in any way oppressive. The Estimates
contained items to the amount of £40,000
for managing the business of the mining
department, and the House would shortly
be called upon to provide salaries for the
officers who would be sent out' from
England to conduct the mint, and to grant
some £30,000 or £40,000 for the building
of a mint. And for whose benefit would
all that be? (An honorable member"It will pay.") It might· pay. The
Sydney mint paid. But the advantage
in having such an establishment would be
chiefly with the miner. Of the gold exported, no niore thau one-tenth was raised
by working miners; the remaining ninetenths were raised by mining companies.
And thus the repeal of the duty would be
for the benefit, not of the working miners
-the laborers -but of the companies,
who could well afford to pay the amount.
The· other item of the Tariff to which he
objected was that of cere!1ls. He considered that all imported cereals should
be taxed. (" Oh.") He was surprised at
an out-and-out protectionist. exclaiming
"Oh." Why, the' person who most
deserved protection was the farmer. :The
farming class was the next largest to the
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miping;' and cOnsisted, in the main, of hard
working and industrious persons; and if
honorable members desired to give a helping hand to the labour of the colony, they
would support the motion which he
intended to make. at the proper time, that
not simply" barley and oats" but that
" all· cereals" should be' subjected to an
import duty of 3d. per bushel. As a
reason in support of the proposition, he
might mention :his belief that grain would
be Bold in :Victoria. this year at 5s. per
bushel. ,
.
Mr. McLELLAN considered that if
honorable:members on both sides of the
House were'· to deal with equal-.candor:to
the last 'speaker with the subje'cts before
them, the people would be able at once' to
know what to expect from the new' Parliament. But, although he- had listened
patiently to honorable gentlemen who had
come into the House avowing protectionist
views, he had been unable ·to ascertain
ho\\t far they were satisfied with the pro.:.
posed Tariff. Were they content to accept
the Tariff as. a- final .. measure-or' were
they, next· year, to have another' crisis
similar to that through which they had
recently passed?' If: honorable members
would ·contend· for the 'liberal principles
he had always contended for on the. floor
of that House,' he ·would support them;
but if they came to the House merely to
hoodwink the country, he would be' no
party to such. a bargain.· What, he would
ask;.had been gained after all,the at:P.tation
which had' been experienced? . The Government had neither reformed the Legislativ'e Gouncil, nor' carried any' liberal
measure that would benefit' the .people.
Was the object of the recent struggle to
carry protective measures, 'Or to keep the
present .Government in office? ·The hon~
orable member .for Ripon and, Hampden
had professed great anxiety for the' welfa.re
of the' mining. class. But was. that honorable member .prepared to' compel the
-Government to bring in:. a. measure .to
allow that class to mine· :onpri vate. pro:..
perty? . He (Mr. McLellan):. was 'afraid
that such a measure would be 'as nothing
to the honorable member 'so'long as his
pet Government were kept in power. If
they were· kept in powertcH.accomplish
a Bingle thing for the' good 'of the
country; he. would support them. The
Attorney-General had threatened the
House with another crisis-a real crisis.
But was it the desire: of the honorable
and learned gentleman that one section of
L 2
1
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the community should be brought into
arms against. the other? If the threat
did not amount to that, it amounted to
nothing. He was astonished that the
Attorney-General should so work himself
into a frenzy as to 'hold out such threats.
But was the honorable and learned gentleman prepared to carry out the measures
which he advocated during his election?
Did he not admit that .payment of members 'was necessary for a fair and just representation of the people? Did he not
give an instance of a gold fields member,
who, as soon as parliamentary duty. would
allow ,him, returned to the district which
he represented and worked at his. claim ?
What a nice piece of bunkum. He (l\fr.
McLellan) did not believe there was such
an individual in the House, unless it was
himself. N ow, was the Attorney-General
and were honorable members prepared to
vote for payment of members during the
present session; or were.honorable members prepared to sit in their seats like
ministerial lambs, as many of them were,
and see the time pass away? If they were
prepared to make the Attorney-General
and . his colleagues keep their word on
that· question, he .would be with them ?
But if not prepared, he would ask for
what purpose did the Attorney-General
make use of those expressions at the late
election? Was it to delude and entice
men into Parliament in the hope that they
wouldlobtain some little remuneration for
the· service which they rendered. to the
country, and then to sacrifice them on the
floor of the House? He could not help re·
gretting that the· mining interest. should
now be represented in Parliament by
gentlemen who were .wholly ..ignorant of
that interest, and who, indeed, were never
on a gold field until the, late general
election. The· Speaker thought it an
extraordinary' feat: to be: lowered 200 feet
down a shaft.. That -was, the honorable
gentleman's elperience' of mining. . No
doubt it·was.the e:x:pel'ience of many other
honorable members; and he maintained
that until there was payment of members
it would be· impossible for the mining
constituencies' to be fully and fairly repre.
sented. At the last election they saw
parties 'offering themselves for. the repre.
sentation of mining communities merely
to .advance their own interests; and he
was very much pleased that the. Government had" sold" those parties'..'The.fact
redounded to the eternal' honor of the
Government; and he ~ould take .care th~t,
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if the other £64,000 due to the country
was not paid into the Treasury, some day
or other the documents showing the why
and wherefore should be placed on the
table. The country should see how much
of the plunder these parties had received
from this very honest Government. It
should also be remembered that more
money was sacrificed during the last
twelve months than would pay all the
representatives in the Assembly for the
next five years. Then how much did
the country gain by the non-payment
policy? The country would continue
to be sacrificed until the sham representatives, to whom he had referred-men who represented their own
interests instead of the interests of
their constituents-were snatched from
the floor of the Assembly. But persons
who were capable and willing to enter
Parliament were deterred from doing so
by the fear that their businesses would
suffer, and that, after spending some seven
or eight years in the House, they would
find themselves, as he had found himself,
cllmparatively useless for anything else.
.N ow he begged to ask those extremely
liberal members who had come into Parliament on the democratic ticket-though
he was not aware what that ticket was,
inasmuch as there was so great a diversity
of opinion with respect to it-were they
going to have, this session, a reform of the
Upper House, or were the Ministry to
continue the quiet occupation of the Treasury bench without bringing in such a
measure? What was the reform which
the Ministry proposed, and how were they
going to accomplish it ? Were they going
to introduce a Bill into the Upper House
-as they did last session-in order that
the Upper House might kick it out at
their pleasure? If that were so, he must
pity those honorable members who had
made so many pledges-no doubt faithful
pledges-to their constituents. According to the ministerial organ, it would
never do to bring on payment of members,
or to seek to reform the Upper House, at
present, inasmuch as it would never do to
embarrass the Government at this time,
and therefore mem bers should wait a
little. But what use was there in waiting? Why not at once put a knife to
the evil and root it up? As to the gold
export duty, he was the first to propose
a resolution for the abolition of that impost. The members of the present Government, almost to a man, voted against
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it. On a subsequent occasion they vo:ed
against the measure, which, however, was
forced upon them last session. Judging
from their former conduct, he did not
believe the Government were sincere in
their endeavours to secure the repeal of
the gold" export duty this session. Suppose the Tariff and Gold Export Duty
Bill were rejected by the Upper House,
what action would the Government take?
He presumed the Chief Secretary would
go to the Governor and inform His Excellency that the Government had met with
a reverse in the Upper House; and
that His' Excellency would say he was
very sorry, but the Chief Secretary and
his colleagues must still carryon the
government of the country. Honorable
members had been deluded by the tactics
of the Government-by gentlemen who,
if they were sitting on the Opposition
benches, would vote against the Tariff.
What could be expected from them?
He expected nothing. With respect to
the Audit Commissioners, he had one
word to say in reference to those officers,
in reply to what the Treasurer stated the
other night. The Audit Commissioners
appeared, so far as the Government were
concerned, to be very obliging gentlemen
indeed; but, in his opinion, the laws of
the country must be very loosely framed,
or the Audit Commissioners must have
exceeded their duty, and that to some
considerable extent. J f the Audit Commissioners were to have such accommodating opinions, he thought the day was not
far distant when the Assembly would see
it to be its duty to confine those officers
to their legitimate functions, namely, to
see that the people's money was paid into
the people's treasury, and there protected
by all the safeguards that the constitution threw around it. If an unpopular
Government-if the O'Shanassy Government-had acted in a similar way to the
present Government, the people would
not have tolerated it; there would have·
been a rebellion in the country. He
trusted that neither the scurrilous and
impudent articles of the ministerial organ,
nor the action of the ministerial whip,
would deter any independent member
from expressing his views as to the political situation on the floor of the House.
Mr. G. P. SMITH submitted that in a
discussion of constitutional questionsquestions which arose in the last Parliament-young members should exhibit a
prudent reticence, and leave older mem-
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bers, who were much better qualified for
the office, to conduct the debate. Entertaining this view, he should Dot have
risen to address the committee but for the
remarks of the last speaker. That bonorable gentleman had occupied various
positions in the House. He had been
allied to all parties, and opposed to all
Governments. He had levelled bitter and
undeserved taunts at honorable members.
It was an idiosyncrasy of the honorable
member to be servile at the proper time,
and then when the emergency had passed,
to put on airs which certainly had no
reference to his previous behaviour. The
honorable member had told the Committee
of the necessity which existed for having
local representatives for the gold fields j
and of the absurdity of l\1:elbourne gentlemen, knowing nothing of the gold fields,
pretending to represent them. He (Mr.
Simth) took it that the people of the gold
fields were the best judges as to the
quality of their own representatives. The
honorable member professed to have
been a working miner; at the same time
he admitted that he had been so long in
the House that he was good for nothing.
But what was the fact? The honorable
member went to Ararat, after having made
a quasi bargain.
. Mr. McLELLAN.-It is utterly untrue, Mr. Lalor.
Mr. G. P. SMITH said he would leave
another honorable member to confirm
what he was about to say, namely, that
the honorable member for Ararat did
express, or was understood to expre~s,
with regard to the matter of the Tariff,
that he would offer no very strong opposition to the Government.
Mr. McLELLAN.-Never.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-The honorable
member went to Ararat in conjunction
with a candidate who probably answers
his own description-who had never been
on a gold field before-and what was the
fact? That the constituency which tbat
honorable member professes to have represented so faithfully returned the gentleman who had never been on a gold field
before at the head of the poll; and had
the honorable member then professed the
. same hostility that he has since exhibited
towards the Government he would never
have been returned.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I altogether deny
the statements of the honorable member;
and after I have distinctly denied the
statem~nts, the honorable member has no
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right to repeat them. In addition to that,
I challenge any honorable member of this
House to confirm what he has stated.
Mr. SNODGRASS urged that the
statement of the member for South
Bourke having been contradicted should
be withdrawn.
The CHAIRMAN ruled that it was
usual, when a statement was denied, for
the denial to be accepted.
Mr. G. P. SMITH observed that all
he had stated was that, if -the honorable
mem ber had ventured to make at Ararat
the speech which he had addressed to the
Committee, he would never have been
returned to his place again. It had been
asked what the liberal party had gained
by the action of the present Government?
Why, the honorable member for Ararat
had been driven into opposition. That
was one of the greatest gains that could
be experienced by the House or the country. The honorable member asked what
progress had been made in the direction
of a reform of the Upper House, and he
alleged that in this matter the Government were shuffiing, and that they had
no real desire to bring in a measure with
that object this session. But here the
honorable mem ber showed the cloven
foot. Here he disclosed that what was
lurking at the bottom was )?ayment of
members. The grievance agamst the Government was, that they had refused to
imperil the position of the Assembly with
reference to the other House-that they
had refused to sacrifice the interests of
the country to the cupidity of some honorable members by placing on the Esti.
mates a sum for the payment of members.
That was tbe sore which rankled in the
breast of the honorable member-which
made him taunt the Government with
insincerity. If he (Mr. Smith) thought
that non-payment of members would have
the effect of inducing the honorable mem·
ber for Ararat to withdraw to those other
pursuits which were more congenial to
him-but for which he now declared he
was not fit-it would confirm him more
strongly than ever in his present view, that
payment of members was a very dangerous
experiment-an experiment which was
very likely to demoralise the political
institutions of the country. The honor.
able member for Ararat was elected to
the House directly under the wing of his
honorable colleague, and yet no sooner
was he in the House than bE\ proceeded
to " take it out" of his ,honorable colleague,
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by reference'to his counerion with the un- ceeding from. the Opposition side of the
paid duties. (Mr. McLellan-"I never said House.
Mr. McKEAN hoped that the debate
such a thing.") It was very convenient
to indulge in generalities, and lerel taunts would be carried on in : a less acrimonious
which an i honorable member dare not spirit, than. had hitherto been manifested,
point" more particularly. The honorable that members 'on' one side of the question
member asserted almost point blank that would extend their· forbearance to' .memcertain honorable members were prepared, bers on the other, and that both' parties
for their' own personal interest, to sacri.. would see that,a conciliatory tone· would
fice their political convictions, and vote be' most likely to heal, the differenc'es
upon a question which affected their own which existed between them. He regretted
pockets. The honorable-member for East to see a gentleman belonging to onecounMelbourne (Mr. Levi) indulged' in the try abuse a member belonging to: the
same strain. But that honorable member same country. N either country nor creed
was the last man in the House who ought should be introduced into the' discussions
to impute peraonal motives to anybody. in that House, but members should conHe-( Mr. Smith) recollected that honorable fine themselves. strictly to the questions
member, years ago, when he haunted the before them. He, like the honorable
Insolvent Court like a }'Iephistopheles.
inember. for Dundas, had been elected· a
The CHAIRMAN requested the hon- membev 'of the House, for the purpose of
orable member to refrain from person- fiscal reform. He was eleded upon ceralities.
tain issues which he had put phiinly before
Mr. G. P. SMITH, continuing, his re- the country. (The honorable member
marks, said when the honorable member for read his views on the Tariff as· published·
East Melbourne had. acquired sufficient in . an address which he- issued during
legal knowledge, he was found introducing the' election.), He did not come there
to the House an Insolvency Bill of an ex- to advocate the Ministerial 'Tariff as a
traordinary character. Then. he was con- permanent measure, but simply because'
nected· with a mining company at ·Cape· it had been submitted. to the country as
Paterson, and mixed up. with a variety one distinct' issue, and. the country had
of transactions affecting that· company,. decided that it should be adopted. He
which betrayed something more than had understood from. a ..friend of the hona general interest in its success. orable member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan),
Then he- introduced to the House who was advocating his cause very warmly
a Bill to amend the law of partnership, . during the election, that the honorable·
having direct reference to the relations member supported the Ministry in, ev.ery.
of that company. And, finally, he thing except the constitutional question.
introduced a Bill of a very exceptional . (Mr. McLellan-" Name, name.") Had,
character-a Bill to allow the .transfer of that statement not been made, he had no
Custom House· Securities. Under, these hes.itation in saying that the honorable
circumstances, the honorable member for member would not have occupied a seat in
East Melbourne ought to be the last to the new Parliament. He (Mr•.McKean)
impute to honorable members on the ad vocated the Tariff as a means, to some
ministerial side of the House, a disposi- extent, of. encouraging colonial. industry.
tion to sacrifice the public interest to their If it. were passed for a year, certain modi...
own~
These taunts ought not to be' fications, in it might be made after that
thrown out.' The time to take exception time, which. might make it more sc.ceptwas when honorable members were found able even to members sitting on the Opguilty of a .dereliction of duty. If they position side of the House. He regarded
were found voting on a question of this it as an instalment of that protection
sort, then would be the time to take which the circumstances of the country
action. But it was most unjust and im-, required. He had no' hesitation in .ile"proper for the honorable mem ber for claring that it was. not sound policy for a
Ararat and the honorable member for young country like Victoria to have ship.
East Melbourne to throw out general loads of paupers brought out to it, and
taunts and insinuations which could not ships coming here laden to the very decks
be replied to, and which might lead· to the with manufactured goods. The interest of
belief that, whatever action the gentle- the merchants and importers was not the
men assailed might hereafter take, it only interest which ought to be considered.
was induced by the condemnation pro~ Various respectable trades and occupations:
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ought .to be established for the rising
of the colony; agricultural
settlement should .be stimulated byaffording facilities for agriculturists to dispose
of their produce in the different districts
of the colony, by the establishment of
manufactures and other industries which
would create a population who would consume that produce. It would be far better to see agricultural settlement promoted
and flourishing towns rising in the country.:
districts, than that legisla~ion shol,lld tend
only to the benefit of th~ importers and
distributors, of wealth in Melbourne.
Would it not be much 'better to see this
happy state of things arising than to have
the (foun.try overrun with tens of thousands
of flocks and herds belonging to a few
individuals? 'rhe adva~tage of' agricultural
settlement, with a correspondin~, increase
of trades and' manufactures, whICh would
furnish employment to artizans, would be
milch· greater to the coqntry than the.
benefit derived from wool and tallow~
It 'was absolutely necessary, .. however,
that some encouragement should be given
for the establishment of local industries.
Why should not woollen, 'linen, and
other manufactures be. established on the
banks of the rivers and elsewhere, where.
there were at present no signs of human.
industry? Why should there not be a
thriving popula~ion of workmen and ar~i
zans distributed over the various districts
of the colony,? Why should th~ interests
of the importers in .l\ielbourne alone be
considered ? This' was one of the issues
which he had not hesitated to put to his
constituents; and it was an issue. which
the majority of the people had. fully
endorsed.
His' constituents were . of
mixed occupations, a large portion of them
being gold miners. The honorable member for Ararat hinted that the gold fields
were not· represented by practical miners.
lIe·'-(l\lr. McKean) represented a gold
field, and he was ~n old practical d,igger.
He .had .handled the pick and shovel.
_per-hap.s as much.as .the honorable member. ,There were other members who'
had been practical diggers. The honorable
member for St. Kildl1 (Mr.:Bunny) had
been one. The honorable member for
Ararat would .find that .there w~re many
members who' were as conversant with
mining . matters as he was.. He (Mr.
McKean ) believed that the diggers were·
the most heavily taxed class in the community. They' paid £2 a year per. head
lJloro. i~ ta;x;ation th.an; any· 9th-er class in
pop~lation
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the state. The gold export duty was a
class tax, and therefore an u.njust tax, and
it ought never to have been' imposed.
There was as much right to 'put a tax
upon the squatters' wool and, tallow. as
upon gold. Both, aSI class taxes, were obnoxious; and he for one would advocate the
speedy r~linquishIilent of·the gold duty~
The gold mining interest was the' greatest
producing interest in the country, and it
ought to be relieved from every·unjust burden that pressed upon it. The honorable
mem ber for Ballar3Jt West had stated, that~
the Tariff Bill was rejected last session'
because of the 14th clause, and. he had
reflected strongly upon the Ministry £oJ"'
introducing that clause. N ow, if. there
was one act of the Ministry which he:
endorsed more . than another it was the
introduction of this 14th clause... The
honorable' member for St. Kilda had stated
that it was a penal clause.. A penal claUl~e'
was one which enjoined o.r prohibited the:
· commission .of some act,. and which im'-'
posed a forfeiture or penalty'" for '. the
mfringeinent of the. provision. This was:
his definition of a penal clause. -though
· the honorable member for. St .. Kilda had
· twitted him 'with thinking that a penal:
clause had only reference to a trea,dmill,:
he maintained that. this 14th clause was
not a penal. clause, but; only a:rem~dial.Qr
, restrictive clause.. The .object. of it Was:
to prevent persons who had commenced
actions against the Government, tQ recover·
certain duties, from obtaining: back theamount . of those. duties, .by. .legalising
the collection of them from the .. -day
on which .they· were. agre~cl to ·by the
resolution of.the Assembly., Was it Jair·
· that half a dozen gentlemen who had·commenced actions .should -obtain ali 'advan~
tageover the larger number who had not
done so ? The Government intended todeal with all. alike, and that· was ·the
reason why the 14th clause was inserted.It was but just· and equitable that, if,the_
Council pl1ssed the Tariff, this restricti~
clause. ilhould be. ilise.rted· in: the 'Bill"'i~i
order that those. parties who hadco~
menced actions .. against· the Governmetit
might not obtain an unfair:advap.tage.oveJ":
those who had not. ..The honorable and..
gallant member for .West ¥elbourne had
urged that protection shouldemanateJroQl
declared protectionists.. For his part he;
was not indispo.sed to take a good measure
from either side of the. House. He .was
an independent ~ember, and able togive
~ reason fo~ t~e·votes. which h~: int~:lld~d~
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to give. He could not be twitted with
being a ministerial lamb-he was more
likely to be something else; nor was be to
be driven into the fold whenever it might
please the Ministry. He had a higher
opinion of honorable members generally
than to believe that they were likely to
do whatever the Ministry required of
them. The honorable member for West
Melbourne had stated that there was no
analogy between the Legislative Council
and the House of Lords j but the honorable member for Ballarat West had stated
that there was considerable analogy
between those two bodies. The view of
the latter member was more ih accordance
with his own. He thought that it was the
intention of the framers of the Constitution Act to give the Legislative Council
and the Legislative Assembly the relative
positions of the House of Lords and the
House of Commons, so far as it was possible to do so in a written constitution.
He did not agree with the honorable member for West Melbourne, that the Council
and the Assembly were both representatives of the Commons. If such were the
case, the two Houses ought to be elected
by the same body of electors-there
should be a co-ordinate and co-equal
franchise. He believed, however, that
each House had its own peculiar
rights and functions-that the Assembly had the e~clusive control over
taxation, and that it was, perhaps,
the province of the Council to exercise a
check over hasty and improper legislation.
It would be far better, however, if members of the Assembly would confine themselves to the advocacy of the rights and
privileges of their own House, which it
was their duty to maintain, rather than
advocate the assumed rights and privileges
of the Council. The Council ought to
bow to the wishes of the people, as the
House of Lords did. There was no instance on record of the House of Lords
rejecting a tariff under such circumstances
°as the ministerial Tariff had been rejected
by the Legislative Council. He should
support the Tariff and support the Ministry in carrying it into law, merely because
the country had pronounced in favor of it.
Last session the Tariff was not rejected
because of the gold export duty' or the
preamble, but because a Bill of supply
and a Bill of appropriation were umted.
Now that this objection had been removed,
the preamble and the gold duty were
objected to. If these objections were
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removed some members would take other
objections, and would probably require
certain words to be struck out of the Bill
and synonyms inserted in their place.
Even then, perhaps, the honorable member for Ballarat West would say, "I
must occupy a seat on the ministerial
benches, and have the honor of passing
the measure before it shall be sent to
the Upper House." He (Mr. McKean)
hoped it would be passed, and passed as
the Government proposed.
Mr. MOORE observed that a considerable portion of the time of the Committee
had been occupied with rather interesting
and extraordinary passages at arms between certain of the ministerial supporters.
He referred especially to the allusion
made by the honorable member for South
Grant to the compact which existed in
his mind between the Ministry and the
protectionists. It was satisfactory to hear
from the honorable member that he was
determined that that compact, as he understood it, should be fully carried out; but
there seemed to be likely to be no little
difference of opinion as 'to the extent of
the protection which should be afforded.
He had been amused, too, with the speech
of the honorable member for Dundas,
who certainly did not enlighten him as·
to the exact position which he occupied.
The honorable member had stated that
he believed in the Chief Secretary, the
Minister of Justice, and the AttorneyGeneral, but he did not believe entirely
He (Mr. Moore) was
in the Tariff.
rather gratified to hear that, contrary to
the opinion entertained before the com~
mencement of the debate, there was a
determination on the part of the supporters of the Government that the
budget should not pass over in silence,
and that a nice arrangement had been
suggested by the Minister of Mines for
putting forward the honorable member
for South Grant to demolish the arguments of the honorable member for East
Melbourne. He had no doubt that the.
latter honorable member would be prepared to meet him in debate at any time.
In passing, he would just allude to the
speech of the honorable member for South
Bourke, who had commented somewhat
warmly upon the honorable member for
Ararat. The honorable member mistook
entirely the character of the honorable
member for Ararat. He regarded him as
a disappointed politician, in consequence
of the non-recognition by the Government
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of the principle of- the payment of
members, DO sum of money having been
placed on the Estimates for that purpose; and he seemed ignorant of the fact
that the honorable member was not
a recent convert to the Opposition,
but, on the contrary, was a consistent
member of the Opposition in the late
If the honorsession of Parliament.
able member for South Bourke had been
a member of the House at that time,
he would have had the opportunity of
hearing the very forcible remarks made
by the honorable member for Ararat
while the Tariff was under discussion.
Heo (Mr. Moore) had risen principally to
express his disappointment that the
Treasurer's financial statement had not
given some information as to the resources and progr~ss of the country. The
financial statements made by the Treasurer
were generally very lucid, but he would
appeal to the honorable gentleman,
whether nine-tenths of his budget speech
this session had not been confined to a
labored and lengthy vindication of the
late proceedings of the Government,
especially in regard to the constitutional
differences which had arisen between the
respective Houses? The speech had just
broken off at the stage at which he hoped
it would have become interesting to
members who, like himself, were interested in political affairs generally, and
especially in the trading and monetary
The financial
affairs of the country.
statement usually comprised a full and
complete explanation of the probable
revenue, and proposed expenditure for
the current year; but the financial portion
of the Treasurer's speech on this occasion
dealt only with the revenue and expenditure of 1865, and passed over, with scarcely
a single reference, the array of figures
which were contained in the Estimates
for the year 186£>' He was surprised at
the summary way in which that vast array
of figures, representing some £3,000,000
on either side of the account, was passed
over by the Treasurer. He expected that
the honorable gentleman would have
favored the Committee, as was usual,
with a statement of the calculations
upon which he based his estimates of
revenue; that he would, without wearying
the Committee with a detail of figures
in connexion with every item, have
explained the general results anticipated
from the principal sources of revenue;
and that he would also have shadowed
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forth whether the condition of the country
was prosperous or otherwise. He hoped
that the Treasurer would yet, while the
Estimates were under consideration, take
the opportunity of affording the Committee some information upon matters
upon which, either by oversight or otherwise, he had been reticent. :For instance,
he would ask the Treasurer whether it
would not have been interesting and instructive to honorable members to be informed whether the estimate of the
amount of revenue to be derived from
the duty on spirits, wine, beer, cider, &c.,
was likely to be realised-whether in fact
the experience of the past year showed
that this was likely to be an elastic source
of revenue? It would have been interesting to know whether the imposition of a
protective duty on beerohad had the effect
of stimulating that particular branch of
trade in this colony; and whether the
differential duty in. favor of colonial distilled spirits of 4s. per gallon on spirits
distilled from grain, and 2s. per gallon on
those distilled from su.gar, had produced the
results which were anticipated from it in
the encouragement of native industry. It
would have been interesting to know
whether that large measure of protection
had been a perfect success, and whether
the resu.lts which the protectionists anticipated from the imposition of a duty of
5s. per lb. in favour of colonial manufactured cigars had obeen verified. It was
desirable to know whether the results of
these instalments of protection, as they
were caUed, were such as to justify the extension of the system to other industries.
In reference to colonial distilled spirits,
also, he should like to have known whether
the revenue had been protected by the
adoption of measures for the suppression of
illegal distillation. It might have been interesting, also, to have heard whether the
estimated proceeds from the sale of Crown
lands during the current year, and the
rents and fees arising therefrom, were
likely to be realised, or whether there
was likely to be any deficit on account of
non-compliance with the regulations on
the part of the selectors, and a forfeiture
of their leases in consequence. He was
not without some apprehension that a
state of things might arise similar to
what had arisen in a neighbouring colony,
where large sums of money due for
rent of land taken up by free selectors
were in arrear, and were never likely to
be collected. He would like to hear
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some information from the Treasurer on
this point.
Mr. VERDON.-I stated that the
rents. payable under the Land Act Df
1862 had been punctually and regularly
p~~

.

Mr. MOORE hoped that the Treasurer
wDuld have infDrmed the HDuse that he
expected the same state Df things under
the Land Act of 1865. He did not wish
to imply that he threw any doubts upon
the Treasurer's calculations, but hethDught
it wDuld have been better if SDme assurance
had been given to, the CQmmittee that
they had been made after careful cQnsi·
deration, and upon the experience Qf the
results of last year. In reference to, the
railway revenue, too, he thought that a
little more infQrmation might. have been
afforded. The Committee were congratulated Dn' the fact that there had been
an increase Df £62,000. in that revenue
fDr. the year 1865, as cQmpared with
the year 1864 ; but he should like
to have known whether that increase
might nDt be Dnly an apparent increase.
He shQuld like to, knQw whether the
£62,000. was an actual increased gain
from the railways, or whether there was
nDt a large increase in the wDrking expenses to set against that amount. It
WDuid have been desirable, also, to, have
known whether, nDW that the main trunk
lines to, the Murrav and to, Ballarat were
cDmpleted, the G~vernment intended td
continue to, retain the. present large and
expensive staff of railway officials. Making
allowance for the circumstance that it
might be cDnsidered desirable to retain
the services of a number of draftsmen and
survey Drs for the purpDse of making aurveys and preparing sectiDns for future
branch lines, yet it was q uestiDnable
whether. there was any necessity to continue to, employ so large a staff as had
hitherto' been employed. He should like, .
also, to have heard whether the Government had taken, or intended to take, any
steps towards carrying Dut the wish 'expressed by the Assembly in the last
session in favDur of the ie~sing Df the
railways. In connexion .with the pDstage
revenue, it would have been satisfactDry
to, have been infDrmed whether the establishment of Post Office Savings Banks'
had been attended with the success which
was predicted, or whether they had been
successful at all. It had been stated at a
public banquet by a member of the Ministry-he believed the Minister Df Mines
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....:.that the Post Office Savings Banks had
been so successful as to give a nucleus for.
the establishment of a contemplated
national bank; but it wDuld have been
satisfactDry to, hale had SDme further
information on this matter from the·
Treasurer.. In connexion with the expen-'
diture; also, there were several matters
upDn which he should have been glad if
the Committee had been furnished with
information. The Treasurer had congratulated them that the revenue of the past
year had been sufficient to, meet the ex-'
penditure, and leave a surplus available
for 1866. In the year 1865, h()wever,
there. had been a curtailment Df the'
expenditure, in consequence of large sums.
of money vDted Dn account Df public
wDrks not having been expended. (Mr.
Verdon-" N Dt in excess of the average.'~)
Where CQntracts for public works had
been entered into', the Ministry had been
compelled to, meet the expenditure; but
in cases in which votes had been obtained
but no contracts entered into', he under.'
stDDd that the Treasurer had allowed the
votes to lapse. (Mr. VerdDn.-" Some of
them/') The remark of the Treasurer
showed the necessity of his giving a little
more definite information on the subject,.
because honorable members migh.t be congratulating themselves Dn the fact that
the revenue for 1865 had been sufficient
to, meet the expenditure, and leave· a surplus, whereas, but for lapsed votes, there
might have been ·nD surplus.
.
Mr. VERDON explained, that some
. works were proceeded with in 1865,.
. where contracts had been .entered into;
but other voies, . of course, eQuId nQt be'
expended in the absence Df legal apprOpriation. All thDse works, however, which
were essential were still left chargeable'
upon the income of 1865. The whole of.
the Estimates fDr 1865 wDuld be re-vDted,
and by that means a nl.lmber of votes
which could not 'be otherwise expended
WQuid be rendered legally available. Th~
amDunt unexpended Dn aCCDunt or the:'
year 1865 would not be equal, in fact, to·.
the average vote~ unexpended in former
years.
Mr. MOORE cDntended that the surplus in the revenue was more appare:q.t
than real, because the Government were
abQut to, put what should have been the
expenditure of two years into' one. (Mr.
Verdon-" No.")
He found, however,
that a number Df votes for public works
which were on the Estimates fqr 186l?,~
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and:· had· not been carried out, were not
included: in the· Estimates .for 1866. 'A
Bum·· of £3;000 was voted in. 1865 for a
particular· work . in one district, and only
£2,000 was· put upon the Estimates for
1866 on· account of that work. He was
not aware that the £3,000 voted in 1865
had· been or was likely to be expended.
Would the votes for. public works which
had not been expended in 1865 be revoted?
Mr. VERDON.-Some of them.
Mr. MOORE.-Will they all?
Mr. VERDON.-N ot all.
Mr. MOORE would again asser.t, then,
that for some works there would only
practically be a vote· for one year instead
offor two.'
.
Mr. NERD ON said that the honorable
mem ber- .was· grievously mistaken. The
am'ount v.oted in 1864 for the graving
dock at Williamstown proved to be sufficient to carryon the work through 1865,
consequently the amount voted in 1865
was not wanted. That vote, therefore,
lapsed, inasmuch as a fresh vote was proposed for 1866. There were other cases
of a similar· character.
Mr:·MOORE would like some information ~s to the expenditure for immigration.
Had any of the money· available for that
object last year lapsed ?
Mr. VERDON.-The whole amount
was applied for.
Mr.J\-IOORE did not doubt that the
whole amount was applied for, but it did
net follow that it was all taken up. Was
there any 'amount available 'from that
source?
.'
Mr. VERDON~-No.
Mr. MOORE remarked that his questioning had only showed that it was to be
regretted that the Treasurer. had this
session departed from his usual and praiseworthy custom of anticipating objections
of this kind by giving the fullest information to the committee.. One important
omission in the Treasurer.'s statement was,
that no reference was made 'to the character
and extent of the public works to be
carried 'on during the current year. In
the Estimates a sum of £26,849 was put
down for provisioning and managing the
inmates of' the industrial schools, and
£12,000 for con~truction of buildings~
He did not tak~ exception to the magnitude of these amounts; on the contrary,
he believed that it was wiser for the
legislature to be liberal in its expenditu!'e for .reclaiming and educating
juvenile outcasts than to allow them to
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lead the life of vagabonds and become
criminals, which would entail a much
more· serious burden upon the State.
It would have been satisfactory to learn
what foundation there was for the appre..
hens ions entertained.out-of-doors, whether,
in adopting these charitable .views, in providing as they were bound to do for the
relief of these vagrants, the Government
had not led the country into a greater
evil-whether, in fd.ct, the system of indiscriminate committals to these institutions did not offer to parents an easy mode
of evading their parental obligations? It
would have bee~ satisfactory to learn that
proper care was taken that the parents
should contribute to the maintenance of
their offspring.
.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-They are required
to do .so.
Mr. MOORE was aware that the principle was recognised, but he believed that
it wa~ very imperfectly carried out. He
would have liked to hear, also, whether the
difficulties attending the commencement
of these new institutions 'had been vigor-ously dealt with. He saw that provision
was made on the Estimates for a new
inspector. (Mr. Verdon-" No; it is the
old office.") Well, at any rate, if rumour
was correct, he might compliment the
Government upon selecting. an office:t:
peculiarly well qualified for the. post. Information would have been desirable also
regarding -what was becoming an unbearable irregularity-the postal communication with the mother-country: a service
which the colony paid so largely for, and
which was so unsatisfactorily performed.
Was there any prospect of the realization
of the long-expressed hope of a bi-monthly
mail communication, and was the colony
likely to participate in the interestip.g
experiment on the part of the Queensland
Government, of establishing pos~al com. munication via Torres Straits? Another
point on which they lacked information
~as the fact that the Treasurer had merged
into the general revenue a sum of £;0,000,
the income from water supply, which
had hitherto been devoted to the reticula-"
tion of the city and its sub.urbs. He
would be glad to learn, also, why, in this
instance, the system of classification had
been departed from, and the salaries of
the departmental staff put down in a lump
sum of £9,500? The Treasurer took
great credit for avoiding any delay in
initiating the water supply scheme. H~
observed in the Parliamentary papers a
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correspondence on this subject between during inconvenient seasons. The public
the Audit Commissioners and the Trea- moneys were thus employed pending the
surer. The Audit Commissioners declined sale of the debentures to a saving of more
to recognise any advance from the conso- than 6 per cent.-the difference between
lidated revenue in anticipation of the sale borrowing rates and the interest the
of the debentures; whereupon the Trea- Government was allowed on its account.
surer somewhat abruptly closed the cor- The Government proposed to take the
respondence, and negotiations were same course with reference to the new
entered upon, which resulted in an ad- loan, but the Audit Commissioners, while
vance of £60,000 from the London Char- admitting the propriety of using the
tered Bank. Now, the House ought to public account to the best possible adknow the terms on which the advance had vantage, considered that the former
been obtained, and what rate of interest authority was not conveyed in the new
Loan Act, and it became necessary,
the bank charged.
J\fr. VERDON.-Nothing.
therefore, to use the public account in
Mr. MOORE.·-Does the Bank advance some other way to obtain the same adthe money for nothing?
vantage. He had, therefore, obtained an
Mr. YERDON.-Provided that the ad,vance from the London Chartered Bank,
public accounts are kept in the bank.
just as before he obtained one from the
Mr. MOORE.-Ah; that is a material Treasury. The terms were simply these;
consideration. As the debentures had not that an amount should be kept to the
been submitted to the public, and as an credit of the public account equivalent to
advance had been obtained upon them, the advance, and so long as this was the
these national securities were literally and case no interest was charged. As to the
positively in pawn. What then was the . transmission of the debentures to the
amount of the advance, and what was the English market, no stipulation whatever
rate of interest ? Was the bank to have the had been made with the London Chartered
exclusive transmission of the loan to the Bank. Indeed, he had been urged by one
English market? (Mr. Yerdon-" No. ") gentleman to go into the market with
W ell, the Treasurer must excuse these these debentures in competition with the
questions; his own unusual reticence was banks, but this he did not conceive would
the cause of their being put. He would be either a wise or a safe course. It
like to know whether the Government would be difficult to compete with the
had recognised the necessity of making banks in a matter of exchange. He was
these securities available by placing them now in communication with the six banks
on the market in the most satisfactory which previously held the railway loan
manner. He was not going to say any- contract, and there was nothing bething offensive to the London Chartered tween the Government and the London
Bank ;' but it was due to the House and Chartered Bank to interfere with his conto the country to know whether, in con- cluding any arrangement with those insequence of recent advances, there was to stitutions.
be practically a monopoly of the sale of
Mr. MOORE said that the explanathese debentures.
tion relieved his mind of the fear that
Mr. YERDON said he would give the institution which had come to
honorable members the information at the relief of the Government was to
once. They had a right to ask for it, have a monopoly in the matter. It
though, of course, he could not in his was satisfactory also to find that no
first address give full information on every necessity existed for the imposition
point embraced in so large a matter as of fresh taxation, though he regretted
finance. He sought to do with this new that the Treasurer's speech did not
loan what had always been done since the more resemble in one respect what was
first railway loan was launched. The first the great merit of the addresses of the
Railway Loan Act authorised an advance Chancellor of the Ex.chequer, namely, the
of £800,000 from the cash balance to the prospect they always opened of a further
railway account, and on this authority and liberation of trade. As to the Tariff, he
that of subsequent Loan Acts, advances did not deem it necessary to weary the
were made from the public account to the Committee with his many objections to
railway account in order that the works it; but he hoped that some of the new
might be proceeded with, while the de- members would again expose its fallacies,
bentures were not forced on the market and he trusted also that, setting aside
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protection and free trade, the Minister of
Customs would grant those departmental
facilities which, though promised in the
first instance, were never carried out.
The working of the Tariff proved most
embarrassing to the export trade, and in
particular an increase of drawbacks was
urgently required. He regretted that the
repeal of the gold export duty should be
again included in the Tariff, as this would
lead to another angry collision with the
Upper House. (Mr. Verdon-" Why ?")
Because the two matters were in no way
related. The Treasurer in support of his
view that the impost was a customs duty,
quot~d a speech of the late honorable
member for Kilmore, who was then a
member of the Gold Fields Commission
Mr. VERDON said-that his quotation
from Mr. O'Shanassy's speech was to
show that the duty was not intended to be
a permanent one.
Mr. MOORE maintained that the
allusion to the non-permanent nature of
the charge applied to the peculiar fluctuating nature of the miners' pursuits, and
not to the continuance of the duty itself.
As to the argument that the impost was
collected at the Custom House, that was
a mere matter of convenience. . Another
matter concerning which he hoped to
receive a distinct assurance was, that the
Units of Entry Act, to which it hau been
deemed necessary to give vitality, would
now be repealed. He trusted also that
the suggestion thrown out by the Treasurer
of making -a distinction between bonds
and cash deposits would not be recognised,
but that a real and earnest determination
would be displayed to collect all the
moneys due to the Government.
Mr. FRANCIS reminded the member
for Sandridge, who had complained of a
want of breadth, clearness, and distinctness'
in the financial statement, that to follow
out the various items he had alluded to
would require twice the abilities of a
Gladstone and three times the lungs.
Criticism was to be expected, and that
the present criticism had been so harmless
was a matter for congratulation. But
only imagine what the Treasurer would
have encouraged had he gone into explanations concerning the rail way system
and its prospects, the industrial schools
and their past unsatisfactory working, the
water supply scheme and its launching on
the money market, and above all the
question of immigration, which alone had
occupied the time of the House night after
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night. As to the new loan, it must be
generally known to lnercantile membershe himself was aware of it independently of
his official position-that the Treasurer was
in communication with the six contracting
banks on this subject. He had to congratulate the House that the Treasurer's
explanation was satisfactory, even to the
honorable member for Sandridge. The
honorable member had said that more
facilities ought to be given in the working
of the Tariff, but that was a matter the
Treasurer had nothing to do with. It
would be for himself to give a full explanation when the Tariff Bill was before the
House. If facilities had not been conceded the circumstance was not due to red
tape, but to the angry, awkward, and
antagonistic position taken by importers
with regard to the measure. At the
earliest stage of the revision of the Tariff
the Chief Secretary and himself sought to
obtain from the leading merchants of the
city an explanation as to the way in which
an equivalent to the revenue given up
could be best raised. It soon became
apparent, however, that there was a great
division of opinion on the point. One
party insisted upon an ad valorem system,
but in deference to the strong objections
of the Chamber of Commerce, and of an
equally strong section of the trading community, a Tariff was introduced which
avoided ad valorem duties. The object of
the Government was simplicity, and-that
this object had been departed from-that
the Tariff was of a composite character,
was due to the fact that there was
the same difference of opinion in the
House as existed out of doors. He
would admit at once, in reply to Mr.
McCann, that he stated to his constituents
that he did not regard the Tariff as the
ultimate tariff of Victoria. He repeated
the statement. The Tariff was a compromise. Its strength lay in this-that it
was accepted by the last Assembly, it
was endorsed by the country, and now,
with all its imperfections on its head. it
was the intention of the Government and
of the majority of the House to bring it
into successful operation. Without entering on an elaborate review of the past,
he desired to explain to new members
some of the acts of the Government,
which had been not only magnified, but
exaggerated, perverted, and twisted from
their original character. Nothing was
done by the Government and concurred
in by the House that was not rendered
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necessary, by a' succession of events, in
treating this question. Immediately after
the introduction of the resolutions the
Tariff was brought into force, in accordance
the House of Comwith the practice
mons. As the period· of. the operation of
the resolutions, however, was unusually
prolonged, the Government .'resolved,
and their intention was concurred in
by the House and by' the leader
of the Opposition, ,to' require, instead
of bonds, the more' material guarantee
of a cash deposit. ' He admitted that
the collection of the duties was continued
for a period beyond precedent in the
mother country-a consequence of the
laying aside of the· Tariff Bill by' the
Legislative Council. It must be- remembered, that though from some points of
view -it was 'considered that the Bill was
rejected, yet that', u:o.til a subsequent explanation from the'Speaker, it was believed
that the measure was 'not finally disposed
of, but could and would be revived by tho
Council should a new Government assume
office. After a deal of coquetting, an' offer
for' a conference made by the Assembly
was finally r~jected by the Council on 'the
10th of October, and the Government
had then to consider what was to be done
next. The country, and even the opposition press, condemned the system of
levying' double duties as oppressive: and
unendurable. It was admitted on both
sides that the laboring population ought
not to be 'made to pay double because a
constitutional struggle was proceeding.
As The Times expressed it, it was intolerable that the people should be ground
between a lower and an upper millstone.
The Government, therefore, accepted the
responsibility of: making their selection
between . either continuing the double
duties, of abandoning the new duties, or,
as a third alt~rnati ve, of recognising the
authority of the Assembly, in matters of
finance. On the 12th of October it was
known that the Government had ceased
collecting the double duties, 'and the
absence of any opposition showed that the
Assembly concurred in that course. It
would be seen, on reference' to Hansard,
that he gave a fnll explanation to the
House on the 25th of October, and
that explanation was accepted. M.r.
Graham Berry and other honorable members had advised the Government to cut
the Gordian knot, and had urged that
dilly-dallying was only playing the game
of the Opposition by creating a feeling of
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disbelief'and disfavor in the Government
and their policy. It was evident that no
people would submit long to a double
system of taxation; the necessity of the
case was' great, .and the Government,
therefore" resolved upon their' course of
action' with a full acceptance of its responsibilities. He could afford to treat
with contempt the insinuations which had
been made, that' both his col1eaguesand
hiinself were influenced by motives of
personal advantage. He would not defend
himself from assertions -which no, man
of reputation and conscien'ce would hazard,
the mere catchpenny' charges made by
men ,who sheltered themselves behind' the
secrecy and the impersonality of, the
newspaper press. He left all such 'writers
to wallQw in 'their mire. . 'He would offer
a few remarks, however, with referE'nce
to the return just laid before the House.
As to the Sugar Company, his connexion
with it took place long before he became
a political man; and as to any change of
poli9Y on his 'part, he '4ad distinctly
declared himself in 1857 in favor of a reduction of the tea and sugar duties~ When
he said that his interest in the company
did not amount to five per cent. he went
too far, two and a half per cent. 'would be
nearer the mark. His personal profit ,on'
the transactions referred to could not
exceed £100, and'was that a consideration
to be placed not only against a' man's
patriotism. and political integrity, but
against his individual honesty. Unless
members of the Government were to be precluded from engaging in commerce at all,
they could scarcely find articles in which
Ministers were less personally interested
than those dealt with by the Tariff. With
regard to another item in the' return
which had' been so perseveringly sought
for, the gross, amount which the firm
the Chief Secretary was a'member of was
interested in did not exceed £600 or
£700, an amount below that of tw.enty
or thirty other' firms' who were' rabid
free traders. ,Besides; ,that amouht 'represented the position' ,of the .firm as
agents; it was' not personally interested
to the extent named. He: had' dwelt
somewhat upon this subject, because it
was said that the' return would be a damaging exposure to the Ministry, and
having taken the first opportunity of
making his' remarks, 'he challenged a
reply to thp,m; and he spoke, he would
observe, in the presence of' honorable
members who, if he were incorrect; could
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. correct him. As the hour was late he
wouldnpt do more than reply to one or
two of the observations made during the
.·debate. The honorable member for East
·Melbourne declared that no reason had
ever been given for the reduction of the
<?pium ~uty. He denied that; but lest
t4ere should be any ambiguity he would
repeat the explanation. As Minister of
Customs he became aware that certain
firms-he would mention the names, if
the honorable member was not satisfied
with generalitie~-were importing opium
into' Victoria via Adelaide and the Murray.
Opium, ·which was liable· to a duty of
20s. per lb. here, was shipped to Adelaide,
where it was landed under an ad valorem
duty of five per cent., or Is. per lb., and it
was then taken up the Murray and legally
imported into Victoria, the revenue thus
losing 19B. on each pound so introduced.
The commencement of the last dispute
with the Sydney Govern~ent was the
seizure,· or rather the stoppage, by himself of a considerable quantity of opium.
Every evil must have a beginning; and it
was thought by certain astute dealers
that the stump could be rounded in that
manner. Therefore it was at least desirable that the duty on opium should be
reduced, so as to stop those proceedings;
and in this tran8action the Government
were ~ble to force on the consideration of
the Sydney Government other matters of
interest which need not be referred to
now. With regard to the inquiry put by
the honorable member for Sandridge as to
t4e Units of Entry A9t, he begged to say
most distinctly that it was the intention
of the Government to repeal that Act by
the passage of the Tariff. It had been
stated over an~ over again by members of
the Gpvernment,.not only in that House,
but in election addresses out of doors,
that the Tariff Bill would be, in all material
essentials, the measure' of last session, and
it was within the knowledge of the honorable member for Sandridge that one of
the Acts repealed .by the Bill was the
Units of Entry Act. In conclusion, he
would observe that if the Units of Entry
Act were permitted to remain on the
statute book, the responsibility would not
be with the Government.
Mr. WILSON said he should not have
ventured to addl'ess the Committee at so
early a period of his parliamentary career
but for the assertions made by his honorable colleague, Mr. McLellan. The honorable member asserted that he was no
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party to an agreement that he would lend
support to the ministerial policy during
the present session, and yet, when before
his constituents, he declared that he was
a warm supporter of the liberal measures
brought by the Government before the
late Parliament, and that if the Government did not attach any' retrospective
clause to the Tariff Bill, he would not
oppose the measure. The persons who
formed themselves into a league for the
purpose of supporting candidates at the
general election .favorable to the Tariff.
waited upon Mr. McLellan, and asked if
he would support the Government on the
Tariff question and other questions· of
reform. The honorable gentleman stated
that. he was at one with them on every
point.
Mr. MoJ.JELLAN.-I rise to order.
The honorable gentleman is distinctly
stating to this House what is not correct.
The CHAIR·MAN reminded "honorable
members that personal attacks should be
avoided .
.Mr. WILSON observed that he was
prepared to produce evidence in support
of what he had said. Previous to the
election he' waited, in company with an
agent of the Liberal Reform Association,
on his honorable colleague, and intimated
that 'he was going to Ararat to oppose,
not so much Mr. McLellan as Dr. Girdlestone, and. that opposition to him would
depend upon the feeling which he entertained towards the ministerial policy.
The honorable gentleman stated that he
had opposed the Tariff on free trade principles, and also because of the tack and
the retrospective clause, and that therefore he could not stultify himself so far
as to vote for the Tariff if re-introduced ;
but he intimated his willingness not to
oppose it. At the same time, the honor. abl e gentleman stated that he should
"run upon his own hook," and that he
would not coalesce with Dr. Girdlestone.
Upon that understanding the honorable
gentleman was allowed to contest Ararat
single handed. But no sooner had the
candidates been declared by the returning
officer, than the honorable gentleman
delivered an address which was substantially the same as that delivered on the
floor of the House that evening: The
result of such vacillating conduct was
that the honorable gentleman, instead of
being at the head of the poll-the position
to be expected for him, considering his
long service-did not poll altogether as
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many votes by four as there were plumpers
for him (Mr. Wilson). With regard to the
insinuation of the honorable member for
East Melbourne (Mr. Levi), that the tea
an4 sugar men came into the House only
to serve their own interests, he had only
to say that they did not entertain the
sordid views -which were attributed to them.
They could rise a little above a few paltry
pounds. The insinuation was only the
emanation of a base mind.
The CHAIRMAN said such a remark
was not in order.
1\1:r. WILSON urged that he was justified in using such an expression, when he
and others were accused of sl'.pporting the
Government simply for their own benefit.
He admitted that his name was attached
to some of the bonds; but he told his
constituency that were the Government
so foolish or so mad as to introduce the
retrospective clause into the Tariff Bill,
he should oppose them.
Mr. McLELLAN congratulated his
honorable colleague on commencing his
parliamentary career by making a statement, not one word of which could be
proved. What were the facts? One
day, before the general election, when
walking along the streets of Melbourne, a
gentleman altogether unknown to himone Mr. Jenkins-came and asked him if
he would pledge himself to support the
Government and the Tariff? He replied
" No," and that he would not be coerced
into giving any pledge whatever. He had
to attend a mining meeting, and after the
meeting was over, the gentleman met him
at the door and asked him if he would see
Mr. Wilson. He replied that he could
not do so. The gentleman then invited
him to the London Tavern to have "a
glass," and he accepted' the invitation
under the distinct promise and pledge,
that whatever was to be said or done
there was to be strictly private and con:.
fidential. In reply to a question, he stated
that he was going to contest the election
" on his own hook," and that he should
not coalesce with Dr. Girdlestone. He
denied having pledged himself to anything
further. (Mr. Wilson-I' I will prove it.")
When the gentleman came to him he did
not know that he was a member of the
Protection 'League, or any other league,
and he looked upon his interference as a
piece of gross impertinence. He had been
before his constituents now four times,
and by the time that his honorable colleague had done the same he would not be
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so popular as he was now. It was a diffi- .
cult matter to please a constituency for
any great length of time. When the
election was over, he extended to his honorable colleague the right hand of friendship, and was prepared to remain his
friend in the House, and to assist him In
the conduct of business in connexion with
the Ararat constituency; but, after the
deliberate statement which the honorable
gentleman had made, which could not be
supported by any individual in or out of
the House, he must leave the House to
judge of his honorable colleague's conduct.
He did not wish to impeach the veraCIty
of his colleague. He believed that the
honorable gentleman was laboring under
some delusion, and that after due reflection on the subject he would find that he
(Mr. McLellan) made no such statement
as that alleged.
Mr. JONES remarked that the last
speaker usually condoned impertinences,
according to his own account, by taking a
drink; but if the House were to condone
the honorable member's impertinences in
the same way, it would have to take a
drink pretty often. The honorable member had thought proper to impute dishonorable motives to every member on the
ministerial side of the House. He (Mr.
Jones) apprehended that the honorable
mem ber had accused every honorable
mem ber in the House, at one time or
other, of dishonorable conduct. The 'honorable member had been eternally in opposition-in opposition to Governments
and to individuals-and so he would continue, in all probability, until Ararat obtained something like a decent man to represent it. (Cries of " Order.")
The CHAIRMAN said this language
must be withdrawn. The honorable
member was not in order in insinuating
that the honorable member for Ararat
was not a decent man.
l\ir. JONES observed that if he had
produced the impression on the mind of
the Chairman that he intended to say that
the honorable member for Ararat was not
a decent member of the House, he had
much pleasure in removing that impression
from the Chairman's mind. The honorable member for Ararat had not included
in his pleasant and playful remarks his
usual allusion to the American axe with
which he proposed to cut down the fences
of the squatters, for the reason probably
that the honorable member was now taken
under the wing of the squatters. But
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perhaps the honorable member had
dropped the axe only with the view to
"throw the ,hatchet." The honorable
member had stated his opinion that he
was fit for nothing outside the House,
and he might have added with a dear
conscience, "nor inside it either."
Mr. McLELLAN said that as soon as
his character descended to the level of that
of the honorable member for Ballarat East,
he should leave the House.
Mr. WHITEMAN expressed his surprise at the turn which the debate had
taken, and the extent to which honorable
members had indulged in recriminatory
remarks. The honorable member for South
Bourke had spoken of the audacity of
young members; but old members had,
that evening, used language which would
be highly reprehensible in a borough
council chamber. Honorable members,
in the course of their remarks, had stated
the reasons why they were returned to
the House. The Attorney-General stated
that he came in on the constitutional question. He (Mr. Whiteman) did the same.
He told his constituents most emphatically
that he believed the :Ministry were wrong,
and 640 electors concurred in his views.
Hence he was in Parliament. He said he
believed free trade was better 'than protection, and that sentiment was believed
in. Hence his return. He was convinced
that the Tariff would pass the Assembly,
and that if it went to the other House in
its present form it would be rejected.
Did the Ministry desire that ? Were they
sincere in their wish to pass the Tariff?
Time would show. If the Tariff were
rejected by the other branch of the Legislature, then would corne that crisis which
the Attorney-General prophesied so emphatically the other evening. Having
mixed with the working men of the
country, he (Mr. Whiteman) could say
confidently that there was a deep and
wide-spread feeling that the Tariff must
pass. Therefore, he begged the Ministry
-if they were sincere in their desire to
pass the Tariff-to remove everything
that might furnish an excuse to the Upper
House for rejecting the measure.
Mr: FARRELL considered that the
position now taken up by honorable members of the Opposition was scarcely reconcileable with the position which they
assumed when before their constituents.
They then expressed an anxiety to save
the miners from the injustice which would
be inflicted upon them by the passing of
M
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the Tariff; and now they were for opposing the clause of the Tariff which was
calculated to relieve the miners of the unjust share of taxation to which they had
been SUbjected so long. The question of
royalty, as he understood, was settled by
the Mining Statute, upon which honorable
membp.rs in another place had the opportunity of expressing their opinions. But
the Tariff was a Bill for the collection of
customs duties',' and, looking at the gold
export duty as a customs duty, it was for
honorable member::; to say whether it was
just to the miners that that impost should
be continued. The Treasurer, in the
course of his financial statement, drew
attention to the fact that Parliament
adopted the recommendations of the Gold
Commission of 1854, and that the miner's
right fee and the rent for auriferous land
were taken to represent the royalty, and
that it was under that arrangement that
miners were entitled to search for gold
and other minerals. Although by the
Mining Statute the miner's right fee and
the rent for auriferous land had b~en
reduced, he thought a still further reduction might be made, and particularly when
it was remembered that the mining interest was the paramount interest of the
colony, that it gave employment to a
larger number of persons than any other
industry, and that the miners contributed
in indirect taxation more than any other
class in the community. In former years
the Government appeared to think that
the miners were fair game for any amount
of taxation, and in consequence the miners
had to pay almost as much in direct taxation as they had to contribute in indirect
taxation. The new Tariff would impose
taxes on a number of articles which had
hitherto been admitted into the colony
duty free, and thus the cost of living to
the miners would be increased. But he
looked upon the abolition of the gold
export duty to some extent as a compensation for this additional cost of living.
Indeed, taken in connexion with the
reduction of the duties on tea and sugar,
the cost of living under the new Tariff, as
compared with the old" would be almost
equalised. The question of the Tariff
was put distinctly to the country at the
late general election, and particularly to
the constituency which he had the honor
to represent. That constituency understood the question in all its bearings, and,
by a very large majority, decided in favor
of the Tariff with the clause for the repeal
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of the gold export dut.y annexed. In
reference to the preamble he was satisfied,
from what he had heard from those honorable memb~rs who were best qualified to
give an op'inion on the subject, that the
Assembly possessed all the powers, privileges, and immunities possessed by the
House of Commons, and therefore it was
justified in adopting the preamble. Under
these circumstances he mu~t support the
Government upon the question.
Mr. SNODGRASS denied that members of the Opposition were opposed to
the reduction or repeal of the gold export
duty. Years ago he advocated a reduction of the duty. But he wished to point
out that, if the provision relating to the
gold export duty were annexed to the
Tariff, the passage of the Bill would be
endangered. Even if the Bill passed the
other House another difficulty would have
to be surmounted. The Governor's assent
to the measure would have to be secured.
And, acc.ording to the Governor's instructions, His Excellency was not to give hi§
assent to a Bill of a complicated naturea Bill which embraced questions both of a
temporary and permanent character. The
repeal of the gold export duty would be a
permanent repeal, and the repeal must be
made in express terms, and, as far as he
understood the Governor's instructions, in
a separate measure. These were points
which the Attorney-General should take
into his consideration.
Mr. DYTE thought that members for
the gold fields ought to be thankful to the
gentlemen of the· Opposition for the admission just made-that they were favorable
to the abolition of the gold export duty.
According to the statement of the last
speaker, the only fear of the Opposition
was that attaching the gold export duty
provision to the Tariff would cause the
Upper House to throw out the Tariff. In
the session before last the U p'pel' House
passed a resolution declaring that they
would n~ver agree to any Land Bill which
did not recognise the principle of auction.
This was held up as a ghost was held up
to frighten children, but the Assembly
would not be thwarted in its intentions
with reference to the land question. The
Land Bill passed, and the leek was swallowed by the other House. They saw
that the country was determined that the
Land Bill should become law, and they
accordingly accepted the measure, although
it did not embrace the principle of auction~
A similar result might atte.nd the Tariff
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Bill during the present session. The challenge was thrown down by Opposition
members that the Administration dare not
go to the country with the Tariff as the
test upon which the general election should
be based. But the question of the Tariffor, more properly speaking, the question of
the right of taxation b~ing vested in the
Assembly-was the question submitted to
his and other constituencies, including that
of Maryborough ; apd in consequence of
that question being submitted a certain
honorable member had to leave an upcountry constituency-the constituency of
Maryborough-and find a seat in a dis
trict nearer to the port of Melbourne, and
more closely connected with the soft goods
interest. The Tariff would be only a
second dose of protection to the colony.
The first dose was administered by· the
late member for Kilmore, in the shape of
a differential duties Bil1. .And he was
satisfied that if this second instalment of
protection proved as favorable to the in-·
terests of the country as the first, a further
instalment would be asked for and obtained.
With regard to the preamble, if'the objections raised were to be met, honorable gentlemen in the Upper House would probably find another sore for which the Assembly would have to provide a plaster. And
he did not see why the Assembly should
be so remarkably courteous with regard to
the Upper House. Honorable members
. must recollect the disrespect with which
the Assembly was treated on the question
of payment of members. The Bill was
thrown out by the Upper House on the
motion for first reading without discussion
of any sort. 1.'he Council did not consider
the dignity of the Assembly on that occasion, and therefore he held that when the
Assembly dealt with its own privileges it
need not consider those of the other
branch of the Legislature. He regretted
the amount of recrimination which had
marked the debate. It was a bad omen
for the rest of the session. He regretted
to see unworthy motives imputed by one
honorable member to another honorable
member. It was desirable that the proceedings of the House should he carried
on in a more conciliatory spirit, and he
hoped the Government would see the advisability of shortening the session as far
as possible.
Mr. G. V. SMITH said he should not
have intruded himself upon the Committee
but for the apprehension that he should be
supposed guilty of a manifest discourtesy.
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In his absence, earlier in the evening, he
had been charged with having said on a
previous occasion, that protection was only
fit for savages. He never intended to
offer such an insult to those who held protectionist principles. What he intended
to convey the other evening was, his full
agreement with the honorable member for
Ballarat V\Tcst, that the principle of protection might be most applicable to the
savages at Singapore. For that reason he
denied its applicability to Melbourne. The
!;eason that protection was applicable to
savages was, that savages never understood freedom or the principles of trade.
But he trusted that a free community
could appreciate both freedom and the
principles of trade. As to the effects of
protection in America, he need only say,
that there protection, in a secondary if not
in a primary sense, had culminated in the
demoralization of the North-for war
brought demoralization-and in the desolation of the South.
Mr. VALE presumed that all free
traders would be prepared to accept as
authoritative the opinion of the great
champions of free trade, Ri'chard Cobden
and eJ ohn Bright, both of whom had distinctly stated that the Morell Tariff had
nothing whatever to do with the American
war. His remarks about Singapore and
Java, and Sir Stamford Raffles, were not
intended to have any reference to the
abstract question of free trade or pro
tection, but simply to show that the
different circumstances of different communities necessitated a different policy,
and that Sir Stamford Raffles acted upon
this principle, by adopting a different
policy at Singapore and Java.
The motion for levying a customs duty
of 3d. per lb. on tea was then agreed to.
The following duties were also agreed
to:Sugar and Molasses-3s. per cwt.
Dried Fruits-ld. per lb.
Export Duty on Gold-l s. per oz. troy
until 31st December, 1866; 6d. per oz.
troy from and after that date to 31st
December, 1867; and from and after the
31st December, 1867, the said duty to
cease and determine.

Mr. VERDON then moved that the
following Duties of Customs be charged
on the artic,les undermentioned imported
into Victoria, viz. : Cocoa and Chocolate-2d. per lb.
Preserved Fruits and Vegetables, Nuts of all
kinds (not jncluding Cocoa Nuts), Butter,
Cheese, Candles, Bacon, Lard, Hams,
Starch, Soap, Confectionery, Biscuits,
M 2
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Comfits, Sweetmeats, Succades, Jams,
Maccaroni, Vermicelli, Maizena, Preserved Meats and Fish-Id. per lb. or
package of that reputed weight.
Salt-20s. per ton.
Vinegar-6d. per gallon.
Varnish-2s. per gallon.
Salted Provisions, including fish not otherwise enumerated and n.ot caught from
vessels owned in the colony-5s. per cwt.
Doors-Is. each.
Window Sashes-l s. per pair.
Plate of Gold-8s. per oz. troy.
Plate of Silver-Is per oz. troy.
Barley-3d. per bushel.
Oats-3d. per bushel.
Millinery and all articles made up from
fabrics of silk, or of silk mixed with other
materials-5s. per cubic foot, measuring
outside the package, or for any package
less than one cubic foot.
Apparel and Slops and all Articles made up
wholly or in part from fabrics of wool,
cotton, linen, or mixed materials (except
Corn or Wool l3ags); Boots or Shoes,
Hosiery and Gloves, lIats, Caps, and
Bonnets (untrimmed), Saddles, Harness,
and Leatherware - 4s. per cubic foot,
measuring outside the package, or for
any package less than one cubic foot.
Watches, Jewels, and Jewellery of all kinds,
Manufactures of Silk or of mixed materials of which the greater part is silk,
Musical Instruments, Carriages, Glass
and Glassware, Chinaware and Porcelain,
Furniture, Toys and Turnery, Woodenware, Brushwarc and Wickerware, Earthenware, Oilmen's Stores not otherwise
enumerated (except oils in bulk, tapioca,
sago, arrowroot, spices, pepper and ginger)
Woollen Blankets and Uugs-IO per cent.
ad valorem.

Mr. LANGTON asked if he was precluded, by the understanding arrived at
on the previous evening as to the rule
which should be adopted in the discussion
of the Treasurer's financial statement,
from addressing the Committee on tho
principle involved in some of the duties
included in the motion now proposed?
The CHAIRMAN remarked that the
general debate on the Tariff was con·
eluded on the second item, and that the
honorable member must now confine his
observations strictly to the resolutions
under consideration.
Mr. LANGTON said that in his speech
on Thursday evening he had purposely
abstained from making any observations
on the principle involved in some of the
duties contained in the schedule now
before the Committee, because, although
it was arranged that the discussion as to
the general financial policy of the Ministry
should be taken on the second item, he
apprehended that when any subsequent
items were under consideration any mem-
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ber would be at liberty to offer remarks
legitimntely arising upon them.

After some
Mr.

VERDON,
GRASS,

observations from Mr.
and Mr. SNOD-

GILLIES,

Mr. McCULLOCH said that the honorable member for East Melbourne had
strangely misunderstood the arrangement.
It was distinctly arranged that, after the
division on the first item, the discussion of
the whole of the principles involved in
the Tariff should be continued and concluded on the second item. The honorable member, however, appeared to have
omitted to make his free trade speech, but
he would have the opportunity of delivering it when the Bill was read a second
time.
Mr. LANGTON intimated that he
would be content if an opportunity were
afforded him at a subsequent stage of discharging his conscience.
Mr. VERDON hoped that the honorable member would discharge his conscience at once, rather than that there
should be a continual repetition of the
debate. He was-prepared to sit and listen
to the honorable member until any hour
of the morning.
'
Mr. BAYLES proposed an amendment,
to provide that a duty of 3d. per bushel
should be charged on "other cereals," as
well as barley and oats.
Mr. HARBISON expressed his surprise
that the honorable member for Villiers
and Heytesbury should endeavour to obstruct the passing of the Tariff, after professing himself to be one of the Government supporters, and actually going to the
office of the Liberal Reform Association
to obtain their support at his election.
Mr. BAYLES gave a distinct denial to
these statements.
The amendment was negatived, and the
resolution was agreed to.
The resolutions were then reported to
the House, and the Committee obtained
leave to sit again on the following day.
IMPORTATION OF OBSCENE
PICTURES.
Mr. G. P. SMITH moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return of the persons or firms (if any)
who have been fined by the Customs authorities
for importing obscene pictures and jewellery."

The honorable member remarked that a
'Very large traffic was carried on in this
colony in obscene prints and jewellery. A
number of persons had been fined by the
Custom House authorities for importing

Obscene Pictures.

such articles, but his opinion was that
this was not a sufficient punishment. The
punishment which the persons who assented
to such immoral practices ought to be subjected to, in addition to any penalty, was
exposure; and he therefore hoped that
there would be no opposition to the motion.
Mr. LONGMORE seconded the motion.
.Mr. DYTE opposed the motion, and
expressed a hope that the Government
would not assent to it. He did not see
that any good could result from its adoption. Merchants were not always awart
of the goods which were consigned to
them; and he would caution honorable
members, lest in their desire to punish
guilty parties they should also punish the
innocent. The consignees, being merely
the agents of the parties who consigned the
goods, might be deceived as to the character of the consignments. (Mr. Burtt"Let them expose the consignors.")
What advantage would there be in that?
What good, for instance, could there be
in publishing a statement by an agent to
the effect that the goods had been sent to
him by a Mr. 'l'hompson, living in Edinburgh?
The disgrace attending the
transaction would not be attached to Mr.
Thompson, but to his agent. He repeated
that he did not think any good would
result from placing the 'return on the
table.
The guilty parties had been
already punished, and it was unfair for
an honorable member to take advantage
of his position in the House to inflict
double punishment upon them. Having
been dealt with as the law provided, he
did not see why their names should be
laid on the table of the House, perhaps
for some ulterior object. He submitted
that the ends of justice had been satisfied,
that no real good could result from complying with the motion, while it might
do an injury and an injustice to some
persons.
. Mr. FRANCIS hoped that the honorable member for South Bourke would
withdraw the motion, or, at all events,
consent to the discussion being postponed
at that late hour. Perhaps he would be
able to satisfy the honorable member that,
under the circumstances, it was but equitable that the motion should be. withdrawn.
Twelve or eighteen months ago it carne to
the knowledge of the Custom House officers
that indecent and obscene pictures, &c.,
were being imported into the colony. One
of the clauses of the Customs Act of 1857
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provided that persons importing or e~port withdraw the motion. The Commissioner
ing prohibited or restricted goods, or ship- of Customs had stated no reason why he
ping, unshipping, harbouring, or having the should do so. A small fine of £ LOO was
custody of such goods, should forfeit treble very easily defrayed out of. the profits
the value of the goods, or a penalty of made by the sale of a single consign men t
£100, at the election of the Commissioner of these indecent publications. On the
of Customs. After consulting with his grounds of public morality, the names of
colleagues, penalties were imposed to a persons who ·had paid penalties ought to
very considerable extent, to prevent a be published, as the name:; of any ordinnry
continuance of this iniquitous practice. offenders against the laws of' the country
He did not say that the offences had been who appeared at a police court would be.
condoned by the infliction of those penalMr. BINDON did not think that the
ties, nor did the Government desire that Commissioner of Trade and Customs rethe parties should be sheltered or screened cognised the importance of the motion.
in any way; but-without there being To conceal the names of the parties upon
anything like a compact-there was some- whom penalties had been inflicted for
thing like an implied understanding that these disreputable importations was
with the payment of the penalties the virtually to defeat the ends of public
matter would end, otherwise he should justice. It was most improper that a fine
have conceived it to be his duty, without of £50 or £100 should be allowed to go
hesitation, to have laid the full return into the reven~e anonymously as it were.
asked for on the table of the House. The names of the parties who paid the
However, in future (having given distinct fines ought to be published. They should
intimation of his intention), a return should be SUbjected to public exposure equally
be promptly laid on the table of the House with the man who committed some petty
of any similar cases. He had had a return . theft.
prepared of the parties who had been fined,
Mr. EDWARDS trusted that the Asand he had no objection to show it to the ~embly would not approve of one law for
honorable member for South Bourke, or the poor and another for the rich. The
any other member, privately; but, under sooner the law which allowed the Customs
all the circumstances, he thought that the department to compromise these offences
equities were satisfied without laying the was amended the better. The importatioll
return on the table.
of obscene publications was a most grave
Mr. COPE, in the interests of morality offence, and calculated to have a very
and public decency, hoped that the honor- detrimental effect upon the younger portion
able member for South Bourke would not of the community. It was unjust to allow
withdraw his motion. The honorable the ricq man to escape with a small fine
member for Ballarat East surely could not while the poor man was imprisoned.
mean seriously to say that the consignees The importer could pay the penalty without
were ignorant of the consignments which feeling it, because he had merely to hand
were sent out to them. The importers over a small portion of the profits which
were generally pretty well alive to their he made out of this illicit traffic. The
own interests, and knew the character of retail dealer, however-like the woman to
the consignments sent out to them. The whom reference had· been .made-who
cost to the importers of these indecent and could not "square the transaction" in this
blasphemous pUblications was nothing in convenient way, was sent to gaol for a
comparison with the large amount for month. As to the consignees not knowing
which the pu blications were sold. A the character of the goods sent out to
penalty of £ 100 was a mere trifle for the them, he would appeal to the Commisimporters to pay. A case had recently sioner of Customs, as a merchant, whether
occurred in which a female had been sent he had any doubt in his mind as to
to gaol for retailing some indecent pub- whether the consignees did know the
lications, whilo the importers, who were character of their consignments? On the
really the chief culprits, could get offwith grounds of public justice and morality it
a fine, which they could easily afford to was most desirable that the names should
pay. The only way to put a stop to this be laid on the table of the House. He
unlawful traffic was by the publication of hoped the Commisl;ioner of Customs would
the names of the parties who were im- consent to the production of the return;
plicated in it.
and if, after it was laid on the table, the
Mr. G. P. SMITH would certainly not honorable member for South Bourke would
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move that the names be made public he
would strenuously support the motion.
Mr. FRANCIS remarked that, if the
House expressed a distinct opinion in
favor of the pl'oduction of the return, he
had never had any intention to positively
refuse it. As there appeared to be a.
general expression in favour'of the motion,
he would lay the return on the table on
the following evening.
The motion was then agreed to:
The House adjourned at twenty-two
minutes past one o'clock.

Land Certificates.

tract. surveyors to mark out lots taken
under the 42nd section of the Land Act
1865? and, secondly, by what authority an
individual named Daly, of Daylesford, 1'eceived deposits and travelling expenses
from applicants for 20 acres?
Mr. GRANT replied that advertisements appea.red iu the newspapers, calling
upon all persons who felt qualified to act
as surveyors to come before a board of
examiners on Monday next. On the following Tuesday, the names of those who
were qualified would be gazetted. As to
the second question, no person was authorised to receive fees. If fees had been
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
received at Daylesford, they were taken
Wednesday, February 28, 1866.
without authority.
THE TORRES STRAITS MAIL
The Torres Straits Mail Service-Land Certificates-The
Industrial Schools-Seymour Bridge-Australasian In·
SERVICE.
surance Company's Bill-The Tariff.
Mr. KING asked the Chief Secretary,
The SPEAKER took the chair at half- whether he had made any arrangement
with the Queensland Government for a
past four o'clock ..
mail service via Torres Straits?
THE PUBLIC HEALTH ACT.
Mr. McCULLOCH replied in the
Mr. HARBISON asked the Chief negati ve. It did ;not appear. from the
Secretary, whether it was the intention of voyage of the vessel which had just
the Government to introduce this session arrived at Brisbane that the Torres Straits
a Bill to amend the law relating to public route would be at all suitable to this
health?
colony. The steamer had taken twenty
Mr. McCULLOCH said that it was.
days to perform the trip from Batavia to
WATER SlJPPLY FOR GIPPSLAND. Queensland, and as from Queensland to
Mr. PEARSON, without notice, asked Melbourne was a four days passage, and
the Minister of Mines whether he stated from Batavia to Galle ten days, thfl voyage
the previous evening that Gippsland would occupy altogether thirty-four days,
would not be brought within the provisions whereas by the present route the time
occupied between Galle and Melbourne
of the Water Works Act?
Mr. SUIJLIVAN replied that, according was twenty-one days.
to the newspaper reports, his explanation
LAND C:ERTIFICATES.
was misunderstood. His statement was,
Mr. SNODGRASS asked the Minister
not that he did not intend to do anything
of Lands if, after the first day that land
in Gippsland, but that until the surveyors
has been open for selection, certificate
now engaged had completed their labors
holders would be permitted to unite several
in that part of the colony which was
certificates, and select thereon to the extent
suffering most from a want of water, the
of 640 acres; and whether he would afford
Gippsland surveys could not be underfacilities to certificate holders by allowing
taken.
powers of attorney to be used, or selections
THE MINING STATUTE.
to be made in any land office other than
Mr. DYTE asked the Minister of Mines, the land office appointed for such selection.
whether it was his intention to bring in an
Mr. GRANT regretted that he could
amending Mining Bill, giving power to not accede to the proposition involved in
forfeit shares for the non-payment of calls? the question. After the decision given by
Mr. SULLIVAN assured the honorable the judge in equity the previous day he
member that it was not his intention to did not feel at all called upon to adopt the
introduce any amending Mining Bill suggestion. However, he would adhere
during the present session.
to the promise which he made a few nights
SURVEYORS UNDER THE LAND ago, that small certificates might be united
ACT.
up to 320 acres. Beyond that he cou14
- Mr. LONGMORE asked the Minister not go.
of Lands when he intended to name conMr. SNODGRASS expressed a wish
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to learn how the decision of the judge in police sergeant, in the pay of the Government, had allowed his four children to be
equity affected the matter.
Mr. KING, not having heard the reply sent to the Industrial School If this were
given to the honorable member for South so, were the children maintained at the
Gippsland, asked the Minister· of Lands public expense?
the question he had given notice of
Mr. McCULLOC~ said that he made
-whether certificate holders would be the nec8ssary inquiries so soon as he saw
allowed to unite their certificates for the . the letter in the Herald. He was glad
purpose of selecting from the areas of land that an opportunity was afforded him of
correcting the statement made therein,
proelaimed open upon the 14th proximo?
Mr. GRANT said that the certificate as, like many of the articles which apholders would only be allowed to unite peared from time to time reflecting on
their certificates after the opening of the these institutions, they were without
the slightest foundation. The facts of
areas.
the case were these. Four children of
THE CENSUS.
Mr. LANGTON asked the Chief Secre- Sergeant Boylan of' the Fitzroy Police,
tary whether it was the intention of the the person referred to, were committed to
Government to propose to take a census the Industrial Schools, on the 15th of
November last, by the Fitzroy bench of
during the present year.
Mr. McCULLOCH said it would be magistrates. Sergeant Boylan was ordered
remembered that during the last session to pay 7s. 6d. per week for each child,
he introduced a Bill to provide for taking which he did. His daughter Mary was
the census this year. That Bill was discharged on the 231'<1 of November, and
rejected, and it 'was impossiblfl to under- another child, Bridget, died on the 12th of
December; but payment for the two boys
take the work now.
WITHDRAWALS FROM SELEC- was, of courde, continued. A.t the time of
the committal Sergeant Boylan was reTION.
Mr. RICHARDSON asked the Minister ceiving about £14 per month, out of
of Lands what quantity of land of the area which he paid £6 for his children, and
Mur'roon was withdrawn from selection £2 allowance to his wife, leaving himself
at Colac, on the 15th December last, and but 25s. per week for uniform and other
whether this land would be re-proclaimed clothing, and for board and lodging. The
as open for selection? The honorable wife was quite incapable of looking after
member referred to the fact that this land the children, and hence it was that they
had more than once been thrown open for were sent to the school. Since then the
selection, and also gazetted for sale by wife had died, and the children had been
auction. People were anxious to know taken away. This was the case out of
what influence was brought to bear to which so much had been made.
Mr. LEVEY entertained a very strong
cause these sudden changes.
that it was not the intention of
opinion
Mr. GRANT replied that six allotments
containing 670 acres were withdrawn from the Legislature that people in the receipt
selection in the Murroon area. The pas- of £14 per month should send their chiltoral tenant (Mr. Dewring and his repre- dren to the Industrial Schools. The
sentatives), who had hitherto not exercised schools were for paupers' and orphans,
his right of pre-emption, had a claim on and children of the criminal class, and not
two of the allotments, which embraced his for the children of people holding a rehomestead and other improvements. The spectable position in society. It was not
other lots, four in number, were withdrawn, intended that persons of the middle class,
as the entire available arefL of the run had because they sustained a domestic affiicbeen proclaimed open. These]ands were tion and found their homes rendered
not embraced within the ten million acres places of discomfort, should send their
originally set apart for agricultural settle- children to the Inq,ustrial Schools and
ment, under the Duffy Act. The land their wives to the streets.
Mr. McCULLOCH agreed with the
would be thrown open at the next selechonorable member's remarks, but they
tions at Colac.
hardly applied to this case. The honorTHE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
able member knew very well that the
Mr. BALFOUR. called the attention of charge made in the letter was that this
:the Chief Secretary to a statement in the man was saddling the State with the
Herald of Monday, February 26, that a maintenance of his children.
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THE SEYMOUR BRIDGE.
Mr. McCANN moved"That there be laid upon the table of this

House all documents relating to the contract
for the erection of a bridge over the Goulburn at
Seymour, and for the collection of tolls thereon."

Mr. HALFEY seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.

AUSTRALASIAN INSURANCE
COMPANY'S BILL.
MI'. BINDON moved the second reading of the Australasian Fire and Life
Insurance Company's alteration of Title
and amendment of Acts Bill. He explained that the object C?f the Act was a
change of title. According to the present
. title the company appeared only to effect
fire and life insurances, whereas they took
marine risks also. By leaving out the
words "fire and life" the title would be
rendered shorter and more expressive.
Mr. DYTE seco~ded the motion, which
was agreed to.
THE TARIFF.
The Tariff resolutions agreed to in Committee of Ways and Means were reported
to the House.
On the motion of Mr. VERDON, the first
resolution, referring to the alteration of
"duties of customs now chargeable on the
articles undermentioned imported into
Victoria," was amended by the insertion
of the words "or exported from" before
the word H Victoria."
The resolutions were then agreed to.
Mr. VERDON then brought up a Bill,
en ti tIed "A Bill for granting to Her
Majesty certain Duties of Customs, and for
altering certain other duties," and moved
that it be read a .first time.
Mr. McCULLOCH seconded the motion.
The motion was agreed to, and the
second reading of the Bill was appointed
for Thursday, March 1.
The House adjourned at five o'clock.

LEGISLA.TIVE A.SSEMBLY.
Thursday, March 1, 1866.
European Mail Service-Marine Survey-Government Railwa.ys-Communication with Wood's Point-Industrial
Schools-Clearing the Murray-Land Open for Selection
-Obscene Importations-Post Office Savings BanksSupply Bill, Second Reading.

The SPEAKER took the chair at h81fpast four o'clock.

European Mail Service.

EUROPEAN MAIL SERVICE.
Mr. McBAIN asked the Chief Secretary if he had directly, or in connexion
with any of the adjacent colonies, taken
steps to place the postal communication
with England upon a more satisfactory
basis? The honorable member observed
that, during the last eighteen months,
there had been a great deal of irregularity
and delay in the arrival of the mails from
England, and such inconveniE;lnce had been
experienced in consequence that the propriety of terminating the present contract
with the Peninsular and Oriental Company had been freely discussed both in
this and the neighboring colonies, and it
had been suggested that a local company
should be formed for conveying the mails
between Australia and Ceylon. The
Peninsular and Oriental Company were
bound by their contract to provide suitable boats, and perform the service within
a certain fixed time; but during the last
eighteen months, the boats o~ the Australian line had not been equal to the worksome of them were considered unseaworthy
-and the result was the irregularity to
which he had referred. He would suggest
that the attention of the Imperial Government should be called to the matter, in
order that the Peninsular and Oriental
Company should put suitable boats upon
the line, and be kept to the spirit and
.
letter of their contract.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that while
admitting that the mail contract for the
last twelve months had been very imperfectly fulfilled, and that no dependence
could be placed on the arrival of the mail
steamers, he must submit that very great
consideration should be exercised before
the colony sought to terminate the contract; and for the reason that three or
four companies established to supply a
mail service had failed, and that no company in the world was so capable of
carrying out the contract as the Peninsular
and Oriental Company. He should do all
in his power to keep the company to their
contract, and it would be the duty of the
Government to terminate it if the company would not carry it out as they ought.
However, before doing that, it would be
well to see whether there were parties
prepared to conduct the mail service in a
better manner than it was conducted now.
By almost every mail he had urged the
Secretary of State for the Colonies to use
his influence with the Peninsular and
Oriental Company to rectifY the mis-
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management of which the Australian
Colonies complained, and by the January
mail the following despatch was forwarded
through His Excellency the Governor ; "Chief Secretary's Office, Melbourne,
"Jan. 25, 1866.
"Sir,-Adverting to the letter from the Secretary of State for the Colonies, as noted in the
margin, and to the papers enclosed therewith, I
have the honor to state it does not appear to the
Cabinet that the case against the Peninsular
and Oriental Steam Navigation Company for
the delay in the delivery of the English mails at
this port has been at all weakened by the explanation offered hy the secretary of the company in his letter of the 25th September.
"The company undertook that the voyage
from Point de Galle to Melbourne should be
accomplished in nineteen days, and, as shown by
the tabular statement forwarded with the papers
under reply, and which comprises fifteen deliveries during the period from March 1864, to May
1865, in no one instance has the engagement
been acted up to.
"During the remainder of the year 1865, from
June to December, the mails have in every case
been behind the appointed time; so that out of
twenty-one voyages there has been an average
loss of at least three days.
"It is contended that such a remarkable
series of failures cannot fairly be ascribed to
unavoidable accidents, or to contrary winds and
bad weather, but that they lead irresistibly to
the inference that, so far as the interests of the
colonies are concerned, there has been some
serious defect in the arrangements of the company.
" It is believed that the amount paid under
the expiring contract was fixed by the company,
and that it is sufficiently liberal to admit of a
reasonable punctuality being observed in carrying out the contract.
"It is believed that had the rate of speed
which has been maintained throughout the contract been specified when tenders were called,
the terms would have been proportionately
lower.
" It i9 therefore felt that these are substantial
grounds of complaint; and that unless the time
penalties are strictly enforced, except in cases of
unavoidable accidents to machinery, the company will be paid for that which they have
without sufficient reason failed to perform.
"With respect to the last paragraph of Mr.
Howell's letter, in which it is plainly stated that
the company will not employ their most powerful ships on the Australian line, and in which it
is also apparently intimated that if the receipts
from 'other sources' are not increased, the
colony must be prepared for the inconveniences
and delays that may flow from a diminished
expenditure by the company in carrying out the
provisions of their new contract, I have the
honour to request that your Excellency will be
pleased to point out in the proper quarter that
it was expressly stipulated by the Government
-that in any fresh contract to be entered into the
rate of speed to be kept up should not be less
than that promised under the existing arrangement ; and that, therefore, should any diminution of speed be attempted, or should proper
measures not be taken by the company to insure
.the due fulfilment of their agreement, this colony
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will feel at liberty to withdraw its contribution
to the colonial moiety of the subsidy, after giving
due notice of its intention to do so.
"I have the honour to be, &c.
" JAMES MCCULLOCH.
" To His Excellency Sir Charles Darling, &c."

On the 16th February he addressed a
despatch to the following effect to the
Governments of New South Wales, South
Australia., Queensland, and Tasmania ;" Chief Secretary's Office, Melbourne,
Feb. 16, 1866.
"Sir,-The unsatisfactory manner in which
the Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company has for some time past carried on the
steam postal service between England and Australia has been so apparent as to render superfluous any lengthened argument in support of
the proposition for concerted action on tlIe part
of the colonies interested, in order to secure
greater regularity of communication.
.
" There can be no doubt that, as suggested by
the Government of South Australia, the time
has arrived when the colonies should unite, in
order thoroughly to in~estigate the question,
and to devise means for carrying on the service,
if necessary, independent of the present contracting company, which, it is feared, will not, in the
absence of any competing power, be induced to
apply itself in a cordial spirit effectually to
redress the grievances of which the colonies
have such just cause for complaint, even
although the subsidy should be augmented in
its favor.
" It must be admitted that the magnitUde of
the resources of the Peninsular and Oriental
Steam Navigation Company gives it a most
decided advantage over any enterprise dependent
for success on the local means at present
developed in Australia; and that should it be
found necessary to adopt an entirely new system,
the colonies must be prepared to incur at the
outset the risk of even greater inconveniences
and delays than those that we are subject to at
the present time.
"Notwithstanding this, the Government of
Victoria feel that it is better not to shrink from
encountering the probable temporary evil adverted to, when by such sacrifice the steam
postal communication with England may ultimately be placed on a permanently satisfactory
and efficient footing.
"With these views I am directed by His
Excellency Sir Charles Darling to invite the cooperation of your Government, and to suggest,
as the best means by which the desired end may
be obtained, that the Australian colonies should
appoint delegates to meet in Melbourne, as the
most central spot. for the purpose of considering
whether, and at what ~eriod, it would be advisable to terminate the exist,ing contract with the
Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation Com
pany, and to inquire into and suggest the best
means by which the ocean postal service may be
provided for, assuming that the connexion with
the company were to be dissolved.
"A communication to the same effect has
been addressed to the respective Governments
of South Australia, Tasmania, and Queensland.
"JAMES MCCULLOCH."
(Signed)

That day he had received a communication
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from the Government of South Australia.,
declining to join in any conference whatever. He was waiting replies from the
other colonies.
Mr. LEVEY called attention to the
complaint made by steam navigation companies in Australia that, owing to the
manner in which tenders for the mail
service were called for by the Imperial
authorities, they were entirely excluded
from tendering. The advertisements inviting tenders were not seen in Australia in sufficient time to be of serv ice to
local companies disposed to tender. And
yet there were sufficient steam vessels,
capital, and energy in the Australian
colonies for the successful carrying on of
the service. Under these circumstances
he would suggest that the Chief Secretary
should urge upon the Imperial authorities
that in futnre the invitations for tenders
for mail service should be so advertised
that local companies might have the opportunity of tendering.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that the
control of the mail contracts was entirely
in the hands of the Imperial Government,
who would not give up that control so
long as they paid such a large proportion
of the subsidy. . When the last contract
expired, he wrote to the Imperial Government asking that the time for receiving
tenders on account of the new contract
should be extended, in order that colonial
companies might have the opportunity of
tendering. But unfortunately his letter
reached England too late.
In reply to a further question from Mr.
LEVEY,

Mr. McCULLOCH stated that he was
satisfied from the representations, both
public and private, which had been made,
that the Peninsular and Oriental Company
would be forced to put on the Australian
line as good and proper boats as the
colonies had a right to call for.
MARINE SURVEY.
Mr. PEARSON asked the Minister of
Customs when the marine survey of the
coast between Cape Howe and Wilson"s
Promontory would be proceeded with.
This portion of the coast, he observed, was
regarded with terror, because the harbours
of refuge which it afforded were unknown.
Honorable members must agree with him
that, after the colony ha:'d been founded
thirty years, it was time that those harbours
of refuge were known. The honorable
member added that along the coast to

Railway
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which he referred were large tracts of
country more or less auriferous.
Mr. FRANCIS remarked that the marine survey of the colony was under the
direction of Captain Cox, an officer specially detailed by the Admiralty for the
purpose. Captain Cox had been asked
to attend to the special work referred
to by the member for North Gippsland
at the earliest possible opportunity, but
he could not do so until he had completed the survey of Westert Port, upon
which he was now engaged. The Government were anxious to expedite the
marine survey, and, with that view, were
prepared to pay half the cost of maintaining a steam vessel; but the Imperial Government were not disposed to give more
than was sufficient, with the colonial contribution, to warrant the employment of a
small sailing vessel.
THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
Mr. H. HENTY inquired when the
report of this Board for 1865 would be
ready?
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had been
informed by the secretary to the Board
that the report would be ready in a few days.
RAILWAY MANAGEMENT.
Mr. ORR called attention to the fact
that, in the last Parliament, Mr. Zeal,
late member for Castiemaine, asked for t.he
appointment of a Select Committee to inquire into the construction and management of the V ictorian Railways. The
Minister of Railways objected to an inquiry as to construction, but expressed
his willingness to submit to an inquiry as
to management. A resolution was adopted
accordingly, but he believed the investigation amounted to nothing. Under these
circumstances he begged to ask whether
the Minister of Railways intended to propose a continuation of the inquiry which
was commenced last session.
Mr. FRANCIS remarked that the annual railway report, which would shortly
be laid on the table, would supply a great
deal of the information sought by Mr.
Zeal last session. But if it did not aflord
all the information required by the House,
he should be glad to accede to a motion
for the appointment of a Select Committee
to inquire into the working of the railways.
Mr. ORR mentioned that, in the last
session, the Minister of Railways intimated
. that he had sought information from Europe
with regard to the leasing of railways, and
that, in the event of the information not
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being forthcoming, he should cause speciCLEARING THE MURRAY.
fications to be prepared, with a view to
Mr. ORR asked whether any steps had
the leasing of the Government railways. been taken to let immediately the work of
He begged to ask what had been done in clearing the Murray by contract, so that
this matter?
advantage might be taken of the present
Mr. FRANCIS said although the low state of the river?
Mr. VERDON replied that all the
Government had applied to their agent
in England, Captain Pasley, for the in- plans and specifications were prepared,
formation referred to, they were not yet and that, so soon as the means were
in possession of data sufficiently reliable to avail.able, the work would go on. The
guide them in preparing specifications for whole of the money voted last year and
the leasing of the railways. He might· more had been expended, and, inasmuch
add that the improvement which marked as the present was a most excellent season
the last returns from the railways, raised for the execution of the works, he had
the question whether the leasing of the instructed the officer in charge to remove
railways should be at all entertained, and as many snags as were visible at the preparticularly as the leasing of the railways sent water level, and for this purpose to
in the neighbouring colonies had not r~ send down small boats with saws and axes.
suited satisfactorily.
He had also instructed that the channel,
Mr. ORR asked if the Government had . as far as it was cleared, should be marked.
decided not to take any s'teps with regard Mr. Verdon laid on the table copies of the
correspondence on the subject which had
to the preparation of specifications ?
Mr. FRANCIS replied in the negative. passed between the Government and Mr.
Sherry.
COMMUNICATION WITH WOOD'S
THE REAL PROPERTY ACT.
POINT.
ASSURANCE FUND.
Mr. ORR asked what steps the Minister
Mr. McCULLOCH brought down the
of Roads and Bridges intended takin~
with a view to the completion of the following message from His Excellency
Yarra track to Wood's Point, so that it the Governor : "In accordance with the provisions of the
might be serviceable during the coming
57th section of the Constitution Act, the Goverwinter?
nor recommends to the Legislative Assembly,
Mr. SULLIVAN stated that he was the formation of an Assurance Fund, by payextremely anxious that the road should ments to be made by proprietors of lands, under
be completed. It was with the utmost a system of registration with guaranteed titles,
and by owners on transmissions of freehold
reluctance that he ordered the suspension lands,
under such system, whereout to pay any
of the works, because in one or two damages and costs which may be recovered in
months, he believed, a good road for actions against some public officers as a nominal
vehicles into Wood's Point' would have defendant, and also recommends the appropriation of the moneys constituting such Assurance
He intended, at the Fund
been perfected.
for the purposes aforesaid, and the approearliest possible opportunity, to ask the priation out of the consolidated revenue of such
House to put him in funds to complete sum as may be necessary, in case the balance
to the credit of the Assurance Fund shall be
the work.
inadequate to defray the amount specified in
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
any certificate to be given by the Supreme
Mr. LEVEY inquired whether the Court, or a judge thereof, of a final judgment in
any such action, and of the amount of damages
Government intended to establish indus- and
costs recovered therein."
trial schools in the various districts of the
The message was ordered to lie on the
colony other than Sunbury? The honorable member intimated that in time it table, and to be printed.
would be found necessary to provide
LAND SELECTIONS.
industrial schools in the Western district,
Mr. SANDS (in the absence of Mr.
in the neighbourhood of Beechworth, and Tucker) asked the Minister of Lands if
in Gippsland; and he begged to urge that . the quantityof land provided by the Land
proper sites should be reserved for the Acts of 1862 and 1865, had always been
purpose before all the Crown land in open for selection?
those localities was alienated.
Mr. GRANT said the quantity of land
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that land open for selection, although not always as
had already been reserved near Meredith, large as provided by the Acts, was more
and also in the neighbourhood of Beech- than sufficient to satisfy the wants of
worth, for industrial schools.
selectors.
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IMPORTATION OF OBSCENE
PICTURES.
Mr. ED"V ARDS called attention to a
question placed by the honorable member
for East Melbourne (Mr. Levi) on the
notice paper for the following Tuesday,
and urged that the question should be put
now. The matter, he said, was one which
affected the character of a firm, a member
of which held a responsible position in the
House, and he submitted that o'pprobrium
should not attach to that firm any longer
than was absolutely necessary, and particularly if they were innocent of the charge
laid against them.
Mr. LEVI observed that he was not
exactly in a position to go into the m;:ttter
at once.
Mr. EDWARDS said in that case,
adopting the language of the honorable
member for East Melbourne, he would ask
the Minister of Customs what was the
result of the investigation held by Mr.
TylE'r and Mr. Downs on a parcel of engravings consigned to Messrs. McCulloch,
Sellar, and Co., by either the Asie, from
Bordeaux, or the Zephyros, from Hamburgh, in 1865, and seized by the officers
of Customs at Sandridge; and whether,
on being opened, they were found to be of
so objectionable a character that they were
sent to the Custom House, Melbourne;
also, whether or not any penalty was
inflicted, and what amount.
Mr. FRANCIS remarked that the
answer which he had to gi ve was prepared
in response to the question tabled by the
honorable member for East Melbourne.
He had first to submit the following communication addressed to him by the Collector of Customs at Melbourne : "Custom House, Melbourne, 1st March, 1866.
"With reference to the return furnished of
persons fined for importing obscene pictures and
jewellery, I have the honor to state, for the information of the Hon. the Commissioner of Trade
and Customs, that the return was compiled from
the • seizure book,' in which is recorded all
seizures effected by the department, and the
result thereof. Numerous cases occur where
goods are detained for various breaches of the
customs laws, but which are not seized, including instances in which indecent books and
pictures have been discovered, besides that re·
ported with respect to Messrs. McCulloch, Sellar,
and Co., the goods having been objectionable,
but not obscene. In these cases no fines were
inflicted, but the objectionable pictures have
been destroyed, and the goods with which they
may have been packed have, with the approval
of the Hon. the Commissioner of Trade and
Customs, been given up to the owners.
(Signed)
"J. CHATFIELD TYLER,
" Collector of Customs."

Obscene Picture8.

He had also to state, that the InspectolfGeneral of Customs (having observed the
notice of question in the newspapers) had
forwarded the following communication
from Geelong : "I see Mr. Levi proposes to ask the ComJUissioner about McCulloch and Sellar's pictures.
The history of the case was as follows :-About
a year ago Mr. Sellar informed me that he had
received intimation from a French house that it
had shipped to his firm a case of engravings,
and as he had recei ved no particulars of the contents of the box, he desired that it might be
opened on arrival by the officers of this department, and the contents examined. This was
done, and they were found to consist of valuable
landscape engravings, and some colored figures
from the old masters. About half a dozen of
the latter were considered to be indelicate, and
tpey were, with the eonsent of Mr. Sellar, de~royed. But there were none of them that
could have been considered, in my opinion,
obscene pictures according to law.
"J. GUTHRIE,
(Signed)
•• Inspector-General of Customs."
Mr. Francis then proceeded to read the
following official record of the transaction,
made, he said, a year ago : " Custom House,
" Melbourne, 2nd March, 1865.
"Sir,-I have the honor to forward to you the
accomp!.1nying report, by the senior landingsurveyor, of the discovery of some objectionahle
pictures included in a case of engravings. &c.,
forwarded from France, by F. Sinnett. to this
port. The consignees, on the receipt of advices,
came forward and requested that the case might
be examined, being ignorant of the actual contents of it. Under these circumstances, and as
the pictures are indecent, but not obscene, I
would beg to recommend that the case be given
up after abstraction and destruction of those
pictures which are objectionable.
(Signed) .. J. CHATFIELD TYLER, Collector.
"The Hon. the Commissioner of
Trade and Customs."
Attached to that report was the following
minute : " Landing Surveyor's office,
" 1st March, 1865.
"Sir,-I have the honor to report that in the
examination of a case of French prints, ex Asie,
from Bordeaux, several indecent' pictures were
discovered. The shipper in this case is a person
named F. Sinnett. The exaruiuation was made
at the instigation of the consignees, who appear
to have acted in perfect good faith, and to have
been entirely innocent in the matter.
"I have, &c.,
"RICHARD DOWN."
The following was a copy of the me~or
andum made by the Inspector-General of
CustOIUS on the subject : " Department of Trade and Customs,
.. Melbourne, March 3, 1865.
"The pictures within referred to are consigned to Messrs. McCulloch> and Sellar. The
latter gentleman informed me some considerable
time ago that his firm had received information
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of the shipment of a case of pictures, per Asie,
from France, and that they had recei ved no
information as to the description of pictures the
case contained. Under these circumstances he
sought my advice as to the proper mode of entering the case at the Customs, in order that the
contents might be properly examined. I advised
him, under the circumstances as represented, to
enter goods by a sight entry 'on arrival,' as
provided by law when the contents of packages
are unknown. This ad vice has accordingly been
followed by Messrs. McCulloch and Co., and on
examination by the officers of the department a
number of doubtful engravings have been found
in the case, which is a very valuable one. I
have personally inspected the objectionable engravings, and although they cannot be denominated either 'blasphemous' or 'obscene,' I consider them sufficiently indecent to render them
amenable to the 34th section of the Customs
Act of 1857. I concur, therefore, in the recommendation of the collector that the objectionable
engravings should be destroyed, and the remainder of the case handed over to the consignees.
"J. GUTHRIE,
"Inspector-General Customs."
"Noted.-The objectionable pictures have
been destroyed, and the remainder of the case
has been delivered.-(Signed) J. G. F."

POST-OFFICE SAVINGS BANKS.
Mr. BINDON moved"That there be laid upon the table of the
House a return showing the number of PostOffire Savings Banks established on the 1st
January, 1866; together with the date of the
opening of each Bank, an4 the amount to the
credit of depositors in each Bank on the date
before mentioned."

Mr. RICHARDSON seconded
motion, which was agreed to.

the

SUPPLY BILL.
Mr. VERDON rose and said-Mr.
Speaker, I beg to move the second reading
of a Bill for granting to Her Majesty
certain duties of customs and for altering
certain other duties. In making my financial statement to the Committee of Supply
the other night, I ventured to point out
at some length to honorable members the
two points which I thought would probably
provoke most discussion, at all events in
another place, in relation to this Bill.
It will be acknowledged, I think, that
I devoted more time to those points
than to some of the details of the Estimates, in order that honorable members
might have an opportunity of learning the
views of the Government with respect to
them. I dwelt, as honorable members will
recollect, at length on the gold export
duty, it being my object to show that it
was no other than a gold duty. I submitted that, if there were nothing to contradict the various Acts which have been
passed treating of the gold duty-nothing
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to show that it is not a dut.y-it must be
taken as it is described in the various Acts
of Parliament relating to it,-as a gold
duty; and that being so, I asked the
attention of honorable members to the
report of the Gold Fields Commission,
from which the proposal to impose a gold
duty emanated. I showed, by the extracts
which I read from that report, that the
intention of the Commission was, that the
public right in the gold should be recognised in an instrument known as a miner's
right-an instrument issued ever since;
and that the revenue to meet the special
charges to the State in connexion with the
gold fields should be obtained from an
export duty. It is not my intention to say
anything further in relation to that subject. The other objection to which I
referred was that which is involved in the
preamble to the Bill. Honorable members
will notice that, although in substance the
preamble is the same as that of the Bill
sent to the Upper Chamber at the close of
last session, yet to some extent it is
amplified. Honorable members will recollect that the objection raised in another
place was to this effect-that the form
adopted by the British House of Commons,
which commences with the words, " We
your Majesty's faithful and loyal subjects
the Commons of Great Britain and
Ireland," admitted of a double interpretation-that it was ambiguous-that it
might be read to mean the House of
Commons or the commons of the United
Ki~gdom. I ventured to say then-as I
say now-that it wou~d not be difficult to
show conclusively, that the form used was
distinctly intended to apply to the House
of Commons. I endeavored to prove that
by reference to the annual practice-the
practice whenever a new session opensat the heginning of the year, of specially
addressing the Commons, and demanding
supplies, and the course subsequently
followed of thanking the Commons for
the supplies granted.
However, all
this ambiguity may be avoided by a
very simple course, which course is
involved in the preamble to the present
Bill. In that preamble we merely recite
a series of facts which can be proved by
reference to the records of this House.
And I submit that if in the recital of those
facts the privileges of this Assembly, as
they have been asserted and maintained
by the Government for the last twelve
months, are involved, it is only convenient
that those privileges should be asserted in
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such a way-as they are in this preamble
-that it will be impossible for anyone to
deny the correctness of the facts. Now,
the honorable and learned member for
Kilmore, in addressing himself to the
House on the first day of the session, told
us that in his opinion all the confusion
which arose during the last twelve months
could be attributed only to the mistake
which we made in assuming that there is
an analogy between the constitutiun of
Great Britain anu the constitution of
Victoria. He told us that it was our duty
strictly to adhere to the four corners of
the Constitution Act under which we are
supposed to live. Now, although I hope
I shall be able to maintain the existence
of this analogy, I admit, for the moment,
that we are compelled to deal with nothing
but the written law. On that assumption
what do we find to be the law? "",Ve find
the Constitution Act to which the honorable and learned member refers, and we
find other things which are written law
binding on this House. There is a little
book, which I presume every honorable
member has seen, containing the standing
orders of this House. I need not inform
honorable memb.ers that the standing
orders of the House are provided for by
the Constitution Act. It is provided that
each House shall make standing orders
for the government of its own affairs; and
that these standing orders, having been
approved of by the Governor, pursuant to
the provisions of tho Constitution Act,
are law to all intents and purposes so far
as the House to whi~h they relate is concerned. Now, what do our Standing
Orders say in relation to supply and ways
and means? Unless honorable members
have read the Standing Orders through
and through very frequently, they may
not be aware of the various formal motions
which are necessary before a Bill like that
under the consideration of the House can
reach its present stage. During the
first four days of the session we were
engaged in passing certain motions
which perhaps no honorable member
took the trouble to listen to, but which
are nevertheless required by our Standing
Orders. I venture to think that these
motions, made as matters of form fur many
years, have now acquired an interest and
a reality which they never had before. I
propose now, if honorable members will
permit me, to read certain of these Standing Orders, with a view to show the course
we have taken-a course, let it be said
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parenthetically, founded on the practice of
the British House of Commons-a course
which must be taken before we can vote
a shilling, before we can impose a single
tax, to meet the supplies granted to Her
Majesty. The 274th Standing Order
says ; " On the House proceeding to take into consideration the Governor's speech according to
order, 80 much of the same as was addressed to
the Legislative Assembly, shall be again read
by Mr. Speaker; and a motion being made,
'that a supply be granted to Her Majesty,' the
House shall resolve that it will, to-morrow, or
on a future day, resolve itself into a Committee to consider that motion."
The next Standing Order provides that
the House shall, in Committee, consider
the motion, and adopt a resolution accordingly; and subsequent Standing
Orders provide that the Committee having
reported this resolution-that a supply be
granted to Her Majesty-the resolution is
read a first and second time, and is
adopted by the House.
Honorable members will, therefore, observe that according
to the Standing Orders, a supply having
been . voted to Her Majesty by the
House, and the same sum having also been
voted in Committee of Supply, then
and not till then can the Committee
of Ways and Means sit. The Committee
of Ways and Means then proceeds to
consider how the supply granted to Her
Majesty is to be raised. N ow, in the
preamble to this Bill we have merely stated
the fact that on a certain day the House
resolved that a supply be granted to Her
Majesty, and that upon another occasion
we resolved that towards raising the
supply granted to Her Majesty certain
duties should be levied. Well, sir, I say
that in these, which have been always
heretofore called formal motions, are really
asset.:ted the privileges of tWs House. I
need not remind honorable members that
no other branch of the legislature is asked,
in the Governor's speech, for supply-that
in no other place is the motion made
"That a supply be granted to Her
Majesty"-and that to no other place is
the power given to raise ways and means
to make good the supply granted to Her
Majesty.
Therefore, I say, that although
there may be questions as to forms, those
forms in substance say that in this
House, and in this alone, are supplies
granted to Her Majesty, that here are the
make
ways and means raised in order
good the supplies granted to Her Majesty.
And I submit that in the adoption
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of a preamble to that effect we cannot
be said to violate the privileges of any
body. In asserting these facts we
assert our own privileges and no one
else has any l'ig'ht to complain. With
this explanation of the two points
most likely to create discussion, it is my
intention to move the second reading of
the Bill. I sha11 abstain from referring
to matters of detail relating to the collection of the duties, because honorable members will have every opportunity of stating their objections in Committee, and the
Minister of Customs, whose duty it is, will
be prepared.to answer them.
Mr. LANGTON said: I feel it my
duty, Mr. Speaker, as one of the representatives of the city of Melbourne, and
more particularly the commercial and
trading section of the city, to state fully,
on this occasion, when it is proposed to
make a vital change in the fiscal policy of
this country, the reasons which will lead
me to vote against the proposal which the
hon~l'able the Treasurer has now submitted. This Bill differs in many particulars from most of the measures the
House is called upon to discuss. The preamble which the Treasurer has thought
it necessary to address himself specially
to, is totally different to any preamble
yet assented to by the Parliament of
this colony. One remark made by the
Treasurer on this point I feel called upon
to refer to. The honorable gentleman
speaks of the Standing Orders being just
as much law to this House as the Constitution Act, under which those' Standing
Orders were made. Now, I respectfully
submit, that those Standing Orders bear
the same relation to the Constitution Act,
as the bye-laws of a city corporation, or a
borough council, do to the law, by virtue
of which those bye-laws are enacted; and
that in any case where there is a conflict
between the letter and spirit of our Standing Orders, and the letter and spirit of our
Constitution Act, it is the Standing Orders
which must give way. (" Hear, hear.") I
am glad to hear that cheer from honorable members opposite, as it remits us
back to the position taken by the honorable member for Rilmore, that we are
confined exclusively to the provisions
to be found within the four corners of
the .Constitution Act. However, I do
not think it would be wise for me to enter
on this question regarding the preamble,
as I am perfectly satisfied that some one
of the honorable and learned members on
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this side of the House will be found fully
competent to discuss the legal and constitutional issues which it raises. It is my
duty to address myself more particularly
to the fiscal question which is involved in
the Bill. In the first place, I wish to add
one or two remarks to those I have already
troubled the House with on the gold
export duty. The Treasurer, the other
evening, stated distinctly that the gold
export duty is, in its nature and essence,
a cue toms duty, and not a rent. That
view appears to be held by many of the
supporters of the Government; but it can
scarcely be held by many of the leading
members of the Ministry. No one has'
shown more fairly and satisfactorily that
the gold duty is a rent than the Minister
of Justice. The Attorney-General, also,
until recently, was opposed to the remission of the duty, and I believe he based
his argument on precisely the same grounds
as the Minister of Justice; and even the
Treasurer, though he now disputes the
proposition, can argue just as strongly in
its favor as either of his colleagues. In
1861, when Mr. Levi's motion for the
abolition of the gold duty was before the
House, the Treasurer said that"The honorable member for Maryborough, to
support his arguments, had quoted from Mr.
McCulloch to the effect that the value of gold
would be reduced from the increased production.
He presumed no one would dispute that; but
there was no connexion between it and the
abolition of the duty on gold."

This is a very different opinion to that
expressed by the honorable member the
other evening, when he wanted the House
to accede to the repeal because it would
favor the J ndian purchaser-would enable
him to come into the market on better
terms. The honorable member did not
stop at this point, but expressed himself
!:Itill more plainly. He said that" The honorable member's history of the question, too, was not quite correct. He said that
the exigencies of the State had rendered the
export duty on gold necessary; but if the
records of the House were searched, it would be
found that the tax had been imposed on two
distinct understandings"":"first, that it should
take the place of an iniquitous and inconvenient
tax on the diggers; and, secondly, that it should
be a rent for the lands used for gold mining."

This was before the honorable member
engaged in that struggle for existence
which he now feels it his duty to adhere
to ; before he agreed with his honorable
and learned colleague to keep in office
until 1868, cost what it might. But the
Treasurer proceeded thus : "Those who were members of the House at
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the time had told him as much, and he believed
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repudiate. I desire' to see equal, evenhanded justice dealt to every section of the
member for Maryborough had not therefore community, and I say that if we exact
perfectly acquainted himself with the history of one shilling and sixpence per acre from the
the question."
farmer, while we allow the digger for five
It seems, however, tha.t that perfect ac- shillings per annum to get what gold he
quainta.nce with· the history of this ques- can, we commit a substantial injusticetion which the Treasurer possessed then, we create a privileged' class-we sow the
he has managed. to lose between 1861 and seeds of discontent, of jealousy, and
1866. The repeal of this duty involves possibly of rebellion. This measure
another consideration, and that is, whe- deals with another important question.
ther it is the purpose of the House to It mal{es a complete change in the
come into conflict a second time with the mode of raising the revenue of the
other branch of the Legislature, for colony. We have not been favored by
though the Attorney-General has stated the Ministry with any argument showing
-that the Legislative Council is advancing the necessity for this change, so that
a fresh claim, yet if honorable members honorable members who were not in the
will refer to the famous resolutions passed House last session mUdt refer to Hansard
by that body when the Tariff Bill was for the reasons then given. So far as this
laid aside, they will see that one of the debate is concerned we have been left in
reasons alleged for that action was the the dark, and that I submit is not a
fact that the Bill contained a provision respectful mode of dealing with the
for the repeal of the gold export duty, a House. In the House of Commons, under
question in which the Legislative Council like circumstances, it would not be
claimed an equal right with the Legisla- tolerated. Referring to the speech. detive Assembly. Those, therefore, who livered by the Treasurer last session, we
are sincerely anxious that the Tariff find two reasons stated for the changeshould become law should pause before· the one, that there might be a greater
they insist upon a course which must equality in the distribution of the burden
lead to the rejection of the Bill. of taxation; and the other, the "primary
I am clearly of opinion, moreover, reason," as the Treasurer declared, the
that the view taken by the Minister of absolute necessity of working our Tariff
Justice, by the Attorney-General, and by in connexion with those of the other
the Treasurer, is the sound one, and that colonies. 1 propose to consider the questhis gold duty, though collected at the tion in relation to these reasons, and in
Custom House, is a payment for the use of doing so it may be necessary for me to
Crown lands, precisely similar in character refer to the experience of other lands. No
to that exacted from the farmer and the doubt when I complain that the financial
squatter. I am forced to the conclusion- policy now proposed is opposed to that
a conclusion the Minister of Justice has which has been pursued in the mother
stated he has been forced to-that if you country for years past, protectionists will
exempt the miner from this duty, you meet me with the statement that this
virtually create a privileged elMS. It may is a different country. Honorable members
be said that the miner does pay rent in do not say so, but their arguillents amount
the five shillings per annum for his miner's to this-that different climates, different
right; but there is not a farmer, settling seasons, different latitudes and different
down under the present Land Act, who longitudes render necessary different syswould not be content to throw up his tems of political economy. I am altoholding if he could take it up again on gether excused, however, in referring to
equivalent terms. Looking to the fact the ·mother country and her great free
that both parties have to pay the export trade success, 'because I find that the
duty alike, it is evident that the five shil- Treasurer last year justified his proposals
lings per annum places the digger in the by quoting a long extract from McCulloch
same relation to the soil as the farmer's on Taxation and Funding. If that British
purchase-money places him. It entitles work, intended to apply to the British
him to use the soil, but not to take away people, was considered applicable then, I
the minerals. Thus both stand on an am fully justified in calling attention now
equal footing. It has been said outside to the principles which have charact.erised
this House, that I am embittered against a the fiscal policy of Great Britain for many
certain section. That imputation I entirely years past. I t is a common assertion here .
the honourable the Speaker had moved the first
resolution on the subject. The honourable
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one knows that before] 825 the Spitalfields
silk weavers were continually petitioning
Parliament on account of their grievous
distress, though they enjoyed an amount
of protection which.no one here can hope
to obtain. Protectionists in Victoria declare that they wish to secure the Victorian
market to the Victorian producer, that he
may sell his produce therein at a fair price.
Very well; the policy of Great Britain
secured this end for the weaver in the
most satisfactory manner, for it shut out
foreign silks altogether from competition
with the Spitalfields' looms; yet, in the face
of this, wages were low, employment
scarce, and distress most intense. Mr.
Huskisson had these facts before him,
and what did he no? Did he propose
fresh restrictions? On the contrary, he
modified the existing duties so as to
let in French silks free. Of course
the silk weavers did not approve ~ of
this. They thought that if they suffered
when they had the command of the home
market they would suffer more when
they were brought into competition with
the foreigner; but the result has been that
"We know very well what is the language from that time to this the condition of the
held abroad. They charge us thus: -they say, Spitalfields weaver has improved, and I
'You have mounted to wealth by the ladder of may add parenthetically, that in 1854 Mr.
protection, and having got there, you have John Bright presented a petition prllying
kicked it down, and no~ you want to prevent
that the last remnant of the foreign silk
us treading in your path.' That is totally unduties might be repealed, so that the
true. Protection did not lead us to wealth;
protection has impeded and deferred our progress English trade might be completely exposed
in the way to wealth."
to foreign competition. I do not say that
Though this is a hostile opinion, it is one the improvement in the condition of the
protectionists are bound to receive with weavers is solely attributable to the repeal
respect, for there is no statesman more of these duties. It is also to be attributed
entitled to the celebrity he has attained, to the concurrent adoption of a general
and who more deserves the good wishes system of free trade, which provided
of all classes of people, than Mr. Gladstone. ample food and cheap clothing for all, and
Honorable members, however, may say gave an impetus to every branch of manuthat, while entertaining a sincere respect facturing industry, placing in that way all
for Mr. Gladstone, they require something classes upon the same equal footing which
more convincing than his personal state- hitherto all classes have enjoyed here.
ment. Well, I am prepared to establish In the case of the iron trade the change
the proposi tion, that if we examine the was still more marked and more immediate.
fiscal progress of Great Britain we shall Only two or three years elapsed before the
find that protective duties have been got very opponents of the change, the men
rid of, not because they have served their who declared that it would ruin them,
purpose, but because they were hindrances waited on Mr. Huskisson to state-" We
to commercial prosperity.
Honorable have found out what we never knew
members, no doubt, are familiar with before. Our manufactories were on the
the first steps taken in that policy which footing of last century . We have been
Mr. Gladstone has had. the honor to com- oblibed to obtain fresh machinery and to
plete. In 1825 Mr. Huskisson proposed improve our processes, and we can now
the first measure which dealt with the produce iron at infinitely lower .rates than
silk, woollen, and iron duties. He did before, and can compete against the world."
this because of the miserable condition of Does not this justify the wise and witty
the trades those duties affected. 'Every declaration of Lord Palmers ton, that "a

that protection in Great Britain has served
its purpose, and that having served its
purpose it has been very properly abandoned; but I have never yet met with
that statement in the works of any of the
English authorities on the subject.
Mr. GRANT.-It is the fact though.
Mr. LANGTON.-\Vell, the honorable
member who makes the assertion was as
staunch a free trader as anyone before he
became connected with the present Tariff.
Mr. GRANT.-The honorable member
is mistaken.
Mr. LANGTON.-I am bound to
accept the statement, but it would not be
difficult, I think, to find utterances on the
part of the Minister of Lands most unequivocal in character. This opinion that
Great Britain abandoned protection when
it had served her purpose, but not until
then, has been expressed by American
and French writers who hold protectionist
views, and Mr. Gladstone on one occasion
felt it his duty to refer to it. In his
famous speech delivered before the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Gladstone said : -
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protectionist is a man who puts on a night- Yet we ~re aiming here at the very same
cap and goes to sleep." Bearing in mind ends which the committee arrived at
that I am endeavouring to show that the the conclusion were incompatible. Were
object of the repeal of the protective duties furt,her proof wanting, I would call the
in England was to get rid of a system which Minister of Justice into the witness box,
was regarded as a curse, I will next refer to repeat his famous statement, that" to
to the action taken by Mr. CoLden MI'. whatever extent you get revenue you get
Cobden, on first entering Parliament, sub- no protection, and to whatever extent you
mitted what for some years was an annual get protection you get no revenue." 'The
motion, calling for the appointment of a report also states :-'"The inquiries of your Committee have
committee of inquiry into the distress
existing in certain agricultural counties in naturally led them to investigate the effects of
protecth"e system on manufacture and labor.
England. Mr. Cobden did not base his the
Your Committee gather from the evidence which
claim for free trade on the ground that t.he has been laid before tllem, that while the prosJ?lanufacturing classes were suffering; but perity of our own manufactures is not be traced
he showed clearly that the well protected to benefits derived from the exclusion of foreign
rival manufactures, so neither is the compe~ition
farm labourers, could hardly be in a .of
continental manufacturers to be traced to a
worse position, and the inference he drew protecti ve system. They are told that the most
was, that the protective system was vigorous and successful of the manufactures on
a curse' and not a blessing to the agri'- the continent have grown, not out of peculiar
shown to them by legislation, but from
culturist. l;irectly corn fen below a cer- favor
those natural and spontaneous advantages which
taion price a measure came into force are as~ociated with labor and capital in certain
which wOllld cheer the heart of the' honor- localities, and which cannot be transferred elseable member for Villiers and Heytesbury, where, at the mandate of the Legislature, or at
who laments that the pric'e of wheat may the will of the manufacturer,"
Mr, LONG MORE.- What is that to do
fall to 5s, per bushel this year, and that
the poorest classe~ may get a cheap: 'loaJ with us ?
Mr. LANGTO~.-I submit that the
on that account. The 'distress under this
slid:ng scale reached its height in 1839, question: before the ('ommittee of the
when at a meeting oCthe suffering laborers lIouse of Commons is the very que!:!tion
-hEld ona cold November night-on'e 'involved in this Bill. We have now to
poor fellow, in the bitterness of his' soul, decide whether or not we shall attempt to
exclaimed - ':'1 be protected, ahd 1 be 'obtain revenue and protection by the same
starving." Sir Robert Peel, also, in th1e means, whether or not .we shall attempt to
celebrated speech' 'in -which he' avowed benefit the manufacturer by excluding
himself a convert, admitted 'the 'principle foreign rivals, and whether or not we can
which I am contendirig for-that the pl'C;- secure natural and spontan~ous advantages
tective system was a failure He said that ",by a mandate of the Legislature. These
it was only the enormous interests bound are matters which it is for this House to
up in' protection which bad so long induced weigh carefully and carefully pronounce
him to ref.·ain f.·om acceding to the upon. The triumph of free trade in
dema.nds which his conviction would have England enables us to argue this question,
led him to grant. When the controversy not merely ,in a logical and a priori
was, at its height, a c0!Umittee of the manner but, to refer to facts, to contrast
House of Commons was 'appointed to the condition of trades under the one
inquire into the system of import dues. system and under the other. First as to
This committee exftmined some of 'the farm laborers; whose poverty under promos't famous authorities in connexion teetion was great, and whose sufferings
with statistics, trade, and political were greater. In IH39 their wages only
economy, and their report has always averaged 7s. 1 Jd. per week, and Mr. Edwin
been acknowledged to contain the greatest Chadwick, whose figures I am quoting,
amount of information ever collected on says that I in the western· counties the
the samesuhject. From this I will ven- a-verage was considerably lower. Twenty
ture to read one or two passages. The years, afterwards, in 1859, wages had risen
from 7s. lId. to 1 Is. ld., and Mr. Chadwick
Committee says : "The Tariff often aims at incompatible states that this rise was ac(>ompanied by
a'falling off in the price of all !:lorts of
ends; the duties are sometimes mEant to be
both productive of revenue and for protective commodities, so that the condition of the
objects."
laborer was improved fully fifty per cent.
What utterance can, be more ,distinct ?
Mr. BURTT.-What about Ireland? '
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Mr. LANGTON. No doubt the honorable JDember· will enlighten us on that
point when he makes his speech, which.!,
for one, shall not attempt to make less
effective by continued interruptions. If
testimonials were wanting as to the improvement· which has taken place in the
condition of the agricultural laboring population, I could produce. numbers. I
will quote one which honorable members
will receive with respect: that furnished
by the Rev. Charles Kingsley, who was a
rector of a parish in one of the most distressed districts.. .In a preface to a recent
edition of his·novel " Yeast,," Professor
Kingsley sa.ys : " The laborers are altogether better off. Free
trade has increased their food without lessening
their employm,ent. The politician who wishes
to know the effect on agricultural life of that
wise and just measure, may' find it in Mr. Grey,
of Dilston's, answers to the French Government.
The country parson will not need to seek so far ..
He will see it, if he be a wise man, in the faces
and figures of his school children. He will see a
wiser. fatter, bigger boned race 'growing'up,
which bids fair to surpass in bulk the puny' and
ill-bred generation ofI815-45,and equal, perhaps, in thew and sinew, to the men who saved.
Europe in the old French war."

Mr. Gladstone, also, has borne testimony
both as to the effect· of free trade upon the
. general condition of the population, and
also upon the trade 'and industry of the
country. He said, in his financial statement of 1864 :...:...
" Iflnd that if I select several years in which
Parliament has, with firm and .unsparing hand,
addressed itself ·to the business of liberating
commer<.'e, these operations have. been immediately ,folluwed by strikin~ augmentations in
the trade and industry of the country."

One. of the' best tests of the producing
powers of a pe~ple is t~ examine the .value
of its exports-th~t is, its. exports:. of
native produce. I have~ therefore, taken
the real value of articles of British arid
Irish produce .andmanufact,:!re exportf-'d
in ,three severa.l periods. In the' year
1815, the close of the war, the exports
amounted to £61,000,000, but betwoo'n
that year. and. 1826· they ,gradually decr-eased to £31,500,OQO,. a.falling: offo~
£20,000,000 in elev,en years. In 1825, the
first step in the directioll of free trade
was. taken. An improve~ept immediately
followed, and it continue~ until, in 1833,
the value. of the exports ha4·increased to
. .£39,000,000. In·that year more obstructive dpties were swept awr.y-duties, in
some. instances, on those very articles it is
now proposed to t~x here-and in 1841,
the value ~f export~had increas.ed to
N 2
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£51,000,000.
We know .that directly
after the' year 1841 came. the free trade
measures of Sir Robert .Peel, and between
t~lat 'period and 1863, when every vestige
of the protection system was removed
· from' the statute book, the value of imports increa~ed. to the enormous sum of
· £146,000,000, .or an advance of-something
like 300 per cent..on 1841. One honor· able member, I observ:e,. dissents from the
statement that Protection has been entirely
· abolished ill Great Britain. . Will he
permit ·me· to refer him. to the budget
speech of 1862, in which· Mr Gladstone
says that that year was characterised
by many' things, but pre-eminently by
this, that· it ,saw the last rag.. of pro'tertion swept from the statute. book. . I
defy" any .honorable .member to .name
· an .existingduty . which can· be called
pro.tective •. It .has been said that if. we
manufacture gold .plate here it .must .pay
· an .enor~ous duty. before it is admitted.
I into England, and reference is made to the
cup sent.to the Princess of· Wales. This
· is . the. truth,. but not· the whole. truth.
Had . that cup been manufactured in
: London' it would have been liable to precisely the same. duty as it was coming
from Victoria.. Is. this what ·prote.c~ionist8
I want,
that .when a. charge of 10:percent•.
, is levied on imported' boots.and·.shQ~s, an.
· excise duty of 10 per· cent. shall be col· le~ted also? . (Mr. Burtt-" No.one would
quote' such an instance."):. However,. to
resume my re'marks on. British expor,ts,. I
say. that it is utterly impossible to· account.
· for the. wondeFfuL increase. which ...has
· taken place .apart from. the influence ..o~
free trade. When I 'mention that i~crease
of 300 per cent. I pay the highest .possible
· co~pliment ,to the fiscal policy .which
, Great Britain is now pursuing.
: Mr. GRANT.-Go .to.. America.
.
Mi~., LANGTON.~The.case of Great
· Britain begins to.look.bad.. The' further
~~ g'o into it . the worse it looks,. and the
honoraqle member therefore wishes to pass
on to· another. place.. If: the honorable
member is capable .of being ..converted, I
· will ,undertake t9' give him quite .sufficient
of America before 1 have done to convert
him to my ~iews.- Another means testingthe progress ofEngland-the increasing
wealth of its population-i~. furnished by
the jncome and property t~x returns.: In
1842, the amount of income assessed was
£19~~OOO,000; in 1862, ,the amount was
£300,000,000, a. pretty conc.lui;!ive proof
that the ·fiscal policy pursued during that
i
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period was beneficial to the country. Deposits in the savings banks also increased
enormously even in those districts where
the greatest distress had before prevailed.
However, I will not weary the House with
figures on this point. Without them I have
shown that, so far as England is concerned,
free trade has caused an enormous increase
in exports, and an enormous increase in
incomes, and that while the laborer
receives a greater number of shillings
. for his labor, everyone of those shillings
will purchase more food and more clothing.
I have referred at considerable length to
the experience and some of the results in
England of the fiscal policy which it is
now proposed to introduce into this colony;
but I 'need not confine myself to Great
Britain for illustrations of the evils of the
protective system and of the advantages
of free trade. The example of Great
Britain has been followed by other countries, and those not the least civilised nor
the least influential in the world. France
has adopted the free trade policy; and
France, too, has found that it is as sound
in its principle as it is beneficial in its
results. Many of the industries of France,
it was said, would be crushed-destroyed
altogether-if protection were withdrawn.
It was alleged, especially, that the iron
trade of France could not exist for a day
if machinery and other iron goods of British manufacture were allowed to be imported into the country, even at 'a moderate
rate of duty; but what has been the resuIt? The prohibitive duties previously
in force in France have been reduced so
low that, for a few years past, iron goods
imd machinery of British manufacture have
been imported freely into France; and the
last report that I have seen on the condition
of the iron trade in France says that the
French ironmasters have found, as the English ironmasters found, that competition,
instead of cl'ushing their manufacture, had
stimulated them to fresh exertions, and
had pot only enabled them to compete successfully in their own market with British
manufacturers, but to obtain contracts for
supplying Germany and Great Britain with
locomotives and machinery. ("Hear, hear.")
I don't understand the meaning of that
cheer from the protectionist benches, because, if this result is attributable to protection, it ought to have been brought
about under that system. It seems a very
equivocal compliment to the protective
system to say it was not until it was
knocked on the head-not until British
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machinery was brought into free competition with French machinery-that the
~ French ironmasters succeeded even in supplying their own wants, much less in being
able to compete in the markets of the world.
The same thing will apply to many other
industries in France. I will confine myself
to one startling fact, which has lately come
under my notice in the London Economist-a fact culled from a recent report
furnished in December, 1865, by the
French Minister of Commerce and Manufactures, and referring to the year 1864.
It indicates that the effect of a free trade
policy in France is precisely the same as
it is in England upon the condition of that
section of the community which ought to
receive primary consideration at the hands
of a legislature-namely, the humbler
and poorer classes. The report demands
grave consideration. "As regards agricultural produce in France," says the
Economist, "the report points out that
there is a large increase in the demand
from England for French fruits, vegetables, &c." The fact was that French
fruits and vegetables could not be taken
previously by the British people to the
extent which they desired to take them,
because of the unsound condition of the commercial relations between the two countries.
Great Britain was prevented from buying
these fruits and vegetables because France,
by protective duties, prohibited the importation of goods with which England could
have purchased and paid for them. "On
the other hand," the report goes on to say,
"whilst France was importing more'cattle,
and exporting less, the price of meat had
experienced an important rise, a result
attributed to the increased rate of wages,
and to a larger consumption of animal food
by the laboring classes." I will venture
to say that if the matter is thoroughly
sifted, it will be found that in every
case in which the protective policy has
been departed from, and the free trade
policy adopted, the result has been the
same, namely, the improvement of the
condition of those who, as I have already
remarked, have the first claim, in any
fiscal legislation, upon the consideration
of the legislature. Before leaving France,
I, will remark further, that the exports
from Great Britain to France, which were
in 1860 only £12,700,000, amounted in
1864 to £24,000,000. This show8 that,
owing to the protecti ve system, the French
and British people were prevented from
importing each other's commodities to
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more than half the extent they wished this country-that it is free trade which
to' do ; for when protection was destroyed necessitates our reformatories and fills
the commercial intercourse between the them. I want to know how the gentletwo countriEs increased 100 per cent. in men who allege this explain that, in a
four years. The Minister of Lands was highly protective country like the United
exceedingly anxious that I should refer States, t.here is such an amount of pauto the United States. I have not the perism in this one state alone; tlnd I want
least disposition to shirk that part of the further to know how they explain a fact
question, because I am perfectly satisfied to which the Minister of Justice was the
that it will not weaken the position I have first to call attention in this colony-a
taken up, but that a careful examination of fact disclosed in a work by Theodore
the effects of the protective system in Parker on the distressed classes of
th!3 United States will satisfy impartial Boston-namely, that i.n the manufacpersons that the results of that system have turing and highly protected city of Boston
not been beneficial, but disastrous to the there are 50,000 boys in the lowest concommunity. It has been denied in this dition of poverty, misery, and vice.. If
House that the protective system was in protection is to cure the evils under which
any way responsible for the civil war. in we suffer here, why does it not do so in the
the lTnited States; but the opinion that it United States? What explanation can
conduced to the war is very generally honorable members offer, or are they preprevalent throughout the United States, pared to dispute the statement of Mr.
and I venture to say it can be sustained Theodore Parker? It cannot be disputed.
by an _array of facts quite sufficient to If I should not trespass upon the patience
warrant that conclusion. What are the of the House I might go on to comment
facts? - The Fugitive Slave Law )'Vas upon various features connected with
assented to by the abolitionists on con- manufacturing and agriculture in the
dition t.hat the South accepted the protec- United States; but I will content myself
tive Tariff. This was the disgraceful with saying that in the United States wages
bargain which they made, that they should are no higher than in the manufacturing'
be at liberty to impose enormous duties, and mechanical trades here, while, on an
to shut foreign manufactured goods out of average, food is dearer and clothing very
the United States. They desired to set much dearer than it is here. I say that if
the black man free, but they wished also the condition of the al'tizan in this colony be
that the manufactures of N ep England compared with the condition of the artizan
should ~nonopolise the markets of the South. in the United States we have nothing to
As years went on there was less and less be afraid of .by that comparison. But I
inclination on the part of the North to will point out to honorable members that.
abide by this shameful bargain. Popu lar although there are these drawbaeks to the
feeling ran so high that the Fugitive condition of the people in the United
Slave Law could not be enforced, and States, it could not be expected, in the
the people of the South began to find very nature of things, that a protective
that while they had kept their part system would produce such disastrous
of the bargain they had not received the results in .sucll a country as that as it
consideration for 'Yhich they had paid- would in a country' whose resources
that slavery was not secnred to them. I say were more narrow and circumscribed. If
that this had very much to do with the you take a map of the United States you
war-much more than most persons are will see that their boundaries extend from
willing to admit. ,. But, apart from the New York to California, and from Oregon
war, let us consider what was the condi- to Florida-a territory comprising almost
tion of some persons in the. United States as great a variety of climate and soil as
before the war occurred. The war did not are.to be found on the face of .the earth,
begin until after 1860, so that the condition and capable of producing almost every:of ~ny part of the country in 1855 could thing. It must not be forgotten tha.t
-not have been the result of the war. In between state and state there is perfect
.Mitchell's Ten Years in the United States, free trade. A vessel laden at.Boston wit1.t
from 1852 to 1862, it is stated that, in the manufactured goods-with those manuyear 1855, there were, in the State of factured goods w ltich protectionists here
New York alone, 200,000 paupers. Now look upon wi th such horror, because there
we are told that free trade is the cause of is some fabulous story that they are manuthe _distress -and ~uffering which e~ist in. factured in American prisons-.can. take
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them '. round to 'California duty free. to play at costly experiments in taxation
California is precisely in the same position , and government; but now, directly it is
as . V ictoria in" respect to those goods. burdened with an enormous debt, it· is
There.' is' nO":protection' against· those · brought to i~s senses, and the Secretary of
manufactured· goods"on'- the eastern sea- the Treasury clearly indicates they must
board. Therefore, although a protective · adopt a wiser, sounder, and more economisystem is in force in the United States, · cal method of raising a revenue. I have
we must bear in mind the fact that within , referred' to •the United States, not only
a territory comprising as· great· a variety because' the' Minister of Lands appeared to
of soil and climate as are to 'be found any . . wish me to do so, but also because, if I
"'here, there is perfect, -unlimited free trade. , had' contented myself with reference to
1 will call attention to another fact. U D til Europe, I might have been met with the
the frightfuI.war; the lTnited States were remark, "All these examples you are
not oppressed with a national debt.' General qlloting have been drawn from old counprosperity prevailed throughout the coun- tries. Our "contention is, that principles
try; indeed, I think it· would· be almost which may suit an old country do not suit
impossible: for the' A,riglo-Saxon race to , a new-co,untry."· Therefore it was that I
settle down 'in' a cout:Jtry possessing-' such · alluded: to the United States. I ask
nat.ural advantages as the United, States , honorable members to ·weigh the' facts I
without prospering. Will honorable mem- · have related, to investigate the matter for
bers say that this prosperity wasattri- themselves, and see whether the advocates
butable to protection? Does'any honQrable of Pro.tection in this colony can gain anymember. believe that. the artizans and thing from the United States. I 'will not
laborers of the United States would have confine myself ~othe United States. There
perished under'a systemJof protection? If is another country"":"-a new countryso, how is it that the artizans of California where a system, not of protection, but of
have not perished~ though: they' have been perfect. free trade, has been in exi~tence
exposed -to unlimited free trade as against ever since-the COllntry was made known. I
the artizans' of the 'old established manu- allude· to, Vancouver's Island. (L~ughter.)
facturing towns in the east?·~ The United Honorable members may laugh, but I
States are' now saddled with a debt amount... apprehend that there is not very muc~
ing' to £74.o,000,000-a 'very :respectable difference. in the principle involved besum. A national debt, 'according to· the tween Victoria. and Vancouver's Island;
notion of some people, is advantageous to , because the.ir .circumstances are as .nearly
a country in more than one respect, inas- analagous as. the circumstances of two
much as it binds ihe' country over in heavy countries can be. Both of them have gold
securities to' keep the peace, and necessi- fields, both of them have other natural
tates such an amount· of taxation as keeps advantages, and both of them have, up to
people. reasonable 'about taxation, and pre- the present time, pursued the free trade
vents th~'m doing what this House seems. system. At least, in three particulars,
disposed to do-incrflasing the taxation of honorable members must admit that there
the country without any cause. Nowthat is an anaiog y between the two countries.
this debt has to 'be met, what does the Has this system 'of free trade, in a gold .
Secretary of the Treasury propose? He countr.y on the other side of the Pacific,
proposes· that the very. principle which we . prevented the work ing population fro~
are'askedto adopt·bere shall·be abandoned; receiving' good wa.ges ? The latest work
that, instead 'of. levying duties, as hitherto, on Vancouver's Island is by Ml' Macfie,
on a'large number of articles-instead of and was published in ~ondon in 1865. It
interfering' with trade, and having a costly is an authoritative work on' the subject,
custom house staff-instead of raising duties and frorn' it I will read an extract or
partly for revenue and partly for' protec- two:tion--that one grand step shall be made in
"Every kind of useful article in the category
the direction of free trade. It appears of iron 'manufacture· can now be made in Victo me' that· this proceeding may be toria" (the capital of Vancouver's Island).
" Already there are two foundries, one of whi~h
summed up in a very' few words. It employs
a large number of hands.
Five
may be looked upon as showing that,- breweries at:e at work, and produce porter, a
as long as the country was opulent- light quality of ale, and lager beer. There are
opulent by reason of the enormous w~alth several saw mills, a tannery, and a sash and door
of the territory, of the: singular advantages manufactory."
the- people there: possess-it could afford Now, what does the population consist of?
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Weare told that the only occupation to
which the rising generation can be trained
up in this colony, under free trade, is that
of selling the Argus, or some other
equally disreputable employment. But
when we turn to the capital of Vancouver's Island, where free trade prevails,
what do we find?
" They include hootmakers, brickmakers, bag
and tentmakers. bricklayers, a bral's founder, a
blindmaker, cabinetmakers. carpenters, coachmakers. coopers, gunsmiths. mantuamakers, a
mattressmaker, masons, painters, plasterers. a
sailmaker. a shipbuilder, tailors, tinsmiths,
turners and carvers, watchmakers, and a
waggonbuilder; the occupations enumerated
bei.ng 126 in number, while the estimated population of the city is no more than 5,500."

And then, to come to a better test still,
what are the rates of wages?
"Blacksmiths, bricklayers, painters, and
wheelwrights receive about \6s. per day; house
carpenters, from \2s. 6d. to \6s. ; harnessmakers,
8s. to \6s.; shoemakers. lOs. 6d. to \2s. 6d. ;
turners, 12s. 6d. to 16s.; and upholsterers, I6s.
per day."

Now; having these facts before us, why
need we be afraid that in a new country
free trade is less beneficial than it is in an
old country? Last session, the Treasurer
stated that the first-the principal reason
-for the change .contemplated by the
Tariff now proposed was, in order that
there might be, if possible, a greatel~
equality in the distribution of taxation.
I want to know how this measure improves the distribution of taxation? Had
there. been a simple proposal for reducing
the tea and sugar duties, or for striking
them off altogether, and had the principle
been boldly declared that property has its
duties as well as its rights, and ought to
bear its fair share of the taxation of the
country, then I could have discovered a
disposition to make taxation more equal,
and to distribute its burden more fairly
amongst the different clasE:es of the community. But there is nothing of the kind
intended. What does the Tariff propose?
To take 3d. per lb. off the duty on tea, an~
3s. per cwt. off the duty on flUgar, a reduction which will not be telt by the consumer
for a long time to come, for the simple
reason that the reduction is less than a halfpenny per pound, and no coin less than a half.
penny is used in the transactions of' trade.
It may be said that in courseoftime a better
description of article will be sold· at tl:e
same price, but I \'enture to say that will
not be until the tea and sugar importers.
have derived a still larger benefit at the
expenso of the consumers. . In the place·
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of these two reductions it is proposed to
impose duties on a number of articles of
common nece~sity and daily use. (Mr.
McCulloch.-" Silks.") Th~ Chief Secretary intCljects "silks." ·One strong argument against the Tariff is, that it taxes
articles of luxury, such as silk, which flre
used. by the rich, merely to a trifling
extent, while other soft goods which are
used by the working man, such as pea.
jackets and crimean shirts, are taxed
heavily by it. If the return which I
asked for the other evening had been
supplied it would have shown this clearly;
but I will substantiate it from figures
which I possess. I maintain that the
Tariff does not contain. anything that
will tend to create a greater equality in
the distribution. of taxation, but, on the
other hand, it will increase the taxation
of the largest consuming class, and it
will let off more lightly those who are
best able to bear the burden of taxation.
The tariff proposes to tax butter, cheese,
candles, bacon, soap, and a variety of
other articles, all common· necessaries of
life. Of what advantage is it to the working man even if threepence is taken off
his quantum of tea, if .sixpence is put upon
other articles just as essential to him as
tea and sugar. Is not butter a necessary?
Is not cheese a necessary? Are not ('andies necessaries? And are not the articles
under the head of apparel a~d slops necessaries? Will honorable members say that
moleskin inexpressibles are not necessaries? Are' we to be brought to the
condition of savages? I admit that according to the habits of society tea has
become to be a necessary almost to all
classes, but it is not the only necessary.
I will illustrate the inequalities of the
operation of this Tariff by a few figures,
for the correctness of which I am prepared
to vouch.· I have taken a list of common
goods--.:....th9se sold'. at a cheap price-which
·will be affected by the Tariff; I have here
the retail price, and I have carefully
checked both the amount of duty on each
separate article,. and the amount of the
increased price to the consumer which that
duty will n~cessitate.· Honorable members
should be aware that:one of the considerations which have :influenced statesmen in
making fiscal changes laas been the irnposi.'"
tion of duties which will cause the least
possible increase in price to the consumer.
Now, the extra ·rise in prices which will
be caused. by these duties-the measurement
duty ·in p~lrticular-will be three times as

•
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great as a similar increaee of duties upon
tea and sugar would be, because the dealer
in such articles as apparel and slops is compelled to keep a much larger quantity of
goods in stock than the dealer in tea and
sugar, and consequently he has to part
with his cash much earlier. For every
little thing of this kind which affectj:! the
importer the price to the retail dealer is
increased, and for every jot of these
increases the consumer has to pay. I have
prepared a list of the articles included in
this Tariff which will comprise the outfit
of a working man and his wife, and a
corresponding list of articles, of better
quality and higher price, such as would
be purchased by persons whose incomes
are £500 a year and upwards. Now, the
first item is pea jackets, which are very
commonly worn by working men. The price
of a pea jacket is 14s., the duty upon it
under this Tariff will be 15td., which will
cause the price to be increased to the consumer 2s. 2d.; so that to get 15§d. into
the Treasury, 2s. 2d. will be taken out of
the pockets of every working man who is
compelled to purchase a pe9. jacket. The
first thing which I have put down in the
list of articles worn by the wealthier
classes is a black cloth coat, which will
correspond with the pea jacket worn
by the. labouring man. I have put
down the price of a black cloth coat at
42s, which honorable members will admit
is very moderate. The duty upon it will
be 6d., and the rise of price caused thereby
10d.; so that the poor man, who has 14s.
to spend in a pea-jacket, will be compelled
to pay 2s. 2d. under this Tariff, while the
comparati vely rich man, who has 42s. to
spend in a cloth coat, will only have to
pay 10d. I will not go through the whole
list of articles, but will just Rtate the
general results. The duty paid on a number of articles worn by the working man
(whose wages are between £2 and £3 a
week) and his wife, and the price of which
comes to £2 19s., will be 3s. 6id., and the
increased price which will have to be paid
in consequence will be 6s. ; while the duty
on a number of corresponding articles
worn by the rich man and his wife, the
cost of which amounts to £11 lIs. 6d.,
will only be 2s. 4~d., and the increased
price caused by the du ty 4s. So that the
rich man, with £11 Us. 6d. to spend on
the outfit of himself and his wife, pays
but 4s. duty, while the working man, with
only 59s. to spend, pays 6s. duty. Now,
one of the strongest objections which Mr.
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Cobden urged against the Corn Laws, on
the very first occasion he addressed the
HO'use of Commons, was, that they pressed
heavily on the working man, and lightly
on the man of means. I will read to the
House a passage from the speech, taken
from Miss Martineau's account of what
occurred in the House of Commons upon
that occasion : "He (Mr. Cobden) called the attention of the
House to the working of the bread tax. The
effect was this-it compelled the working classes
to pay 40 per cent. more, that is a higher price
than they should pay if there was a free trade in
corn. '" '" '" '" He had now to call their attention to facts contained in the Report of the
Committee on the Hand-loom Weavers. It was
a report got up with great care and singular
talent. It gave, amongst other things, the
amount of the earnings of a working man's
family, and that was put down at ten shillings.
Looking at the metropolitan and rural districts,
they found tbat not to be a bad estimate of the
earnings of every laboring family. But let them
proceed upward, and see how the same tax
worked. The man who had 20s. a week still
paid 2s. ~ week to the bread tax; that was to
him 10 per cent. as an income tax. If they
went further, to the man who had 40s. a week,
the income tax upon him in this way was fh'e
per cent. If they mounted higber, to the man
who had £5 a week, or £250 a year, it was one
per cent. income t.ax. Let them ascend to the
nobility and the millionaires, to those who had
an income ()f £200,000 a year. His family was
the same as the poor man's, and how did the
bread tax affect him? It was only one half·
peuny in every £100."
I have made a calculation of the per centages paid in the two lists of articles to
which I have referred, and I find that
while the poor man, earning between £2
and £3 a week, has to pay 1O~ per cent.
income tax in consequence of the Tariff,
the man of large means is only taxed at the
rate of 1 ~ per cent. Sir, I cannot understand how honorable members can tacitly
consent to support a Government who
propose a system of taxation so flagrantly
unequal, so grossly unjust as this. Whilst
professing to be peculiarly the friends of
the working man, they sanction a system
which unfairly taxes working men and
'lets rich men go free. I think honorable
members ought to exercise an independent
judgment on this question; they ought
not to suffer themselves to be drilled into
voting without speaking, upon a piece of
paper being handed round the House;
but they ought to weigh well such facts
as these. Had time permitted me to
obtain t,he command of more information
than I have been able to use to-night, I
venture to say that I would have shown
step by. step, under the several items of the
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Tariff, that the illustration which I have
given is no exceptional case, but that it is
a fair illustration of this iniquitous system
of taxation. The Minister of Customs
told his constituents at Richmond that the
duty on kid gloves was very light. No
one ever disputed it. Those persons who
can afford to wear kid gloves do not feel
the extra one per cent. which the Tariff
imposes upon these articles, but those persons are considerable sufferers by the
Tariff who wear the common kind of felt
hats, which pay a duty of twenty-two
per cent. The Attorney-General, tutored,
or deriving his facts, I presume, from the
Minister of Customs, stated in one of his
speeches at Brighton, that in no cases did
the tax under the new Tariff exceed ten
per cent. (Mr. Higinbotham-" Twelve
per cent/') The report in the Argus said
ten per cent. I would wish the honorable
member to bear in mind that that average
is obtained by taking the duty paid on kid
gloves, and such articles as are worn only
by the upper classes, and the duty paid
on felt hats and other things (which pay
twenty-two per cent.), worn only by the
labouring classes. Twenty-two per cent.
is not the highest rate. I have here the
actual amounts paid on a number of invoices, which were submitted last session
to the Upper House j and the Minister of
Customs had ample opportunity of showing that they are wrong, if he could do so.
Taking the whole of the cheaper class of
millinery (and scarcely any millinery is
imported into this colony ready made except that worn by the humbler classes),
I find that the average rate of duty on a
dozen shipments is 72 per cent. I have
averaged it myself, and can speak positively .
on the subject. N ow, this 72 per cent. is
a tax upon the humbler classes of the
community-the classes earning £2 or
£3 a week-while those who can afford
to wear white kid gloves and black
dress clothes escape almost without
any taxation whatever. This is not the
only proof of this inequality of taxation.
Gentlemen who can afford to have their
clothes made in the colony pay no taxation
at all. A man who can afford to spend from
£5 to £8 on a suit of clothes escapes scot
free', but a man who has only 59s. to
provide what he and his wife want
in the way of clothing is taxed at the
rate of l~ per cent. If it were possible to rectify this inequality by the
encouragement· of the manufacture of
articles in this colony, I would admit that
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there might be something in it; but what
is the fact? Why, long before this
Tariff came into operation there were
large establishments in existence in Me!bourne engaged in the manufacture of
clothing. Very soon it was discovered
that certain articles could be made of good
quality and at comparatively reasonable
prices, but that other articles could not be
made at anything like the price for which
they could be imported; and merchants,
doing what they always do, or they would
never be able to exist-namely, rendering
some substantial service to the community-merchants, I say, finding this to
be the case, imported articles which could
not be produced cheaply in the colony, and
ceased to import those which could, and, as
it turned out, the latter were articles worn
almost exclusively by working men. From
these articles the Minister of Customs has
done all in his power to wrest the greatest
amount of taxation. I venture to say that
if the return for which I asked the
other evening, and which it was very
strange I was denied, were laid on the
table, honorable members would see for
themselves thltt silks and other articles
of luxury yield a most trifling amount
to the revenue, whilst the bulk of the
duties levied on soft goods are taken
out of the pockets of the miners and the
laboring classes generally. But I will not
be content with my own opinion on this
subject. (The honorable member here
read some extracts from the report of a
meeting held at the Jamieson, at the end
of March, 1865, for the purpose of showing that the Tariff had had the effect
of increasing the prices of goods in that
district of the colony much more than it .
had done in Melbourne.) I have been
furnished (continued ~Ir. Langton) with a
calculation from the district of Castle maine.
It was there pointed out to me, that two
men engaged at a puddling machine, and
employing two horses, would lose 28. per
week by the Tariff, in the increase
of the cost of horseHfeed, caused by
an import duty of 3d. per bushel.
being placed on oats, reckoning that
the horses would consume eight bushels of
oats per week. The a,",erage quantity of
gold which two men working in this way
would obtain would be 2 ounces per week,
and on those two ounces, the saving by
the reduction of the gold export duty
would be Is., so that the benefit obtained
by these miners by the reduction of the
gold export duty would be taken away
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twice over by the extra duty on horse feed
alone. I might give many other illustrations of the mischievous effects of this
lariff. I might refer to the declaration of
a gentleman pretty well known - Mr
Lewers, of Linton-that the Tariff would
act.ually have the effect of causing operations at the Waverley mining claim to be
stopped, and throwing the eighty men
employed there out of worl{, because the
proceeds of the mine left such a narrow
margin over the expenses that the continuance of the company depended upon
keeping expenses down as much as possible; and the in,crease in prices which
would be caused by the Tariff would be
sufficient to turn the operations of the
mine into a loss. 1 would ask, what have
we really to fear in' this colony under free
trade? Comparing the condition of the
laboring and the industrial classes generally in this colony with their condition in
other countries, I want to know what have
we to fear? Are we deficient in manufacturing and mechanical trades? Is there
a smaller portion of the population engaged
in such trades than in other countries?
I venture to say that there is not so large
a proportion employed in any count.ry upon
the surface of this planet. I have carefully looked into the matter, and I find
that in Russia there are seventeen persons
ill every thousand of the population engaged in manufacturing and mechanical
trades; in the United States there are
th irty persons in every thousand; and in
Victoria there are seventy-seven persons
in every t.housand employeu in manufacturing and mechanical trades. I want to
know, therefore, what fear we need have
that manufacturing and mechanical trades
will not thri ve hertl? (" Oh, oh !" from
the protectionist members.) Honorable
members can cry" Oh, oh;" but can they
disprove these facts? By doing so, they
will serve the .cause of truth and righteousness better than by crying "Oh."
Only yesterday the Government organ
had an article on the progress of Victoria, as compared, in certain respects,
with the progress of neighbouring colonies. The writer of this article seeks
to show that our exports do not equal
our imports-that we import more every
year than we export, which the Attorney-General will readily recognise as
the ancient fallacy of the balance of trade
revived. The writer in the Government
organ points out that the condition of the.
people of this colony must be very uad,
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because we send away every year something like £ 11,000,000 of produce, and
the forei~ner actually sends us back
£13,000,000 in return. The difference
between these two amounts is counted by
the writer as a dead loss to the colony.
He actually complains of our getting more
back than we send away; and he points
with considerable glorification to the example of' South Australia, which proceeds
on t.he reverse principle to that adopted
here-which actually sends away £21
worth of produce per head, and gets back
in return for it from the foreignel' £ 15,
which, the writer says, is a net profit per
head to the populat.ion of South Australia
of £6. I need not stay to make any remarks before an audience of intelligent
men upon this absurd fallacy, which has
been exploded over and over again, because honorable members all know very
well tlJat the commercial operations of a
country are conducted on precisely the
same principles as the commercial operations of individuals-that neither nations
nor individuals can act on the principle of
the famous Irish pedlar, who sold everything at a loss, but made up for it by
the extent of his transactions. If you
take the exports and imports of any
country, you will find that they are
all as equally foolish and equally extravagant as the people of Victoria-that they
all look to get back more for their money
than they send away, to have a larger
amount of imports than exports. I apprehend, therefore, that one means of testing
the condition of the people of this colony,
and comparing it with the condition of
others, is to consider how much per head
of the population we produce and export.
That is a direct test, because, in every
civilised country, trade, in spite of protection, will go on. Protect.ion may check
it, but it cannot effectually close it up.
If you turn Dame Nature out of the door
she will come in at the window. In spite
of your protectionist schemes, the laws of
the universe will prevail, and one of the
wise laws of the universe is, that nations
shall exchange their varied products with
one another. In spite of protectionists
and prohibitionists, every civilised country
exports large quantities of goods of its
own produce and DJanufacture, and gets
back for them a larger quantity in return.
Let us com pare the exports per head
of t.he population of this country with the
exports per head of other countries. The
exports of the United ~tatQs are £2 per
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head·; of Canada, £3; of Great Britain,
£6 lOs.; and the exports of Victoria for
the year 1864 were within Is. of £23 per
'head. Now, I want to know what we have
to· be afraid of? There is here a power
of producing· articles for export nearly four
times as great as that of Great Britain.
It shows that our condition is considerably
better, and it shows, what we all know to
be the fact, that wages are far higher here
-that the condition of the laboring classes
is far better. I don't pretend to say that
the difference in the amount of the exports
per head represents the whole of the dif:"
ference between the people of·the different
countries; but I say, that this mode of
comparison is a criterion which' has been
accepted even' by' protectionists; and I
could turn to the Age, and point to an
art,icle on Spain, in which the progress
of that country was dernonsteated by the
very test I have applied - by the fact
that the exports per head of the population
had increased greatly from year to year.
Some protectionis~s talk as if, so long as we
adhere to a free trade policy, we shall
never· be able to produce or manufacture
articles here to supply' our own wants.
Honorable members who wish to know
how unwarrantable that conclusion is,
should study the blue book recently issued
from Mr. Archer's office. That book gives
a long list of articles, the produce and manufacture of the colony, exported during
1864; and among them are many which
are included in this Tariff, on the ground
that they are industries which should be
fostered by an import duty. Candles, of
colonial manufacture, to the value of
'£13,000, were exported in 1864. I think
that is a fact with which the House ought
to' be acquainted. Of apparel and slops,
articles which have been referred to so
frequently during these discussions, and
which will be taxed so heavily under the
Tariff; we actually exported to the neighboring colonies, in 1864, nearly £~,OOO
worth. Among the other articles which
we exported in the same year were,
leather and leather ware, £53,000 ; machinery, £10,800; saddlery, £3,000; soap,
£8,000; tools and utensils, £10,778;
carriages and carriage materials, £5,000all of thE-m the produce of the colony.
From my own personal knowledge 1
believe these figures to be stridly correct.
Not long ago there was in the newspapers
an account of' two American coaches of
the very finest quality and best build,
being turned out by a Ballarat maker,
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with harness for sixteeen horses, and
sent down by railway and shi pped to
New Zealand; and this before there
was any protection at all. This trade has
gone on for yeat·s, and we owe it-if to
anything - to free trade; for, by ft'ee
trade, by the intercourse which existed
between the United States and this country,
we were able to seize the American pattern,
and avail ourselves of the experience of
that country without going through any
costly experience ourselves, and thus obtain
an article eminently fitted for a country
w here roads are bad, ~or w here there are no
roads at all. To show our gratitude we
proceed to make the article ourselves, and
afterwards to put a duty on the few other
articles which come from that country.
., What employment is there for the boys
of the colony," is a question raised in
almost every protectionist address. I regard wages as the only safe criterion of
employment, and I find that whereas men
here earn two or three times as much as
men in the old country, boys earn from
four to six times as much: and I cannot
help coming to the conclu'sion that if boys
are in such demand, and can exact such
wages here, employment for boys must be
good. But I wished to have some reliable
data, and it occurred to me that if I were
to investigate the facts collected by some
of the public schools, I might get at it. I
could not go to day schools, because, boys
attending those schools cannot be in any
employment. But then, as many honorable members know, there are institutions which are worked by large bands
of voluntary teachers on the Sunday; and these Sunday schools form part
of an organization which, I venture to say,
is as perfect and effective in its way as
any organization in the world. There is
a head association in London, under the
name of the Sunday School Union, which
devises plans and schemes, and sends them
all over the world. One of the plans of
this association is to have a regular record
in which the name of every boy, with his
age, parentage, and occupation, if any, are
entered. It occurred to me that this was
the exact thing I wanted., I determined
to take not a wealthy district, but a district inhabited by the artizan and laboring
class. I went to Oxford Street Schools,
East Collingwood, where above 500 children are taught by voluntary teachers to
their very great credit every Sunday. I
found, on examining the books, that of the
whole nnmber of children, only 66 were
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above twelve years of age. I take that
age because I apprehend honorable members will agree with me that children of a
more tender age than twelve should not
be engaged in daily employment. Of the
66, I found that 22 attended day schools.
This I regard as satisfactory, because it
shows that the parents not only appreciate the advantages of education, but can
afford to lose the value of their children's
labor, and bear the expense of educating
them. There was an entry of one boy by
himself, who neither went to a day school,
nor was in regular employment j he was
returned by his teachers as an idle and
mischievous boy. Of the remaining 43,
all were in regular remunerative employment. I confess I was astonished at the
result.
Mr. COPE.-It has been denied fifty
times over.
Mr. LANGTON.-Denied, but not disproved. The honorable member is in as
good if not a better position than any
other honorable member to bring forward
facts to upset my statement, if I am wrong.
But I was not content with that one
experiment. I procured the statistics of
a large school in North Melbourne, where
nearly six hundred children are being
educated. I found that there the number
of children above the age of twelve was
forty-nine. Of those, fourteen were at
day school, and the others were beneficially
and remuneratively employed.
Some
honorable members may say" Oh, all that
the boys who are employed do is to run
on errands." But seeing that many men
who have risen to eminence commenced
their career in London as errand boys, I
do not regret to find the youth of this
country engaged in a similarly honorable
occupation. However, the record to which
I have referred gives the occupations of
the boys; and among the occupations are
those of printers, engravers, hatters, agricultural implement makers, carpenters,
plumbers, gasfitters, wheelwrights, blacksmiths, booksellers, gardeners, soap and
candle makers, brass founders, woodcarters,
If this does not
and photographers.
explode the fallacy of " what is to he done
with our boys ?" I don't know what will.
I will not trouble the House with many
more remarks. I don't think honorable
members can complain that I have wandered from the subject, or that I have not
endeavoured to substantiate my conclusions by facts of which they themselves
can judge. But it is said" The object of the
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Opposition is to give the country a dose of
protection, and so to disgust the country."
Now what is a dose of protection?
Not very long ago (in 1860), on ihe
motion of the member for Collingwood (Dr.
Embling), a select committee of this House
"as appointe~ to inquire into the Tariff
with a view to its revision; and I appeal
to the progress report of this committee,
in order to ascertain what is wanted
by the artizans of' this country. Is the
amount imposed under the Tariff-the rate
for instance of 10 per cent. ad valoremthe amount which the artizans think
necessary to encourage their trade? The
first witness called before the Tariff Committee of 1860 was Mi'. ·William Williams,
a gentleman whom I had the honor of
opposing and defeating at the recent election for East Melbourne. Mr. Williams
stated that he was a coach maker, and had
been about ten years in the colony. He
was. asked what amount of duty he required, and he said he thought 24 per
cent. would do. (An honorable member" The same as in America.") The next
gentleman, Mr. Peter Sherwin, also in
th~ coachmaking business, stated that he
would place a duty on English importations of 20 per cent. Mr. W ouldham,
another gentleman in the coach trade,
stated that on an American buggy, which
can be brought into the colony for £60,
there ought to be a duty of £25-which
would be no less than 42 per cent. A
gentleman engaged in the saddlery trade
was of opinion that there ought to be a
duty on saddlery of 25 to 30 per cent. if
imported from Great Britain; but as for
those Americans, they ought not to be
allowed to bring their articles here at
a less duty than 60 per cent. Now, when
honorable members talk of a select few
articles paying a duty of 15 per cent., I
think they would do well to inform themselves as to what those who are most
clamorous for protection really expect.
But what possible ground can honorable
gentlemen have for insisting that the
Opposit,ion wish to give a dose of protec:"
tion? I don't want any dose of protect.ion at all, because I consider the protective system essentially unjust; and
I cannot help thinking that unless it is
in the power of the Government to disprove the allegations I have madeespecially to disprove the correctness of that
calculation about the burden of the taxation falling so heavily upon the poor man,
and so lightly upon .the rich-and unless
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they can put forward some better reasons
in favor of the Tariff, the Tariff will ·seal
the fate of their administration. The
Attorney-General, in the course of his
speech at Brighton, said he saw in operation in this country a law the effect of
which was to make the rich richer and the
poor poorer. I have not yet seen on the
statute book a law that could possibly have
that operation; and I am now urging upon
. this House, with the utmost power I can
command, not to pass the Tariff, because
it will be the first law passed in the colony
calculated to have that distressing and unjust effect; and because,as I have said,it will
tax the man with £2 or £3 per weck at
the rate of 10 per cent., and a man
with £500 a year at' a little over the
rate of one per cent. The Tariff thus
comes within the category objected to
by the honorable and learned gentleman.
It will exempt the rich fl'om their share of
taxation, and it will increase the burdens
of the poor. Another reason which I may
urge in justification of this long speech is,
that we are still a part of the British
dominions. There is no one feature of
my lot for which I am more thankful than
that of being a subject of Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria; and there
is nothing that I should dread more than
the severance of our connexion with Great
Britain. If that connexion were endangered the greatest possible injury would
be inflicted on this community. What do
we see at home? Mr. Goldwin Smith, an
eminent professor, and an authority on
colonial affairs, argues that the colonies
ought to be severed from Great Britain so
far as any payments from the Home
Government are concerned, and on the
ground that every attempt on the part of
the colonies to shut out the produce and
manufactures of our brothers and sisters
in the old country furnishes a reason why
the mother country should not continue
to defend those distant dependenci"es. I
say that to attempt to injure our brothers
and sisters in the old country, to whatever
extent we can, will recoil upon onrselve'l,
It is utterly impossible for the trade of
this country to be interfered with without
the people here being the greatest sufferers. It may suit speakers outside the
House, who have to conciliate and pander
to the prejudices of those who don't want
to hear anything unpalatable, to tell those
who listen to them. that merchants thrive
only at the expense of' the communitythat the importation of articles from Great
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Britain into this country is disastrous to
us, and that therefore they propose to
check it. I venture to say that the inconvenience and cost of interfering with that
trade will be comparatively slight to the
people of the old country, but will be
something consiuerabl~ to ourselves, I
say, therefore, that when it is proposed to
act as' if commerce were a nuisance, we
shall be simply adopting the policy of the
patriotic Irishmen who, during the great
rebellion, wishing to do the greatest possible injury to the proprietors of a certain bank, collected all .the notes of that
bank that they could lay hands on, and
made them into a bonfire. I ask the
House to pause before committing itself to
a course like this. I have submitted statements which would warrant anyone in
pausing before endorsing a policy which,
when tried in many old countries, has been
found wanting, and which has then been
abandoned.
When I ask the House to
consider this measure carefully, and then
to reject it, I make the request in the
name, not of the merchants of Melbourne,
but of those who will be taxed ten times
as much-in the name of the great bulk of
the,lnboring popUlation of the countryin the name of aU those who depend for
their livelihood upon the sweat of their
brow.
Dr. EMBLING observed that he felt
thoroughly the importance of the question
before the House, and that he was sensible
of the difficulty of speaking after the
lengthened and well delivered oration of
the honorable member for East Melbourne.
The views of that honorable member were
clearly and forcibly put; still he (Dr.
Embling) could not help being impressed
with the conviction that the honorable
member was endeavoring to force upon the
House opinions which were disadvantageous to the colony at large-that in fact,
he was arguing thoroughly as a partizan.
He admitted that it was a great privilege
for this country to be a dependency of the
British Crown, and he would forfeit almost
everything he possessed rather tha.n imperil
that connexion. At the same time, it was
his belief that the Queen desired that her
colonial subjects should govern themselves
in the manner that best conduced to their
own interests. The honorable member for
East Melbourne was at a loss to know
why the miners should be relfeved from
the gold export duty, and he endeavored
to show that the farmers ought to have
greater relief. But the honorable member
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forgot that the farmers, after paying £1 year 1840, a most careful revision of the
per acre, acquired freeholds, whereas the fiscal system of Great Eritain was made
miners had no interest in the land after by a committee of the House of Commons.
working it for the common weal. The That commit,tee found that of the 1,600
honorable member also wanted to. know articles in the Tariff, 17 produced upwards
what there was :n the history of the colony of £21,000,000, or 94! per cent. of the
to justify an alteration in the tariff. Now entire customs revenue; and they recomwhen he (Dr. Embling) saw a small, mended that some 750 items, which
influential, and wealthy class benefiting brought in"" about £270,000 per annum,
considerably by the importation of foreign should be expunged from the list. The
goods, the question occurred to him Impel·ial Legislature adopted the recomwhether it was possible to take from these mendation, not because it was in favor
wealthy importers some of thei)' profits, of a f)'ee trade policy,' but because
and put them into the pockets of the these items were a great hindrance to
)Vorking people, who could produce those commel=ce, and operated most vexatiously.
goods in the colony. He had studied In 1846, the number of items included in
history for a lengthened period, and he the Imperial Tariff was further reduced.
had not been able to find a single country As many as 430 items, which produced
which had risen to eminence without the . £320,000 per annum, were st.ruck off;
assistance of protection-without the Gov- and this proceeding was the result of a.
ernment properly caring for the people, common sense policy-it was no inclinaand showing that the welfare of the people tion towards free trade. But although the
was their fil'st and paramount consider- duties on 1,200 articles·were repealed, the
ation. The position which the protec- returns from the customs increased rather
tionists took up was this-" Here is a . than· diminished.' Then the corn laws
country quite as good as the old country, were abolisiled,' as it was said, to secure a
perhaps better; here are a people quite as cheap loaf for the poor Jilan; but it was to
capable, with quite the same aptitude for be feared that in cheapening the loaf for
manufactures as the people there; and we, the poor man the poor man himself was
the protectionist party, cannot for the life cheapened.· It reminded him of the comof us understand why we should send plaint of the Irishman that bread was
sixteen thousand miles across the water twice as dear in London as in Ireland, and
for goods which we are able to produce his explanation that he could not remain
here at our own doors." ~ome eighteen in heland because be had not the money
months ago the honorable member for East to buy bread at all. About the ~ame time
Melbourne went to a cel'tain school, and the duty on cotton, which yielded about
scrutinised most carefully the condition of £680,000 per year, was repealed, not for
that school with the view of securing an the sake of free trade, but to encourage
illustration in support of his free trade manufactures. The wool duties were
arguments. The honorable member im- abolfshed for the same reason. In fact,.so
parted to a pu blic meeting the same far from free trade being pursued by Mr.
information which he had now laid before Gladstone, protectionists in Victoria w~re
the House. The correctness of that in- absolute followers of Mr. Gladstone. The
formation was denied at the time, but lest policy of Mr. Gladstone and the policy of
the school should be injured, the denial the Victorian protectionists was to help
was published only in the local newspaper. forward ·the poor man. The last speaker
So far from the fact being' as the honorable had stated that, in 1825, Mr. Huskisson
member had represented, only otle youth took steps to secure the repeal' of the
was in actual steady employment; all the duties on silk manufactures, and that, in
rest being employed but occasionally. consequence, the silk manufacture in EngNow they were told that protection, land had, ever since, been in a most proshaving served its purpose, had been perous condition. The assertion now made
abandoned by the old country. He denied was made by the same gentleman eighteen
that. The old country, having striven for months ago; and yet in a speech deliv.ered
generations under one particular system of in the House of Commons, not long Slllce,
protection, had abandoned that purticular Mr. Newdegate thus spoke of the result of
form of protection and had adopted Mr. Huskisson's policy with regard to the
another, quite as effectual for the develop- silk duties : ment of its own interests, as it was detri" One of the main objections he had taken to
mental to all countries outside. In the the commercial treaty with France was, that,
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under it, the Emperor of the Fl'en~h was treated Mr. Cobden, at the same time (April,
as the representative of all Il?ankl~d, and. when '186-1:), made this remarkable observawe approached foreign c0.untrlcs, with. a view to
tion : enter into great commercIal undertakmgs. Eng" He did not ask to have the question of free
land was not the mistress of the universe. It
followed inevitably, from the conditions ot' the trade discussed in that House; indeed, there
would be more harm than good done by discusstreaty, that England must come second into the
negotiations. The energies of the Govl'rnment ing it in reference to our own int~rests; but it
would bc another thing to show foreign Governought to be directed to liberate England from
ments what was for their interests."
that position. The claims of England upon
Spain and other countries ought not to .res~ on If the statements made by the honorable
the reductions of duty whJCh France mIght be mem bel' for East Melbourne were correct,
inclined to make or refuse, but upon the comGreat Britain ought to be a perfect
mercial facilities and boons which the English
Arcadia; and yet, after twenty-six: years
nation had grbnted to these nations. Under the
of free trade, the policy adopted under
treaty, there were stipulations against t~e im·
po: tation of Engl.ish-ma~e goods: He dl~ not Cobden, Great Britain contained nearly a
wish to say anythmg agalOs~ the Imp~rtatIOn of . million and quarter of absolute paupers,
English-made goods. He dId not WIsh to li'ay
who cost something like £25,000,000 per
anything painful to the honorable me:1lher for
Rochdale as he believed he did the best he could annum; and about 3,000,000 per~ons who
under th~ circumstances; but the ruin which
were living next door to pauperIsm, who
month to month brought on his (Mr. Newde- were in such a condition that the least
gate's) constituents was.painful to c.ontemplat.e.
The population dependlOg on th~ SIlk t!ade III shake would send them into the workhouse;
Warwickshire and more espeCIally hIS own and the mother country had been saved
plltce, was mu'ch decreased under the action of fl'om fearful convulsions on1y by the cirthe French treaty, and between 1,600 and 1,700 cumstance that she had been able, within
empty houses were to be found."
.

The honorable member for East Melbourne
had related an anecdote of' a laborer
appearing at a meeting at Gol~hanger, . in
England, with a banner bear10g the 10scription, "I be protected, and I b? starving." But this was simply a speCImen of
the tactics adopted by the agItators for
free tradA in order to induce the Imperial Le~isl~ture to adopt ~h~ir principles.
Great Hl'ltam had been almmg for years
to subjllaate the entire world. She had
offered her bribes right and left in all
directions in order to induce the whole
wOl'ld to. consent to her particular policy,
which was that. she should produce, and
all the world should recei ve. It was well
known that Great Britain, by means of
her enormous wealth, and the length of
time durinO' which she had experiellced
the benefit~ of a thoroughly protective
system, had now under her control a steam
power capabl~ of supplying goods to the
whole world to-morrow. On this subject
Mr •. W. Forster recently spoke in the
House of Commons as follows : "It was incumbent upon the Government to
relax no exertion in order to provide fresh
markets for our manufactures. The population
of Europe was 260.000,000. The total of Brit~sh
exports was a lit.tle above £50,000,000, of WhICh
France, with a popUlation of .37.0(~0,000, took
about £9 0110,000, while AustrIa, with a population of' 35,000,000, took only £735,000, and
Russia, with a population of 74,000,000, t(~ok
only £2,000,000. Here were th~se c0"!lntl'les"
ciVIlised, and interested in extendmg theIr trade
with England, and every effort ou~ht to ~e ma~e
to induce them to make alteratIOns III theIr
tariffs, which would admit of such extension."

the last twenty-five or thirty years to
drive from her shores nearly 6,000,000
people. If free trade was so benefic~al,
this st.ate of things ought not to eXIst.
The safety of the people was the duty of
the State, and for the reason that the
people were the wealth of t.he State. And
the millions who left England went not to
free trade countries, but to countries where
there was rigid protection-to America,
where poplllation was not a curse, but
where popUlation was always welcome
-the more that came the more welcome
they were. The honorable member for
East Melbourne had stated, that there
were 200,000 paupers in New York.
But who constituted these paupers?
-not Americans, but people from the
poorhouses of. C:reat Britain.. Again,
while Great Bl'ltam abounded WIth workhouses, and every kind of institution for
the relief of the distressed, there was
nothing of the kind in America. They
were told that America was blessed with
large territory aud a good climate; ?ut
he did not know a single advantage wInch
America possessed over Great Britain.
Great Britain had rivers, steam power,
good soil, fertile climate,. and a .great ~nd
glorious people. AmerIca haa nothmg
more. But America had not the result of
ages upon her. Great Britain. ha.d that,
and with all the advantages whIch It gave,
America was able to keep up with her in
t.he race, and it was now neck and neck
between them as to which should guide
the markets of the world. 'rhe honor-
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able member for East Melbourne had
quoted very extensively, in oruer to show
how prosperous and happy was the working man in the mother country. He (Dr.
Embling) wished he could furnish confirmatory evidence. But he held in his
hand the seventh report of the Medical
Officer to the Privy Council, which gave
a statement as to the condition of the poor
people at home most heart-rending and
distressing. The report said : "To the insufficient quantity and miserable
quality of the house accommodation generally
had by our agricultural laborers, almost every
page of Dr. Hunter's report bears testimony.
And gradually for many years past,the state of
the laborer in these respects has been deterior.sting-house room being now greatly more
difficult for him to find, and, when found, greatly
less suitabJe to his needs than perhaps for centuries has been the case. Especially within the
last twenty or thirty years, the evil has been in
very rapid increase, and the household circumstances of the laborers are now in the highest
degree deplorable. Except so far as they whom
his labor enriches see fit to treat him with a
kind of pitiful indulgence, he is quite peculiarly
helpless in the matter. Whether he shall find
houseroom on the land which he contributes to
till, whether the house room which lIe gets shall
be human or swinish, whether he shall have the
little space of garden that so vastly lessens the
pressure of his poverty-all this depends on the
use which otlolers may see fit to make of their
right to do as they will with their own.
"Agricultural labour, instead of implying a
safe and permanent independence for the hard
working laborer and his family, implies for the
most part only a longer or shorter circuit to
eventual pauperism-a pauperism which, during
the whole circuit, is so near that any illness or
temporary failure of occupation necessitates immediate recourse to parochial relief."

If the honorable mem bel' for East Melbourne had extended his researches to that
volume he could not have come to the
House, and repeated what he said eighteen
months ago, that whereas 7s. lId. used t6
be the wages of the agricultural laborer in
England, now it was 11 s. ·ld. If that was
not sufficient, perhaps the honorable member would read another statement-a statement relating to a model peasant-one
John Cross; which ought to convince the
free trade party that there was a poverty
at home which must not be permitted to
come here. John Cross was employed on
a farm in the county of Dorset. He had
served one master for nearly a quarter of
a century. He had a sick wife and seven
children, and his income was 8s. per week.
He had to pay Is. per week for rent;
another ] s. was devoted to clothing; and
the remaining 6s. per week went to sustain
nine human beings. Sometimes Cross
made 6d. or 1s. per week extra by
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harvesting or hedging, and yet the ungrateful man murmured and was unhappy.
One inclement day, when his wife and
children were perishing with cold, the
wretched man stole a hurdle for firewood.
He was taken before the l'>en9h of magistrates, who, instead of disinissing the case
and giving the man' another hurdle with
which he might comfort his family, considered the case most criminal, and, acting
in the spirit of impartial British justice,
sent him to gaol for fourteen days, with
hard labor. Here then was a man with
twenty-five years unblemished character,
with eight persons depending upon him,
sent to gaol for stealing a sixpenny hurdle.
While in gaol Cross had better food than
he ever had before in his life, his family
were provided for, and when he came out
of gaol better circumstances awaited him.
This statement perfectly upset all the fallacies which free trade advocates might
seek to thrust down their throats. Great
Britain was able to send her manufactures
and goods abroad, but the least check and
hindrance on her commerce placed her in
a painful position. She was walking over
a volcano, and, with the least eruption,
she would be broken up immediately.
(Laughter.) He quite expected that statement to be laughed at by certain honorable
members; but those honorable gentlemen
laughed because they had not studied the
question. They did not understand how
dependent Great Britain was-how necessary it was for her interests that there
should be peace. It might be peace without honor, but it must be peace. Instead
of Great Britain being in the van of
nations, she had become-as Mr. Cobden
declared some years ago-a third-rate
power in the world. And this was the
model country to which free traders would
have them look. Great Britain progressed
under protection; she stood still under
free trade. The whole of her free trade
policy had been to encourage great manufactories-to sacrifice everything to the
cotton lords of the empire. In 1812
America was forced into a system of protection, and from that time she had been
steadily a protective country. She had
recently been engaged in a fearful war,
and had incurred a debt of £750,000,000,
and yet now, owing to her fiscal policy,
she was able to settle peaceably to
. her oars, and to fight her way back
to prosperity, by paying off her national debt. Great Britain paid off only
£2,000,000 or £3,000,000 of her national
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debt every year, but America talked of
paying off her debt in 30 years, and those
who knew her hest declared that she would
do it. Now, what was the position of Victoria after an experience of some 13 01' 1-1
years. There had ,been an expOl·t of gold to
. the value of £ 150,000,000 or £ 160,000,000.
But, supposing the gold resources of the
colony failed to-morrow, the result would
be a perfect collapse. He contended that
every advantage should be taken of the
artizan and manufacturing skill to be
found in the colony. There was nothing
which could not be produced here. The
honorable member for East Melbourne
talked of "Our brothers aud sisters" in
the mother country. But," Our brothers
and sisters" could well afford to take care
of themselves. Moreover, the Divine
law was not "Do unto your neighbour
better than unto yourself;" but "Do unt.o
your neighbour as you would be done
unto." Great Britain wanted Victoria to
send raw material, and to take only British
manufactures. Gold, wool, and hides to
the value of many millions were exported
annually from this country, a large part of
which might be kept to be worked up
here. It was rather too bad in the 19th
century to seek to build up an old country,
like Great Britain, at the expense of a
new country, like Victoria. It appeared
that the colony was travelling. fast
in the direction of the old country.
They heard of industrial schools at
Princes Bridge, Sunbury, and Geelong,
and of blockships in the Bay; and he
would ask honorable members whether
they were not being continually pestered
at their doors and in the streets by women
and children, who ought to be following
some useful employment instead of seeking
alms. When these things stared them in
the face, they should be prepared to inquire the reason why. The reason was,
he believed, that their policy was not for
themselves. They were living from hand
to mouth, and if the least accident came
they would be in a deplorable condition.
He was aware that some of the witnesses
examined before the Tariff Committee of
1860 gave rather strong evidence; but he
believed the same gentlemen had since
declared that a far lower duty than that
which they then advocated would be amply
sufficient for them. This being so, he
wanted to know why a single article that
could be manufactured in the colony
should be imported. If he walked through
the streets he was pestered with herds

o
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of boys, who were able and active
enough for useful employment, and whose
most honorable occupation was that of
selling the Argus, or delivering bills for
the vendors of strange medicines He
hoped soon to see a more thoroughly
protective system established; not such a
dose-for that seemed to be the popular
term-as would nauseate the people, but
such protection as would check large importations, and would encourage our own
people to work up within our own territory those articles which we ourselves
required. He supported the Tariff, but
at an eady day he would be prepared to
bring in something more protective in its
character.
Mr. GILLIES said that it was not his
intention to discuss the Tariff. He desired, however, to reply to the reference
made by the Attorney-General the other
evening to his (Mr. Gillies) having made
no statement of his views with regard to
the propriety of including the repeal of
the gold export duty in the present Bill.
His opinion on the subject was pretty
generally known. He had always contended that the charge was a duty, and
not a rent or a royalty, aLd he still held
that opinion. He still believed that there
was nothing inconsistent in including the
duty in a Customs Bill; but he could
not conceive how a Government, the leading members of which held directly contrary opinions, could pursue such a line
of policy. Even up to last session the
Minister of Justice contended in the most
clear and emphatic manner, as he had contended for years past, that the duty was
a rent or royalty, and not a tax. The Chief
Secretary also had entertained the same
views. The Minister of Lands shook his head,
but a reference to Hansard would show
that when Mr. McLellan's motion for the
abolition of the duty was before the
House, and when Mr. Stephen moved,
as an amendment, that the duty be
abolished whenever the exigencies of the
State permit, the Chief Secretary, who
was then a member of the Nicholson
administration, voted against that most
reasonable of reasonable propositions on
the ground that the charge was a royalty,
and was therefore a fair charge to make.
It was shown the other evening that the
Treasurer himself had entertained similar
views. By not acknowledging that they
had changed their opinions these gentlemen were likely to involve themselves in
a very serious difficulty. The Legislative
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Council last session gave as one of their
reasons for 1aying aside the Tariff and Appropriation Bill the fact that the measure
dealt with the gold, export duty, and to
sbow tbat they had not changed their
mind this session they laid down distinctly
and clearly in their amendment to the
address that they would not pass any
Tariff in which that duty was treated,
inasmuch as, the duty being a royalty, they
had as much to say in the matter as the
Legislative Assembly. The Counc] might
be right or wrong-he believed that they
were wrong-but it did not become
M'inisters, according to whose views the
Council must be right; to hazard the
r~jection of the Tariff in thi~ manner.
The Minister of Justice must admit the
right of the Counril to interfere; the '
Chief Secretary must, and the 'rreasurer
must also, according to his former opinions.
Mr. VERDO N -No. I said that the
duty was a rent for the use of' Crown
lands.
•
Mr. GILLIES maintained that if, accordinl1 to the views of the Minister of
Justice, the charge was a rent' or royalty,
the Legislative Council had as much right
to interfere as the A~sembly had. .It
almost seemed as if the Government
~desired that there should be some quarrel
,between the Council and themselves. He
helieved that th'e Tar~ff would ,pass the
Council if it were sent up without the
,gold duty, ~and that the repeal of the gold'
duty would be as!;lented to also if it were.
sent up in a separate Bill; while, by
uniting the two, both would be lost. The.
Government would scarcely convince the
countrv that they were anxious about the
Tariff if they retained in the Bill the one
thing above aU others which the Legislative Goun(·il o'bjected to.
,
Mr. VERDON rose 'With reference to
the allusion to a speech of his, in which he
described the gold duty as a rent. He'
frankly confessed that, at that time, he
had not read the original report of the
Commission.
Mr. GILLIES.-It has been read a
hundred times in this House.
Mr. VERDON said that the honorable
member might have read it a hundred
times, but he (Mr. Verdon) had not read
it once. The honorable member, in speaking of the Minister of Justice, who was
absent, had dealt most unfairly with his
argument. The honorable member deliberately ignored that part of his address in which the Minister of Justice
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contended that, though the charge might
be a rent, yet that it came within the
terms of the 56th section of' the Constitution Act, defining measures which must
originate in the Assembly, and which the
Council had no right to alter.
Mr. BUNNY trusted that the Treasurer, who said that, in deference to the
wishes of that side of the House, he had
remoyed the offensive portion of the pream ble, would also consent, in the same
spirit of concession which appeared at last
to be making way on the Treasury
benches, to a slight alteration which
would render the Bill still more agreeable to the Opposition and to the Counci1.
The alteration was in the sixth line, and
he would propose it in Committee. The
Treas\lrer affirmed that the preamble still
asserted. the privileges of the Assembly.
Into that question he would not enter, as
he apprehended that the privileges of the
House must be looked for in the Constitution Act. If they were not in that Act
they did not exist, and if they were in it,
then they were "powers" and not privi1eges, and the Assembly could not be
deprived of such powers, whether they
were ~sserted in a preamble or not.
Wit~out going into the merits of the
Tariff, he deemed it necessary to show
'."hy the, gold duty could not fairly be incorporated with it. ,The preamble of the
Act of the Imperial Parlia~ent conceding
to Victoria its constitution contained a
passage about which there could be no
mistake. It declared expressly that the
"entire management an,d control of the
waste lands belonging to the Crown in
the said (,olony of Victoria, and the proceeds thereof, induding all royalties,
mines, and minerals, shall be vested in
the Legislature of the said colony." Now,
whatever they might call the charge in
question, whether a rent or a royalty, it
was something arising from gold mines,
the management of which had been
handed oyer-not to the Assembly-bup
to the ~egislature, consisting of two
Houses. In the Constitution Act itself
there was an express declaration vesting
the management of the consolidated revenue in the Legislature. By mixing up
with the Tariff a return arising from the
mines of the colony, the Government
were unfairly endeav'oring to deprive the
one branch of the Legislature of' the
opportunity of discussing a question
which it had as much right to deal with
as the other branch. The income of the
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Crowll was divided into two classesthe extraordinarv revenue and the ordi'nary revenue. 'the former included this
very item of mines, which in this case had
been handed over to the colonial Legislature by a contract specifically stated in
the 47th section of' the Constitution
Act:-
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rary one, whereas the charges upon tho
revenue remained permanent still. It
might be, therefore, that in 1869 they
would have a Governor, judges, and other
officers with nominal salaries, but with no
funds to pay them with. Besides, the
necessity of a new Act might be made
the means of coercing the Council to
adopt a line of policy distasteful to it.
" The said several sums mentioned in the first,
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, and, He urged, therefore, that the 0 peration of
eighth parts of the said schedule ]) shall be
the Bill should not be restricted to any
accepted and taken by Her Majesty, her heirs
given period.
'and snccessors, by way of ci viI list instead of
Mr. l\icCANN called the attention of
all territorial, casual, and other revenues of the
those honorable members who accepted
Crown (including all royalties) fi'om whatever
source arising within Victoria, and to the disthe Tariff as an instalment of a system of
posalof which the Crown may be entitled either
protection to the necessity of further
absolutely or conditionally or otherwise."
limiting the operation of the measure.
He denied that the duty could be con- The protectionist members desired-or at
'sidered a tax upon labor. .All that the least they ought to deRire- that the Tariff
State asked was that, as an equivalent for should be improved upon within twelve
bandmg over the whole of the gold in the months, and he therefore invited these
land to the miner, a certain slight and gentlemen to assist him in committee in
unimportant portion should be given back shortening the duration of the Bill from
for the benefit of the country. Nor could three years to one year.
the duty be included in the same category
l\'J r. KERFERD expressed his surprise
as a land tax. That was a compulsory that no member of the Ministry had risen
payment, but -in this case were the people to answer the objections urged against the
obliged to take the gold? Again, it was Bin. It was stated that in all probability
said that miners on private lands ha.d to the Council would accept the Tariff were
pay twice, namely" a royalty to the the gold export duty taken out of the
owner and this tax in addition. But what Bill, and yet no reason was given why
difference was there between private and this, the usual course, was -not followed in
public ownership? If the payment were the present instance, Whenever the gold
a royalty to the owner, how could it be a duty WfiS dealt with, from 1855 to 1862, a
tax to the Crown? If a private, owner separate Bill was brought in confined
said, "You shall not mine on my land exclusively to that matter. That being
unless you pay me a royalty," why could the case, and the Council having, accordnot the State say the same? Was it the ing 'to the Constitution Act, a co-ordinate
collection at the Custom House-the right to deal with the duty, some reasons
locus in quo-which made the difference? ought to be given by the Government
He asked the Government to pause before why they risked the passing of a measure
committiIlg themselves to another attempt which had involred the country in so
to deprive the second chamber of its much turmoil. As far as he was condeliberative rights.
The Minister of cerned, although a free trader, he would
Justice had urged that the Upper House bow to the majority of the House; for,
had as much right to take a part in all though he much regretted that the
questions of public policy as the Assembly, issue of free trade as against protection
and surely the question of the gold duty had not been fairly submitted to the
was of as much importance as that of pay- country, .yet he recognised the fact that
ment of members He could see no rea- a majority had been returned in favor of
son why those of their number who the rrariff-a Tariff which, he must say,
returned members to the Legislative had little to recommend it even from a
Council should be deprived 'of the advan- protectionist point of view. The Governtage of a second discussion of this import- ment, however, did not seem to be anxious
ant matter of public business. Another to pass the Tariff into law. They had
point was the duration of' the measure. abandoned the tack, they had abandoned
According to the last clause, the Bill was the 14th clause, and they had abandoned
to continue in force until 1869 and no the rreamble-but they insisted upon the
longer. N ow, this changed the present retention of the gold export duty, simply
permanent customs revenue to a tempo- 'with the intention, it would appear, of
o 2
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securing the rejection of the measure.
What was the position of the Ministry?
Why, they had no policy and no measures,
but they relied simply upon the disunion
of the two Houses. Their supporters said
openly, "Let the Tariff pass and you will
soon see how long the McCulloch
Ministry will remain in power." Honorable gentlemen on t~e other side
appeared to think that the sole object of
Opposition members was to vote the
Government out of office. N ow, though
his experience was that Opposition members received very little consideration at
the hands of the l\Iinistry of the day, yet
he denied the assertion. He opposec1. the
Government because he oppose~ their
proceedings. As to the Tariff, he did
hope that it would leave the House in a
form which would not interfere with the
pri vileges of the Council. He did not
see why the finances of the country
should be kept in a state of confusion,
and why all legislation should be stopped
because of a Tariff, which, after all, was
not protective but merely obstructive.
Mr. IRELAND said he had not been
present during the discussion, but he availed
himself of the first opportunity of entering his protest against the second reading
of the Bill. Whether that protest would
have any effect was comparatively insignificant compared with the sense of duty
which led him to make it. The financial
question having been discussed by the
honorable member for East Melbourne in
a speech of great ability and considerable
research, he would not dwell upon it.
But while entering his protest against the
adoption of a protective Tariff he did say
this, that the fact of this country being a
new country in no degree modified the
principles of trade and commerce. Those
principles were immutable and of universal application. He desired to call
the attention of the House to a despatch
to the Governor of New Brunswick with
reference to the adoption of bounties,
which despatch was given in The Oolonial
Policy of Lord John Russell. The statement was:"It thus clearly appeared that the question as
to whether bounties should be allowed was (as
we had from the very first regarded it) one of
very great importance. It would hase been
necessary to withdraw, not only the instructions to the Lieutenant-Governor of that province with respect to the grant of bounties, but
the more general instructions contained in Lord
Derby's circular of 1843, on the subject of differential duties. The question, in short, was
nothing else than whether the Imperial Govern-
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ment (using the word government in its widest
sense) should abandon the authority it had
always exercised of regulating the commercial
poliq of the whole empire, and should permit
every separate colony to legislate without restriction on commercial subjects. We came to
the conclusion that this change ought not to
be acquiesced in; that, for the reasons I have
stated, the power of determining the general
commercial policy of the empire ought to be
retained by Parliament, and that it was the
duty of the responsible servants of the Crown to
advise such an exercise of the royal authority
as should be necessary to prevent the policy
which Parliament had deliberately adopted from
being counteracted by the measures of the local
legislatures."

These being the views of Lord John
Russell, and the noble lord, as the head of
the 1m perial Administration, being in a
position to carry out these views, it
became a matter of speculation how far
any measure of a protective character
would meet with his approval. If it
was true that the I mperial Government would not allow a diversity of
commercial policy in the colonies, there
appeared little chance of the present
atempt at a fiscal change being successful.
However, that was a subject he was not
inclined to enter upon, especially as it
appeared doubtful what the Tariff really
was. The Attorney-General, the Chief
Secretary, and the Minister of .Justice
were avowed free traders, the first
named having declared that when the
Government ceased to be a free trade
ministry he would withdraw from it. In
the opinion of those gentlemen the Tariff
could not involve a protective policy, but
then, looking at the declarations made by
the Treasurer, and notably by the Minister
of Trade and Customs, that it was protective, he felt greatly embarrassed in
arriving at a conclusion on the point. It
must be consolatory to gentlemell who,
like the honorable member for South
Grant (Mr. McCann), regarded the Tariff
as an instalment of protection, to find
that Ministers themselves differed as to
its character, and that not 'lDe of them
ventured to rise in his place and defend
it either on free trade or protective
grounds.
Ministers had observed a
reticence which was extremely convenient
for catching the votes of free traders and
protectionists alike, but in his opinion
they were bound to come forward and
declare in what light they themselves
regarded the Tariff. If the House were
then content to accept it, it would be very
far from his desire to interrupt the harmony of the proceedings. But surely
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after a dissolution of Parliament, after an
appeal to the country, it was but fair. that
the Government should dec1are what the
Tariff really was.
Mr. GRANT.-It speaks for itself.
M.r. IRELAND said that that very
observation had been reiterated over and
over again throughout the country, but
gentlemen who propounded a fiscal policy
ought also to christen it. As it was, they
threw down the bantling, and some called
it protection, and some free trade. But
was this the straightforward course-was
it consistent with propriety ? Was not
the country being befooled? And after
all, what had been gained by the dissolution? In the preamble to the Hill of last
session the House claimed to itself the
exclusive right of granting supplies. The
recital ran thus : "Most Gracious Sovereign: Whereas we,
Your Majesty's most· dutiful and loyal suhjects,
the members of the Legislative Assembly of
Victoria in Parliament assembled, towards raising the necessary supplies to defray Your
Majesty's public expenses and making an addition to the public revenue, have freely and
voluntarily resolved to give and grant to Your
Majesty, &c."

Well, here a broad constitutional principle
was laid down, and honorable members
stated that the country had endorsed it,
yet the present preamble was considerably
modified. It ran"Most gracious Sovereig:J.: Whereas we,
Your Majesty's most dutifut and loyal subjects,
&c., did freely and voluntarily resolve that a
supply be granted to Your Majesty."

And what did this recital amount to?
Why, to a total abandonment of the position first taken up. It said now, not that
the Assembly had granted supplies, but
that the Assembly had resolved that they
should be granted, a fact which nobody
denied. Ministers had at last entrenched
themselves within the limits of the Constitution Act, and he sincerely congratulated them on their return to legal paths.
Having twice bearded the Legislative
Council, they shrank from doing so again.
Ministers claimed an identity of meaning
between the two preambles; but in that
case what reason was there for the alteration of the 'Phraseology? There was none,
save that Ministers found their position
untenable, and therefore they abandoned
it. What became of the assertion, then,
that these gentlemen were sent back to
pursue their former line of policy? Why,
at the very outset they had given up what
they said was· their fundamental principle,
that the" Commons of Victoria" granted
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the supplies. Nothing could be more
absurd than that principle. There was
no analogy between the two Hanses
here and the House of Lords ap.d
the House of Commons, and there
could not be any. There was much
more analogy between the Legislative
Council and the Senate of America and
the State Senates generally, and nearly all
those bodies had the right to alter the
tariffs submitted to them. Nothing could
be more absurd and indefensible than the
claim which was set up last session, and
he was heartily glad that the bold front
presented by the Legislative Council had
had the salutary effect of causing the
abandonment of such an untenable proposition. The utility of a second chamber
was never more clearly demonstrl!lted.
On the former occasion, also, Ministers
endeavoured to stultify the Upper Chamber by 'tacking a measure of supply on to
the annual Appropriation Bn!. This,
also, was now abandoned. But was this
pursuing that former policy which Ministers said they were pledged to carry out?
Why not persist in the tack if they believed in it? Why, because they were
thoroughly beaten. Then, again, when
the Bill was sent to the Council a second
time, it contained a clause of a most
stringent character to prevent the merchants who had asserted their legal rights
obtaining the relief they were entitled
to. That clause, also, was not to be
insisted on now, but in its place one
of the mildest character was introduced.
He desired to know, then, how these
gentlemen were fulfilling the trust reposed
in them in this instance also? It was said
that in no instanc'e during the enforcement of the resolutions of the House of
Commons were actions ever brought
against the Government. But in what
instance had the British Government Qver
persisted in levying duties with a knowledge that they could not succeed in
passing their measure-nay, more, after
its rejection? It was smd that the
Government of which he and Captain
Mac Mahon were members levied duties
for a period of six months before
obtaining the sanction of an Act of the
Legislature. No doubt in the initiation
of responsible Government considerable
looseness did prevail in those matters, but
one of the principles that Ministry
adopted was, that no moneys should be
expended without the sanction of both
Houses of the Legislature. In the instance
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referred to the Bill was not read a third
time, but the preliminary sanction was
taken to be the absolute concurrence of
the two Houses, though he admitted that
it was not a legal one. The distinguishi~g
feature of the two cases was, that in the
one the Government had the sure foreknowledge of the consent of the two
Houses, while in the other the Government knew that their measure would not
be accepted; and yet, despite that, they
went on levying duties for eight or nine
months, and persisted in doing so eyen
after the measure was rejected. What
analogy was there between the two cases?
In this instance, also, he had to congratulate the Government on coming back to
their senses. He would like to know from
them whether, in the event of this Tariff
meeting with a l:limilar fate to the last
Tariff, they were prepared to pursue the
same course as they did before, alid levy
duties without legal authority? If they
did not intend to do so, they really could
not have been sent back to pursue the
same line as they did in the late Parliament. The system of setting aside the
Constitution Act and the Audit Act for
tbe purpose of expending money and for
maintaining the civil service had been
departed from; so that he reJtlly could
not see how the Government could
say that they had been sent back to do
exactly as they had done before. They
had departed from so many illegal practices that there was really comparatively
little to object to in the course which
they now proposed, except the finaucial
aspect of the question. There "~;:ts, however, one matter to which he must make
s:pe.cial allusion-namely, the clause proVIdmg for the reduction of the gold export
duty. Having tacked an Appropriation
and Supply Bill together, and having retrac~d their steps, he would appeal to the
Government whether it was worth their
while to make this attempt to introduce
a quasi tack. What was the use of a
second Chamber unless it was to deliberate upon sach measures as the reduction of the gold export duty? It was a
monstrous thing that the Government or
the Assembly should claim the right to
avail themselves of a clause in the Constitution Act, which gave the House
some analogy to the House of Commons,
for the purpose of tacking on a matter to
a Bill of Supply which was not within
the scope of that clause. The Ministry
in effect said to the Upper House, "You
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must either stop the machinery of Government, or swallow everything sent up
to you." What was the use of a second
Chamber if it was merely to register the
, edicts of the other House? If honorable
members wished to abolish the second
Chamber they ought to do it in a proper
and straightforward manner, but not
attempt to stultify it. To say to the
Council, " You must take this, or stop the
whole ma.chinery of Government,'" was,
in his opinion, a ~'iolatioll of the objects
of the Constitution Act, and amounted to
an attempt to set aside the second Chamber altogether. A discussion had been
raised as to whether the gold export duty
was a tax. It had been contended on
behalf of the Ministry that it was a taxand therefore fell within the meaning of
the 56th section of the Constitution Act,
which said that all Bills for the imposition
of any tax should originate in the Assembly, and might be rejected, but riot altered,
bv the Council. On the other hand, he
s~bmitted that it was not a tax, but in
the nature of a royalty, and that both
Houses had a right to' deal with any Bill
relating to it, under the 54th section of
the Constitution Act, which said" Subject to the provisions herein contained it
shall be lawful for the Legislature of Victoria
to make laws for regulatillg the sale, letting,
and occupation of the waste lands of the Crown
within the said colony, and of all mines and
minerals therein."

In discussing the question as to whether"
the gold duty was a tax or a royalty, he
could not do better t4an quote the
opi.nion of the Minister of Justice, who,
in a debate which took place in that House
in the year 1861, upon the reduction of
the gold duty, observed" There was no occasion for him to take up
the time of the House by going into any minute
description of the various proclamations; suffice
it to say, it was consented to reduce it at last,
and it was recognised on all hands as being in
the nature of a rent, or royalty, claimable by the
State from those persons engaged in goM
digging."

In "another part of the same speech he
said : " By a tax he apprehended was meant a sum
paid to a ta.x-gatherer, f,)r which no immediate
consideration was received."

Again, the
marked:-

honorable gentleman re-

"No matter whether it was called a duty "or
a. tax, its essence and character were that it was
a rent or royalty, plLyable in a fashion 1I0t only
the most conveni~llt but the most tender and
merciful to the payers in which it could possibly
be l e v i e d . " ·
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IIi every passage in the same speech the,
:Minister of Justice enunciated the same
views as, he (Mr. Ireland) entertained.
If this opinion was correct, w hat was the
object of incorporating the clause reducing
the gold export duty with the, Tariff Bill ?
If the Gov.ernment desired that ,the duty
should be reuuced or abolished, why not
seek to effect their object by 'it separate
Bill ? The first Tariff Bill'was reje'cted
because it was a tack, the second because
it contained a retrospective 'clause, which
was uuquestionably unjust; and in a
resolution passed by the Council they'
distinctly referred to the fact that the'
gold duty was also i~cluded in the Bill,
and that' they; objected to it on that
ground, 'as being unconstitutional. How,
therefore, could the Governmen.t charge
the Council with obstructing legislation?
If they !fesired to send up the Tariff, let
them seLd it up as a separate measure.
If the House would have a protective
Tariff, he would support any proposition
for making it complete. He was opposed
to it on frincipIe; but, as the representative of an agricultural constituency, he
wanted to know why manufacturers &,nd
mecha.nics should have protection and~he
farmers be excluded from it? Why not
give an instalment of protection to the
farmer? He was not, there to stultify
himself by saying :that he supported from
conviction a t~ing which was wholly false
in principle; but if there was .to be
protection at all he 'wo",ld rather' see a
measure which would extend protection to
all instead of only to particular classes.
What was sauce for the goose was sauce
for the gander; what was good for'the
miner 'Yas good for the farmer. Why
not, therefore, take out the' gold export
clause, and make the Bill a thoroughly
protectionist measure? (Mr. McCann"I wish we could.") Would the honorable member for South Grant suppor.t a
proposition to protect grain? (Mr.
:McCann-~' Yes. ',' ) Perhaps the honor~
able member would 'propose it;' and, if so,
he would vote for it. He believed that
nations, like individuals, must pass through
various diseases. .J ust as' children must
have the measle!;!,' small-pox, and other
diseases incidental to childhuod, so young
countries could not profit .from the experience of older ones, but must' go
through the same gradations and' the same
ordeals.' If they were tQhave protection,
therefore the soop.er the better, and the
sooner would they get rid of ~uch non ~
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sense. As to the gold export duty,
however, he could only repent, that if that
clause ~'ras retained, 'it would be a perfect
farce to send the Bill up to the Council.
The Council had given notice that it, would
be rejected, and what, therefore, was the
,use of making the experiment? What
was the use of bringing the two branches
of the Legislature into collision? There
was' one matter most relevant to the
discussions about which the House had
hitherto been kept in the dark, namely,
'the nature of the despatches which the
, Governor had recently received from the
1m perial Government.
The Ministry
talked about snapping their fingers at the
Imperial Government-paying respect to
the behests of the Colonial ~ecretary as
soon as they knew he was properly
posted with information; ,but surely
they forgot the nature of the constitution
'under which t4eylived, When the constitution was conceued, the British Parliament delegated certain powers to the
Colonial Parliament, authorising it, within
certain limits, to legislate for this country
as a portion of' the British Empire. What
analogy was there between the constitution under which this colony existed and
a constitution like that of the House of
Commons, which exercised its powers independent of any other body? In the
Constitution Act the Governor was described "as being the person for the time
being administering the government of
the country," that was to say, that there
was a certain contract made with the
colonists-they had had handed over to
them the public lands, the minerals, the
right of l~vying taxes and imposing cus;.
toms duties, &c" in return for which they
granted the supplies for carrying on Her
Majesty's Government. The Parliament
of the colony was placed under certain
limitations, and, being the inferior power,
it must submit to the superiur power from
which it derived its authority. 1'he f'unc':'
tions oJ the Governor were recognised in
, the Constitution Act as if they were law.
Some' gentlemen talked about snapping
their fingers at the Imperial Government.
He would just remind them that the
Secretary of State could, at any moment,
as Lord John Russell did in the case of
Canada, bringduwn resolutions to the
House of Commons to suspena the constitution of the colony, and the Government and Parliament would be dispensed
with, and 'a force sent out, who would
take pOBs.essio~ of the Board of Land and
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Works and send the Minister of Lands
to the lock-up.
(Mr. Grant-" Let
them do it.") He would be very sorry
to see his honorable friend going
to the lock-up. He warned honorable
member:s, however, to look to their
constitutiQn, and legislate within the
limits of it, lest it should be taken from
them in one night, as the constitution
of Canada was taken away, on resolutions
submitted to the House of Commons by
Lord John Russell. That brought the
people of Canada to their senses, and
perhaps a similar course might have a
salutary effect upon this colony. The
Queen's Government must be carried OIl,
and how was it to be carried on? The
Opposition had been taunted with the
question, "What will you do if the present Ministry go out of office?" But it
did not lie in the mouths of honorable
members to say that they would place
the country in such a position, that the
Constitution Act could not be carried
out. That was tantamount to saying:
" We have been burglars, and you must
be the sam,e." There was a power,
however, which would tell the colony:
"The Queen's Government must be
carried on, and 'a plague on both your
Houses.'" He trusted thap the colony
would not come to that position, but he
was afraid that the illegal courses which
had been pursued would have a very
detrimental effect upon it in the eyes of
the English people, and be a serious
injury to popular institutions?
He
wanted to know why the despatch which
had recently been sent to His Excellency
by the imperial authorities had not been
produced? Why should Parliament vote
addresses to the Queen's representative
and pass a Tariff in utter ignorance of the
precise points upon which the conduct of
His Excellency had been condemned ?
They were legislating in the dark-they
did not know what they were doing.
There might be a despatch stating that
the course which the Government were
pursuing would not be tolerated, or that
the measure of 1865 would not be sanctioned by the British Government. The
honorable member for West Melbourne
(Captain Mac Mahon) had asked for the
despatch, and the Attorney-General
replied tliat he would not gratify his
curiosity. What did the House think of
describing this as a mere act of curiosity?
It was treating the House like a baby
instead of a legislative body. Why was
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not the despatch fairly and honestly laid
on the table? There was another despatch, in reference to a Customs Bill,
which was suppressed.
(Mr. Higinbotham-" No.") At all events he had
never seen the despatch, and he would
ask the honorable gentleman whether he
ever presented it ?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-It was laid
on the table in the last session of Parliament.
Mr. IRELA.ND remarked that it was
not ]?roduced, at all events, until alter it
had appeared in the public newspapers.
Was this the manner in which Parliament
was to be treated by a liberal Government? Where was the present despatch?
Why was it not produced? After the
course pursued by the Government in the
last session, was it decent, was it respectful
to the people or their representatires, that
the House should go on legislating and
passing congratulatory addresses to the
Governor in reference to conduct which
had been commented upon by the Imperial authorities in terms of which the
House was ignorant? They had heard,
Upctp. the statement of a member of the
Go~rnment, that His Excellency had
been severely reprimanded; but the despatches were kept back, and Parliament
was asked to legislate upDn measures
which had been treated in England in away that they were not acquainted with.
Why was the despatch not laid upon the
table? (An honorable member-" Move
for it.") It ought not to be necessary to
move for it. Why keep it back? If
this was a free country, and the members
on the Ministerial benches were in favor
of free institutions, why should they refuse
to produce it? Was there any sense in
their legislating in the absence of this despatch, and passing congratulatory addresses
to an individual who was under censure,
and whose recall was imminent? (Laughter) If that was not so, it was due to
His Excellency that the evidence of the
past should be laid before the House.
Mr. McCULLOCH submitted that the
honorable member was out of order in discussing despatches which were not before
the House, and dragging in the name of
the Governor upon the second reading of
a Bill. The honorable member had travelled altogether away from the question.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member has certainly taken a very wide lati..
tude. It is not necessary to refer to His
Ex.cellency.
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Mr. IRELAND said that he considered
the reference perfectly relevant, and the
Chief Secretary felt that it was, or he
would not have raised any objection. The
House was discussing the Tariff Bill, and
he maintained that they were discussing
it in the dark, because they did not know
but that the Governor might have received
instructions to disallow the Bill if it contained certain clauses which were now
contained in it.
Mr. GRANT rose to order. It was
admitted, he said, to be improper to introduce the name of the Sovereign or the
Sovereign's representative into a debate,
with the view of influencing the votes of
members. He asked the Speaker's ruling
on the point?
The SPEAKER.-The rule of Parliament is, that the name of the Sovereign
shall not be used with the view of influencing debates; and the rule here as to
the Governor's name is, that it shall only
be mentioned in a respectful manner. I
don't think the Governor's name stands
precisely in the same light as the Sovereign's name.
Mr. IRELAND observed that he had
not spoken with any disrespect towards
His Excellency, but out of sympathy for
him. His Excellency's advisers ought to
have placed upon the table of the House
the evidence of the manner in which his
conduct had been appreciated in England.
The Governor was described as being the
person administering the government of
the colony, and was literally an agent to
carry out the contract between t~e two
countries, in so far as he represented the
Sovereign and no further. Far be it from
him (Mr. Ireland) to use His Excellency'S
name with the view of influencing members' votes. He did not believe· that it
would influence them, but he maintained
that this despatch ought to be placed on
the table "before the Tariff Bill was passed.
The House had a right to have free access
to State documents of this description.
Would the Government give the House
an opportunity of seeing whether the gold
export duty would be condemned, or
whether the financial policy embodied in
the Bill had been condemned, in accordance with the views laid down in the
colonial policy of Earl Russell? The
preamble in the forJIler Bill had gone
home, he presumed, and he should like to
know the views of the British Government
upon the- assertion of the right of the Legislative Assembly to grant supplies. He
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should like to know very much what the
opinion of the imperial authorities was as"
to the general policy of the Government.
He was not asking anything unreasonable
when he asked that this information should
be supplied. He would like to know what
had been gained by the dissolution of Parliament? Nothing. Thee Government had
not taken up a single position of any importance which they had not abandoned. The
objectionable features ofthe Tariff, however,
were-that it was of a mongrel character,
being neither free trade nor protection,
and that a clause was introduced in it to
compel the Council to acquiesce in the
views of the Assembly as to the reduction
of the gold export duty. The dissolution
and all the turmoil, and all the noise that
had been made during the election, had
been simply to replace the Ministry on
the Treasury benches, not to pursue the
course they had hitherto pursued, but to
retain their office, and to introduce a
mongrel Tariff, which they themselves had
variously described, and which they were
afraid to submit to the House on its
merits.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM would not have
addressed the House except for the
remarks which had fallen from the honorable member for Kilmore. He should
not, however, follow the honorable and
learned member in his comments upon
the financial aspect of the question. He
should desire, if he felt competent to do
so, to make some comments upon the very
able and interesting speech of the honorable member for East Melbourne, with
many points of which he entirely concurred; but he did not desire to enter into
a controversy upon the financial aspect of
the question with the honorable and
learned member who had last addressed
the House, and who had made an avowal
in the course of his speech-an avowal
humiliating not only to himself but to the
House of which he was a member-that
he, a professed free trader, was desirous,
as the country had pronounced in favor
of protection, not only to accept that
system, but to demand it in favor of his
constituents; and that he was prepared
to do so, not because his judgment had
been convinced by the results of the elections-because the honorable member
still regarded protection as a disease-but
because he, one of the physicians of the
diseases of this country, was willing not
only to withhold his aid from curing a
diseas~, but actually to lend his aid
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towards increasing the virulence of the
disease. With that honorable and learned
member he refused to discuss the question
of free trade or protection at all, because,
however reticent he might charge the
Government with having been at the
elections, he was not able ~to charge them
with ever having made so humiliating art
avowal as that they would be ,willing,
individually or collectively, to lend their
aid towards carrying out a fin~ncial
system in which they did not individually
believe. The honorable member chargt:')d
the Government with not having laid a
distinct policy before the country at the
last general election, and refusing to come
forward even at that hour aud avow whether
the Tariff was a protective or a free
tmde Tariff. He would tell the honorable and learned member what he ought
to be aware of, that the Government, if
he (Mr Higinbotham) rightly understood
the effect of the elections, carne into Parliament not to discuss the Tariff, but to
pass it. As the honorable member was
not a member of the House in the last
session, he would inform him that the
subject was fully discussed during that
session, and that the members of the House
formed opinions for themselves respecting
the character of the Tariff. Some members of both Houses, and some members of
the Government, were of opinion that it
was not inconsistent with the principles of
free trade (and that was one of the
questions which he would like to have the
opportunity of arguing out fully with the
honorable member for East Melbourne),
but other members were of opinion that it
did contain the germs of a protective
policy. As soon, however, as that House
passed the Tariff, and as soon as it was
laid aside and afterwards rejected in
another place, all the members of the
Assembly, excepting a small minority,
were agreed on this-that wbetherthe Tariff
was protective or free trade, whether it
contained within it a vicious system .of
financial policy or a wise one, the interests'
and rights of that House were bound up
in that Tariff, and that if an appeal were
made to the country at all-if the members
of the Assembly were put to the trouble
and expense, and the indignity, under
the circumstances, of having to go to
the country, they would go .for the
purpose of carrying this Tariff into
law. They were now in the House
for that purpose, and they were not there
to discuss the character'of the Tariff. He
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therefore felt relieved altogether from the
necessity of discussing the financial aspect
of the question. It might be very couvenient to some members to di~cuss tht,l
subject, but it was not, he was sure,. very
convenIent or agreeable to thos~ who
were members of the last Parliament, ap.d
who were almost weari~d with the freq uent
discussion of this subject. (Mr. Ireland'
_I' I am not one of those.") He did
not dispute the honorable member's
right to speak, but he certainly did regret
that the honorable member should have
made the avowal he had made. Rather
than have made that avow ai, he thought
that the honorable member had hetter
, have refrained altogether from speaking
of the financial character of the Tariff'.
The honorable member had proceeded to
charge the Government with having abandoned its position in the late Parliament
in respect to the combination of supply
and appropriation and the insertion of a
retrospective -Clause in the Bill, and also
because of the insertion of the present
altered form of preamble. He (Mr. Higinbotham) thought it was not necessary
to go into the question of the combination
of supply and appropriation. The right
of combining the two measures was
claimed by that House, and, although the
Bill which contained that combination
of subjects did not pass into la~, the
House had not abandoned their right to
combine them at any future time in one
Bill. It had been admitted: by the ablest
authorities that this was no' tack; and
although he admitted that, in so far as this
Oombination Bill was not passed into law;
that House sustained a defeat, he denied.
that the subsequent separation of these
two subjects involved any abandonment
of the right to cQmbine theIl). At present
they did not propose to join tb,em. If
'the honorable member who had last
addressed the Hou.se, and the honorable
member for the .Ovens, whose only re~
gret appeared to be that there was some
chance of the Tariff not becoming law~
if those two honorable members desired,
to see the Tariff pass, they ought· to coP,-.
gratulate the Goverpment and the House
upon the abandonment of features whi<W,
they' said would be an objection to th;e
passing of the Bill, rather than taunt·
them for having adopted that course.·
The honorable and learned member fOl'
Kilmore had said that the adoption of
this altered form of preamble was an
abaudonmellt of the right which the'
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A.ssembly claimed. How did he make The House not only resolved to grant it,
that out? As he (Mr. Higinbotham) but did grant it. ~ubsequently a resoluread the preamble, it was merely a more tion was adopted declaring that "towarlls
enlarged and formal statement of their raising the supply granted to Her
right, asserted in such a manner as to Majesty" certain duties of customs
make it plain to every intelligence what should be charged. He asked, therefore,
the forms of the House were, and what how the present preamble was a deparwere the rights of' the House according ture from the assertion of the rights of
as they found them in their Standing the House contained in ,the former preOrders, and as they hud been in the prac- amble? The final resolution adopted by
tice of acting upon them. The former the House was-" Resolved. that towards
preamble stated th~t the Legislative raising the supply granted to Her MaAssembly had "freely and voluntarily jesty," &c. It was not "resolved to be
res(\lved" to grant a supply to Her granted," but "granted." The House
Majesty, and to raise "certain duties actually did ~e thing which the honorhereinafter mentioned."
Tiley now able member contended, on behalf of
merely set out the dates in which those another chamber, that they had no conacts were done. He believed that one, stitutional power to do. That power,
alteration was a very necessary this said the honorable member, was shared
because it seemed to him that certain by another House; but the Assembly
members of the House were not clearly granted the supplies, and, strange to say,
aware what the forms of the House were; they did it under the authority of the
it might, therefore, be expected that hon- Constitution Act, which empowered each
orable members in another place were not House of Parliament to adopt standing
clearly informed of these things. Was orders, which, after they had been apthe honorable member for Kilmore aware proved of by the representative of the
that, as a matter of fact, the Legislative Crown, became the law of the House to
Assembly, from the time that the consti- which they applied. Under the power
tution came into operation, had been, at contained in the Constitution Act all the
the commencement of every session, in Standing Orders of the Assembly were
the habit of passing a resolution" that a passed, and it was in accordance with
supply be granted to Her Majesty?" these Standing Orders that every resolu(Mr. Ireland-" Quite so.") Was he tion was adopted in the form in which it
also aware that it had been the practice was adopted. It was a fact which might
subsequently to pass a resolution" that not be generally known to members in
towards raising the supply so granted," another place-because it was not known
certain duties should be raised. (Mr. to the honorable and learned member, who
Ireland-" Resolved to be granted.") . had been a long time a member of the
The honorable and learned member was House and a member uf different Goverllnot aware of the practice of the House, ments, and therefore honorable mem bers in
for the form of this resolution was not another place might be excused for being
"towards raising the supply so resolved ignorant of it-that the Assembly had
to be granted," but" towards raising the been in the practice, session after session,
supply granted" to Her Majesty, the not merely of resolving to grant supplies
following duties should be raised.
to Her Majesty, but of granting them.
Mr. IRELAND.-It is nonsense.
Th~ first resolution adopted by the House
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - If it was was to grant supplies to Her Majesty,
nonsense, it was nonsense to which the and by a subsequent resolution the House
honorable and learned member had been resolved that, towards raising the supplies
a party for several years as a member of so granted, certain duties should be levied.
Governments and as a member of the The subsequent resolution merely ampli~
House; for the form had been adopted fied and specified what the House had
ever since the Constitution Act came in actually done. If anyone disputed the
force.
The first resolution adopted right of the Hou~e to grant supplies, it
always was-" That a supply be granted was necessary not merely to dispute the
to Her Majesty." The next was, that right of the House, but the practice of
the House would, on a certain day, the House for the last ten years-a prac...
'resolve itself into Committee "to con- tice sanctioned by the Constitution Act
sider the supply granted" -not to consider and by the Standing Orders of the House,
the supply" resolved to be granted." framed under the authority of the Con-
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stitution Act. He thought that a fuller
and ampler statement of this right in the
preamble of the Bill might be justified, on
the ground that it was desirable that the
information should be made known; and
if, by giving the information in that form
to honorable members in another place,
questions as to the right of the Assembly
might be avoided, and honorable members
see that, if they disputed the existence of
the. right, they must come into collision
not only with the Assembly, but with the
practice of the House under the Constitution Act-if that end were obtained,
they would have effected a ~useful object
by altering the preamble. The honorable
and learned member had also objected to
the insertion of the gold duty in this Bill.
The honorable member for St. Kilda (Mr.
Bunny) had stated that if a clause for
the repeal of the gold duty were inserted
in the Bill, the House closed the mouths
of the members of the other Chamber,
and prevented them from exercising the
right, which the Oonstitution Act gave
them, of considering this question upon
its merits. The honorable member's observation, and the observations of other
members who agreed with him, amounted to
an admission that the effect of the consti..
tutionallaw was, that honorable members
in another place had not a right to
discuss certain duties which might be
put into this Bill; for, if the insertion
of the gold duty in this Bill had the
effect which he stated, then it implied
that with regard to other duties contained
in the Bill, honorable members had not a
cQIlstitutional right to discuss them on
their merits. (Mr. Bunny-" Only to
reject.") If that was not closing their
mouths, he did not know what was. The
honorable member said the gold duty was
a rent or royalty, and that therefore the
Legislative Council had a co-ordinate
power of dealing with it with the Legislative Assembly. He had also used the ad
hominem argument that there were members of the Government who had avowed
their belief that it was a rent or royalty.
He might tell the honorable member that
he eMr. Higinbotham) had also publicly
expressed that belief. The observation,
as far as it went, would therefore apply to
himself as well as to the J\iinister of J ustice. He was not, indeed, aware at the
time he expressed that opinion of the
report of the Mining Commission which
was read the other evening, though he did
not know that that would much affect his
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opmlOn. But even although it might be
admitted, as he was inclined still to believe, that this tax was of the nature of a
rent or royalty, he confessed that he was
wholly unable to perceIve why it might
not also be a duty of customs. The honorable member assumed that, because it
was a rent or royalty in its incidents or
character, therefore it could not be a duty
of customs and come within the 56th
clause of the Constitution Act, which the
honorable member agreed conferred special
and exclusive rights upon the Legislative
Assembly. Why should it not be both
a rent and a tax? Almost every tax
might be considered in various aspects.
Almost every duty of customs fell upon the
consumer rather than upon the producer.
Would the honourable member apply
the argument to an ordinary duty of
customs, and say that because a duty of
customs fell on the consumer, therefore it
was a personal tax and not a duty of
customs? Surely not. It might be in
its incidents or character a personal tax,
but in its mode of collection it was a duty
of customs and came within the 56th
clause of the Constitution Act. On
referring to that clause, it would be seen
that it included "any duty, rate, tax,
rent," &c., so that whatever power the
Legislative Assembly possessed over duties,
rates, and taxes, it possessed also over
rents. The honorable member had said that
there was a clause in the Constitution
Act which gave to the "Legislature of
Victoria" the power of dealing with the
waste lands of the Crown, including all
royalties, mines, and minerals. Perhaps
the honorable member was aware that
the same argument which he used for the
Legislative Council in respect of the gold
duty, had been asserted with respect to
all duties and rates, the argument being
founded on a similar clause, namely, the
1st clause of the Constitution Act. It
had been gravely argued, in a conference
which had taken place last session between
a committee of both Houses, that because
the 1st clause of the Constitution .Act
gave powers to .the Legislative Council
and As~embly to pass laws in and for
Victoria, "in all cases whatsoever," therefore the Legislative Council possessed a
co-ordinate right with. the Assembly to
deal with all money Bills upon their
merits. If the argument was good, that
because the Constitution .Act gave power
to the Legislature, meaning the two Houses,
to deal with any subject, the Legislative
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Council had a co-ordinate right with the
Assembly, it would apply not merely
to rents or royalties, but to all duties
whatever. But in point of fact there was
nothing inconsistent between the 56th
clause and the clause which enacted that
" in all cases whatsoever" laws should be
made in and for Victoria by and with the
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and the Legisla.tive Assembly, because
it could not be disputed, and had never
been denied, that until duties were imposed by Act of Parliament they would not
have the force of law. Both Houses had a
voice in authorising any repeal or imposition o~ taxes. It was necessary that the
consent of both Houses should be obtained, and the necessity of obtaining
that consent satisfied the first clause. But
it was a totally different thing whether
the other House had a constitutional
right, as distinguished from a legal right,
to reject a Bill passed by the Assembly in
reference to the rents, duties, and taxes referred to in the 56th clause. That clause
gave the Assembly the exclusive power,
constitutionally if not legally, to deal
with those matters. The fact that the
gold duty was properly included in this
Bill, even although it were a royalty, was,
he thought, conclusively shown by the
precedent quoted by his honorable colleague, the Treasurer, the other evening,
to which none of the honorable members
who had addressed themselves to this
subject had referred-he meant the Waste
Lands Act of Australia passed in 1846.
If words had any meaning, it was the
destination of a tax and not the nature of
it which determined the right of the
people to deal with it. Mr. May, speaking of Bills which might be rejected by
the Lords, said ;"mils have been brought from the Lords
without rejection affecting the property and
land revenues of the Crown, the proceeds of
which have not been directed by any statute to
be carried to the consolidated fund."

Mr. GILLIES.-That would apply to
the Land Act.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-No doubt it
would. And he would tell the honorable
member that when a question arose as to
whether the other Chamber had the power
to alter the rents mentioned in the Land
Bill of 1860, an opinion was given by one
of the law officers of the Crown at that
time that they had not the power to alter
them. The principal and primary reason
for that opinion was, not that the rents
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were not rents within the meaning of the
56th clause, but that that clause only
applied to Bills which contained both
appropriation and supply. He would refer
the honorable member to papers on the
table which showed that that opinion
was given by one of the law officers
of the Crown, in reply to a question by
the late Mr. Nicholson. In the last session
of Parliament the Assembly asserted their
right to control the charge for the miner's
right. They refused to consent to an increase of that duty, on the express ground
that it was an interference with the rights
of the House; and although the assertion
was protest.ed against, the claim was not
finally a.bandoned. May clearly pointed
out that the House of Commons refused to permit the House of Lords
to initiate or alter a Money Bill, in
all cases in which the proceeds to be
raised were directed to go into the public revenue, inasmuch as the Commons
claimed the exclusive control over the
finances, both as to the taxes to be
imposed and the application of them.
Wherever the rate or rent went into the
consolidated revenue, the Commons maintained that they had an exclusive right to
deal with it; whereas, in the case of the
Act relating to the wastelands of Australia,
where the rent or license fee went
into the consolidated revenue, not of England but of the colony, the House of
Commons allowed the House of Lords to
alter the measure, initiate it, or do what
they pleased with it.
This was an
authority which showed that it was the
destination and not the character of the
tax which determined the right of the
Legislative Assembly to deal with it exclusively or not. While, therefore, he wa~
of opinion that the gold duty partook of
the nature of a rent or royalty, he entirely
denied the conclusion of the honorable
member for St. Kilda, that that House had
not the same right over it as it had over
any ordinary duty of customs; first, because, though it might be a rent or royalty,
it might, also, be a duty of customs; and,
secondly, because it was the destination of
a tax, and not the character of it which
determined the right of the House to con.
trol it. He had heard, with very great
regret, the remarks which the honorable
member for Kilmore made at the con·
clusion of his speech. The honorable and
learned member spoke in a tone which
was hardly respectful to the Housecertainly not respectful to the constitution"
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under which they lived-of the probability would come.") The honorable member
or possibility of the interference by the had presumed to say that this despatch,
Secretary of State in the affairs of the and another despatch last session, had been
colony, which the honorable member knew suppressed. With reference to the Cusvery well would not probably be at- toms despatch, the honorable member had
tempted, and could not be successfully spoken in ignorance of the facts, and he
enfocced. The honorable and learned would have excused his ignorance if the
member spoke of Lord John Russell's honorable member had not used language
summary interference with the Govern- which an ignorant person ought not to
ment of Canada-wiping it out with a have em ployed. When that despatch was
stroke of the pen; but he did not tell the asked for, it was stated that it \vould be
House that at the time of that interference produced at a certain time, and it was
Canada did not enjoy representative ~nsti produced. The reason for its non-productutions. That was a very important dif- tion at the time it was asked fOl' was subference. (Mr. Ireland-" None.") We]], sequently stated, and the House was dishe hoped it would make a, difference. If ,tinctly asked to assent to a delay in its
it did not make a difference in the judg- -production. (Mr. Levey-" No.") He
ment and decision of the Secretary of said yes. When the honorable member
-State for the Colonies, it wculd be an for Mandurang moved for the produetion
additional illustration of the small amount -of the despatch, he (Mr. Higinbotham)
of wisdom by which the world was go- stated that there were reasons which
verned. He could not believe it would appeared sufficient to justify the Governbe possible for a Secretary of State to be ment in not producing the despatch, and
so umvise, so infatuated, as to act in such afterwards, when the despatch was proa manner at the instance of the small duced, he stated fully the reasons. When
party with which the honorable member the reasons for the non-production of the
now identified himself, after the colony despatch had passed away, the df'spatch
had enjoyed representative government was produced j and the honorable member,
for ten years. He could not believe that therefore, was not justified in saying that
the Secretary of State would, at the in- there had been a suppression of' the desstance of certain free trade supporters in patch. But the honorable member had
London, wipe away the constitution and not thought fit to comment or speculate
send out policemen to take the Ministry upon the means-with which, perhaps, he
into custody. The honorable member was better acquainted than the Governreally spoke as if he were in an assembly ment.were-by which that despatch was
where he was at liberty to discuss the improperly obtained and published. (An
most serious subjects in terms of -ridicule honorable member-" Surreptitiously.")
and mirth. It was perfectly absurd-the It was obtained by means of which
honorable member must permit him to he would not -speak. He thought,
tell him so-to put. forth such a view in a however, that the honorable and learned
deliberative assembly. The honorable member had dealt with this subject
member knew that it was absurd. (Mr. in a- tone not respectful to the House,
Ireland-" I do not.") 1'he honorable and not creditable to himself. It rr:ight
member went on to censure the Govern- be convenient for the honorable memment for not producing a certain despatch. ber, as the representative of a very
Now, why had not the honorable member small pl1.rty, to speak in terms of disremoved for that despatch? He was not spect of the great majority of the House;
aware that it was the duty of the Govern- but he begged to inform the honorable
ment to produce despatches or returns, or member that, while disposed to pay all
any documents, until Parliament thought respect to the minority, the majority were
fit to ask f)r them j and the honorable not to be cajoled by misrepresentation
and learned member, although Parliament nor intimidated by threats. The majohad been sitting for some time, had not rity were quite as impervious to the inasked for the production of these papers ducements held out by the honorable
-he hfld not even inquired whether the member as they were to his threats and
Government would De willing to assent affronts. He had seen it reported that
to a motion for their production. He did an off'er of protection was made to the
not tell the honorable member that he protectionist party, and that it was conwould get them, even if he adopted that veyed in such language as to appear to
course. (Mr. Ireland-" I knew that be an insult rather than an offer. Pains
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appeared to be taken by tbe gentleman
who made the offer to inform the protectionist party bow low he held them and
their opinions, and to endeavour to tell
them that he should try and make the coun;.
try disgusted with them and their opinions
,at the earliest possible opportunity. If
that honorable member, and the honorable
and learned member who adopted a similar tone, thought that line of policy would
succeed they were mistaken; but whether
mistaken or not, he (Mr. Higinbotham)
begged to tell them that this Parliament
had come together to pass the Tariff.
Mr. LEVEY proposed the adjourn.
ment of the debate.
,Mr. McCULLOCH hoped the House
would not agree to the proposition. There
was a distinct understanding that a full
discussion should be taken in Committee
of Ways and Means on the first items;
and on that understanding the honorable
and gallant member for West Melbourne
stated distinetly that no factious opposition :would be offered to' the passage of
the measure through its remaining stages.
There was .nothing to be gained by postponement except time, for some purpose
known only to the Opposition. The Government desired that the Bill should be
'sent 'to the other branch ~f the Le!lislature on Tuesday, and they would exert all
their powers, mental and physical, to
attain tha.t end.
Mr: SNODGRASS supported the proposition for adjournment on the ground.
that new matter was now before the
House.
Mr. SULLIVAN appealed to honorable members to have some little consideration for the country. The close of
the second month of the year was ap- ,
proaching, and it was important that'
public works and other business should be :
carried on without further delay; but it
was necessary, before anything could be
done, that the Tariff should be sent to the
other Chamber. Moreover, it was not to
,be supposed that a single vote would be
influenced by any arguments which might,
be brought forward another evening.
Mr. ASPINALL said he had never
heard or read of such a statement in any
deliberative assemhly as that put forward
,by the Attorney-General-that honorable
mem bel's were assembled there to pass,
not to discuss the Tariff. Such a state'ment was an outrage on the House. If
honorable members were there siruply to
pass-not to discuss-any minority would
>
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be helpless and powerless with such a
majority as that of which the Government
could boast. To state that they were not
to discuss but to pass, was simply to state
that the Government were stronger than
the Opposition.· But was it not an insult
to Government supporters themselves?
Was it not an outrage to them to be told
_ I e You
are not to discuss, you are to
vote ; we brought you here, and we can
beat the Opposition if you will be good
enongh to hold your tongues." What a
melancholy position. He admitted that
discussion was not likely to affect the
di vision; but he presumed that, being a
deliberative body, their deliberations, if
they did not affect the vote of the moment,
might have some influence on the future
policy of the country.
1\-lr. VERDON thought the sympathy
of the last speaker might be reserved
for the Opposition side of the House.
When the A ttorney-General talked of
terminating the debate, and passing the
Tariff rather than discussing It, his honorable and learned eolleague meant that
most of the. . honorable members supporting the Government were in the last
Par] iament, and that they discussed it
then. Moreover, it was not well that the
Upper House should be called upon to
adjourn from week to week merely to
receive the Tariff Bill. The salaries of
the civil servants for the month of February had not yet been paid, and they
could not be paid until the Tariff question
was settled. For these and other reasons
it was of the highest importance that the
debate should be brought to a termination
in as little tillJe as possible.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
the arrangement, to which he was a party,
in refei'ence to the debate on the Budget
was not intended to preclude discus~ion
on the second reading of the Supply Bill.
At the same time, he did not believe that
it was the desire of honorable members
sitting in opposition to prevent the Tariff
going to the Legislative Council on Tuesday; and for his own part, he should be
:happy to do anything he could to prevent
unnecessary delay.
After remarks from Mr. MCCANN, Mr.
GILLIES, Mr. MACGREGOR, and Mr. IUELA.ND, the motion for adjournment was
negatived without a division.
Mr. LEVEY observed that, after the
decided expression of opinion 'on the part
of' the House, he should reserve any remarks he had to make on the Bill until
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the third reading. With regard to the
taunt of the Attorney-General that honorable members did not move for the production of the despatches fl'om the Colonial
Office, he had only to say that if Ministers
did not. choose to bring down a despatch
it was quite idle to ask for it. In support
of this assertion he might mention the case
of the despatch with reference to the Customs Act, No. 207; on the 2nd of June,
1865. The House ordered the production of
that despatch, but it was not produced
until the 5th November following.
The House divided on the question that
the Bill be read a second time.
Ayes
39
Noes
16

23

Majority for the bill
AYES.

Mr.
"
"
,.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Balfour,
Bindon,
Burrowes,
Burtt,
Byrne,
Cope,
Cunningham,
Embling,
Farrell,
Francis,
Grant.
Harbison,
Heath,
Henty,
Higinbotham,
King,
Lalor,
Longmore,
Love,
Macgregor,
McCann,

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Blackwood,
Bunny,
Gillies,
Ireland,
Kerferd,
Langton,
Levey,
Levi,
MacBain.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McCaw,
McCulloch,
McKean,
Macpherson,
Pearson,
Plummer,
Reeves,
Richardson,
Riddell,
J. T. Smith,
F. L. Smyth,
Sullivan,
Tucker,
Verdon,
Wardrop.
Wilson.

Tellers.
Mr. Jones,
" Sands.
NOES.

"
"

Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. O'Grady,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
" Whiteman.
Tellers.
Mr. Moore,
" Orr.

The Bill was then read a second time
and committed.
On clause 4, which provides that the
value of goods in certain cases shall be
verified by the declaration of the impol'te:r:
or agent,
l\ir. LEVI moved the insertion of words
with the object of providing that t.he
declaration should be " to the best of the
belief" of the person making it.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said if the
amendment were carried, it would be impossible to prove falsity whenever it arose
in connexion with a declaration.
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Mr. KERFERD submitted that the
clause called upon persons to do what
they could not possibly do. How could
any merchant truthfully declare what was
the fair market value of his goods abroad
at the time of shipment.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied that
the section was taken from the South
Australian Act. He believed that it was
the form used wherever ad valorem duties
were in force.
Mr. LEVI complained that the 4th
and 6th clauses enabled the department
.to deal in the most peremptory manner
with the trade.
Mr. FRANCIS maintained that all
that was required vf the importer was to
declare that the invoice he produced was
a genuine invoice, and not a "Custom
House" invoice. It was. necessary that
the department should have power to protect the revenue from the numberless
evasions which were always attempted.
and the opportunities offered for which
formed the great evil of ad valorem duties.
Instances occurred last year, in which,
rather than have the matter inquired into,
the importer increased his first valuation
200 per cent.
!\lr. LEVEY suggested that the duties
should be levied on the value of the goods
in this market instead of on their value in
the home market.
Mr. McCULLOCH said such a plan
would be most inconvenient. In the
first place, every package would have to
be opened; and, in the second place, the
value of goods fluctuated here from day
to day.
Mr. LEVEY asked the Government
to consent to a discussion of amendments
on the following evening. No opportunity had been afforded for the consideration of the details of the measure, and
even the Minister of Customs might
receive useful hints from the mercantile
community.
Mr. McCULLOCH said there might
be some force in the honorable member's
request, were there any expect.ation of.
assistance from the mercantile community. The Government, however, had
almost entreated the merchants to aid
them with this Tariff, but, instead of
that, every obstacle had been thrown in
the way. Under these circumstances the
Government were fully justified in acting
upon their own experience, and upon the
information they had obtained.
Mr. COPE expressed his conviction
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that if the clause were amended as the a certain discretionary power was neceshonorable member for East lVlelbourne sary, inasmuch as all difficulties could
proposed, the frauds committed would not be met in a Bill. For example, an
be so great that the honest importer invoice might be genuine so far as it
would be driven out of the market. went, but he had known instances of
Half the goods imported would come in goods being imported in false bottoms.
under false representations. It was an
The clause was agreed to.
Mr. FRANCIS stated that clause 14
easy thing to manufacture an invoice,
and the consciences of many traders were was a new clause, and was inserted to
of the most elastic character.
check a practice of introducing saccharine
Mr. McKEAN stated his concurrence matter into spirits, so that the strength
with the honorable member Mr. Cope. could not be ascertained by Sykes's hydroHe had known duplicate forms of invoice meter. Spirits 60 per cent over proof
sent out to the consignees, and he had had been passed in this way as proof.
even heard of the original form being
On the 16th clause, limiting the duration
lithographed here for the purpose of of the Act to February 22, 1869,
" salting" the invoice itself.
Mr. McCANN proposed an amendMr. BYRNE asked what the real ob- ment that the Act should continue in
jection to the clause was? As a commer- force" for twelve months and no longer."
cial man of twenty years' standing he If protectionist members really did accept
could see no difficulty in the way of pre- the Tariff as an instalment, now was their
time to make it one, by putting the
senting a fair invoice.
Mr. LANGTON urged the Govern- Government in such a position that they
ment to consent to an adjournment. He would be compelled to come forward with
bad ]!lot even had time to read the Bill, a new measure in the next session of
and he had been supplied with four sheets Parliament. If the clause were passed
of notes of amendments required to facili- unaltered, if the protectionists did not
state distinctly that they took the Tariff
tate the working of the measure.
Mr. ORR only remembered one parallel for one year, and for one year only, they
to the present action of the Government, would be twitted hereafter with the much
and that was when the Common Schools used cry, "an understanding was arrived
Act was forced through the Committee at."
against a small but determined minority.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM trusted that the
Many members of the Ministry present amendment would not be accepted. There
then declared that they would never lend was nothing in the Bill to prevent the
themselves to such a proceeding again. House changing the Tariff at any time;
He protested against similar tactics being but the effect of the amendment would
be, that if another measure were not passed
now resorted to.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the into law by the end of the year the whole
Government had afforded honorable mem- system of collecting custom duties would
bers every opportunity of' expressing their come to an end.
Mr. McCANN saw no evil in the
views, and now that the measure had been
fully considered the Opposition ought to existence of the contingency alluded to.
The knowledge of the danger would comlearn to yield.
Afterfurther discussion, the amendment pel the Council, which was so much
was negatived and the clause was agreed interested in the payment of the civil
servants and other matters, to pass whatto.
On the 6th clause, providing for the ever Tariff was sent up to it. The proexamination of importers or agents on tectionists ought not to let such an
advantage slip from under their feet.
oath,
Captain MAC MAHON said that the
Captain MAC MAHON suggested that
the power given to the Collector of' Cus- grave objection taken by the Attorneytoms should be restricted to cases in General to the amendment showed that
which the genuine invoices were not sub- the duration of the Bill should be extended
mitted, and that the words "in all other until some other Act came into operation.
cases when he shall think/.!it," should be The Tariff was fixed for the precise term
the Attorney-General expected to remain
omitted.
Mr. Fl{ANCIS was sure that there in office, but why should the country be
was no danger of any arbitrary interfer- deprived of a revenue after that date?
Mr. MACGREGOR believed that the
ence on the part of the department, but
p
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Legislative Assembly had the power of
revising the system of taxation in force at
any time they thonght proper to do so.
Re could not agree with the amendment
of the honorable member for South GI'ant,
to limit the operation of the Bill to
twelve months. 'fhe industries which the
new Tariff was intended to encourage
would have no time to take root in that
period. He was willing that the duration of the Bill should be limited to two
years, but, rather than have any division
on the question, he was prepared to vote
for the proposition contained in the Bill.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM remarked that
he was of opinion that it was necessary
that all Customs Bills, in order that they
might be passed into law, should be made
temporary. He was not convinced by
the a,rguments used in a despatch from the
Colonial Secretary that it was in the
power of the Governor of the colony, by
law, to give the royal assent to any Customs Bill which was not temporary.
Although, as the honorable member for
South Grant observed, alterations in the
Bill did not necessarily interfere with the
integrity of the Tariff as adopted by the
Legislative Assembly last session; still the
duration of the Tariff was an element in
the consideration of the Tariff itself, and,
unless there was some good leason for an
alteration, the period mentioned in the Bill
last year ought to be adhered to.
Mr. REEVES asked if the Tariff Bill
of last session provided for the continuance
of the Tariff for one year or for three
years?
Mr. HI G INBOTHA.M.-Three years.
Mr. GILLIES directed attention to
the fact that special appropriations had
to be provided for to the amount of
nearly £ I ,250,000 a year, and that the
customs revenue, which was the largest
source of revenue, yielded £1,300,000
a year. If the existing Customs Acts,
by which the colony raised thi8 large
amount of revenue, were repealed, and
a temporary measure substituted in their
place, the value of special appropriations would be completely destroyed.
If the amendment of the honorable
mem ber for South Grant were adopted,
and the customs laws were to be interfered
with from year to year, the special appropriations would, in fact, be of no more
value than annual appropria60ns. This
would be a matter of serious consideration
to the Imperial Government, and also to
English capitalists.
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Mr. MACGREGOR pointed out that
revenue to the amount of £1,700,000 a
year was derived from other sources than
customs duties, which was upwards of
£400 more than was necessary to provide
for the special appropriations.
Mr. l\1cCAN N observed that if the
duration of the Act was fixed for three
years the present Parliament would expire
by efRuxion of time before the lapse of
that period. He maintained that the
present protectionist members of the
Assembly ought to keep the final settlement of the question in their own hands.
At the next election their party might
possibly Dot be in such a favourable position, because a variety of circumstancesthe constitutional question and the administration of the Land Act amongst
others-had assisted in giving the protectionists peculiar advantages and returning
a large number of the party to the House.
If they were true to their principles, they
ought not to allow this golden opportunity
to slip from them, but keep the final
settlement of the question of protection
in their own hands.
Mr. BYRNE, as a prote.ctionist, said he
would be glad to have a measure of protection passed at once, but he had pledged
himself to his constituents to vote for this
Tariff, and as three years was mentioned in
the Tariff Bill last session he would vote
for the clause as it stood.
Mr. WATKINS said that, though a
sincere protectionist, he did not desire to
throw any embarrassment in the way of
the Government passing the Tariff. He
believed that he would accomplish more in
the end by supporting the Government in
this measure, and that it would be imprudent for the protectionist party to throw
any obstacles in the way of passing the
Tariff.
Mr. SNODGRASS urged that the Attorney-General ought to weigh well the
remarks of the honorable member for Ballarat West.
The CHA.IRMAN then put the question, that the words "22nd February,
1869," proposed to be omitted, stand part
of the clause.
A division was called for, but after the
lapse of the usual time, it was found that
Mr. McCann was the only member who
intended to vote in the negative. As
there were no 'tellers, therefore, a division
could not take place.
The amendment was accordingly negatiyed.
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The clause was afterwards agreed to,
as were also the schedules and the pre-

amble.
The Bill was then reported _to the
House without amendment.
Mr. VEltDON said that, if honorable
members did not object, he would propose
that the Standing Orders be suspended,
in order that the Bill might be read a
third time at. once.
.
Mr. ORR objected.
The third reading was accordingly postponed.
The House adjourned at five minutes
past two o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
FriiJay, March 2, 1866.
Common School Management-Kettle t1. the Queen-Obscene
Importa.tions-Despatches from the Colonial Office-Industrial Schools-Newspaper postages-Supply Bill, Third
Reading.

The SPEAKEH took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
COMMON SCHOOL MANAGEMENT.
Mr. REEVES asked the Chief Secretarv if aid had been withheld from the
Wellington street (Collingwood) Common
School from the 14th of July last to the present time, although the necessary conditions for obtaining aid had been complied
with? The hono"rable member observed
that in May, 1865, a difference of opinion
arose between the chief teacher of the
school in question and the chairman of the
local committee. The dispute continued
for some time, and was ultimately referred
to the Board of Education. The board
sanctioned the proceedings of the ·chief
teacher in the first instance, but afterwards
altered their mind, and considered that he
should be dismiRsed. The chief teacher,
who was the lessee of the school-the
building being private property- continued the occupation, and a new committee having been appointed in due form,
the school had since been carried on, but
without receiving any of the aid to which it
was entitled from the Board of Educaiton.
Mr McCULLOCH, in reply, read the
following memorandum, which he had received from the Board. of Education, on
the subject : "Since the 14th July no teacher has been
employed in the school, in accordance with
.p
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the rules of the bOard. The local committee
gave notice of dismissal to the teacher, Mr.
John McLean, and after causing full inquiry to
be made, the board felt compelled, in the
interests of the school, to sanction his removal,
as it was evident that the committee and he
would not act ill harmony. At the same time,
the board distinctly informed the parties interested that Mr. McLean's removal was not to
be considered a bar to his employment in any
other sehool. It appears that Mr. McLean paid
re·1t for the building in which the school had
been carried on, and was, in fact, the legal
tenant of the property for a fixed term; and
after receiving intimation of his removal having
been sanctioned, he declined to surrender possession of the building to the committee, continued
to carryon the school, and endeavored to procure the appointment of a new committee to
displace the old one. In the meantime the
original committee appointed a. successor to Mr.
McLean, but being unable to oust that gentleman, or procure another building, they were
compelled to cancel the appointment. A
length y correspondence ensued, an.d the board
decided that the parties must settle their differences among themselves. Letters dated
respecti,yely the 19th and 21st February, from
Mr. McLean and Mr. Ross, 011 behalf of the
proposed new committee, have been referred to
the original committee for their remarks, and
on their being returned, the matLer will be again
considered by the board."

Ml'. REEVES remarked that the old
committee had long since ceased to exist.
Upwards of 200 childt'en attended the
school, more than half being the children
of paupers, and the parents had signed a
memorial in favor of Mr. McLean's retention.
Mr. McCANN inquired whether, in the
event of It teacher being able to make out
a case of gross injustice, the Chief Secretary had power to see the man righted;
or whether he had any influence at all in
the matter?
Mr. McCULLOCH said in any case of
hardship he had sufficient influence to
induce the Board of Education to reconsider the matter.
Dr. EMBLING.-But has the Chief
Secretary any power at all, or is the Board
all powerful?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The Board is all
powerful in a matter of this kind.
In reply to Mr. GILLIES,
Mr. McCULLOCH said it was the
intention of the Government to appoint
almost immediately a Royal Commission to
inquire into the working of the Common
Schools Act.

LAND CERTIFICATES.
KETTLE v. THE QUEEN.
Mr. McCANN· called attention to the
recent decision and expression of opinion
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of the Supreme Court in the case of Kettle
v. The Queen. According to the decision
of the Court, observed the honorable member, the Minister of Lands would have no
power to disallow selections of lands under
certificates. But the matter to which he
desired to direct special notice was the
expression of opinion on the part of the
judge that personal attendance on the part
of the certificate holders could not be insisted
upon. The regulations of the Board of
IJand and 'Yorks, however, required personal attendance. It was important that
certificate holders should know what course
to pursue in the matter, and particularly
as the time for making selections under
certificates wou ld expire in abou t three
weeks. If it were known in tIle meantime that land coulU. be taken up in
accordance with the opinion expressed by
the judge, land forming the refuse of areas
already pl'oclaimed -land worth not more
than £ 1 per acre-would no doubt be
selected, and the certificates would thus be
exhausted in a manner satisfactory to the
hoMers and the country, and useful to the
Lands department. Mr. McCann concluded by asking what effect the decision
and opinion would have on the future
working of the Land Act?
Mr. GRANT remarked that there was
no question before the court as to whether
the attendance should be personal or
not. That point was not raised. And,
as to the opinions of the learned judge,
while those opinions were entitled to great
deference, their value depended to a great
extent on the manner in which they
applied to the issues before the court. The
decision of Mr. ,1 ustice Molesworth was
simply that the Board of Land and Works
had no power to disallow selections made
by certificate holders. It would, pr~cti
cally, have no influence whatever on the
working of the Land Act, because the
time for making selections under certificates would expire on the 23rd Marcu.
Mr. McCANN asked what action would
be taken, supposing, in accordance with
the expressed opinion of the judge, application were made for leave to select nnder
a certificate by power of attorney?
Mr. GRANT said the regulation requiring personal attendance would be
enf(\rced.
IMPORTATION OF OBSCENE
PICTURES.
Mr. G. P. SMITH asked the Minister
of Customs whether there was any attempt
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at concealment in any of the packages containing obscene prints and jewellery, for
which certain importers were fined, and
whether any infOl'mation was afforded by
any of them as to the probable contents of
such packages prior to· their seizure?
Mr. FRANCIS said a memorandum,
signed by the Collector of Customs, stated
that there were attempts at concealment in
almost' every instance, and that no specifie
information was communicated to the
Department, either before or after the
seizures.
DESPA TCHES FROM THE COLONIAL OFFICE.
Mr. SNODGRASS moved" That an Address he presented to His Excel·
lency the Governor, praying that he will be
pleased to direct that copies of any despatches
addressed by His Excellency to the Secretary of
State for the Colonies, in reference to the Appropriation-cum- Tariff Bill, and subsequent embarrassments arising therefrom, together with the
replies to the same, be laid upon the table of this
House."

The honorable member said be had been
induced to bring forward this motion,
because the fact of despatches having
been received had been referred to publ~cly by members of the Ministry, and the
reference had naturally created an anxiety
in the public mind. In moving for the
despatches he was actuated by no factious
motive. On the contrary, he hoped that
the production of the despatches would
have the effect of removing a great deal
of the doubt which had existed with regard
to his Excellency's conduct.
Mr. MAcBAIN seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that, so
far as the Government were concerneu,
they had no objection to the production of
the despatches. Indeed, the general effect
of' the despatches was communicated by
the Government to the country at the
earliest possible opportunity. The despatches, however, were incomplete. They
were, in fact, replies, not to commnnications made by His Excellency, but to
non-official representations; and there ..
fore he questioned whether His Excellency
would consent to t.heir production, until
replies to his own official despatches had
been received.
The motion was agreed to.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That reserves for industrial schools sbould
be formed in the Western and Gippsland
districts."

The honorable member stated that the
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Chief Secretary had intimated that the
Government contemplated making reserves
for an industrial school near Meredith, and
a similar inst.itution near Beechworth; but
he considered that such establishments
would be needed in other parts of the
country, and that reserves should be made
accordingly before the best agricultural
lands passed from the State.
Mr. McLELLAN seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH said there was no
objection to the motion ; at the same time
he considered that there was no necessity
at present for reserving land for industrial
schools in the districts named, because no
children were brought from those districts
to the industrial schools already in existence. The case of Beechworth was quite
different. A great number of deserted
children came from that locality, and the
Government had given instructions for
the reservation of land there for an industrial school.
Mr. ORR urged that the reserve should
be made in a portion of the Ovens district
where there was good agricultural land,
which would. furnish employment for the
children; and not in the township of
lleechworth, which was the most barren
part of the whole district.
Mr. McCULLOCH . said in every case
the Government would endeavor to select
the site best adapted for the children, and
most suitable in other respects.
Mr. KERFERD remarked that there
was no land snitable for an indnstrial
school within some miles of Beechworth.
Mr. McLELLAN observed that,although
very few neglected children were brought
to Melbourne from the Western District)
yet there were plenty of snch children in
that part of the colony, as he experienced
during the recent general election. He
thought these institutions should be built
as near centres of population as possible, so
that the children might be within reach of
their friends, if they had any. At present
there was an objection to sending children
to industrial schools owing to the accounts
which had been published of those institutions. It might be that the institutions
did not deserve the censure they had
received, but it was time the Go\'ernment
took steps to see that the objects for which
they were established were carried out.
Mr. McCULLOCH suggested that the
question of the management of industrial
schools ough~ to be discussed, not on a
motion for reserves of land, but on a motion relating to the whole subject.
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Dr. EMBLING expressed his sorrow
that such a motion should be considered
necessary in so young a country. It was
a serious thing to have continued applications in connexion with industrial schools
without any proposition being submitted
as to the causes which had created the
need for these institutions. The appointment of a Committee of the House to
inquire into the subject would be a preferable course. He might add that he recently visited the institution at Prince's
BI'idge, ,and he felt .bound to express his
entire approbation of the whole arrangements.
Mr. SNODGRASS mentioned Tortoisehead, Western Port, as a desirable site
for an industrial school.
Mr. LEVEY observed that the best
employment for children received into
an industrial school was work on a farm.
He believed one of the greatest difficulties
which attended the management of the
Sunbury institution, was, that it was not
a very good site, and was not in the neighborhood of very good land.
The motion was then agreed to.
NEWSPAPER POSTAGES.
Mr. LEVEY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a Return of the amount of revenue received from the postage of newspapers by the
Victorian Post Office during the years 1863,
1864, and 1865; distinguishing that which is
recei ved for newspapers posted • inland' from
those posted' colonial' and' foreign'."

Mr. MAcBAIN seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
SUPPLY BILL.
Mr. VERDON moved the third reading
of this Bill.
Mr. ORR thought it necessary to place
prominently before honorable members the
position in which the measure now stood.
The Goyernment had resisted, and up to
a certain point successfully resisted, the
desire of honorable mem bel's in opposition for a further opportunity of discussing the Bill. He then told them
that, although he had no particular wish
to offer any remarks, he considered
their procp.edings highly objectionable.
He was glad to see that a sense of shame
had prevented the Government repeating
this session the reasons they assigned last
session for the introduction of the Bill.
When it was first brought forward two
reasons were given for the change: first,
that to prevent smuggling over the
borders 5t was necessary to equalise the
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Tariff of this colony wit.h those of New
South Wales and South Australia, and
secondly, that it was advisable to readjust
taxation so that the burden should fall
more upon the wealthy classes and less
upon the poor. Finding, however, that the
House would not swallow these two reasons, which indeed, had not an atom of
foundation, Ministers had found out a
third, not connected with the Tariff, but
arising from their own unconstitutional
proceedings. They saio now that it was
necessary to pass the Tariff in order to
assert the principle that the Legislative
Assembly possessed the exclusive control
of taxat.ion. On the occasion of the second
reading, certain assertions were made as
to the working of the Tariff, and these
assertions the Government had not attempted to reply to. Moreover, it was
shown that; the Tariff was unnecessary;
that so far from equalising taxation, it
increased the burdens of the poor; and
that so far from checking border smuggling, it increased the inducements to
continue that practice. The Minister
of Customs laughed. Well, perhaps
the honorable gentleman would grant
him (Mr. Orr) a little knowledge
of this particular subject. What was
it that the honorable gentleman proposed doing to prevent smuggling? '''hy
to equalise the duty on two articles and to
create a thousand hnd one other inequalities. All these points had been fully discussed, and the Government by their
silence had virtually conceded that they
were beate'n out of the field of' argument.
With this fact put prominently before the
House and before the country, the Opposition, which was in a numerical minority,
might be content to allow the Bill to pass.
Mr. LEVEY was somewhat surprised
that no protectionists members had deemed
it their duty to accept the challenge thrown
down by the honorable member for East
Melbourne, because if it went forth that
however ready they might be to mount
the stump outside, yet that they held their
peace in the House, their influence would
sustain a very severe shock. He regretted
the circumstance, because he thought that
there was a great deal to be ~aid on behalf
of protectio~. It was possible to show
that a wide distinction existed between
the case of a large manufact.uring country
anxious to cheapen raw material and anxious to cheapen food, and a t:niall and a
young country which did not aim at exporting manufactures, but merely at producing
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those articles which it was likely itself to
require. He was surprised, also, that the
Government had not done something more
than they had done to justify them in including the repeal of the gold export duty
in the Bill. No doubt there was a great
difference of opinion on the subject, uut
when an entirely novel mode of procedure
was adopted, when for ,the first time the
gold duty was dealt witl} in the financial
scheme for the year, it was the bounden
uuty of the Government to afford the
House some reasons for their action. The
position taken by the Government last
year, that the Astlembly alone had the
right of taxation was a perfectly logical
one, but Ministers had now abandoned the
~reater part of their extraordinary claim ..
They left the Council the masters of the
situation, and yet to prevent a })flrfect
accord they insisted on a second tack,
which was equally as objectionable as
the first. For his part he thought that
if Ministers made concessions at all they
should have made them in a frank and
cordial spirit. The position of the Assembly in any future strll~gle would have
heen far stronger had Ministers either
persevered in their course of last year 01'
altogether abandoned it Ministers might
enjoy the confidence of their supporters,
but they should not forget public opinion
out of doors. Honorable members were
the leaders of public opinion. And when
a Ministry told honorable members that it
came to act and not to deliberate, the days
of that Ministry were numbered.
Mr. COPE referred to the surprise
expressed by the honorable member for
Normanby, that no protectionist members
had answered the speech of Mr. Langton.
Did the honorable member suppose that
the protectionist members were as wasteful of time as himself? Protectionist
members had something else to do than to
reply to the arguments of the honorable
member for East Melbourne, arguments
which had been reiterated over and over
again, and which had been demolished over
and over again by the brickmakersofBrunswick, the miners of Ballarat, and the artizans of Melbourne. The honorable member
for East Melbourne' did not bring forth a
single new point. He had read the speech
in newspapers, he had heard it from the
platform, and he had seen in tracts. The
honorable member never grappled with
the subject; he never attempted to show
what was free trade with reference to
this country, and what was protection.
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Instead of that the honorable member
wandered over the face of the habitable
globe, and in particular entered into a long
dissertation to show that uncleI' existing
circumstances free trade was the btst
thing for England. Well, he agreed with
the honorable member on this point, for
were he to return to England he would
certainly be a free trader himself. Protection aimed here at the very same ends
which free trade aimed at in England.
The honorable member then wen t on to
America, but was very careful to avoid
dealing with the real facts of the
American case. For the information of
the honorable member he would read
an extract from a message delivered
by one of the Presidents of' the United
States, in which the case was stated:"All experience'has demonstrated the wisdom
and policy of raising a large portion of rev en lie for
the support of Government from .luties on imported goods. The power to lay these duties is
unqnestionable. and the chief obiect, of course,
is to replenish the Treasury. But if, in doing'
this, an incidental advantage may be gained
by encouraging the industry of our own citizens,
it is our duty to avail ourselves of that ad vantage.
"A duty laid upon an article which cannot
b(' produced ill this country-such as tea and
coffee-adds to the cost of the article, and is
chiefly or wholly paid by the consumer. But a
duty laid upon an article which may be produced here stimulates the skill and industry of
our own country to produce the same article,
which is brought into the market in competition
with the foreign article. and the importer is thus
compelled to reduce his price to that at which
the domestic article can be sold, thereby throwillg
a part of the duty upon the producer of the
foreign article. The continuance of this process creates the skill and invites the capital which
finally enables us to produce the article much
cheaper than it could have been procured from
abroad. thereby benefiting both the producer and
the consumer at home. Theconsequenceofthisis
that the artizan and the agriculturalist are
brought together, each affords a ready market
for the produce of the other, and the whole
country becomes prosperous; and the ability to
produce every necessary of life renders us independent in war as well as in peace."

What was the state of America previous
to her first war? Why, her manufactures
were prostrated and her people were in a
state of destitution.
The war gave a
stimulus to trade for the time being, but
when it ceased the 8ame evils became visible, and ultimately a protective tariff was
introduced. That measure had a good
effect, but, owing to the proximity of
Great Britain, it did not pr~ve sufficiently
large, and it was found necessary to increase it. It was increased, and under i~
America had advanced in manufactures, in
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industries, and in general prosperity to an
extent that was hardly calculable. Had
America, during the last war, been dependent on foreign countries for the necessaries oflife, the con seq uences would have
been most disastrous to her; but under
a protective system she stood the test of
an internal struggle, and returned to the
paths of art, science, and industry with
almost her original strength.
After
America the honorable member went on to
Vancouver's Island, an illustration which
had been used untH the country must be
sick of the name of the place. What had
Vancouver's Island to do with us, or
we with Vancouver's Island ? Was there
any comparison between the circumstances
of the two places? No, none at all. Victoria had tried free trade, and she was in
almost as prostrate a condition as America
once was. It was time to try something
better, and he was glad that the House
and the country had arrived at the conclusion that a protective tariff should be
tried. Small as it was, he believed that
it would be beneficial in its effects, and
that the country would be ~lad to see it
increased hereafter. A great deal had
been said about the gold export duty being
included in the Bill. This seemed to be a
very sore poiDt with some of the gold
fields members, but he dared those honorable gentlemen to urge before their constituents the objections they had taken
upon the floor of the House. He maintained that the charge was a duty and not
a rent, for if it was a rent, why was it not
collected at the mine instead of being
levied only on that portion of the gold
which passed through the Custom House?
(A Member-" All of it passes through.")
He denied it. Some might be taken across
the borders, and some was worked up in
articles manufactured in the colony,
articles which, if sent to Great Britain,
would be charged 178. per ounce duty.
If Victoria exported manufactured sugars,
they would also be liable to a hea.vy
. duty; and if it was so very desirable
to have a system of reciprocity between brothers and sisters in other
lands, why was it that these charges
were maintained? Not a single member on the Opposition side had ventured to define what free trade was, and
what protection was with reference to the
colony. Not one of them understood the
question. They could make-long quotations, but the country did not want fusty,
musty editions of old books, which had no
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reference tothecoJony. Facts were wanted,
and not fables. The Tariff was a step in
the right direction, though it was not all
that might be desired. Still, heavy prohibitive duties were not required here so
much as small protective rates sufficient
in amount to stimulate the industry of the
people, and to aid them over their first
difficulties. America might require duties
of from twenty-five to thirty per cent.,
because she was near the great manufacturing centres of the world, but Victoria
was 15,000 or 16,OrO miles removed, and
the expenses of transit, which were protective in themselves, were so much increased that in most instances a duty of
10 per cent. would enable the colony to
give battle and to hold its own. Hence
the Tariff offered by the Opposition would
be hurtful to the country and ruinous to
tlIe cause, while the ministerial Tariff, he
believed, would prove beneficial in its
effects. He accepted it, and he thanked
the Government for it.
Dr. HEATH observed that he would not
have opened his lips during the discussion,
but for the surprise expressed by honorable
gentlemen opposite him that their speeches
were not replied to. Now he did not believe
that those honorable members were so dull
of understanding as not to feel as honorable members on his side did, that the
subject had been so thoroughly discussed
before the country that it needed no further debate in the House. Every constituency knew what the views of its
representative were; in fact, every member was sent in for a certain purpose. He
was sent in as a protectionist, pledged to
.support the ministry in their action on
the Tariff Bill; and honorable members
opposite he presumed were sent in to
oppose it. On this subject therefore, a
small amount of' argument ought to suffice.
As to being twitted with reticence, he had
lived long enough to realise· the force of
the truisms he learnt in his youth, and he
would remind honorable gentlemen opposite
that "a still tongue sometimes makes a
wise head" and that it required "good
listeners to make good talkers."
Mr. O'GRADY alluded to the interesting fact mentioned by the Minister of
Customs and the honorable member for
East Bourke Boroughs, that if they were
in England they would be free traders.
He was reminded by it of the anecdote of
how a band.of his countrymen, landing on
a West Indian island, and hearing the
natives speak the Irish tongue, which they
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had picked up from earlier anivals, exclaimed, "What! black and curly already?-"
It was said that the free traders were in
a minority in the House and in the country, but when he saw the Attorney-General
and the Chief Secretary sitting opposite
to him, and when he knew that both they
and the Minister of Justice when they
came to their proper senses would be on
his side of the House, he felt confident
that free trade would again obtain its
rightful position. It would be difficult to
introduce new matter into the debate, but
he might point out that it was utterly unprecedented that a country possessed of
ample resources, with no deficiency in its
revenue, should call for increased taxation.
It would be in the recollection of mOdt
mem bel'S that some years a,go it was
admitted that the expenditure of the
country ought not to exceed £3,000,000
per annum, and with the view of keeping
the taxation within that amount, two
measures were introduced for the purpose
of reducin·g the national expenditure,
namely, the Municipal Act Amendment
Bill and the Local Government Bill. Notwithstanding that this system of decentralization had been in operation for some
time, there seemed to be no increase in
the national expenditure. The Treasurer's estimate of revenue for 1861 was
£3,136,000, for 1862 £3,123,000, and for
1866 it was up-wards of £3,186,000. This
increase was J!ot owing to any increased
expenditure by the State on roads and
bridges in the several districts. In 1861
provision was made on the Estimates for
£406,600 for roads and bridges, and
£100,000 for aid to municipalities; in
1862, £506,600 was placed on the Estimates for roads and bridges and aid to
municipalities; in 1863, £475,000; and
for 1866, the total amount on the Estimates for these objects was £326,000.
The taxation which the people had to bear
towards defraying the national expenses
was far too much, considering that they
were taxed heavily in their several districts for local requirements, and received
very little aid from the State. There
did not appear to be any increase in
the Estimates either for charitable institutions, so that the present enormous
taxation could not be defended on the
ground of the demands made upon
the State by local bodies and charitable
institutions. Passing from these matters,
he would remark tp.at, if the Ministry were
in earnest in their desire not to bring
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the Assembly into conflict with the Council, they would really allow by-gones to be
by-gones, and follow the old practice, whi<~h
had been adopted for many years, in the
preambles of Bills of Supply. Honorable
members had been told that they had submitted to an indignity in order to put the
Government right. He believed that the
Government were in an illegal position,
and that they proclaimed their incompetency to rule the country from the
moment that they issued a proclamation in
the Gazette stating that the supplies were
stopped, and that they had no means of
carrying 0,," the Government of the coun. try. Afterwards, however, the House was
informed by His Excellency that he had
made "temporary and provisional arrangements" for that purpose, and he (Mr.
O'Grady) presumed that those arrangements still existed. Honorable members
must admit that such a state of things was
neither suitable nOLO creditable to the
country, and the sooner they returned to
the old constitutional mode the better.
One of the first steps towards doing so
would be by altering the preamble of this
bill and leaving out the gold export duty
clause. It had been said that the preamble
was supported by the form adopted in Bills
of Supply in New South Wales. He would
remind honorable members, however, that
althongh the Legislative Council of New
South Wales was a nominee body, they
had on two several occasions rejected Tariffs
adopted by the Legislative Assembly.
Would it he said that a nominee body
should have the power of doing what the
Legislative Council of this colony-an
elective body-had not the power of
doing? He had seen a speech of a gentleman who had held a distinguished
position in the Parliament of New South
Wales for many years, and was learned in
the law-he alluded to the Hon. James
Martin-in which he distinctly said that
he for one would not allow the Legislative Assembly of that colony to be
guided in the same way as the Legislative Assembly of Victoria had been.
(Laughter from the Ministerialists.) It
might be very well to treat the opinion of
such a man with derision, but if the people
of Victoria wished to stand well in the
estimation of their neighbours, they would
take care that the colony was governed
according to the law and the constitution.
The strong disapproval of the proceedings
of the Government which had been expressed by people in the neighbouring
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colonies and in England, ought to induce
the Ministry to pause in their career. The
Government apparently imagined that the
affairs of the country could not be carried
on unless they continued in office, but
even if the alternative did arise, and the
Legislative Council had thrust upon them
the responsibility of managing the affairs
of the country, perhaps it might turn out
neither such a sad nor such a difficult
thing as was imagined. It had been said
that the members of the Assembly had been
returned to pass the Tariff, but that was
certainly not the case as far as he was conconcerned. A Minister of the Crown went
to the district which he (Mr. O'Grady)
had the honor to represent, and addressed
a public meeting, at which a great deal
was said to the effect that if certain people
got into power they would manipula.te the
Land Act-just as if everybody believed
that the Minister of Lands was not as well
able to manipulate it as any man in the
community. It was said also that thousands
of electors had been disfranchised through
the action of certain pal·ties; bu t if any
persons had been deprived of the franchise
the Ministry ought to have remedied the
inj ustice, for they had had things all their
own way. On behalf of the members on
his side of the House, against whom these
insinuations were sometimes made, he ventured to say that it would be found that
they had been as liberal in their votes,
and as anxious for the protection of the
rights and liberties of the mass of the
people, as any other gentlemen. \Vhile
Ministers of the Crown voted against
the abolition of the gold export duty, the
members of the Opposition voted tor it.
The honorable member for Castlemaine
(Mr. Bindon) had expressed a wish that" a
little more philanthropy" should be introduced into legislation. Last session the
honorable member, in high dudgeon with
the Ministry, retired from the ministerial
seats on more than one occasion, but now,
apparently, his allegiance had been won
back. This was as extraordinary as
winning the allegiance of an honorable
member in another place, quite as distinguished for his liberality and benevolence
as other philanthropists were. The Ministry appeared very much attached to
office. He did not blame them for it; but
he certainly thought it was a little curious
that, although there had been vacancies in
the Cabinet for a long time, they had not
filled any of them from the ranks of their
supporters. If they were really sincere
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about protection, why did they not take
one or two protectionist members into
the Ministry? However, their supporters
seemed perfectly content as long as the
McCulloch ministry existed, and the only
thing which it was necessary to do was to
add words to the last clause of the Bill, to
the effect that the measure should continue
in operation, "provided always that the
McCulloch Ministry be in office to adHe believed that,
minister the Act."
under existing circumstances, that would
be adopted by the majority of the House as
readily as anything else. The protectionist
members said, over and over again, "The
Tariff is not everything we wish, but
McCulloch is great." He was so great, indeed, that he would not allow any outsider
The Ministry, in fact,
into his cabinet.
appeared determined to adopt the tontine
system, and to keep everything amongst
the survivors.
Mr. McCULLOCH submitted that the
honorable member was out of order.
The SPEAKER said that the honorable
member ought to- confine himself to the
question before the House.
Mr. O'GRADY said that he only desired to point out that if the Government
wished really to carry out the views of
the country they would show their desire
to do so by taking some of the protectionist
members into their ranks; but that the fact
was, that the country was humbugged and
befooled by the continued absence of protectionists from the Cabinet.
:Mr. MeCA NN moved that the order of
the day be discharged, with a view to the
re-committal of' the Rill. He remarked that,
if the measure contained a -clause which
provided that it should continue in operation for three years, it would be contended
in another place, and also out of doors,
that the Legislature. had decided that the
new Tariff should be tried as an experiment
for a period of t}lree years. Now, if there
was to be a precise test of that sort
adopted, he was quite sure that the protectionists would not be satisfied with the
Tariff in any degree. The protectionist
members of the House did not believe that
their principles were carried out in tbis
Tariff to any extent; but if the last clause
of the Bill were adopted without alteration
it would be said that, three years being on
the face of the Bill, the Tariff was a finality
for three years. (Mr. Burtt-" Not necessarily so.") It was almost necessarily so ;
and three years would. hel'eafter be considered as the period for which the
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experiment was to be tried.
He was
told that the House could alter the
Tariff in the meantime, but he wished,
to keep them in the best possible
position for doing so.
If three years
was adopted, it left over the final settlement of the question of protection to
another Parliament; but if the protectionist members were sincere and earnest,
they would not allow that to be the case..
A variety of circumstances at the late
general election had resulted in the return
of a very large number of protectionists to
the I-louse, and it was their duty to avail
themselves of the power which.they possessed. They had the matter in their own
keeping, and if they were· true to their
principles they would noL allow the present Parliament to expire without the
question being settled. He might be told
that they were pledged to send the Tariff
up to the Council as it was sent up last
session. He admitted that that was the
case; but the pledge referred only to the
items of the Tariff, and not to every precise
word in the Bill. Indeed, the Government had themselves departed from the
Bill of last session; because the preamble
was altered, the retrospective clause was
struck out, and some other a1teration was
made. It might be argued, that in one
respect the Bill did n<?t even carry out the
Tariff of last session in its integrity, because the Bill last year provided that the
gold export duty should be reduced sixpence per ounce in 1865, and sixpence per
oun.ce in 1866, making a total reduction of
ene shilling per ounce by the year 1866,
whereas the present Bill only proposed
that there should be a reduction of sixpence per ounce up to the end of this year.
He felt earnestly on this subject, and he
trusted that the arguments which he had
adduced would lead honorable members
holding protectionist views to take this
matter into their own hands in the manner he had suggested. If there was any
pledge at the gen~ral election that the
mere verbiage of the Tariff should be
adopted, the pledge had been broken
already. But no such pledge was given.
The only thing they were not entitled to
do was to alter the items in the Tariff
itself. If the Tariff passed with this three
years clause, there would be an end to
fu'rther reform in a protective direction
for the next three yearR. No doubt it
was the wish of the Government that that
should be so. Hut there was an express
understanding that ~hey s~ould have a fair
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trial of the principle of protection, and for
that reason he was not prepared to give
up the question for the next three years.
He did not wish to submit any motion
which might be deemed offensive to the
Government. But after the Bill passed
its third reading, he should be precluded
from moving an. amendment in the particular clause he desired, if any honorable
member objected to the proceeding. Did
any honorable member ohject to the course
which he' proposed? (Mr. G. P. Smith
intimated that he did.) Then he had no
alternative but to move that the order of
the day for the third reading be discharged, with a view to the re-committal of the Bill. If he could not carry
his amendment he should feel that he
had no business iQ the House. (Mr. G. P.
Smith-i' Hear, hear.") That sentiment
was cheered by a gentleman who had yet to
show his usefulness in the House. To be
earneRt about anything seemed to be one
of the greatest misfortunes that could
befal a member of the House. An earnest
man was looked upon as a difficulty, to be
'denounced in every possibl~ way. He
believed that if the Government were to
propose a reversal of the Tariff they
would get a majority to go with them.
But could the leader of the protectionist
party, who occupied a seat in the Upper
House, accept the Bill as an instalment of
protection, when it was to be in operation
for three years? Who would have thought
one short month ago, that this Parliament,
called toget,her for the express purpose of
carrying a protective policy, would do
nothing of the sort, but would remit the
question to a general election to take place
three years hence? The only course for
t1:e protectionist members would be to look
after the reg'istration and be prepared to
fight, three years hence, the battle which
they thought they had already fought and
gained. He was never more astonished at
a statement from a Minister of the Crown
than at the statement made ·by the Attorney-General the previous evening. There
seemed to be a growing desire on the part
of the honorable and learned member that
all discussion in this Parliament should
be stifled.
Another honorable mem~
bel' spoke of the great value of a still
tongue. But honorable members were not
seut there to keep still tongues. It was
supposed that they entertained strong views
on great questions, and were prepared to
express those views. He considered the
statement that honorable members were
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sent to the House to pass, and not to
discuss, one of the largest questions that
could possibly come before a delrberative
assembly, to be most astounding. Mr.
McCann concluded by moving that the
order of the day be discharged.
Mr. WHITEMAN seconded the amendment.
Mr. G. P. SMITH remarked that he
objected to the amendment being put in
the manner tha.t the honorable member for
South Grant desired, not that he had any
particular feeling as to whether the duration of the Tariff should be for two or
three years, but because the honorable
member trespassed to such an extent on
the time and indulgence of the House that
he could expect no honorable member to
concede him anything. He (Mr. Smith)
admitted that he had yet to pr6Ve his usefulness in the House; but leave the House
when he might he hoped he should never
leave it with the same character for perversity that the honorable member for
South Grant had acquired.
Mi'. VALE stated that he accepted no
leading from anyone, no matter how.forcibly the honorable member for South
Grant might refer to a member of the
other branch of the legislature. Fifteen
months ago he endeavored to prevent the
protectionist party accepting a tariff which
he did not think to be sufficiently. protecti ve in its character to meet the wishes
of the community. He folInd the free
trade party regarding it as very protective,
and, in consequence, sending their missionaries abroad to prevent the passage of
the measure. And when it appeared that
the question of protection or no protection
hinged on the Tariff he accepted it.
Months ago he felt that great embarrassment would arise if the then progressing
constitutional difficulty were allowed to
mature; that the question of the Tariff
would not be settled without a general
election; that it would be. better for the
int.erests of protection that the' election
should take place in September; and that
any delay would bring out another question which would .not be so favorable for a
distinct expression of public opinion as the
question of free trade and protection. As
far as his memory went it was not usual
to limit the operation of a Tariff Bill. It
was usual to allow the measure to run its
course until, by some fresh legislation, it
was either repealed or amended. The
proposition made the previous evening by
the member for South Grant, to limit the
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operation of tho Bill to the year must
have been the result of a sudden impulse,
because such a provision could only
produce results which the honorable memM
bel' never contemplated or intended, unless
he proposed to recede from his own
political principles. If the operation of
the Bill were limited to twelve months,
the question of the gold duty would not
receive its final settlement, and would
again form matter for discussion and controversy between the two chambers. There
would be a half-bare bone left for future
contest between the two branches of the
Legislature. The protectionists advocated
the abolition of the gold duty as removing
an unjust and unwise restriction on an impOl·tant industry, and he was surprised
t.hat the member for South Grant should
impulsivel~and inconsiderately submit a
proposition which would have the effect of
leaving the gold duty to the extent of 6d.
per ounce - which, on some 1,600,000
ounces, would be £-10,000 a year-as a
matter for wrangling between the Houses
of Parliament at a future date. He would
ha.ve been glad if the shape of the Tariff
Bill could have been altered to meet the
protectionist view, but he was not going
to be a party to the little arra.ngement to
shif't the fight. The fight had taken place
on one distinct issue, and so long as the
Government abided by that issue he should
feel it his duty to support them, and pa.rtieularly as he believed the country wished
the constitutional question to be settled.
The protectionists did not accept the
Tariff as a permanent measure. He had
Gever lauded it to the skies as being
Hkely w produce vast results. On the
contrary, he thought it was not the
wisest introduction of a protective policy. He did not imagine it was inteu'ded . to be the wisest introduction
of a protective policy. But he looked at
those who at present occupied the Treasury
bench, he looked at those who desired to
take the~r places, and he could not help
declaring that in the present state of things
the protectionist party were not in a position to take office. He was not going to
play the game of any party; and if it was
thought advisable to have a compromise
Government, let the present Government
remain. He saw no probability of a
Government likely to administer any of
the great departments more for the interest
of the country than the present Government. There was no possibility of any
better compromise being effected in this or
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the next session, and he would not consent
to assist in creating divisions and bickerings among the majority of 56 01'57 who had
been sent to the House with a certain duty
to perform. If a fresh Tariff should be
needed in the next session, there would be
a fair field, during the long prorogation
that would probably take ·place, to mature
If the country willed a fresh
plans.
Tariff, the coun~ry would soon enough say
The honorable member for South
so.
Grant would have the opportunity of leading the out-door agitation on that subject.
Of the present ministry it might with
truth be said, that they endeavored, with
all sincerity, to carry out what they professed, which was more than could be
expected from free trade members and
free trade leagues, who were ready to
offer anything, but who always voted
against principles which they professed
to recognise.
Honorable members in
opposition appeared to consider that if,
by any arrangemeut they could move the
present occupants of the Treasury benches
from office, there would be a chance of
their winning the game. No doubt they
calculated on various means by which that
object could be accomplished. Possibly
they would like to work out the little
game played five or six years ago-of
making some six or seven gentlemen
laughing stocks-of putting in a warming.
pan ministry until such an arrangement as
would enable them to reign as the free
trade Government of Victoria could be
effected. He was not at all disposed to
help in that matter. He had as decided
views with regard to a protective policy
as any honorable member could have, but
he did not think protectionists would act
wisely in turning aside from that. to which
they had distinctly and publicly pledged
themselves. Not that he had pledged himself'so distinctly as other honorable members. He refused to pledge himself to
staunch ministerialists. He came into the
House to do the work of the session. When
that was done he ShOUld be free to advocate the views he thought most beneficial
for the countrv. Therefore he trusted that
the honorable "member for South Grant, if
not left alone in the minority on this occa- \
sion, would have-so far as political principle was concerned-- but sorrow bedfelluws.
The honorable member for East Melbourne
had favored the House with a very lengthy
ahd elaborate statement of his political
principles in' reference to free trade;
but the honorable member did not ap-'
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pear to look at the question in the
spirit of a jury. And yet the House
should act as the grandest, greatest,
11ighest, jury of the country-sworn to
deal fairly with all questions that came
before it. On analysing the honorable
member's speech, he could not help being
impressed with the conviction that the
greatest liars in the world, save facts, were
figures. The honorable member had told
them wonderful tales about the development which had taken place in the stature,
make, and weight ,of the laboring population in England. But it was a noted fact,
that the stature, weigh t, and condition of
1,000 Englishmen, almost always surpassed that of the same number of men of
any other country in the world. The
honorable member had given elaborate
figures in reference to the riEe in the price
of the agricultural laborer's wages in
England, but did not the papers tell them,
week by week, and month by month, and
did not also their own knowledge of the
rural districts of England confirm the
information that the wages-rate, in a large
portion of the old country, was still no
more than 8s. and 9s. per week? The
honorable member talked of his averages,
but omitted to state how the averages were
arrived at; that around large centres of
population, like London and Manchester,
Birmingham and Liverpool, the rate of
wages of the agricultural laborer assimilated to the rate of wages paid to the
elerk and artizan in the towns; and that
it was to the growth of these towns
and the manufactures conducted in
them that the general rate of wages
throughout the country was so largely
affected. The honorable member for East
Melbourne, in his undeviating adhesion to free trade doctrines, would of
course declare that to be the result of
free trade. He (Mr. Vale) considflred
it to be the result of manufactures. Manufactures tended to the aggregation of
immense popu1a.tions in towns, and thus
furnished a suitable market for agricultural produce. He wanted such manufactures in this country-manufactures which
should furnish at their own doors a true,
continuous, and never fluctuating How of
prosperity and progress. The honorable member for East Melbourne had also
stated that the exports of British and Irish
produce amounted in 1815 to something
like £51,000,000. The honorable meluber
professed to be a, thoughtful and conscientious advocate of free trade prin-
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ciples, and yet he started with the -most
convenient year for his own political
dogma. The honorable member was ei ther
ignorant of the facts of history, or dishonest in not stating them. On the 18th
of June, 1815, the power of Napoleon was
crushed to nothingness, and the ports of
Europe became open for the reception of
British manufactures to an extent unknown
during the previous 25 years. Therefore
there was an enormous preponderance of
exports during that year as against many
preceding years. Was this a fair way of
starting? Then the honourable member
came down to 1826, and told them that
the exports of British produce fell in that
year to £31,000,000. What a fearful
result of Free Trade. But here aga.in the
honorable member was open to the charge
of being either ignorant, or of having dealt
unfairly with statistics, or he would have
stated that in 1826 the whole commerce of
England was prostrate and paralised.
Bankruptcies were the order of the day;
and the banks were scarcely able to hold
their own.
Was this a fair year
to set out with in an argumeJlt
in reference to free trade doctrines?
Again, the honorable member informed
the House that in 1863 the exports of
Bri tish and Irish goods had risen to
£146,000,000. This was, unquestionably,
a rather large result, but the honorable
member omitted to state that between
those two periods, 1826 and 1863, the
population of England had nearly doubled;
and notwithstanding the oft told tales of
grief which must have reached his ears
from the soft goods men, the honorable
member also forgot to state that the value
of British exports in 1~63 was materially
enhanced by the existence, that year, of
almost fabulous prices for cotton goodsprices which affected the total value of
the exports that year to the extent of
a considerable number of millions. With
important facts like these omitted, the
impression was naturally created that,
as an advocate, the honorable member
for East Melbourne was so one-sided
that no honorable member would listen
in future to his figures with the belief
that the inference desired to be drawn
from them was the correct one. The honorable member also stated, with regard to
the income tax, that the incomes subjected to taxation amounted in 1842 to
£192,000,000, and in 1862 to £300,000,000.
But the honorable member forgot to state
that between those periods the population
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of Great Britain increased some 30 per
cent.-that the railways furnished most
extraordinary investments for capitaland that the rates of interest were unusually high. All these things were
ignored by the honorable member. The
honorable member detested America.
According to his account, it was the most
frightful place under the sun,and all because
it was tinged with a protective policy.
The honorable member declared that the
American war was the resul t of the rrariff,
and that Massachusets accepted the
fugitive slave law on condition of a compromise in relation to the Tariff. Now,
if Massachusets ever had a statesman of
whom she was proud, in the days of his
prime and his purity, that statesman was
Daniel Webster-and yet Daniel Webster
became the most unpopular man in his
own district, and ruissed his chance of the
presidency, simply by his advocacy of the
fngitive slave law. Richard Cobden wrote
a letter distinctly stating-and endorsing
the same statement which appeared on
other hands-that there was no question as
to the Tariff bet.ween the North and the
South; but that the war was owing purely
and solely to the single question of the
supremacy of the Sonth, with a view to
the maintenance and extension of what
she called her privilege of holding men in
slavery. The object of a11 these references
appeared to be to make a protective policy
unpleasant to those quiet portions of this
community who did not noisily take part
iri political matters; but who, nevertheless, exercised a wide-spread influence.
The honorable member knew what h~ was
playing when he used that little card of
his free trade pack; but however much the
predilections of these persons to whom he
referred might be towards a free trade
policy, nothing wonld help more to make
them give a fair and impartial trial to the
protective policy now demanded by the
country than misstatements of history,
and unwise, unfair, and partial statements of figures in order to support
a doctrine which they at present believed
to be right, but which others-now in the
majority in the country-believed to be
wrong. They were told, also, that no
country but a rich country could afford to
be protective. He would give the honorable member the benefit of that argument.
Victoria was a rich country, and could
a.fford to be protective., But the honorable mem ber dealt with the question
entirely and solely as if it were a mere
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question of pounds, shillings, and pence.
He (Mr. Vale) altogether denied that
Parliament, having to act for the best
interests of the community, was justified
in dealing with those interestt! simply on
the consideration of the accum ulation of
more wealth. Wealth was sometimes
purchased at too dear a cost. Abundant
instances in point were before them every
day. Men setting out with the free trade
doctrine had unmercifully grasped after
wealth, and had reaped their reward-a
reward that came in the natural course of
events. There was no doubt that the
free trade doctrine tended to the aggregation of wealth in the hands of a few. It
was because protection had just the opposite tendency that he was led many years
ago to adopt it The honorable member
for East Melbourne had quoted certain
statistics with a view to show the nu mber
of persons engaged in manufacturing
operations in different portions of the
world. The honorable member stated
that the number of persons engaged
in manufactures and mechanical trades
was, in Russia 17 in every 1000, and in
America 30 in every 1000. But he did
not show how he arrived at these results,
nor did he state whether he reckoned,
in the population of America, the 4,000,000
slaves, which might cause him to lower
his average. The honorable member also
said 77 in every ] 000 persons in Victoria
were engaged in manufactures. But it
was to be feared that many of these manufactures were nothing more than manufactures of ginger-beer, and such things.
(l\1:r. Langton-" Look at Mr. Archer's
b.ook.") Mr. Archer's book might be all
very well, but it did not give the parallels
to enable persons to judge of the ratio in
the United States and elsewhere. The
honorable member for East Melbourne
made a statement which bore on its face
the character of a misstat~ment-a misstatement not on his part, but on the part
of those who originally made the quotation.
Mr. Michie, by a slip of the tongue, stated,
on Theodore Parker's authority, that
there were in Boston 50,000 idle boys.
The facts were-and he would quote
figures honestly-that in 1860 the population of Boston was 177,000, and even
includmg Cambridge, the only adjacent
centre of population, the total did not
exceed 205,000. Were they to take
50,000 boys out of this num\Jer? Why
50,000 boys between twelve and fourteen
years of age would represent a population
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of nearly 800,000, and then, according to
the honorable member, they must be unemployed.
Mr. LANGTON-They may be under
twelve
Mr. V ALE.-But the honorable member said last night that no boy under
twelve was to be employed. The honorable member's memory was defective.
The next statement was that in New
York the unemployed population numbered 200,000.
Mr. LANGTON.-Thehonorablemember i~ again misrepresenting me. I quoted
from a work in the Library, and I quoted
correctly, that in a certain year there were
200,000 paupers in New York, not 200,000
unemployed
Mr. V.A.LE had no doubt that the
honorable member found the statement
in the work of some rabid free trader and
never took the trouble to verify it. Very
probably also the year selected was one
before the free trade fever had run its
course. He had read himself that in
Massachusets a bailiff being required by
the state, some two thousand applications
were sent in, a fact which showed the existence of an immense amount of poverty;
but then he read likewise that a year or
two afterwards a protective system was
inaugurated, and the cC?nsequence was that
employment became abundant, and property rapidly increased in value. But
even granting the honorable member's
facts to be correct, there were many ameliorating circumstances. New York received all the emigration which Germany,
France, Italy, and Ireland, poured forth.
N urn bers of the immigrants landed fit for
nothing, and with nothing, and became
paupers at once. To such an extent did
this evil prevail that in self protection a
rate of 5s. per head was imposed to maintain hospitals and infirmaries for diseased
and aged immigrants, sent out, in many
instances, by workhouse authorities, or
driven (lut by depopulating landlords.
Besides this, Englishmen scarcely realised
the strength of the impulse which led the
youth of America when attaining to manhood to go forth and seek a home in the far
For instance, the state of Rhode
west.
Island only returned two members to Congress, but no less than forty of her scattered
children were there as r€'presentatives.
1.'he direct result of this western fever--a
brave and noble fever of enterprise and settlement-was to create an undue preponderance of aged and poor persons in the
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Northern states. Further, the population
of New York State in 1862 was 3.Hal,730,
so that, accepting Mr. Mitchell's statement, the pauperism was equal to about
5 per cent., while in England and Wales,
not taking 1863, when Lancashire distress
still prevailed, but taking 186.,1, the number of paupers was 9~0,000 in a population of 20,000,000; or, in other words,
New York State, notwithstanding all its
great disadvantages, was, according to the
honorable member's own showing, in no
worse a position than England and Wales
were under their successful free' trade
policy. One other matter which had been
urged with considerable force was the
probability that the Home Government
would exercise its right of vetoing the
financial action of the Legislature. That
right was spoken of as though its exercise
was a common thing. Secretaries of
State very likely felt the force of their
official position, and might like to guide
the parliamentary procedure of young
colonies. With all their theories and all
their doctrines they thought themselves
very superior men to the coloniRt~,
and no doubt they were superior, but
not in this point, that we knew our
own affairs better than they could, that
we were far more competent to judge
what was good for ourselves than they
were.
Moreover, we paid our own
taxation; the Secretary of State would
not pay it for us. However great might
be the inclination for interference there
would be none, for the broad public opinion
of the mother land. concentration in Parliament would always check action on the
part of any Secretary of State, or on the
part of any Government. From 1840 to
1865 the power of veto was exercised in
Canada twice, and both these instances
occurred twenty years ago. In Brunswiek, during the same period, there were
eight interferences; in Prince Edward's
Island twelve; and in Nowfoundland four;
so that in the course of twenty-five years
there were twentv-six interferences in the
whole great mass of the British colonies
in America. Moreover, he had never heard
of any tangible interference with the protective policy and the protective interests
of Canada. This little point was probably
raised to amuse them; at all events, he
was not disposed to be frightened with
regard to an interference here.
The
country willed protection, but 110 free
trade organization, no free trade craft, no
free trade cunning would induce the pro-
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tectionist party to forget that the present
struggle would be vast in its influence on
the future of the colony-so vast as to
completely overshadow any merely temporary question of the day. Even if he
believed that the Ministry would play
utterly false with regard to a further advance towardEl a protective policy, which
he did not believe, still he would not be a
party to any split or any division during the
present struggle. He felt that the great
deliverance-the elaborate unfairness-of
the honorable member for East Melbourne
ought not to pass unchallenged and unreplied to. He had made his reply. He
told the honorable member that he accepted the Tariff with all its faults, and
he told him that if the free traders chose
to go forth to a fresh battle the protectionists were prclpared to meet them, where
they listed and how they listed-were
prepared, moreover, to state facts as they
were, and to quote history as it was recorded. In relation to England, he claimed
that England did try protection, that she
never departed from it until she saw her
way to inveigle other nations to become
mere growers of food for her laborers and
producer8 of material for her manufactures, until reaping the reward of' her
wealth which was one matter, of the training of her artizans and of the enterprise
of her children, she stood before the world
with these concomitants of power-an aggregate population, widely and variously
employed-the greatest manufacturing
nation under the face of the sun. From
that result England never departed during
five centuries, but strove for it alike when
her kings bestowed noble titles on the
adventurers who crossed the main; and
when in later years she imposed severe
penalties on the exportation of any article,
any animal, and any machine tending to
give to foreigners an opportunity of competing with herself. He had read of
the difficulties under which the cotton
manufactures of North America were
established to compete against the
mills of Manchester, how the first
introducer dare not commit a plan to
paper, but when he found that he. had
forgotten something had to recross the
Atlantic to refresh his memory. These
things occurred almost within the currency
of the present century, and yet the honorable member for East Melbourne claimed
to make a fair assertion when he said that
England never gave up her protective
policy, because it did not suit her altered
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circumstances. She gave it up undeniably
because it did not. France was now following her example. By the force of a
protective policy, France had risen .from
one of the poorest and wildest countrIes of
Europe to be. a great manufacturing community, even now putting forth its powers
to contest with our own favored fatherland
the supremacy of the seas, and the command of the markets of the world. A
protective policy was always the policy
by which young nations trained themselves to strength, and if ever manufactures, real and tangible, were to be established here, it would only be by a still
further advance on the Tariff. He admitted
with the honorable member for East Melbonrne, that a tariff could only be protective just so much as it ceased to produce revenue, and the more widely that
principle·was recognised the better for all
parties. He joined with the honorable
member in desiring that a census should
be taken, so that at this crisis in the
history of the country there might be a
real basis of facts for comparison in years
hence. A protective policy would now
become law, and the time would come
when either the honorable member or
himself must acknowledge their error.
He was prepared to believe that the
honorable member meant well; that he
had the true interests of the country at
heart.
The honorable member would
best prove this by showing to others that
respect which he desired for himself(Mr. Langton-" As I always have done")
-and by manifesting to colonial institutions that consideration due from all who
lived under them. He would best prove
it by accepting the parliamentary defeat
which he had twice sustained, and by not
seeking to prolong the struggle in the
interests of a minority, whose selfishness
could not be doubted, and who, in their
fury and wrath, scrupled not to malign
and to hold up to scorn the country in
which they had risen from petty hucksters
to merchant princes, the country of their
adoption, the country in which they reaped
their wealth. Now that the honorable
member was no longer the secretary of
the Free Trade League, now that he was
a member of the Council of the nation,
the least he could do was to teach these
perwns better manners.
Mr McCANN, with the leave of the
House, would withdraw his amendment.
He said he still believed in it, but he found
that it was not supported.
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The amendment was withdrawn according1y.
The motion was then agreeiJ. to, and, the
Bill having been read a third time, was
passed.
The House adjourned at nine minutes
to nine o'clock, until Tuesday, March 6.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, Marck 6, 1866.
New Member-Industria.l Schools-A.mendment of the Constitution-Supply Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at
twenty-two minutes past four o'clock, and
read the usual form of prayer.
NEW MEMBER.
The Hon. Robert Stirling Anderson
introduced by the Hon. R. TUl'nbull and
the Hon. W. Highett, took the oaths and
his seat as a member for the Eastern
Province.
INDUSTRI.AL SCHOOLS.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER asked
whether the Government intended to
frame proper and stringent rules for the
admission of children to the industrial
schools. Under the present system, the
hono~able member sta~ed, many infants
were mtruded who reqmred nurses instead
of industrial training. Further it was
believed that many illegitimate' children'
were placed in the schools, though their
parents were well able to maintain them.
It often happened now that women came
before the police courts alleging that they
had taken children in to nurse, but that
the parents had since gone away. Thus
the parents were screened, and their illegitimate o!fspring were cast upon the State.
Some plam rules were therefore required
to guide the magistracv in cases where
doubts existed as to the condition of the
children brought before them.
The Hon. H. MILLER replied that
the Act gave the Government no power
to make rules for the admission of children. The provisions of the measure
however, if carefull V administered wer~
quite sufficient to prevent the intrusion
of children not entitled to admission.
~here ~as nothing in the Act to exclude
eIther mfants or illegitimate children.
Parents :who had the ability were required
to contrIbute to the support of their children, and every effort was made to enforce
Q
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such contributions. The magistracy had
been already communicated with upon
this point, and it was intended to call
their attention to it again.
AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL
moved"That the subject of altering and amending
the constitution of this House be referred to a
select committee of ten members, with power
to call for witnesses and papers, and that the
committee have power to sit during the adjournment of the House."

The honorable member said. that he did
not propose to detain the House with any
'lengthy remarks. Whatever differences
of opinion there might be as to the necessity of a reform of the Council, or as to
the extent of that. reform if. necessary,
there could be none as to the desirability
of giving the subject a full and calm consideration.
The Hon. J. :Po FAWKNE:R. s.econded
the motion ..
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL" observed
that he had no· wish to oppose th~ motion
-it would be useless for him to .attempt
an opposition~but he would remind honorable members that the electors. of the
Upper House themselves had n:ot ~sked
for the reform of that body, however
much the cry of reform might h~ve been
raised by honorable members elsewhere.
It was scarcely decent for honorable members to exhibit such haste when their ·con·
stituents had expressed no. desire for a
reform.
The Hon. A. FRASER stated: that the
last speaker appeared to overlook the fact
that the electors for the Councit being
also electors for the Assembly,. expressed
their opinion on the subject of reform
during the late general election, when the
question formed one of the issues sqpmitted to the country. This being the
case, it was creditable to the Council that
it should have availed itself of the first
opportunity of taking up the subject.
He had endeavoured to bring it forward
himself some three years ago, and he
certainly thought ~hat the time for its
serious consideration had now arrived.
The motion was then agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL next moved" That such committee do consist of the Honorables W. Highett, J. Lowe, H. Miller, C.
Sladen, A. Fraser, T. H. Fellows, W. Degraves,
G. W. Cole, J. P. Fawkner, and the mover."

The Hon. C. SLADEN seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
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SUPPLY BILL.
This Bill was received by message from
the Legi~lative Assembly.
The Hon. H. l\1ILT.JER moved that the
Bill be read a first time and printed.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
Mr. MILLER moved that the second
reading of the Bill .be appointed for the
following day.
The Hon. C. SLADEN moved, as an
amendment, that the second reading be
appointed for Tuesday, March 13.
Mr. MILLER observed that the honorable member had given no reasons for
what would be an exceedingly undesirable
delay. It must be evident to every member of the Council that the delays which
llad already taken place were the means
of inflicting a great injury on the trade
and prosperity of the country. Moreover,
the necessity of protecting the revenue
rendered it important that the progress of
the Bill should be obstructed as little
as possible.
The subject had been so
thoroughly canvassed during the late
elections, had been so thoroughly argued
in another place, and had been so long
before the Council, that to allow the
space of a week to intervene between the
first and second readings would be a very
great mistake.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN conteIlded
that the importance of the question placed
it in an exceptional position. Here was
an attempt to violate the privileges and
to coerce the action of the House.
Besides the grave considerations already
pointed out in connexion with the Bill of
last session, the present measure involved
a fresh question, which the Council was
bound to have explained. He referred to
the large amount of uncollected duties
concerning which he had tabled a notice
of question that sitting. Another reason
for the postponement was the probability
that the important despatches applied for
by the other branch of the Legislature
would be forthcoming by Tuesday, though
the Government did appear indisposed to
produce them. Whether these despatches
were favorable to the Governor or adverse
to him, Parliament ought to be put in possession of them. The form in which the
Tariff had been sent up, no less than the
past conduct of the Ministry, rendered
time:.ror deliberation imperatively necessary. He trusted that Mr. Miller, who
had always so warmly maintained the
dignity and the privileges of the House,
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would not oppose the postponment, and
he could assure the honorable member
that on Tuesday the Council would be
prepared to pass the Bill or to reject it.
The Hon. W. HULL supported the
amendment, because he thought it probable
that, by Tuesday, important despatches
would be received-despatches which
would enable the two Houses to better
understand their relative positions. If
that should be the case, .there need ·be no
difficulty about passing the Tariff. Whenever the Tariff came before the Council in
a constitutional manner he for one would
be prepared to pass it.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER said he
disagreed with the last honorable meluber.
He would be sorry to see the Tariff passed
under any circumstances, as he believed
that it would prove a great curse. He
commented on previous statements made by
Mr. Miller, and called upon that honorable
member to eat his words or to agree to
the amendment.
The Hon. G.W. COLE pointed . out
that by-and-by, if further delays occurred, there would be a repetition of
the legal humbug of last session in
the .bringing of actions for the recove.ry
of ~ustoms duties. As to the change
of opinions which his honorable friend
l\fr. l\iiller had been taunted with, had
they not one and all e3:pressed . themselves in ways they w.ere heartily ashamed
of? He claimed for himself the privilege
'of changing his opinions whenever it was
for the benefit of the country to do ~o.
Why, Sir J. Graham once said that a man
who would not change his opinions was
more fit for a lunatic asylum than a deliberative assembly. He did not think, bowev~r, that legal gentlemen should turn from
th~ir opinions .on law pointE! after stating
. the same to the House, and this, as he had
often spown, was what l\fr. :Fellows had
done.. The honorable member was proceeding to quote from a pa~nplllet published by himself on the subject of protection, and also a pamp.hlet written by
Mr. Justice Chapman, when
The PRESID ENT ruled that such references were not pertinent to the question.
The Hon. A. FRASER stated that he
had heard no argument of any weight in
favour of the postponement. As the question had been so long before ParHament,
as its non-settlement paralysed trade, and
as some of the objectionable parts of the
Bill had been omitted, he could see no
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necessity for a longer adjournment than
to the following day.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL
trusted that the subject would not be
dealt with too hastily. The Council had
'already been reproached with disposing in
a single night of measures which had received weeks of consideration elsewhere.
Did Mr. Miller desire to expose the
House to that reproach again? No doubt
measures receiyed more discussion-not
more consideration - elsew here because
.of the larger number of members present,
hut that only rendered it more expedient
,that the Council should mature its decision.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY maintained .
that ,the preamble, the gold duty,the
reduction and the remission of duties, and
the term of operation, were points which
rendered it imperative on the House to
give the Bill the most careful consideration. He was prepared to accept the
Tariff pure and simple, but he could not :
overlook the fact that it had been made ~
something. more than a one year's experiment.
· The Hon. W. HI G HETT considered
that the absence of the despatches which:
had been alluded to would of itself justi(y
a postponement. Moreover, he would like
the House to consider whether it could
not separate the different matters the Bill
contained, and deal with each part by
itself. The House of Lords could do this,
as the Earl of' Derby distinctly pointed
out in the following remarks, in the course
of his address on the Paper Duty Bill : i
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The Hon. C. J. JENNER had heard
no reason for the delay. Whether if, was
that Mr. Fellows could not attend he did
not know, but in any case the House
ought to go on. As to the despatches,
they could have nothing whatever to do
with the .Tariff. That was a very lame
excuse.
The amendment was carried without a
division.
The House adjourned at five minutes
past five o'clock until Tuesday, March 13.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesilay, March 6, 1866.
Civil Service Salaries-Licensed Victuallers' Act-Electoral
Act-Customs Bonds-West Geelong Station-The New
Hantard~Opening Proceedings with Prayer-District
Surveyors-Operation of the Land Act-Wood's Point.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITION.
:Mr. SANDS presented a petition from
a number of the licensed victuallers residing in the district of Kyneton, praying
for an amendment of, the Licensed Victual1 ers' Act.

CIVIL SERVICE SALARIES.
Mr. LANGTON gave notice, that on
the following day he would ask the Chief'
Secretary, whether the salaries and wages
of the servants of the Government had
been paid as usual at the commencement
of the month of March; and, if not,
" The question is this-the House of Commons
whether it was the intention of the
has sent up this measure, and in a form which
Government forthwith to introduce a ConI must own is fairly within their competence.
solidated Revenue Bill, to enable them to
And without placing ourselves prominelltly in
opposition to the House of Commons, we have it
make such payments without further
in our power to divide the Bill which has been
delay?
.
sent to us by that House; "Rnd so divided, we.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the queshave it in our power to adopt it, and to send it
back to the Commons for acceptance or rejection .. tion should have been addressed to the
~rreasurer, but he would answer it at once.
By that course we have always a remedy in our
hands by which we can vindicate our privileges . The Government had not paid the salaries
when we so please; and should circumstances
this month, nor was it their intention to
ever arise so extreme as to justify us in taking
introduce a Consolidated Revenue Bill at
that course, I hope your lordships would not be
present.
slow to vindicate your rights."
GOULBURN RIVER BRIDGE.
The Council, he thought, might take the
course recommended by Lord Derby.
Mr. SANDS asked the Acting ComThe Hon. J. LOWE supported the missioner of Public Works if the Governamendment, because he deprecated hasty . ment had taken any steps towards the
legislation, and because he trusted that, purchase of the bridge over the Goulburn
on consideration, honorable members River; and if not, when they intended to
would perceive that they had an oppor- do so?
tunity of'really benefiting the community
Mr. VERDON replied that it was still
and of earning its thanks.
the desire and intention of the GovernQ 2
I
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ment to negotiato for the purchase of this
bridge.
LICENSED VICTUALLERS' ACT.
Mr. SANDS asked the Government if
it was their intention to brina' in a Bill
this session to amend the Lic:nsed Victuallers' Act? The honorable member
remarked that a promise was made last
session that a Bill of this 'character should
be introduced.
Mr. .i\icCULLOCH said that the
Government had no intention of introducing such a Bill this session. It was
understood that the session was to be a
very short one.
THE ELECTORAL ACT.
Mr. SANDS asked the Chief Secretary
if it was the intention of the Government
to bring in a Bill this session to amend
the Electoral Act, with a view to a re-distribution of the, electoral boundaries?
He thought it was exceedingly important
that the Electoral Act should be amended
and he hoped that the Government would
bring in a Bill for that purpose. One
clause in the Act was exceedingly pernicious .. It .enabled a gentleman, after
announcmg hImself as a candidate, to incur
expenses and run into debt to any extent,
and afterwards to refuse to pay his account.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he admitted
the necessity for altering the Electoral
Act; but it was not the intention of the
Government to bring in a Bill to amend
it this session, for the same reason that it
was not their intention to introduce a Bill
to amend the Licensed Victuallers' Act
namely, .because it was desirable to bring
the seSSIOn to a close very early. With
regard to the re-distribution of the electoral districts, he was sure that there was
no necessity for making any alteration of
that kind this session, for it' an alteration
were made it would almost necessitate an
appeal to the country again.
Mr. SANDS stated that immediately
outside the district of Dalhousie was a
part of the country which was not
. included in any electoral district whatever.
He mentioned this as one illustration of
the necessity which existed for a re-distribution of the electoral districts.
CUSTOMS BONDS.
J\ir. McCANN, who had given notice
of his i~tention to ask the AttorneyG~neral If he had given any opinion,
wrItten or verbal, as to the power of the
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Crown to enforce the bonds received with
reference to the reduced duties of last session, remarked that the question had been
upon the notice-paper for some time, but
had been postpuned in consequence of the
abRence of the Attorney-General. He
believed that the honorable gentleman
was likely to be absent from the House
for some days during the time at which
questions were usually put; and perhaps,
therefore, the Chief Secretary would
answer it in the absence of his colleague.
Mr. McCULLOCH observed that the
honorable member knew very well that
the cause of the Attorney-General's
absence was that he was engaged on
public business in the Supreme Court.
Under the circumstances, it would be well
to postpone the question until the honorable member was present in the House.
Mr. McCANN said he was aware that
the Attorney-General had most important
public business to attend to, which prevented him being present when the House
met. He thought, however, that the
Chief Secretary might obtain from his
colleague the information necessary to
answer such questions as this. It was
not likely, he believed, that the AttorneyGener~l would be in the House at the
proper hour for some time to come.
MI'. VERDON stated that he had
ascertained that the Attorney-General
had not yet given any opinion in the case.
The forms had been sent to his office
from the Custom House, but he had not
yet advised the Commissioner of Customs
on the point.
WEST GEELONG STATION.
Dr. HEATH asked the Acting Minister
of Railways whether it was the intention
of the Government to open the West
Geelong Station as a Hag station, for
trains to stop, if required, the same as at
North Melbourne? He also called the
attention of the honorable gentleman ~o
the great inconvenience which the inhabitants of West Geelong felt in consequence of no trains stopping at the West
Geelong Station. A deputation, he said,
waited UDon the Minister some six months
ago, and "he understood that they were led
to believe that the question 'would be
taken into consideration. If it were on
the score of economy that the trains did
not stop at West Geelong, there were
many other stations on the line which
miglit be closed for the same reason; but
he apprehended that a very triHing in-
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crease of expense-possibly none-would
be sufficient to meet the object desired.
The points man who was at present employed there would probably be able to
do an the work which would be required
if the trains stopped at the station; and,
if so, no increase of expenditure would be
necessary. Another reason why the sta-.
tion should be opened was, that anum ber
~f persons were induced to purchase property in its immediate neighbourhood,
believing that it would be a stopping station for trains. That not being the case,.
the value of the property had materially
'decreased, and the inhabitants of the
neighbourhood had been put to great 'inconvenience in having to travel either
three miles to the Geelong station in one
direction, or three miles to Cowie's Creek
in the other.
Mr. FRANCIS said he remembered a
deputation attending the railway department for the purpose of giving an expla'nation of the reasons why passenger trains
'should stop at the West Geelong Station.
The explanation, however, was not consi'dered satisfactory,-at all events, the de:partment did not consider that they were
justified in continuing a station-master
.and other expenses which would be involved in keeping the station open as a
passenger station. The honorable member's idea that the pointsman could attend
'both to the points and to the station was
'an erroneous one. He (Mr. Francis) had
been furnished by the department with a
. written answer to the honorable member's
question, which was to the effect that the
passenger traffic at the West Geelong
Station was not, and could not be, to such
, an extent as to warrant the expenditure
, which would be entailed in making it a
flag station. As to the North Melbourne
Station, the passengers who made use of
that station were, in number, at least,
, three times as many as would make use of
the West Geelong Station.
REAL PROPERTY ACT.
Mr. BYRNE withdrew a motion (of
which he had given notice) for the appoint, ment of a select committee to inquire into
the working of the Real Property Act, in
consequence of the Government having
intimated their intention to introduce a
Bill to amend the Act.
THE NEW "HANSARD."
l\1r. VALE moved.. That it is desirable that copies of the new
Han8ard be presented to all mechanics' institutes

and public libraries."
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The honorable member observed that the
general feeling of the House in favour of
these institutions was shown by the annual
passing of a vote for supplementing their
funds. The carrying out of this resolution
would give to· these institutions an additional source of attraction, and would be
of considerable advantage in the spread of
really correct statements of' the opinions
expressed in Parliament-would :afford a
means whereby the members of the institutions could see frankly and fairly the
currency of' thought and opinion in the
Houses of Legislature. The expense
which the adoption of the motion would
involve would be trifling, as it would only
be necessary to print an additional number of copies of the Debates.
The SPEAKER intimated that if the
motion involved an expenditure of money
it would be necessary to introduce it in
another form.
Mr. VERDON suggested that, as it
was against the forms of the House, the
honorable member should withdraw the
motion, on. his assurance that its object
should be complied with.
Mr. VALE expressed himself satisfied
with this assurance .
The motion was then withdrawn.
OPENING PROCEEDINGS WITH
PRAYER.
Mr. HOPKINS moved : "That in the opinion of this House its proceedings should be commenced by Prayer to
Almighty God; and that Mr. Speaker be
requested to read the same form as that used
in the Legislative Council."

It was the practice of most legislative
bodies (said the honorable member) to
commence their proceedings with prayer.
In the British Parliament, for instance,
proceedings were commenced in the
House of Lords by prayer by the junior
bishop, and in the House of Commons
prayer was read by the Speaker's chaplain.
He thought it was very desirable that the
House should follow the exam pIe of the
Imperial Parliament in this respect, and
the example of the Legislative Council.
Mr. RICHARDSON, in seconding the
motion, observed that he could see no objection to the proceedings being opened
with the same form of prayer as was used
in the Council; but as honorable members
had no doubt made up their minds upon
the subject, he thought it was desirable
that the House should come to a division
with as little discussion of the question as
possible.
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Mr. VERDON reminded honorable
members that this was not the first
occasion on which such a motion had
been submitted. On former occasions
the Assembly had decided that it was
inexpedient to pursue the course adopted
by the Council, because there seemed to
be some danger of reducing what ought
to be a solemnity to a mere empty form.
It was a matter, however, upon which
every honorable member had, doubtless,
made up his mind, and probably it would
be desirable that a deci~ion should be
arrived at without any great discussion
of the subject. For his own part, he
would be glad tbat the form should be
adopted if he could also be sure that the
substance would be observed;. but he
thought it would be inexpedient to commence their proceedings with what was
merely a form, as it was in another place.
lVIr. SNODGRA.SS agreed with the
Treasurer that it was not desirable to
have a long discussion on the subject,
especially as it had been he fore the House
on former occasions. As the best way
of dealing with the motion" he moved the
previous question.
Mr. G. V. SMITH seconded the.amendment.
Dr. EMBLI N G expressed his regret
that the motion was likely to be lost, because in all ages it had been customary to
commence important proceedings with
prayer. He was sorry that the proceedings of the Legislative Assembly were not
commenced in the same way as the proceedings of the Couneil. The form of
prayer there employed was a very simple
one; it embodied all human wants; and
appealed directly to the Creator of all
good. He was not aware that it would
offend a man of any creed; and he was at
a loss to know why its use should be
objected to in that House on the ground
that it was a form. Its use in a place of
worship might be objected to for the same
reason. If the proceedings of the Assembly were opened with prayer, it would be
necessary to have some form, and none
more suitable, or more likely to lDeet with
the acquiescence of all creeds, could be
adopted than that used in the Legislative
Council.
Mr. BALFOUR supported ·the motion.
He thought that the House would do well,
before commencing its deliberations each
da,V, to acknowledge the· existence of a
Supreme Being, and it was just possible
that the effect of using such wor~. as
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were contained in the form of prayer proposed to be used would tend to dispel
acrimonious feelings which might arise in
the course of the discussions. If the
House decided to open their proceedings
with prayer, that could not be done unless
there was a form of prayer adopted. This
seemed to him to be an answer to the
Treasurer's objection. It would be desirable, of course, that a form should be
adopted which would not be objected to
by any shade of religious opinion represented in the House; and for that purpose,
perhaps the form used in the Legislative
Council was the best that could be adopted.
Mr. VALE remarked that honorable
members met in the House as citizens, to
discharge public duties, and that it would
be an act of ill-grace for them to revive
or create any religious dissensions. From
the knowledge which they had of the
result· of reading prayers at the opening
of the proceedings in Legislatures where
that practice was adopted, they knew that
members generally spent their time during
prayers in the lobbies. 1'here were so
many di\7isions of religious opmlOn represented in the House-and properly so
-that he should best conserve his own
view of religious liberty by refraining.
from doing anything which might appear
like an interference with the religious
libertv of others. He thought it would .
be better not to adopt any religious forms,
but to be guided by their own knowledge
of right in the discharge of their duties.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that the.
question was entirely an open one with,
the Government, and it was his intention·
to vote for the motion. By adopting it, ;
the House would only be following the
precedent set in another place, and it,
could be done without being at all objecttionable, or interfering with the religious.
views of anyone.
Mr. LONGMORE opposed the motion,.
because he considered that it was impos- .
sil~le to have a form of prayer to suit.
all the members of the Assembly which.
would contain any spirit in it, and a form.
without the spirit was an insult to the
,
Divine Majesty.
The SPEAKER th~n put the question,
" that the question be now put," and the .
House divided:Ayes ..•
24
25
Noes ...
.

Majority for Mr. Snodgrass's} 1
amendment
•
eo.

•••
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and to prevent the lands in the neighbourhood being sold to any but particular
"
individuals. It was utterly impossible
"
that roads could be used in many places
"
where roads were at present surveyed.
"
T:
"
'Vith a view of remedying these evils, and
"
preventing influences being brought to
"
bear upon district surveyors in the dis"
charge of their duties-, he thought it was
Tellers.,
very desirable that the surveyors should
Dr. Embling:
be removed periodically from one district
Mr. Richardson.
to another.
NOES.
Mr; VALE seconded the motion.. He
Mr. Levi,
Mr. Bindon,
said
it was undesirable that the gentlemen
" Longmore,
" Bunny,
appointed to make the district surveys
Capt. Mac l\1ahon"
,0 Burtt,
Mr. O'Grady,~
should have the opportunity of forming
" Cope,
" }}vans,
" Orr,.
intimate friendships· with persons who
,; Farrell,
" G·. V. Smith,.
were interested in having surveys made·in
" Sriodgrass,
" FranciS',
particular directions. Noone who tra" Sullivan,
" Halfey,
Hanna,
velled through the country could deny
" Vale.
., Jones!
that, in many instances, the surveyors had
TelierlJ •.
" K~rferdf
been. actuated by favoritism. To prevent
Mr. McLellan,
" Lalor, .
the surveyors, if possible, from forming
" Langton,
" Sands.
private: friendships which would unduly
,,' Levey"
interfere with the discharge of their
DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
public duties, he considered it desirable
Mr. LONGMORE- movedthat they should be removed periodically
"That in the opinion of this House it, is
desirable that the district surveyors should be from one district to another.
Mr. -GRANT stated that he agreed
removed' periodically from one district to
another~"
with the principle of the motion, though
He said that. he brought forward a similar he thought that it should not be limited
motion last session, but he withdrew it at ' to the district surveyors, but should apply
the request of the Chief Secretary, who also to police magistrates, wardens, and
promised that the object, of it should be other public officers. While agreeing
carried out. He had no doubt tbat the with the general principle of the motion,
Chief Secretary. intended all he said, but he might observe that the particular class
the ele~tions and difficulties which had of. officials referred to were scarcely disoccurred had' prevented the matter being trict surveyors now, nor had they been
attended! to~ He (Mr. Longmore) cOllsi- for some time. N early all the surveys
deredt, however, that it was absolutely were now performed by contract surveyors,
necessary to place on record the opinion and the district surveyors simply superof the. House, that the district surveyors vised and checked their work; in fact,
should. be removed periodically from one they were administrators of the Land Act.
district. to another. He could show the The objection·, therefore, that the district
Minister of Lands parts of the country surveyors might' be influenced by private
where roads were made' over the tops of friendship could scarcely apply under the
high hills, although. level: ground was existing system. He repeated, however,
available for their construction almost that he agreed with the principle of the
alongside them.. In other instances there motion, which, after all, left it a matter of
were roads leading into lakes,; indeed, he discretion with the department as to the
had seen plans' of some' roads which·would particular periods at which the district
actually go through: five or six feet of surveyors should be removed.
Mr. ORR submitted that if the Minister
water. The surveyors: must have had
some motive for marking roads illr such 'of Lands did not intend to object to the
out-o£..the-way places. He had also' seen- motion, he ought to have been prepared
roads' put over high rugged stony rises, to explain to the House the principle
where no man could travel; although there which he would lay down in carrying it
was level land running. alongside. The out. If the matter were left entirely
only object of putting roads over tbese- with t~e head of the department, without
inaccessible places was to prevent traffi.c; .any general .princip!e being laid down, it
AYES.

Mr;
"
"
,,,
.,'
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
".
..
"
"

Ba,lfour,·
Blackwood,
Connor,
Cunningham,
Harbison,
Heath,
Henty,
Hopkins"
King,
MacBain,
McCann,
:vIcCulloch"
McKean;

Mr~

Moore,
Plummer,
Uamsay,
Reeves,
J.
Smith,
Tucker,'
Watkins,
Whiteman,
Wilson.
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a.ppeared to ,him (l\fr. 0 rr) that the 'district surveyors would be removed when... ever influence was brought to bear upon
the Minister of Lands to effect the removal
of an officer. This would be very objectionable. The principal duties of a district surveyor were to check the work of
the contract surveyors, and to report upon
the land proposed to be thrown open for
selection in his district; and, if he were
liable to be removed at any time, he was
likely to be influenced by a consideration
of the opinions and wishes of those gentlemen in the district who were friends of
the Government. If the motion were
carried, a general regulation ought to be
framed as to the particular periods at
which district surveyors w{)uld be liable
to be removed from one district to
another.
Dr. EMBLING thought that ,the
principle of the motion was a sound one,
but that the honorable member who had
proposed it ought to have stated some
specific cases in which there were
grounds for complaining that the district surveyors had been influenced
by improper motives in the discharge of their duties. When roads were
~adly laid out, a complaint made at the
tIme to the head of the department would
probably result in the matter being' set
right at once.
He agreed with the
Minister of Lands that .it was desirable
to remove police magistrates and other
officials, as well as district surveyors. He
had seen some singular instances of
evasions of the law inconsequence of
policemen residing too long in one district.
Mr. "McLELLAN considered that jt
would be altogether wrong to apply the
principle of the. motion to the gold fields ..
The surveyors .in, the mining districts had,
by long experience, become acquainted
with the features of their respective
districts, an(l :rarely made a mistake in
determining w.hich lands were auriferous,
and which were not. It would, therefore,
be very undesirable to supersede them by
strangers, who could not possess. the
same amount .of l{)cal knowledge-who
could not, in fact, know the nature of the
land which they might be called upon to
survey. As long as .the surveyors discharged their duties faithfully~at all
events upon the gold fields-they ought
not to be removed; and the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden, in
bringing forward his motion, ought to
have specified some particular cases of
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misconduct. At the same time he had
no doubt that mistakes had been made in
surveying roads .
Mr. CONNOR concurred with the
proposer of the motion that roads had
been laid out in objectionable places; but
he thought it would be very unwise to
remove the surveyors from time to time,
and especially those who had long resided
in certain districts and made their homes
there. If the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden made any specific
complaints, no doubt the Minister of
Lands would investigate them.; but it
would be rather harsh to punish all the
surveyors simply because two or three
required reproof.
-'
Mr. McCANN remarked that the
circumstance mentioned by the Minister
of Lands-namely, that the surveyors
were not now really surveyors, but rather
administrators of the Land Act-was an
answer to the objection raised by the
honorable member for Ararat, and was a
reason w:hy the motion should be adopted.
The surveyors had from time to time to
decide questions arising between :pastoral
tenants on the one hand and persons
selecting .land ,on the other. They had,
in fact, numerous important functions to
perform, and, amongst others, to value'
improvements on Crown lands. From
his own experience he knew that that.
duty was sometimes performed in a most
,extraordinary fashion.
He knew an
instance in which an improvement which
might have been easily effectedfor.£15 or
£20 was valued at something like £470.
He believed that the lands now surveyed
,were surveyed by contract surveyors.,
'The .land was pointed out in large areas by
the ,department in Melbourne, and contracts :were accepted for surveying it; so .
that the survey did .not ,depend upon local
knowledge. The ,district sur;veyors were,
as the Minister. of Lands had said, administrators . of the Land Act, and if they
resided a ,long time in one district they
were likely to have a certain bias or pre.
dilection. The proper discharge of their
duties was important to the working of
the Land Act; and he believed that the
interests of that measure would be best
conserved by the periodical removal of
the district surveyors from one district to
anothe~. He thought that the principle
might be applied to other officers, and he
was glad to hear the Minister of Lands
say that it {)ught to be extended to police
~agistrates.
, ~.
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Mr. LEVEY was of opinion that as the
district surveyors were now administrators
of the Land Act they ought not to be
removed, because the work of the officers
in each district differed materially, and it
,was impossible for one officer to be so well
acquainted with the nature of the work
of another district as he was with his. own.
If, for example, the district surveyor at
Ballarat, whose principal duty was the
administration. of the 42nd clause. of the
Land Act, changed places with the district surveyor of:Echuca, his work would
be all new to him, and the experience
which he had gained during the last six
or eight months would be completely lost.
Again, as to the valuation of land-what
could the district .surveyors at Echnca or
Beechworth ·know of the value of the land
in the rich districts of Camperdown and
Warrnambool, or vice versa;? It would be
far better to leave the matter to the discretion of the head of the department.
The Minister of Lands had had placed in
his hands almost irresponsible power in
connexion with the administration of the
Land Act; he could put land up for selection' in one district, or withdraw it in
another-he had the power of throwing,
into the market the whole of one squat-,
ter's run, or protecting another's-and
y.et it was constantly endeavoured to
fetter him in matters involving the mere
discipline of his department. He (Mr.
Levey.~ had seen, :en more than one occasion, great cause for blaming district
surveyors, and had often felt. that it-might
be desirable .to remove them . from· one'
district to another; but when he considered
the enormous amount of new work which
a district surveyor .going into. a new district would have to learn, he thought that
the disadvantages of changing their dis-'
tricts would more than counterbalance the
advantages. He would, therefore, oppose
the motion.
Mr. Q .. V. SMITH observed that honorable members, if they read the motion,
would save themselves a great, deal of'
trouble. The motion .simply declared that
it was desirable that district surveyors
should be removed periodically. No time
was named, and therefore the matter
would be left practically, as it ought to be,
to the decision of the department.
Mr. WHITEMAN opposed the motion.
He considered the principle of removing
Government officers from place to place to
be wrong. He did not understand why
the formation of friendly associations hi.
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a district should prevent police magistrates or policemen from carrying out
their duty faithfully.
.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that he
could not see what hardship there was in
removing Government officers from one
part of the country to another. It was
done almost eveny day in the mother
country.
Almost every officer in the
service of the Imperial Government was
liable to have his sphere of duty changed
from time. to time. He considered it undesirable that officers like land surveyors
should have the opportunity of forming
strong friendships and attachments, or of
fostering feelings of an opposite character,
in anyone particular locality, and
especiall y at a period when efforts were
constantly made to acquire slices of the
public.territory without a due observance
of the law. The .Government had power
already to remove these officers, and the
adoption of the .motion would only
encourage ,the G0vernment to fully exercise that power. It was his intention
to apply the principle .to the scab inspectors. Within the last few days he had
given instructions to the Chief Inspector
to·submit·a plan which would provide for
the removal of every inspector from one
district to another. It was only by such
an arrangement· that the Government
could ascertain whether the State received
a proper return for the salaries paid to
these officers. The last speaker objected
to the ,removal of policemen from one
place to another. ·:But without this
power ofa.-emoval, the police force would
never be properly managed.. He was at a
loss to see what objection there could be
to the motion.
Mr. SNOD GRASS said a similar
motion was brought forward by the honorable member for Ripon last session, and
withdrawn at the instance of the Minister
of ·Lands; and he should like to know
what had occurred since then to alter the
position of the ,G9vernment. Instead of
agreeing to the motion, the Minister of
Lands ought to oppose it. There were
no officens in the Go:vernment service
more free from reproach than those in the
department over which the honorable
member presided. He (Mr. Snodgrass)
considered it would be positive cruelty to a
public officer to remove him from one part
of the colony.to another without paying
his expenses. The motion, as it stood, was
absurb; and .he w0uld suggest its withdrawal.
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Mr. RAMSAY observed that it was
remarkable that the opponents of the
motion were gentlemen interested in the
maintenance of squatting, and he could
understand the opposition if it were
founded on gratitude for services which
had helped to protect certain runs. But
there had been too many examples of
the system which the motion sought to
terminate to justify hesitation in the
matter any longer. He remembered the
case of a certain block which was ordered
by the department to be surveyed; the
district surveyor objected to carry out the
order, because he considered the land so
poor that it would starve the people who
bought it. The Minister of Lands, how;.
ever, saw through the dodge, and acted
accordingly. With .regard to the objection taken by the honorable member for
Ararat (Mr. McLellan), he begged to
remind that honorable member that there
were, in every district, mining surveyors
whose business it was to report to the.
mining depart~ent and the Mining Board
as to the character, in an auriferous point·
of view, of every allotment of Crown land
before it was put up for sale.
Mr. McKEAN approved of the principle embodied in the motion, and submitted that it ought to be carried out with
reference to other officers besides those
named. Not long since he was in a district where great complaints prevailed
about the conduct of a district surveyor
who had become connected with certain
pastoral tenants, and had surveyed for
sale only the worst portions of the runs
held by those persons. With l~egard to
the objection of the honorable member for
Ararat, he considered that, owing to the
similarity of the gold fields, the proper
discharge of duty would not be interfered
with by the removal of a district surveyor
from one gold field to an·other.
Mr. HAl{.BISON also supported the
moti~n. He contended that one strong
arg'ument in its favor was, that it was
opposed by the honorable members for
South Gipps Land and N ormanby. These
gentlemen had no doubt learned,. and
particularly within the last twelve months,
the value of these district surveyors. But
he considered that if the removal of these
gentlemen cost the State a considerable
sum of money per annum there would, be
a great saving in the long run. There
were many small surveys which must
necessarily be effected under the superintendence of the _district surveyors, which
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could not be surveyed by contract, and
it was difficult for intending settlers to
obtain these surveys so long as the surveyors were intimately connected with the.
squatters. Therefore, he held that it.
would be to the advantage of the State for'
these officers to be. removed periodically
from place to p]ace.
Mr. BINDON considered the motion a'
very important one. It appeared to llim
that in every part of the country where.
the Land Act was ill' operation. two·
principles were at work; the one was,
favorable, and the other hostile to settle··
mente Under these circumstances it was
.extremely necessary that the persons who
were entrusted with the administration of
the Act should be in the best possible
position for carrying out their duties fairly'
a.nd impartially, and should also enjoy
the full confidence of Parliament. The'
position at present. occupied by the
Minister of Lands was a very difficult one.
The honorable member was gradual1y
becoming: a. great. landlord. The persons
who took up land under the Act of 1865
were, in. relation. to the. Board of" Land
and Works, little more. than tenants;
and it was extremely desirable that people
in that position should be· able to communicate everything that occurred without
fear or affection to the head of the de ..
partment. He (Mr Bindon) had nothing
to say against any officer of the Lands department, and, if' he had, he sh~:)Uld be
slow to make the House the arena of a
debate on the subject; but he considered,
for the reason he had stated, that far
greater vigilance was at. present required
in the administration of that department
than had ever been required before •.
Under these circumstances he should
support the motion.
Mr. BUNNY submitted that the
principle involved in the motion was. that
of interference on the part of the House
with the heads' of' departments. He contended that. the' question of the removal
of district surveyors was one which should
be left in the hands of the Minister
of Lands. At present that honorable
gentleman, in the administration of the
Land Act, was. almost irresponsible. The·
Minister of Lands had the sole and undisputed control of the officers referred to in.
the motion; he could order them from
one district to another, and, in fact, do
what he liked with them. If the honor...
able gentleman used that power with
ordinary discretion no fault. would be.:
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found with him; but if he used it despotically and tyranically, he would be accountable to the House. The passing of
the resolution would, however, free the
honorable gentleman from that responsibility; it would practically make him
more. irresponsihle than ever. The same
principle applied to every head of a department. And if the House passed a
resolution declaring it to be desirable that
the head of a department should exercise
such and such a function in the manner
that might seem good to him, the mouth
of the House would be closed in the
event of the officer being guilty of an
excess of power. The Chief Secretary
stated that the power of removal
existed already. If so, why did not the
Minister of Lands exercise it? It was
said that the police should be removed in
. the same manner; but it would be most
improper dictation for the House to say
that the policemen at Emerald Hill should
at a certain time be removed to St. Kilda,
and so forth. If the Chief Commissioner of
Police did not know how to govern and administer his department, let another Chief
Commissioner be appointed. It was well
kriown that policemen, after they had
been located for some time in a particular
spot, were able to distinguish between the
good and bad characters of the placebetween members of Parliament and
other people. Therefore it would be
injudicious to remove these men, without
sufficient cause, from plftces where they
were of great vahle to places where they
would be of little value. He had hoped
that the principle of interference on the
part of the House w~th Government departments was smothered by the Oivil
Service Act. But the motion sought to
revive it. He regarded the motion as a
most unwarrantable interference with the
heads of departments, and therefore he
should vote again.st it.
Mr. RICHARDSON said he could not
understand how any honorable member
could vote for the motion without also
voting for the motion which stood next
on the paper, for a select committee to
inquire into the working of the Land Act.
This was not the first time that he had
heard honorable members prefer charges
against the civil servants. He had heard
something about excessive valuations.
But he submitted that in every case where
there was a complaint againt a civil servant it should be laid before the head of
th~ 4~partment" and that only in the
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event of the department failing to take it
up should the matter be brought before
the House.
Mr. GRANT remarked that it was a
matter of perfect indifference to the Government whether the motion was carried
or not. The Government did not ask the
House for any authority of the kind, at
the same time he saw no objection to the
adoption of such a motion. It was his
intention to remove· some district surveyors, whose removal he thought necessary for the public service. At the S:lme
time, he considered it would be advantag,eous for the offi~ers themselves that
they should be removed, rather than be
exposed to unj ust and unfounded suspicion.
The motion was carried without a diviSlOn.
OPERATION OF THE LAND ACT•
Mr. LEVEY moved"That a select committee be appointed to
inquire into, and report upon, the working of
the Land Act 1865, such committee to consist of
Mr. Longmore, Mr. Tucker, Mr. Sands. Mr.
McLellan, Mr. O'Grady, Mr. Frazer, and the
mover, three to form a quorum, with power to
send for persons and papers, and to move ti"om
place to place."

The honorable member said :-In rising
to propose the motion standing in my
name, I wish, in limine, to state that I do
so with no hostile intention to the President of the Board of Land and Works,
nor with any view ad verse to the Land
Act. of' 1865. Whatever that Act may
be-whether it works well or badly for
this community-it is not the measure of
. the- Government, but the measure of
the House. The Attorney-General at
Brighton, with that candour which forms
a portion of his character, admitted that
some of the very best amendments introduced into that measl.)re were introduced
from the Opposition side of the House.
(" No, no.")
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I think the
words I· made use of were, that some of
the best amendments were introduced by
private and independent members of the
House.
MI'. LEVEY.-By private and independent membe,rs-by members in opposition as well as members on the ministerial side. (An honorable member" No, not one.") My proposition is that
the Bill is not the Bill of the Government but the Bill of the House, and that,
whether the measure has succeeded or
whether it is a failure, the House is quite
.~s much r.esponsible for the result as the.
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Government. The Land Act has now
been in operation something like twelve
months; and I think it high time that
the House and the country should have
some better evidence of the working of
that measure than has been submitted up
to the present time. In the debate which
is just over very strong and sweeping
assertions were made with reference to
the conduct of the district surveyors; and
although I do not wish to endorse the
remarks which have fallen from many
honorable members, both on this and on
the other side of the House, I think it
somewhat anomalous that while one minute we should be saying that the conduct
of the district surveyors has been such as
not to command the entire confidence of
this House, and that, therefore, it is
necessary that the House should recommend the removal of those officers from
one district to another, it should the next
minute be asserted that the information
furnished to the House and the country
with reference to the operation of the
Land Act-information derived from these
very district surveyors-is deserving every
confidence. I say it will be impossible,
without the appointment of a committee,
or the adoption of some similar course,
really to find out whether this Act is
working well or badly. The Minister of
Lands laid on the table, the other night,
some very full statistics concerning the
operation of this measure. Those statistics
showed the number of acres which have
been thrown open for selection, the number withdrawn, the number now open for
selection, the number taken up under
lease, and the number taken up under
certificates. But the honorable member
did not tell us, because the honorable
gentleman does not know-indeed there
is no machinery in his possession for finding out-how much of this large quantity
of land has fallen into the hands of bona
fide selectors, how much has fallen into
the hands of speculators, or how much
has reverted to t4e pastoral tenants in
whose possession it was before it was ever
taken up at all. It is to obtain information of this kind that I ask for a committee.
I believe every honorable member of this
House could afford a certain amount of
information as to the working of the Act
in his own individual district. I am sure
that honorable members can give information which will throw a great deal of light
on the subject. But I believe it is utterly
impossible to obtain reliable information as
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to every district without such a committee. Unless inquiry is made all over the
country, it will be quite impossible for us
to say whether the Land Act is working
well or badly. I believe, if a committee
were granted, we should find that in many
districts the Land Act is working remarkably well. I believe that in districts represented by the honorable gentleman
who brought forward the last motionthe survey districts of Camperdown and
Warrnambool-the Land Act has been
producti ve of a vast amount of good. The
agricultural areas around Ballarat have
fallen almost entirely into the possession
of the class for whose benefit the Act was
introduced. But I believe there are other
districts in which, for all practical purposes, the Land Act has been a perfect
and utter failure. If it were possible to
ascertain the quantity of land in the
survey districts of Echuca and Sandhurst
which has fallen into the hands of bona
fide selectors, we should find that of the
thousands of acres offered nearly all have
reverted to the squatters. One great
object in nppointing such a committee is,
that information may be afforded to the
Government and the House that will
prevent land being sacrificed, in certain
districts, as it has been within the last·
twelve months. I believe that one result
of granting the committee would be, that
while the operation of the Act might be
continued in all the districts which have
good agricultural land, and enjoy a proper
rainfall, its operation might be considerably modified in those portions of the
country where there is no demand whatever for agricultural land. I believe that
the honorable gentleman who presides
over this c.epartment, if he speaks candidly-as no doubt he will-will admit
that in many districts of this country
there is only too great reason to believe
that ·the Land Act has been systematically
evaded. During the last general election,
it was my unpleasant duty to be present
at the Land Office at Hamilton while the
land sales were proceeding. I say, unhesitatingly, that of the 952 persons who
"passed through the mill It-who put in
their names to select land-on that occasion, not more than ten were bona fide
selectors. The way in which the Land
Act was evaded on that occasion was
monstrous. More tlian 200 young women
were brought there, at a daily wage of
ten shillings, with instructions to take up
land for various squatters and speculators.
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(An honorable member-"They were bona
fide." ) Well, if young women-servants
at the various stations and farm-houseswhose ages vary from 18 to 25, are bona
fide selectors, my notion of a bond fide
selector differs very much from that of the
honorable gentleman. Squatters were
walking about the room, going to Mr. A.
or Mr. B., and saying, "I want this or
that piece of land taken up." In fact,
wholesale evasion was practised; and
squatters were able, by means of dummy
selectors, to take up almost the entire
quantity of land offered for selection.
One gentleman who had 11,000 or 12,000
acres of his run thrown open, informed
me, the following evening, that the
whole of that land was back in his possession. I think the Minister of Lands is
quite aware-notwithstanding all the care
and skill which he has taken to prevent
evasions-that only too many instances of
this kind have occurred; t.hat, in the great
majority of cases, the land has not passed
into the hands of the persons for whom it
was intended. I have no doubt the honorable gentleman will say, that if the land
has passed into the hands of persons for
whom it was not intended, yet, the fact
that the State receives 2s. per acre per
annum for that land shows that a great
amount of mischief has not been done.
To that proposition I cordially accede,
provided the Government and the House
state distinctly that the Land Act is not
to be altered in the slightest degree, and
that under no circumstances whatever
shall the rent of the land form portion of
the purchase money. If the conditions
of selection are rigidly, sternly, arid
strictly carried out, we shall very soon
get rid of these evasions; but if they are
not carried out-if there is anything like
an expression of opinion that the rent
should form a portion of the purchase
money, and that the improvement clause
should not he strictly enforced - then
I say that these evasions will continue.
N ow, Sir, there is another reason why I
think the committee should be granted.
There is a very large portion of this
country which, for all practical purposes,
is newly discovered territory. I allude
to the country between Melbourne and
the Omeo. I consider that in the Wood's
Point district, the Crooked River district,
and the other districts in that direction
which have been occupied but recently,
settlement under the present Land Act
is practically prevented. It would be an
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advantage to the State if in those districts
of rich soil and thick timber hundreds of
people were induced to settle j but they
will not be induced to settle if greater
facilities than those offered under the
present Land Act are not afforded. One
of' my objects, if the present motion be
carried, will be to see if something like
an extension of the occupation licenses
cannot be made to those districts. The
Cape Otway district is another district to
which the same remark applies. There
no squatting rights exist, and I think an
extension of the 42nd section of the Land
Act to that district would do a great deal
of good. Of this I feel certain, that it
will not do for the House and the country
to rest satisfied with the notion that the
Land Act is doing all that is required.
I do not believe that any honorable member who travels through the country districts can say, that the amount of settle..
ment going on under the Land Act is in
a ratio to the extent of' land alienated.
And if we find that, with all the expensive
machinery of the present Act, the result
of the operation of the measure is, that
the land reverts to the squatter, I thinknotwithstanding it may be perfectly true
that the State is protected by the increased
rent-that the Act has not done what it
was intended it should do, that it has not
secured that settlement which those who
assisted in passing the measure believed
it would accomplish. For these reasons
I ask honorable members to interpose no
difficulties in the way of granting this
committee. I ask for the committee from
no factious or political motive whatever.
I believe the people of this country have
the most unbounded and entire confidence
in the administration of the Land Act.
No doubt, I shall be followed by gentlemen who will say that in many districts
the Land Act is accomplishing all that is
required; that the working of the 42nd
clause in the neighbourhood of the gold
fields is doing a great amount of good;
and that a large amount of settlement has
taken place under the measure. On the
other hand, I can point out that in many
districts of the colony the Land Act is an
utter failure; that in the districts north
of the dividing range, where the soil is
very inferior, and the rainfall slight,
there is no demand for land fot' agricultural settlement. I think the Government are making a great mistake in putting up land in those districts for 8election.
The provision of the Act requiring that a
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certain amount of land should be proclaimed within a certain time is no doubt
responsible for this. But if it be proved
that this land has not fallen into the hands
of the farmer-that, in fact, in those districts the Land Act is a failure-I think
the very much wiser course is to admit
the failure at once.
Mr. O'GRADY sec<1nded the motion.
Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, the honorable member for N ormanby commenced
his observations by remarking that the
Land Act of 1865 was the Act, not of the
administration, but of the House. vVeIl,
I suppose that every Act of Parliament
is the act of the Houses of Parliament
and not of the administration: but I believe the La.nd Act, when it became law,
was very much, in all its essential particulars, what it was when introduced by
the Government. One of the very la.st
observations made by the honorable member almost justifies me in this assertion.
The honorable member remarked positively
that one cause of the failure of the Act
was that it required so large an extent of
land-namely, 4,000,000 acres-to be
thrown open for selection. The administration introduced the Bill with the quantity of land to be open for selection in
blank. Some honorable members insisted
that the quantity should be the same as
was provided for by the Duffy Act; but the
majority considered that the matter was one
for the Governmellt to decide. The reslllt
was the quantity fixed upon was 4,000,000
acres. The honorable member for Normanby pas said that he has not brought
forward this motion as a political attack
upon the Government. I am happy to
hear him say so. But I leave honorable
members to judge from the arguments
which the honorable member used in support of the motion, and from the manner
in which certain of his observations wer.e
cheered, how far these assertions have
weight with the House. Whatever may
be the object of the honorable member, I
think it is somewhat premature to appoint
a Committee to inquire into the working
of an Act which has actually been not
more than nine months in operation; because, although the Actwas passed on the
23rd of March, it did not come into operation until Mayor June. The time for
making selections-mid-winter-was most
unfavorable. The persons who made selections had difficulty in getting into the
forests to secure material for fencing and
building. Months after some of the selec-
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tions took place, as I well know, many
bonafide selectors who intended to go and

reside on their allotments, were unable to
do so from the obstacles in the way of
obtaining timber. Another matter which
should be oonsidered is that this summer,
which has proved so disastrDus to the pastoral interest, has proved equally disastrous to the bona fide selectors under the
Land Act. I appeal to honorable members who have knowledge on this subject
whether I am not correct. Another eonsideration which must not be overlooked
is, that many selectors under the Act are
tenant farmers, living in various parts of
the colony, who, up to this time, owing to
harvest operations and other causes, have
been unable to go on their selections,
although they have regularly paid their
rent. In support of what I have stated I
may refer to a letter which has been re·
ceived from the surveyor at Camperdown.
That letter states that in the districts of
Camperdown and Warrnambool over 200
persons have already settled on the land,
and that part occupation, by fencing
and stocking, has been carried on by'
others, pending more permanent settlement. The letter adds that settlement
has been retarded by the drought. Now,
I should like to know under what previous enactments the Bettlement of 200
persons in one small district within a few
months has been secured? Granted that
some of the selections have fallen into
the hands of squatters and speculators-I
will make the honorable member a present
of the whole of that argument-the fact
remains, that we are now receiving a
rental of £160,000 per year for lands
which last year yielded only £20,000 to
the .State. The honorable member has
complained that certain parts of the northern district have been thrown open for
selection. Wen, it seems very difficult to
please some honorable members. During
the pa5sage -of the Land Act the honorable member for Norrnanby and other
honorable members suggested that poor
lands should be thrown open in order to
satisfY·certificates.
Mr. LEVEY.-I complain not of the
lands being thrown open, but of their
falling back into the possession of the
squatters.
Mr. GRANT.-I believe the honorable member assisted in carrying against
the Government a clause providing for
an extension of the time for making
selections under certificates; the result
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of which arrangement was an increase
in the quantity of land selected under
certificates from 460,000 to 1,000,000
acres. I have been blamed over and
over again for not throwing open a
sufficient quantity of land to satisfy
these certificates; and now I am blamed
for throwing open too much. The sum
and substance of the complaint is that
the Land Act has been a marked success,
notwithstanding that it has been only nine
months in operation, that the time for
making the selections was unfavorable,
and ,that the seasons have been of the
most trying character.
But if the
squatters and the free trade party think
that the Government will assent to the
rental going· as part payment of the purchase money, they are most mightily deluding themselves. I say, on behalf of
the Government, that we will not abate
one shilling of the rent; and that we shall
insist upon the improvements being placed
on .the land, to the utmost farthing, within
the time prescribed by the Act. Certain
officers of my department are now engaged in preparing a return of the comp. aratively few cases of forfeiture that
have occurred. In everyone of these
cases the land forfeited will be put up for
selection, not for sale by auction; so that
squatters who have been deceiving themselves into the belief that they will obtain
this land will find themselves mistaken.
In fact, these gentlemen who have sought
to evade-who, by the assistance of
mediums, have been paying pretty well
through the nose-will find that they
must forfeit all they have paid, or hand
,?ver to the State a very good rental for
the land which they have acquired. It is
my duty, in accordance with a provision
of the Land Act of 1862, to lay a report
of the proceedings of the past year before
the House. That report is partly in type,
and I hope that it will be ready in a few
days. I have given instructions to the
various land officers throughout the coun~y to ascertain whether the allotments
selected have been taken up, and they
generally inform me that we can have no
test as to the bonb.fides of the settlement
under the Act for a few months to come.
Under all these circumstances, I hope the
motion will be withdrawn.
~r. SNODGRASS opposed the motion.
He came to the House pledged to give
the Land Act a fair trial, and he thought
that any interference. with the proceedings
of the Board of Land and Works in the
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experiment now being made must be condemned. He believed that the whole Act
would be found, in a short time, to be a
nullity. Many of the selectors had gone
into the matter simply as speculators, and
he believed that, before long, the income
from the lands taken up would be found
vastly below £160,000. No benefit was
likely to result from the motion, and
therefore he hoped it would be withdrawn.
Mr. LEVEY said he was satisfied with
obtaining the distinct assurance from the
Minister of Lands that the Government
had no intention whatever of allowing the
rent to form a portion of the purchasemoney, 'or of making any other concessions. He believed that if the squatters
were really aware of this, the number of
evasions would be very much less. But
he would inform the Minister of Lands
that, during the recent general election, .
several supporters of the Government
went about, stating tha,t the Minister of
Lands had made a distinct promise that,
in the case of a poor man, the Government
would "not be hard upon him." Possibly
that might have been said by the honorable Minister merely with the view of
getting rid of some importunate visitor.
He considered that, in obtaining the
assurances expressed by the Minister of
Lands, his motion had done a great deal
of good. He believed those assurances
would not be without their effect at the
land selections which would take place
shortly. He would not withdraw his
motion, but would leave it in the hands of
the House.
The motion was then negatived without
a division.
COMMUNICATION WITH WOOD'S
POINT.
Mr. WATKINS moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House, a return showing the amount already
expended on the road to Wood's Point, and the
amount required to complete it, so that wheeled
vehicles can travel the whole distance from
Melbourne to Wood's Point."

It was admitted on all hands (remarked
the honorable member) that the Wood's
Point district abounded with mineral
wealth. It had been known as a payable
gold field for the last five years, and yet,
up to the present time, no proper conveyance had been able to reach it· from· :Thielbourne. The Yarra track was admittedly
the most direct route, and he hoped the
Mjnisterof Roads would use his best
exertions to have the road completed as
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quickly as possible. The completion of next.
(Several honorable membersthe road would not only bring an impor- " Wednesday.") I have no objection.
tant district into immediate communica- I will therefore move that the House at
tion with the metropolis, but would open its rising do adjourn until Wednesday,
up a fine country eminently adapted for March 14.
settlement.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I beg to draw
Mr. DAVIES seconded the motion.
the attention of the Government to the
Mr. SULLIVAN observed that the fact that the civil servants- have not been
information sought for was already on the paid this month, and that they are suffertable, and if any further information ing great inconvenience in consequence.
could be supplied he should be happy to No delay need take place in t~e matter.
This House might at once proceed to pass
produce it.
Mr. PEARSON· said returns showed a Consolidated Revenue Bill, which would
that already £42,000 had been expended legalise the payment of the public service,
on the Wood's Point road, and that and no doubt the Council would accede
£25,000 more was required to complete it. to the measure on Wednesday.
Mr. McOULLOOH.-I quite symHe should like to know why such a large
Bum of money should be expended on the pathise with the civil servants, but the
Wood's Point road when other parts of responsibility of the· position they are
the district were unprovided for? When placed in does not now rest with the
he had applied to the Minister of Roads Government. The other branch of the
in reference to other parts of the district, Legislature has adjourned for a whole
he was told that there were no funds. week, knowing that the civil servants
This being so, why should there be so large· . have not been paid, and knowing that
an expenditure on the Wood's Point , they will not be paid until the supplies
road? No doubt the district was rich in· granted by this House have been rejected
minerals, but there was nothing else to' or otherwise. If they are rejected, some
other course will require to betaken; but,
recommend it.
Mr. McLELLAN remarked that the in the meantime, the Government will not
Wood's Point road did credit to the take what the honorable member says is
Roads and Bridges Department. Never the usual course, and for this very good
before in the colony had a road for such a reason, that these interim Bills have only
distance been made at so small a cost, and been sent up after the votes of this House
made so well. He thought it would be a have been arrived at. That question,
pity if anything should prevent the com- however, need not be raised now. The
Government will not introduce any such
pletion of the road at the present time.
Bin until they know whether or not they
The motion was then agreed to.
have funds at their disposal.
ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE.
Mr. McOANN.-In all good faith I
Mr. McOULLOOH.-Mr. Speaker, would remind the Attorney-General of
WIth the. leave of the House, I desire to bis statement, that if this House fixes the
move that the House, at its rising, do maximum and minimum rates of salaries,
adjourn until Tuesday next. I regret to the Oi viI Service Act becomes a special
find that the other branch of the Legis- appropriation, and authorises the payment
lature have adjourned for a week, and this of the civil servants. If this is so, there
notwithstanding that the Bill of Supply is no necessity for going to the Upper
is before them. They have thus thought House at all.
fit to throw an obstruction in the way of
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The honorthe conduct of the general business of' the able member scarcely. represents what I
country. I am sure it will be admitted did say. I stated that it was the opinion
on all sides of the House that it would be of the Audit Commissioners that, upon this
unwise for the Government to go on House fixing the maximum and minimum
proposing the voting of moneys until rates of salaries, it would be in the power
they lmow whether the Bill for granting of the Government to pay the persons
supplies will be passed by the other branch mentioned in the Oivil Service Act withof the Legislature. Under these circum- out waiting for any temporary Appropriastances, and seeing that there is no tion Act. But this power can only exist
business of consequence on the paper, I after the House has passed resolutions,
think honorable members will admit the which it has not yet done; and, moreover,
propriety of adjourning until Tuesday a large number of the public servants do
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not come within the provisions of the
Civil Service Act. The assistance the
honorable member suggests would be but·
a partial assistance. The only real remedy
is the passing of an Act which will enable
the "public servants," and not merely
the "civil servants," to be paid.
'
, Captain MAC MARON.-The object
of the Government appears to be to throw
the responsibility of the delay in the payment of the public servants upon the
Upper House. But I scarcely think the
civil servants will see the matter in the
light in which the Government desires to
place it. It has been the custom here to
pass interim Appropriation Bills, by which
the Treasurer is enabled to carryon the
public business. The Chief Secretary
says that these Bills have for the most
part been passed after the votes of the
Assemblv have been obtained; but what
is there ~ to hinder the House from proceeding with these votes at once. If this
is not done-if the civil servants are not
paid-the difficulty will be occasioned,
not by the Council, but by the Government and their supporters. An ex planation appears to be wanting, also, as to the
January payments. The Treasurer has
stated that the Government paid the civil
servants that month because it was the
bounden duty of Ministers to provide for
the exigencies of the State. No doubt
the honorable gentleman was correct; hut
what difference is there between the duty
of the Government in January and its
duty in February? The responsibility of
non-payment must lie with the Go\'ernment and with the House, because an interim money Bill would be passed by the
other Chamber as readily as heretofore. .
Mr. VERDON .-1 may inform the
honorable member that the Government
deemed it necessary to pay the .Jaunary
salari8s on their own responsibility, because Parliament could not be called together during that month. They therefore obtained an advance of £100,000
from the London Chartered Bank for the
payment of salaries, subject of course to
such alterations as the Legislature mig~!t
think fit to make in our Estimates. Parliament, however, having now assembled,
the Government do not feel justified in
incurring such a responsibility again. As
to the partial relief to be obtained by the
adoption of maximum and minimum rates
of salary, I do not think that the Government ought to pay the civil serv;:tnts,
strictly so called, while they are unable to
R
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pay the laborers, and the policemen, Bnd
the other officers who are not included in
the Civil Service Act. I have brought
down a message in accordance with the
opinion expressed by the Audit Com missione['s, so that the rights of this House
may be maintained in relation to one
branch of the expenditure, but under existing circumstances I do not think it
would be expedient to take further action
in the matter. We must be content, for
the present at all events, to wait until It
be the pleasure of the Legislative Council
to deal with the Supply Bill.
Mr. LEVEY.-1 do not think it at all
magnanimous that the Government
should visit the sins of the Legislative
Council upon the heads of the civil
servants.
~upposing that the Council
were to take the extreme step of rejecting
the Supply Bill, would that prevent this
House sending up either an interim
money Bill or the ordinary Appropriation
Bill for the year? The revenue would
still be collected under the old Tariff, even
if the new 'fariff should be thrown out.
The two matters of' supply and appropriatioll have. as much connexion with
each other as Tenterden steeple had with
Godwin Sands. It is merely a riece of
petty spite, therefore, to say that because
the Council will Dot discues the Supply
Bill, the Assembly shall not proceed with
the Estimates. Even if the Council has
taken a fit of sulks, there is no reason
why Ministers shoul~ follow the example.
The whole affair is a dexterous political
move to throw on the Legislative Council
the responsibility of the dead-lock which
Ministers are creating. Our duty and our
right is to proceed with the Estimates,
and vote the public salaries.
Mr. LEVl.-1t has been the regular
custom here to take a vote on account,
and to send up an interim Bill, which the
other House always passes. An Act was
assented to on the 31st of January, 1865,
for the appropriation of £500,000 out of
the consolidated revenue, towards the
"salaries, wages, and contingencies"
specified in the Estimates of the year.
As the honorable mem bel' for N ormanby
has said, the Government are actuated by
a species of petty spite in this endeavour
to throw the onus of the non-payment
of salaries on the other House.
Mr. LANGTON.-1 will just ask the
Ministry what possible objection there
can be to taking a vote on account? I do
not wish to draw any distinction between
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those in the receipt of daily wages and had not been presented to the House,
those protected by the Oi viI Service A<!t. though it had been applied for a month
All should be paid alike. When a Gov- . previously?
The Hon. H. MILL ER replied that
ernment abdicates its functions by proclaiming that it cannot discharge its the report would be presented in a very
primary duty-the payment of the ser- short time.
vants it employs-it is time that it was. set
CUSTOMS BONDS.
aside altogether. The Treasure: dechn~s
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN asked if
the responsibility because Parha~ent IS the Government intended enforcing paysittinO' and I submit that Parhament ment of the bonds taken for duties
oughtOto relieve him of the responsibil~ty. amounting to £35,000 odd, and duties unWhat possible evil can result from passmg collected from the 12th of October to the
an interim measure?
28th November, £63,000 odd, for which
Mr. VERDON.-H would be no use, they held no security r
.
.
inasmuch as the Council has adjourned
The H on. H. MILLER saId that, III
until Tuesday.
reply to the first question, as to whether
Mr. LANGTON.-But the Bill would the Government intended to enforce paybe ready for the Council directly it met. ment of the bonds held, he begged to
Only this morning a member of the civil say "Yes." "\Vith regard to the second
service told me that it was a question question, as to duties uncollected, he had
whether he would have to borrow or not. to state that the Attorney-General had
N ow that is a position no civil servants been communicated with in reference to
ought to be placed in. They ought to be the subject, but no answer had yet been
paid, and the only difficulty in the way of received from him.
paying them is the wanton and unnecessary
Mr. STRACHAN.-Do I understand
difficulty occasioned by the wilfulness of that there is no answer ?
the Ministry. The blame-I was about
Mr. MILLER.-I have given the honto say the shame-rests with them.
orable member the answer.
The motion was then agreed to.
Mr. STRACHAN next asked what
The House adjourned at twelve minutes amount was collected under the Units of
to seven o'clock until Wednesday, March Entry Act by the Customs from the 12th
14.
of October to the 28th November, 1865?
Mr. MILLER, in reply, laid on the
table a return showing that the amount
collected during the period named was
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
£888 19s. 2d.
Tuesday, Marck 13, 1866.
RETURN OF RATEPAYERS.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT moved for a
(Jhail'IlUUl of Committees-<Justoms Bonds-Return of Ratereturn showing the total number of rate. .
payers-Supply Bill.
J)ayers on the rolls, and the number of
persons rated at from £50, in every city,
The PRESIDENT took the chair at town, borough, shire, and. road district
ten minutes past four O'clock, and read respectively. 'rhe informatIon, the honthe usual form of prayer.
orable member observed, would be of great
assistance to the committee appointed to
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES.
inquire into the amendment of the conThe Hon. W. CAMPBELL moved-" That the Hon. Dr. Wilkie be appointed Chair~ stitution.
The Hon. C. SLADEN said that, in
man of Committees of the Council."
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL order to render the information as comseconded the motion, which was agreed plete as possible, it would be well for the
return to commence with persons rated at
to.
Dr. WILKIE returned thanks to the £25 and under.
The Hon. H. MILLER presumed that
House for the honor again conferred upon
the Council was aware that a similar
him.
return to that now asked for was laid on
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
the table in March, 1865, on the motion
The Hon. W. HULL asked, without of the Hon. T. H. Fellows, and that the
notice, how it was that the report of the said return was ordered to be printed in
Commissioners on the Industrial Schools the following June. The In\.mber of r;tte-
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payers could scarcely have varied so much
as to make a fresh return of much value
for the purpose of comparison. ~{ore, over, the return would take a long time to
prepare, and would be somewhat expensive. The preparation of the previous
document occupied a period of three
months.
Mr. HIGHETT believed that the ratepayers' rolls had altered very considerably
since the date referred to, "and what he
desired to ascertain was the present, not
the past, state of things. He would
accept Mr. Sladen's suggestion, and would
amend his motiQn accordingly.
The Hon. W. CAM.PBELL proposed
a further addition to the return-the
number of electors for the Council who
~ere qualified by virtue of their profesSlOns~

The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER seconded
the amendment. He was for publishing
the number of intellectual men who
sent representatives to the Council. It
appeared to be forgotten that many men
were put upon the roll, not because they
possessed property, but because they had
" nous."
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL
pointed out that the two matters were distinct-that the electoral roll had nothing
to do with the ratepayers' roll.
Mr. HIGHETT intimated that he had
no"objection to the addition.
The amendment was then agreed to,
and the motion as amended was adopted.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
On the order of the day for the second
reading of this Bill,
The Hon. W. HIG HETT said that, as
the whole subject had been referred to
the consideration of a select committee of
the House, he would move that the Bill
be discharged from the notice paper.
The motion was agreed to.
SUPPLY BILL.
The Ron. H. MILLER said-I hold
in my hand a Bill, entitled "An Act for
granting to Her Majesty certain duties of
customs, and for altering certain other
duties," which I propose to move be read
a second time. The notice paper, however, refers to a "Customs Import Duties-Gold Export Duty Bill."
On the P RESIDENT putting the
question, that the Bill be read a second
time,
Mr. MILI;ER said-I desire the PreR
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sident's ruling as to the proper procedure
in such a case as the one I have submitted. A Bill has been brought up from
the Assembly, and notice of it is given on
our business papers under a different
head to that borne by the Bill itself.
The PRESIDENT.-I may state that
the Clerk of the Parliaments asked me
whether in the naming of this Bill it
would be proper to follow the course
adopted last session, and I intimated that
it would be proper to do so.
Mr. MILLEH..-:-I am perfectly satisfied
with the ruling. I only alluded to the
matter lest honorable members should
complain hereafter of being misled by
the notice paper. I will now move the
second reading of the Bill, and I will not
offer any observations, but will reserve to
myself the right of reply.
The PRESIDENT. - The honorable
member is not entitled to a reply in moveing an order of the day. He can speak
now or after the seconder of his motion.
Mr. MILLER.-I thought that the
course which I proposed would best place
the views of the Government before the
House and the country, but I will at once
briefly state to the House the reasons I
would urge in support of the second reading of the Bill. There is no doubt that
in doing so I labor under a considerable
disadvantage, inasmuch as a foregone conclusion has been already arrived at by a
majority of the members of the Council.
A meeting has been held, a.t which a certain course has been decided upon, though
not knowing what that course is I cannot
address myself to it. I will, bowever, remind honorable membera that a Bill similar
in all respects to the present measure
was before the Council last session, and
that it was thrown out upon the motion of
a much lamented member of the House,
now no more. The country was then
appealed to on the question. Ministers,
when they went to their constituents, put
it fairly and distinctly whether the country
did or did not approve of their policy, and
wbether the Tariff was or was not acceptable. The result of that appeal was the
return of a very large number of ministerial supporters. I understood that cer.
tain members of the Council pledged thems~lves that, if the country were appealed
to and if the ministerial action were
endorsed, they would offer no further
obstruction but would vote for the Tariff.
(Mr. Strachan-" No.") I did not understand Mr. Strachan to say so, but I did
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other honorable mem bers.
No doubt, consider it before plunging the country
however, these gentlemen will give some into confusion, and before leaving the
reasons for refusing to fulfil their pledge. public service unpaid.
Mr. FEL flO WS.-Pass a Consolidated .
I have heard rumours ofvariolls objections
to be taken to this Bill. One is, that it nevenue Bill.
is improper to insert duties of customs
Mr. MILLER.-I told the honorable
and the repeal of t~ gold export duty in gentleman the other evening that it was
the same measure; but, strange to say, I quite impossible for members to shirk the
am also told that were these matters responsibilities of office, and to dictate to
separated the Council would support both the Government what they a~ to do. If
-would accept the Tariff and would repeal the present Administt'ation remain in office
the gold export duty. (" Hear, hear.") I it will act as it thinks best to promote the
am glad that the statement is so generally iuterests and to meet the wishes of the
confirmp.d. Such being the case, what do country; if it does not remain, let honorhonorable members oppose the Bill for? able members opposite see if they can do
Why, not on its merits, not on any sub· better. I am speaking in the dark as to
stantial ground, but on a mere qnarrel the conclusion which has been arrived at,
picked between the two Houses of Lr.gis- but I must beg honorable members to let
lature. I do not wish to say anything their action be prompt. It is the wish of
offensive to honorable members. I will the Government, and it is expected by the
merely put it to them if it is wisdom, if it country, that there should be no more
is moderation, to stand upon a point of procrastination, no more laying aside, no
etiquette when the interests of the colony further delaying the progress of the Bill
are at stake? If honorable members by feeble and false excuses. Whatever is
objected to the Tariff 0~1 its merits, or to done, let it be done honestly, openly, and
the repeal of the gold export duty on its fairly; let the Bill be either passed or remerits, I could understand their position; jected. I trust that it will be passed, for
but to say that the Bill has not been that will be for the good of the country
brought up in the exact, in the precise form and for the credit of this House.
The Hon C. J. JENNER seconded the
to please them, is not to give a sufficient
renson for throwing the country into con- motion.
fusion. With regard to the Tariff itself,
The Hon. A. FRASElt said that, in
it will be for honorable members to justify addressing himself to the subject, he
to the country the stand they are now desired to remind the House of the wish
maliing. I have always understood that expressed elsewhere at the beginning of
honorable members desired to pay a high the session, that a conciliatory spirit should
regard to the opinion of' the country. in future prevail, that by-gones should be
How then dn they justify their disregard by-gones, and that the vexed question of
of the wish expressed at the general the Tariff should be fairly dealt with.
election the other day? I want to know He reminded the House how the Bill was
whether, in the event of honorable memo once laid aside last session, and once rebel'S coming into antagonism with the jected; and he urged that though it might
country, they are prepared to form a not have been broadly alleged . yet the
Ministry?
only inference which could be drawn from
Mr. STRACHAN.-Yes.
the various debates which took place on
those occasions was, that if the country
~fr. MILLER.-I am glad to hear it.
The honorable member, I suppose, will be were appealed to, and if it declared in
Chief Secretary. (Mr. Strachan-"No.") favour of the Tariff-of that protective
If the rejection of the Tariff were but a principle with which he for one had no
-prelude to a (',hange of Ministry I would sympathy-and if the Tariff came up pure
be exceedingly glad, but whether such and simple, the Council would pass it. A
action would be endorsed by the country new Assembly 4ad now been constituted,
is a very different question. I will take and that Assembly had sent up the very
the liberty of telling honorable gentlemen same Tariff as before-a Tariff which levied
who may go to their constituencies on the same new duties, and repealed the same
such an errand, expecting to come back to old ones, the gold export duty among the
the House again, that they are very rest. He would say at once, however, that
likely to find themselves mistaken. (Mr. be regretted that the Ministry, after what
J enner-" That's the point.") No doubt took place last session, had not thought fit
it is, and honorable gentlemen should well to deal with the gold duty in a separate
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measure. Perhaps, also, they might have
altered the preamble, though to his mind
the offensive portion had been withdrawn,
and to quarrel about what was left would
be fighting with a shadow. (Mr. Fawkner
-" No.") Well, he said it would. The
pream ble of the measure of last session
set out that the members of the Legislative As'sembly had "freely and voluntarily resolved to give and grant to your
Majesty;" but the declaration in the
present preamble was followed by the
words :-" We do most humbly beseech
your Majesty that it may be enacted und
be it enacted by the Queen's most excellent Majesty by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of Victoria and by
the authority of the same." This latter
portion of the clause protected all that
went before it; it provided that no Tariff
could be paRsed wit.hout the consent and
agreement of the Counr.iI. (Mr. Murphy"Read the usu~l form.") Whatever the
usual form might be, no principle was
involved in the 'one now adopted. ~rhe
privileges of the Council were not interfered with, and it did not become honorable members to cavil at words. If it was
otherwise he would certainly vote as he
did last year, and would reject the
measure in order to defend the privileges
and to maintain the dignity of the House.
The next question was the gold duty. He
was decidedly of opinion that that impost
was similar in character to all other
duties. Some honorable members maintained that it was a royalty, but if so,
why was it not collected at the mouth
of the mine? (An honorable member-" It
is not possible.") No doubt of it; but that
was where a royalty ought to be collected.
Instead of providing for that, what did
the law allow a miner to do? Why, in
the first instance, having paid a rent or
a royalty in the shape of a miner's right,
he could take the gold out of the earth,
could work it up into chains, rings, or
brooches, and so long as it remained in
the country it paid nothing. The miners
might make pots and pans of the gold,
and the State would never get a shilling
from it. Where, then, was the royalty?
When the gold came to the Custom House,
and then only, did it pay, so that the
charge was similar to any other export
duty. (Mr. Fawkner-"No.") Well, he
knew that honorable members did not
look at the subject from his own point of
view, but he still maintained that the
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measure ought not to be hurled out
on account of this difference of opinion.
A difficulty had arisen, also, in reference
to the last clause of the Bill, and, perhaps,
if that clause had been duly considered in
the first instance, it would not have been
inserted. Its effect was that the Bill
should continue in force until 1869, and
no longer; but then it must be remembered that it was in the power of the A 3sembly to bring in a fresh measure of
supply every session, and that three
sessions would elapse before the Bill
terminated. At any rate, he trusted
the measure would be passed, for
if it were rPjected honorable members
could scarcely see the consequences which
would ensue. (Mr. Strachan-" Oh!")
The honorable member might laugh, but
the honorable member did not know so
well as he did the disastrous consequences
of the course pursued during the last
fourteen months. He would refer briefly
to the verdict given by the country at the
late general election. (]\fio..Fawkner"There is to be another one directly.")
Last session great objection was taken to
the procedures at the general election of
lR64. It was said that proper issues
were not set before the country-that the
crv of " Hevision of the Tariff" was raised
~and that people did not know what that
revision meant; and it was urged that
the other House ought to go to the
country again. Well, the Assembly had
gone openly to the country, and the
country had decided for protection-for
the ministerial Tariff. The Tariff. had
now come up pure and simple, and the
Council, according to its inferential pledge,
ought to accept it. Were it to reject the
measure, the accusation brought against
it, that it was an obstructive body, would
be sadly confirmed. Honorable members
should pause before they did such a thing.
They should pay respect, and great respect,
to the expressed wish of the country. He
regretted that the Ministry had not separated the two matters, but, at the same
time, he regarded the interests of the
country as the paramount consideration,
and on that account he would vote for
the second reading of the Bill.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS moved, as
an amendment:"That as this Bill purports to repeal all existing
laws relat.ive to duties (If Customs, and to enact
merely temporary provisions in their stead, and
thus imperils the civil list granted to Her
Majesty by the Constitution Act, and, moreover,
deals with the gold duty, ~hich, though col-
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lected at the Custom House, is substantially a
part of the territorial and hereditary revenue of
the Crown, and foreign to a bill of aid or
supply, and has always been separated ther~
from in legislation ; and as the pream hIe of the
Bill is without precedent in this colony, lind
implies that the constitutional disability of this
House to originate or aiter Bills for imposing a
duty or return is not the only difference between
the powers of the two Houses in regard to such
Bills, the said Bill be reject('d."

The Hon. G. W. COLE asked whether
an amendment could be moved on a
money Bill? The honorable member had
committed the House to an illegal action
last year, and he would like to know
whether the honorable member was in
order now?
The PRESIDENT ruled that the
amendment was tantamount to a direct
negative, and could be received.
Mr. FELLOWS - This Bill presents
itself for consideration in three aspects.
The first and most important one is that
involved in the first clause, which repeals
all the acts mentioned in the schedule, or,
in other words, repeals the existing customs laws, under which a revenue of
upwards of a million and a quarter per
annum is raised, and substitutes instead
certain other provisions for a period of
three years, at the end of which time the
customs revenue will cease altogether.
I would like the honorable member
opposite me to start by producing an
instance of imperial legislation in which
permanent Customs Acts are repealed and
a temporary Act substituted. But the
honorable member can do nothing of the
kind. The civil list granted to Her
Majesty is payable from this source
amongst others, and therefore, if the
substitution can take place in the one
instance, it would be in the power of the
other House to bring in a Bill repealing
all permanent revenue laws and providing temporary measures in their place.
If it can be done in regard to customs,
it can be done in regard to any other
subjects of reven~e. Whether the Acts
relate to excise, or licenses, or any other
form of revenue, they may be repealed,
and merely temporary provisions substituted in their place, if what is proposed
by the present Bill can be done. It is
no answer to say-" This is only a small
instalment of protection." We have a
right to test the principle, and ask what
would be our position if all the permanent
sources of revenue were. swept away and
merely temporary ones substituted for
them? Where would be the civil list
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under such circumstances-the civil list
which was granted to the Crown as part
of the compact by which constitutional
government was granted to this colony?
Looking at the question in this aspect
alone, I ask whether this Bill can for a
moment be entertained ?But, sir, there
is another aspect in which it may be
looked at. It may be looked at not
merely as affecting the bargain made
between this country and the Crown in
relation to the civil list, but in relation
to the position which the Governor
occupies in the matter. It has been said
over and over again that there has been a
sort of antagonism displayed by this
Rouse towards the Governor. I deny
that such has been the case. What has
been done here has been rather more as a
warning against the course pursued in
another place than anything else. It
will be conceded by all parties, that
whatever Government are in office they
should show some regard to the feelings of the gentleman who presides over
the country-that they should not ask
him to make assertions which, in his conscience, he disbelieves. N ow, let us
just see what the Government must ask
the Governor to do to give effect to this
Bill. In the document long known as
"the missing despatch," the Governor is
told by the Colonial Secretary, upon the
opinion of the Jaw officers of the Crown
in England (which opinion the Colonial
Secretary, being himself a lawyer, fully
endorsed), that it is not necessary to
reserve for the royal assent any Bills
passed for the purpose of jmposing duties
of customs. That opinion, although it is
contrary to what I previously thought to
be the law, is so convincing to anyone
who will take the trouble to read it, that
the veriest layman could understand it by
the mere perusal of it. I had previously
overlooked some words in the Constitution
Act, which this opinion clearly alludes to
and points out, and it was that omission
which led me to a different conclusion.
In defiance of the despatch from the
Secretary of State, saying that it is not
necessary to reserve Customs Bills for Her
Majesty's assent, the Governor is asked
to assent to a temporary law. Why?
Why is he asked to assent to a temporary
instead of to !l. permanent law? Is it that
the people have any idea that protection
shall terminate at the end of three years?
I apprehend that that is not put forward
as the reason. No j but the reason is
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because the Attorney-General chooses to
tsay-"I, the Attorney-General of Victoria,
notwithstanding the views of the law
officers in England, still entertain the
opinion that this is a subject which must
be reserved for her Majesty's assent, and
therefore I ask the Governor to act upon
my opinion rather than upon the opinion
of the Secretary of State." Supposing
that opinion to be correct, in what position will it place the Governor? What
will the Governor have to declare if he
adopts the opinion of his law officers?
We have only to refer to the clauses in
th~ Constitution Act, relating to the imposition of customs duties, to ascertain.
The 5th and 6th Victoria, chap. 76, sec.
31, says-" All Bills altering or affecting
the duties of customs upon any goods,
wares, or merchandise imported into or
exported from the said colony shall in
every case be so reserved," that is, for
Her Majesty's consent. That provision,
no doubt, has been qualified by subsequent
legislation, which renders it unnecessary
that such Bills shall be reserved. Supposing it, however, to be still in force, the
clause goes on to say-" Except such Bills
for temporary laws as the Governor shall
eX.pressly declare necessary to be forthwith assented to by reason of some public
and pressing emergency." Now, if the
Attorney-General and the GovernmentI don't wish to draw any distinction
between the two~are sincere in their
view that this is a Bill which requires to
be reserved, or which would have been
required to be "reserved, for Her Majesty's
assent, if it had not been of a temporary
nature, they must, in asking the Governor
to assent to it, ask him also to declare
his belief that it is "necessary to .be
assented to forthwith by reason of some
public and pressing emergency." Can
any man with the smallest· regard for
truth venture to make that assertion?
Yet, to carry out their view, the Government must ask the Governor to declare
his conviction -by proclamation or otherwise-that it is necessary that this Bill
. should" be forth with assented to by reason
of some public and pressing emergency."
I say, that the fact of this Bill being
merely of a temporary nature, and that
at its expiration it will get rid of all the
existing means ot' customs revenue, if no
others are substituted before the end of
the three years, is of itself a sufficient
reason to justify the rejection of the measure. But it has been said once, though
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I do not think it is likely that the statement will be repeated-that, inasmuch as
this measure is only to be in operation
till the 22nd of February, 1869, the Acts
repealed by it would revive at the expiration of that period. I don't wish to venture my opinion on this point, and, therefore, I have taken an extract from a judgment of Lord Ellenborougb when Chief
Justice of England, and I have looked to
the case to which he refers, and I find it
p~ecisely the same in form as the case in
point. Lord Ellenborough said"A law, though temporary in some of ~ts
provisions, may have a permanent operation in
other respects. The statute 26 Geo. Ill, c. 108,
professes to repeal the statute 19 Geo. II., c.35,
absolutely, though its own provisions, which it
substituted in the place of it, were to be only
temporary."

I think this opinion of Lord Ellenborough
will, at any rate, be sufficient to show that
the first clause of this Bill is not of a
temporary nature-that the clause which
repeals the Acts mentioned in the
schedule is permanent in its operation,
though the subsequent provisions of the
Bill are merely of a temporary nature.
Now, on this point, I will just call the
attention of the House to another aspect
of the case as between the Governor and
the Secretary of State for the Col~nies.
In the lOth paragraph of the Queen's instructions to the Governor, His Excellency is told" You are, as much as possible, to obserye, in
the passing of all laws, that each different
matter be provided for by a different law, without intermixing in one and the sanie Act such
things as have no proper relation to each
other; and you are more especially to take care
that no clause or clauses be inserted in or annexed to any Act which shall be foreign to what
the title of such Act imports, and that no perpetual clause be part of any temporary law."

Now I ask how the Governor can obey
this instruction and yet at the same time
assent to this Bill? I should like to
know whether this has been brought
before the Governor's attention. It is
very well to say that this House is attacking and insulting the Governor, but I say
that it is protecting him. If he had fol..
lowed the ad vice given him last session,
these conflicts, which it seems to he the
desire of the Ministry to perpetuate,
would not have occurred. I should like
the honorable member who represents the
Government in this House to ask his colleagues whether they have told the Governor that if he assents to this Bill he
will disobey the 10th clause of HElr
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Majesty's instructions to bim? Have that the Attorney-General goes to the
they put it to him in this aspect-that he lengt h of saying that in a Bill for levying
is to take care "that no perpetual clause purely duties of customs the Government
be part of any temporary law?" Of would be justified in including any source
course it may be said that we should leave of revenue whatever. (An honorable
the Governor to bear his own responsi- member-" The land revenue.") Yes;
bility, but I maintain that it is Dot fair the Government have even gone that
that we should shrink from our duty, as length. I ask, can they show any prinwe should be doing if we did not point ciple for it? Can they produce any
out what we consider to be the objections single instance within the last hundred
to this measure. I think that the Go- years in which subjects of this character
vernor would violate the Queen's instruc- have been mixed together in one Bill?
tions if he assented to the Bill. Witb It is idle for Houses like these to talk
regard to the gold duty, it seems to about comparing themselves with the
be admitted on all hands that the House of Commons. They are mushCouncil is right, for I understand the rooms of the day, both of them. We
Jaw officers themselves to say that it have no powers except those defined by
is a territorial revenue. As one of the Constitution Act j and it appears to
them very properly remarked, in answer me to be idle to seek for authority in
to the obje(~tion ihat the gold duty had that Act for the course which has been
always been called a customs duty, "If taken by the Government. I am sure
you call a man a horse lor twelve years, that we shall not find it. I now come
it will not make him a horse;" and no to the Jast thing, which it is said has
more will calling the gold duty a customs no meaning-the preamble. It appears
duty make it a customs duty. Whose to me-and I say it with re~ret-that
property is it? To whom does the gold there is a desire on the part of some
belong ? Not to the man who digs it out people to perpetuate the disputes between
of the ground, but to the Crown. The the two Houses as to the interpretation of
Crown has never parted with the gold. It their powers. It is a question purely and
gives a certain license to take it out of'the solely of legal interpretation; and last
gl'ourtd upon certain conditions, one of session this House offered to refer, in
which is-that as soon as it goes out of conjunction with the other House. to the
the country it mu~t pay duty. If it is a Judicial Committee of the Privy Council,
tax, it is putting a tax upon the Crown's the question, as to what is the proper inown property, and how can a tax put on terpretation of the Constitution Act, but
the property of the Crown be anv aid or the Assembly refused to concur in that
supply to the Crown itself? If the Con- proposition. Therefore, it is not we who
stitution Act had not handed over the have brought about the difficulty . We
control of the minerals in the colony to said, "If the interpretation which we
the Colonial Legislature, that control have put upon the Constitution Act is
would have remained in the hands of t.he wrong, let us refer the question to an imCrown as well as the gold itself. It is partial and independent tribunal, and let
only the management of it, and nqt the both of us bow to its decision." The
gold itself-which has been transferred answer was such a one as might have been
to this Legislature.
The gold still expected from the House of Commonsbelongs to the Crown. If the Crown had " We won't submit our privileges to anydetermined to retain the control of the body." I say that there are no privileges,
gold itself....:.-if the Crown had said, " This and talking about them for a month
is my property, I propose to take this won't make any. We both deri.ve our
gold, I will employ miners, pay them existence from the Constitution Act, and
wages, and they shall give me all the re- we possess no powers which are not conturns "-will anybody tell me that under tained in that Act. There is no prescripthose circumstances a charge imposed on tive right. Our powers are in the Constithe gold as it left the country could have tution Act, and it is a mere question ~of
been called a customs duty and a supply interpretation.
We aI:e spoken of in
to the Crown? A customs duty is some- couples throughout the Act. Except in
thing imposed on the property of other two sections, there is no distinction drawn
people, but the gold is the property of the between the two Houses, and yet it is
Crown. Subjeets are called upon to pay said that our powers are vastly different.
taxes, not the Crown. But I understand There is one section which says that
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all Bills for appropriating any part
of the revenne and for the imposition of
any taxes shall originate in the Assembly
and may be rejected, but not altered, by
the Council; and there is another section
which says that the Assembly shall not
pass any Bill for appropriating any part
of . the revenue unless it has been first
recommended by a message from the
Governor. With the exception of these
two clauses, I believe that there is not a
single clause in tbe Constitution Act from
beginning to end which speaks of one
House separately or differently from what
it does of the other. Yet we are told that
the powers of the two Houses are
essentially different, and this House is
asked to endorse that assertion in the
preamble of the Bill now before it. This
preamble is certainly without precedent,
and there is no reason why it should be
introduced except for the purpose of ag
gression. It is a pity that it should be
done. N 0 di~pute has arisen hitherto,
ano. I don't know why any dispute should
be created. If the two things contained
in the Bill had been kept separate
throughout, the Tariff would have been
passed long ago. It is not an unfair
obseryation to make-and many persons
have made the same remark-that it is
really not desired by the Government
t.hat the Bill should pass, and that that is
the reaR on why the two things are mixed
up together. If'the new duties had been
sent up by themselves they might have
become law the first day they were
submitted to this House. Why are
the two subjects put together'? Is
it for the purpose of diverting the
view of the people from the course which
the Government are really taking, and
endeavouring to delude them into the
idea that they cannot get what they ask
for unless this system 'is resorted to?
Protection is wanted by the people, and
there would not be the slightest objection
on the part of this House to vote it to
any extent it might be asl{ed for, providing it is asked for in accordance with the
practice and usage which we are bound to
follow. If the Tariff comes in a separate
sha.pe, with these items in it, or any others
of a similar nature which the Assembly
choose to insert, the Bill might be passed
in a night, without any trouble at all.
Why is this pream ble stuck in? It
almost induces one to say that it is with
the object of perpetuating the dispute, ill
order that the Tariff may not become la.w.
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I do not know that I have anything more
to point out in regard to this Bill. The
views to which I have given utterance
were, I believe, in a great measure the
views entertained by the honorable mem·
ber opposite (Mr. Miller) at the termination of' last session. Since that time,
however, "a change has come o'er the
spirit of his dream," and the men whom
he then denounced as felons he has since
consented and condescended to join. If,
sir, they be those unprincipled ,offenders
he called them, is he any better than an
accessury after the fact? The honorable
member may revel in the position which
he oceupies, but let me tell him that the
respectable and thinking portion of this
community will regard him as a man
whose counting-house is his church, whose
desk is. his pew, whose ledger is his bible,
and whose money is his god.
The Hon. G. W. COLE opposed the
amendment. He said that the Council
had been so often misled by the sophistries of Mr. Fellows that he hoped
they would not follow the course which
he suggested on the present occasion, but
that, 011 the contrary, they would act in
the spirit in which Earl Grey advised the
House of Lords to act when the French
Treaty was under consideration-namely,
with moderation and wisdom, and pass
the measure. There were some things
which the honorable member who had
moved the amendment literally knew
nothing about, and the gold duty was one
of them. He (Mr. Cole) held in his hand
a copy of a letter which he wrote in 1854,
when the country was on the point of
rebellion in consequence of the operation
of the license system on the gold fields.
The honorable member, he believed, was
not i,n the colony at that time, or he
might have learned a lesson which would
probably be taught him even yet. He
referred to the time when the diggers had
to pay £3 a month - £~6 a year - for
the privilege of grovelling in the mud,
whether they got any gold or not. They
were hunted high and low for the
amount, and hence the unfortunate outbreaks at Ballarat, where some of the
military were killed. The £3 a month
had to be paid by all the diggers alike,
whether they got any gold or not; and
so vexatious was the system that the
men were dri ven to despair. In the
letter to which he referred he made
various suggestions for ameliorating the
state 'of affairs which then existed.
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A commission was. also appointed (of
which the Hon. J. P. Fawkner was a
member) to make inquiries into the
matter, and it was recommended that
there should be a duty on the gold. It
was acknowledged at the time that it might
be considered partly a territorial revenue,
but it was never intended as a royalty,
and it was utterly impossible that it·
could be collected as a royalty. Directly
the digger got the gold it became his property; and he did not think that Mr.
Fellows could take it from him, with all
his law. He should like to see the honorable member try it. It was absurd to
attempt to draw subtle distinctions as to
whether it was a royalty or a customs
duty. It never was a royalty, and never
could be made one. In reference to the
preamble of the ~ill, he might call attention to the fact that in the debate on the
Paper Duty Repeal Bill, in the House of
Lords, the Duke of Argyll pointed out
that the preamble to that Bill was entirely
different from ordinary money Bills, and
yet it was not rejected. In the same
debate he found the following remarks in
the course of Lord Lyndhurst's speech : -
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was. He had not lived seventy years for
nothing; and he did not hesitate to ex·
press this as his opinion, after having
watched the progress of events in this
colony ever since people were first driven
out of it because they could not get a bit
of land. With regard to the clause n
the Governor's instructions to which
reference had been made, he understood
its meaning to be simply that the Gover·
nor was to do the best he could under the
circumstances, and particularly in cases of
emergency to exercise his discretion. The
whole political history of the colony during
the last ten years had simply been a strife
as to which Government should be turned
out of office and which should get in. He
remembered that on the day that the first
O'Shanassy Ministry first appeared in
Parliament Mr. }'el1ows tabled a vote of
no confidence, which was passed, and
the Ministry went .out of office. That
was not the way in which the country
ought to be governed. He repeated that
he hoped that the House would not be led
away by the legal sophistries of Mr. Fellows, who, he might remind them, had
told the Council time after time that they
"What was the language held by Lord Aber- had nothing to do with money Bills. He
deen in 1853? 'Now, your lordships cannot (Mr. Cole) had advised them, on a former
alter a tittle of this Bill; not a particle. You occasion, to ascertain what their rights
may- and this you have a full right to do- and privileges were, but they had refused
throw it out.' It is for your lordships to consider (continued Lord Lyndhurst), in this to do so. If they had any regard for the
particular case, whether it will be prudent and country, and any regard for themselves,
proper, having regard to the interests of this they would pass the Bill, under protest.
country, that you should adopt such a course."
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN said that
He would ask the Council to act upon the subject of the Tariff was almost ex·
this advice of Lord Lyndhurst, and to hausted, and but for the remarks which
consider whether it would be prudent and had fallen from the honorable member
proper for them to throw out the Bill who had last spoken, he did not think
now before them. As to the question of that he should have addressed the House
whether the Bill was a temporary or a on the subject. He presumed that the
permanent one, his opinion was, that it speech of Mr. Fellows had silenced the
was a very wise plan to provide that the honorable member who represented the
measure should be in operation for three Government in Lhat House. (Mr. Miller
years, because if it were passed for a -" Not quite.") He did not believe that
shorter period there would be little in- anything ever would quite silence the
ducement to establish new industries honorable member; but he did not think
under it. In the United States of that any other honorable member would
America, he believed that it was the be willing to occupy the position which
custom every fourth year, when the new that gentleman now held. As to the prePresident took office, to recommend some amble of the Bill, he would leave that
alteration in the fiscal arrangements of subject to those honorable members who
the country. He hoped and trusted that were better able to discuss it than he was
the Council would pass the Bill. They himself; but he must say that he did not
might pass it under protest if they liked; see any necessity for such an alteration as
but if they did not pass it, he would tell the preamble made, nor did he see any
them honestly that his idea was that there reason why the Government, instead of
would be more Eureka riots. (Cries of again sending' up the Tariff which was re"Order.") He knew what human nature jected last session, should not have sent
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up an amended or new Tariff.' He did
not see how either free traders or protectionists could possibly vote for the Bill as
it stood. The limitation of the operation
of the Bill for three years was unquestionably a sufficient reason why the House
shou1d throw out the measure. If it were
passed with that clause, the Council would
be compelled to swallow any Tariff which
the Assembly might choose to send it, or
the country would be left without any
customs revenue at all at the end of
the three years.
He believed that
such a measure with sueh a limitation was unprecedented in that or
any other country. Its adoption would
place the colony in a similar position to
that in which Jamaica was placed some
time ago. In Jamaica the legislative
'body which represented the Assembly
here sent up a Bill to the body representing the Council, who rejected it; and
the Assembly then' refused to pass the
annual Customs Bill. The Governor
communicated with the Home Government on the subject, and asked what he
was to do. The reply was, " We shall
not interfere with your arrangements, If
the Assembly will not pay the public servants, they must go without payment;
but your instructions are that you shall
maintain law and keep order." He was
not prepared to say what the constitution
of Jamaica was then; but he would ask, if
this country was placed in such a position
that it had no revenue and no taxation,
how could the Governor exercise the
Queen's authority and keep law and
order? With regard to the export duty
on gold, his opinion was that there was
no doubt it was a royalty. In fact, it
was admitted to be a royalty by members
of the Ministry. The honorable meml.Jer,
Mr. Cole, was a little mistaken in his
remarks about the report of the gold
fields inquiry, because it was there
stated that an export duty on gold was
more properly speaking an assessment on
the gold, just the same as an assessment
on stock. He was, however, prepared to
vote for the abolition of the gold export
duty if it were sent up as a separate measure. He was also quite prepared to support a protective Tariff, but not this
Tariff. He denied that this Tariff was
fairly put before the country. W'hile he
was prepared to vote for the abolition of
the gold duty, he would not vote for it
tacked in the way in which it was now
tacked. He would not vote for the pre-
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sent Bill, whatever might be the consequences. Mr. Cole had spoken of a revolution. Well, the sooner it came the
better. The sooner that House met it
the better. Delays were dangerous. He
could not understand how any protectionist would for a moment support this
Bill in any shape whatever. To his mind,
the protectionists had been completely
duped by the Ministry; and if they voted
for this Bill passing for three years
they were not genuine protectionists,
and had no standing in that House
as regarded protection. But were there
no other objection to the Bill, he
thought the House ought to decline
to entertain it, until they had a clear
and definite answer to the question
whether the £63,000 which had not been
collected by the Government would be
enforced or not? The answer given by
the honorable member representing the
Government was an insult to the House
-it was adding insult to injury. It was
discreditable for the mouthpiece of the
Government to meet such a question with
the statement that no reply had yet been
received from the Attorney-General. Certainly, before they were asked to sanction
a measure imposing additional taxation
upon the country, they should be told
whether this £63,000 would be collected
or not. Perhaps Mr. Jenner could offer
some explanation on the subject. No
doubt that honorable member would be
able to justify his action in calling for a
return which cost £200 in order that he
might ascertain the individuals who were
benefitted by the Tariff. But he (Mr.
Strachan) wanted to know who would
benefit by this £63,000. Was Mr. Jenner
prepared to allow the Government-by
the mere veto of the Minister of Customs
-to say that these moneys should not be
collected? And would the honorable
member representing the Government
endorse such a proceeding? If the honorable member did so he would betray
every opinion which he had hitherto expressed on questions of finance and financial policy. Noone stood forward more
boldly in years gone by in defence of the
privileges of the House than that honorable member. In 1858, he declared distinct!y that the House had a right to deal
with the Appropriation Bill. And if the
honorable member intended to act consistently with the course which he had
pursued during a public life of fifteen
years, he would vote for the amendment.
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If the honorable member did not vote in
thnt way he would be unworthy the coufidence of' the House. In conclusion, Mr.
. Strachan denounced the Government as a
discreditable Government. He said he
believed they held their places merely
because of the patronage w hieh they had
at their command. If no other Government were possible, he hoped a protectionist Government would be formed. He
believed that such a Government wvuld
have the support of many members of'
both Houses.
1'he Hon. J. P. FAWKNER observed
that he rose with mixed feelings to express
his opinion on the Bill before the House.
The course which he had taken throughout
the discussions on the Tariff had been
with the simple desire to do what he
believed would be good for the colony
at large. He was not engaged in trade or
business, and, therefore, the personal in;:
terest which he had in the question was
limited to the amount that he might have
to pay by way of taxation. No doubt
the House was now standing in a position
of great danger; but he believed that if
they continued to maintain the rights of
the people, as they had hitherto done,
they would emerge fi'om the struggle with
honor. He believed the Ministry did not
want the Bill passed. If they did want it
passed, they must be mad-they must be
monomauiacs-in taking the course they
had. He would beg to call the attention
of the House to the changes which had
been made from time to time in the preamble to the Tariff Bill. The preamble
to the first Bill, issued on the 20th February, 1865, was as follows : -
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waste lands belonging to the Crown in the said
colony, and of the proceeds thereof, including
all royalties. mines, and minerals, shall be vested
in the Legislature of the said colony."

No doubt all Bills on the subject must
emanate from the Assembly, but the
Constitution Act did not say that. the
Council was not to have its due share in
controlling the moneys arising from the
lands of the colony. With regard to the
export duty on gold, that duty was imposed in pursuance of the recommendations of the commissioners who vi8ited
the gold fields after the Ballarat riots in
1854. He was one of those Commissioners, Mr. 0' Shanassy was another, and
that ge,ntleman, speaking on the subject in
the Legislative Assembly during the session 1~59-60, said" The miner, for taking out the valuable pro-·
duct of the soil-the gold-paid the Slate 2s. 6d.
per onnce. Now, he did not. contend that this
tax should be continued ad infinitum, nor that in
an altered state of the population it should not
be reduced; but he supported the tax en the
broad ground that it was imposed in consideration of an appropriation on the part of the
miner of a portion of the national property,"

It was always understood to be a royalty,
though miscalled a duty, and it was thought
easier to collect at the Customs than by
any other mode. From 1~54 to the present day he (Mr. Fawkner) had heard but
three miners object to pay a royalty on
the gold. In fact, the miners did not
object to pay it, and the miners would
not benefit by its repeal. But there were
some 200 or :300 companies which would
benefit, and he was told that a great
number of persons in another place were
shareholders in those companies. It
so happened that the Government felt
" Be it enacted by the Queen'!!! most excellent
that it was very pleasant to be the rulers
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of of' the country, and therefore they were
the Legislath'e Council and Legislative Assem- ready to do any act which would have the
bly of Victoria in this present Parliament
effect of keeping them in office aR long as
assembled, and by the authority of the same as
possible. The Government had brought
follows."
But the form adopted in the following in this Tariff, and why? There were no
July, after the Appropriation Bill had petitions for reducing the duties on gold,
been tacked to the Tariff Bill was totally opium, tea, and sugar. Was it because
two members of the Ministry dealt in
different. It was"Whereas we Your Majesty's most dutiful those articles that the thing was done?
It looked suspicious. The chief reason
and loyal subjects the members of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in Parliament a~sem
assigned for the reduction of the duties
bled towards raising the necessary supplies to
on opium, tea, and sugar was, that it would
defray Your ;\Iajesty's public expenses, and
making an addition to the public revenue. have prevent the smuggling which had taken
place owing to the admission of those
freely and voluntarily resohed to give and grant
articles into a neighbouring colony at a
. unto Your Majesty the several duties hereinafter mentioned."
lower duty. But that was obviated now.
And yet according to the Constitution Then the Government had taken bonds
Actfor certain moneys owing to the State,
and it seemed questionable whether those
"The entire management and control of the
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bonds would ever be enforced.. And,
stranger still, the GO\Ternment, for a certain time, omitted to cullect duties at all.
Was that to buy support? He could not
understand why the miner should enjoy the
privilege of raising gold for a payment of
only 58. a year, while an i~dividual who
simply took a few loads of earth from the
land had to pay 5s. a week, and a man
who wanted to cut wood had tu pay £2
a year fur the privilege. It seemed as if
everything must be sacrificed to the miner.
The next proposal he supposed would be
to take off all the taxes from the miner
and place them on the agriculturist and
the stockholder. If the other House could
in any instance say to the Council" You
must not reject this Bill," what was to
prevent them voting themsel ves £ 1,000
a year each, and placing all the taxation
of the country on stock and land? No
doubt the Government were in a majority,
so far as numbers went. He (Mr.
Fawkner) had been abused for calling
p~ople a mob. But he considered he was
justified in using the expression with
regard to people who refused to hear
those who came forward to explain their
public conduct.
He maintained that
people who could not behave themselves
as gentlemen or men were" a luob." It
appeared that Mr. :Miller had joined the
Government, but that honorable gentleman when addressing the House in
November, 1857, thus spoke:"During the past twelve months they had had
three ministries in power, but what the people
wanted ,,'as a stable ministry. He had been
informed by an English merchant, who recently
arrived in the colony, that the credit of the
colony was seriously affected in the English
market by the unstable 'position of the Government."

But the present Government would be
rendered, by Mr. Miller's accession, ten
times more unstable than it was before.
The honorable gentleman" at the same
time, stated"The Assemhly seemed to settle the matter
very contentedly in their own minds, and distributed the revenues of the colony, and did precisely as they pleased by them. He found that
persons had only to go to some of the Assembly
members, over whom they had perhaps polit.ical
influence. to obtain grants of money, after
having failed to recover the same in the courts
of law of the colony. The claims of the parties
were brought before the Assembly, and the
money granted in order that the popularity of
the grantors might be established in certain
localities. They had lately had an energetic
public action in existence, called the Cunvention, which body had taken up every question
but that which they should have taken up;
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indeed, he believed they had been mere tools in
the hands of the Government, who had led them
to take up the land question instead of the great
question of the public expenditure. It was an
important pardon of the Constitution Act that
the Coundl should t'tke part in the disbursement or the revenue, and, if necessary, they
should go into the items. He was aware that
the powers granted them by the Constitution
Act were limited; but he believed it was as
much their duty to go into the items of expenditure. as it was the duty of the Assemhly to do
so. The idea seemed to be, that that House
existed as a parallel to the House of Lords in
Enghtnd j but the House of Lords was a hereditary Honse. whereas they were an elective
body j and since thE' property qualification of
members of the Assembly had been abolished, it
was all the more necessary that the Council
should have a controlling voice over the expenditure."

And yet the honorable member now supported the pretensions of the Legislative
Assembly. The Attorney-General began
his monomaniacal course by insulting the
judges.
1'he PRESIDENT observed that the
honorable member was out of order in
spea\{ing in di~paraging terms of a member of the other House.
Mr. }"AWKNER replied that honorable members in another place had not
hesitated to declare that the Council
would transact no business but that in
which it was interested j that a measure,
if did not concern them, was thrown out
at once. It would be remembered that in
July last a certain ukase was issued in
which the Assembly insisted on taxing
the people ill the way it thought proper,
and maintained that the Council had no
power in the matter. If the case were as
stated, of what use was the Council? If
the functions of the Council were to be
limited to registering the acts and deeds
of the Assembly, it could be of no benefit
to the country. For his own part, he was
for rejecting the Tariff at all risks. He
regarded it as one of those erroneous
measures which tended to do the country
more injury than anybody was aware of.
It would drag down the country and
injure its reputation abroad. The press
of Victoria and the neighbouring colonies,
and also the press of Great Britain, had
denounced the present "temporary and
provisional Govemment" for their course
of action; but one member ofthe Ministry
regarded all this as nothing, and held that
the Government were free from blame,
simply because some twenty-four gardeners
or carters voted for him in preference to his
opponent. Another Minister, when addressing his constituents, asked-" Will
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you be governed by Downing street?"
as if his desire were to set the people
mad if possible. He (Mr. Fawkner)
trusted that although the Ministry
might wish to continue in power, and
were determined to hold power as
long as they could, for which purpose
they had bribed right and left, the
colony would continue well affected
towards the mother-country, and that
there would be no severance of the connexion with Great Britain. He regarded
the uncollected £63,000 as a bribe; he
doubted very much whether the money
would ever be collected. He regretted
the course adopted by the Ministry. He
believed the Council would have accepted
the Tariff had it come up per se, minus
the preamble. He did not understand
why the preamble adopted in the first
instance should not have been adopted in
this, except that the Ministry went on the
principle that words were given to men to
hide their thoughts. It should be remembered that the very first Act passed by
the Parliament of Victoria- the Act
No. I-declared that the Council had the
same rights as the House of Commons.
Now, however, it was contended by the
Ministry, and those who went with them,
that the Assembly was the only House
which had the rights of the House of
Commons, and that the Council had no
rights whatever. He repeated that if the
Council had no power to say"e the country
from ruin, it was of no use whatever. The
ruin of the country was planned-the
Ministry were using their utmost endeavours to effect that ruin -and he held that
it was the duty of the Council to do all it
could to avert such a catastrophe. It was
said that if the Council refused to pass
the Tariff it would be annihilated; but
at his time of life, a few years made but
little difference.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER remarked
that now that the all-important Bill of the
session was before them it became the
duty of honorable members to divest
themsel ves of all angry feeling and party
spirit, and to consider well how they could
best benefit the country by doing the
greatest good to the greatest number. In
justice to himself, he was bound to admit
that the Tariff before the House was not
a good one. It was one which he had
never been satisfied with, inasmuch as it
dealt with a number of articles which
could not be produced in the colony for
many years. He would rejoice if a
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genuine protective Tariff could be substituted for it. It might be asked why
the protectionists supported the Tariff if
they did not approve of it? His reply
was that they believed in the present
Ministers, and expected by supporting
them to obtain a Tariff which would be a
permanent blessing to the present and to
future geuerations. They were told that
if the Bill were rejected the Ministry
would resign, and no doubt that would be
highly satisfactory to honorable members,
more especially if another administration
could be fc)rmed to carryon the business
of the country. But what advantage
would be gained by a change? Surely they
ought to weigh the matter well before they
acted. A house divided against itself must
fall; and if the present struggle were
continued they would bring about difficulties which it would be hard indeed to
get through. He would suggest that if
another Ministry framed another Tariff
they should invite ten each of the leading
free traders and the leading protectionists
to see if they could not agree on a scale
of duties to" recommend for adoption.
Tbis plan might be the means of ending
the much-vexed question; for he found
that the leading merchants of the city,
who, he regretted to say, were free traders,
were willing, now that the country had
decided in favour of protection, to give
the system a fair trial, provided that the
list did not include too many articles.
There was no reason, therefore, why both
parties should not agree on a Tariff which
would do some practical good for the
country. It was said that the question
of free trade against protection was not
put to the country in the general election
of 1864. Now, he was prepared to show
that it was, that seven out of eight members were returned pledged either to protection or to a revision of the Tariff; and
in those days revision of the Tariff meant
the removal of duties from certain articles
which the colony could not produce that
they might be levied on others which the
colony could produce. To prove this he
would quote an extract from the Argusthe journal which was demanded of conscience to speak the truth-and which on
the date in question, the 26th November,
1864, was more entitled to respect than it
was now, because it was not so one
sided:" Two months back the elections came on, and
Mr. McCulloch went to the country, and the
country returned him. No such success indeed
ever attended the policy of any Ministry since
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the beginning of representative institutions.
The Ministry was first, their opponents nowhere.
The ticket of protection, whether put forth
under false pretences or not, had done its busi·
ness well. Everything was in favor of the new
platform, which was to be a stepping stone to a
radical millennium. Nothing went down with
the constituencies but protection. No man, however intelligent and qualified for public life, who
did not profess protectionist principles, was tolerated for one moment for any constituency."
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take what gold he could. He held, also,
a copy of a lease, which empowered the
holders "to obtain the gold in the said
land contained, and to take and carry
away the gold found therein." Full
liberty was given in these documents to
take away as much gold as could be got,
and nothing was said about a royalty, and,
therefore, such a claim .oughp not to be
Tha.t should convince honorable members recognised. Mr. Fellows had endeavoured
that eighteen months ago the country was to prove that the gold belonged to the
in favor of protection. During the last Crown, but the Imperial Government
general election, but three months ago, did not claim a royalty, and Her Mafour clear, separate, and distinct issues jesty's Ministers here were absolutely
were put before the country, namely, the desirous of doing away with the duty
reform of the Council, the rights and now levied. No doubt both the land
privileges of the Assembly ·with regard to and the gold belonged to the Crown in
taxation, the support of the Ministry, and theory, but practically, they belonged to
the Tariff. Let honorable members con- the inhabitants of the colony, to do as
sider the result. Fifty-eight members out they pleased with through their representaof seventy-eight were returned pledged to tives in the Assembly. It certainly was
.support the Ministeria1 programme. What not for the Council to set up such claims .
more could the Council desire. It struck But for the obstructive policy of that
him that if the Bill were rejected the House on another occasion, a mint would
members of that House ought also to go long since have been in active operation,
before their constituents, for in that way and the Victorian coin would have been in
they would best realise the wishes of the circulation in various parts of. the world,
people. It could not be right that the benefiting the colony, not only as a means
Council should reject the Bill three times of exchange but also as an advertising
without incurring any respo]:lsibility in medium. So far as the gold duty was
the matter. A powerful opposition was concerned, there ought to be no objection
anticipated in consequence of the pre- to its being dealt with in the Bill, for it
amble, to which, however, he could see was clear that the impost was a duty, or
no objection whatever. It was simply why should it be collected at the Custom
a declaration of the resolution of the House; and why should it be levied on
Assembly that supplies should be gold obtained from private property, which
granted, followed up by the proviso gold had already paid a very handsome
"be it enacted by the Queen's most ex- royalty? His only objection to the Bill
cellent Majesty, by and with the advice was, that its operation was fixed for three
and consent of the Legislative Council." years. That was a great mistake. The
It was not assumed, therefore, that a Tariff Tariff was received by the protectionists
could become law without the consent of as an instalment. The term of three
the Council. With regard to the gold years was never mentioned at any
duty, he was opposed to it on principle. public meeting, but the general imWe ought not to tax our own industries. pression wa.s that the budget would
Wool might just as well be t:;txed as gold, be brought up next November; and
though he would not vote for either. The that a final alteration would then be
squatter took out a license, and used as proposed. He was thus placed in an
much grass as he could, and the digger awkward position, and, though he would
took out a license and obtained as much vote for the Bill, he reserved to himself
gold as he could. Where was the dif- the- right of altering it whenever he had
ference ? (Mr. }-'ellows - "The grass the opportunity of doing so. (An honorgrows again, and the gold does not.") able member-" You cannot do it.")
As to the duty not being a royalty, he No, individually he could not, but Parwas at a loss to understand how any liament could alter the Bill next session,
person of ordinary intelligence could be and it was more than likely that Parin doubt on the point. He held in his liament would have to alter it. What he
hand a copy of a Miner's Right, issued was anxious for was, a Tariff which in two
under the Statute of 1865, which author- or three years time would allow a large
ised the miner to go upon the land and number of factories to be pointed to as
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its re~ult. Why not encourage our own
productions? ~rhe country desired protection, and why should there be any
opposition? (Mr. }-'ellows-" There is
none." ) Well, he was glad to hear the
statement; but the difficulty was to
decide what articles should be included
in tho list. When it came to the point
honorable members dec1ared-" Oh, this
is not protection. This is left out, and
that is left out, and I shall vote against
the measure." (Mr. Fellows-" Take anything you like.") Besides, instead of
discussing the merits or demerits of
a protective policy, honorable members
had on every occasion confined themselves to an abuse, first of the Ministry
and then of the Governor. This was
disgraceful on the part of the House.
:M:oreover, let honorable members, instead
of raising paltry issues as to the form of
the pream ble and the including of the
gold duty, follow the example of the other
I-~ouse, which had met them nobly-had
gIven way to a g'reat extent. Let them
discuss the principles involved, and let
the countr,. kuow who favored protedion
and who did not. He was quite prepared to
state his views, to submit a Tariff which
he believed would do good to the community; but then the very next honorable
member who rose would say, "What an
assumption of the last speaker." (" No.")
At all events, he would not lay himself
open to the remark. A proper land system,
a protective Tariff, and immigration,
would make this a great and prosperous
country; but if everything was to be
produced abroad-if immigration was to
be discontinued-it stood to reason that
we must dwindle down to a very small
community. What he contended for was
the removal of the duties now levied to
an average of 20 per cent. on four articles
which could not be produced here, and the
rai:sing of the same amount on artieles the
raw material of which the colony possessed, and which it could manufacture
for itself. 1Vhat fault could be found with
this p]an? There would be no additional
ta.xation; and, while no one would be hurt,
everyone would be benefited. He also
advocated the abolition of wharfage rates.
Let the port be as free as possible, so as
to give every facility for the admission of
raw material; -but let care be taken to
raise a revenue on manufactured goods in
such a manner as to encourage our own
productions. All such revenue might be
expended on immigration, for the more
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our population was increased the larger
would be our market, and the greater our
prosperity. Had a protective tariff and a
good immigration system been in operation ten years ago, the population of the
colony would have beeu double its present
number, and there would have been an
additional five millions sterling in circulation. He could fully understand the
position England toolc Having establi~hed her own manufactures under protection, she 'now insisted upon other
countries receiving her goods, knowing
well that she must reap the benefit.
Those who opposed protection should
show that this ~ountr'y did not also require
manufactures, and that it did not need an
increase of wealth and population. Let
honorable members show that protection
would not accumplish these things. Honorable members apparently could not
understand that to protect an article was
to cheapen it. It appeared to be overlooked that what prices were regulated
by was the law of supply and demand.
Bread, for instance, bad been at a famine
price for two years past, though it was
not protected; and hams and bacon, and
other articles, on which a duty was levied
last year, rose in value considerably after
that duty was remitted. He did not say
that the Tariff was responsible for this.
The law of supply and demand was; but
then the same law, when articles were
produced here and competition set in,
led always to a reduction of prices.
I t was laid down as a rule that the necessaries of life should not be taxed more
than was aetuall.y' required; but as the
colony raised £240,000 per annum on tea,
sugar, and rice, which were necessaries of
life as much as oats, potatoes, and flour
were, why should not a portion of that
amount, say £100,000, be obtained from
imported farm produce generally? ,The
result would be the same to the community, while the farmer would benefit by
it. Honorable members utterly neglected
tq state how they would raise the revenue,
whether by a land tax, an income tax, or
a tax on bank notes; but they contented
themsel ves with rejecting the Bills brought
before them. If the question were looked
at from a financial point of view, it would
be seen that protection was necessary.
For years past the Government, as well
as corporations and companies, had been
borrowing large sums from other countries
wherever they conId. Even the defence
scheme could not be proceeded with with-
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out it loan. The Crown lands were fast
slipping through our fingers, and it was
evident that the time would come when
our borrowing powers would be exhausted,
and when the country· would have to pay
principal as well as interest. Where the
money was to come from, unless both
population and taxation were increased,
it would be hard to say. It was quite
evident to him that nothing short of producing more for ourselves, of b.eing less
dependent on other countries, would put
the colony to rights. Five articles had
already been protected he.re for a number
of years, and the result was that their
manufacture had been established without
any undue interference with the mercantile community. He alluded to spirits,
on which there was a differential duty of
4s. in favour of the local manufacturer;
to wine, which paid 3s. per gallon when
imported, and was free when produced
here; to beer, which paid Gd. per gallon
when imported, and· was free here; to
cigars, which paid 2s. per lb. when imported, while the colonial article was free
of duty; and to tobacco, which, in like
manner, enjoyed the ad\rantage of a duty
of Is. per lb. In each instance manufactories had sprung up, capital had been invested, and labour had been employed.
The following case was furnished by the
Warrenheip Distillery Company in N 0vember, 1865:-
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26,000 gallons of spirits, principally whiskey,
which has been stored for the purpose of
acquiring age. A large wash-still, having a
capacity of 1200 gallons, was now ready for
erection, and this would enable the company to
turn out 14,000 gallons pel' month, at a trifling
increase on the working expenses, and reduce
the cost of manufacture by one-half. The
prejudice against colonial spirits was gradually
disappearing. All the articles manufactured by
the company commanded a ready sale, and he
was confident of being able to improve the
geneva. The company would not again have to
contend against a glutted market, and the fact
that importations of spirits had latterly fallen
to one-fourth of the quantity they used to
average was a circumstance which would be to
the advantage of the company."

The glutted market which Mr. Dunn
alluded to was one of the greatest difficulties which colonial manufacturers had to
contend agR.inst. Valuable information
on the subject of protection was also to
be. found in the report of the Select Committee of' the Legislative Assembly on
manufactures. The committee consisted
of Messrs. Francis, Macgregor, Dyte,
Cope, Berry, Levey, Halfey, Kyte,
O'Grady, O'Shanassy, Harker, ard
Ed wards, and they examined thirteen
persons interested in the various trades
alluded to. Some of this evidence he would
.
read to the House:-

" Mr. Loughnan, a tobacco manufacturer, examined.-I have been enga~ed in the business
twenty-five years, commenced in Melbourne in
1862, and have a thorough practical knowledge
of it. I ~mploy fifty-eight boys and seven men.
" Mr. Hobert Dunn, the manager, read a report Would not have commenced the manufacture
upon the operations of the company since the but for the differential duties, because there was
19th May, the date of its registration. It no raw material grown in the colony at the time
appeared tI,at the manager, immediately after I speak of, and the duty on the raw imported
the registration of the company, took steps to and the manufactured material were the same,
secure all the barley remaining in the hands of two shillings a pound. Tobacco grown in the
the farmers· in the Ballarat district, by guaran- colony is equal to the imported, but it requires
teeing a fixed price, and that he had offered to time. If the duty were removed we could not
contract for rye and barley, deliverable after the compete with the imported article; we cannot
next harvest, to induce the farmers to sow those compete against slave labour. The import duty
grains in larger quantities, so as to guarantee a is the means of increasing the growth and
good supply for the company this year. He manufacture of tobacco; also the employment
had experienced some difficulty in this, in con- of a vast amount of labor. A ton per acre is a
sequence of the season being so far advanced. fair average growth. We have given 2s. per lb.
The farmers had disposed of most of their grain, and have frequently offered £112 per ton for it.
and the quantity procurable-7000 or 8000 The manufacture of tobacco in the colony has
bushels-was insufficient for the requirements lowered the price to the consumer. The wages
of the distillery. He had purchased about of the boys are rated from 6s. to 14s.; and the
10,000 bushels of colonial and English malt, at men, from 30s. to £3 5s. per week, without food;
low prices, averagingabotit 6s. 6d. per bushel; and they improve their wages every year."
but when cartage was added the cost was 28.
"Mr. Politz examined.-Commenced the busiper bushel above what the company could ness of cigar manufacturer in 1862, with from
manufacture it for from barley delivered at the fifteen to twenty hands. Would not have com·
works. This malt, with about 4500 bushels of menced but for the differential duty. I employ
rye the company had in stock, would produce 250 boys and 18 men in the factory, and 60
over 44,000 gallons of spirits, consisting of besides on the tobacco farm. I am in the course·
whisky, geneva, and spirits of wine. When of planting now 160 acres of tobacco. I have
this grain had been used, it was proposed to manufactured 2,641,885 cigars in two years, and
stop work until new grain came to hand. Malt- have shipped many of them to New Zealand,
ing and distilling operations were commenced Adelaide, Sydney, and Hobart Town. Should
early in June, and since that time 13,044 bushels not be able either to manufacture or export if it
of grain had been used, the product being over· were not for the differential duty. I expended
S
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£25,000 the first year; £8000 was paid in
wages, I should shut up the factory this day if
the differential duty were taken o~ The boys
earn from lOs. to £1 per week. I have two and
three brothers in a family, who keep their
parents in many instances."

The PRESIDENT remarked that the
honorable member appeared to be exceeding his privilege. The honorable member
might refer to extracts without reading
evidence.
Mr. ·MILLER submitted that the evidence quoted was :cecessary to' show the
force of the honorable member's argument.
Mr. STRACHAN contended that the
quotations were out of order, because the
question before· the House was. nO.t pro.
tection against free trade.
Mr. JENNER 'said that 'he accepted
the Tariff as an instalment of protection,
and he desired to· show by the past what
good a thoroughly protective Tariff would
do. Therefore, if the Hous'e would hear
him, he 'would refer to other portions of
the evidence. '
:,..
"Mr. John Owen: I have ·been engaged in
manufacturing tobacco since 1854. Before the
differential duties we employed one man. and
two youths, but we now employ sixty mcn and
boys. The cost to the consumer is . less since·
the duty, and if it were removed we should have
to discharge. all our hands, or, in other words, it
would ruin us. I believe the differential duty
has been the means of employing a great 4cal of
labour which would not. otherwise have been
employed. I serve,d my apprenticeship in Liverpool, where there is a large and prosperous
business done, . There was a differential duty hi
England until within .the last six or eight
months of something like 6s. 4d. per lb, This
is now reduced to 4s. sd. per lb., but as a set-off
against this the Government have allowed the
trade to manufacture in bond.
"Mr. T. Aitken: Am a brewer; maltster, and
distiller. Comm'enced distillation in January,
1862, being the first under the new Act, but would
not have done so without the differential duty, and
could not carryon without it. The 6d. a gallon
import duty encourages the brewers. and it has
lowered the price of ale. We liave now seventeen
breweries in Melbourne and suburbs, and they
are spotted all over the country. I pay £105 a
week wages, and can make as good ale here as
they can import, having had a medal sent me
from the London Exhibition. My brewery alone
uses the produce of 6,000 acres of land in the
year. There is no objection to colonial grown
barley; and I would .just as soon use colonial
malt as English, if I could get it; and if the
import duty on barley was Is. per bushel, it
would encourage our farmers to grow it.
"Mr. Dunn, distiller.-Commenced business
in 1863, entirely in consequence of the differential duty; not having commenced the erection
. of the building before the Act was passed. Have
thirty men and ten horses employed~and £20,000
expended. The duty has reduced the cost to
the consumer; the effect of the repeal of the
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differential duty 'bringing it up to lOs. per
gallon, the same as imported, would close all the
distilleries in tpe colony at once. They would
be obliged to abandon the business, and lose
whatever capital they had invested' in buildings
and plant. We use almost all colonial grain,
which I consider equal to the imported. Our
present capacity would cost about £12,000 to
£14,000 per annum in grain~ We pay £75 per
week wages, and we distilled 50,000 gallons this
this year. The difterential duty has brought
the distillers into existence, and the farmers
have grown more harley; and. if' au increased
duty were. placed on malt, a much larger quantity would be grown in the colony."
"Mr. Martin.~Have been engaged in bi-ewing
here about two, and a half years; employ
about twenty-five hands, and have £15,UOO
engaged. The competition we are obliged to
compete with is sometimes very unfair. They
send out a lot .of ale from England, and their
agents here sell it for any price they can get;
and ir'they were not obliged to pay the small
duty as at .present, we should be swamped
alt~gether.
If there was a higher duty, we
would be enabled to supply a better article at
the same price, I have purchased imported
sound ale at £2 lOs., which costs £4 1s. to produce in England. If they are short of funds
they ship it here, and draw against it, with
sometimes a chance of getting a good, and other
times a bad, market, and it must be sold for
what it will fetch. I find the colonial malt
answers, and the farmers would grow more barley if we had an import duty. The large num~
hers of breweries induced to commence business
has lowered the price of both colonial and· English ale,-which has been a benefit to'the public.
The consumption of colonial beer has increased
very much ; we can produce a~ good in Melbourne as in any part of the world. ·The colonial ale has been improved very much the last
few years, and if'the duty were raised to Is, per
gallon it would stimulate the colonial manufacture very much indeed. The barley can be
grown here as good as in England~ and a small
addition to'the duty on malt would be beneficial,
as it would encourage the agriculturist to grow
more barley .. There is a drawback of the whole
of the duty upon the· m!!.lt used in brewing of
all ale exported front England."

Mr. MURPHY· felt compelled to rise
to order. The honorable member was
making the debat~ a mockery. He was
reading nonsense-the evidence of· men
who were already in the Insolvent Court.
Mr. JENNER said that the honorable
mem ber had turned his coat since he
came into th'e House, because he was
previously anxious· that. the Tariff should
pass, and was also supposed to be in favor
of the Ministry with regard to the Land
Act. The honorable member ought to be
very careful how he insulted other honorable members.
Mr. MURPHY.-I beg leave to say
that there is not one word of truth in
what the honorable member has stated.
Mr. MILLER rose to order.
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Mr. MURPHY.-=--If I have exceeded them get one which included some of them.
the bounds of order I beg lea~e to with- He certainly objected to continual alteradraw the remark. ' At the same time, I tions of the Tariff, and if the protectionists
think that the honorable member, when could at once get a Tariff which would be
bringing forward these unfounded charges, satisfactory to them he should be very glad.
should be caned to ,order.
(Mr. Strachan-"So you can.") Perhaps
Mr. JENNER said that he thought he they might 'be able to do so when the
ought to be allowed to read extracts, as honorable member was Chief Secretary.
other honorable nlemhers frequently did In many respects there was a fearful state
so, and he seldom troubled the House of things existing in the colony. Two
with extracts.
,
persons-fathers of families-called upon
Mr. MILLER.-I don't think the him the other day, and made a statement
honorable member should be put down. with respect to a certain firm of infl uence
I think this is one of the most instructive and position in connexion with the soft
speeches I have ever heard since I have goods trade, which certainly went to show
been in Parliament. (Laughter.) Honor- that, although those persons might mean
able members may laugh, but such i51 my well, yet that'they had selfish motives in
opinion. ,
,
view. The statement was to this effect:
The PRESIDENT 'intimated that the that the firm alluded to took in young
honorable member's remarks were not in women to work at the" machine, the first
six months for nothing, the following six
order.
Mr. JENNER continued his address months at 5s. per week; when they were
by stating that Mr. Moody, the Chief generally discharged for another set; that
Inspector of Distilleries,' was also ex- Crimean shirts were given out at 3id. to
amined before the committee,' and gave a 4d. to finish, and 6d. to make entire, being
return showing the number of breweri~s a reduction of 8d. in the 1s. during the last
at work,' the number of barrels of beer 10 years, and all the workwomen couldearn
made, f:tnd the quantity of materia,ls used was 10d. to Is. per day j that Messrs. Moses
during the year 1863. It appeared from and Son, in London, would give .sd. for
this return that there were 101 breweries, ~ making coats which were now being made
that they made 369,674 barrels of beer, here for 6d.; and that starvation· and
and that' they consumed 3,037 tons of prostitution were increasing to a frightful
sugar, 600,752 bushels of malt, and extent in consequence of the low prices
810,934 lbs. of hops. Mr. Moody added 'given. The parties who made the statethat the quantity made in 1864 might ment, appeared to be deeply affected, and
be taken as the 'same as in'1863, and that no doubt they could prove what they said.
100,870 gallons of spirits were manu- It would be worth while making inquiries
factured during 1863 . and 1864. This into such matters as these, and probably
opinion was ,worth having, because it was the result would surprise honorable memthe opinion of a very respectablA gentle- bers. He did hope that the House in its
man, 'and one who ought to know some- wisdom would pass the present Bill.
thing of the' operation of the differential There was a general impression outside
duties. ' Thirteen gentlemen had giv~n that if Mr. Fellows and the Argus should
evidence similar' to that which he had go against the Tariff it would be rejected.
quoted, and he certainly thought that it He, believed that if Mr. Fellows told the
might be relied upon. Again; according Council that black was white, and white
to' Mr. Archer's statistics, it appeared that black, they would, follow him like sheep
during the year ending the 31st of March, in what he said.. They would 'soon see
1865, there were 808 tons of grapes made whether that was to be the case on the
into wine; which produced 110,042 gallons . present occasion or not.· As to Mr.
This was a '!Very striking' testimony to the Fawkner, he was sorry to say that that
value of the 'differential duties' in en- honorable member gen~rally abused the
couraging persons to invest capital and Ministry, and called them madmen, and
employ labor in new industries. If a the Attorney-General a monomaniac. He
similar principle were extended to a would certainly ad vise the honorable
few more articles it would be a great mem ber to take a little change of air
advantage to the colony. That was all himself, and go into the' Yarra Bend.
that the protectionists were driving at. It would do him good. He also thought
If,they could not get a Tariff which in- that if other honorablemem bers did so
cluded all the articles they could wish, let it wo~lddo them good. If they persisted
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in the course which they were pursuing
they would certainly bring about a crisis.
Indeed the House had by its action sought
to bring about a crisis. If the Bill were
rejected it would be a very serious thing
for the country. He was informed that
on the day on which Parliament was
opened by the Governor, some honorable
members of the Council were afraid to
leave by the front gates, and were obliged
to go out at the back. If such a state of
things had arisen already a far more serious
result would ensue if this Bill were rejected.
He hoped that honorable members would
pause and well consider before they rejected
the measure.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD stated
that he had no intention to follow the last
speaker into the various and discursive
topics to wliich he had alluded. The
question which the House was called upon
to consider upon that occasion seemed
not to be the bare question of protection
or free trade, but whether the Government had sent up this Bill in such a form
that it could be acceptable to honorable
members. On a question which had been
discussed by so many more able men and
older politicians than himself he would
not have obtruded himself upon the notice ~
of the House, were it not for the very
great importance of the subject, and the
fact that the course which the House
would pursue on that occasion was regarded with deep and anxious attention,
not alone in the minds of the inhabitants
of this colony, nor of the surrounding
colonies, but, he would say, in the mind
of every thinking man who watched with
interest and valued the progress and success of representative institutions. It
was necessary to show the origin of. the
question-to turn to the position which
it occupied last session-before alluding
more closely to the points of objection in
the Bill itself. It was important for honorable members to recollect that last year
the real point of difference between that
House on the one hand, and the Legislative Assembly, led by the Ministry, on
the other, was the fiscal policy which the
Gove~nment deemed it wise and necessary
to engraft upon the statute book of the
country. That House had never had an opportunity of discussing that question,
apart and separate from other questions
which were connected with it in a manner
which infringed upon the privileges and
l)rerogatives of the Council. Last session
the public opinion of the country had
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not been so unmistakably and unambiguously expressed upon the Tariff
as to justify honorable members who
entertained a different view of the
policy of the Government's fiscal proposition in consenting to adopt it against
their convictions; but at the recent election the question was put to the country
in a more plain and unambiguous form.
Re said more plain, because the issue
was not altogether free from ambiguity,
but was carefully surrounded by many
collateral issues, calculated to drawattention from the real question. That House,
however, admitted the force of public
opinion-it recognised the right of public
opinion-and it was willing, albeit its
judgment was not convinced, to concede
the point for which the Government had
brought about all the confusion and
turmoil, and for which they seemed
prepared to hasten the issue to which
Mr. Jenner had so glowingly referred. The honorable member, Mr.
Jenner, had used threats for the purpose
of intimidating the Council, and had
stated that honorable members had been
obliged to leave the House by the back
door. He (Mr. Fitzgerald) did not
believe that any honorable member, unless
he was in the ministerial ranks, was afraid
to face public opinion, or would leave the
House in the way which had been insinuated. As to the fiscal policy of the
country, he, for his part, would give his
vote in favor of a protective policy-aye,
in favor even of the measure of protection
sketched in this Bill-but he would do it,
not because he was a friend to protection,
but because he was its decided enemy.
He would do it because he believed that
by no other means would the people of
this country tear away the veil which at
present surrounded their eyes, and see
who were their real friends, and be again
brought within the beneficial influence of
free trade. It was apparently only by
actual experience of the results of the
operation of the opposite system that they
would be brought to acknowledge the
axiom of political economy, that any interference on the part of the Government
with the trade and commerce ofa country,
further than was absolutely necessary for
the purpose of revenue, was in itself an injury to that country; and, further, that no
country could consult its own interest, not
only not in opposition to, but even apart
from, the interests of other communities.
These were axioms of political economy
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which every man pretending to be an tax at the Custom House could not make it
educated man must acknowledge. It was a customs duty. If the rent of the pastoral
true that there might be special circum- tenants was paid at the Custom House
stances in a young country requiring would it be a customs duty? Honorable
special legislation.
That House was members who remembered the state of
willing to concede the point, and why, the colony at the time the gold duty
therefore, the necessity of going into such was imposed would know that there
laboured arguments to convince it ? But were abundant reasons why it should
if Mr. Jenner spoke for four-and-twenty be called a customs duty in preference
hours he .would not induce him (Mr. Fitz- to its proper title of a royalty. He
gerald) to act against the convictions which would ask if the owner of private land
he had formed from his earliest days on was entitled to demand royalty from the
this subject of free trade. In reference lessee of his ground, why should the owner
to the particular industry to which the of public land be on a different footing?
honorable member had referred, and which As a question of policy, he thought that the
might be called the stimulants of the gold duty ought to be abolished; and if
country, he could plead a greater know- the Government would act in a conledge than the honourable member, and ciliatory spirit, and send the abolition of
he would give him all the advantage the gold duty up as a separate measure,
which he could derive from the statistics the House would pass it. Honorable
which he had read for the purpose of members, however, had a duty to disstrengthening his argument in favour of charge-a duty which they could not
protection.
If that House, abandon- forego without being traitors to their coning its. own conviction, consented to stituents. He hoped that there was not
adopt (he almost said this with a sense a member of the House who did not
of humiliation) a policy which it believed believe that it was his duty to surrender
to be vicious and mischievous-if it did back the trust which had been placed in
this, recognising the force of public his hands unsullied and untarnished.
opinion, what became of the charge of Every member of the< HQuse expected that
obstructiveness which certain honorable 'he would at a certain time be called upon
members, and others out of doors, were to account to his constituents for his acts,
fond of making? Could any argument and what act would be more difficult to
be adduced-could any fact be mentioned explain than the giving up of one iota of
so strong, so conclusive, to prove that the the privileges and prerogatives which were
Council was willing to adopt a concilia- identified with the existence of a second
tory tone towards the other branch of the chamber in this country? (Mr. MillerLegislature? The Tariff embraced two "This is not one.") The honorable mempoints of policy, both of which he be- ber interjected a remark; and, notwithlieved would be accepted by that House standing that l\fr. Fellows had discharged
-he alluded to the imposition of protec- a good broadside at him, he (Mr. Fitztive duties and to the abolition of the gerald) could not forbear making an
gold duty. He was in favour of the allusion to him. The honorable member
abolition of the gold duty, and he hoped would know that a greater man than himthat no force of misconstruction would self had said-" What Utopia is to wel-·
represent him as opposing the reduction fare, illusion is to truth." The honorable
upon that occasion for any other reason member had as little of the Utopian about
than because the Government had thought his character as any member. He used
fit to combine in one measure two su b- to regard the honorable member as the
jects which had no proper connexion with solemn critic of the House, but now he
each other, and which could only have had performed hop, skip, and jump-in
been joined for the purpose of attacking fact, made a somersault into a Governand infringing the prerogatives of that ment,·who he had said deserved a felon's
House.' The arguments used by Mr. fate, but with whom he was now working
Fellows upon that and upon a formel' occa- with the utmost cordiality-he hoped not
sion, and the elaborate and lucid speech as a felon also. Had the Government done
made by lir. Sladen (whose arguments anything to justify the honorable member
and speeches had never been refuted) con- in taking that extraordinary course? He
clusively showed that the gold duty was might not wish his conduct to be excaUed a customs duty only because it was posed; but anyone who read his speeches
levied at the Custom House. Collecting a would see one leading idea pervading them
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throughout-running through them like
a thread of gold-namely, strong conservatism, his own interests not forgotten. The manipulation of the loan
for the construction of the waterworks
throughout the country. might be useful; and it might be useful to know
something of the secrets of' the Government on that subject. He did not mean
to impute that the honorable member had
forgotten .the higher duty which he .owed
to his conscience and his present position
in the House; but he would ask the honorable member if he had any constitutional objection to the honorarium appertaining to office? Indeed, the honorable
member had shown that he took care to
look after the honorarium by applying the
other day for the amount accruing to him
from his inchoate rights under ~he pension
fund. Why did not the honorable member accept the· challenge which had been
thrown out to him, and go to his constituents? Why did he not take one of the
two remunerative offices which were now
vacant ip the Government, and test the
question in the Western Province? Was
he afraid of the stability of the Government, or was he, like· another high personage, a "little fly, yielding to the seductive blandishments of the spider ?". Or
did the honorable member like to see
(from that conservative spirit which
marked his character and his own interest )
the customs revenue-the taxation of the
country-squeezed out of the hard, overburdened labouring classes, in preference
to being taken out of the pockets of those
who could better afford it p. Did the
honorable member delight in the assertion, made by a memher of the Government, that in this country the rich were
getting richer and' the poor poorer P
(Mr. Jenner-" So they are.") He believed that they were; and he believed
that the honorable member .contributed
no more for the benefit of the country in
the shape of indirect taxation. than any
labouring man in the community. Was
it fair that, when it was necessary to have
increased taxation, there should be no
direct appeal to those who had made their
money in the country, and whose wealth
could' be counted by tons weight of gold,
while the poor labouring man was squeezed
to an extent he was unable to bear ? Was
the honorable member a friend of the
labouring classes, or was he realising the
great picture of Landseer, in which the
monkey used the eat's paw to draw ches-
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nuts from the fire? Would the labouring
classes for ever remain in such a melancholy state of inability to distinguish their
friends from their foes? The honorable
mem bel' had better be cautious lest he
infringed a 'patent in the colony, for he
was evidently:m\xing himself up with a
Protean Cabinet. The honorable member was, in fact, the Proteus 0.£
the Cabinet; and he (Mr. Fitzgerald)
wished the Government joy at his accession. His influence would not make the
Council forget the plain duty which lay
before them, namely, not to allow their
pri vileges to be assailed. They could not
pass the bill now before them without surrendering their functions. While he
could congratulate the Government upon
assuming this session a less offensive
attitude than they did last session, he
would ask them to go still further in the
spirit . of conciliation. and friendliness.
';rhey ought not, from any blind obtuseness,
to insist upon carrying out promises
which were perhaps hastily made, but
endeavour to correct the confusion which
their own misconduct had brought the
country into. If they were in earnest in
their wish to carry out that policy in
behalf of which the country had risked so
touch and suffered so long, he would ask
them to separate the two portions of the
Bill. The Council did not object to
either of them per se, but it objected to
the conjunction of them in one Bill. Was
it too much to ask the Government to
remember the recilJrocal advantages which
must, ensue from the adoption of a tone
of conciliation ? Was it too much to ask
them to separate the Bill, and send the
two portions of it up as distinct measures,
and thereby avoid further turmoil and
confusion, and that "real crisis" with
which the country was threatened, but
which after all might turn out to be a source
of blessing to the country. He did not
believe that ·the honorable member (Mr.
Miller) could really" be aware of the
consequences which the acceptance by the
Council of this Bill in its entirety would
entail; but surely the honorable member
must be aware th~t persons h.ad lent
money to the colony upon the faith of the
constitution of the cololJY, and of there
being an Upper House to guard their
interests more especially than the Assembly. If the Council accepted the, Bill
it would be placed in such a position that
it would be compelled to accept any
Tariff which the Assembly might after-
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wards submit to it, or at the end of three
years ·the customs revenue would cease to
exist, altogether. Did not the honorable
member know that the special appro;.
priations were, as much as anything
else, part of the agreement made between the Home Government, and the
cJlony ? Did .not the honorable member know that it would be in the highest
degree inconsistent, hoth with· justice
and reason; to substitute a temporary.
for a permanent revenue? He ,did not
wish for a· moment. to reflect upon the
character or .patriotism of the other
branch of the Legislature; but he maintained that it was possible-probable,
indeed-that the Council would be told
by the. other House at the end of the
three years that it must pass any.financial
measure which was submitted to it. The
Council could not consent to the Bill in
its present. form without surrendering its
functions-signing its own death warrant;
and,· moreover, he contended that·it could
not accept the; Bill without doing. gross
injustice to parties in England who had
lent money to the colony. partly on the
security of the Council watching. their
interests.- Not only was it probable .that,
if the Bill passed, the Assembly might
place the Council in the humiliating position of being compelled to pass any Tariff
sent up to it, but the Assembly might
also· insist upon their passing a Bill· for
the payment of members, and consenting
to such an alteration of the. Constitution
Act as· would enable the Council to be
dissolved ·whenever the ot.her branch of
the Legislature wished it to be. dis sol ved.
He ·might refer.to what had occurred in
Jamaica. As the honorable member, Mr.
Strachan, had not informed ·the House, he
would mention that the Constitution of
Jamaica was a Crown charter. The LegislativeAssembly there passed a :retrenchment
Bill-a Bill for· cutting down the salaries
of the civil servants and. other officers of
the Government. That Bill was rejected
by the· Upper House-the Legislative
Council, which was a nominee body; and
therefore, with a view to coerce the .Council, the Assembly refused to pass any
further Qustoms ;Bills, which were annual
measures. They distinctly . refused to
pass another vote for the collection of
customs duties until the Council. agreed
to accept the Retrenchment Bill. Could
it be· tolerated .for a moment that the
Legislative Council of this colony should
consent to.do what the Legislative Council
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in Jamaica would not do ? Was the honorable member who represented the Government dead .to all desire to .protect the
privileges of the Council? Did the sweets
of office so blind him that he was pre-.
pared to recommend that the House.
. should swallow everything set before it ?
Well,. the Governor of.Jamaica communicated with the home authorities, and Earl
Grey replied as. follows .:"By that constitution, and by the laws now
in fOI:ce in the colony, the entire control over the
public ~xpenditure, and the exclusive right of
levying taxes' upon the' inhabitants' for 'the
purpose of meeting that expenditure'are vested
. in the Colonial Legislature•. Hence. for whatever evils may result from the refusaI"ofihe Assembly to renew the taxes usually levied undex:
annual Acts, that 'body will have to bear the undivided responsibility. It will de'volve upon
you to administer any revenue which may
remain available for the public service, a'Ccording
to any laws :which .may contin~e. i.n force, and
may impose that duty on you, and to do the
best you can towards the support'of order and
justice under the circumstances; keeping strictly
within the bounds of your lawful authority."

He did not think it was pruden.t for any
honorable member to urge as a threat the
possibility of any interference on the part
of the home authorities with this colony.
He believed that England's policy and
England's greatness would be· best. consulted in her relation to her colonies by
. allowing them perfect freedom to exercise
every privilege which she herself possessed;
but he hoped that the time was far distant when an offer of advice from the
experienced heads of the Colonial Office
at home would· be resented in this C?olony
as an interference or dictation.. As regarded the preamble of the Bill, he thought
that the alleged harmless oharacter of it
was entirely uI;lsupported by argument.
The Council ought to be very careful of
yif)lding any of their privileges, for if they
made the slightest concession it would be
taken as a stand point from which further
innovations would be made. In the last
session a question arose as·to the right of
that House to alter the fee to be charged
for a miner's right, and they waived their
right, not because they believed they were
in the wrong, but to enable a useful measure to be passed into law. Even this
concession had been taken unfair advantage of, and used as an argument why the
Council should make still further concessions. As resistance must be offered to
these attempts at aggression, the sooner
the Council took its stand the wiser and
the better it would be. He had endeavoured to show that the objection of the
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Council to this Bill was not an objection
to sanction the policy which it contained,
or the policy which the Government
submitted to the country at the last
election; but an objection to the union of
supply and the gold duty in one measure,
coupled with the last clause, which rendered it quite impossible to accept
the Bill. Having endeavoured to show
this much, he had only to say, that
whenever the two subjects came before
the House as separate measures he would
support them. And with regard to protection, although he should look upon the
day which ushered in that policy as the
most dark and dismal the country would
ever see, yet, in obedience to the public
will, and recognizing the force of public
opinion, he would be a party to consent
to it. ·Having now-though perlfaps the
youngest member in point of years and
certainly the least influential-raised his
voice in defence of the rights and privileges of the House, he would leave the
enemies of the House to their own reflections and their own consciences.
The Hon. J. LOWE said he regretted
for many reasons that he could not support the Bill; but if his vote that night
cost him his head next day he was prepared to stand by the· consequences. He
was returned to the House pledged to a
protection policy-not pledged to be a
partizan of any Ministry. He had supported the present Ministry so far as he
possibly could, but he could not support
the Bill now before the House. It contained a clause-the last clause-which
lle neither could nor would support. The
country had been led to believe that the
Bill was to be only a temporary measure.
He believed-and he should be glad to be
corrected if he was in error-that at the
late election no such issue was ever put
to the country as "the Tariff, the whole
Tariff, and nothing but the Tariff for the
next three years." The Commissioner of
Customs, addressing his constituents at
Richmond, said that it was a temporary
measure; and the country generally was
led to believe that it would only be passed
as a temporary measure, to assert the right
of the Assembly in reference to Bills of
taxation. As the Council could not alter
the Bill, he had no alternative but to vote
for its rejection. He would state his
reasons, and if they were not satisfactory
to his constituents, and if 100 out of the
470 who composed his majority when
he was elected would sign a requisition,
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asking him to resign the trust which
had been reposed in him, he should
retire from the House with much
greater pleasure than he came into it.
It was said that the Council was the hotbed of free trade-that it was composed
of rank free traders, who did not wish to
see the country in the enjoyment of a
protective policy; but those gentlemen
had repeatedly made certain public declarations, and he felt bound to take them at
their word. He had been asked whether
he believed a word of what they said, and
he had replied that he did. He did not
think it absolutely necessary, in legisla~
tion, that each individual should, in the
exercise of his private opinion, absolutely
endorse all that he had to do as a
public man; and seeing that a protective
policy was demanded by expediency,
necessity, and the general voice of the
country, he believed it to be "the duty of
the House to grant it. He thought much
might be said in favor of honorable gentle,,:
men of the Council that, baving seen the
issues placed twice before the country,
and being perfectly satisfied that the
country required a protective policy, they
had publicly and repeatedly declared tbat
they would offer no further opposition.
The Council being thus quite ready to
concede protection, he could not understanp. why one portion of the community,
and that the most deserving, should be
deprived of it. If any portion of the
community needed protection, and ought
to have had it for the last seven years,
it was the agricultural portion. Pleuropneumonia bad destroyed their cattle,
blight had destroyed their crops, and fire
had burnt many out of house and home,
consuming their implements and reducing
them to poverty. And if protection had
been successful already, as according to
the quotations made by Mr. Jenner it
had, so far as concerned articles which had
been converted into that which made man
intoxicated, he did not see why the staff
of life-why that which was eaten as well
as that which was drunk-should not
come in for a share of the benefit. He
was well aware that many gentlemen bad
held up before the working man the horror
of a dear loaf. But it "so happened that
they had bad the dear loaf without protection. Visitations of Divine Providence
and other circumstances had a tendency
sometimes to create a scarcity which could
hardly be controlled by any state policy.
He admitted that he voted for the Tariff
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last year, and that the Bill at that, time
contained the three years' clause. He
confessed that, believing that measure
would never become law, he did not pay
that attention to it which he ought to
have done. Had he known' thai". clause
was in the Bill he should not have voted
for it. It was said by those who were
opposed to protection that the better
course would be to give the country a
bellyful of protection. But the fact was
that it was hard work to get a mouthful
of it. He, for one, if he got a bellyful,
and became disgusted with it, would soon
let the country know that it was the case.
It had been said that a great number of
agriculturists had recently gone upon the
land, and that lands which formerly
brought to the State only £20,000 per
annum,' at present produced £160,000 per
annum. Now, the individuals who had
so taken up country had had to fence it
in, erect their homesteads, plough their
land, and, in many cases, buy their seed.
And why 'should not these individuals
have the benefit of a moderate duty upon
grain P He repeated that, if anyone
needed protection, it was the agriculturist,
and he contended that it was little less
than an act of cruelty to induce people to
take up land at an advantage to the State
of £ 160,000 per annum, and leave them
to contend with the whole world, by
allowing grain from various parts of the
earth to come in duty free. At the time
when the agriculturists were ready to sell
their grain, the country was flooded by
importations, and down went wheat 2s.,
and sometimes 3s. per bushel.
Then
came, strange to say, information of a
great scarcity-that there was not enough
wheat to last until the succeeding harvest-and thereupon flour went up several
pounds per ton, and wheat advanced several shillings per bushel. In the course of
his experienc,e in Victoria he had seen
this practised on several occasions; and he
believed that a moderate protective duty
would have the effect of checking these
transactions. No portion of the community earned their bread harder, spent their
money more freely, or contributed more
to the charitable institutions of the country than the farmers, and therefore to
leave them without any participation in
the benefits of a protective Tariff wasas he had said already-little less than an
act of cruelty. He was perfectly satisfied
to receive the Bill as a temporary measure, on the understanding that during
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the next session of Parliament a Bill
would be introduced which would fully
recognise the claims of the agriculturists.
But he could not see the wisdom or propriety of selling either himself or those
who BeHt him to the House-the farmers
of the South-Western Province-to any
Government, even if the Chief Secretary
was his own brother. They had been told
that if they passed the Bill pressure would
be brought on the Government to alter
it next year. But it so happened that they
had an exceedingly strong Gover,nment,and
that which would be received as pressure
by some Governments might be construed
into an affectionate squeeze by the present
occupants of office. Moreover, if the Bill
passed as it stood, containing the three
years' clause, they might have this thrown
in their faces on venturing, next session,
to ask for an alteration-" Why, gentlemen, here is your own act and deed; you
were perfectly aware of the clause, and
what can be more sacred than an Act of
the Legislature: passed by the two branches,
and signed by His Excellency the Governor~,
Gentlemen, it is the law of the
land for the next three years; as such
you have passed it, and as such it must
remain." If the case were as he had put
it, the real and just claims of the agricultural portion of the community would be
sold for the next three years. That was
his reason for not supporting the' Bill.
To him it appeared a perfectly satisfactory
reason. He had been told by some persons that the three years' clause was inserted as a mere matter of form. Captain
Cole, however, stated that it was put in
to establish manufactures. If that were
so, the claims of the sons of toil would
for three years be utterly neglected.
Although he was aware that, in attainments, he was very inferior to some honorable members of the House, he would
not yield to anyone in a desire for the
real welfare of the colony. All he possessed in the world was in it. The
country had very great capabilities, and
he believed that a moderate protective
duty, faithfully administered and honestly
carried out for the next ten or fifteen
years, would establish the industries for
which the colony was adapted, and then
it was possible they might go back to
what some people called "glorious free
trade." For the reasons he had stated
he sliould not support the Bill. He had
been threatened with the consequences,
and he was fully prepared for them.
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TheRon. C. SLADEN.-Mr. President,
I have been waiting anxiously for some
honorable member on the other side of the
House to rise and give some reasons why
the Bill should pass. But I ha.ve 'heard
no reason assigned, or attempted to be
assigned, by any honorable member who
has yet addressed the House. The only
honoral>le member who has gone fully
into the matter is Mr. Jenner, who confined hit:! remarks to the ·question of' protection as against free trade. I don't
intend to follow him in that, because it
does not appear to be the 'question before
us in this Bill. I must .congratulate my
honorable and worthy friend opposite
(M~. Lowe) on 'at last thinking it necessary to vindicate his independence-that
independence of character which was his
. before he entered this House-to free
himself' from the thraldom which' has
bound him up here for the last twelve
months, and to determine to act according
to his convictions, instead of following in
the wake of those who would, as I believe,
lead him astray. I shall confine my
remarks to those points which appear to
me to bear on the matter now before
us-the acceptance or rejection' of this
measure. I may say at once, that 'the
rejection of the measure seems to me
absolutely necessary, in consequ~nce of
the very marked attack which is made in
the Bill upon the privileges of this House.
In order to estimate rightly the position
in which we are placed by the measure, as
now before us, it may be necessary to
review shortly some of the proceedings of
the past session.' The aggression which
has been made upon this House, and
which is persisted in up to tlie present
time-even in this present measurearose from the circumstance of, a Bill
enacting new customs duties having been
passed· in another place, and 'the' Government, fearing that it might not meet with
the concurrence of this Chamber; having
thought it necessary to lise coercive steps
in order to compel the Council to pass' it
into law. I am alluding, as honorable
members will be aware, to the junction
of that measure to the Appropriation Bil~
and to a measure providing for the repeal
of the export duty on gold. When that
measure came before this House it was
laid aside on three grounds, which were
then fully stated. In consequence of the
Bill being· so laid aside, the next day, or
the day after, certain resolutions fulminating against this chamber were
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passed by the Assembly, in which the
very rash vow was made by members of
that House that they would not introduce
any Appropriation Bill for meeting the
expenditure of the country until the
privileges of that Chamber were acknowledged by the passage, by .this House, of
the Customs Duties Bill. Subsequently,
another Bill was' introduced. From that
measure the Appropriation Bill was altogether omitted, but in other respects it
was, if not verbatim, in spirit at all events,
the same as the measure now before us.
That measure was .also thrown out by this
House on the ground of its interfering
with their privileges. But in order to
show the desire for conciliation entertained by this House at that time, an overture was made to the other Chamber that
the disputes which then existed, from -the
different views which had arisen in construing the Constitution Act, should be
submitted to the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council. That· overture was
rejected with scarcely any consideration
at all.. The honorable member at the head
of the Government alluded to it in these
terms:,,' No doubt the other House believe that they
are in the right-in this case; but, however that
may be, it is not for this House to refer. any of
itsprivleges to the ;decision of any other body.
There is no doubt whatever that we hold, precisely the same position as to privileges _as the
House of. Commons, and we should not expect
the House of Commons to be asked to refer any
question as to its privilege~ to any other body,
and. abide by the decision of that body. To
apply to the Privy Council would be to give up,
to It great extent, our privileges and our views
of the righ ts we possess. I do not believe we
have the right, and that we should be betraying
the trust committed to us if we were to confer
with any other body as to what our privileges
are. I do not think tha.t even if a decision of
the Privy Council were given on the points of
difference, that that decision would be binding,
at all events on future Parlian;tents."

This was followed up by other remarks of
a similar' nature, by which it is perfectly
clear that privileges are claimed on the
pa.rt of 'the Assembly which do not exist
under the Constitution Act. When it is
contended in another place that they will
not appeal to any other body to determine
what may be their privileges, denial is
given to' the fact that they are under the
operation of an Act of the Imperial Parliament; That our~ponstitution Act is an
Act of the ImperIal Parliament which
binds us, appears sufficiently clear; and if
that be the case, why-is it derogatory for
the Chambers' here who may.have diffe~-
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(lnces with regard to the construction of
that Act of the Imperial Parliament, to
refer,.the question to the highest authority
in the British empire?
Mr. MILLER.-It is our own act.
Mr. SLADEN.-The honorable member is mistaken. I beg to inform him that
it is an Act of the Imperial Pal'liament.
Undoubtedly the Act ;was framed here:th~ ;Legislature here was asked to fralI,le it ;
but it was sent home for the purpose of
being enacted in an imperial statute, and
it stands in the statute book of Great
Britain as an Imperial Act of Parliament.
As such it is binding upon us here, and it
appears to me not to be at all derogatory
to submit any case of disputed construc~
tion to the highest authority in the
country from which that Act of Parliament
emanated. In' the address adopted in
reply to the Governor's speech at the
commencemeJ?t of the present sessiori, it
was distinctly stated, that if a Supply Bill,
which also 4ealt with the question of the
gold duty-the question of territorial
revenue-should be sent up to this House
at any future time, it would be treated in
the same manner as last session. That
was a sufficient indication of what our
intentions were-of what we were resolved
to ,do should unfortunately
measure
come up in that form. We had reasonable
grounds for hoping that the measure
would have come up as .on all previous
occasions, with the exception of last session-that it would have, come up as a
Bill of Supply, not dealiJ;lg with anything
else; in which case, I believe honorable
members of this House would have been
willing, even against their own convictions,
in deference to the views expressed at 'the
last election, to pass that measure without
any hesitation. I believe, also, that if a '
Bill for repealing the gold export duty
had been sent up here, also in separate
form-if anything like reasonable grounds
could be shown for thE{ repeal-I should
have voted for it. But up to, this time no
r~ason has been assigned either in this
House or the oth~r, why it is necessary
that the measure should be passed. There
may be grounds for reducing the duty now
pa~d upon the gold, but I am not prepared to say that the grounds exist. At
all events no grounds' have been shown
why the duty should be altogether repealed. I am very much inclined to think
that the large mass of people out-of.doors
are very ill-informed as to the nature of
that measure. They little think that they
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are asking us now to take off from one
particular section of the community a
payment which is made. in the shape of
rent for land used by them, in diminution
of the consolidated revenue, and that the
additional taxation necessary to fill up the
gap thus caused will have to be borne by
others. The honorable member who introduced the Bill now before the -House
hinted that, during the last session, I
undertook, if this measure came befiJre us
again as it now stands, and in the event
of its having been generally supported at
the general election, and the mass of the
people declaring in favor of it, to vote
for it.' The honorable member must
have been very much mistaken if he supposed that I committed myself to any
such rash assertion as that. I think, in
justification of myself, it is necessary that
I should point out from Hansard what
remarks I did make on the occasion
alluded to. I stated" If the other branch of the Legislature is endeavouring to coerce this House to pass the
measure now before us, on the question of protection, as I believe to be the case, the sooner
we fight the battle of prot(~ction and free trade,
by going to the country, the better. If the constituencies then determine in favor of protection,
the free traders must give way; but I do not
wish to see a hybrid or a mongrel Bill adopted."

If the honorable member can see anything in that by which I pledged myself
to support this measure when it came
before me, he is very much mistaken. I
certainly did say that if the Tariff came
before us unattached to any other Bill I
would accept it. I am prepared to carry
out that. If the measure came up tomorrow by itself I should certainly consider myself bound to vote for it. That
is even more than I declared in the statement which I have read. I then said
that if the question of protection were
fought at a general election, I should be
willing to yield my assent to a protective
measure. But I don't call this Bill a
thoroughly protective measure, although
it appears to have been put forward by
such,
one section of the Government'
and as repeatedly denied to be s~ch by
the other. Then I have to ask, why is
this measure brought before' us this session in this particular form agam.? After
what I have stated with regard to the
attempts made last session, I think there
is no other conclusion to be drawn from
the proceeding than that it is a persistent
attempt to deprive'this House of certain
pri vileges by some means or other-to
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drive it into a corner-to coerce it to
yield to certain views which this House
thinks, and rightly thinks, are" an encroachment on its prerogative. I look
upon the measure now sent up really as
an act of defiance, because it is not once
nor twice that warning has been conveyed
to the Government as to the manner in
which the House would deal with it. I
should also like to know why there is no
Appropriation Bill to meet the wants of
the last session, and why there is no provisional appropriation to meet the wants
of the present session? I should like to
have that question answered. There is
no reason why these things should not be
carried out. Certainly there are the resolutions passed in the last Parliament, by
which members in another place vowed
that they would not introduce any Appropriation Bill until the Tariff was passed;
but those resolutions are not binding on
this Parliament; and, even if they are, it
is no reason why right should not be done
-why the civil servants and other persons
who have claims on the country should
be told that there are no means of paying
them, when the Government know well
that those means are available, if they
will only put the machinery into action.
It appears to me that every means of
coercion is being used-every means of
bringing odium on this House-on the
plea that the House is the cause of all
the difficulties which have occurred, and
the stoppages which have taken place in
the countrv. But who commenced all
this? Ha; the Council been aggressive
in any way or shape? Have we not been
on the defensive from the time that the
Tariff was first sent up coupled to the
Appropriation Bill? Have we ever departed from that position of defence?
Then upon what grounds is the measure
so objectionable at the present time?
Upon the same grounds that it was objectionable last session. The preamble to
the Bill asserts for the other branch of
the Legislature an exclusive control over
the finances of the country, which is not
warranted by the terms of the Constitution Act; and it is argued, in support of the position which the Assem"bly takes up, that that House is acting
precisely in accordance with the Constitution Act, inasmuch as, under that Act,
standing orders made by either House
of legislature for regulating its practice,
after being approved by the Governor,
have the force of law, by which the As-
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sembly inte~ds to imply that Standing
Orders have the force of law, although
they should conflict with, or go beyond,
the powers which are conferred by the
Constitution Act. It is said that it is
with the view of carrying out those Standing Orders that the preamble is framed as
we find it. The preamble, it appears,
recites the very words which are contained in those Standing Orders upon which
the Assembly relies in justification of its
practice. But I contend~and it is jmpossible" the position can be controverted
-that where standing orders made in
pursuance of an Act of Parliament in any
way conflict with that Act, or go ultra
vires, as empowered by that Act, they are
inoperative and valueless; and if we were
to pass a Bill with the present preamble
we should be giving a color to the introduction of forms which are insisted upon
by the Lower House as justifying that
body in the course which it has pursued.
Mr. MILLER.-Does the honorable
member object to standing oraers P
Mr. SLADEN.-If they conflict with
the Constitution Act.
Mr. MILLER.-I say that the Standing Orders of the Assembly, approved by
the Governor, must be respected.
Mr. SLADEN. - Undoubtedly the
Standing Orders must be respected, but
only so far as they respect the Constitu·
tion Act under which they are framed.
Upon that ground it appears to ~e that
the preamble ,is insidious-that it is an
endeavour to entrap this House to give a
statutory sanction to certain Standing
Orders which the Assembly asserts give
that House powers which the Constitution
Act does not confer upon it. The next
ground of objection is that the Bill legislates also for a question connected with
the waste lands of the Crown-it deals
with the question of territorial revenue.
J t is scarcely necessary for me to tell
honorable members that territorial revenue, and what is generally known as
revenue derived from taxes, are two very
different things, and ought nut to be
dealt with in one and the same Bill. I
don't mean to say that occasions might
not arise in which no exception would be
taken to their union. But if exception
be taken, as it has been taken invariably
from the commencement of last year up
to the present time, it would be offensive
to this House to be called upon to consider a measure in which the two subjects
were mixed up, and we should be obliged
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to resent it. N ow, the question we have imposition of a tax on the miners indisto decide on this occasion is how far we criminately. This course was recomare affected by the presence in this Bill mended by the commission as being "a
of the provisions relating to the repeal of fairer and less 0 bnoxio.us method" of
the gold export duty. Is the gold export 'raising a revenue from the gold fields.
duty territorial revenue, or is it mere But I would ask, if the gold expo.rt duty
ordinary revenue as derived from taxes? is to be looked upon as a tax, whether it
Is it a part of the revenue of the Queen, would be "a fairer and less obnoxious
or is it not? If it be a part of the revenue method" of raising a revenue for only one
of the Queen it must be out of place in a industry-only o.ne item of produce-in
Bill of Supply; because in a Bill of the country to. be the subject o.f an expo.rt
Supply the Legislature grants certain aids tax? The commissioners proposed this
to Her Majesty to supplement her ordi- substitute "with the object of some
nary revenue, but the Legislature cannot revenue being derived." Great stress is
grant to the Sovereign what belo.ngs to laid upon this word revenue, but the
the Sovereign. Therefore, if this be commission are here dealing with the
territorial revenue, as opposed to revenue question of territorial revenue and not
which is derived from taxes, it certainly is the ordinary revenue raised by Bills of
out of place in this measure. An argu- Supply. This I have shown by the
ment, deduced from the terms of the quotations I have just read. Mo.reover,
report of the Gold Fields Commission, the 96th section proves that this view is
has been put forward in another place in correct. That section says:"The commission now turn their attention
support of the assertion that the gold
more particularly to considerations of revenue.
export duty is a tax and not a rent. Now, Although
abandoning the present license fee,
I am prepared to fight the battle on that they would still retain, on the principle already
ground, although I don't think that the stated, a charge upon the miner for the privilege
report of the Gold Fields Commission of mining gold. But its ~mount would be so
affects the question in any way. The 6th unimportant, and the benefits to be derived from
it so conspicuous,that the authorities may
section of that report states as follows:- paying
be saved all the expense of an active collection,
"The enormous expenses and financial inconvenience that resulted to the colony from the
gold fields, particularly in the earlier stages of
their development, when a miscellaneous and
unsettled population, deserting all other pursuits, betook themselves to the novel vocation
of gold digging, called early attention on the
part o.f the authorities to the means of raising
some adequate revenue from these gold fields
themselves, to meet the altered state of the
country."

And in the 23rd section of the same report it is stated" It is not desirable that the character of public
property in the gold of the soil should be abandoned, although the present system of a license
fee be given up. The views of the commission
are that a revenue must not be derived mainly
from a direct tax; this they propose to accomplish by a fairer and less obnoxious method,
namely, a moderate export duty, or, to use a
more suitable term of English mining, an assesment upon the gold produce."

In other words, the Gold Fields Commission proposed to substitute for the license
fee-which was very difficult of collection,
and which caused a great deal of ill-feeling
in the mining districts, inasmuch as it was
enforced from every individual-they proposed to substitute for that an assessment
on the gold produce. That is to say, a
certain per centage was to be taken from
tho.se persons who. were fo.rtunate eno.ugh
.to acquire the gold, in preference to the

by leaving to the miners the care of providing
themselves with the miner's right. The commission do not, of course, anticipate much
revenue from this source. They have in view
that a moderate amount of revenue shall be deri ved from another and an indirect source,
namely, a· duty on the gold produce. The advantage arising in both these cases is, that while
they together involve the paymtnt of a smaller
amount by the public than that of the present
license fee, the payment falls more equitably as
regards the successful and the unsuccessful, and
it is collected at a much less cost and without
the occasions of social disturbance that seem in. separable from the present system. It is, therefore, in every respect, a change for the better,
and a gain instead of a loss."

The Commissioners start by saying that
the miner's right is an equivalent for the
privilege of mining for gold, and they
afterwards place the gold duty in the
s~me category. The two together, they
say, do not amount to so much as the
license fee, thus showing conclusively that
they had no idea of regarding the duty
other than as a territorial revenue. No.
doubt :the comnnSSlOners studiously
avoided, at those critical times, the use of
any terms which might appear offensive
to. the miner. It was a time of great
excitement, and the object in view was to
devise some means of obtaining a revenue
in the least o.ffensive manner to. tho.se who
had to pay it. With regard to the random
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statements which have been made as to the
miner's right, I would point out that the
mining statute of last session clearly lays
down what privileges that document does.
confer. It says that "all the gold then
being in and upon such. parc~l shall, except'
as against Her Majesty, be the property
of the person in lawful occupation of th,e
same." Whatever gold the miner may
obtain by virtue of his, right he has not
an unlimited control over. He has n,o
title as against the Queen. Hi~ right is
restricted by the necessity of paying a
duty to Her Majesty before his gold can
be put on the ma,rket. It is a necessity,
because th~ gold must pass through the
Custom House be(ore it can be finally
disposed of. The quantity. consumed in
the colony is unappreciable; it happens,
and it fortunately happens, that the real
market is abroad. As the gold passes
through the Custom House a ,toll is
exacted, which is called a duty, but which
is of the nature of a rent or royalty.
That point is admitted by the law officers
of the Crown, though, strangely enou'gh,
one of those honorable gentlemen argues
that though the charge is a rent, there is
nothing to prevent its being treated as an
ordinary customs duty, and included in, a
supply BiU. No argument is given to
prove this; but in a few words I will
show that such a thing, could not be done
without interfeJ::ing with the privileges of
this House. Territorial revenue and
supply cannot go together. If they
could, any • foreign matter could be
tacked to a ,Bill of supply, and this
House would be depJ;'ived of its power
of deliberating with freedom and independence, and would be subordinated
to the other bral1ch of the Legislature.'
Territorial revenue forms no part of the
fiscal arrangements of ,this country. Payments made on account of the occupation or
pnrchase of waste lands are equivalents for
advantages obtained, and are not imposed
to make up any deficiency in the revenue.
The assessment on stock is precisely a ,
case in point. It possesses all the ch~rac
teristicsof this export duty on gold, and it
may be contended with equal proprietythat
the assessment is a tax on the pastoral
interest. Mor~over, this gold duty has
invariably been kept separate. There
have been three sessions in which legisla,tion has taken place regarding customs
revenne,and in which legislation has also
taken place regarding the gold duty. In
the session during the 18th year of
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Victoria the Customs Duty Act, No.9,
was passed, and the same session witnessed
Act No. 27 for imposing an export duty on
gold, In the 21st year of Victoria there
was also a Customs Act as well as an Act
for reducing the duty on gold
In the
25th year. of Victoria two measures were
proposed dealing, with gold, the one reducing the export duty and the other
relating to the introduction of ,New Zealand gold, aud although the latter measure
was assented to on the same day as was a
Bill for imposing duties of clistoms, both
were kept separate. So far as our history has
gone these classes of measures have
always been kept separate, even though
they have been passed contemporaneously.
The Constitution Act itself clearly recognises the distinction between taxes
and moneys lltrisi,ng from the waste lands
of the Crown. Section 44 says:" All taxes, imposts, rates, and duties, and all
territorial, casual, and other revenues of the
Crown (including royalties), from whatever
source. • " . shall form one consolidated
revenue."

In the 55th section also the same distinction, is observed. Power is given to
appropriate
"All the consolidated revenue arising from
taxes, duties, rates, and imposts levied by virtue
of an Act of the Legislature, and from the disposal of the waste lands of the Crown under liny
such Act made in pursuance of the authority
herein contained."

The distinction is observable also in the
56th section, where the words H rent and
return" are, employed. I think I ha.ve
now shown cogent reasons why the gold
duty-as the ,law officers of the Crown
admit-cannot be considered as an ordinary tax, and cannot be dealt with in a
Bill of supply. Another objection to the
Bill-its temporary character-I need not
enter upon, after the explicit remarks of
the proposer of the amendment.' But I
would ask, why is the country to be thrown
into the perilous position of being possibly
left witliout a revenue, because one member of the Government does Dot believe
in the opinion expressed by the AttorneyGeneral and the Solicitor-General of
England, and concurred in by' the Secretary of State for the Colonies, who is himself a lawyer ? We are aware that this
honorable and learned gentleman also sets
his opinion against the decision of the
Supreme Court, that he has not hesitated
to attempt t() deprive suitors of the judgments they had obtained in due cours~ by
inserting a clause in ~ Bill of last session,
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which would have rendered it imperative
on' a judge in chambers to set aside any
judgment, obtained against the Crown, an
act more tyrannical than any despotic
autocrat would be guilty of. Are we then
to be,influenced by one individual in the
colony who holds such very extraordinary
opinions? In the whole of this unfortunate
dispute, this House has acted in a manner
which has certainly not lost it respect and
esteem in the eyes not only of the colony
but of the empire; but if in a moment of
weakness we give up anyone point which
we have ·been contending ,for, and contending, I may: say, so well and so successfully, then we give up all.
Mr. MILLER.-That is your mistake.
Mr. SLADEN.·-That is the honorable
member's reading. , A large majority of
the thinking portion of the, community is
under the impression that the honorable
member has made a mistake which will be
visited upon him so long as he lives. I
trust that the Council will maintain the
same firm' and reasonable ground it has
hitherto taken, and that it will again protect the country-I am sorry to use the
expression, but truth compels me to do so
--from the moral degradation inflicted by
an unprincipled Government.
The Hon. J. P. BEAR said that, though
the evening wa~ far advanced, he desired
to offer a few remarks with regard to the
question of free trade and protection. He
must conscientiously admit that he agreed
to a very great extent with the remarks of
Mr; Jenner, with,regar.d to the. fostering
of those~new industries which the colony
seemed peculiarly fitted for. One industry.....,..that of vine growing. and wine making-for which the colony was particularly adapted, :and which would tend, more
than any: other to settle a population on
the land, he could speak of with some
authority, as he had given the subject a
great deal of attention. The importance
of this industry could not be overrated,
either in a commercial or a social point of
view, and it was now vigorously flourishing uuder, a protective duty of 3s. per
gallon, while if that duty we;re removed the
industry must assuredly languish. He
merely alluded to this matter to show
that, so far as his sympathies were concerned, he would rejoice to see the Tariff
pure and simple pass, as he regarded it as
an instalment of that protection which the
colony ha,d a right to expect. As it had.been
often said, however" the present issue was
not one of free trade. against protection,
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but was a question of the very existence
of that House as a co-ordinate branch of
the Legislature. He had done his 'utmost
privately to secure the sending up of the
Tariff pure and simple that it might pass
and, become the law of the land, but he
could not for one moment support it in
its present composite form. ' Including
the gold duty as it did, it .involved the
question of a tack, and so overwhelming
was the evidence in favor of the position
the House had taken in ,this matter, that
it would, not ,be worth while to detain
honorable members with a further discussion of the' subject. The question,
however, should be put fairly to ,the
country, that the country migh~ see that
the obstruction was caused, not by the
Council" but, by the other House of
Legi~lature. Divest~d of extraneous matter, the question stood thus.:-The country
saidthrough the Ministry, "We want the
gold duty abolished." The Council replied
-" Se1,1,d us up the gold duty in a co:p.stitutional form, aud, contrary to our convictions, we will c::onsent to its repeal."
The country also demanded the Tariff,
and the Council said-" Send the Tariff
up pure and simple and. you shall have
it." These two points could not be put
too plainly before the people of the
colony. When the dust was removed
from 'their eyes, for dust had been thrown
into them, the people would .recognise
the fact that the Council was not 0 bstructive, that it was ready to defer to the
expressed wisb of the country, and that all
that it demanded was that different subjects should be dealt with in separate Bills.
The ,Mini~ters now in power would have
been most useful had they had no law
advisers. They were. a useful Ministry
, driven into the mire by the shifty and
tortuous tactics of their law officers. He
would have been glad if some middle
course could have been adopted; he would
h~v~been prepared to separate the matters
contained in the Bill; but as that could
not· be d<>nein accordance with ParJiamentary practice, the Council could do
nothing but reject the measure. The
Council did n~t arrogate t,o itself one
scintilla of privilege beyond what the
constitution conferred, but the privileges
it did possess it was bound to conserve.
He trusted that the Ministry would not
tendertbeir resignations in.a fit of temper
-the best interests of the .colony had
been sacrificed too often of late to fits of
teml?er-but that they would at once
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divide the Bill, and send the subjects it
dealt with up separately, so that their
policy might be endorsed by the Council.
The Hon. J. McCRAE rose to support
the second reading of the Bill. He expressed his coincidence with Mr. Sladen's
sentiment in favor of " wisdom and
moderation," and confessed his deep
regret that the first act of the House this
session should have been of a hostile and
aggressive nature. (" Oh.") Yes; he considered that act quite unworthy of the
House. That day four weeks His Excellency opened Parliament with a speech
which was distinguished by a vast amount
of conciliation and by its temperance of
language. Not a single paragraph in it
was calculated to excite the hostility of the
most virulent opponent of the Ministry.
And yet how was that speech met? Why,
by an address, which for covert irony and
sarcasm, and for sneers at past legislation,
appeared to be without a p~rallel in the
annals of any Parliament. The wind up
was a reference to the "illegal acts" of
the Ministry, and it seemed indeed as if
nothing would satisfy honorable members
opposite but the overthrow of the present
Administration. Perhaps the honorable
and learned member who moved the address was prepared to. assume the re. sponsibilities of office. All that he could
say was, that he regretted that the
Ministry did not throw upon the Council
the responsibilities of its acts last session,
as then the Tariff would have been passed
by this time, and the whole question would
have been settled. Though he did not
doubt the honorable member's sincerity,
yet the expressions of sympathy and commiseration with the Governor which he
had indulged in would have had more
weight had his previous acts been in consonance with them. (Mr. Fellows-" So
they were.") No doubt it was very
cheering and very gratifying to hear that
the honorable member sympathisetJ. so
much. Perhaps it would enable him to
enter into more intimate relations with
the Governor. The honorable member,
when commenting on His Excellency's
address, stated that he was not aware of
any financial difficulties between the two
Houses save the want of an Appropriation
Act; but the honorable member must
know very well that that was not the
difficulty, for the Ministry and the other
House had taught the Council that they
could carryon the public service honestly
and to the satisfaction of the country in
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the absence of an Appropriation Act. The
real difficulty was the Bill now before the
House, a Bill which was the result of two
appeals to the country. In 1864 Ministers
put forward their views on two great questions. The Minister of Lands stated very
fully the land policy of the Government,
and the Minister of Customs explained
the intended revhlion of the Tariff.
Whether the protectionist party approved
of that revision he need not say, but there
was no doubt that the people accepted it
as an instalment of the great principle
which must ere long govern the fiscal
policy of the country, and consequently
they returned a large majority in support
of the Ministry. Ministers introduced
their Tariff early in 1865; and in order
to show their earnestness and sincerity,
and. not with a view of coercing the
Council, they resolved to attach it to the
Appropriation Bill. That Bill the Council
laid aside, and he only regretted that the
McCulloch Administration did not then
resign, for he was convinced that it would
have returned to office with thrice its
former prestige and power. The Ministry,
however, determined to exhaust every
means of passing the Act, and sent it back
again pure and simple. Objection was
then taken, not so much to the gold duty
or the preamble-he hear4 nothing about
those matters-as to the retrospective
clause, and on the ground that that clause
would override the decisions of the
Supreme Court, the Bill was rejected.
Ministers then determined to remit the
question to the country. The Tariff and
the maintenance of the rights of the Assembly, as involved in the Tariff and the
reform of the Council, were the two
questions which were clearly and distinctly submitted to the electors. In
proof of this he would refer to the following extract from the Chief Secretary's
address to his constituents at MorningtOll:-

"The reform of the Council will constitute
the second issue at the forthcoming election;
and I trust that upon this question the constituencies will be equally explicit. If the selection of members is made to turn on these two
issues-the Government Tariff (identified as it
now is with the rights of the Legislative Assembly) and the reform of the Council-there can
be no doubt that the disputes, waste of time,
and damage to the public interests which have
taken place during the last year, will be hereafter prevented."

He did not think that the question could
have been put in a plainer or more
straightforward way. The :people were
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asked to express their opinion on the given a pledgethat he would vote for the
Tariff which had been twice rejected by Bill. He had that evening been informed
the Council, and they pronounced in that a Cabinet :Minister had stated publicly
favour of it. Were the Council'prepared that the Government held a letter under
to fly in the face of that decision of the his hand to the same effect. He challenged
people, and take upon themselves the the honorable member representing the
Government to produce such a letter.
consequences of their act?
Mr. FAWKNER.-The people cannot To both statements he gave the most
take away our rights; it would require an unqualified contra,diction. He was exAct of Parliament to do that.
ceedingly anxious to see the measure
Mr. McCRAE did not see any infringe- passed into law, and he considered that,
ment of the rights of the House in the after the withdrawal of the retrQspective
Bill now under discussion. The preamble clause in the Bill of last session, the
was merely a recapitulation of the Stand- Council might pass the measure, as a large
ing Orders of the Legislative Assembly, majority of the Legislative Assembly had
which had been approved of by the Coun- been elected pledged to support the
cil. (Mr. Fellows-" No.") He under- Ministerial Tariff. He was, however, at
stood that the Standing Orders of the that time, in perfect ignorance of the
Assembly had been approved of by the character of the last clause of the Bill,
which clause, in his opinion was quite
Council.
Mr. FELLOWS. - The honorable sufficient to justify the House in rejecting the measure. He differed with cermember is quite wrong.
Mr. McCRAE considered that, whe- tain honorable members as to the na.ture
ther his impression was right or wrong, of the gold export duty, but he objected
the preamble was simply an assertion of to the abolition of that duty on prinfacts which had occurred in the other ciple. Notwithstanding that objection,
branch of the Legislature in connexion however, and his dislike to the preamble,
with the Bill, and he did not see why even ill its present form, he would
exception shoulJ. be taken to it. It was have been prepared to vote for the passalso contended that the rights of the ing of the measure but for the last
Council were infringed upon by the in- clause, limiting its duration to a period
sertion of the gold duty clause in this of three years. Having paid some at~
Bill. Long arguments had been entered tention to· customs Acts, he ventured to
into to show that the gold duty was part say that there was not an instance on
of the territorial revenue or a royalty; record in which a limitation had been put
but he maintained that it was simply a to an Act of Parliament raising customs
customs duty. There was no charge made duties. Customs Acts must never die,
upon the gold when it was dug out of the or otherwise the country might be left
ground, or when it was manufactured into altogether without a revenue. That was
articles in the colony. The charge was )a position which neither branch of the
only imposed when the gold left the Legislature should for one instant sanccolony, so that it was simply a customs tion. If the Bill were passed with this
duty. As to the last clause, he agreed clause the Council would be compelled,
. with Mr. Lowe in regretting that it was before the expiration of the three years, to
proposed that the measure should be in pass any Tariff which was submitted to
operation for three years, but the clause them, or the country would be left without
would not prevent the Assembly from revenue. He therefore opposed the Bill,
making any alterations in the 'rariff at but upon different grounds to those urged
any time within that period. In conclu- by Mr. Lowe. He looked upon the Bill
sion, he would express a hope that honor- as binding the country to this particular
able members would not reject a Tariff Tariff for three years ; and he concurred
which had been so signally approved by with those who thought that that time
would be politically lost as far as a trial of
the people.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON desired the experiment of protection was concerned.
to make an explanation of a somewhat The sooner the people had a fair trial of
personal nature. His attention had been protection the better; and he was surdirected to certain newspaper paragraphs prised that the challenge which the
in which it was stated that he had been House had thrown down to the Governelected a member of the Council without ment had not resulted in their proposing
opposition in consequence of his having such a Tariff as the protectionists wanted.
T
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If they were in earnest about protection,
why had they not placed a duty on wheat
and other cereals, which the Council had
expressed its willingness to pass? Perhaps the Ministry were not so zealous in
the ca.use of protection as their protectionist friends appeared to think.
The HOD. H. MILLER said he proposed
to make a few observations on the amendment, although he felt that anything he
could say would have very little effect
upon the result of the debate. That eonelusion was distressing to his feelings.
He had already pointed out that the rejection of the Tariff would be disastrous to
the country, and he believed that it would
be still more disastrous to that House.
Honorable members had been pleased to
give him the credit of having been actuated
at one time by a desire to uphold the privileges of the House, and he could assure
them t.hat at that moment he was exceedingly anxious to uphold the privileges of
the House, and to place the House fairly
before the country. He had listened patiently to the addresses of honorable memo
bel's. Those addresses were of various
kinds. There was the special pleading of
the lawyers, and there were the sincere,
though mistaken and deluded, 'speeches of
other honorable members; but he had not
heard one sufficient, tangible reason against
the Bill. He conceived it to be his duty,
however, to'address himself to some of the
quasi arguments, or what wet'e presumed
to be arguments, not with the hope 'of. convincing honorable members, but to l'emind
them that an appeal had already been made
to those with whom an appeal restedthe people of the country-and that the
voice of the people had been expressed in
an unmistakable manner. Twice had the
people declared in favor of the Tariff, but
certain honorable members of the Council
had taken upon themselves to set themselves in opposition to and to obstruct the
people. (" No.") He said yes-decidedly
they had; and he was not at present
aware what those honorable members were
going to fall back upon. A crisis had
unfortunately for some time existed in the
colony; but at one time he had thought,
from the language of Mr. Sladen, that the
House would have been guided by moderation and wisdom. He had known that
bonorable member for some time, and he
believed that if it had been left to him his
words would have been fulfilled; but} unfortunately, the counsels of the honorable
member had not prevailed at the ca.ucases
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which had been held. He was afraid that
the result would be most disastrous, It
was to be regretted that the supporters of
GovernIOOnt in the Council were so exceedingly small in number, and that they
had no legal talent amongst them. He
had no respect for special pleadings.
The mp,mbers of the legal profession had been so trained to put wrong
in the place of right, and to uphold
any argument they chose by such special
pleading, that he had found, from long
experience in Parliament, that it was impossible for a layman to reply to them
upon all those legal points, references to
precedents, going back to Acts of Parliament, and other legal jargon in which they
indulged. It required, in fact, legal men
to reply to them; and any attempt on the
part of a layman to do so would be but an
illustration of the old adage, that "the
man who is his own lawyer has a fool for
his client." The supporters of the Government were there fighting against three
legal men, for he was sorry to see that the
honorable member who had last addressed
the House had hoisted the colours which
he had done. Although it might be very
presumptuous on his part, however, he
would address himself to the arguments of
Mr. Fellows; and be must say, that a
more weak, insufficient, pitiable, sad display of false argument he had never
, listened to, even from tbat honorable
member. To show the' weakness of his
case, the honorable member had fallen
back upon the hackneyed trick of the
advocate-" No case; abuse the other
side."
That honorable member had
descended to personal abuse, in wh~ch he
, would not follow him, though he might
retort upon the honorable member. The
,honorable member's observations with
i'egard to llimself hE" should treat' with
the contempt which they deserved. He
merely alluded to them to show the weakness'of the honorable member's case. If the
honorable member ,had had a strong case,
he would not, for a moment, bave con des, cended to a personal attack. What were
the honorable member's arguments? It
appeared that the honorable member
wanted-and considerable success had
attended his efforts-to make himself the
leader of a set of members who were to
give up all their brains and follow him
like a flock of sheep after a bell-wether.
The honorable member had presumed to
lay before the Council such arguments as,
if he bad uttered them in another place-
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the Supreme Court-would have brought
down upon himself the castigation of the
Bench. He had actually presumed to :say
that if the Tariff were passed with a
clause limiting its operation for a certain
period, there was a possibility or a proba'bility . that the whole of the revenue of
the country would be destroyed, and the
'civil list-by which the expenses of th e
Governor, the expenses of the Legislative
Council, and other charges were defrayed
-abolished. He (Mr. Miller) would ask
·honorable menlbers if they believed that
that was. the int.ention of the GovernmEmt? . (Mr. Fawkner-" Yes.") Did
they' believe that that was ·the real intention of the Assembly? (Mr. Fawkner~
" Yes.") That the Bill was an insidious
measure, brought in to destroy the reve'nue of the 'country and the civil list ;
that it was a revolutionary measure-a
measure which would be destructive of all
civilised society in this country? If honorable members really thought so, they'
ought to say so boldly, and say that the
present Ministry was altogether un worthy
of' confidi:mce, and 'substitute another for
it. But it was too absurd to believe that
honOl;able members really thought that the
Government or the- Asse~bly had any
such intentions. As a member of the
Cabinet, he repudiated, with the strongest
language he could use, any intention on
the part of the Ministry' to lend themselves to such a base measure, which in- .
tention cou,ld only be conceived bya mind
capable of· adopting it. What was the
'legitimate and proper meaning of the last
clause, limiting the operation of the measure to three years? It was this, that
if the'· country found that this Tariff,
which by it great majority they had insisted upon 'having .passed.....-'and :which
they: would 'ihsist upon' having passed- if
they found, he repeated, that this Tariff
'worked well for three years, then at. the
end of that time there must be a recont;i-deration and a·revision of it. But he would
point oui, in reply to Mr.. Lowe, who
objected to the Tariff being .pass~d for
so long' a time as three years, that there .
was nothing to prevent that revision next
session, if the Assembly thought fit to
carry out those protectionist doctrines
which seemed to have met with, the very
'general approval of the country, and.
which were gaining ground in all directions in this colony. When he saw the
free traders saying-" This is not half.
enough for us, we are the real protec-.
T
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tionists'; Mr. .Jenner is nothing to what
we are; we will go in for protection on
wheat and anything else," he would put
the question to the protectionists, did they
consider themselves safer in the hands of
the present Ministry, or in the hands of
those men who professed what it might
be questionable whether they meant?
The present Tariff had been adopted by a
vast majority of the representatives of the
people entrusted with the fiscal arrangements of the colony, and who would
govern in matters of this kind. (Mr.
Fawk'ner-" Not independent of us.")
Yes, deddedly. He maintained that it
was the intention and wording of the Constitution Act that all Money Bills should
originate in the Assembly, and might be
rejected, but not altered, by the Council.
What was t.he meaning and spirit of this
provision? He asked any honorable member who would allow himself to use his
judgment without prejudice? (Mr. Fawkner-" That we can reject.") Yes; but
8urely no honorable member imagined
that the Council was to keep the Assembly
moving in a circle - putting measures
before them which they (the Council)
were to reject. He maintained that the
policy of the House ought to be one of
wisdom and moderation. They ought not
to look out for the·opportunity of rejecting,
but. join, as far as they could, with the
Assembly in passing measures for the
good of the country. (" Hear, hear.")
Of course he knew that would be cheered;
but he would ask honorable members
what was the use of having principles if
they did not practise them? Those persons were hypocrites who professed one
thing and did another. Some honorable
members, greatly to his astonishment, had
said-" Oh, we may reject this Bill, it is
neither free trade nor protection." One
honorable member, Mr. Bear, had called it
'a compromise. He would tell that honorable member that it was the wi~dom of
the Legislature to compromise everything
as far as they could. The Government
of the home country, which this colony.
professed to imitate-and it could not
have a better model-was based upon
compromises. There were some, he knew,
who admired the constitution of America;
and. certainly within the last few years the
people of that country had displayed a.
heroism in war, and everything which
was great, noble, and worthy of imitation,
beyond anything he had ever read of
in history; but nlost of· the legislators
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of this colony, having been born in England, naturally clung to home associations,
and therefore they ought to imitate as far
as they could the course adopted in English legislation. Whenever the interests
of the public and the public service were
jeopardised in England all other things
were looked upon as gossamer-to be
swept away. Public men there acted like
sensible men and like Englishmen; and
difficulties were got over by compromises
on both sides. That was what ought to
be done in this country. He asked in all
seriousness what the Council intended to
do? He feared that they did not intend
to compromise. Mr. Fellows had called
the Houses of Parliament of this colony
mushrooms. Probably, in their own sphere,
they had ·as much solid substance about
them as the Parliament of England; but,
be that as it might, he would again ask
the Council if they intended to compromise or not? He had arrived at the conclusion that their cry was "No compromise," or as his native city, Londonderry,
had it, "No surrender." Mr. Strachan
and another honorable member had alluded to Jamaica; but he might remind
those honorable members that this country
was not ,Jamaica-that the people of this
colony were not to be trodden under foot;
but that, take them all in all, they were
perhaps the most intelligent community in
the world, and were detet'mined to assert
thp.ir rights. He would ask the Council
what would be tho consequence to themselves of throwing out this Tariff. Were
they prepared to take the Government of
the country into their own hands? He
believed they were. He thought that
there were one or two honorable members
who, like Lord John Russell, would
undertake the command of the Channel
:8eet-w ho were so conceited, and had such
an opinion of their own cleverness, that
they were quite prepared totakethe responsibilities of' Government upon themselves.
But would the people take the Council as
their governors? He thought not. The
people looked in the first instance to the
Assembly as their representatives. If
that were so, let them consider for a
moment what was to be done in another
place. (An honorable member-" Go to
the country.") He was prepared to go to
the country to-morrow. He was satisfied
that he should go with a far better chance
than the honorable member-that, in fact,
he should be returned. But without
noticing the interruption further, he
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begged to observe that, if the Council
were true to their trust, every thinking
and right-minded man would no doubt
wish to support them. If moderation
and wisdom were shown in their proceedings, no doubt the Council would
be enshrined in the hearts of all colonists. But when it was found that·
the trust reposed in the Council waS so
seriously shaken that the people must be
left to take sides as between the Houses of
Legislature, he thought-without being
considered a particularly bright prophetthat he mighL at once assure the Council
that the people would side with the Assembly. That being so, what would be
the consequence? He was not an advocate
for physical force. He regretted the example which had been set in one instance
in this community of a candidate for parliamentary honors going to the House of a
member of Parliament and assaulting him,
in what ought to be every man's castlehis own dwelling. He for one should
never advocate physical force. To the
utmost of his ability be should advise
against it. But be would ask honorable
members who were in the habit of reading
history what consequences were to be expected from a ~egislature setting themsel ves
against the people? Hitherto the Council
had always gone with the peopl~. Honorable members bad waited to hear what
was pronounced upon, and had then acted
accordingly. Last session a large memorial was presented to them. But where
was that memorial now? Where were
the 24,000 names now? He was for
maintaining the privileges of the Council
as far as possible; but unless their conduct was sanctioned by the p~ople-the
intelligent, respectable, well-informed,
wealthy people of this colony-the Council
would find themselves in a wrong position.
Mr. Strachan had made a very learned
and long speech, but the honorable member
dealt too much with abstract propositions.
The hon~rable member did not appear to
consider that he was legislating for human
beings. Another honorable member suggested that the differences between the
two Houses should be referred to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.
But he (Mr. Miller) was under the impression that this was a free country;-that
the Home Government had conceded to
them a government, which, probably,
would have been taken had it not been
conceded.
Mr. FA WKNER.-Oh! oh I
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Mr.. MILLER.-I say it is very possiple
that we might have taken that which
they wisely conceded to us. And do I
understand the honorable member to say
that, after having, as it were, abandoned
our childhood, we are to go back to our
mother's apron-strings ?-not that I wish
to insinuate anything about the honol'able
member being an old woman. I say we
are here, for good or for bad, on our own
responsibility, to govern ourselves. I
maint.ain that the colony is now in the
full vigor of its youth; that we are able
to govern ourselves; that we will admit
no interference with our rights; and that,
when we appeal, we appeal to the people.
I repeat that the appeal here now, whether for good or bad, is to the people of
this country, and by that we must abide.
If honorable members think they can ap·peal to any other tribuna), they will find
that they are altoget.her mistaken.
The House divided on the question"That all the words in the original motion after 'that' stand part of the question :"Contents
8
Not-Contents
20
Majority against the Bill...

12

CONTENTS.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Cole,
Mr. McCrae,
Degraves,
" Miller,
Fraser,
Teller.
J. Henty,
Mr. Pettett.
Jenner,
N OT-CONT ENT8.
Mr. Anderson,
Mr. Lowe,
" Bear,
" Mitchell,
" Black,
" Murphy,
" Campbell,
" Strachan,
" Clarke,
" Taylor.
" Fawkner.
,0 Turnbull,
" Fitzgerald,
Dr. Wilkie,
" liellows,
Mr. Williams.
" S. G. Henty,
" Highett,
Teller.
" . Hull,
Mr. Bladen.

Mr. Fellows's amendment was then
agreed to.
The House adjourned, at three minutes
past twelve o'clock, until Thursday,
March 15.
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SUPPLY BILL.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, in
consequence of'the action taken in another
place with regard to the Supply Bill sent
up by this House, I beg to move that the
House do now adjourn. Mr. HIGINBOTHAM seconded the
motion.
Mr. GILLIES.-I think something
more is owing to the House than the bare
statement just made by the honorable the
Chief Secretary. I think it rather an
extraordinary circumstance that the honorable member should move the adjournment
of the House without giving any reasons
why the House should adjourn. If the
Government intend to continue in officewhich perhaps they do-honorable members are well aware that there is plenty of
business to occupy the attention of the
House. If the Government do not intend
to continue in office then I think it is due
to the House that such an intimation
should be made. Or if the Government
bave not made up their minds as to the
course they will pursue, I think it is their
duty to inform the House that they have
not made up their minds, and that they
ask for an adjournment in consequence.
I think it an unwarrantable thing to ask
for an adjournment, after the extraordinary
circumstances which have occurred, without making any statement.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The honorable
member must be well aware that upon
such occasions it is usual to grant the
adjournment that may be deemed necessary
by the Government of the day. The
Government have made up their minds
what course they intend to take, and all I
ask is that the House should, under the
peculiar circumstances of the case, adjourn
until to-morrow.
The motion was agreed to, and the
House adjourned accordingly.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, March 15, 1866.
Absence of Mr, a'Beckett-The Tariff Actions-Resignation
of the Ministry.

,LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, March 14, 1866.
Supply Bill-Political Crisis.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at
twenty-five minutes past four o'clock, and
read the usual form of prayer.
ABSENCE OF MR. A'BECKETT.
The Hon. A. FRASER, without notice, moved that the leave of absence
granted to the Hon. T. T. a'Beckett
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be extended for a period of six months.
The honorable member observed that Mr.
a'Beckett, whose leave of absence expired that day, had communicated with
him hy the last mail, and had intimated
that he would not be able to return to the
colony till August next.
The Hon. S. G. HENTY seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
THE TARIFF ACTIONS.
The HOll. W. H. F. MITCHELL
moved" That there be laid on the table of this House
a return of the taxed costs of the petitioners in
the actions brought against the Crown for the
recovery of the duties levied under the resolu·
tions of the Legislati \'e Assembly; and also of
the costs of the Crown in such actions."
The Hon. W. TAYLOR seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
RESIGNATION OF THE MINISTRY.,
1'he Hon. H. MILLER said~I rise to
make an announcement to the Council, to
inform honorable members that the Ministry have tendered their resignation, and
that His Excellency, the Governor having
been graciously pleased to accept it,
we hold office only until our succeSEors
are appointed.
The Hon. W. H. F.MITCHELL said~
I think that before we separate, the position
this House occupies w.ith regard to the
event which has just been announced
should be distinctly put before the coun- '
try. It appears that the Ministry have
resigned in consequence of the action
taken by this House. ,
Mr. MILLER.-I beg the honorable
member's pardon. I did not say so.
Mr. M1TCHELL.-Nor did I say that
the honorable member did. The Ministry
have resigned, and I assume that their
resignation is in consequence of the pro- ,
ceedings of this House. That being the
case, it is desirable that the country should
understand that on matters of policy there .
is no difference between this House on the
one hand, and the Ministry and the Asse~bly on the other.
We ~ave distinctly
notified that when the Bill, lately before
the House is sent up in a proper "form we
will accept it. ' The whole difficulty is due
to a determination on the other side-that
the Assembly shall legislate, if not govern,
contrary to the Constitution Act. That
we will not submit to-'Mr. MILLER.-I rise to order. I am
not aware that the honorable member is
speaking to any motion. The honorable
member assumes to be the spokesman for
the House, but I am not aware who has
1
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appointed him. He certainly does not
sp~ak for me.
I give his assertions the
most distinct contradiction.
The PRESIDENT.-It is unusual for
any regular debate to take, place unless
there is a motion before the House, but it
is quite usual for the leaders on either
side to make a full statement on occasions
like these. I presume that Mr. Mitchell
Jlas taken the lead on this occasion.
Mr. MITCHELL.-I can only repeat
that this House is prepared to pass the
Tariff. We a,ccept the last election as an
expression of the majority' of the country
in its favour. We are, therefore, ready to
accept the policy propounded in the Bill
lately submitt,ed to us, provided that ihe
matters which that Bill contained are sent
to us in a constitutional form. That being
the case, I can only say-I say it with
regret-that the Ministry 'have resigned,.
on a point of temper and not on a question
of policy.
Mr. MILLER.-I shall content myself
now with giving a distinct contradiction
to one and all of the assertions of the
honorable member, so far as regards the
conduct of the Ministry. I trust that upon
a future day I shall be able to go further
into the matter. I merely ~ give the contradiction now that th~ country ·may not
be misled by the honorable member's false
as§umptions.
'
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER moved
the adjournment of the House, in order to
afford himself an opportunity of correcting
the false impression which Mr. Miller
desired to go forth, that the Council was
not willing to defer to the wishes of the
country. It was quite clear that, against
his own wish, a majority, of honorable
mem bers were willing to vote for the
Tariff, provided ~hat it came before them
in a form which wou\d not cripple ,the
powers of the Hou,se. '1;he Council would
accept the Tariff, but it would not be
handcuffed by the Ministry., .
The motion for adjournment having
been agreed to, the House adjourned at
twenty-five minutes to five o'clock until
Tuesday, March 20.

:LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, March 15, 1866.
Supply Bill-Resigna.tion of the Ministr)'.

The SPEA.KER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
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Mr. COPE gave notice that, next day,
he would move the following resolutions:" That the rejection, for the third time, of the
Tariff by the Legislative Council exhibits a
total disregard of the opinion and wishes of the
people of this colony, as expressed at the late
gene'ral election.
"That, inasmuch as such Tariff has been
passed by large majorities of the Assembly in
two successive sessions of Parliament, assembled
after two general elections, this House will
withhold its confidence from any Administration
which shall refuse or neglect to adopt forthwith
the Bill of Supply embodying s,uch Tariff as
already submitted to the Council. .and with
which the rights and privileges of this Assembly
are identified."
,

RESIGNATION OF THE MINISTRY.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
rise for the purpose of infol'ming the
House that in consequence of the Bill of
8upply~t,he Bill voting the supplies for
the year-having· been rejected by the
other bl'anch of the Legislature, the Government have to-day tendered their resignation to His Excellency the Governor,
and we now hold office only until our
successors are appointed. I may also state,
for the information of the House, that His
Excellency is now in communication with
the Hon. Mr. Fellows, with a view to the
formation of an administration. It is not
usual on such occasions to enter at any
length into the reasons which induce the
Government to resign. I say it is unusual;
but the course which has been taken by
the other branch of the Legislature is, an
unusual one. The position in which this
branch of the Legislature has been placed
by the action of the other House is altogether unheard. of; and .the GO'vernment
feel that they are unable, in consequence,
to carryon the affairs of the country.
When I call the attention of the House
and the country at, large to the position
of affairs, I am quite sure it will be
admitted that the Government are justified
,in the course of action which they have
taken to-day. Within the past year and
a half we have had two general elections.
The people have spoken out distinctly
as to the taxation which they desire
to see. enforced in this country. At
.the genel'al election of 1864, a proposal
for the revision of the Tariff was submitted, as clearly as it could be submitted, to the coun'try. A Bill to carry
out that proposal was afterwards brought
before Parliament, and it was carried
through this House by large majorities;
but it was.l·ejected on two separate oeca-.
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sions by the other branch of the Legislature. At that time, honorable members
in the other House-leaders of that House
-stated over and over again, that if it
were the will of the people of this country
that such a Tariff as that which we submitted should be adopted, they were wil.
ling that it shouJd become law. Well,
sir, under these circumstances the Government felt, notwithl5tanding they had
a large majority in this House, that it was
their duty to ask the Governor to put
this matter fully and fairly to the country~
in order that there might be no doubt as
to the views of the country on the conduct
of this House during the previous year.
This House willingly assented to dissolution, although) coming so soon after a
general election, it was a very great hard.;
ship. Not only were there the inconveniences and expense inCident to a general
election to be encountered, but I believe
scarcely such a thing had occurred before
as a Ministry dissolving the House at a.
time when they had a very large majority
at their back. We considered, however
-notwithstanding that majority-that it
was our duty to give the country an opportunity of speaking out upon the points
in dispute; and we, believed that if the
country spoke out unmistakably, the other
branch of the Legislature would agree to
the expressed wishes of the people. The
dissolution took place, and the question at
issue was put as clearly as it possibly
could be put to the country. The question was the Bill of Supply-the Tal'iff--':'"
as identified with the rights and privileges
of this House. In my address to the
electors of Mornington, and in the ad.
dresses of other gentiemen who appeared
before their constituents-whether those
gentlemen sat on this side of the House or
on. that-the question presented for the
decision of the people was-" Are you for
the ministerial propositions? Aye or no?"
The country responded by sending to the
House 58 members pledged to support the
Government propositions, while 20 were
sent against them. That being the case,
the Bill of Supply again passed through
this House by ,a large majority; and it
was sent to the other branch of the Legislature as speedily as possible, in order that
no inconvenience might be experienced by
the country at large. We' know the fate
of that Bill. The other branch of the
Legislature 11aving thought fit to reject the
means of supply that this House asked
from them, it now, becomes the duty of
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that branch of the Legislature, and the
small minority in tbis House who support
them, to take upon themselves the responsibility of governing this country against
the wishes of the people of the country.
That is the point now to be decided.
Having stated that we have tendered our
resignations, and that we hold office only
until our suc'cessors are appointed, I beg
to move that the House do now adjourn.
Mr. V ALE.-Before the adjournment
takes place, I wish to ask the honorable
the Chief Secretary a question in reference
to th is matter. Seeing the extraordinary
circumstances which have prevented the
Governmeot from carrying on the affairs
of the country, I wish to ask whether they
have thought proper to record a minute,
stat.ing the exceptional circumstances
which have led to their resignation, in
order to guard against the present step,
which has been taken in justification of
the general interests of the country, being
regarded as a precedent.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-In reply to the
question put by the honorable member, I
may state that the Government were fully
impressed with the importance of the step
that they were tak ing. Forced as we have
been out of office by the action of the other
branch of the Legislature, we resolved to
embody our views on the subject in a
minute to His Excellency the Governor.
That minute, ifit is the wish of the House,
I can lay upon the table.
Captain MAC MAHON.-Mr. Speaker,
I understand the honorable the Chief
Secretary, from the remarks with which
he has favoured the House, to appeal to
the address which he put before the
count.ry as a justification of the course
which the Government have now adopted.
The honorable member stated that, in that
address, the issues to be determined upon
were placed so distinctly before the country
that there could be no possible mistake
ahout them; and that the result of that
proceeding was the return to this House
of fifty-eight ministerial as against twenty
opposition members. The honorable gentleman, however, forgets to state how
many electors these twenty represent;
.-that while they represent some 23,000
electors-electors certainly not the least
intelligentamongthecommunity-thefiftyeight members represent only some 27,000
electors. The honorable gentleman has also
endeavoured to show bow strictly he has
kept to the views enunciated in that ad_dress. But I think I remember one very.
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prominent view to ~wbich the honorable
member has not kept-a view which was
included in the printed as well as the
verbal address which the honorable
member laid before his constituents. I refer
to the statement that it was altogether
contrary to his views of constitutional government that a Ministry should
give way to any proceedings of the
upper branch of the Legislature. And
yet it is in consequeuce of the action of
that House that the Government have
thought fit to resign. I think the honorable member must admit that that part of
his programme, at all events, has not been
carried out. With regard to the question
put by the honorable member for Ballarat
West (Mr. Vale) as to whether the Government have submitted to His Excellency a minute embodying their views
upon the present posture of affairs, it is to
be presumed that the honorable gentleman
knows nothing of the matter, and that he
is prompted by a natural curiosity to ask
the question; but as it appears that the
honorable member sitting next to him
(Mr. Cope) has given notice of certain
resolutions which he proposes to hring
before the House to-morrow, we shall then
have an opportunity of discussing, not
only the views of the Government, but
also the extraordinary manner in which
those resolutions have been prepared, and
the very constitutional proceedings which
the Government adopted, and the courtesy
they exhibited in coming down yesterday
to this House in a great hurry, and
adjourning the House for the purpose of
attending to more important duties in a
private apartment of the building. It is
quite unnecessary to pursue this matter
further at present, inasmuch as we shall
have an opportunity for discussiug it tomorrow. 'Ve shall then be able also to
show that notwithstanding the declaration
made by the honorable and learned the
Attorney-General when the present Goyernment came into office, a declaration
which was greeted with enthu!;iasm from
many parts of the House-that the Government never sought on any occasion to
influence their supporters except by public
debate on the floor of the House-another
course bas since been adopted.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I merely wish to
make one remark with regard to what
bas fallen from the honorable member,
without desiring to comment in any way
on the taste, good or bad, exhibited in his
observations. The honorable member bas
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Legislative Council on the evening of the 13th
instant, after a few hours'discussion, has been
before the COllntry for upwards of twelve months;
that this Tariff was twice passed by very large
majorities in the late Assembly, and was twice
rejected daring the last session by the Legislative Council, almost without discussion. Under
these circumstances. we several months back
expressed to Your Excellency our willingness to
resign our respective offices; but we were de·
ten'ed from doing' so by the fact that the constitution of the late Assembly made it apparent to
Your l~xcellency that no Ministry formed from
the Opposition could carryon Her Majesty's
Government in Victoria-a fact which was, indeed, frequently admitted in debate in the Council
itself-and by the further consideration, that
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. the
leading members of the Council had also announced that were they only satisfied that the
Frida!!, M~ck 16, 1866.
colony at large was favorable to the Government
policy, they were prepared to bow to public
Leave of Absence to a. Member-The Resignation of the
opinion and pass the Government measure.
Ministry-Breaches of Privilege- Threatening a. MemWith this intimation frequently and in various
ber-The Crisis a.nd the Ta.riff.
. ways communicated by the Council debates and
the opposition portion of t.he press, and
The SPEAKER took the chair at half- through
the Government having been frequently chalpast four o'clock •.
lenged to appeal to the country, we consented to
do so, entertaining no doubt of the result. but
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
by any reasonable conrse that could be
Mr. LALOR moved that leave of anxious,
indicated, to terminate. if possible, the unhappy
absence for a month be given to Mr. Foott, conflict so long existing between the Council
one of the members for V-l est Geelong. and the Assembly. A general election had taken
He stated that the honorable member wal:i place only some twelve months before the rejection of the G()\'ernment Supply Bill by the
confined to his house by indisposition.
Council. at which election the constituencies
The motion was agreed to.
had very generally pronounced in favor of the
policy which was afterwards embodied in that
RESIG~ATION OF THE MINISTRY.
measure. Undl·r these circumstances it certainly
Mr. McCULLOCH laid on the table appeared to Your Excellency's advisers to be
in itself, a great hardship to the
unreasonable
the following minute, presented to His
Assembly, and a grievous injustice to the conExcellency the Governor by the Ministry stituencies at large, that another general election
on their resignation of office : should be so soon demanded at the instance of
"In respectfully resigning into Your Excel- a Council which could lIot be dissolved itself,
lency's hands our offices as Your Excellency's
which could not be modified by increase of memadvisers under the constitution of this colony, bers, or otherwise, so as to admit of a constituwe feel it to be due to your Excellency and the
tional solution of any pending difficulty whatsocountry that we should submit the reasons ever; and which, consequently, by a mere pas
which constrain us to take a course which, under sive resistance, could and did dictate its own
the actual circumstances of the present political terms for avoiding the constitutional dead-lock
situation, may appear to be extraordinary, and which appeared to be imminent. The Governeven inconsistent with the principles of l'arlia- ment felt that the suggested dissolution was the
'mentary Government.
only course which seemed likely to afford the
"We find ourselves unable to carryon the means of terminating the contention between
Government, although we have 58 8upportt 'rs in
the two Chambers. So serious was the difficulty,
an Assembly consisting of 78 members. Within so limited the resources of the Government and
two months of the last general election, followed
of the Assembly. under our present very imperby this result, we are compelled to announce fect-ana in such crises as the present-almost
that the Government and Assembly conjoined unworkable Constitution, that we proposed to
are powerkss to pass the measures in favor of the Assembly its own dissolution; a proposition
which the country at large has so lately and so to which, almost without murmur, the Assembly
emphatically pronounced, and we consequently acceded.
The probably almo~t unexampled
feel that the only alternative now before us is to course was thus taken of a Parliamentary Go·recommend-which we are not prepared to do- vernment proposing to dissolve a deliberative
either an abject submission upon the part of the
b'ldy in which that Government, at the time of
Assembly to the paramount rule of the Legislasuch proposed dissolution, possessed a working
tive Council, in all subjects relating to the
mlljority of nearly three to one; and the not less
. finances of the colony, or to resign. We, thereextraordinary spectacle was exhibited of this
fore, take that course as the only one which,
large majority consenting to dissolve itself, and
with a due regard to the independence of the
to incur all the inconveniences and expense of a
Assembly, and our own credit, can be satisfacgeneral election, in the mere desire to escape
tory to our constitut'nts and the country.
from a constitutional difficulty in the only Con"Your Excellency is a ware that the Tariff stitutional manner whieh seemed open to them.
embodied in the Bill of Supply rejected by the. Both Government and Assembly, of course, re-

referred to the statement in my election
address that I considered it contrary to
the practice and usage of constit utional
government that we should resign upon a
vote of the upper branch of the Legislature.
But the. constitution now has failed.
The other branch of the Legislature has
taken a revolutionary course.
The motion for adjournment was then
agreed to, a.nd the House adjourned accordingly at eighteen minutes to five o'clock.
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lied on the Council faithfully fulfilling the promises so frequently made by various of their
leading members, to be guided by the decision
of the country so soon as that dt:cision should be
ascertained.
"Accordingly, as Your Excellency is aware,
your ad\'isers having thus recommended the
dissolution of the Assembly, went to the country
mainly on two specific and distinct issues-one
being the Tariff, for the most part, both in substance and form, as previously proposed and
rejected j the other being a proposal for such
reform of the Council as should bring it more
into harmony with the Assembly and with public
opinion. In order to exclude any misconception
as to the nature or terms of the issues submitted,
they were carefully and precisely stated in the
Chief Secretary's published address to his constituents j and in every individual contest
throughout the colony the decision of the constituencies, 'aye' or 'no,' was sought for and
obtained upon these precise propositions. The
election closed with 58 members returned expressly to carry out the Government policy,against 20 who were returned by the Opposition.
"Your Excellency's advisers were thus at
length encouraged to believe that the Government Supply Bill would now pass, and that, for
the present at any rate, the conflict between the
Chambers might be terminated. To further
insure this result, Your Excellency'S ad visers
determined to send up, and did, at the earliest
possible period after the general election, send
up, the Supply Bill separate from the Appropriation Bill, and therefore no longer obnoxious
to the objections urged on a former occasionin ignorance of the real nature of the proceeding
-to the effect that the subjects thus associated
together in the same measure constituted 'a
Tack.' Your ad visers also yielded to another
objection, which in the last Parliament had been
,brought against the Ministerial measure, viz.,
the insertion of the clause which proposed to
give, in accordance with British Parliamentary
practice, the sanction of law to the resolutions
of the Assembly from the ,date of their adoption,
and to render aborti ve actions brought in tlie
Supreme Court fur the recovery of duties paid
under the authority of such resolutions. The
preamble of the Supply Bill was also altered by
the Government.
"The Tariff, in a Bill thus modified (Your
Ext:ellency's advisers relying on the Council's so
frequently expressed intention to abide by the
result of the appeal to the country), was, on the
6th instant, for the third time, sent up to the
Council for their acceptance. It was then
objected that the repeal of the gold duty was
improperly contained in the measure, that the
preamble was ,still objectionable, although merely
reciting the resolutions which the Assembly in
every session ,passt:s for granting and raising
Supply, and finally, that the Bill, being only a.
tempolary measure, yet repealed permanently
the existing customs duties.
"Your Excellency's advisers regret that they
are unable to understand that the above objec- ,
tions are more than mere pretexts put forward
by the leading members of a section of the
Legislative Council, to cover a foregone conclusion, to reject again, and under any circumstances, this measure, mainly because it emanated
from the present Government. This belief, we
submit, rests on very substantial grounds. The
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same Council which formerly objected to this
Tariff as a protectionist measure, we find to be
now condemning it as not sufficiently protective,
and now proposing to place protective duties on
agricultural produce
Different judgments
have been pronounced on this Tariff, some
holding it to savour of protection, others expressing an opinion that it contains nothing
inconsistent either with the principle or with
the operations of free trade. The duties pro,.
posed to be levied under it are lower than those
of most other British colonies, and, as a rule, dQ
not exceed one-third of the rate of duties levied
under the existing Canadian Tariff, Protectionist, however, or free trade in its character,
the proposed Victorian Tariff, like every other
workable Tariff, speltks unmistakably for itself.
It consists of quantities and figures, and hs
character remain the same, howsoever it may
be described. Your Excellency'S advisers must
believe, therefore, that those membel'S of the
Council who in the last Parliament condemned
this same Tariff as a protectionist one, honestly
objected to it on that ground j but Your Excellency's advisers are also constrained to add,
that. tney are utterly unable to understand by
what intellectual process the same men have now
as honestly arrived at the conclusion that this
Tariff is not, in its provisions, as protective' as
it ought to be. The only conclusion which
reconciles and explains the contradictory action
of the Council, in thiS respect, appears to Your
Excellency'S advisers to be this: that, in reality,
the majority of the Council have been, from the
beginning, utterly indifferent as to the character
of the Tariff j that their opposition to it has
only awkwardly masked a deeper policy j that
that deeper policy aims at the resumption of
the control of the Crown lands of the colony,
by means of the displacement of the present
Ministry, but that such pulicy cannot be safely
or prudently avowed, in the present temper of
the colony.
.
"While holding this opinion, Your Excellency's advisers would by no means implicate
the Legislative Council as a body, or even every
member of the majority, in any formed or settled
design to suburdinate the general interests of
the colony, to the mere self-seeking of a
particular section of the community. But the
small number of the Council, its peculiar compositiolJ, and its almost total exemption from
accountability to the people, cause it to be easily
infiuenced by any section of men, who, whilst
bringing their influence to bear, c'an and do yet
conceal their ultimate purposes. ,
.
"In conclusion, Your Excellency's advisers
submit that under the circumstances, above
stated, the Council now accepts, in accordance
with the principles of Parliamentary Government, the responsibility of the political situation
it has a second ~ime exclusively provoked, and
that a serious and conspicuous anomaly in our
constitution is nakedly exposed by the Council,
an anomaly which must, some time or other,
endanger representative institutions in this
colony. If one branch of the Legislature, on
light grounds, and after only a few hours' discussion, commonly overrides the most carefully
considered measures of the other, yet uniformly
shrinks from administratively dealing with the
consequences of its own acts, such a body comes
to be regarded by the community at large as
being competent only for obstruction and
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mischief. It would be a great public misfortune
if such a belief should become permanently fixed
in the pUQlic mind, for nO'institution in this
colony can long outli ve the respect of the constituencies, composed as are those which make
up the electoral roll of Victoria. Designedly
disparaged as these constituencies have frequently been, there are now 7:3,000 ratepayers
on ail electoral roll of 111,000, and we 'need
hardly remind Your Excellency that there are
few ratepayers here who occupy houses worth
less than £15 a year, and that of the 40,000 who
are not returned as ratepayers, a very large
proportion possess valuable interests on the
various gold fields of the colony.
"We trust we may stand excused by Your
Excellency for thus setting forth at large the
circumstances and conditions under which we
are compelled to resign the government of this
colony whilst enjoying the confidence and
support of three-fourths of i", newly elected
Legislative Assembly.
"J AMES McCULLOCH.
" Chief Secretary's Office,
" March 15th, 1866."

PRIVILEGE.
Mr. McCULLOCH rose, and said-Mr.
Speaker, I desire before the business of
the House is proceeded with, to bring
under the consideration of honorable
members the whole, or the portion of' an
article, which appears in this morning's
Argus, in which, Sir, a gross and scandalous libel has been committed against
myself with regard to a statem~nt which
I made in the House last evening. During
the past two years and a half I have
borne patiently with charges of ,a most
gross and offensive nature made against
me in this paper, morning after m.orning.
There is a limit to which human endurance
can go; and, Sir, when I find that a charge
has been made so directly against me, of
a nature which I am sure no member of
this House, and no one who knows me,
would justify for one single moment, I
feel it my duty to bring the matter under
the notice of the House. I will read a
portion of the opening remarks of the
article to which I refer : "The statement of the Chief Secretary, when
aimouncing yesterday afternoon the resignation
of Ministers, fairly bristled with faisehood, and
formed a fitting denouement to the career of a
Cabinet which has been marked, with little variatio~, 'by deceit, chicl.tne, and lawlessness."

The words that I most strongly object to
are those in which it is asserted that the
statement which I made "bristled with
falsehood." Would any member of this
House charge me with making such a·
statement? And is this House to permit
parties unknown to the public, or unknown·'
to the members of the House, to is~ue
such false and gross statements ,? Would
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any honorable member of this House have
been allowed to make such a statement
last evening? . You would at once, Sir,
have ruled him out of order.' The press
is permitted to issue the whole of the proceedings of this House to the public. Fair
criticism I could not O.bject to-no member
of the House would object t6 fair and proper
criticism of' whatever takes place within
the walls of the House; but, Sir, when
the press condescends to abuse - when
the press r.ondescends to a course of action
which is calculatedr to deter men from
coming forward and taking part in public
proceedings-then I think it is the duty of
this House to come forward and put a.
stop to such a course of action. All honorable,members, whether sitting on this side
of the House or on that side of the House,
have been subject to much abuse by the
press of this country. I care not for one
portion of the press or another; but I am
perfectly willing to support honorable
members on either side of the House if
they come forward and make out a case
in which the House ought to support them
, in dealing with the' press, no matter what
particular portiO.n of the press the charge
may affect. When the honorable member
for Creswick (Mr. Frazer), soine two years
ago, brought 'forward a.case· wherein he
was abused by this same newspaper, all
pOl,tions of the House at that time agreed
to deal with the matter, and the result
wa& that, fO.r a considerable time after, this
particular newspaper conducted itself in a
way more becoming a respec.table journal
than it had done for a long time before.
But it has forgot the lesson that it then
received~
I desire, therefore, to move
that the same course of action shall be
taken on this occasion as was taken on
that occasiun. 1 beg to move.
The SPEAKER intimated that before
any motion was submitted to the HO.use
the Clerk ought to read. the portion of the
article complained of.
Mr. McCULLOCH then handed to the
Clerk at the table a cO.py of the ArgU8
newspaper of Friday, March 16, 1866.
The CLERK read the imprint of the
paper, which was in these words : " Printed and published by Hugh George. at
the Argus Office. Collins··street, Melbourne, for
Wilson and Mackinnon, proprietors."

He also read the portion of the article
complained of, as follows : :
"The statement of the Chief Secretary, when
announcing, yesterday afternoon, the resignation of Ministers; fairly bristled with falsehood,
and formed a fitting denouement to the career o.f
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Cabinet which has been marked, with little

variation, by deceit, chicane, and lawlessness."

MI'. McCULLOCH.-I heg to move"That the article contained in the Argus of
this day, in reference to Mr. McCulloch, is a
scandalous breach of the pri viJeges of this House."
Mr. HIGI~BOTHAM seconded the
motion.
Mr. GILLIES.-Really I did expect of
the Chief Secretary, or the honorable
member who seconded the motion, some
attempt to show that the article is a breach
of the privileges of the House. I believe,
Sir, that there is no member of the House,
either on this side or the other, but who is
always prepared to support any honorable
members when their characters are grossly
attacked in their capacity as members of
the House, in the performance of their
l'>arllamentary duties. But, Sir, there is
a line of distinction to be drawn between
attacks made on gentlemen's priva.te
characters and attacks made on their
public character as members of Parliament,
while in the performance of their duties
as such. If a pOl,tion of the press asserts
that a statement made by an honorable
member is 110t true, is that a breach of'the
privileges of Parliament? Is it a breach
of privilege to assert that a statement
made by an honorable member, either out
of Parliament or in Parliament, is not
correct, or not true, or even altogether
false; or to go still further, and say, that
it "bristled with falsehood?"
I don't
know whether it can be contended that
that is a breach of privilege.. I never
heard before of a statement of that kind
being considered a breach of privilege. If
an honorable member makes a statement,
and another honorable member cries, "No,
that is not correct," there is no breach of
the privileges of Parliament in that assertion ; and if the press exceeds what I
conceive to be the proper bounds of
decorum, or uses language which I may
consider highly improper for the press to
use-even then it does not necessarily
follow, however highly improper the
language may be, that it is a breach of the
privileges of Parliament. The case of the
-honorable member for Creswick, to which
the Chief Secretary has referred, is not at
all a case in point. The Chief Secretary
·must know very well that the honorable
member for Creswick was called a
." privileged ruffian."
(An honorable
member-" What is the difference?")
I am going to point out the difference.
The breach of privilege did not consist in
-merely calling the honorable member a_
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privileged ruffian, but in saying that he
was a privileged ruffian in the course
which he took as Chairman of a Committee of the House-it was in consequence
of the performance of _his duty, or what
·he conceived to be bis duty, in that
capacity that the honorable member was
called a privileged ruffian. There is a
clear line of demarcation to be drawn
between the two. I do not admire the
phrase that the Chief Secretary's statement "bristled with falsehood." Even
taking it for granted that the statements
which the honorable gentleman made, or
the arguments which he employed, were
not correct, I say that the expression is
not a proper (jne to use-that it is highly
improper to say of the Chief Secretal'y of
the colony that his statements" bristled
with falsehood," or that tho career of the
Cabinet had been marl(ed by "deceit,
chicane, and lawlessness." I apprehend,
however, that in making that assertion there
is no breach of t.he privileges of the House,
because the conrluct which is alluded to
as "a fitting denouement to the career
of a Cabinet which has been marked,
with little variation, by deceit, chicane,
and lawlessnes~," may be conduct of
the Cabinet performed out of Parliament
altogether. If that be so- if it is possible
even to contend that it be so-it cannot
be a bl'each of the privileges of the House.
Certainly that portion of the article which
the honorable member chooses to consider
a scandalous libel, cannot, in the Parliamentary sense, be called a scandalous libel
at all. If the House chooses to say that
any public journal or any individual has
committed a breach of the privileges of
Parliament, it ought to be very careful
that it is on the right side. If Parliament,
becau<;e it has privileges to defend, and can
punish persons who commit breaches of
those privileges, attempts in any respect
to stretch its authority improperly, then it
altogether fails to maintain its proper
position, which is only to defend its privileges when there are real breaches of
privilege committed. It is not sufficient
that attacks are made on the Chief Secretary or members of the Government,
although they may occupy such a position
as to be nble to obtain the assistance of
their supporters for the purpose, if possible,
of bringing to punishment a journal which
for many months has bitterly opposed the
present Government. I have no hesitation in saying that it has many times
improperly opposed them-that it has
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many times used language which, HI my
opinion, was not proper for any journal of
respectability to use; but, while that is
my opinion, I believe that Parliament
would commit a great mistake-not only
a mistake, but a grave blunder-if it· attempts to stretch its privileges beyond its
real and lawful bounds. I contend that,
when the Chief Secretary made a statement last night upon the floor of this
House, I, or any other individual, was'
perfectly at liberty to say, "I don't believe
that statement;" I could state that what
the honorable member said was not correct.
(" Oh, oh.") I could say, as a private member of Parlia~ent, or as a private citizen,
that I did not believe those statements.
I could not say that a' statement which
the honorable member made was not true,
unless the denial was something within
my own knowledge, and which I was then
prepared to prove. It has always been
recognised as a parliamentary rule, that
when an honorable member makes a statement with reference to himself, which he
knows, of his own knowledge, another
honorable member cannot contradict him;
but, at the same time, it is perfectly
within the competence of an honorable
member to say he does not concur in the
statements of another honorable member.
The Chief Secretary last night made
a number of statements, with some of
which I do not concur at all. Well, if I
do not concur in them, surely I am at
liberty to say that I do not concur in them?
(" Hear.") I say, essentially that means
the same thing as if I stated that I did not
believe his statements were true. If I did
not concur in them, I must have believed
.that they were not correct; if I believed
that they were not correct, I believed that
they were not true. If I believed t~at
they were not true, and was justified in
saying so, in what way is a public journal
not justified in saying that the statements
of the Chief ~ecretary were not correct,
,were not tru~ or of going still further.using what may not have been proper
'anguage, and saying that the statements
," bristled with falsehood ?" I say it can.not for a moment be contended that, in any
sense, there has been any breach of the
,privileges of Parliament committed. What,
practically, has been tho real origin of the
present privileges'granted to Parliament?
It was, that honorable members in their
place in Parliament might, without fear
or favor, express their opinions on public
questions-that they might be protected in
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the statements which they made, without
any fear -of personal consequences. I am
not aware that the private characters of
members of Parliament are protected,
simply because they are members of Parliament. I am aware that at one time,
according to the privileges of the House
of Commons, they cwere in the habit of
protecting members even outside Parliament, simply because they were members
of Parliament, and not only so, but they
were in the habit of actually protecting
their servants, simply because they were
servants of members of Parliament; but I
apprehend that those times have gone hy.
We, at any rate, do not, I believe, possess
any of those privileges, because we only
possess the privileges which the House of
Commons now exercise and enjoy. I
believe that the House of Commons has
in no case contended that, if a public
journal states that a member of Parliament, in his place in Parliament, has not
spoken the truth, it is a breach of the
privileges of Parliament. I should be
happy to learn what precedent the Government have in support of their proposition, that the article complained of is a
breach of the privileges of the House. It
is not I:!ufficient to assert that it is a
breach of privilege. I contend that the
Government have a right to do morethat they ought to show in what way the
expression of an opin ion by a pu blie
journal, even in objectionable language,
that statements made by the Chief Secretary are not true, or going further, and
saying, that they" bristle with falsehood"
-the Government, I say, have a rigbt to
show how that can be considered a breach
of the privileges of Parliament. I don't
see in what way it can possibly be said to
interfere with the privileges of Parliament.
Surely the latter portion of the language
complained of cannot be a gross and scandalous libel. The" deceit, chicane, and
lawlessness" must be supposed to be in
their administrative capac.ity. If a Government are guilty of deceit out of Parliament., and a public journal chooses to set
that forth, surely it can do so without
being guilty of a breach of the privileges
of the House? If it were said that I had
done something outside the House which
was deceitful, or thai I had been guilty
of lawlessness, could I come before the
House and ask that the assertion should
be declared to be a gross and scandalous
libel and a breach of the privileges of the
House? Surely no members are prepared
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to go that length. If it cannot be said
that such an assertion is a breach of the
privileges of the House, if applied to a
private member, I 3.pprehend that., because
.it is applied to the Chief Secretary or the
. Cabinet, it cannot he contended on their
behalf that it is a breach of privilege.
While I will not see~ to defend 01' say a .
single word in justification of the language
which has been employed on this occ~sion,
I say that the Chief Secretary has not
attempted t.o show .that, though the Ian,..
guage may not have been proper,' it was a
breach of the privileges of the House ..
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I think the
honorable. member has used his highly
ingenious powers to find an argument
which was scarcely. creditable to himself
or to the House. I may apply to him a
remark commonly applied to members of
the Jegal profession-at all events I may
say that his observations partook more of
the charater of special pleading than any
arguments I have heard addressed to the
House for a long time~ If the honorable
member's observations have any meaning,
this is their meaning-that to assert that
a person does not concur with another,
means one and the same thing as the
assertion' that the person to whom the
remark applies is guilty of falsehood-has
uttered a speech 'which "bristle~ with
falsehood." Doestbe common sense 'of
the honorable member approve of his. own
argument? I cannot believe that it does.
He has mentioned, and properly mentioned,
that there are several forms in which
denials 'of statements may. be couched.
You may say y~u do not, concur with a
statement; you may say you do not
believe a statement; you may -say that a
statement is unfounded-that it is mistaken; -you may even say that a statement is not 'true; but all these forms of'
speech (although the last of them, perhaps,
communicates some degree of offence)8.re
consistent with the belief in the mind of
the person who makes the observation,
that the person to whom the remark is
applied has not intentionally, and· -from
dishonorable motives, deliberately violated
the truth.
But will the honorable
member assert, or repeat the assertion which he has once made, that
there is no difference between these forms
of expression and certain forms which, in
the ordinary sense in which language is
understood, are understood to mean denials
of the honorable character of the person
who makes the observation? Does the
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llOnorable member mean to say that it
would be consistent, either with the forms
of the House or the privileges of the
House, if the observations were used by
one outside that a member of this House
-uttered a lie, or was a liar ? Yet, Sir, that
form communicates a similar idea to that
which the honorable member now seeks to
justify. It is not a grosser.libel to say of
a person that he has uttered a speech full
of lies, and was a liar when he uttered that
speech, than to say he has uttered a speech
full of falsehood. I think it is on1y neces- .
sary to call attention to -the different forms
·of expression in order that it may commend itself to the common &etise of every
one, that there is a vast distinction-a
vital distinction-between any of these
forms and that form of speech of which
my honorable colleague 'now complains-.
The honorable member for Ballarat West
seems to entertain some doubt whether
this is a breach of 'the privileges of the
House, inasmuch as it has not personal
reference to the Chief Secretary, and does
not clearly point to him in. his official or
public character. Why, Sir, the words
are distinctly used in reference to a speech
which the Chief Secretary ;delivered in
this House on a public occasion, and in
reference to an impOl·tant public question.
It imputes to him private dishonor in the
performance of a public duty, and I
cannot conceive how it is possible to assert
that such an imputation is not a breach of
the privileges of the House. I believe that
my honorable colleague· conceives that the
virus of this libel lies in the first observation, and not in the subsequent ones. For
my own part, I am quite habituated to the
use of stich 'terms as "chicanery," "lawlessness," "revolutionary," and so forth,
whether applied 'to this Ministry or to any
other; for it has become the habit of the
degraded press which now exists in this
colony-it is simply a form in which personal passion, unguided either by reason or
conscience, .gives vent, to its own baseness.
Treating it in this light, for my own part
I should be sorry to see my honorable col';;
league occupy the time of this House, or
engage his own attention, with any complaints or remarks of this kind. But the
term fa1sehood is something still more specially perscnal; and" while I express no
opinion' upon the advisableness of dealing
with it in a public manner in this House,
I acknowledge the right of my honorable
colleague, and insist upon his right, to take
this means, if he thiQks fit, of protecting
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418 own character from all libels. I submit,
with great confidence, to you, Ml'. Speaker,
that it is distinctly a libel; and if my
honorable colleague thinks fit to ask the
protection of the House against this libel,
I hope the House will not refuse it.
Mr. KERFERD.-I do not rise for the
purpose of justifying the observation complained of in the Argus of to-day; but I
will call the attention of the House and the
Chief Secretary to what occurred in the
last Parliament. I apprehend that, in
dealing with the Argus, we should deal
with it as we' would deal with any other
journal. We ought not to have one law
for one journal, and another for another.
One of the members of the last Parliament (Mr. Cowell), as reported in Hansard, brought a case under the notice of
the House, in which he complained that a
gross and scandalous libel had been committed on him by the Age newspaper.
He complained that the Age newspaper
charged him with being" an ignorant and
hypocritical representative." That was
one of the libels complained of., I need
not trouble the House with reading the
whole of the article complained of; but I
will trouble them with the advice which'
was tendered by the Chief Secretary to
Mr. Cowell on that occasion : "Mr. McCulloch regretted that the honorable
member for East Bourke had brought the matter
before the House. The conduct of aU honorable
members was freely discussed in the newspapers, and sometimes, perhaps, members were
too severely censured. He had reeeived his own
share of that censure. Frequently had the
newspapers charged him with conduct of which
he was perfectly innocent; but it would be very
undesirable for the time of the House to be
~3:ken up with such matters, when they did not
involve public questions or affect the general
i'nterests of the country. If the honorable
member thought that the article was libellous, it
would be better, and more conducive to the interests of the country and the public business
of the House, if he would take proceedings
against, the proprietor of the newspaper in the
civil courts. He hoped the honorable member
would see the propriety of withdrawing his
motion."

Now, Sir, I think that the language which
the Chief Secretary complains of now is
not more gross, more libellous, nor more
grievous than that which Mr. Cowell
complained of in the late Parliament. If
the Government thought it advisable to
recommend the honorable member to take
proceedings by an action for libeI' against
the Age newspaper, may we not now
fairly recommend the same advice to
the honorable the Chief Secretary with
~egard to the - Argus? It appears, how-
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ever, that the A/Ie supports the Government, and the Argus opposes the Government, which makes all the difference. I
should be very sorry to see any member
deprived of the right and privilege to
bring any complaint of this kind before
the House; but I do not think we should
make an exception with regard to the
Argus, by pursuiug a different course
towards it than we did towards the Age.
The Chief Secretary advised Mr. Cowell
to proceed with his action for libel in the
Supreme Court, and I would say to the
Chief Secretary that, if he feels aggrieved
by the statements in the Argus, he ought
to adopt" the same course. Surely, the
statement affecting the Chief Secretary is
not more grievous than saying that an
honorable member is a hypocritical and
ignorant representative. Let the Chief
Secretary seek the redress which is open
to him and every other person in the
community who has a libel to complain of
-redress by proceedingR in the civil
courts of the colony. I apprehend, if it
had not been the Argus, the h(\norable
member would not have taken any notice
of the matter at all. While I would
maintain the privileges of every honorable
member, I think that the course which is
adopted in one instance in regard to one
paper ought to be followed with regard to
a complaint made against allother paper.
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-All the arguments
of my honorable colleague amount to this
-that if the House took a certain course
on one occasion, it ought to take the same
course on another, whether that course
be wrong or right. I do not know
whether that will be considered quite
enough; but I do most earnestly hope
that the Chief Secretary will not
mix up any personal privilege with
the much higher question of the privilege of this House in a matter which
is now before the country. I do hope he
will treat the attack just as it deserves
to be treated--'-trample on the vermin if
he likes, but do no mort3 than trample on
them. What are they doing? The men
who write these things are only earning
their living. If they say that an honorable member is guilty of falsehood, chicane,
or anything else, is that such a grevious
injury? To say it, is not to prove it. If
the public did not appreciate this kind of
thing, these people would not write it-it
would not pay. As it is merely done in
order that the writers may earn their
living, it is really beneath our notice.
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When members are honestly trying to db . he omits that part referdng to "chicane,
their best, it is very annoying to be abused, deceit, and·lawlessness," believing, perhaps,
day after day, as some members are; but that it would be difficult to defend himself
those who are abused can afford to bear it from some of the charges contained in
philosophically-they are in such a position those expressions. The base of his comthat they can afford to trample down the plaint is against the use of the words,
abuse and take no notice of it. I do hope "fairly bt-istled with falsehood." Now,
that the Chief Secretary will withdraw the let me ask the Chief Secretary, in what
motion.
position he would put the House if he
Mr. G P. SMITH.-Itwould be very brought the writer of the article before
unbecoming for me to interfere with a the bar uf the House? That gentleman,
question of this Eort. I have been con- I presume, would be allowed to defend
nected with the Argus-I have been con- himself, and would be allowed, in that denected with other journals; but, as a fence, to prove ajustification for the words
journalist, I could not remain in this he made use of. (An honorable member
Huuse and hear silently the lionorable -" No.") Why not? On the plea, that
member who has just sat down accuse "the greater the truth, the worse the
journalists generally of slandering members libel" '(
I presume that th is House
of this House, or slandering members of would not condemn any man unheard. It
the community at large, for a living. I would be positively disgraceful to them if
think there has been a great deal too much they did. No doubt it is very unpleasant
of this style of argument used in this to the members who compose th.0-~ajority
House; and I sometimes have felt a in this House to receive severe censure at
degree of surprise that my honorable and the hands of this journal, and of most of
learned friend the Attorney-General. who the other journals in the colony; but the
has been a journalist himself, and who was proper way to treat such subjects is to
for a long time connected w.ith journalism allow a man's character to stand in his
in this colony, should express himself wi tIl defence. The Chief Secretary happens
the warmth he has done in reference to to have a majority at his back who appajournalism. I say that a great deal of the rently are pledged to pass a resolution on
violence-if I may use the phrase-of this occasion to support the privileges of
journalism outside this House, arises from the House; but it must be remembered
the conduct of honorable members inside that the members of another branch of
the House. When I hear the honorable the Legislature have been attacked by
member for the Ovens stand up in his every journal in the colony in equally
place and accuse journalists of slandering strong terms. Supposing that House,
for the sake of a living, I say that that having the same privileges as this House,
honorable member cannot complain if he chooses to use the same system of intimiis very strongly dealt with by the journals dation, what will be the state of affairs
outside this House. I have heard the honor- which will be brought about? Have not
able memberdescribedatBrighton and else- the Govemment. to a great extent, prowhere as aprofound philosopher-one of the duced the state of things now complained
ornaments of the House-a man for whose of, by absolutely holding out a rewa.rd to
especial benefit the country ought im- persons to use gross language towards
mediately to adopt payment of members. another branch of the Legislature?
Sir, journalists earn their living-jour- I would ask whether the grossest language
nalists can earn their living and sit in this ever usel1 in this colony towards any
House; but if it be a choice between the administration was not uttered by an
honorable member sitting in this House honoi-able gentlemen not then connected
and earnin~ his living, then, Sir, I say, with the Cabinet but now a member of it,
that it would be very much more advisable when he accused Ministers of acts of
that he should earn his living than be in felony, and said that they ought to be
Parliament and use his opportunity for put on the roads for five years.
Mr. McKEAN.-But not in this House.
slandering gentlemen, per haps his su periors
Captain MAC MAHON.-Not in this
in education, and certainly far more discreet
House it may be, but can it be denied
in the use of language than himself.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I understand that such a statement was made, that it
that the objection of the Chief Secretary went through the length and breadth of
to the article of which he complains is the colony,' and that the consideration
confined to the first half dozen lines-that bestowed upon the author of it was to
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make him a member of the administration. not only on my own account, but also in
How then with any justice can we haul order to protect the other members of this
an unfortunate man before this House and House from the attacks of the base porcommit him to prison? I trust that the tions of the press. Unless something is
Chief Secretary will not act in a manner done to put an end to the present system,
which will allow the journals here and at all good and pl'oper thinking men will be
home to say that, smarting while giving . deterred from entering public life. Let
up office, he took a last opportunity of the Argus or any other paper attack my
punishing a journal which has done much public acts, let them criticise, in the
to bring about that state of affairs.
widest sense of that term, the action of the
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The honorable Government, but let them abstain from
member has referred to my smarting at private abuse.
The Government have
the very time that he alludes to my being been charged with aU but pilfering the
supported by a large majority in this public moneys. More than once we have
House. It is not usual to smart under been charged in the Argus with doing
such circumstances. The honorable mem- that very thing. As a Cabinet, however,
ber has manifested great warmth on the we have refused to take notice of the most
subject.
Does the honorable member libellous attacks, but it becomes a different '
know what I am charged with? with matter when an individual member is
uttering statements which I knew to be assailed in the way I have been with a
false. ("No," and "Yes.") Why the charge of uttering falsehoods in the House.
assertion is not that I uttered one false- (" No," from the Opposition benches.)
hood, but that every word was false, that Well, the statement is said "to bristle
my statement "bristled with falsehood." with falsehood." I made the statement,
The honorable member knows in his mind and therefore I am charged with uttering
that the charge is not that I made a state- the falsehoods. I" ill not consent to withment which was incorrect, but that I made draw the motion. I have not consulted
a statement believing it to be incorrect. the gentlemen who gener~lly support the
Would the honorable member dare to Government, but I trust that every fair
come to me and tell me my statement minded and right thinking man in the
was false? Would the honorable member, . House will aid me in putting down the
as a private citizen, dare to do so; and is tyranny now exercised by a certain portion
this House to be traduced and abused by of the press of this colony.
gentlemen connected with the press, who
Mr. LEVEY expressed his sympathy
conceal themselves under their privileges, with the honorable member who had been
and whose names are not known to the traduced. At the same time he thought
public? I regret that the members of the that a newspaper could say that a stateOpposition should have introduced any- ment "bristled with falsehood" without
thing like political feeling into this ques- meaning that the honorable member who
tion. They should have dealt with it as uttered it was a liar. The honorable
an attack upon a member of this House. member's statement contained, what
The honorable member assumes that the seemed to him at the time, some VelY
statement in t.he Argus could be defended rash and very extraordinary assertions.
and proved at the bar of the House. Does For instance, the honorable- member said
he really mean to say that it could be that the Legislative Council had taken a
revolutionary course. Now, he did not
proved?
•
Captain MAC MAHON.-I said that believe that statement; he altogether dedoubtless the person summoned before us nied it; and surely he could do so withwould be allowed to plead justification out branding the honorable gentleman
and that he would endeavour to sustain with any want of truth? A barrister
his plea.
might make a false statement from wrong
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Had any honor- instructions, and this was the honorable
able member on the Opposition benches gentleman's position. No douht the honcomplained of a statement in this morn- orable gentleman believed what he said,
ing's Age, as libellous as the one befQl'e but the correctness of his remarks was
the House, I would have given him my quite a matter of opinion. The honorable
sincere support in dealing with that gentleman was unnecessarily sensitive on
journal as it ought to be dealt with. I this point; there was no occasion for the
h~ve borne these attacks long enough,
warmth which he had just displayed.
and I now feel it necessary to take action, Besides it was somewhat late in the day
u
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to begin this new born zeal to protect : could go into a court of law, and no doubt
honorable members, and to convert the if he had been libelled he would obtain
House into a sort of custos mOl'um over exemplary damages. It would be, much
the politicaLjournals of the day. It could · better t.hat the C4ief Secretary should
not be denied. that there was a very bitter : avail himself of his. common law right
political feeling. existing in the colony, than that the House should ,ell gage in an
which evinced itself in very bitter speeches undignified controvel:sy with a newspaper.
in the House, and in very bitter articles On the previous oc~asion when action
in the papers. Why, only the previous of this kind was taken. the reason was not
evening at a public meeting, at which · so much that the article ~oUlplained of by
many honorable members were present, a · the member for Creswjck was a breach.of
proposition. was made to hang a member · privilege; but that the At'gus denied .the
of the U pp~r House. "Hang Mr. Fel- · privileges of the House, and so rendered it
lows," and" Hang the Opposition," was · necessary to assert. them. aavjng o~ce
the cry, and he was not aware that it asserted. its privileges the Ho~se ought to
excited, any great amount of indignation be very careful how jt exercised them.
amongst the honorable members present. Honorable members should be very careHowever, honorable members on the Op- · ful of setting themselves up as censors of
.
position side, threatened as they were, the press.
. Mr. SULLIV AN inquired what
did not ask that the regis of parliamentary pri vilege should. be thrown over I grounds .the honorable member for West
them. As for the "base and degraded Melbourne had for bis. assertion tl;tllot the
press," which the Attorney-General had , Chief Secretary was "smartiQg" under
alluded to, it was not so very. long a' defeat.? W as the Chief Secretary
since the bonorable gentleman ·was him- defeated? , Was it a defeat to recei~e the
self a member .of the press; and any distinct support of the .largest majority
position which the honorable gentleman , whicb ever voted with any Ministry in the
held was attributable to that connexion- colony? If' so, the defeat was one wpich
a connexion creditable to the honorable the honorable member was. not likely to
gentleman and creditabl~ to the: presE!; experienc.e. .The h~norable member no
Why, under the honorable. gentleman's doubt .had had experience, and kpew what
regime as editor, language had'. appeared it w·as to smart under a defeat. Perhaps
in the Argus quite as strong as that com·'" he was,smarting th!=ln at. ~ defeat immeplainedof now. Was not Dr. Evans diately' in prospective?·. Wi th regard to
called "a disreputable old. man ?" . And the question of privilege, it was a .melanhow could the honorable gentleman talk choly thing to witness. how ready the
about ," baseness and degradation". wben Opposition were. to oppose . everything
other persons were only following the ex- advanced from. the Government. side,
ample he ·had set them? Besides, it was whether it was to defeat .. the squatters
rather' too late to talk in that way; whel,1 or to .defeat, the Legislative Council.
there were five journalists .in the House, Some time ago he wa,s himself the
and when there were honorable ,mem~ , victim of an atrocious .libel. which apbel'S present who regularly. libelled their peared in a. wretched and. disreputable
fellow members in· the journals.of the .Melbourne journal, and .which charged
day. The press was the. reflex of pub- him, together with one of' his colleagues,
lic opinion. If Ministers desired rose· with using their departments to serve their
·water articles, if they thought the same: personal. ends. But· when people asked
moderation should prevail here as was him what he intended to do, in the matter,
observed at home, surely they should he replied-" If a dog barks at me in the
set .the example. But while the most· street am I to fight him?" If men would
violent· courses were adopted by the sit down and calmly pen that which they
Ministry, and while the most violent Ian .. knew.to be untrue,' the best ,thing was to
guage was indulged in by their supporters, 'let such miserable wretches pass. The
it was a little too much to assume so much scurrility of the American. press was often
vii,tue and so much. squeamishness regard- talked about, but though colonial journals
ing the leading articles which appeared 'in . had the faults they had not the character
newspapers. If the .House desired its' and genius of the American press. Coloprivileges respected it would not be con- nial journalists also lacked. the personal
tinually lugging them before the public. cQurage which. was required to conduct a
The Chief Secretary, like avery one else, paper in the States. He regarded the
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man who slandered for hire as the meanest
creature on eaL,th, the modern representativ(3s'of the I,talian bravoes who took their
hundred ducat.s to stab a victim in the
dark. 'The one killed the body, the other
destroyed the character, This tyranny,
which w,as increas.ing every 'day" must be
checked.. ,Talk auout the tyranny of the
mob, why the tyranny of men who penned
anQnymou~ sland~rs in their studies and
disseminated them in. their journals was
the m.ost abject tyranny the world had
ever witnessed.
He would .not have
brought the present.1ibel forward himself
-he felt too much contempt for both the
propriet.ors and wL'iters of<?olonial journals
~hu,t the Chief Secret,ary, as the 'leader
of the House and the head of the Government, was bound to take notice of these
things. Besides, the libel was·par.ticularly
gross. He could scarc,ely believe, even
when he saw it, that a journal, which
claimed to be respectable and assumed to
take, the lead, would insert Buch language.
What grosser insult did honorable members think could, be offered? "Vas it
necessary to call a' man, a thief or a
murderer? As nothing could be worse,
the only consideration. was, whether the
House would, allow itself' to be libelled.
He ridiculed the idea of the.Chief Secretary, the leader of the Hous'e, taking the
~ase ~nto a police or a law court and submitting himself to the tricks a~ld badgering'
employed . ,by the gentlemen of the law.
Now that the matter had been brought
f«;>fward, the House, in duty to itself, must
c~rry it through.
,
Mr. McLELLAN stated- that he would
willingly ha,ve supported the Chief Secretary, or any other honorable member, in
resenting, a charge of' wilful falsehood.
But what wa~ th~' purport of the article
in question? The Chief Secretary made
~ leng:thy statement on Thursday, ,which to
his mind was .not at all consistent with
the truth, and though if he had been in a
position to speak he would not have
employed. the: expre~~ terms used i~ the
Argus, still, no plainer language would
have conveyed -his feelings at the time. If
the article was looked at in this light, it
merely amounted to an assertion that the
statement made by the Chief Secretary
was not consistent with facts ........ an assertion which it went on to prove. It suited
the Chief Secretary, however~ to pick out
a particu lar paragraph reflecting.: upon
himself, ..rather than to quote fully .t~~
arguments -used by the Argus in reference
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to his mis-statements. The rea.l object of
the article was to show that the Chief
Secretary's statements were incorrect, and
not to cast any reflection on the honorable
gen~le!l~an'.s personal hQLlor. No honorable
, member. dared deny this. It would have
been much more creditable had the Chief
· Secret:;Lry addressed hims~lf to' the existing
difficulty, which was injuring tr~de, injur· iog the public credit, ~nd injuring' the
character of political institutions 'in the
colony, ,instead. of picking a paltry quarrel
· with a daily journal. Moreover, it scarcely
looked well that such matters should be
warmly t.akenup by honorable members
who did not h~sitate, to attenu public
meetings, and slander pri vate individuals
as well as the members of the House.
The SPEAKERsaid tliat these remarks,
· if they were addressed to honorable members of that House, were certainly not· in
order.
Mr. .McLELLAN disclaimed any
pe~sonal referen~e. " He contended that if
the ArgUl! article were made a breach of
, privilege, even-handed justice ought to be
· dealt out to all. Let the Chief Secretary
; say that he would maintain ~he .privileges
of the House when private members com· plain ed, let him say that he ~o)lld maintain them if a file of the Leader were
· brought from the shelves, aq.d the libels
pointed out, and then he ,for one would
support the honorable member's motion.
Disgraceful attacks had recently been
made 4pon a member of another House.
Would the Chief Secretary punish the
author of those .libels also? If not, he for
one mus~ decline to vote that another individual should be punished merely because
I the
member slandered was the Chief
: Secretary. ,
Mr. YALE commented on the taunts
levelled by the last speaker. against honor· able. members who attended public meet: iugs" apd referred to the .English pra.ctice
I of inviti,ng m.embers of Parliament, fi'om
the Chance~lor of the Exchequer downw~rds; ~o expres~ .their sentiments at any
demonstration, and d~ring any crisis. He
challenged th~ .honorable m~mber torepeat
one word of slander used either by himself
or by the honorable members who accompanied him at t~e meeting held· the
previous evening. All that they did was
to warn the pet'sons present to· be cueful
lest the free traders should create tumults
and r~ots, should go to .~andd'dge and pay
men to use cayenne pepper and rotten
eggs.
I
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Mr. ASPINALL rose to order. What
had all this to do with Mr. McCulloch's
character.
The SPEAKER said that there was no
doubt the honorable member was replying
to a pprsonal reference, and he did not
accuse the honorable member of being at
all disorderly, but, at the same time, he
must express his hope that the debate
would not be allowed to degenerate into
an exchange of personalities.
Mr. VALE said that he had not any
desire to indulge in personal attacks. He
always rejoiced that the last Parliament
was so free from them, and he trusted
that the present House would earn a similar character. As to the matter at issue,
he did not think it at all desirable that
questions of parliamentary privilege should
he raised in relation to the press, and he
did regret that this shou Id have been done
in the present case, at a time when a
larger question of privilege was before
the House. At the same time he admitted
that public men had a right to complain
of the tone of the press throughout the
colony, that they ought not to be subject
to criticism outside the bounds of decency,
and outside any regard for the discharge of
public duties. It was not the Argus alone
that was guilty <;>f this conduct. He had
seen in a newspaper, that week, a statement
declaring that there were, on both sides of
the House, certain members of Parliament
who were to be classed only as vermin, or
He did not
rabid hounds of faction.
t.hink this was a thing to be tolerated;
and he considered that the attack in the
Argus was one of those calumnious
attacks which fairly claimed from the
House a force of procedure that would
give to the lesser lights of the press the
distinct understanding and intimation
that the House would not allow its
members, in the discharge of public business, to be attacked in such a manner.
The Argus, in alleging that the statement
made by the Chief Secretary in announcing his resignation of office" bristled· with
falsehood," charged the honorable gentleman with that which, if true, would be
most disgraceful and utterly indefensible
conduct on his part. And yet that paper
set itself up as being the glorious channel
through which the utteranees of truth
should go forth to the country. It had a
veritable. high priest to guard the sacred
discharge of the duty which it had laid
upon itself-namely, to speak the truth at
all times. And yet that paper had such
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]ittle regard for speaking the truth that
it declared a statement deliberately made
-a statement resulting from the deliberations of a Cabinet-to be "bristling with
falsehood."
Honorable members of the
Opposition regarded the offence as nothing,
because the journal in question had been
acting towards them according to the
fable of' the donkey and the carrot. The
Argus had held out to them the carrot
of office, and had thus induced them to be
obstructive in the House, and to encourage
obstruction elsewhere. He had been subjected to his share ~f attacks from the
press, but he did not smart under them.
The question now at issue, however,
affected the Government and the House.
If an official statement could not be made
in the Honse unless it "bristled with
falsehood," it was time that there was a
fresh House. The Standing Orders forbad the making of Buch statements. He
would .remind honorable members that
there was n great difference between
alleging that a statement was incorrectthat history disproved its assertions-and
alleging direct falsity, with the view of
injuring the personal reputation of a gentleman holding high office in the State,
and damaging him in his private commercial relations. He regretted the matter
had occurred, because it had diverted the
House from more important business.
But as the Chief Secretary had deemed it
of sufficient importance to bring it forward,
he thought the House ought to have sufficient sense not to pass over without notice
a statement which, if true, made out the
honorable member to be guilty of conduct
unworthy of a gentleman and a member of
the House.
Mr. ORR snggested that the Chief
Secretary should consider whether it was
advisable to proceed to enforce the privileges of the House simply by" a majority.
The privileges of the House ought to be
enforced only when the House waH unanimously in favor of such a proceeding.
The result of enforcing privilege when the
House was not unanimous would be the
constant prosecution of journals which
became offensive to the party in power.
(An hon.member-"Aformer Government
did that.") No! Action was then taken by
an honorable member of the House, who
sat in opposition, but the Government
prosecuted the matter because the offending
journal denied the privileges of the House
altogether. No doubt great ill-feeling
existed on both sides of the House from
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the system into which journals had fallen
of indulging in slanders 011 honorable
members. But he would ask the Chief
Secretary whether his standing in the
House or in the country was one whit the
worse for what appeared in the Ar·.gus
tha~ morning? For a great deal of this
system of slander to which he referred the
Government themselves were in some
measure responsible. The journal which
had invariably taken the lead in this
offensive practice, which had in the most
flagrant manner indulged in the most
violent falsehoods with reference to
honorable members, was a journal which
enjoyed a very considerable revenue
through the pretlent Government being in
office. (Mr. Verdon: "No.") Since the
present government had been in office, the
Age had received a larger share of the
Government advertisements than it did
before, and its income had in consequence
considerably increased. He would put it
to the Chief Secretary, whether it was
worth while for such a trifling paragraph
as that which had appeared in the .ilrgusnot trifling in itself, but trifling in its
consequences, because the position of the
honorable gentleman would not be affected
one iota by it-to put the House in
motion to assert its privileges? The discussion reminded him of the fact that " Nero
fiddled when Rome was burning." The
country was in great distress-numerous
families were bowed down with grief at
the loss of the London-and he had though t
that, instead of such a discussion, there
would have been a motion for the adjournment of the House.
Mr. IRELAND observed that he was a
member of the Government in power when
the question of the privileges of the House
was raised on a former occasion. The
privileges of the House were then denied
point blank. The question arose, whether
the Act which gave the House its privileges was valid or not? and that question
was decided in favor of the House. 'And
having taken an active part in asserting
and maintaining those privileges, he was
disinclined to see them wielded on the
present occasion.
He admitted the
language complained of was strong, but
much stronger language had frequently
been used, not only by the Argus, but by
other journals, with reference to almost
every public man in the colony. The
Chief Secretary quoted only the first six
lines of the article, but, in order to ascertain what the wrong really amounted to,
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the whole article should be considered.
He took it that the accuslttion put forward
in the article amounted to this: that
whereas the Chief Secretary had stated
that the Tariff was rejected by the other
House for fiscal reasons, the fact was that
it was rejected because certain constitutional questions were mixed up with the
financial question. And, therefore, without
the slightest desire to encourage personal
abuse of any kind, he would suggest
whether, after the House had established its
privileges before the highest tribunal in the
empire, it would consort with the dignity
of the House to wield its privileges against
a newspaper proprietor or publisher for a
paragraph of this description. He hoped
the motion would not be pressed.
Mr. BINDON remarked that he never
thought that the course taken by the
House on the privilege question in reference to the honorable member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer) was taken for the purpose of raising the question of privilege.
He al ways thought that the question before
the House on that occasion was the use of
language, considered offensive, by a certain
journal towards mem hers of the House in
their relations to public business; and that
it was when the newspaper publisher came
before the House that the question of privilege arose. With regard to the motion
, now before the House, he had no desire to
look upon it as a party question. Since
he had been a member of the House he
had endeavoured to speak in as moderato
language as possible, and he did not see
why a want of moderation, and the use of
language indecent and unbecoming, should
be encouraged in the press by habitually
passing it by. Even the honorable member for Ballarat West had admitted that
journals professing to be organs of law
and order had repeatedly used language of
an . indecent and unbecoming character.
.If language such as that of which complaint had been made were used by a poor
working. man towards a magistrate or a
person in authority outside the House, he
would be locked up possibly for three or
four weeks for contempt. And yet a journal was allowed habitually to use this
unbecoming language' towa~ds honorable
memLers of this House. In saying this
he did not wish to speak of one journal
more particularly than another; but he
insisted that such language was unbecoming, and that honorable members could
not expect to be respected by the puLlie
unless they respecto.d themselves. He
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asked honorabl~ members, whatever might
be their future proceedings, to mark the
language now complained of in a right
and becoming manner, and to pronounce
upon it the only sentence that it deserved;
namely, that it was a scandalous libel.
He thoug,ht it was the duty of the press
to teach moderation. Honorable· members
were recommended by the' press, to be
conciliatory; but· was the .language complained ~f the language of conciliation?
Was it proper and becoming language to
use towards a gen'tleman who occupied
the high and honorable position of Chief
Secretary of this colony'? The nonorable
member did perfectly right in bringing
this matter forward ;as the acknowledged
leader of the House, he owed it to the
House to do so. And the' House would
show ,that it was not conservative either
in character,word, ac'tion, 'or thought
unless it protected' honorable' members
from lang~age which was really SUbversive
of all order and decency.- With'reference
to the observation of the honorable member for Ararat, that honorable members in
oppositi.on when aUacked, by Cabinet
Ministers did not receive support from the
ministerial side of, the. House, he (Mr.
Bindon) could, only say that, so tar as his
vote went, he was ready to support the
honorable member thoroughly. He· did
not desire to respect one newspaper more ..
than another;. but he desired to respect
decency of language; arid when he could
prevent the use of: indecent language, he
would invariably do so. He regretted
that, the honorable member for· West
Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon) did not
take the tone adopted by the honorable
members for Ballarat West and Beechworth. Did the honorable member approve of such language ?
Captain·· MAC MAHON.-Certainly
not.
Mr. BIND ON was glad to hear the'
honorable·member say so. The other 'day .
he met a squatter, a decided opponent of '
the Ministry, and, speaking of the treatment bestowed by that, journal ~m public
men, the gentleman said that,whenever he
took up the .-l-r.qus, and saw' it contain a
leading article· in which tha name of the
Chief Secretary or the Attorney-General
appeared, he threw it down in disgust- .
disgust at the perpetual personalities which,
were indulged in. Mr. Bindon concluded
by stating that he should support the
motion.
Mr. ASPINALL said he had been
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deeply interested in the discussion. He
understood that honorable members assembled on that 'occasion for the purpose
of hearing what the future course of the
Government would be. and what solemn
obligation they' intended their supporters
next to subscribe to. He understood that
fifty-eight gentlemen were'to assemble to
pass a resolution declaring that no other
Ministry than the present should receive
their support; and when he ·entered the
House he was surprised to .find honorable
members engaged in a: discussion as to
whether Mr. James McCulloch, memher
for 'Mornington, was injured by a paragraph in the newspaper-whether that
paragraph was a breach of .privilegf', a;nd
a matter to 'be .brought before the House.
Honorable members had had a scolding
lecture..:..,.;very dignified and creditable, no
doubt. The Minister of Mines had alluded, ,to newspaper writers generally as
,~ wretches."
That' was not a breach of
privilege. The honorable member for the
Ovens (Mr. G. V. Smith) spoke of the
'same" gentlemen as "·hired ,to tell lies."
That was not a breach of privilege. But,
being "hired tQ tell lies," and writing things
:,~. bristling with -falsehood," seemed to him
very much on a par in point of scurrility.
Therehad been a scolding inside the House,
ann there had ·been a scolding from the
newspapers outside, and were honorable
members to be called upon to' moderate
between the two? It was' usual. ill all
these cases to have resort· to one mode of
justification' or' the other; but, here the
parties offending were to be ~old' that they
were "hired to tell lies,"..!-that they were
"wretches," beneath a Minister's noticethat they were utterly despicable; and
then they were to be told also that: they
were to be brought to the hal' of the
House. A despicable object was to be
brought .up tc? ~he bar; a 'gold stick was
to be put opposite to him; and attention
was to, be diverted, from the only matters
in which the public were in the slightest
'degree concerned" while Ministers asked
the despicable object to make an apology,
to take off his,hat to the Speaker, and go
away, promising not to offend 'again. It
was ridiculous for the ministry to waste a
night in an endeavor to ascertain whether
a particular article was libellous. Why,
when present at a dinner given to. a gentleman who had recently left the colony,
did not several of them say that the most
libellous paper ever published in any part
of the British dominions was a main
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support to the present Government? years in office, and they had been charged
Every public man in the (,olony had re- with having ·done, during the -last twelve
ceived a considerable share of-attack from months, everything that was subversive
one paper or another in the colony.' He of law and order, and that was calculated
would remind honorable memberR that in to bring representative institution's into
the old country the liberty of: 'the press disgrace, arid to plunge the colony into a
was thought to be or as much importance state of d,isorder and depression. The last'
as the HbertyofParliament. They had been act of that Ministry, on going out of office,
told by the Minist.erof Mines that these at- was to make a statement of the circumtackf:! of the press on publIc 'men had been stances which led them to take that step;
continued from month to month, and from and was a newspaper -justified in saying
year to year. Why, then, should sucb an that that statement; uttered deliberately,
amount of super-sensiti veness be exhibited, "bristled with.falsehood?" ,If that accuwhen it was a question whether another sation 1Vere allowed to go uncontradicted
Ministry would be formed or not ?, When to the mother country; it, would be said
the Chief ~ecretary was' alluding to the that all that had been written' against. defact that the press had been very scurrilous, mocracy was not one whit exaggerated.
it would appear that he' received a gentle If these things were permitted to go on
hint not .to say "the 'press," ,because he un~hecked, no one having a regard for his
altered the phrase to "that newspaper'." own self-respect would consent to sit in
The honorable gentleman might-think that: the House or, to accept the position of
the country would' sympathise wit.h him in .a Minister., A blow would be struck at the
this endeavor to gag the 'press in the per- ; nobility of the House, because :110 : one
son of the publisher of the leading journal, with noble feelings would care, under such
but before long'he would find out his mis- . ,circumstances, to become ,a representative
_
take. The freedom of the press was wanted. of the people.
Mr~ G. ,V. SMITH explained that, in
at the time of a dead..;lock more perhaps:
than at any other time. He had no parti- stating that certain newspaper writers were
cular sympathy with the proprietors of the "hired to tell lies,". he spoke advisedly.
offending' journal; he had no care for the ,He was well acquainted with' an instance
paper; ,but he entertained the feelin'g that. of the' kind. And when he condemned
the more the acts of tyranny and despotism certain organs of the press, he was conwith which the "Government chose to sig- : deming" the slandererR,!' not" the gentlenalise their departure from office, the sooner ; men" of the press., He begged to,addthat,
would the public of the eountry bo brought' for any language which ·he.. might use in
to the knowledge of the fact that, while' debate,. he did not desire. to shelter ·himself
the Gpverriment pandered to their passions' ,under ~he ,privileges of the House: For
as a majority, they imperilled the liberties what he said within the walls of the House
of this' House, they assailed the constitu- ' he was'ready to hold himself accountable
.'
tion of the other branch of the Legislature, I outside.
and they disregarded' the liberty of the, . Mr. SNODGRASS expressed his regret
press, which existed not in th~, Argus that the motion had been brought forward,
alone, but in every free pen that might be and also ·that the Attorney-General had
wielded in the colony;
forgotten the position he occupied, and
. Mr.. RAMSAY denied that the griev,,' delivered himself with a degree of warmth
ance was. either trifling 01' personal. If which was neither creditable to himself
The object of, such
the, libel complained of were' merely nor the . House.
against" James McCulloch, the member motions ought to be to uphold the dignity
for Mornington," he should feel very little and character, of' the House, ,and not
interest in it ; but it was against the Chief merely to afford an opportunity for the
Secretary. of the colony, and in relation, to indulgence of personal feelings.and temper.
his conduct in ,the House in his repre- In taking the question into consideration,
sentative capacity. They were told that he had carefully looked at the article com.
democracy was' on its trial; that every- plained of, and he must say that, he hnd
thing done in Victoria. was narrowly seeri many articles emanate from the press
watched in order that it might. be put much stronger and more virulent in style.
forward as an illustration of what might It would have been far more dignified 011
be expected in England if manhood Eluf-, the part of the Chief Secretary to have
frage were to be carried out there. The passed over the article ill the' ,same way in
Government had been two anda. half "which he had passed ,over' others of;80
I
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more severe character. If the honorable
gentleman had shown that contempt for
the article which he had shown for others,
he would have gained far more credit for
himself than by submitting the motion
now before the House, especially as the
'question of p1'ivilege was a very difficult
He (Mr. Snodgrass) intended
one.
rising at an earlier stage of the debate
to have asked the Speaker's ruling as
to whether the article complained of was
a breach of the privileges of ~he House.
He thought that the opinion of the Speaker
should be given before the House ,arrived
at any decision on the question.
He
supposed that, it the House adopted the
motion, further proceedings would be
taken, and he doubted whether such
proceedings should be taken except
He did not think
in extreme cases.
that this was one of those cases. He had
read articles in some portions of the press,
even during the past week, which were of a
more virulent and ,scandalous character.
Why should this particular article be
brought before the House at this particular
time? He asked the Chief Secretary why
the proprietor of the paper should be
punished. If the House intended to exert
its privileges, it should have done so long
ago. Action of this kind ought to have
been taken against other papers. He was
not there to defend the article. No member of the House believed that the Chief
Secretary would make any wilful misstatement; but he (Mr. Snodgrass) must say that
he entirely disagreed with the statement
which he made last night. He did not
consider that the honorable gentleman's
statement was a truthful statement. The
statement that the Upper House was revolutionary was not in accordance with the
fact. He was perfectly well aware that
the Chief' SecretarY viewed the difficulties
which had arisen between the two Houses
in a different light from what he did; but
he was pl'epared to maintain the general
assertion made in the article complained of,
that the Chief Secretary did not give a
truthful statement of the state of affairs.
He did not impute any wilful misrepresentation to the Chief Secretary, but that
the statement was not true was his honest
conviction.
Mr. G RANT.-Mr. Speaker, I rise to
order. I ask whether an honorable member
has a right to say that a statement made
by another honorable member is untrue?
The SPEAKER.-It is not a parliamentary expression, certainly.
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Mr. GRANT.-Mr. Speaker, I ask you,
Sir, to insist on the honorable member
withdrawing it.
Mr. SNODGRARS.-It was not my intention to say anything offensive.
Mr. GRANT.-I insist upon the honorable member withdrawing the expression.
'
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I have not the
slightest objection to withdraw anything
offensive.
'
Mr. GRANT intimated that he was' not
satisfied with this withdrawal.
The SPEAKER.-I understand the
honorable member to withdraw the expression if it is taken in an offensive sense.
That is a sufficient withdrawal within the
rules of Parliament.
Mr. SNODGRASS remarked that,
though he believed the Chief Secretary did
not wilfully say anything untrue, yet he
believed his statement was not true.
Mr. GRANT again rose to o~der. The
honorable member for South Gipps Land,
he submitted, had' only nominally withdrawn the expression, and had twice
repeated it in another form.
The SPEAKER.-I can hardly take it
in that sense. I understand the honorahle
members differ as to a statement of facts.
I understand that the facts, as they appear
to the honorable member for South Gipps
Land, differ from the facts as they appear
to the Chief Secretary.
Mr. SNODGRASS proceeded to remark
that, even if he stood alone in his
belief that the Chief Secretary's statement
was not correct, it was hardly fair to complain of a newspaper article endorsing that
belief, although he admitted that the
language was much stronger than was
necessary. Before the House committed
itself to an action which, perhaps, was the
most powerful action that could be pursued
-interference with the freedom of the
press and the liberty of the subject-he
thought it would do well to consider
whether there had heen sufficient grounds
for the adoption of such an extreme course.
It was but fair to presume that there was
no wilful misrepresentation on the part of
the writer of the article complained of.
The present Chief Secretary was the
first of the many Chief Secretaries the
colony had had who had ever deigned to
take notice of an article which appeared in
the press. He thought that, under all the
circumstances, the Chief Secretary would
do well if he agreed to withdraw the
motion. If the honorable member would
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not do so, he (Mr. Snodgrass) would ask the
Speaker's ruling a,s to whether the article
complained of really amounted to a breach
of pri vilege. He was sure that the House
would be glad to receive the Rpeaker's
opinion on the point.
The SPEAKER intimated that itwas for
the House to determine whether a breach
of its privileges had been committed or not.
Mr. SNODGRASS suggested that the
House would be glad to hear the Speaker's
opinion.
Mr. RICHARDSON hoped that the
Speaker would not give his opinion. It
was a question which ought to be left
entirely to the House to decide.
Mr. McKEAN said he regarded the
question as one particularly for the House
to determine. The House was in the
position of the Supreme Court, or a
superior court of record-it had the power
of determining what was, or what was
not, a contempt of its privileges. To his
mind, this was a clear contempt of the
rights and privileges of the House. It
amounted to saying that a member of the
House was guilty of deliberately making
statements to deceive the House.
He
would ask, whether the character of the
journal in which the article appeared ought
not to be taken into consideration, in
judging whether it was a breach of privilege or not. In judging of the conduct
of an individual, the station or position of
life of the person was always taken into
consideration. Language made use of by
an uneducated individual would not be
regarded as so insulting as the same language if employed by a gentleman of education; and, so, when a journal arrogated to itself the title of the leader of
public opinion-when it claimed to reflect the respectability and intelligence
of the colony-a more consistent, more
truthful, and more honest course was
expected from it with regard to the proceedings of that House, than from a low,
vile, venal, penny organ. The article
complained of might not be regarded as so
offensive if it had emanated from a low,
venal journal; but emanating, as it did,
from a journal which claimed for itself the
highest position in the colony among journals, he thought that they ought to regard
it strictly, and that the Chief Secretary
would not be justified in withdrawing the
motion from the consideration of the
House. He (Mr. McKean) thought that
the article was clearly a libel, and a contempt of the privileges of the House.
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l\f r . LEVI expressed a hope that, if the
Chief Secretary pressed his motion to a
division, he would also submit a similar
motion to the House in reference to'one
or two other papers, which had likewise
libelled members of the House during the
present session. He regretted that the
Chief Secretary had selected such an
inopportune time as the close of the final
existence of the present administration
for the purpose of bringing such an
important matter under the consideration
of' the House. Why had he not adopted
that course on previous occasions, when
there had been much more bitter and
severe criticism upon the conduct of the
Ministry? He (Mr Levi) yielded to no
member in his desire to maintain the
privileges of the House; but he believed
that there were very few members who
had not been made the subjects of attacks
in some portion of the press more severe
than the One of which the Chief Secretary
now complained, and yet no motion had
been brought forward in reference to them.
Only a few days ago he himself had been
made the subject of a most libellous and
scurrilous attack, in a newspaper called
the Leader, merely because he had put a
certain question on the notice paper, for
asking which he would have been able to
give very good reasons, if the question had
not been forestalled by another honorable
member. It was one of the most scurrilous articles ever penned, and in all probability some members of the House
might know who was the author of it.
If the paper felt that it could satisfy
the appetite of its numerous readers by
printing such scurrilous articles, it was
not his duty to trouble the House on
the matter. He had no desire to interfere with the liberty of the press. The
Attorney-General had warned the press
that the Government would probably be
down upon them, and he (Mr. Levi)
thought the motion that night was a
realisation of that warning. It would have
been far better if the time of the House
had been occupied in discussing the impOl'tant motion on t,he paper of which
the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs had given notice, instead of the
paltry subject which the Chief Secretary
had brought forward. He remembered
that some time ago the Minister of Mines,
in his usual grandiloquent style, expressed
the contempt with which he, would treat
all such articles, and he hoped that the
honorable gEntleman's good advice and
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example would be followed by his colleagues, and that the motion 'would not be
pressed to' a' division. No good could
result from it; arid it would excite feelings of disgust if one p()rtion 'of the press
was oppressed, and another portion dealt
with in a manner not at all creditable to
the Assembly. He had heard rumorsand he was perfectly satisfied that honorable members were' convinced of their
truth-that parties had been hired for
some time past (if not· directly hired by
the Ministry, they had been the recipients
of some :position .connected with the
Administration), and had penned most
scurrilous articles against those members
who thought proper' to adopt a diffe'rent course to' that adopted by the
Government and their supporters. As
regarded the particular 'article in question, he was of opinion that, though it was
couched· rather more' harshly' than might
be acceptable, there' Was sufficient in the
delivery made by the Cpief Secr'~tary,the
other evening to justify the writer in denying the accuracy of the statement. The
Chief S~cretary had endeav:ored to throw
the onus of the present state of political
affaiI's upon the Legislative Council; and
had stated that the people were' being
governed by a minority against their own
will. That statement alone was sufficient:
to warrant'any unbiassed person -in coining :
to the conclusion that the· representations '
of the Chief Secretary,wer-e not" altogether
correct.
.. The' motion was then put, and the·
House divided=---' .
Ayes ....
40
Noes·... ... ...
19
Majority for the motion

.. 21

. AYES ..

,Mr. Baillie,
" Balfour
" Bindon,
" Bowinan,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Cope,
Cunningham,
" Davies,
" Edwards,
" Evans,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Halfey,
" Harbison,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" Jones,
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Mr. Lalor,
Love,'
" McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McKean,
" Macpherson,
" Ramsay,
'" Reeves,
Richardson,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Sullivan,
" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Wardrop,
" Watkins,
" Wilson.·

',j

Tellers•.
Mr. Dyte,
,,' Hopkins,

Mr. Aspinall,
" Bunny,
" Gillies,
" Hanna,
" Ireland,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Levey,
" IJevi,
" Mac Bain,
Capt. Mac Mahon,

NOES.

Mr. Moore,
" O'Grady,
" Orr,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
. Whiteman.
Tellers.
Mr. Blackwood,
" 'McLellan,

Mr. McCULLOCH next moved"That the publisher of the Argus, Mr. Hugh
George, be ca!,led to the ~ar of this House on
Tuesday next. .'

Mr. HI(HNBOT~A.M seconded th~
motion.
,
The Hom:le dividedAyes ...
.•.
39
Noes... ....
21
18

Majority for the motion

Mr. Lalor,
~, Love,
" 'McOaw,
" McOulloch,
" McKean,
" Macpherson,
" Ramsay,
" Reeves,
" Richardson,
" Smyth,
" Snllivan,
'" Vale,
" Verdon,
" Wardrop,
" Watkins,'
." Wilson.

Mr. Baillie,.
" Balfour,
" Bindon,
" Bowman,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt"
" Byrne,
" Cope,
" Cunningham,
" Davies,
. ,,' Ed ward's,
" Evans,
" Farrell,.'
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Halfey,
" Harbison,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
., Jones,

!

Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
" Harbison.
, NOES.

Mr. Aspinali,
" Bunny,
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Gillies,
Hanna, .
" Ireland,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
Levey,
" Levi,
" MacBain,
Capt. ~I(ac l\lahon..

Mr. Moore,
" O~Grady,
"Orr,
.
" G. V. Smith,
Snodgrass,
" Snowball, .
II: Whiteman,
Tellers.
Mr. Blackwood,
" McLellan.

Mr. LEVI then called' the attention of
the House to what he considered to be a
gross and scandalous. breach of the privileges of the House, in an article published
in the Leader' newspaper of the 3rd of
March.. His object, he. said, was to test.
the impartiality 'of the House, for personally he considered that the greatest latitude
should' be allowed to the press, and th'at
all persons who occupied public pos~tions
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must,expect to have their actions scanned
and criticised; It would be remembered
that a few evenings ago he gave notice of
a question in reference to the importation
of obscene prints. His only object in
doing so was with a, view of showing that
respectable people in this, country were
equally liable to be, accused of certain
charges of w}:lich they were innocent as
honorable gentlemen who held the ,highest
positions in the land~ ': He had in' his possession' affid;;tvits made. before the mayoi'
of Liverpool, declaring- that unknown, an'd
without the' knowledge of the parties;
certain obscene prints were shipped to
consignees here, who had been fined' in
heavy penalties by the Commissioner of
Customs. Bis only object in putting the
question on the notice paper was, to show
that certain consignments were sent out to
a firm of whicp the Chief Secretary of the
colony ,happened to be a member, ,and that
although the consignments contained prints
which the whole, of the Custom House
officials dechi.J·ed to be indecent, no penalty
was inflicte<! upon the consignees in that
case, while a 'penalty of £100 was inflicted
on another firm for 'being the consignees
of indecent prints, of which they were
quite innocent of having any guilty knowledge. He was sure that hOJlorabre mem..:
bel'S would' not think that he had the
slightest intention of imputing that the
firm to' which the Chief Secretary belonged
was guilty Of importing improper articles;
but 'his desire was to show that. injustice
had been done to other parties who had
been fined. Indeed, application had been
made to the Commissioner of Customs by
the consignees to whom he referred' that
the whole matter'should be gone into, after
certain documents establishing their innocence were received from England, but
the application was refused. For putting
a question on the notice paper with :the
sole object of doing an act of justice to
innocent persons; he (Mr. Levi) 'had had
a most scurrilous attack made upon him in
the journal to, which he 'had, 'alluded,
Un del: ordinary cIrcumstances he should
not' hav,e thought it, w'orth his 'while to
bring it under' the notice of the House 'j
but, after the example of the head of the
Government, he was 'sure that he'should
be justified and warranted in submittiug a '
motion on the subject, and endeavouring to
get fair play meted out to al~ parties.
Perhaps it might be convenient to have
the two gentlemen arraigned before the
Assembly the same evening. It might'
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save the House and the country considerable time if that: course were adopted.
- A copy of .the Leade'I' newspaper, of
Saturday, March 3, 1866" was handed by
Mr. Levi to the clerk. It, contained the
following imprint:"Printed and published by Ehenezer and
David Syme, Proprietors, Elizabeth street,
Melbourne,· Victoria."
Th~ CLERK read tbe articl~ coptaining
the alleged libel, which was as follows:-

" Mr, G; P. Smith was called to order on that
occasion, for likening Mr. Levi to Mephistopheles. But the cloven foot has since been
shown unmistakably. The same gentleman
moved for a return of the names of certain im-'
porters of obscene prints and jewellery, who had
been privately fined by the customs authorities.
He got it, to the great disgust of Mr. Levi, whose
chief supporters the' disreputable traders are.
Most busily were they engaged in East Melbourne aiding and abetting the great cause of
'free trade.' 'l'he phrase, has to them ape·
culiar meaning, namely, the right to traffic
unchecked in obscene productions. Notwithstanding the endeavour to prevent Mr. Smith
obtaining his return, the House very properly
co~curred in the opinion, that exposure was the
only fitting punishment. But Mr. Levi was
ready with reprisals. His friends having been
exposed in all their filthiness, he thought to drag
respectable people into the dirt along with them'.
He gave notice of a question as to certain engra vings consigned to Messrs. McCulloch and
~ellar having been destroyed by the Custom
House officers. But, with peculiar cunning, instead of giving notice for the following evening
(Thursday), he placed it on the paper for the
following Tuesday. He wanted slander to do its
work. The delight of the Collins street snobs,
tha.t Mr. McCulloch should lie under the imputation of importing indecent prints, was
intense. If the Chief Secretary could be placed
On a level wit,h. the precious crew whose names
appear elsewhere, their triumph.would be complete. But they and Mr, Levi were doomed to
signal disappointment, On Thursday evening
Mr~ Edwards politely requested the member for
East Melbourne to 'ask his question then instead
ofthe following Tuesday, assigning as a reason
that if the imputation were unfounded, much
injury might result to the firm in question.
To his eternal disgrace, Mr. Levi refused.
He would have his full pound of' fiesh. Mr.
Edwards then very adroitly asked the question
himself, without notice, in the very words which
Mr. Levi had used. Of course, he could not be
prevented from doing this, and the East ME-Ibourne champion found himself sold. Mr. Francis was ready with the a.nswer, and fortunately
the papers were prepared nearly twelve months
ago, so that no 'cooking' could be alleged. It
turns out that Messrs. McCulloch and Sellar had
consigned to them, in a ship from Bordeaux, a
box of engravings. Before its arrival, Mr. Sellar
gave notice at the Custom House, desiring that,
prior to the package being cleared, it should be
opened and,examined ...... as the firm were unaware
of its contents-in order tha.t if it contained
objectionable prints it mjght be stopped. His
instructions were obeyed, and, according to the
Custom House reports, some copies of old
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masters, rather florid and indelicate (they
are described as ohjectionable. bllt not obscelle), were detained, and afterwards destroyed.
Instead of making a case against the Chief
Secretary and his partner, Mr. Levi placed
their conduct in remarkable contrast to that of
his very particular friends, whose consignments
were in several instances concealed in packages
with false bottoms. Of course, there is a wide
difference between the indelicate in art and the
purposely obscene. It is notorious that this villanous traffic is going on to a frightful extent.
Since the Custom Hous"e officers have suppressed
it one way. another avenue has been found. We
are assured that parcels containing indecent publications arrive from Europe by every mail.
However, the publication of the names of those
detected in this infamous traffic will be of some
service."

Mr. LEVI moved"That the article contained in the Leader of
the 3rd of March, in reference to Mr. Levi, is a
scandalous breach of the privileges of this
House."

Mr. BUNNY seconded the motion.
Mr. ED WARDS remarked that probably the one honorable member-the honorable member for St. Kilda-would not
be prepared to go on when he referred
to the names of the publishers and proprietors of the Lea4er, and when he
learned that the one was out of this world,
and the other out of the colony. Mr.
Ebenezer Syme died some years back,
and a select party of friends assembled
two or three weeks ago to start Mr.
David Syme on a voyage to England. The
result could not be the same as it would
be in the previous case, and therefore
he put it to the good sense of the honorable member whether he would proceed
further in the matter. He gloried in the
press-he believed in its anonymity; but
at the same time he saw the necessity of
taking precautions that the institution
was not. misused, and he would always be
found prepared, ind'ependently of party,
to p1mish any edito!' who scurrilously
abused men standing on the floor of that
House. The papers here were too apt to
be carried away by party feeling, and by
the views of the proprietors. They did not
pay that respect they were bound to do
in the old country to the opinions of those
who differed from them To some extent,
the honorable member for the Ovens was
correct in his reference to " hireling"
writers, although that term was criticifled
by an honorable gentleman, a member of
the press himself. There was not the hroad
field for journalists here that there was at
home. A writer could not say, "I will
choose my own paper ;" but he was compelled to" adopt the political views of

the proprietor or mortgagee of any paper
on which he could obtain an engagement.
A man here could not say, °as Douglas
Jerrold, as John Foster, and as many
ot,her men had done in England, " We will
find a paper to carry out our views."
Supposing a. journalist to be employed on
the Argus, when that failed where was he
to go to, save to paper of opposite politics?
for, in a small community, two papers must
necessarily take opposite sides, to make
the commercial speculation pay, just on
the same principle that one lawyer starved
in a village while two made their fortunes.
If the Argus took one side, it was very
safe to reckon that the Age would take
the other.
Why, honorable members
must know themselves of instances of
men writing on one side in one paper,
and as soon as their services were dispensed with, writing on phe other side
in another journal. But, as these ex pres ..
sions of opinion were put forward as
honest and sincere convictions, it became
necessary to watch very closely what these
writers wrote, and what these papers published. Let them have ample bounds, but
let them not go beyond liber'y to licentiousness. In the present instance, the motion
would have no practical effect, and besides,
it was brought forward as a sort of quiiJ
pro quo business. . The Chief Secretary
had had a blow at the Argus, and the
honorable member for East Melbourne
therefore desired a blow at the Leader.
Believing that the motion was not bona
fide he would not be able to support it,
and he strongly advised its withdrawal.
If condolence was what the honorable
member desired, why, he had the sympathy of them all. Doubtless he was an
ill-used man. Only let the honorable
gentleman promise to remain a silent
member during the rest of the session,
and he, for one, would be willing to subscribe his mite to a testimonial to him.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM thought that a
little reflection would show the honorable
member for East Melbourne that it would
not be fair to ask the House to divide on
the motiQn, which he. said he proposed in
order to test the sincerity of the majority
in their statement, that they would be
willing to extend the same treatment to
libels on any other honorable member as
they had applied to the one on the Chief
Secretary. Ought not the honorable member, to accept this statement of sincerity by
the House without testing it in this way?
What was the course the honorable mem-
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ber proposed? He asked honorable members on the 16th of March to take action
on a libel published on the 3rd of March.
But it was a matter for the Speaker to
decide, whether it was in accordance with
parliamentary practice, and whether it was
consistent with any precedent, that a libel
published in the neighborhood should be
noticed after so long an interval had
elapsed. If there was no such statute of
limitation, there would be no limit to
these inquiries. The House might commence that night and go on for a month
hence. (Mr. Levey - " Hear, hear.")
W eil, he would not assume that honorable
members desired to render the proceedings
of the House farcical. He would not assume, therefore, that the honorable member desired to institute an inquiry into a
libel published a fortnight back, and which
the honorable member for East Melbourne
admitted he was aware of previous to the
debate.
Mr. LEVI said that the libel was published on Saturday, March 3. The House
only sat a few moments on the following
Tuesd!l.Y, and then adjourned for eight
days.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM put it to the
honorable member's candor, whether it was
his intention to bring the motion forward
previous to that evening, and whetherit was
but the house meeting rarely which had
prevented him doing so? Let the honorable member state so much, and he would
have a fair claim on the consideration of
the House. Both the tone and the statements of the honorable member led to the
iuference, that the motion would not have
been submitted but for the action taken by
the Chief Secretary; that it was brought
forward to test the sincerity of honorable
members. Would the House then consider
the motion? Would it be consistent with
parliamen tary practice to do so? He
trusted that the House would have sufficient
regard for itsown dignity to refrain from entering upon such a matter for such a reason.
Did the honorable member believe that the
language he complained of could be put in
comparison with that brought under the
notice of the House by the Chief Secretary. (Mr. Levi-"Yes.") Well, making
every allowance for the honorable member's wounded feelings, he thought thl!t
other honorable gentlemen would not
arrive at the same conclusion. The words
complained of appeared to be, "He
wanted slander to do its work;" and again,
"His friends having been exposed iu all
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their filthiness, he thought to drag respe.ctable people into the dirt along with
them." Well, that certainly was offensive
language.
Mr. BUNNY.-And the words, "whose
chief supporters the disreputable traders
are."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM presumed that
it was the misfortune of every honorable
member to have some disreputable supporters. It was not possible for honorable
members to make such a selection as would
confine .their supporters to men of virtue
anq respect. Surely, it would not be contended by anyone that a phrase like that
ought to be the subject of an inquiry by
the House. The statements which had
been mad~ were sincere, and if the honorable member, at a proper time, really could
produce a libellous statement calling for
inquiry, he would find honorable members
opposite him ready to adopt the course
which other honorable members had that
evening decliued to adopt, and ready to .
secure him equal justice to that the Chief
Recretary had obtained that evening.
Mr. IRELAND remarked that the Attorney-General appeared wholly to misunderstand the question before the House.
He disagreed with the motion brought
forward by the Chief Secretary, and he
had entered his protest against the arbitrary exercise of the unlimited powers and
pri vileges possessed by the House in dealing with the public press. He was of the
same opinion still. He regarded it. as
most unfortunate that such a precedent
should have been set, and should have
been followed by another motion of the
same character.
Whatever their privileges were, they should regard the
privileges of the public press to discuss
their actions, and he certainly had not
b2en able to diseover in the paragraph
complained of by the Chief Secretary a.nything of such an atrocious character as to
call for interference. The complaint by
which the Chief Secretary's motion had
been followed, was not a merely personal
matter. It was a complaint which any
honorable member had a right to bring
forward as. affecting the privileges of the
whole House. As to the question of stale.
ness, he did not understand it. Though
the honorable member for East Melbourne
had chosen not to trou ble honorable
members with the subject, yet, now that
he observed the temper of the House to
maintain its privileges, he had a perfect right, notwithstanding the interval
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which had elapsed, to ask the House
to do that for a member of the Opposition which it had already done fo~
a member of the Government. For his
part, he was convinced that the privileges
of the House would be best maintained by
using them very sparingly. The Chief
Secretary would not get ~ farthing damages for the libel .in a law court, were a
plea of justification .6led; for, taken with
the context, the paragraph amounted merely
to an argument; and yet, the ,honorable
gentleman came dOWJl to use, or rather
to abuse, the extraordinary powers o( the
House. ,He had himself defended the
possession of those extraordinary and
irresponsible pow~riJ befW'e the Supreme
Court, and had ,been the means of asserting them before the Privy OOl,ln~il; and
he regretted to find th.at, t~os~ powers
were being abused, that the dc;mbts urged
as to the propriety, of the House being
entrusted with, such auth,o!ity, were now
being realised. While he consider~~, i,t
essential that a' legislative b~dy should
possess such privileges; he, maintained
that, huving once asse~ted them, honorable members ough,t not to give the go-by
on every occas~on to t4e courts of law;,
in order that a numerical majority might
avail themselves of the brute force of
numbers t9 take ~engeance opany' 'portion
of the public press opposed to thElm., In
his position, receivill.g" as he, d,i.c;l, a
pension from the Crown, .it ,would be
unbecoming~it would be disr:eputable-:for him to lend h~mse~f ~o any p~rty ~ction ;
and he, trusted, therefore, that honorable
members would receive in ,a friendly
spirit his eatnest depre~ation of bot~
attempts to use the privileges of the
House, in: cases of this description. ;Let
there be free discussion. He had been
assailed 'himselt~ bu t he never, had 're",:
course either to that House or ,to a court,
of law., In a free cou:ntry like this,
with popular institutions, ey~ry, man
ought to be able to take care of himself,
and bid defiance to such attacks. He
remember~d the Attorney-G~neral;s connection with the Argus, and he remembered that, though the Ministry in which
h.e then held office received the.support--:the honest, disinterested support-of that
pa.per, yet some very severe remarks
appeared in articles which the honorable
gentleman was responsible for. One of
his colleagues, for instance, was alluded
to as a "disreputabfe 91d man/' Yet nQ
one, ever took ad vantage of this circum-
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stance, and certainly he himself never felt
any desire to do so. The privileges of
the House should be kept suspended over
the heads of great delinquents, like the
sword of Damocl,es, and should not be
• elllploy~d in such trivial cases as those
which had been :bl~ought before them.
: In Qne sense, ~~ was glad' that the
: las~ motion :had, been brought forward,
in orde~ (hat .tJ;t,e impartiality of honorable, members,' might be tested; and
: though he would vote aga'l1s~ it himself, yet he considered that it must receive
~he sl,lpport of every honorable member
who voted for the, Chief Secretary's mo'tion. If the privileges,of the House had
been violated in the one.iostance, they had
been violated in the Qth~r; l1ud as to the
q~estion ,of. the· sta.leness of the latter
,charge, he denied, 'that. there was any
statute of limitations with regard to the
, privileges of the Rouse. 4.n honorable
\ member ought not to be met with the cry,
"You aI:e ~oo late;" l;>ut' each ,cuse ought
to. be d~cided on the broad principle' that
these privileges exi~ted, not to serve private ends, but to protect the deliberations
of the House. He was not there to pander
to th.~ press,.pecause he knew that it indulged in a latitude utterly U,nwal'ranted.
Indeed, he bad been tl'a,duced as an enemy
to the pI'ess' because he h~d endeavoured
~o bring in a Bill which would assimilate
· the newspaper law, here to the law in
· Engl~nd.. In England a newspaper proprietor had to give, not merely a pecuniary
security, .but ~as obliged to fi~d certain
, pe~spns ~o act, as suretie~; and thus he
gave. a moral gparantee of. good behaviour,
~s, if the proprietorindulged in vituperation,
pis fellQw-citizens ~ithdrew their security
outof regar4 to their own character. He
never desired to do'more than this; but the
: press. denounced him for att~rppting so
much, and, constituted as Parliament was,
he was not able ,to ,pass his Bill. While
h,e ~ould' curb the licentiousness of the
press, he' certainJy would not use the
privileges of the House for political purposes in cases,in which a jury would not
assess the c;lamage done at more than a
farthing. The tremendous and irresponsible power possessed by the House should
be exercised only with th~ greatest possible discretion. Sitting in the House
with no aspirations for offlce-with no
personal motives to serve, and fully determined to take no factious 'course, but to
discharge honestly ami.conscientiously the
duties which he believed he owed'to the
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country-he felt bound to express a hope a~ that question remained unanswered, the
no, false pride would prevent the re.:- character of the firm was open to suspicion.
consideration of the whole matter. After , The question was deliberately put on the
all, what consequence was the alleged notice paper, not in the usual way, to be
libel to, the Chief Secr~tary? It was . asked the' follo,wing ~ay, but. ,to be asked
D;lUch more important that a paper shou,ld a week afterwards. He had some right,
not be dragged up because it was adverse : therefore, to complain that. he wa~ slanto the, Gover:r:tment apd the, majority, while , dered ; .that an opportunity; was afforded
an exception was made in favor of a paper to ,people outside to slander the firm he
in the Government int~rest. When the was connected with. The honorable memprivileges of the House were established, 'ber should ~ave' been very cautious in
it wa,s said that they w9:uld be abqsed by . bringi~g such a, matter before the House,
the majority, using its brute forc~ to crush , for, though he gave as a reason t~ the
th~ newspaper.s.' adverse. to it, and' now , honorable meml;/er for. Collingwood, who
honorable members were actually. illustra-, , was desirous of disposing of. the matter at •
ting the argument which he had then once, t,hat ,he ha<;l something ~o bring forcombatted. He trusted that the whole' ~ard which would ju,stify hi~, yet the
~onorable member was well aware that he
matteI~ would 1;>e allowed to drop.
l\fr. 'McCULLOCH ,sai~: that he ",as was n?t in. a position to ~o anything of
desirous of dealing w.ith the question, in an the kind.
.
Mr. BUNNY rose to order.' Could the
impartial, lllanner. He, a~sured honor&.ble
meqtbers opposite that, if they had to com- Chief Secretary enter into a question
plain of a libel in the next issue of tpe already disposed of~ with a view of justi.Age; 01' of any other paper, he would ,be fying this alleged libel?
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that the
equally ready to assert the privileges of
the House in their case as he had been in honorable gentleman was Ii new member,
his own. The honorabl~ member for Kil- who by-and-by woulrl learn how to con~ore might consider it a tri:Be to be charged duct himself inside the walls of the House.
with making a statement "bris,tling with Tp.ere was nothing -in the article' read
falsehood," but he regarded the mattel;' in either libell~us or interfering with the
altogether a different light. He, was privileges of the Hop.se. There was a
charged with making a statement deliber- referellce to a certain circumstance the
ately, knowing it to be untrue. ,(Mr. honorable member for East Melbourne had
Ire.1and-" No.") He was aware that -the taken a p~rt in; but wl;ts that a breach of
honorable ,member did not impute that privilege? "Time," the article said, "was
offence to p~m, 'but the newspaper article gi ven for the slander to. work." Well,
did. Circulat.eq as· it was through the there wa~ not a mercantile man in Collins
length and breadth of the land, the article street who did not consider, the question a
was calculated to give a bad impression of slander. He was told of it in town over
pUl>lic men,; and i~ was the duty of' honor .. aO,d' oyer again. ' And was ,this a matter
able members in the best interests of the in which the honorable member should
country tO,maintain ~he character of public ask the House t~' protect' ,him? ,He was
men no matter where they Eat~ Had the only surprised that the honorable member
honorable member for East Melbourne should have ventured .to bring it forward
brought forward the libel. he ' ~om again. Besides, the h.onorable member
plai~ed of at a proper time-the first
had not stated that it was his intention to
occasion ,of the meeting of the House take any action, in the matter until the
after its publication-he wo~ld have last motion :was. brought for~ard; and it
.beep perfectly 'Yi,lling to ~onsider, the was most unusual to go back and rake up
matter. But the honorable member for articles which appeared months ago., If
Kilmore himself had not said that the this were done he could refer to the letter
article in question contained anything of a signed "Freeman," published in one of
libellous character. Let them consider the the papers, for that letter ~ttacked him
positi()ll of the honorable member for East personally, and if ev:er ,there was a libelMelbourne. The honora,ble member gave lous publication that was o~e, He had
,notice of a question calculated to seriously not taken up the matter lighpy nor withinjure the, character of ~he firm with· out consideration. He had not been thinwhich he (Mr.> McCulloch) had the honor> sk,inn~d" but, 00', the contrary, he had
to be, connected. (" No.~'). Well,. every ,allowed ~q ,pass unnoti~,ed innumerable
honorable member must know that so long . attacks from men who, if they had signed
tha~
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their names, he would have treated very
differently indeed. The motion was brought
forward, it was said, to test the sincerity
of his own side of the House, but surely
when honorable members united in saying
that they were sincere in desiring equal
j Ilstice, such an assertion should be accepted without a test. The motion was
merely a waste of time. He agreed with
the honorable member for Kilmore, that
1he privileges of the House.ought not to
be exercised except on important occasions; but, unless those privileges were
occasionally exercised, pu blishers and
• writers would take very little heed of
them. He trusted that the recent question
was not decided in a political or a partisan
spirit, though the division list unfortu~
nately looked too much as if it was. The
honorable member for Kilmore would have
been the very first man to have resent~d
the A1'guS article as an insult-Mr. IRELAND.-But not by using the
privileges of the House.
Mr. McOULLOCH.-Well, the honorable member may not feel it keenly to be
charged with uttering a falsehood, but I
feel it very keenly.
Mr. BUNNY said that he could see no
reason for withdrawing the motion in the
fact that one of the proprietors of the
paper affected was dead, and that the other
was absent from the colony. Let the House
first decide that the article was a scandalous libel, and then inquire who was
liable for it. Some one must be responsible for the publication, and he apprehended
that there would not be much difficulty.in
ascertaining who was. He agreed with the
Attorney-General, that the matter should
not be dealt with as a farce, and though
he was inclined to treat the first motion
with all the sarcasm he possessed, yet
be now felt inclined to follow the solemn
precedent set by the majority at the beck
of the Ministry, and declare, in solemn
language, that the House must not be
trampled on, that it must vindicate its
pri \'ileges, and that it must curb the
licentiousness of the· press. Had the
Chief Secretary complained of an aspersion on his public character he might
have felt inclined to support the previous
motion, in the first instance; but the
honorable member had put it forward as
a personal matter, telling them himself,
in plain English, that he had suffered this
sort of libel long enough, and that he was
not going to put up with it any longer.
If the Chief Secretary suffered under the
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stings of malice which he talked about,
might it not be said that this revival of
long unused po weI's was an endeavour to
sting in return, was prompted by animosity
and vindicti veness towards the paper
whose influence had probably brought
about the resignation of the Ministry.
The press had rights, as well as the House,
and the country was indebted to the press
for. the manful manner in which it had
stood up against the attempted tyranny,
and had exposed the unconstitutional and
illegal acts of the Ministry, so as not only
to enlighten the public here, but to guard
the English press against the misrepresentations of their "own correspondents."
If the Chief Secretary suffered so from
the slander that his statement "bristled
with falsehood," what did he think of
the allusion of the Times, " the grossest
public delinquency." Was this a contempt
of the House also? And though, as in
the other instance alluded to by the honorable member for Collingwood, the slanderer
was out of the colony, yet would not the
Attorney-General drag him from under
the English flag? The motiun before the
House was a fair test of the Chief Secretary's bona fides in his statement that he
would punish any libel as severe as his
own. The article now complained of was
a scandalous libel, imputing to the honorable lUember for East Melbourne that he
consorted with indecent traders and
revelled in slanders. The article in the
Argus did nothing more than charge the
Chief Secretary with making political misrepresentations from the one point of view,
for it went on to explain what the" falsehood" was. The charge in the Leader
was much more severe, because the expression "whose chief' supporters the
disreputable traders are," involved an insinuation which must bring an honorable
member's character into thorough disrepu teo Was not the line "he wanted
slander to do its work" also a gross libel?
Honorable members who conscientiously
voted that the words in the Argus were a
slander could not abstain from voting the
same as regarded these words. As to the
assertion that the motion was an afterthought, he pointed out that there had
scarcely been an opportunity since the
3rd of March for bringing the matter
before the House. Besides, because a
slander slept was it therefore no slander?
He might refer to an action for slander
against a Minister which was still pending.
Mr. BINDON rose to order. That
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action could have nothing to do with the
queRtion before the House.
The SPEAKER said that the private
relations of honorable members could not
be made the subject of discussion. This
was a rule which applied more especially
wh~n such discussion might affect pending
actlOns.
Mr. BUNNY remarked, that the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr.
Levi) had been twitted that he was not
entitled to the support of the House in
this matter, simply because there had been
a Japse of fourteen days; and, in commenting on this, he thought he might be
allowed to refel' to the quiet way in which
Ministers allowed actiuns to lie dormant
after their public characters had been
assailed. He maintained that Ministers
were bound, by the precedent which they
had already set, to support this motion.
The subject ought not to be treated as a
farce. But whose fault was it if it were
so treated? Why had the House been
occupied four or :five hours in discussing
whether the Chief Secretary's character
had been damaged by the paragraph in the
Argus. He questioned whether the Chief
Secretary could place his hand on his
heart and say he had been damaO'ed in the
slightest degree. The proceedin~ was the
la~t . convulsive struggle of an expiring
l'iImstry, who wished to leave their sting
and baneful influence behind them.
Mr. G. V. SMITH suggested that the
honorable ~ember for East Melbourne, in
mercy to hImself and the honorable members acting with him, must withdraw the
motion. Those honorable members had
declared by their voices that the attack on
the Chief Secretary was not a gross and
scandalous libel. How, then, could they
vote that the attack on the honorable
member for East Melbourne was a libel?
He wished that these personal quibbles
could be utterly swept away. If honorable members could agree to forego them,
they would be more likely to secure from
the public that earnest support in maintaining the privileges of Parliament which
honorable members on the other side
desired to secure.
. Captain MAC MAHON admitted that
honorable members in opposition could
not consistently vote for the proposit.ion
now before the House, after voting
against the proposition of the Government. . He would, therefore, suggest the WIthdrawal of' the motion. At
the same time, he would recommend ac-
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ceptance of the understanding suggested
by the Chief Secretary, that on the perpetration of the next Jibel on a member of
the House-·no matter on which side of
the House that membel' sat-there should
be no quibble as to what constituted a
libel, but the offender should be dealt with
in the manner which the Government
proposed in the case of the Argus.
Mr. LEVEY said honorable members
in opposition did not intend to support the
motion, but they expected the other side
to do so, after the action which they had
taken in the case of the Argus. The
motion was put forward more as a reductio
ad absurdum. If the article in the Argus
was a libel, so was that now complained
of. He considered that nothing could be
more absurd. than for a number of honorable members to rise one after another to
declare that they despised the press, and
call public writers base and mean creatures,
at the same time that they were writhin CJ'
from the strictures of newspaper article:'
What would have been the position of the
Minister of Mines in the country, but for
the press? The honorable mem bel' came
here with a press-made reputation, and he
had no right to speak of the press in the
terms he did. The press had as great a.
hold as the House upon the affections of
the country. If the House wished to
elevate the press, let it set an example by
not wasting time in paltry discussions, as
it had been wasted that evening. He admitted that this matter might not have
been brought forward but for the example
set by the Chief Secretary. That honorable gentleman, after a longer tenure of
office than any previous Chief Secretary,
could not conceal his ill tenJper on experiencing his first reverse, and came down
with a resolution which was far more like
the order of a Russian or French Emperor
than the resolution of a house of legislature in a democratic country. He objected
to the House being converted into a Star
Chamber, in which honorable members
would be at the same time prosecutors,
judges, and executioners. The House
lived only by public opinion, and therefore it should treat the representatives of
public opinion in the press with a little
more courtesy than had been manifested
that evening.
Mr. LEVI observed that he should not
trouble the House to go to a division on
the matter. The motion had been brought
forward .chiefly with the object of ascertain-
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to anything which might appear on the
notice paper. The parliamentary rule
applied to both cases. He had given his
attel)tion to the motion as it appeared on
THE CRISIS AND THE TARIFF.
the notice paper, but it did not appear to
Mr. COPE moved, pursuant to amended him that it could be termed disrespectful
Doticeto say that any body or person disfegarded
" That the rejection, for the third time, of the
Tariff, exhibits a total disregard of the opinion the opinions of others; and the direct reference to the other branch of the Legisand wishes of the people of the colony as ex·
pressed at the last general election.
lature, which was objectionable, had been
"That inasmuch as such Tariff has been struck out.
passed by large majorities of the Assembly, in
Mr. COPE remarked that he did not
two successive sessions of Parliament assembled,
wish to use any expression which would
after two general elections, this House will withhold its confidence from any Administration
be offensive to the Upper House, or any
which shall refuse or neglect to adopt forthwith
single member of that House. He wished
the Bill of Supply embodying such Tariff as
already submitted to the Council, and with to keep within the strict rule of debate
which the rights and privileges of this Assembly with reference to this matter, but; as a
are identified."
young member; he considered that some
The honorable member observed that he latitude ought to be allowed bim. It was
thought honorable members in another a well-known fact that for a number of
place were entitled to very little respect: years past the country had been suffering
and courtesy from members of the Assem- ex.treme depression. This had arisen from
bly, after the course they had taken, during a variety of circumstances. In the first
the last session, with respect to the Tariff place, there had been great difficulty in
Bill. He believed it had been their object, ' settling the people upon the lands of the
during the last twelve months, to throw colony; and, in the second place, the very
every impediment in the way-,
operations of free trade had had the effect
The SPEAKER.-The honorable mem- of depressing the country to a great
ber will pardon me for reminding him extent. To remedy this state of things,
that at the commencement of a discussion ' the Government submitted a poUcy which
of this kind, involving points of dispute included an amendment of, the .land law,
between the two Houses, it is absolutely with the view of settling the people on
essential that the parliamentary rule should the lands of the colony, and a revision of
,be regarded of speaking of the other branch the Tariff, by which to secure for the
of the Legislature only with respect. I artizan and mechanic sufficjent e~ploy
trust no observations will be made calcu- ment to enable him to earn his daily
lated to create greater disunion between bread. Certain interested parties had
'the Houses than at present exists. I think complained of the way in which those
the honorable member should not persevere issues were placed before the country.
in his remark that the Legislative Council He was perfectly justified in saying that
obstruct the proceedings of the country, the issues were distinctly and fairly stated
and I hope that other honorable members at the general election of 1864; and the
will refrain from making similar state- result of that distinct and fair statement
was .the return to the House of a large
ments.
Captain MAC MAHON rose to order. number of members pledged to support
The ruling of the honorable the Speaker the principles enunciated by the Ministry
was distinct and clear-that any expres- of the day. A Land Act had since been
sions of disrespect towards the other branch passed by Parliament, and become a great
of the Legislature were not in order. This fact. He was happy to say that it was
being so, he begged to refer to the terms settling thousands of industrious people
of the motion of which the honorable on the best soil of the country. Cermember for East Bourke Boroughs gave tain honorable members in opposition
notice. The motion stated that the rejec- had taken credit to themselves for the
tion of the Tariff '.' by the Legislative most liberal provisions of that Bill. They
Council" exhibited a total disregard of had laid hold of certain expressions dropped
by the Attorney-General, when addressing
the wishes of '"he colony.
The SPEAKER said the observation his constituents at Brighton, and had apwhich he made with reference to the re- plied them to themselves. But those exmark of the honorable member for East pressions had no more reference to honorBourke Boroughs applied with equal force able gentlemen in opposition than they
ing whether an impartial decision could be
given upon it.
The motion was then withdrawn.
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had to the black fellows on the other side
of the Murray. The land q!lestion having
·been disposed of, a Bill was brought in to
i'evise the Tariff. Tha.t Tariff was not all
that the prot.ectionist members of the
House desired, but, if allowed quietly to
pass into law, it would have been followed
by a rev.ision sufficient to satisfy all reasonable protectionistll, and to prove a great
benefit to the institutions of the country.
Scarcely had the Bill been laid on the
table before certain threats were uttered
hy members in another place respecting
its fate. To prevent the calamity expected
from its rejection, it was resolyed to unite
the :Tariff Bill with the Appropriation
Bill. The united measure passed this
House by a large majority. It was sent
to the Upper House, and there laid aside.
The wishes of the Ministl-y and the Assembly were thus set at defiance by an
it-responsible body who called themselves
the people. The immediate result of this
action on the part of the Legislati ve Coun<cil was the stoppage of the supplies. The
distress and confusion which followed the
stoppage ·of the supplies proved most disastrous to the parties affected. But what
.did the authors of the mischief care?
Their tables were not less abundantly supplied, their habitations were not less gaily
adorned, their carriages rolled not less easily
along the road. Various attempts had
been made to induce the Upper House to
reconsider the matter. It was proposed
.by them that if the Assembly would appoint a committee for the purpose of considering the matters at issue between the
two Houses, they would appoint a committee to confer on the subject. The
Assembly appointed a committee, and sent
an intimation accordingly to the other
branch of the Legislature.' The response
was a communication to the effect that
the Tariff had been disposed of months
before. Now, if members of the Council
:knew this to be the fact, they ought to
nave informed the Assembly about it,
:before asking for a conference on the subject. If they did not know it was the
fact, they were ignorant of their duties;
and if they did know, they were guilty of
·an evasion and breach of faith which they
.ought to be ashamed of. During this
period efforts were made both in and out
of the House to get rid of the Ministryto compel them to resign. But what
right had the Ministry to resign under
such circumstances? What right had
persons in this House, in another House,
x2
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or outside Parliament, to bring pressure
to bear upon a Ministry when that Ministry was supported by the large majority
of the representatives of the 'people,
and had the confidence of the country.
The House decided that, instead of the
Ministry resigning, they would make a
voluntary ~acl'ifice of themselves-they
would give up the positions which they
occupied, and would appeal to the country. The result of that appeal was the
sending back to the House of an overwhelming majority pledged to establish
the principles which were advocated last
session.
But they were again met
with the statement, that at the last
general election no distinct issue was
However.,
placed before the country.
he affirmed that the prominent issues,
placed clearly and definitely before the
people were-the Tariff pnre and simple;
the privileges of the Assembly with regard
to the taxation of the country; and the
right of the people to govern throubh the
people's representatives.
It had been
asked - "Who are the people?"
One
venerable sage in another place said, " We
are the people;" by which was meant apparently the majority of twenty that ruled
the Council. This forcibly reminded him
(Mr. Cope) of the three gentlemen who
met together in a certain place .on one
occasion, for the purpose of drawing up a
petition to the Crown, and who commenced
their petition with, "We, the gentlemen
of England." But the three tailors. of
Tooley street had as much right to .adopt
that form, as the sages to whom he referred had to style themselves, "The people
of Victoria." The Tariff Bill was sent
for the third time to the Upper House,
'and again rejected. By that proceeding,
the Upper House had defied, not on~y the
Ministry and the Assembly, but also the
people. One gentleman, in '8.nother place,
stated a few evenings ago, "Let revolution come; we must be prepared to meet
it."
The SPEAKER intimated to the honorable member that he was' violating
another parliamentary rule. It was not
parliamentary to refer to what had. been
said by gentlemen in another place.
Mr. COPE went on to observe that the
people of Victoria were a peaceable, industrious, and loyal people. But there
was a limit to human forbearance, and
pressure might be brought to bear to .such
an extent that the people would not forbear any longer. Whatever might be the
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desire of gentlemen in another place, it was
not the wish of the majorit.y of members
in the Assembly to see such an unhappy
result in this country. The question now
was no longer a question of free trade and'
protection, as between the two Houses.
The question was one of the rights and
privileges of the Assembly. No other
branch of the Legislature had any business
to invade those rights and privileges.
Whom did the Upper House represent?
About 8,000 people, the majority of whose
interests lay 16,000 miles away. They
represented, to a great extent, the manufacturing and banking interests of Great
Britain; they also represented the squatters and speculators of Victoria. And
were the in~erests of the colony to be
sacrificed for these persons? The immense bulk of the people here were dependent on their own exertions for their
daily bread, and it was the duty of the
Ministry and the Assembly to legislate in
such a way that the interests of the people
might be conserved. The Government,
in the Tariff which they put before the
country, had attempted to conserve those
interests in the best possible way. He
believed that the hopes of the minority in
the Assembly, in compelling a ministerial
resignation, rested in a great measure
upon the wish that they would be able,
eventually, to secure a division of the protectionist purty. Those hopes were futile
and vain. If any member of the protectionist party, represellting the interests of
pl~otection in the House, were to dare to
coalesce with members of the Opposition,
for the purpose of doir.g away with the
Tariff so energetically and so determinately
supported by the present Administration,
he would be a traitor to his country and
the party with whom he was connected.
If there was within the walls of the House
a person holding protectionist principles
disposed, under the present circumstan~es,
to coalesce with the free trade party in
forming an Administration, he was not a
real protectionist, but "a wolf in sheel"s
clothing." However, he (Mr. Cope)
believed that the protectionist members
would not join a coalition formed from the
Opposition side of the House, even if they
were offered five times the protection that
they asked. The reason was, that the
protectionists could not trust the Cpposition. The Opposition would give a crab,
for the purpose of extorting an apple. The
cloven foot could be seen. The first object
of the Opposition was to divide, in order
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to devour the protectionists. The protectionists would much rather take the
Tariff as it stood, with the modieum of
protection that it offered, than have" the
whole dose" of protection which the Opposition offered them. In that dose there
was poison. It was fair to look upon, but
it was rotten to the core. What the protectionists wanted was-the Tariff, as
placed before the country at the last general
election ; the Tariff, as passed by the
majority of the Assembly; the Tariff, as
sent up to the Upper House, and rejected
three times by that House. It was this
Tariff-the whole Tariff, and nothing but
the Tariff-that the protectionists contended for. The resolutions which he submitted declared that they would support
no Ministry, whatever might be their professions or pretensions, who would not
commence their operations byendeavouring to carry out in its entirety the Tariffas
it had already passed the House. With
the protectionists, the privileges of the
House were the first consideration, and
the protection necessary for the salvation
of the country was the second. (" Oh,
oh.") Honorable gentlemen might say
"oh," but he should like to know of' what
use would protection be when they were
slaves? The protectionists contended for
freedom for the institutions of the colony
-liberty for the sons of Victoria, political,
civil, and religious-and protection to
native industries against all the world. If
they could not have protection in that
form, they would ra~her be witbout protection for ever. When that was their
object they could not well be disposed to
succumb to a minority which had for its
object the destruction of the best intel'ests
of' the country. As he had stated, the
rights and privileges of the House were
the first thing for which the protectionists
contended. Having obtained those rights,
and established them on a proper footiug,
then they would have this Tariff. Having
obtained the Tariff, they would, perhaps,
with the help of t~e liberal m~mbers of
the House, be able to obtain a still further
concession in the way of protection to
native industry-a concession which
would establish, on a sound basis, the best
interests of the country-which would
eventually afford "seed to the sower, and
bread to the eater."
Mr. VALE seconded the motion.
Capt.ain MAC MAHON proposed the
adjournment of the debate. In doing so,
he st.ated that he fully expected to hear
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something from the Gov~rnmeJlt on the
subject of ihe resolutions before the House,
particularly as the minute which had been
placed on the table bore to a very great
extent on the resolutions.
Mr. WHITEMAN, in seronding the
motion, expressed his re~ret that so much
time had been consumed in recriminations
and personalities.
Mr. IRELAND asked the Government
to give honorable members an opportunity
of discussing the very large questions involved in the resolutions. The motion
involved the whole policy of the Government and the conduct of the Opposition,
and it ought not to be pressed on at a late
hour. He hoped it was not to be determined by a mere numerical majority
without discussion. The motion, although
brought forward by the honorable member
for East Bourke Boroughs, must, of course,
emanate from the Government. It was,
in fact, a Government motion.
Mr. VERDON.-It is not.
Mr. IRELAN D.-Then I suppose the
honorable the Treasurer means to oppose

it?
Mr. VERDON.-I mean to say, that I
have no more to do with the framing of
the motion than the honorable member.
Mr. IRELAND.-I did not say that
the honorable member had anything to
do with the framing of the motion. Hut
does he mean to tell the House that he,
as Treasurer, is not identified with the
motion?
Mr. VERDON.-The honorable member calls the motion a Government motion.
I say it is not.
Mr. IRELAND said he would not
quibble with terms. But he regarded the
motion as a motion brought forward by a
supporter' of the Govel'llrnent, with the
knowledge, consent, and approbation of
the Government. If that were the case,
was it fair to seek to prevent discussion?
The motion was one that would gag the
House-it pledged the House to a dissolution if need be. And, it was submitted at a time when honorable members
had on their hands a Government minute,
which he regarded as a misrepresentation,
perhaps unintentionally, of the whole facts
of the case. At aU events, he was prepared to combat the statements in that
minute.
Mr. McCULLOCH admitted that it was
desirable that full opportunity should be
given for the discussion of the proposition
before the House; but it was only half
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past ten o'clock, and surely honorable ..
members could continue the sitting until
one or two o'clock in the morning. If
before that time the honorable and learned
member for Kilmore had not an opportunity of expressing his views, then the
propriety of an adjournment could be considered. The motion was not a Government motion. Indeed, the Government
were not in a position, as a Government,
to submit any such motion. At the same
time, it was important, for many reasons,
that the matter should be discussed. A
new Government was about to'be formed,
and it was desirable that that Government
should know on what conditions it accepted
office.
Mr. LEVEY urged that the motion of
the honorable mem ber for East Bourke
Boroughs was totally unprecedented, and
involved too important a principle to be
fully discllssed after that hour of the night.
Mr. VALE did not see why the debate
should be adjourned, as the Opposition
had admitted that they had corne to the
House prepared to discuss it that evening.
The majority would be unwise, and false
to their principles, if they listened to any
proposition for an adjournment. He was
prepared to sit all through the night, and
all next day, rather than consent to any
The honorable
adjournment whatever.
member for Kilmore knew perfectly well
that, if the Ministry consented to an adjournment, the whole efforts of the Opposition would be directed to the formation
of a Government by Tues~ay; and if a
Government were formed" it would' then
be said that it was altogether unhandsome
and un-English to proceed with the motion
on Tuesday night.
Mr. ASPINALL contended that it was
arbitrary and tyrannical for the Ministry
to attempt to fOl'ce on a division that night,
simply because they had a majority of 58
to 20. A long minute had been laid on
the table 'by the Government that evening,
which had a very close connection with
the motion, and it was impossible that the
su bject could be properly discussed at that
late hour, or that the speeches of honorable members could be reported in the
newspapers. If the Chief Secretary had
not been toying with his own character,
like a kitten playing wjth its tail, the
debate would not have been deferred till
that late hour, though, at the same time,
there had not been proper opportunity
afforded for honorable members to discuss
the remarkable document which had been
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laid on the table. He forgot, however, allow those who had to make fresh arrangetha.t the supporters of the Ministry did ments a fair opportunity of doing so, or to
not discuss-they did as they were told. bring forward a motion at that late hour of
What a proud position for the fifty-eight to the night to prevent tl:em having the opbe in! The debate on this motion was no portunity of doing so, by pledging the
more to them than the crack of tbe whip. House to take a certain course of action?
What a grand, what a magnificent (An honorable member-" Yes.") What
thought of' that honorable member to
compliment to the fifty-eight gentlemen,
whom it occurred, out of the depths of his that they could not be left to their own
own brain, that the Government had very guidance till Tuesday! "Pin them tolikely a minute on the subject of their night," said the Government, "for if we
resignation. What a pleasure to be sup- don't pin them to-night, that honorable
ported by a man who foresaw that, though member or the other may be a revolter
there had never been a mill ute before, before Tuesday." Was it not an insult
there would be one under the existing cir- to their intellect to put them through the
cumstances. It was his own native genius mill in that way. "If we leave you till
which puinted out to him that if he had to-day," said the Government, "there is
been a minister-which he was not-there Saturday for the wicked, there is Sunday
would have been a minute; and he had for the good people, and then there is
such full confidence in the McCulloch Monday-and nobody knows what they
Ministry, that he was sure that they had will do on Tuesday; but if they vote tomade a minute on their resignation. And, night they can't go back." If the supthen, the honorable member who had porters of the Ministry had independent
brought forward this remarkable motion. minds of their own, if they respected the
He (Mr. Aspinall) was very much mis- rights of the minority, if they had any
taken if the honorable member had written respect for their' own character and posiit himself. If it had not been pored over, tiou, they would see that it could not
corrected, and finally given to the honor- affect the future of the country whether
able member, with a last caress, from some they gave their final vote that night or on
member of the Ministry, he (Mr. Aspinall) Tuesday, and they would show that they
was greatly surprised; and if that gentle- distrusted their own leaders, who wanted
man who asked for a minute was not to drive them into the fold.
previously told by some of the Ministry
Mr. McLELLAN announced that he
that there was a minute, he would also be was prepared to make a speech of several
very much surprised. The supporters of hours' duration, if necessary, to prevent
the Government were told to pledge them- such an important question being disposed
selves, perhaps for life, certainly for the of at that late hour. It would be much
life of the present Parliament, that they better if the Chief Secretary would consent
would vote for nothing hut the present to an adjournment. He (Mr. McLellan)
Ministry and the present Tariff. In fact, was prepared to listen to honorable memthey were asked to give fifty-eight more bers on both sides, and he should keep
pledges to embarrass the new Ministry, himself open to conviction, in order to
whether it were a free trade, a protective, arrive at a just conclusion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM believed that
or a coalition Ministry. They were asked
at that hour of the night to say, without if honorable members would address themdiscussion, that they were so regardless of selves to the main question there would
their duty, so careless of the future of the be time to have their remarks properly
colony, that they would pledge themselves and fairly laid befo~e the public, and'
that they would withhold their confidence also to have a very full discussion
"from any Administration which shall of the subject. The motion had been
refuse or neglect to adopt forthwith the before honorable members since the preBill of Supply embodying such Tariff as vious evening, so that they had had
already submitted to the Council." The abundan t time for considering its effect;
House was told that there was a resigna- and there was one reason why they should
tion of the Ministry. He would suppose not delay in arriving at a decision. So far
that it was not a mock resignation. He as the House was informed, no Governwould say, for the purpose of argument, ment had been formed; and a resolution
that there was some sincerity in the resig- of this kind, if adopted by the House,
nation; and, if so, was it the part of men, , ought to be passed before the new Governin an English deliberative assembly, to ment came in, because, as the members of
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the Government would have to resign
their seats in the House on the acceptance
of office, they would be able to advance a
very strong claim why such a resolution
should, not be carried after the Government
had been formed. If the resolu tion were
passed before the Government was formed,
the House distinctly intimated its intention
of giving ,its confidence only to a Government which would adopt a particular
measure as the prime and first article of
its policy; and, therefore, any members
who resigned their seats to accept office
would do so at their own peril. The
House owed it as a matter of courtesy to
the gentlemen engaged in the task of
forming a GO,vernment to decide whether
they would adopt the resolution or not.
If they' did not adopt it, the way would be
made cl~ar and straight for the honorable
members engaged in that task; if, on the
other han~, it Was passed by a majority of
the House, it would probably 'assist the
honorable members, and show them that
unl~ss they were prepared to carry out the
policy indicated by the resolution, they
need, not address themselves to the hopeless
task of forming a Government. In fairness to those gentlemen, therefore, the'
House should interpose no delay, but at
once arrive at a decision, aye or no, upon
the resolution.
Mr. SNODGRASS remarked that if
the' present Government had taken into
consideration what was due in fairness to
the ge,nttemen' who were engaged in the
task of forming a new 1\1 inistry, they would'
never have allowed this motion to be
placed on the paper. The us~al"practice,
when a change of Ministry took place, was
to adjourn the House until the new Government was formed. No Government
had ever gone out of office without providing ways and means for their successors.
The prospect of forming a new Ministry
might not be so hopeless as ,some horiorable members imagined. He believed that
if. this resolution were not carried the very
supporters sitting behi,nd the Ministry
would most likely support the incoming
Government. (" Oh !") He made- this
remark after a long experience in Parliament. He had known members sitting
behind a ministry support the new ministry
immediately a change of government
took place. There was the example of
the Chief Secretary and other members of
the present Ministry. No prflvious Government had ever attempted, in the way
which was now tried to be done, to throw
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impediments in the way of their successors.'
The resolution was opposed to all precedent. (Mr. McCulloch-" Not in England.") At all events, there had not been
anyt.hing like it in England He hoped
that the House would consent to the adjournment of the debate.
'
The House divided on the question that
the debate: be adjourned, when there appeared15
Ayes .••
38
•• it"
Noe3 ...
Majority against the adjourn-} 23
ment of the debate...
. •.
AYES.

Mr. Aspinall,

"
,,'
"
"
"
"
"
"

Blackwood,
Gillies,
Hanna, '
Kerferd,
Langton,
Levi,
Mac Bain,
Macpherson,

Mr. O'Grady,
" Snodgrass,
" Snowball,
" Whiteman.
Tellers.
Mr. Orr,
" McLellan.
NOES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Balfour,
" Bayles,
" 'Bindon,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" Cope,
" Cunningham,
" Davies,
" Evans,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
" Frazer,

" Grant,

" Harbison,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" Hopkins,

Mr. Love,
" McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McKean,
" Ramsay,
" Reeves.
" Richardson,
" G. p, Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Sullivan"
., Vale,
" Wardrop,
" Watkins,
" Wheeler,
" Wilson.
Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
" Jones.

Mr. LANGTON moved that the House
do now adjourn. He thought it was high'
time that the minority made a firm and
decided protest against this attempt to
override discussion in the House. He had
not taken any part duri'ng the' evening in
what appeared to him to be a very frivolous
discussion. He might have imitated the'
example of the Chief Secretary, and
brought forward cases affecting himself;
but he did not think that he would be
consulting his own self-respect, or the'
dignity of the House, by pursuing such a
course; and, therefore, in no case sh~uld
he venture to do it. The motion of
the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs was, however, one of very great
importance, and the House ought to have
full opportunity of discussing it~ As a,
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rule, he thought that the House ought to
adjourn not Jater than half-past eleven
o'clock. Honorable members would consult their own comfort and health, and
promote the despatch
public business,
by endeavoring as much as possible to
prevent the House sitting to a later hour.
The resolution before the House was altogether unprecedented in the history of the
colony, and, he believed, unprecejented
a1so in the history of Great Britain. (Mr.
McKean-" The Reform Bill.") Nothing
of the kind took place over the Reform
Bill. (Mr. McKean-" Something similar.") He defied ,the honorable member
to produce him such a resolution. If the
honorable member referred to constitutional history, he would find that no
resolution, the direct effect of which
had been to stop the supplies to
Her Majesty, had been passed since
the revolution of 1688_ He believed
that in 1784 a similar attempt was made,
not to stop the supplies, but only to delay
them a few days. Since then no such
attempt had been made in the mother
country. He submitted that it was neither
becoming nor dignified, on the part of the
Ministry, to force on the discu.,sion of such a
grave and unprecedented resolution at that
late hour in the evening. No good could
result from doing so. The Government
would gain nothing, either in political
power or in persona1 reputation. He ventured to say that the full importance of
the motion was seen by few of the members
who deemed it to be their duty to sit behind
the Ministry, and merely vote as their
masters bade them.
Mr. McKEAN rose to order. He submitted that the honorable member had no
right to apply such a remark to the supporters of the Mini5try.
The SPEAKER ruled that the remark
was out of order.
Mr. LANGTON said that he did not
intend his remarks to apply in any offensive
sense. He concluded by repeating that the
question was a very grave one, and that
full opportunity ought to be afforded for
discussing it.
MI'. LEVI supported the motion. He
reminded honorable members that the next
day, St. Patrick's Day, was always observed as a holiday, and he intimated that,
if the supporters of the Government were
determined to discuss the motion, the
Opposition members were equally determined to prevent this being done, by
moving the adjournment of the debate.
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Moreover, he had a couple of medical
works, from which he proposed to quote, to
show the necessity of rest to the human
frame. It was important that the news
by the mail should be received before the
resolutions were disposed of, particularly as
it appeared that the Victorian debentures
had receded 6 per cent. in a few days. If
the House were tied up, as the resolutions
proposed, a further appeal to the country
would be rendered necessary. A serious
point was involved in the proposition; the
in-coming Administration was to be deprived of the funds necessary for carrying
on the government of the country. There
was a malicious intent, as it were, to place
a log across the line.
Mr. RAMSAY was at a loss to understand what other motive the Opposition
could have for wasting the time of the
House, save obstruction. The majority,
he considered, had shown great forbearance. As to waiting for the mail, honorable
members on his side were prepared to act
according to their own views, their own
principles, and their own well-devised
plans, and they were not ·prepared to be
guided by what was said in England.
Mr. BYRNE characterised the sneers
which Opposition member!! indulged in at
the reticence of honorable members on his
side of the House as most uncalled for,
and most unfair. He had boiled over at
the taunts which had been levelled against
himself and honorable members about
him, that they were mere blocks, and had
come in to serve their masters. Things
had been said which he would not submit
to outside that House. He was there to
speak: . plainly, and to deal determinately
with the question. Knowing, as he did,
that many persons, and many families, were
starving, pending legislation, he was prepared to go on with the business before
them, no matter at what inconvenience, or
at what physical disadvantage. Every
moment that was lost was unjust to the
country. He asked honorable members
opposite, in common fairness, to sit with
him and dispose of the resolutions.
Mr. McLELLAN protested against the
resolutions being proceeded with at that
hour. The question was, whether the
liberties of the people should be handed
over to the keeping of five or six individuals who had already disregarded those
liberties, and had already violated the laws
of the country. Having sat in Parliament
for many years, to nearly his utter ruin,
he felt ashamed now to find himself a
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member of an Assembly which would
support and force on such a proposition.
Mr. DYTE remarked that the very importance of the question rendered it ~eces
sary that it should be disposed of without
delay. The incoming Ministry ought to
know exactly the position they would be
placed in. Honorable members about him
were not at the beck and call of any
Ministry; but they had made up their
. minds that, if the Opposition took advantage of the Standing Orders to prolong
the discussion. they would as certainly
stand upon their rights.
Mr. ASPINALL protested against this
attempt, by a deaf and dumb majority, to
outweary the Opposition, with a view of
preventing the House, on a future day,
exercising its rights and privileges.
Mr. WHITEMAN pointed out to the
honorable member for Crowlands (Mr.
Byrne) that, instead of expediting legislation, any resolution adopted that evening
must occasion a worse crisis than the
present one-must, in fact, eventuate in a
compJete dead-lock, and thA non-payment
of the public service.
Mr. MACPHERSON expressed his surprise that the Ministry should attempt to
force on the debate after wasting so much
time themselves in discussing a purely
personal matter..
Mr. KERFERD maintained that it was
unfair to ask honorable members who had
not seen the ministerial minute before to
discuss it that evening. Of course honorable gentlemen opposite had seen the
minute at their private parliament, but
surely the same opportunity of considering
it should be afforded to honorable members
who had not seen it before.
The House divided on the question that
the House do now adjournAyes
16
Noes
87

M~~r~:y ~~ainst ..~djour~~ } 21
THREATENING A MEMBER.
Mr. LANGTON.-I beg to call the
attention of the House to a breach of privilege committed in my person. As I
was coming down from the refreshmentroom to the division which has just taken
place, the honorable member for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne), addressing himself to
me, said if I ever ventured again to taunt
the' supporters of the Government with
, sitting behind them in silence, and voting
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at the beck of the Government, he would
take steps outside the House to retaliate
upon me for it. This attack was made
upon me for what I have done in the discharge of my public duties. I understand
that the privileges of the House protect
me. I find, on referring to authorities,
that the rule of the House of Commons is
that" The asaaulting. insulting, or menacing any
member of this House: in going to or coming
from the House, or upon the account of his
behaviour in the House. is a high infringement of
the privileges of this House, a most outrageous
and dangerous violation of the rights of Parliament, and a high crime and misdemeanor."
This rule was adopted on the 12th Apri1,
1733; and I find that Mr. May, in commenting on the rule, says"In numerous instances, as well before as
after these resolutions, persons assaulting,
challenging, threatening, or otherwise molesting
members on account of their conduct in Parliament, have been committed or otherwise punished by the House."
With these remarks, I beg to place myself
in the hands of the House.
Mr. BYRNE.-Mr. Speaker, I have
used, inside the House, the same words
that .1 used to the honorable member
coming down stairs; and in using these
words I alluded to the honorable member
particularly, because it was from him I
had received taunts. When the honorable
mem bel' addressed himself to the whole
ministerial side of the House, I considered
that a portion of the remarks applied to
me; and in my reply I !:said that honorable
members would not allow themselves to be
addressed outside the House as they were
addressed inside. I said this coming down
stairs, and I am here, with great respect,
to repeat the same statement. I would
not receive, outside the House, the same
taunts that I have received inside.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member having made his explanation, the
proper course for him now is to leave the
House. The House will consider the case
in his absence.
Mr. BYRNE having retired,
Mr. McLELLAN observed that if the
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) had correctly reported the
statement of the honorable member for
Crowlands (Mr. Byrne), that statement
amounted to this-that the honorable
membel' for East Melbourne was going to
be coerced, that some steps were about to
be taken to do him an injury outside the
House, on account of language used by
him inside the House. But if honorable
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mem bers were to be intimidated-to be should be allowed to make, from his place
threatened with injury-there would be , in the House, a statement-which he had
an end to liberty of speech within the walls had the audacity to come and repeatof the House.
daring an honorable member to repeat outThe SPEAKER.-The accusation made side the House the remark made inside,
by the honorable member for East Mel- that the supporters of the Government were
bourne (Mr. Langton) having been heard, tied to the Government in such a way that
and the statement in reply of the honor- they could not vote otherwise than with
able member for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne) them. If an honorable member could do
having also been heard, it is now neces- that without being called to order, t~e
sary that some motion should be made, in result would be that honorable members
order that the House may discuss the would come to challenges.
The SPEAKER.-I did not understand
matter in proper order.
Mr. SNODGRASS considered this one the honorable member for Crowlands (Mr.
of the gravest questions that had been Byrne)· to make the remark in the sense
submitted to the House. An honorable understood by the honorable member for
member having, in his place in the House, the Murray. I understood him to say that
exercised his undoubted right of remarking he had listened with great indignation
on the conduct of another honorable to charges levelled against honorable
member, on coming to a division, was members on the ministerial side-that they
threatened with certain treatment outside were tied to support the Ministry; and that
the walls of the House. 'fhe Chief if these charges were made to him by
Secretary had stated that evening' that, persons out of doors, he would be bound
in the event of any future newspaper libel, to take notice of them.
Mr. ORR.-I am very glad, Mr. Speaker,
he would be the first to come forward and
protect the honorable member attacked, to hear that you did not understand the
no matter on which side of the House he remark in the offensive sense that I took
sat. But this was a far more serious it; but, from the way in which the honormatter than a mere trumpery libel. He able member has repeated his statement,
had not known, in his long parliamentary he has applied it in the offensi ve sense toexperience, of an honorable member being which 1 have referred.
The SPEAKER.-I did not understand
threatened on coming to his place in the
House. What aggravated the case was, him to apply it personally, upon the first
that the honorable member for Crowlands occasion of his addressing the House.
Mr. ORR then contended that, taking
(Mr. Byrne) stated, that he had intimated
as much within the walls of the House. Mr. Byrne's account of the transaction to
The case showed how unfortunate it was be the correct one, the honorable member
for the House to be sitting at so late an had been guilty of a gross breach of the
hour, when honorable members were apt pri vileges of the House. If this sort of
to become exhausted and irritable, and thing was to be winked at-if the Ministry
disposed to use language, which, under were prepared to prostitute their character
ordinary circumstances, and in cooler so far-Mr. McCULLOCH called for a withmoments, they would not employ. It
also showed how unfortunate it was that drawal of this statement.
Mr. ORR said the Chief Secretary
the Ministry, having resigned their seats,
and being no longer in a.responsible posi- misconceived him. He was merely putting
tion, llad not thought proper to adopt the a suppositious case; he did not know
usual course, and adjourn the House how the Government were going to act in
until a new Ministry could be formed. this matter. But he submitted that, if. the
Under present circumstances they were a Ministry prostituted their character by
legislative body without a head-without backing up the honorable mlember for
a leader in the House. Mr. Snodgrass Crowlands (Mr. Byrne) in his course of
concluded by proposing that the honorable proceeding, there would be an end to
member for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne) be everything like safety to honorable memcommitted to the custody of the Sergeimt- bers when delivering their opinions in the
House. No matter where an honorable
at-Arms'.
Mr. ORR seconded the motion. He member sat, so long as his remarks were
submitted that the affair ought never to not caUed attention to at the time, he
have gone the length it had. It seemed ought not to be dared by another honorable
extraordinary that an honorable member member to repeat his words outside· the
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House. It was to the Home, and the House
alone, that an honorable member ought to.
be made responsible for what he said.
With regard to the discrepancy between
the statement of the honorable member for
Ea8t Melbourne (Mr. Langton) and that of
the honorable member for Crowlands (Mr.
Byrn~), he was inclined to suggest, if in
order, that the latter honorable member
should be called in and asked the precise
words which he used on meeting Mr.
Langton, and that the words should be
taken down by the clerk. They would
then have something tangible to go upon.
He hoped the Ministry were not prepared
to make a question affecting the privileges
of the House a party question. In his
opinion, the majority seemed determined
to do anything they chose within the walls
of the House. He was aware that some
members of the Ministry rather liked this
sort of thing-they rather liked the idea
that an honorable member should be made
bodily responsible for statements he might
make in the House.
..
Mr. McCULLOCH called upon the
honorable member for the Murray to
withdraw this statement. The honorable
member had no grounds whatever for
making it. There was not a member of
the Government who would not strongly
reprobate the idea of any action being
used out of doors towards any honorable
member for what he said in the House.
Mr. ORR declined to withdraw the
statement.
He had not said anything
which he was not prepared to stand by.
Mr. McCULLOCH appealed to the
Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-I don't understand
the observations of the honorable member
for the Murray. A discussion of this
kind is anything but creditable to the
House, for it has the appearance of being
the r~sult of acrimonious feelings. The
questioning the credibility of one honorable member, as against another honorable
member, is not at all calculated to conduce
to the order of the House. If it is necessary'to carry this question further, it will
be desirable to appoint a committee to
investigate the case.
Mr. ORR said he did not understand
bow the difficulty could be settled without
discussion. The difficulty was not one of
bis raising. For the credit of the House,
be should like to see the Government prepared, as. independent gentlemen, altogether free from party associations, to say
that they would be no party to encourage
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such conduct as that which the honorable
member for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne) had
been guilty of. If such disgraceful conduct was to be permitted, the sooner gentlemen with honorable feelings were out
of the House the better.
•
Mr. McCULLOCH expressed his regret
that such a discussion should have arisen.
He would ask whether it was to the credit
of the House, or whether it was likely to
aid in the discharge of public business,
whenever an honorable member uttered a
word, it might be hastily, out of doors,
that the subject should be immedia.tely
rushed into the House and forthwith discussed? Taking the version of the affair
supplied by the honorable member for
Crowlands (Mr. Byrne), that if the words
applied to him in the House were applied
outside he should take' some course of
action-what was there wrong in it? He
(Mr. McCulloch) hesitated not to say that
if some of the words which had been adnressed in the course of the evening to
honorable members sitting behind the
Ministry, were addressed to them outside
the House, some action would at once be
taken.
Mr. ORR rose to order. He asked
whether the Chief Secretary was, in the
Speaker's opinion, justified in repeating
substantially the observation made by the
honorable member for Crowlands (Mr.
Byrne) ?
The SPEAKER.-The whole basis of
the Parliamentary rule on the subject is to
prevent personal quarrel between honorable members; and where observations of
this kind have not a personal character
they are not interfered with. In other
words, when' an observation is made
generally-that if words used by an honorable member in the House were used by
persons out of doors another course would
be taken-it is not the practice of the
House to interfere.
. Mr. McCULLOCH said, that being so,
the case turned upon the question as to
which report was the correct one. The
honorable member for East Melbourne
(Mr. Langton) was more likely to have
heard wrong, than that the honorable
member for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne) should
be wrong as to what he said. If the
House took that view of the case, the
difficulty was over, and particularly as it
was the practice of the House when an
honorable member was charged with anything, and when the charge was denied,
-the honorable member stating that he did
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not intend to say what was attributed to
him-that the explanation was accepted.
Mr. GILLIES observed that if the
statement made by the honorable member
for Crowlands (Mr. Byrne) was as represented by the Chief Secretary, the House
"must accept it, however much the honorable member for East Melbourne (Mr.
Langton) might be satisfied as to his own
convictions of what transpired. He hoped
that honorable members would unite, for
the sake of the character of the House, in
discountenancing the use of unparliamentary Janguage, no matter .what part of
the House it might come from.
Mr. SULLIVAN characterised the discussion as most extraordin·ary, and complained of the time of the House being
wasted with such tittle-tattle. If the
House was to be treated constantly with
this contemptible sort of thing, it would
never get on with business.
Mr. VALE called attention to the fact
that scarcely an. honorable member, save
the two concerned, heard the conversation.
The SPEAKER.-I think it desirable
that the honorable member for Crowlands
(Mr. Byrne) should be heard as to what
he really did say, as there appears to be
some doubt al:l to the precise conversation
which took place.
The wish of the House having been
communicated to Mr. Byrne, that honorable gentleman appeared in his place.
Mr. BYRNE.-I will ask the honorable
member for East Melbourne to state,
according to his opinion, what I did say.
Mr. LANGTON read.-" If you again
taunt the members supporting the Ministry
with sitting in silence, and voting at the
beck of the minist.ry, I will take steps
outside the House to resent it or retaliate."
Mr. BYRNE.-I will state the facts, to
the best of my recollection, as if upon my
oath. Coming down stairs, I said, in a
friendly way, to the honorable member for
East Melbourne, "This is the second or
third time you have used these words·
about members sitting at the beck and call
of the Ministry; if you use these words
again I will meet you outside." I mentioned this more as a caution than anything else. I should be sorry to do, either
in the House or out of it, anything unfriendly or unparliamentary; but I am a
young member, and if you, Mr. Speaker,
consider that I have done anything wrong,
I beg to apologise.
.
The SPEAKER.-The statement made
by the honorable member shows that. he
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has been guilty of a breach of the prl Vlleges of the House. He admits that .he
has threatened an honorable member for
what he said in the House. The honorable
member states that he is a new member,
and unacquainted with the rules and orders
of the House. The House will doubtless consider that. And as the honorable
member is prepared, as I understa nd him,
to make all the reparation which ~he
House may consider necessary, the House
will, pel'haps, under the circumstances,
allow the withdrawal of the motion.
Mr. SNODGRASS, with the leave of
the House, then withdrew the ~otion.
THE CRISIS AND THE TARIFF.
DEBATE RESUMED.
Mr. FRAZER considered that the
personal matter which had just been discussed was a sufficient argument for an
adjournment of the debate. If the House
were to rise at a reasonable hour, disgraceful scenes would be prevented. The
Government must see that it would be
impossible to come to a division on the
main question, so long as there were 16
gentlemen who were determined that the
debate should be adjourned. He begged
to propose the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. G. P. SMITH seconded the motion
for the adjournment of the debate.
Mr. W ARDROf supported the motion,
because he thought it would be better to
adjourn the debate than to continue it at
the expense of the House. He hoped that
the interval between t~e adjournment and
the time when the House met again would
be employed by members of the Opposition
in preparing themselves to resume the
debate in a proper spirit on Tuesday. He
would then be willing to sit day and
night, if necessary, to get the motion
passed, for it would be better that members should sit three days than· that the
civil servants and other persons in the
country should starve for three months.
Mr. EVANS hoped that the Ministry
would not consent to an adjournment ·of
the debate. The question was one of great
public interest and importance, and it
ought to be settled without delay.
"Mr. LE VEY warned the Ministry that
if their attempt to defeat the wishes of the
Opposition were successful it would recoil
upon their own heads, because there was
nothing to prevent a motion being brought
forward on Tuesday evening to rescind
the resolution if carried. As one of the
members of the Opposition, however, he
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was determined to make use of the forms
of the House to the utmost to prevent
such an important question being disposed
of at that late hour.
.
Mr. McLELLAN spoke at some length
in fa.vour of the adjournment, urging that
the adoption of the motion would be ruin
to the public credit and a disgrace to the
parliamentary institutions of the colony.
Mr. ASPINALL remarked that, though
the Government had a numerical majority,
it was simply a question of physical
strength whether they should triumph on
that occasion, and he, for his part, Iwould
tax his physical endurance until four
o'clock on Tuesday rather than that they
should triumph.
The House then divided on the question
that the debate be adjourned, with the
following result:Ay~
18
Noes
39
Majorityagainstadjournment 21
During the division,
Mr. FRAZER caUed the attention of
the Speaker to the fact that the honorabl~
member for South Bourke (Mr. G. P.
Smith) who had seconded the motion for
adjournment, was voting against it; and
he asked the Speaker's ruling as to
whether the honorable member had a
right to do so ?
The SPEAKER ~aid that an honorable
member could second a resolution and vote
against it; but an honorable member was
not entitled to vote with the" noes ,. if he
gave his voice with the" ayes."
Mr. G. P. SMITH remarked that he
did not give his voice with the" ayes."
Mr. LEVI moved that the House do now
adjourn. The honorable member proceeded
to quote from Dr. Hunter on Sleep, to
show the necessity of rest to the human
frame.
.
Mr. WILSON rose to order.
The SPEAKEr{ said that he would not
interfere; but he put it to honorable members on both sides, whether the present
proceedings would conduce to the respect
of the House, either in their own e::;timation or thilot of the country?
Mr. MACPHERSON warned the House
that, if it bound itself, as it was asked to
do, the Legislative Council might follow
its example, and then the only way out of
the difficulty would be by revolution and
bloodshed.
Mr. MACBAIN urged the Government
to consent to a postponement.
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Mr. McCULLOCH said that if the ho.~
norable member had been anxious to address himself to the subject, he could have
done so five hours ago. It was all important that a decision on the motion should
be arrived at before a new Government
was formed. The probability was that, by
Tuesday, a new Government would be
formed, and then honorable members
would have an opportunity of preventing
the discussion being taken. If that was their
object, the Government would not yield
one iota; but let a pledge be given that a
decision should be arrived at on Tuesday,
whether the new Ministers were in their
places or not, and an agreement might be
come to. The difficulty was, there was no
one to bind the Opposition.
Mr. SNODGRASS objected to do anything which would help to bring thi;l "real
crisis" about. The State had suffered too
deeply already.
Mr. VALE expressed his belief that the
Opposition desired to shirk the debate, and
to shirk uttering their sentiments. Were
the debate adjourned, honorable members
on his side would be placed in an unfair
position, and they were determined that
this should not be done. If the Government agreed to an adjournment, both the
Government and the Opposition would find
themselves in a minority. Honorable
members were not to be deterred from
their duty by the threat of a general election. They would judge of its probability,
and they were prepared to meet it. Those
who would be responsible for the crisis
would be those who fomented it in another
place, and who earned their bread out of it.
Mr. McLELLAN rose to order. He
asked whether an honorable member was
at liberty to accuse honorable members
with motives in prolonging the crisis-of
making their bread out of it.
The SPEAKER ruled that no honorable member had a right to make a charge
of the kind.
Mr. VALE complained that the honorable member for Ararat did not quote correctly. He maintained that honorable
members in opposition, in this Parliament,
and in the last, had sedulously set themselves to deg~'ade this House.
The SPEAKER said this statement
was clearly not in order.
Mr. VALE observed that he was referring chiefly to the conduct of certain
persons inside and out.side the late Parliament. He contended that, when certain
honorable members acted in such a manner
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as to encourage the belief elsewhere that
they were ready to convert this House
into a preparatory committee for another
Hosse, they did that which was calculated
to degrade this branch of the Legislature.
The SPEAKER ruled that this statement was not in order.
Mr. V ALE considered himself justified
in asserting that the course of conduct of
certain honorable members had been such as
to encourage another place to do that which,
in the opinion of fifty-eight members of the
Assembly-and, therefore, three-fourths.
of the country-would tend to make the
Assembly a chamber of preparatory drudge
work for another branch of the Legislature
that desired to control the Government
of the country. He did not want another
general election; but he would rather have .
to undergo ten contests in ten successive
months than that the Assembly should'
become the drudge of the Legislature.
Honorable members might have discussed
this question hours ago. At ten o'clock
honorable members of the Opposition had
their amendment prepared, but something
occurred to alter their little arrangement;
and so, at four o'clock in the morning, they
were not prepared to proceed with the
debate. A.s to the adjournment of the '
dehate until Tuesday, that was utterly
out of the question. Honorable members
talked of the brute force of the majority ..
But what should be said of the action of
an insignificant minority, who sought to
override the majority, to control the
country, and to sacrifice the dignity and
give up the liberty of the Legislative
Assembly?
Mr. FRAZER said the last speech was
a painful one, and caused him to rise and
explain that while he felt bound; in justice
'and fairness, to vote for the adjournment,
he did not wish to be ranked among the
present Opposition. There was not the
slightest fear about his vote, and those of
the Miilisterialists who acted with him,
on the main question. They had never
left the Ministry on any occasion of difficulty.
Mr. LANGTON submitted that, on the
terms offered by the Chief Secretary, honOJ'able members might now agree to an
adjournment of the House. ,Honorable
members in Opposition would offer no
impediment to the progress of the debate
on Tuesday, if the debate were adjourned
until that day.
Mr. BOWMAN said he did nOl think
.the majority ought to be dictated to by
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the minority. The majority had been
played with all night, and the only effect
of such proceedings would be to turn the
House into ridicule. He cared not how
long he sat to bring the debate to a close.
Mr. McLELLAN characterized the last
speech as a piece of presumption on the
part of a young member. Why, the fact
of the honorable gen tleman being in the
House, supporting the Ministry, was
enough to bring representative institutions
into ridicule. It was now four o'clock in
the morning, and if honorable members
we]'(~ actuated by the same spirit that
actua.ted him, they would not allow a
di vision to take place until Sunday
arrived.
Mr. G. V. SMITH expressed his regret
that he had to stay in the House greatly
to the annoyance of the minority. But
when there was a majority of three to one,
the majority could not well yield to the
minority.
Mr. ASPINALL objecteJ. to being told,
at a quarter-past four o'clock on the
morning of St. Patrick's Day, that they
must debate a grave question. This was
nothing but Lynch law-nothing but the
expression of the will of a strong and
powerful Government. A great many of
the gentlemen supporting the Government had thought of' forming a protectionist Ministry. (" No, no.") There had
been a great deal of coquetting, if no
success. And the result was, that the
Government were so terrified that they
felt it necessary that every man must be
bound. The present game, however, could
be continued as long as the minority pleased.
They had heard of a tyrannical majority;
but it would now be seen what could be
done by a tyrannical minority.
The House divided on the question that
the House do now adjournAyes
14
Noes
38
Majority against adjournment

24

Mr. ORR moved that the debate be
adjourned.
Mr. VALE immediately afterwards, at
about a quarter to five o'clock a.m.; called
attention to the fact that there were strangers in the galleries.
Strangers were directed to retire, and
the House proceeded for some hours to
discuss motions for adjournment, all of
which were negatived.
.
At half-past eight o'clock it was resolved
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umph, when, by it~ conversion, it gave the
key-note which showed that the victory
was near. The London Times had almost
invariably been ill the van of retrogression
Saturday, March 17, IH66.
until the last hour consistent with safety
At eleven o'clock the Speaker resumed to its own position and prospects. The
-his place in the chair, and the discussion Daily News, the great champion of the
on Mr. Cope's motion was proceeded with. free trade party, had, however, accepted
Mr. VALE said that no one regretted the position of this colony, and regarded
more than be did the result of the unfor- the triumph of that branch of the Legislatunate position of affairs which had existed ture, the Assembly, as certain. He might
during the past twelve months, and t~le be permitted to express the sincere and deep
effect which it had had upon the character regret which he, in common with all hoof the colony in the mother country, both norable members who would vote for the
in regard to the value of its debentures, resolution before the House, felt as to the
and its immediate borrowing powers in the suffering which would accumulate upon
London market; but he did not think that those persons who were in the service of
honorable members who had consistently the State. His sympathies were not with
acted as a majority during the past twelve 1-he hig'her class of civil servants, who, by
months, or that portion of the press which means of their large salaries and by eduhad supported them, were responsible for cation, had had ample opportunity of
. this. From the very commencement of the making preparation for times of trial and
struggle their opponents, both by speech difficulty; but his sympathies were with
and by writing, by the press, by the plat- the broad mass of the public servan.ts, who
form, by public letters to the English were working from week to week for a small
.newspapers, and private letters to secret remuneration. They deserved the symsources of influence, had sought to deterio- pathy of the whole community, and so also
rate "the character and position of the did the class of small traders, whose dealcolony in the English money market. He ings were chiefly with the working classes.
regretted to say that they had accomplished For the civil servants of the higher
their purpose unly too well; but the sup- grades, he freely confessed that he had no
porters of the Government had the satisfac- sympathy. They deserved no sympathy
tion of knowing that the resources of the -they commanded no sympathy; for
'colony, both natural and artificial, and whilst they had been recipients of the pay
the industry of the people, were ample to of the country they had been its slanderers
enable the colony to meet liabilities far -they had been the slanderers of the
beyond what it had yet incurred. If public men of the colony-they had abused
English capitalists had chosen to place the position which they occupied to defame
credence in the letters of the hired 'the colony, through the press. He regretagents of powerful organizations which ted that it had been necessary for the
had been published in the London Times, Governor of Queensland to issue a proclaand of private and secret letters which had mation forbidding the civil servants from
been wri tten for the purpose of damaging contributing to the periodical literature
the colony, the loss was their own; and he with a view to political purposes; but, on
was convinced that those who chose to buy the other hand, he rejoiced that the GoVictorian debentures would reap the vernor had had decision sufficient to take
reward of their faith in the colony. One such a course. The action taken by the
thing which, as soon as it became known, Governor of Queensland was a warning
would tend to remove the unfavorable im- that the time might not be far distant
pression which appeared to exist in the when it would be needful to teach a like
'minds of some English capitalists as to the lesson to the heads of dep.artments in this
.financial affairs of the colony, was the ra- colony-when it would be needful to teach
pidly increasing reproductive nature of the some of them that they. must treat the
national railways. He regretted to see representatives of the people with the
that the great organ of public opinion in respect to which they were entitled. He
England, the London Times, seemed, in claimed no respect from the civil servants
the main, to be thoroughly opposed to this in his personal character beyond what he
colony; but it was well known that the deserved; but, as the representative of a
Times had opposed all great measures of constituency, he had a right to claim re.liberal policy until the day before the tri- spect and forbearance from the civil 8erthat the House should adjourn until eleven
o'clock.
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vants, and to say that they had no right branches of the Legislature. His reply
to recei ve payment from the State and was, that he did not think it likely that a.
sla.nder those who were sent to control dead-lock would occur. He was asked
their actions, and to vote the money which furtber, what would be the result if a deadwas to maintain them in their position in lock did occur, and he gave the honest and
the service. The time was probably not reasonable interpretation (which ought to
far distant when the higher cla.ss of the be accepted by the Opposit.ion) that that
civil servants would be told that, however branch of the Legislature which rested
freely they might exercise their rights at firmly upon the people'~ will must triumph.
the ballot-box, the men who received the Last July, the Assembly, though they were
majority of votes there were entitled to be told that the popular will backed them
treated with respect by them. Turning in the course they were then pursuing,
to the question more immediately before agreed to disjoin the Bills and send them
the House, he must express his regret up separately, with a view of bringing
that the present crisis had arisen. He about an amicable arrangement of the
regretted it last session. He felt that unfortunate position of affairs. That was
after the difficulty had culminated by the not enough. The majority then resolved
refusal of the Council to pass the Tariff that they would give the minority an
and Appropriation Bill, it was desirable opportunity of testing their power before
that the country should be appealed to. the country. They had had the trial, and
He was of that opinion, because all poli- there had been a two-fold utterance of
tical writers accepted it as a fact, that public opinion, which ought to have been a
where there were two chambers, that sufficient announcement to the Council of
which had the broadest basis of public the course which they ought to have
opinion to rest upon must be the ruling pursued. If they bad had any regard for
power, if there was anything like true true liberal government, they would have
liberty-anything like a fair recognition at once accepted the popular will; but
of the rights of man in contradistinction to they did not seem at all disposed to do
the rights of property. He maintained that. They took peculiar courses in
that the manhood of this colony was its another place. for accomplishing their
wealth, its power, its source of on-going, purposes. They chose very devious ways;
and the only thing by which it had risen they did not choose the 'highway of broad
to its presellt position, or would rise to pu blic spirit., of due attention to public
still greater prosperity. He was no advo- business, and anxiety for the progress of
cate of the destruction of the rights of national affairs, but they took a peculiar
property. He would conserve property; way of thwarting the course indicated by
11e would advance the interests of pro- the popular will. He would have preperty, by making the great community in ,ferred to have seen the general election
which he lived prosperous; not that he take place earlier in the struggle, before
believed prosperity could be attained the struggle had reached that point at
without the exercise of industry and which the Assembly could not draw back
economy. It was the duty of the State without yielding everything it held most
to regard something more than merely dear. The issue might have been decided
securing property-something more than without any reference to constitutional
advancing the triumphant pile of national difficulties; but when the general election
wealth, without any reference to its dis- came he felt t.hat the constitutional aspect
tribution. Something like this principle of the question overshadowed everything
was foreseen when the present constitu- else for the time, and that it must be settled
tion of the colony was entered upon. before the Assembly could deal with other
When the constitution first received a questions, or listen to any fresh policy of
public recognition, not a few cotonists government or taxation. And he abided
foresaw that its relation to the other by that principle. He accepted auy mistakes
branch of the Legislature was of such which might have been made during the
a character as almost to a cer- past year as to the work ing of the constitainty to produce a dead-lock. When tutional difficulty. Such difficulties did
the present Chief .Justice, then the At- not arise every day; they were exceptional thing's. They wished tbe present
torney-~eneral, appeared before a Melbourne constituE'ncy in 18.57, he was asked struggle to be the only struggle of the
whether he thought it was likely that a kind which would occur in the history ~f
dead-lock would occur between the two the colony; anditwasthatwhichmadethem
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so resolute. They did not want these
Constitutional struggles to recur every
year, simply that powerful organizations
might be formed, and missionaries and
champions sent forth, and newspapers
started of little value or interest except
to those whom they paid, and those who
printed them. The question was distinctly tested at the last election, and
fifty-eight members were sent into the
House pledged to support the Tariff.
What was the course which had since
been pursued? The Assembly was told
by the other branch of the Legislature
that they might have what they pleased,
except what they did please. They might
. have anything they liked, if they would
only barter their hustings, pledges and
theil' political opinions. They were told
that they might have protection, but the
Council wished to give it them in such a
dose as would poison them. The Assembly had appealed to the country distinctly
upon the Tariff, and it was upon that
issue that members had been returned.
At one breath they were told that they
were the most craven slaves who ever
performed the behests of any tyrant, and
the next moment they were taunted with
being disobedient followers of the Ministry
whom they were pledged to support. The
fact was, however, that the majority, in
accepting the Tariff, had accepted a grand
national necessity, from which they would
not allow themselves to be led by any
diversion, by any trick, or by any plausible pretences that might be laid before
them. The Constitution Act provided
that the Upper House might reject, but
not alter, a Money Bill; but he would ask
all thinking men whether, if, after the
Upper House refused to pass the Tariff
Bill sent up to them by the Assembly,
they were allowed to pass another Bill in .
the direction which they pointed out, that
would not be allowing the Council to do
even more than alter ·a Money Billwhether it would not, in effect, be
allowing them to introduce a Money Bill ?
This was a point which had not been distinctly pointed out. The Council said
they were prepared to initiate a Money
Bill, to accept. the responsibility of indicating the financial policy of the year, and
to tell the Assembly that, if they did not·
accept it, the deluge would come; and
what did the Council care? The Council
knew that the Constitution Act provided
distinctly that in the Assembly should
rest the power of controlling the finances
y
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of the country; they knew that the Standing Orders of the Assembly prov.ided for
the conservation of that power; and they
knew that the ground assigned for the
rejection of the Tariff-because it was in
connexion with the gold duty-was not
founded on reason, or justice, or a strict
regard to the facts in relation to that duty.
If he was not mistaken, the gold duty was
first pointed out as a reasonable or legitimate source of revenue to the colony in
1852, by Sir John Pakington, then SeCl'etary of State for the Colonies, in a letter
to the first Governor of the colony, Mr.
La Trobe. In the course of his despatch,
Sir John Pakingtoll distinctly stated that
the object with which he recommended the
imposition of a gold duty was, for the purpose of defraying the special expenses
which were entailed by the protection of
life and property in the gold-fields districts. There was no provision that the
duty should be a special fund-an exceptional rate or royalty; it was distinctly
to be a duty for the discharge of public
expenses, arising out of the then existing
state of affairs on the gold-fields. That
state of affairs did not exist at the
present time. The miners occupied a
small portion of the territory. Probably
they did not occupy more than half a
million of acres of land, and that the worst
land in the colony. With few exceptions,
it was land which would not be very profitable for pastoral pursuits, and with far
fewer exceptions, it was not fit for agricultural pursuits. During the course of
thirteen years the miners had impelled the
colony from a mere sheep walk to be the
promising germ of a young empire. They
had indirectly given to the pastoral tenants
of the Crown enormous wealth; they had
stimulated agriculture, and they had given
to Melbourne its rapid progress. The
charge for leases and miners' rights was
far more than a return for all that the
miners really took from the State by the
destruction of national territory. The
diggers stood in an exceptional case to the
rest of the community. They had to
pay customs taxes the same as any
other class, and for many years they had
borne very patiently with special taxation
also. They had borne their share of the
losses which had accrued by the appropriation of money during the last ten or
twelve years for water supply for Melbourne, while it was only now that there
was about to be a scheme of water
supply extended to the mining districts,
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which, moreover, would be reproductive.
The exceptional charges for which Sir.
John Pakington recomm~nded that, the.
gold duty should be, levied, no, longer
existed. Now what occurred, when the i
gold duty, was accepted in, 1855 as a
compromise? The. honorable memb.er for
South Gipps Land (Mr. ,Snodgrass), was
then a most pe~sistent advoca~e of no
gold duty, and maintained that the gold .
duty was a special tax. Mr. O'Shanassy, ;
in proposing the tax, stated that it was,
not to be perpetual. N ow, fo~ an excep- I
tional tax-for a tax which was to meet
the expenses of an 'exceptional 'state of;
affairs in the colony-ten years was a,
tolerably lengthy period; and he thought
that the miners were fairly entitled to say
that the time had arrived "for the abolition
of the tax. The original Act imposing
the duty stated that it should be levied
"for the public use of the colony of Vic- ,
toria and the support of the Government
thereof." Was that any 'royalty to the
Queen? It was quite clear ,that the gold
duty had, always been regarded as a tax.
The honorable member proceeded to refer
to the action which the Council had taken,
and the various votes which, they had
given from the time when the Tariff. was
first introduced, in 1864, until the rejection
of the :Sill last week, 'arguing ,that the
intention of the majority of the: Council
ha,d been to see how far they, could tempt
the Assembly into ,ope~ rebellio~ against
the claim asserted on 'behalf of the
Council in 'reference to money Bills, ,and
-by,any political chic~nerj by which they
conld aqcomplish their purpose-7-'to turn
out the present· M;inistry and es·tablish,
for however brief ,a period, a Ministry of
their own: , He pointed out that six o~t
of the twenty m,embers of the Council who
voted in the majority for the rejection of the
Tariff Bill last week had voted for the Bill
intrc;>duced last session for'S; 1;'eform' of the '
Council, and in voting for that Bill they had
acknowledged that the' Council was' not
in a position to asser~ what it might
believ:e to be its'privileges, because. ,its
privileges had become weak and insecure
by the' very insecurity and unfairness of
the basis on which the Council rested. If
the Council had been actually responsible
there would' probably have been some
means found of· removing the d.ead-lock.
The duty of the Assembly in the present
position of affairs was plain. They had
but one course to pursue. They had in
their charge and keeping the privileges of
I

the country, and nb personal inconvenience
would 0«'; ajustificat~onforthem to ,sacrifice
those prh:ileges u.nd ;rights. They might
be taunted with motives ,which did. not
influence them~ b~t they m~st be prepared
to receive those taunts unmoved. Honorable members m~~t be prepared to lay by
their, own desires on' other matters, ~nd
abide by, the result the i~sue which had
been raised. They were bound, he thought,
to place on record the 1,'esolution which
haq been tabled by the honqrable member
for, "East Bourke Boroughs, for the simple
reason'that the House had three distinct
times sent a Tariff to the other branch of
the Legish~ture, which they di~( not believe
to be the best Tariff that could1Je ,adopted,
but the one which would C~)lI;lbi.ne't~gether
the majority ~f the Assembly! He ad,mitted that he did no~ like the Tariff-that
he' would .like to have seen a, far, more
pr' ,tective Tariff;:: but ,he, would tell
honorable members of, the Opposition
that no temptatio~, n~ bait, no allurement, no pledge from ,them that
they would help' the protectionists
would induce him, or' those who thought
with him, to abandon the position which
they had taken up. He ~ould not accept
baIts, which were laden with insults, and,
heapeq up' with contumely and' 'scorn because .the' protectionists did not. accept
the tempbitions which were held out 'by
the same party twelve. months ago. They
would adhere .to. the present Tariff, and
let the Opposition do what ',they' could.
The Opposition were, very anxious that
the,OlWs of this struggle should be throWn
on the members' who were in s' major~ty.
Possibly honorable members who had condemned the' borrowi'ng of rrioneyto 'meet
the liabilities of Government~ intended
playing' anotHer little "gam'e wlieri they
'Came into office. Possibly tfley intEmded
instru~tiDg the civil ,sel'varits to put the
country to large expense,' by iridi.vidual
ac~io.ns for ~lie recQvery, ,of their 'salaries.
He' warned honorable, nierri berR 'and the
heads '~f departments that, it· that .game
were played, it would recoil,'by the voice
of' the ~ountry, 'upon the' heads' of those
who dared to exercif;!e it. That House
would not 'suffer' any Ministry to instruct
the civil servants to adopt such a course
for obtaining their salaries.' It would be ,
a dangerous game to play. He did not
wish to be bitter or vindictive, but he felt
that, in this struggle, the Assembly had
all to lose or all ,to win. Honorable
'members had nothing to gain' if, : they
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sacrificed their powers as members of the men of intelligence and good social posipopular branch of the Legislature, and tion, many of whom would do more honor
allowed their opponents to have their own to a seat in the Assembly than many
way. The supportel's of the Ministry members who were in it. As to the
desired that the struggle should be a honorable' ~ember's allegation that false
. calm, peaceable struggle. They were con- statements were contained in letters sent
tent to accept the' principles which were to the London Times,. he (l\fr. MacBain)
in a majority at t"be hustings, at the had read almost every letter which had
public meeting, and at the ballot box, and appeared in that journal on the subject of
to await the result calmly and patiently. the crisiE', and there was no letter which
If there was to be another dissolution, contained so many misstatements and
let it'come. If he was not again returned inaccurncies as the monthly letter adto the House, the ·principles which he dressed to the Times by "our own corprofessed would still triumph, and his respondent." To come 'to the resolution
absen'ce would be of little moment. . But, before the House, he would point out that
as long as he held his place in the House', the very first. assertion which it contained
his voice would be raised to stamp those as was a misstatement. It stated, " that the
traitors to the true interests of the colony rejection, for the third time, of tlle Tariff
who sought to beaiders and abettors of by the Legislative Council." Now, the
another place in grasping the rights of the Council had not rejected the Tariff.
people for a selfish section-selfish in its
Mr: COPE said that the honorable
policy, selfish in its proceedings, and member had not quoted his resolution
altogether out of accord with true sympa- correctly.
.
Mr. MACBAIN said that he read the
thy, with the wants and necessities of the
resolution as it was originally drawn up,
community.
Mr. MACBAIN exceedingly. regretted and in its altered form there was no
the circumstances which had required the substantial differe~ce. The preamble, as
attendance of honorable members at that last sent up, was different· from what it
hour of the day to discuss a motion of the was in the former Bill; and the last clause
character of the one under consideration. was not contained in the Bill of last sesMany members would agree with him in sion (Mr. Higinbotham-" Yes.") If
saying that the proceedings of the House that were so, he (Mr. MacBain) had forduring the last twenty-four hours would gotten the matter. As to the preamdo more to prevent public men devoting ble, he believed that the Ministry were
themselves to the interests of the country willing to alter it, had not. one' or two
than all the libellous articles that could members objected. (Mr. McCullochbe written in the newspapers against them. " N o.~')
At all events, it had been
The honorable; member·who had just sat whispered that such was· the case. It
down,had given the. House a lecture of a was .certainly not true that the Tariff
very ,peculiar. kind, He had given a long had been rejected three times by the
dissertation upon the civil servants; mixed Council; because the Bills were not the
up with numerous threats of a very serious same. ,The mover of the resolution had
character. He did ·not know what con- given a. long account of the depression
nexion the,· honorable member had had which he alleged existed in the colony.
with the civil servants, but it was evident Now, his (Mr. MacBain's) experience was,
from, his remarks that he, had suffered that there was no countrv- in the world in
many indignities. from them. The honor- which there was so li ttle ~depression, or so
able member threatened that, unless .he little poverty, as there was in this country.
received more attention from the civil Even if depression did exist, that was a
servants, he would bring to . bear upon most extraordinary reason to give why the
them the arbitrary .power of. the Min- other branch of the Legislature should be
istry, for the purpose of crushing them deprived of their rights. Another asserand depriving them of their rights. tion of the honorable member was, that
It was evident that the honorable thousands of persons were being settled
member was laboring under some halluci- upon the lands, under the present IJand
nation with regard to the civil servants. Act. For the last eight or nine years he
He (Mr. /MacBain) had never received eMr. MacBain) had opposed every Land
any favour from any civil servant, neither Bill which had been introduced, believing
had he suffered any ind.ignity. Hehad that they were all mischievous, and that
always looked upon the. civil ser.vants as the result of their operation would be to
y
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inflict a severe Injury upon the public
estate, by alienating from the Crown the
best lands at a ruinous price. He believed
that the present Land Act would be mischievous in its results. He was glad to
hear the Minister of Lands state the other
evening that there were 250 bond fide
selectors of land in the district of Camperdown; but he was quite certain that
only a trifling per-centage of applicants
for agricultural land were able to obtain
homesteads for themselves. (Mr. Grantee Why P")
Because the law prevented
them. He thought that auction was a
far more equitable and just system t9an
offering lands for selection by ballot.
The Chief Secretary had stated outside
the House on a jovial occasion that all
classes were pleased with the working of
the Land Act. But he (Mr. MacBain)
was quite satisfied that the measure was
inequitable and unjust, and that although
£160,000 per annum more might be
obtained by coercive measures, it was at
the cost of the morality of the people, and
the deprivation of the public estate of its
best lands. With regard to the Tariff, he
had always opposed it because of its inequalities and injustice. It was neither
free trade nor protection. It was a
miserable compromise-a compromise unworthy of the honorable gentlemen now
occupying the Treasury, benches. If
they were to have a protective Tariff
at all, it should be a Tariff that would
protect all the working classes in the
colony against foreign competition. Rather
than the present Tariff he would have a
moderate protective tariff which would
impose an ad valorem duty on every article
of foreign importation. The AttorneyGeneral. on a recent occasion, stated that
he was perfectly unconscious of a political
crisis having occurred within the last
twelve months;. and he threatened the
Opposition that a crisis might shortly
come, the severity of which would astound
them. He (Mr. MacBain) considered a
threat of this kind very serious and o~jec
tionable ; and he warned the AttorneyGeneral that such a crisis might be the
means of depriving the honorable and
learned gentleman and his colleagues
of their seats. He objected to these
allusions, also, because of the unwarrantable attack which had been made
upon the privileges of the Legislative
Council. Throughout the whole of the
last twelve months the dominant party in
the Assembly had sought to override the
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entire privileges of the other branch of
the Legislature. 'The ~Jinistry assumed
that the Council would reject the Tariff,
and on that assumption kept back the
Tariff from the commencement of last year
until July, and then sent it up, tacked
-contrary to all parliamentary usage and
precedent-to the .Appropriation B~ll.
What had the other branch of the LegISlature done that it should be visited by so
many threats and so much coercion? There
was not a single liberal measure calculated
to be of advantage to the country which
they were not ready to pass. The 'Land
Bill which, according to the Minister of
Lands, was to sweep away all the ills to
which mortals had hitherto been subject,
was readily assented to by the other
chamber. He considered the members of
the Upper House were perfectly justified
in withstanding the attacks which had
been made upon their privileges; and he
submitted that the Ministry acted an ungenerous and undignified part in seeking
to torture out of the U ppel' House a
measure which was altogether opposed to
the convictions of that body.
Mr. LONGMORE thought the discussions which had taken place in the House
had clearly shown that the present crisis
had been brought about by the action of
another body. If the power for which
the House had been contending-that of
dealing exclusively with money BilIswere not exercised, a seat in the popular
branch of the Legislature would not be
worth having. Honorable members would
then simply have to register the acts of men
whorepresented property almost solely, and
who desired to have the people of the colony
altogether under their control. But he could
not conceive that any Legislative Assembly
would give up the right of taxing the
people. The last speaker had referred to
what he called a threat by the AttorneyGeneral, that there might be a crisis which
would affect the colony very seriously.
What the Attorney-General stated was,
that up to the present time there had not
been an appreciable crisis, but that, if the
Supply Bill did not pass the other branch
of the Legislature, there would be a crisis
which would be felt. And how could
such a statement have any effect upon the
votes in another branch of the Legislature?
So far as the Assembly was concerned, he
thought it a very valua?le point gained
that the other House (lId throw out the
Tariff, although he felt that the effect of
that proceeding would be felt severely by
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a great many of the laboring class Many.
of the civil servants, who'were receiving,
say from £80 to £200 per yea.r, had
nothing to spare to lay by for a crisis like
this, and they would eventually be sufferers
to a very large extent. If the fragment of
a minority in the Assembly-the remains
of the once powerful majority of 1862were so anxious that the other' House
should deal wit.h money matters, let
advantage be taken of the present opportunity. Let it be seen how they would
tide over the crisis? How many illegal
acts they would be compelled to do?and how the country would prosper
under the hands of the ot.her branch of
the Legislature? Any unbiassed person,
who read the result of the conference between the two Houses last session, must admit that the other chamber
then put forward pretensions to which it
had no right according to imperial precedents. If honorable members of the
Opposition thought they could act on the
principle "divide and conquer"-if they
thought they could manage to break up
the present majority, they were never more
mistaken in their lives. He did not see
why a large majority should concede to a
small minority the privilege they asked of
forming a Ministry, and taking the government of the country into their own
handEl, when there were almost three to one
against the proceeding. He could not
conceive what responsible government was
coming to if they were to have representation of minorities alone, and no representation whatever of majorities. Were
the opinions of the majority to be of no
value at all, simply because they were a
numerical majority? The last speaker
had stated that certain settlers were unable to get land under the present Act.
This might be so. But when had people
the same opportunity of acquiring land
that they had under this Act? Never.
Although the people might not get land
so fast as he desired, the present Land
Act was a great advance on any legislative
enactment which had ever dealt with the
lands of the colony before. A.ccording to
the honorable member forthe Wimmera, all
the lands of the colony should be sold by
auction, because the present system was
calculated to interfere with the morality
of the people. He (Mr. Longmore) did
not see how morality would suffer by a
man going into a room and putting a
ticket into a box. According to the book
which they all reverenced, lot was the
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fairest means of deciding anything; it was
the system adopted by the ancients for
determining every difficulty. He presumed it would not be said that that book
taught immorality. If they were to return to sale by auction the reEmlt would
be similar to the state of things in Great
Britain, where out of a population of
30,000,000 only 240,000 were landed proprietors.
Mr. MACBAIN.-We have sale by
auction now.
Mr. LONGMORE admitted that town
and suburban lands were sold by auction,
and that 200,000 acres of country lands
might be disposed of in the same way
every year. But it had not been done
during the past year; whereas formerly
from 800,000 to 1,0()0,000 acres were sold
by auction per annum, and this land, in
nine cases out of every ten, went into the
hands of large capitalists. If the honorable member for the Wimmera took up
the file for 1853 and 1854 of the newspaper which he now swore by, he would
find constant complaints with reference to
land sharks taking up land, and driving
the people out of the colony. That was
under a system of sale by auction, and
the sort of Government which the honorable member would like to see in power.
The honorable member had also stated
that if the present Tariff-which he called
a hybrid between protection and free
trade-were given up, he should be happy
to assist the protectionists in bringing in
a purely protective tariff. But he (Mr.
Longmore) always looked with suspicion
upon a man who gave up his principles in
any shape or form-upon a man who
declared him~elf a free trader, and who
yet would give up his principles in order
to divide the majority of the House. The
,honorable member seemed thoroughly to
understand the principle, "Divide and
conquer," though he went very clumsily
to carry it out. The honorable member
had complained of the coercive system
used towards the other branch of the
Legislature, and had asserted that that
House had always been ready to pass
liberal measures. But ten years passed
by before a Land Bil! suitable for the
country could be carried, simply because
of the obstructions offered to legislation
by men for their own private purposes.
The present Land Act was passed under
coercion. The Tariff was kept back until
the Upper House passed the Land Bill.
Did the honorable member recollect a
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humble individual placing on the notice abolition of the export duty on gold; he
paper a proposition which would, have , was also in favor of the Tariff being passed
had the effect of settling people on the · under present circumstances; and if these
lands more quickly than they, could things were guaranteed by the Legislative
be settled by the present Act;· and Council, what more did honorable'memdid he recollect an honorable member bers require? Were honorable members
in another place screeching out that they , contending for principles, or were they
had better take the Bill lest they should merely contending for a shadow? Now
have something worse. Members of the that the Council had conceded so muchUpper Housa haa watched over the in- now that they had promised to pass these
terests of their own dass very carefully. measures into law~the least the Assembly
Certainly they had not studied the general could do was to meet the Council in a fair
interests of the colony. And having spirit and make some concessions. But
taken the present crisis on their backs, · if the motion of the honorable member
they did not deserve any consideration for East Bourke Boroughs were adopted,
from members of the Assembly. The not only would the passage of these
Council had treated the Assembly with measures be prevented, but a stop would
no courtesy-at least he had seen none- be put to the constitutional government
and if the Council obtained from, the · of the country. To pass the motion would
Assembly just what they were entitled to be to commit ,an act of political suicide.
by law, they would receive all that, they What was to come next? What good
had a right to ask or expect. The Council would there be in having a Parliament at
objected to the tariff .last year because it all? It would be much better for honorwas tacked to the Appropriation Bill; able members to accept the conditions
they objected to it a second time because embodied in the amendment. However
it contained a, certain clause which they hard it might be to concede a little, it
did not like; and they objected to it now should be remembered that the Council
because they did not approve of the had conceded tenfold in .order 1;0 meet the
preamble, and the provision for the repeal· views of the House. He had nev~r been
of the gold duty. It was his belief that an advocate of the Council, but he would
if the Tariff were separated, and given item gladly accept this compromise in order
by item to' the Council, they would still that the working classes might ,be relieved
object. They were determined not to pass from the depression under which they
the Tariff, and certainly they had no reason were now suffering, that the public works
whatever now to complain, inasmuch as might be proceeded with, that the civil
they had the opportunity, if able, to servants migh~ be paid, that .harmony
create a Ministry out of the ragged reI)1ains might be restored between the chamof a formerly powerful party in this House. bers, and last, though not least, that
Let them form a Ministry as free traders the public credit might be established
-not as protectionists disposed to give both at home and abroad. Did honorable
more protection than the present Ministry. members wish, by their present conduct,
He should be prepared to meet them, and, to' prove beyond a doubt to the opponents
if beaten in a fair fight, he should be of manhood suffrage, that the liberties
willing to yield.
given to the people of this country were
Mr. MoLELLAN proposed the follow- a bane instead ora blessing? .If that was
their desire, they would pass the motion.
ing amepdment :"That inasmuch as the Legislative Council But he would remind them that, in adopthas expressed its willingness to give its assent ing the amendment, they. would not
to the abolition of the export duty on gold, and
to the Tariff, if' sent up separately, it is desirable, forego any of their rights and privilege8~
viewing the circumstances of the colony, ,th'e They would have the same power of
injury done to the public Gredit, the long and coercing the Council that they had before;
continued inconvenience to the public servants, and if they had a ,Government prepared to
the stoppage of public works, and the consequent
inj nry to all branches of trade arising from the set about the work, they would be able to
differences between the twq Houses, that the cum pel the Council to reform itself. The
above measures be sent up separa~ely."
latter was the work about which they
In proposing this amendment, Mr. should have set, instead of passing a
mongrel tariff, which would be a source
Mc~ellan said he was acting in accordance with the views which he had held of dissatisfaction to no one more than the
on the subject ever since the present gentlemen who now supported it. The
difficulty _a!O,se. He was ~ .favor of the questions embodied in the amendment
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were altogether of secondary importance Supply Bill were quite opposed to anyto the grea~ question of th,e refo~m of ~he tbing .laid down in the r.esolutions. The
Council j but that was a questIOn whICh following was the amendment adopted by
the Government had no desire to 'face. , the Legislative Council on the occasion : He 'regarded the present debate, as'a/arce. , " That, as this Bill purports to repeal all exThe' honorable member for East Bourke , isting laws relative to duties of Customs, and to
merely temporary provisions in their stead,
Borough,s did not know the' consequences enact
and thus imperils the ,Civil List granted to Her
that would probably en~ue to the, colony Majesty by the Constitution Act; and morefrom the adop'tion of his, motio~. In con- , over deals with the gold duty, which,though
clusion, Mr. McLellan expressed the hope collected at theCustom-hollse, ,is substantially
a part of the territorial and hereditary revenue
that the pres~nt degra4ing struggle w<;mld of
the Crown, and foreign to a Bill of Aid or
be brought to a speedy conclusion~
Supply, and has always been separated thereMr. o.'GRADY seconded .. the amend-' from in legislatio'n ; an<;l as the preamble of'the
Bill ,is without precedent in 'this colony, and
ment.
Mr. SNODGRASS suggested' that 'it implies that the constitutional disability of this
, House to originate or alter Bills for imposing a
would be well to consider the circum- duty or return is not the only difference between
stances under which' the motion was , the powers of the two Houses in regard to such
brought: forward. He considered the, Bill~, the said Bill be rejected,",
,position of the MinistrYl with, regard to, This was the amendment moved by l\ir.
that motion, to pe, very equivocal. " They F(311ows, who, at the same time, said, as
were told the previous night that it W;1S did other honorable m,embers, that if the
absolutely necessary for the resolutions to matters in the Bill were sent up separately,
be carried; in the event of a new Govern- and if the temporary character of the meament hei'ng formed. But in what way. , sure ,wer~ removed, ,and the preamble
did the, honorable gentlemen, who had modified, the Council would accept both
appar~ntly resigned their position as Min- : the Tariff and the repeal of the gold duty.
isters, contemplate that the resolutions , The amendment would meet, these wishes,
should bind their successors? It had and the Council would then be bound to
also been said that the motion had been , carry out the intention already expressed.
framed altoget~er, independent 'of' th~ If the House, acted. wis~ly, it would, not
Gov~rnment, and, that the' Government
adopt' the resolutions. No honorable
did not' recognise it, in any shape or form. member who contemplated theit: 'effect
But: he kJ;lew that the ~otion, was certainly' could ' sanction them. Honorable memnot franied by the )lonOi'able m~mber who , bers, he knew, however, attended' caucus
brought it, forward.' That:, honorable : meetings, where threats were made use of
member appeared to be'merely'the t()ol 'of to induce them to adopt the resolutions
the Government and certain gentlemen submitted. It was right, therefor~, that the
who concocted the motion. (" Prove .it."), country should ,knowhow' ,this matter
He would ask whether it was usual' for stood-that the r,ights and privileges of
a G,overnment, on ten~ering their 'resig- the lIouse' were in no way invaded or
nation, . toleav~ entirely to chance threatened j and t,hat it was evident, from
the ',mo~e by which their successors the addresses of the honorable member
should proceed with the aft'airsof the for Bailarat W ~st and other members,
country'. A pre~eden~ could not be found that there was an intention of introducing
in the' colonies for such a course as that & reign of terror over. the civil service.
which' the Government had ad'opted. It The amendment was sensible' and reasonwas ti,$ual, at all events, for' the outgoing able, and would ter~in'ate the crisis at
Ministry to provide for the payments once. The 'Tariff would become law~ and
connected with the civil service. The the gold duty would be remitted j in: fact,
Ministry h~4 a ba~ance to their credit when all that the House had contended for
they, .cam~ into office, and why should would be obtained without ~he~ slig~test
they seek to ha~per, their,' successors? difficulty.
'
,
,
In considering the re'solutions "submitted , Mr. BUNNY stated that the reso~
by t.he' honorable member for East lutions wer~. objectionable on two serious
Bour~e Borough~, t~e first ques~ion tha~ grounds. In the first place, they were not
arose was, whether they actually conveyed: based ~n a true representation of facts,
the truth.,' l;Ie t~o~ it' for gt:apt~4 that it and in the second, they were derogatory
must. ~ave ~ee~, kf!ow Il , to the, g~nt1eme~, ,to the dignity of a deliberative assembly.
conce,rned, tha~ the reasons assigned: by: ,The opening statemen:t, concerning" the
the Legislative Council for rejecting the rejection for 'the third time of the Tariff,"
I
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implied, of course, that the rejection was
by the Legislative Council, and that it was
a thrice-repeated rejection of the Tariff
pure and simple, unencumbered by any
matters of constitutional law. This he
deemed to be a sug,qestio falsi. So far
from the Legislative Council having thrice
rejected the Tariff, it had shown the
utmost willingness to pass it in a pure
and unadulterated form. Every time of
its rejection, the Tariff was accompanied by
some offensive matter, and the Council,
not having the power of amendment, was
compelled to throw it out, because of this
union. In the first instance the Tariff
was sent up with the Appropriation Bill,
with the express purpose of coercing the
Council; so that upon that occasion it
was not rejected upon its merits. The
second time, though the Tariff was separate
from the Appropriation Bill, the intention
of coercion was carried out by an offensive
preamble, asserting rights and privileges
which existed only in the imagination of
the Attorney-General and his colleagues,
and one of which-,-namely, the levying of
duties bv virtue of the resolutions of the
House-':had been emphatically denied by
the highe.st law court in the colony.
Moreover, there was included in the Bill
a tyrannical and odious provision unknown
to the English law, depriving suitors of
their judgments. Was it a matter of
surprise, therefore, that the Bill was rejected-and rejected, not because duties
were to be imposed on fustian goods
instead of tea and sugar, but because the
measure contained in its head an offence,
and in its tail a sting? A.nd then, was the
Tariff sent up in its pure native simplicity.
the third time? On the contrary, it still
remained an instrument of tyranny. It
was still sent up in an unconstitutional
form, and its last clause, which rendered
the measure temporary in its character,
created dangers which were fully pointed
out in that Chamber at the proper time.
The Council also showed good and sufficient reason why the gold duty, which
was included in the Bill, should not be
mixed with matters appertaining to free
trade and protection. Moreover, though
p:1uch of the offensive portion of the
pream ble was omitted, yet, to show the
prevailing animus on the other side, just
two silly words, the words" so granted,"
were retained. To him the preamble appeared innocent enough; but the Council,
"judging from the acts and statements of
the Assembly, believed that there was
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something covert in it, some secret
assertion of' privilege. These were the
reasons which influenced the Council in
dealing with the measure the third time;
so that not on one occasion could the Tariff
itself be said to have been brought before
or rejected by 'the Council. The House
would stigmatise itself by placing so false
a statement on its archives as that which
the-resolution contained. Again, the assertion, "that the rejection of the Tariff exhibits a total disregard of the opinions
and wishes of the people of this colony, as
expressed at the last general election,"
was another misrepresentation. The action
taken by Ministers themselves afforded,
perhaps, the best illustration of how the
question was put to the constituencies.
Did the Minister of Lands put forward
the Tariff? (Mr. Grant-" Yes, I did.")
No. the honorable member relied upon his
administration of the Land A.ct, and the
supposed success of that measure, though
the hOllorable gentleman had since stated
in the House that sufficient time had not
elapsed to enable a judgment to be formed
as to the working of the Act. Then the
Attorney-General, did he put this question
before his constituents? If so, the honorable gentleman had contradicted himself,
for he had declared in the House that it
was the constitutional question, the levying of duties, the borrowing of money,
and the absence of an Appropriation Bill,
which had won him the support of his
high and mighty market gardeners. The
Tariff, pure and simple, was only put before the constituency by Mr. Wilberforce
Stephens.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM denied the correctness of the honorable mem ber's state,
ment. He did not ask the approval of
his constituents to any commercial policy,
but he put it to them, as the main issue,
that this Tariff, whether it contained a
wise or an unwise commercial policy, was
identified with the right of the Legislative
Assembly to an absolute control of
taxation.
Mr. BUNNY submitted, then, that the
Tariff was never before the Brighton
electors, in its pure and native simplicity,
as the resolution would lead them to suppose. The Chief Secretary put two
points before his constituents: the one, as
to whether the Council or the Assembly
should have the sole control of taxation
(though, in passing, he might remark that
the Council had never arrogated such a
claim); and the second, as to the reform
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of the Upper House. Not a word about
the Tariff itself was mentioned in the
honorable gentleman's address. Next he
would take the Treasurer. Instead of the
Tariff being the issue at Williamstown,
did not Mr. Murray Smith advocate free
trade, and Mr. Verdon protection, in their
great public discussions? (Mr. Verdon"No.") At any rate, he remembered
reading that the honorable gentleman expressed his regret that three of his colleagues were free traders.
Mr .. VERDON.-I never made such
an observation.
Mr. BUNNY contended, at all events,
that the Tariff was not submitted to the
electors of Williamstown.
Mr. VERDON.-And I say it was, by
me.
Mr. BUNNY said, the only minister
by whom the Tariff was really submitted
to a constituency, was the Minister of
Justice, and the result was, that the honorable gentleman was lett at the bottom
of the poll. (Mr. Sullivan-"Through the
money of the Free Trade League.") Well,
if people spent money, of course they
spent it in backing their opinions. He
maintained, from the instances he had
given, that the Tariff was not the expressed will of the people, and that to
adopt a resolution, based upon the assertion that it was, would be derogatory to
the character of the Assembly. If honorable members really desired to defend
their privileges, let them come forward
now and prevent the House pledging
itself to a particular course for a term of
three years. King David, on his deathbed, ordered the execution of those he
had promised to spare; Hannibal's father
swore his son to eternal enmity against
the Romans; and the despots of Russia
regulated the policy of their successors;
but were the members of a deliberative
assembly to bind and shackle that Assembly, by declaring that it would admit
of no other policy than one for three
years to come. To do so would be to
imitate some monomaniacal miser, who,
not being able to carry his pelf to another
world, left some ridiculous provision in his
will to limit its enjoyment in this. Not
content with there being no Appropriation
Act, another impediment was to be thrown
in the way of the government of the
country, by the House declaring itself
hostile to any measure not sanctioned by
the present Ministry. This was nothing
else than a betrayal of the rights of the
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people, a treachery to the laws of the
country. The amendment met the
difficulty. The Assembly had made concessions, but not in a conciliatory spirit.
The Council was prepared to make substantial con,~essions. It would accept the
Tariff, and it would consent to the repeal
of the gold duty, though it was opposed to
both. Let this offer be accepted.
:Mr. VALE rose to make an explanation regarding his statement of the price
of Victorian debentures in the Loudon
market. Instead of the price being as
quoted in the Argus, by accident or otherwise, he found that the closing price, when
the mail left, was £105 to £106.
l\1r. GRANT. - According to the
statements of the honorable member for
St. Kilda, the Legislative Council would
pass the Tariff' Bill were the offensive
matter removed. The whole discullsion
turns upon what is the offensive matter in
the resolutions before the House; and
I think that it will be found, on inquiry,
that it is the assertion that the rights
and privileges of the House are identified
with the Tariff. This being the case,
it is a most extraordinary circumstance
that, the last time the Supply Bill was
before the House, the honorable member for St. Kilda should congratulate the
Government on. having expunged the objectionable matter from the preamble, and
on thus returning to a constitutional
course. I would not have replied
to the honorable mem ber but for
his three assertions.
The first, that
the statement contained in the resolution, that the Tariff was three times
rejected, is not in accordance with fact.
But will any honorable member say that,
both in substance and in letter, the Tariff
was not thrice sent up and thrice rejected?
The second assertion which the honorable member ventured on, was that the
Tariff was never put to the country. That
also is totally unwarranted. The Tariff
was put to the country on three grounds:
first, that it was twice approved of by the
Legislative Assembly; secondly, that it
was suitable to the circumstances of the
country; and thirdly, that with it were
identified those privileges which the honorable member considers offensive and
unconstitutional. No honorable member
of any candour will say that the country
was misled by the address of the Chief
Secretary. Why, it is unheard of, and
indeed unconstitutional, that months before a Tariff is to come into operation, its
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exact details shoQ-ld be published to the the principle involved, and I cannot too
world, as was done in .this instance. Too highly honor the protectionist party in the
much opportunity would be given to specil- House for refusing, as they have done, to
lators to injure, the revenue, as indeed sell their birthright for the mess of tempt-,
the revenue. has been already injured here. 'ing pottage offered to them. We have
Let the honorable' member give a single heard that the American slaves are better
instance in which such a course was taken fed than, the agricultural population' of
as this Government have been compelled , England; but would' the latter change.
to take. In every other instan.ceijothing places? No, liberty'first, and prosperity
has been known of the new duties until or adversity, as God may send it, afterthey have been enforced. Another as- wards. The real question has been, either
sertion was, that none of the Ministers accidentally or de&ignedly, 10lSt sight of by
put this grave question of the Tariff to the preceding speaker'. Legalgentlemen
their constituents, and ~hat, in, par- come here and argue the question as'
ticular, T did not. As far as I am though it were merely a dry poiut of law.
concerned, the honorable gentleman can (¥r. Bunny.....:.." Hear, hear.") So itisj but
scarcely have read my speech at Tarnagulla. I will show the honorable.gentleman that it
The principal' portion of that speech is also something more. The honorable
was occupied with this very question. I gentleman triumphantly says, that the
absolutely read the resolutions of the law is to be found within the four corners
House on the subject, as the one great of the Constitution Act. Does he imapoint on which the constituencies had to gine that honorabie members o'pposite him
are such arrant fool~' as to'deny that, acsay" yea" or "nay." I said"The Legislative Assembly have contended. : cording to ,the Act,' the Council has', t4e
that they possess precisely the same privileges
dry legal power of rejection. Why, a
as the House of Commons do in England. They , child would tell the honorable gentleman
assert this, that our institutions are modelled, as
that. But there is a higher right -than
nearly as can be, on the institutions of the fatherland. Our opponents say' that, so far as the that, and that 'is the constitutional
Legislati ve Council is concerned, it is no sue}l right to exercise that· legal right ..
thing." .
The realm -'does not consist of two chamWe]], the honorable member has said the bers, but of three powers~theKing;
self-same thing. He says, that the Legis- 'Lords, and QODlmons-each of whom
lative Council has co-ordinate powers with possesses, the dry legal right of veto.
this House in fiscal matters; The honor-' The Governor and the Executive have the
able member for Kilmore says,' also, that same 'right as the Council; but would any
the Council is modelled after the' Senate honorable member.' say that it would be
of America. After the' passage I' have constitutional for the Crown to exercise
quoted, I read my constituents the that right?' There is something beyond
resol~ltions of this House on the subject
mere legality. 'Not a single revolution
I thmk, then, that I may safely. leave but has been caused by small-minded
this assertion, that the ~rariff was not people sticking to the letter of legal
put to the country, to the candour of 'rights. Some honorable members conhonorl~ble. members.
The question was tend that the institutions of the colony
not, and could not be put as one of' free , are not modelled after the English constitrade against protection. These terms, are tution at all. I, have seen it stated that
relative, and ~ot exact.' Can the honor- ~he Legislature consists of t~-o Houses of
able member, with all his wisdo~, 'define , Commons j but who ever hea'I'd of two
them? .' If the Ministry had declared Houses of Commons? It is a sound rule,
themselves protectionists, our opponents that when' an' Act· puts 'a construction
would at once have said, " Call this a pro- upon ~tself, t~at is the constructiOJi which
tective Tariff! why, it is free trade j'" and if must. be adopted; TheIi, what does our
we had de<;.lared ourselves free traders, the constitution say ? Does it say that the
cry would have been" Call this free trade! Legislature is' to resemble two' Houses
why, it is protection.~' This was done in of Commons? Nothing of the sort. ' The
1864, when it was broadly alleged, "Here 34th clause, which seems to have escaped
is protection brought in by a free trade all observatio:o., after providing for the
Ministry under ·the cry of revision of the framing of standing orders,' goes on to
Tariff." The question is a far higher one say, "Until such standing orders shall
than this. -It is of- as much impQrta~ce have been adopted, resort shall' be' had to
to free traders as to protectionists to assert the rules, forms, and usages," not of the
i
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House of Commons, but'" of the Imperial
Parliament of Great Britain and Ireland."
Does not that point to a distinct interpretation? Does not the Assembly adopt
the forms of the House of Commons, and
does not the Council, as far as possible,
ape the forms of the House of Lords ?
Moreover, in, the very first of the standing
orders of the Legislative Council, it is
declared"That in all cases not hereinafter provided
for, resort shall be had to the rules, forms,
usages, and practice of the Imperial Parliament
of Great Britain and Ireland, which shall be
followed so far as the same are applicable to the
proceedings of this Council."

Here again the standard is the Imperial
Parliament, and not the House of Commons. These arguments appear to me to
be conclusive. There is no escape from
the position assumed by the Ministry and
the House, that, to all intents and purposes, the Assembly possesses the rights
and privileges of the House of Commons.
This much was affirmed by the Privy
Council-the highest court in the realm
-in the action, "Dill v. Murphy," in
which it was contended that the status of
the Assembly was merely that of a Common Council, and its standing orders-as
the honorable member for East Melbourne
even now describes them-merely bye-laws.
The' highest tribunal in England has
decided that we possess the privileges of
the House of Commons. There is another
argument put forward by the' Opposition,
which appears to be taken with very little
thought or consideration. They say that
here there is a written constitution, but
in England there is an unwrit'ten constitution. If I come to analyse the distinction, what, after all, is the difference
between a written and an unwritten' constitution? What is the unwritten constitution of England? Where is it? Is
it floating. about in men's minds,? 'It is
as rrlUch reduced to writing' as the constitution of this colony. It is ,a perfeCt
farce, in my opinion, to draw any distinction between what is written within the
four corners, of an Act of Parliament, and
what is written, in the case' of corr:mon
law, in reports, and, in the case of the law
of the House of Commons, in May' 8 Parliamentary Practice. Supposing that were
not so, I say that the right which the
House of Commons possesses of defining
its privileges belongs to this Assembly
uneler the Constitution Act, in the same
way in which the House of ComnlOns
have~ the . right' to' define their privileges
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under the, journals of the House. We
have precisely the privileges of the House
of Commons. Our constitution, I think,
must now be admitted to have, to some
extent, if not altogeth~r, broken down:
This is a crisis-I believe, the gravest that
has arisen, or is likely to arise, in the
history of English institutions out of
England. I belieVe that nothing has occurred equal to it since the American war.
The principle at the bottom of that war
was precisely the'principle which is at the
bottom of this crisis, and for which we are
now contending." What is it? Simply,
that taxation shall be founded, on representation--that the people shall be
governed by the people. It appears
to me that the constitution has broken
down. Let TIle tell honorable members
that many inside the House, and many
outside, who have studied the constitution,
have for 'years foreseen such a result. I
recollect myself that, when the constitution was inaugurated, one of the
greatest men that the soilof Australia has
produced; both as a scholaI: and as a statesman-I mean Mr. Wentworth-pronounced that it would be an utter failure.
He was perfectly read in all constitutional
history; and every thoughtful man who
has given any attention to the subject has
pronounced that it is 'a constitution in
itself essentially revolutionary, essentially
unworkable with our notion of what
the English constitution should be, and
that SOoner or later such a crisis would
occur. :Let us look an instant at what
such a constitution is. In England all
the powers are r~sponsible to the people.
It is true that the Sovereign is not personally amenable. She can do nothing
without her Ministers. Her Ministers
are'res·ponsible to the House of Commons,
and the House of Commons are responsible to the people. The House of Lords,
if it· took such a course of action as the
Legislative Council has done here during
the last twelve months, would have been
swept out of existence; or practically so,
by being swamped. So that every power
. in England is responsible to the people.
Here we have the extraordinary anomaly
that, while we are living under' a limite4
constitutional monarchy, we have a power
utterly' above the Sovereign and the
people. (Mr. Levey -" They are re"!
sponsible to ,their constituents~") I say
boldly. th~t w~ have a pow~r ahove the
people-an oligarchy, the worst of' all
Governments. . ,A despotism is infinitely
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to be preferred to an oligarchy, away
from any liability-perfectly irresponsible.
I say that, sooner or later, the people must
submit their necks to this oligarchy, or else
it must be swept away. Where shall we
find such a constitution anywhere? Let
us turn to the United States, and see how
far her institutions resemble our own.
Not in the slightest degree. Her institutions are neither monarchical nor republican; I believe that the people of the United
States have a constitution which suits
them; though I prefer living under a
limited monarchy. But how does our
constitution differ from that of the United
States? They have no such thing as
responsible· government in the United
States. There is no such thing in any of
the states. The chief of the state is
elected for four years, and his advisers
must not be in either House of Legislature.
The House of Representatives having the
power to initiate all money bills, also
appoints a finance committee, but the
government is not in the slightest degree
affected by any tariff, or in any way re,sponsible if the tariff is rejected. What
on earth is the analogy between our constitution and the constitution of our
fatherland, or of our cousins in America?
I say that ours is a hybrid constitution.
The history of the world has been written
in vain for us if we could not see that such
a result as has taken place would occur.
Instead of modelling our constitution after
the fatherland-making the Crown responsible to the people-the f'rnmers of it have
partly taken the model of the senate of an
American State, and attempted to adopt
republican institutions in a monarchical
country. Even then they have fallen far
short of the constitution of the senate, for
the members of a senate in the United
States are only elected for six years, and
one-third retire every two years. As to
the argument of the honorable member
for Normanby, that the Legislative
Council is a representative institution,
I will ask of what that House is the
representative? Of an insignificant fraction of the community, who are supposed
to represent property. I deny that the
Council is the exclusive representative of
the property of the eountry. I say that
this House represents the whole of the
property as well as the manhood of the
country. There are seventy-eight members of the Legislative Assembly; and
supposing that we were elected, like the
members of the Upper House, 'for a term
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of ten yearSl, with only one-sixth retiring
every two years, I ask if any man .in ~is
senses would call us a representatIve Institution P It is a misuse of terms to call
such an institution as the Legislative
Council a representative institution. It
may be representative in name, but it is
so in name only. It is no more a representative institution than the House of
Lords is. I say that it is not a representative institution; and that it should be
entitled to the same rights and privileges
as this House, in determining the taxation
of the people, is what no man of average
reading and common sense could for an
instant admit. I hope that honorable
members will approach this subject in a
wise, calm, deliberative frame of mind.
I feel the gravity of this crisis; and I
honestly confess that I do not see the end
of it. I admit that it is a somewhat unusual step that Ministers should receive
a vote of this House in this form; but
this is the first occasion in our history in
which the Upper House has not only
attempted to dictate the policy of' the
country, but also to impose a ministry on
the majority of this House. It appears
to me that those who advocate the claims
and privileges of the Council are traitors
to the liberties of this House and the
privileges and liberties of the people. I
am very sorry for the amount of inconvenience and suffering which will be e~tailed
upon the civil servants, who have in many
cases been underpaid, and upon all those
who have dealings with them commercially;
but liberty was never attained in this
world without suffering. I hope that,
whatever be the result-even death itself
-we shall hold firm to the principle that
the people have a right to govern themsel ves, that taxation is the basis of representation, and that the representatives of
the people have the sole right to control
taxation. Possibly, one or two silly individuals may be led away by the representations of members on the other side; but
I know my friends too well to think that
they will, for an instant, ('.ountenance a
Ministry sent into this House to subvert
the· liberties of the people. I am perfectly satisfied as to the stand which the
people will take. I hope that, in this
southern clime, we are not degenerate
sons of our forefathers, but that we are
worthy descendants of those martyrs and
heroes who gave their lives in defence of
liberty and religion.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that, while in
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many respects the speech of the Minister
of Lands was a very able one, a large
portion of it had no bearing whatever
upon the real question before the House.
It appeared to. him that the speech of the
honorable member was directed to show
that the constitution of the colony was
very faulty, and ought to be altered.
The honorable member's remarks went to
show that, in his opinion-·an opinion
which apparently be had entertained for a
number of years-not only was the constitution faulty, but· that from the first it
had been apparent that, somehow or
other, the two Chambers would come to a
dead-lock. He could not understand
how the honorable member, believing the
fault to lie in the nature of the Constitution Act under which they lived, could
abuse members of the Opposition for contending that the Constitution Act ought
to be maintained in its integrity until it
was altered. He (Mr. Gillies) admitted
that in many respects the Constitution
Act was faulty, and he should be ready
to render his assistance in having it
altered and amended; but until it was
altered, it was the duty of honorable
members to administer it in the letter and
in the spirit in which it was framed. He
would draw the attention of the Government to the fact that the resolutions
which the Assembly adopted last session,
and which embodied the claims which the
Assembly set up at the commencement of
the constitutional difficulty, acknowledged
that the right to reject money Bills was
vested in the Council. (Mr.Higinbotham"The legal right.") Constitutional history showed that the House of Lords had
not only the dry legal right to reject
money Bills, but the constitutional right
also; and it had on several occasions exercised that right. The resolution of the
Assembly to which he referred, stated
that the Assembly" regarded with peculiar jealousy the rejection by the Legislative Council of Bills for the appropriat.ion
of revenue or imposition of taxes." This
resolution admitted the right of the
Council to reject such Bills, but the way
in which the Tariff had invariably been
Bent up to' the Council assumed for the
Assembly an exclusive control over the
finances of the country. The Council had
rejected the Tariff, not because ef its nature, or because they desired to dictate to
the people, or the majority of the Assembly, what the financial policy of the
country should be, but because the mea-
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sure had been submitted to them in a
form which they considered infringed
upon their rights and privileges. l.'hat
was the reason why the Council rejected
the Tariff when it was sent up to them
tacked to the Appropriation Bill, and why
it had also been subsequently rejected.
The Attorney-General admitted that when
the Assembly separated the Tariff from
the Appropriation Bill they waived a portion of the rights and privileges for which
they had been contendin'g.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I said that
although we did not ~xercise the right of
uniting supply and appropriation, we did
not abandon it, but claimed the right to
exercise it at any future time.
Mr. GILLIES explained that he did
not use the word waive in the sense of
abandoning. He understood the Attorney-General's observations to mean, that
the House did not insist upon its rights,
although it did not abandon them. Well,
if the Government and the Assembly,
without abandoning any of the rights and
privileges for which they contended, could
send up the Tariff in a form which did not
insist upon all those rights and privileges,
could they not separate the gold duty from
the .Bill, and alter the preamble, without
abandoning any of their rights and privileges? This was a matter worthy ot' the
serious consideration of the Government,
for it waS very desirable that, if possible,
the crisis which was threatening, and of
which the Minister of Lands said he could
see no end, should be averted. If, practically, the difficulty could be got ov~r, it
was the duty of the Government and of
every honorable member to strive to accomplish· that object. The Legislative
Council had expressed their willingness
to adopt the policy contained in the Bill,
if the measure were submitted to them in
a shape which they conceived did not
infringe upon any of their rights and
privileges. They did not approve of the
Tariff, but they were willing to bow to
the general feeling of the country. If
the Council adopted the Tariff, would not
the Assembly gain a very substantial
victory? And if it could gain a substantial victory of that kind, surely it ought
not to quarrel with the Council merely as
to the interpretation of the Constitution
Act (which was admittedly a question of
great difficulty), and especially as they had
refused to join with the other House in
referring the question in dispute to the
decision of' the Privy Council. He de-
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sired to draw the attention of the House honorable member for Ballarat West had
to an extraordinary assertion in the minute claimed for the Opposition the credit of
addressed to His Excellency the Governor desiring to keep within the spirit, and the
by the Ohief Secretary. The assertion letter of the Constitution Act., He (Mr.
was not supported by a single proof, Balfour) 'apprehended that neither the
although it was of such a gross character Government nor their supporters wished
that some tangible reason ought to be ' to infringe, in any way,either the letter
given for it: ,It stigmatised the conduct or the spirit of the Act. All that they
of the members of the Oouncil as dis- said was, that the constitution had failed.
graceful, not only as representatives, but , It had failed in an essential particular,
as gentleman. He would read the por- inasmuch as the Government were unable
tion of the minute to which he referred:- to bring the force of public opinion to
"The' only conelusion which reconciles and bear upon another branch' of the Legisexplains the contradictory action of the Council lature. They did not intend to adopt
in this respect appears to your Excellency's any revolutionary course, or to do
advisers to be this-that, in reality, the
majority of the Couneil have been froll! the anything which would be an infringebeginning utterly indifferent as to the cnarac- m~nt of the constitution, in order to
ter of the Tariff; that their opposition bring that public opinion to bear; but
to it has only awkwardly masked a deeper they intended to take the on~y constitupolicy; that the deeper, policy aims at the re- tional course left in the present difficultysumption of the control of the Crown'lands of
a course which was taken by the House of
the colony, by means of the displacement of the
Commons-namely, to stop the supplies.
pres~nt Ministry, but that such policy cannot
be safely or prudently avowed in the present The honorable member for St. Kilda (Mr.
temper of the colony."
, . Bunny) had objected to the words of the
If this statement was true, the members motion whieh declared that the rejection
of the Oouncil occupied such a lamentably of the Tariff for the third time" exhibited
low position that their conduct could only a total disregard of the opinions and
be characterized as disgraceful. What wishes of the people," &c. The honorable
reason had the Government for ,~naking mem ber denied that the Tariff had been
such a statement? 'If they had any -rea- rejected three times, and afterwards exsons, they ought to state what they were. plained his, denial by stating that each
It was unwo,;thy of a Government to time that the Tariff hl;1d been sent up it
make such charges affecting the character had been accompanied by matter irrelevant
of mem bers of the Oouncil, not only as legis- or offensive. No one could deny that the
lators, but as men, unless they were pre- Tariff had been rejected three times, and
pared with the proofs. In the absence of any no one who had voted for it denied that
proof, the House was' bound to believe each time there had also been other matter
that the only ground o~ which the Council in conJunctio'n with'the 'rariff. The only
threw out the Tariff Bill was, that 'it was question whicll remained was, whether the
presented to them ill such a 'shape as to other matter was unusual or offensive, or
aim a gre,at blow at their privileges. They was it what the House deemed necessary.
were willing to pass the Tariff if it were In the first instance the Tariff was sent
sent up to, them freed from these objec- up in conjunction with the, Appropriation
tions. (Mr. Sullivan.-"The last clause.") Bill. The Assembly contended that they
He apprehended that there could be no had a perfect right to adopt that course,
principle of' policy in the Governm~nt and, as the Attorney-General had said,
insisting upon the last clause. There was they still claimed the right, and might
no reason why the Bill should not be 'exer:ciFle it in a case of emergency. The
made permanent, as the Assembly could objections to the Bill which had been sent
introduce a new financial measure when- up this session were, he understood, three
ever it thought fit to do so. The Council in num~e~ In the first place, it was obwere willing to adopt the financial policy jected that the duration of the measure
of the Tariff Bill, if it were presented to was limited." On that point he was satisthem in an unobjectionable form, and the fied with the legal opinion of the AttorGovernment were not justified in rushing ney-General, who said that he was not
the country into a crisis, of which no man ' prepared to advise the Governor to pass
could see the end, until they had given snch a Bill unless its duration was limited.
the Oouncil an opportunity of proving the ' Thenext objection was, that if the duration
of the Bill was limited to three years, and
bona fide nature of their professions.
Mr. BALFOUR observed that the the Assembly chose at the expiration of
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that time to send up a Tariff which was
obnoxious to the other House they would
~pe obliged to pass it. Why, that was the
.very ,thing for which the Assembly were
contending. They contended that the
Upper House ought to pass any
Tariff Bill.. which was sent .up to
.th~m. It was further objected that'
the A!!,sembly might be so careless of
the public interests as not to pas~
another Tariff Bill at the end of the three
years, ~nd ,at t~e expiration of that time
the country might be left without any
custom8 duties whatever. Was jt for the
Upper lIouse. to decide whether the
~ssembly would look after the financial
jnterests of the country or not ?, Were
not t~e interests of ,the country entrusted
by the .people to the care of the, mern bers
.of the Assembly? Another objection
which had been taken was, that the gold
export duty clause was contained in the
,Bill. Speaking for himself, he was perfectly satisfied with the arguments which
had been adduced to prove that the gold
export .duty was a tax and not a rent. [n
tJ1e first place, tlie Act that first imposed
the gold. duty distinctly called it a tax;
~~d in the next place, it was not collected
upon the ground from which the gold was
taken, but at the Custom House, when the
gold was exported. Even if it were rent,
the clause of the Constitution Act
which empowered the Assembly to initia,te ,financ~al matters, distinctly included
rents. The last. objection was to the
preamble. He c~mceived that the preamble attached to the Bill in the first
instan~e' was perfectly justifiable, as it was
simply an assertion of ~he rights of the
As~eIpb~y j put, while the House did not
,give up its rights, they were put forth in
such a mild and conciliatory manner in
the amended prea~ble, that he thought it
was the last point in the measure to which
the Upper House. should have objected.
I~ had been said that the Upper. House
proposed that the question in dispute between the two Houses should be referred
to the judicial comt;nittee of the Privy
Council jbut the Assembly had very.
properly met that suggestion by saying
that they were the guardians of their own
privileges and liberties, and would surrender them to none. An amendment had
been proposed to the motion of the honorable member for East Bourke Boroughs,
to the effect that the House should meet
the existing difficulty by sending up the
gold duty and the ~ariff as separate Bills.
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If they agreed to do so, what guarantee
had they that the Upper House would
pass the Bills. Had they said so? ("Yes,"
and" No") He thought that he had made
it clear to every apprehension that there
were thre~ great points upon which the
Upper House objected to the Bill.
Even if they had a guarantee that
the Upper House would pass the measures if they were sent up separately, he for one would not consent
to send them up separately. The Upper
House claimed, and had been claiming
for some time, the right not merely to
reject, but to alter Money Bills. (" No;"
"Yes.") In the address which the Coun.
cil adopted to the Governor, there was
virtually. a claim asserted to originate a
Money Bill, by stating what kind of taxation the country ought to have; and they
now told the Assembly. that if certain
alterations were made in the Tariff Bill
it might receive the consent and approval
of the Council. That was virtually a claim
to make alterations in the financial policy
of the country. The Council had not only
virtually claimed the right to originate
and alter Money Bills, but they had
a.ctually taken the unheard of step of
rejecting the whole financial policy of the
Gover:g.ment. If the Assembly gave way
just to. meet the claims of the Upper
House, that would be virtually an abandonment of the issues which were ap.
proved by the country at the last election,
and which honorable members were
elected to defend. There was only one
course open for them, It was a eourse
which he admitted was fraught with much
danger and evil to many. It was a course
which he felt to be r-el'Y responsible, but
he trusted that he and those members
who thought with him would not shirk
the responsibility. 'He looked forward to
a time of Ruffering and hardship, and he
would regret very much if that should be the
case; but if they sacrificed the privileges
of the House, they sacrificed the privileges
of the people; and if they sacrificed the
privileges o~ the people, even for the sake
of expediency, they would do it, not merely.
at their own cost, but at the cost of posterity-they would bind chains round
about themselves, and leave the fetters
upon their children.
'Mr. LEVEY observed that the burst
of eloquence with which the honorable
member for East Bourke closed his speech
had afforded him much pleasure; but he
thought that "binding chains about one's
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children" had as much to do with the
question before the House as Tenterden
Steeple had to do with the Godwin
Sands. The question was whether
honorable members should continue
their silly course of bearding the
Upper House-a course which could
be fi'aught only with the most disastrous consequences to the. country-or
whether they should accept the amendment proposed by the honorable member
for Ararat. The legal right of the Upper
House to reject a Bill of Supply was not
denied, but the majority of the Assembly
denied the Council's constitutional right
to do so. That being the case, while the
Upper House was asked to concede some
portion of its legal right, why should not
the Assembly make a step in the same
direction, arid concede some of its right?
When there were two Houses, each claiming different powers, was not a course of
concession much wiser than a course of
opposition? The Government wished the
House to pledge itself not to pass any
other Bill of Supply than that rejected by
the Council, and the result of that proceeding would be that the country would
pass through a period of unexampled
adversity and misery. And when all was
over, what would be gained? olf the
constitution of the country were defective, there was a proper and constitutional mode of amending it. Let the
Ministry bring down a Bill for modifying the powers of the Upper House, or
should they imagine there was no possibility of passing such a measure through
the two Houses, let them send the Bill to
the Imperial Parliament, together with a
report of the events which had transpired
in the colony during the last fifteen
months. He had no doubt that either in
the colony or the mother-coun try some
legislation could be devised to remedy the
present state of things. He objected to
the House, session after session, making
absurd and bumptious threats, and, session
after session, giving way. The House
was now asked to commit itself to
a course which could but result in
a dead lock that must continue until one
House gave way. From what he knew of
members of the Upper House they were
much less likely to give way than members
of the Assembly; and for the reason that
the latter were much more directly amenable to the people than members of the
Upper House. Members of the Assembly
would see with their own eyes the want
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of work, the misery, and the privation
which must necessarily follow from the
present state of things. Members of the
Upper House would see it only through a
distorted medium. As the honorable member who introduced the motion observed,
their carriages would roll none the less
easily, their raiment would be none the
less costly, and their luxuries would be none
the less ample, although the people around
them might be suffering great privation.
This being so, why should Dot the Assembly accept the concession which the
Council would readily make? During the
debate which took place in that House the
other night, it was stated by honorable
members that although they did not believe in protection, or in the abolition of
the gold export duty, they were prepared
to bow to the will of the people as expressed at the last general election, andif the Tariff was sent up by itself, and the
Gold Export Duty Bill by itself-to pass
both measures. That would be conceding
substantially all that the Assembly had
been demanding. No doubt it was very
nne and heroic to pass these grandiloquent
resolutions, but the proceeding was as useful
as Ajax's defiance of the lightning, and
Canute's command to the sea to stand
still. Threats, like boomerangs, must come
back upon those who discharged them.
The honorable member for Ballarat West
(Mr. Vale) had complained, in the tones
of a " Daniel come to judgment," that the
leading journal had, in a most malicious and '
scandalous way, misrepresented the price
of Vic tori all debentures in England; and it
seemed almost strange that the honorable
member did not propose that the publishers
of the paper shoull! be brought to the bar,
to answer for the mistake. The honorable
member complained that the Argus stated,
in its telegraphic summary of European
news, that, when the mail left England, the debentures were down to 100;
whereas, according to the Home News,
they stood at 106. The fact was, that
the summary stated that, when the mail
left, the debentures stood at 106; and that
when their latest special telegram was despatched, three weeks later, the debentures
had fallen to 100. But this was only a
specimen of the rash assertions which were
made in the House. It had been said that
the Upper House was an oligarchy. But
the franchise for the Upper House was little
higher than the county franchise for the
House of Commons. Hut the legal and constitutional mode of bringing the Council
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under the influence of public opinion would
be, when the next elections took place, to
send back six gentlemen who would support the views advocated by a majority of
the Assembly. With such a legal remedy
at hand, there was little occasion to agree
to the absurd and grandiloquent motion
of the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs.
. Mr. RAMSAY said the debate had been
marked by an unusual amount of talent
and reasoning power, and he had listened
to it with a great Qeal of pleasure. It
was said that the adoption of the motion
could eventuate only in bringing back the
present Ministry to power. If that were
so, he should feel himself perfectly jUdtified in supporting it, because he believed
the Treasury bench had never been occupied by gentlemen who had labored
more wisely and more honestly for the best
interests of the country than the present
Ministry. It would be tiresome to allude
to all the measures which the Ministry had
carried into practical effect; but he would
just refer to the Land Act. That measure
by no means met his views of what aLand
Bill ought to be, although he struggled
hard, in committee, to improve the measure
In fact, there was but one clause which
came up to his desires. He alluded to
the 42nd clause, under which he might
say free selection before survey was provided for. He was glad to find that that
clause had been so largely availed of, and
that one of the last act.s performed by the
Minister of Lands, before tendering his
resignation, was to extend the maximum
area of land to be taken up under that
clause from 20 to 80 acres. He was satisfied that advantage, to a great extent,
would be taken of that boon. He was not
surprised that the squatters did not look
with favor on the operation of the Land
Act. According to the statement of the
Minister of Lands, the operation of the
measure had been attended by an addition
of £160,000 per annum to the national
And yet the squatters had
revenue.
always claimed for themselves, under the
Orders in Council, the pre-emptive right
of the entire runs of the colony. At one
time the squatters stated that the lands of
the colony were not worth one farthing
per acre, a statement which was made, not
for the public advantage, but their own.
However, they found themselves checkmated by the operation of the Act, and
therefore there was no wonder that they
looked with suspicion, not only upon the
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measure, but also upon the gentleman
who had so honestly administered it. The
present Ministry had been, in consequence,
the best abused body of men in the colony.
They had been accused of every kind of
vice, from defiance of law and order to encroaching upon the privileges of the Council. With regard to the Council, it was
asserted on behalf of that Hou!'ie, with regard to Money Bills, that had the right
to throw out such Bills, but not to alter
them. He contended, however, that to
throw out was to alter in every practical
sense of the term. It was asserted that
the Council had the power thus to deal
with Money Bills, because it was a
representative body. But whom did it
represent? It was said some eight
thousand or nine thousand electors. But
those electors were also electors for the
Assembly. Some of them, indeed, possessed as many as twenty votes for members of the Assembly. Therefore, if the
power were given to the Council to interfere with Money Bills, the lesser representative body would be made to control the
greater. But had the Upper House ever
shown that it deserved to have the power
(If manjpulatin~ Money Bills? Had it
shown any desire to further the interests
of the colony? No. On the contrary,
its proceedings had been characterised by
the most intense selfishness.
The SPEAKER called the honorable
memper to order.
Mr. RAMSAY said he would withdraw
the expression; but, although it was impolitic to utter it., the expression was none
the less true. It was to the interest of
the Upper House to oppose the settlement
of population upon the soil; and this being
so, how could it be entrusted with the
power which it now sought to acquire
of taxing the people? The Assembly
was determined to carry the Tariff, not
only for its intrinsic merits, but also
because it had become enshrined in the
privileges of the House, and because it
was the first step in the direction which
they believed necessary to ensure the
prosperity of the country. No country
which was purely an. agricultural country could become great. No country
became great unless it was both a manufacturing and commercial country. For
every man that acquired wealth by ngriculture twenty acquired wealth by commerce and manufactures. They were at
the "ends of the earth"-16,OOO miles
from the sources of supply-and any day
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NOES.
they might receive the news that the emMr. Aspinall,
Mr. O'Grady,
pire was at war with some power of whom
" Blackwood,
"Orr,
'
the colony had never heard, that the Heads
" Snotlgr,ass,
" Gillies,
were blockaded, and that they must not
" Hanna,
" Snowball.
look abroad for articles necessary for their
," Langton,
" I,evey,
existence and comfort. No nation could
" J.evi,
Tellers.
be great or independent unless it produced
" l\lacBaio,
Mr. Kerferd,
the comforts and necessaries of life within
" Moore,
" McLellan.
its own borders. The Assembly intended
The House then divided on Mr. Cope's
to maintain the Ministry in their position,
motionbecause they were honestly fighting the
Ayes •••
37
battle of the people. He did not b~lieve
15
Noes .••
that they were clinging to office merely
for paltry pay; and honorable members
22
Majority for the motion
weJ'e determined that no set of men should
take their places unless they, were preThe motion was t.hen declared carried.
pared to pledge, themselves to carry to a
The House adjourned at seven minutes to
su'ccessful issue the battle on which they
four o'clock p.m. until Tuesday, March 20.
had entered. He was not oblivious to ,the
want, misery, and wretchedness which had
attended th/3se proceedings.
But they
were in the miust of the battle, and, they
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
must go through with the struggle, no
Tuesaay, 'JIarcn .20, 1866.
matter what might be the consequences.
He scouted the charges brought against
The Ministeria.l· Crisis.
the supporters of the Ministry-that they
we;\'e a selfish body of men, herded together like sheep at the crack of th.e whip.
The PRESIDENT took tbe "chair at
He supported the Ministry, not from any twenty-five minutes, pa~t fo~r o'clock, and
slavish feeling, but because he believed read the usual form of prayer.
them to be honest, just, and capable;
THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
that their heart ,was in the rjght
Th~
Hon. J.'McCRAE said~I am sorry
place; and that they ,had embarked
in the present struggle simply with the that Mr. ~elJows is not in bis .place 1, ~n
his absence, and, in order to allay the
view of fighting the battlS3 of the people.
. The House divided. on the question that anxiety which, exists thro~ghout, the
the words after "th,at," ip th~ original country r~garding the. present crisis, i
motion, proposed to be left out, stand part beg to ask the honorable member,opposite
me what steps have ,been .t,ake~ an~ what
of the question.
,progress has been made, towards the for,.37
Ayes •.•
mation of a new Ministry?
Noes .••
15
After a pause,
'.
Majority against Mr. McLellan's} 22
The Hon. H. MILLER said th~t, ~s
amendment ...
•••
..._
there appeared to be no busin/3ss before
AYES.
the House, he would like to consult honMr. Baillie,
Mr..Jones,
orable melllbers as, to whether they de" Balfour,
" Longmore,
sired to stay any longer.
Bindoo,
" Love,
The. Hon. W. HIGHETT suggest~d
" Macgregor,
" Bowman,
" McCulloch,
" Burtt,
that a motion submitted, by: Mr! Sladen
" Byrne,
" McKean,
for the following day should be proceeded
" Ramsay,
" Casey,
with.
" Reeves,
" Cope,
Mr. McCRAE.-As Mr. 81aden de" Cunningham,
" Richardson,
" Edwards,
" G. P. Smith,
clines to volunteer any'information on the
" Evans,
" G. V. Smith,
subject, I will ask you, M;r. Pres~de~t,
" F. L. Smyth,
" Farrell,
whether you are aware that any st~ps
" Francis,
" Sullivan,
have been taken towards the formation of
" Frazer,
" Tucker,
" Watkins,
" Grant,
a Ministry? .. ,
, .'
" Halfey,
" Wilson.
The PRESIDENT.-I have no knowDr. Heath,
Tellers.
led~e at ~ll on the ~ubjec.t.
Mr. Henty,
Mr. Vale, .
The Hon. C. SLADEN.-I did' not
" Rigin botham,
" Hopkins.
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under~tand the honorable' gentleman to
refer td me, or I' would have been happy
to give him all the information in my
pow'er-,that is; that' at present I can tell
him nothing.
Mr. MILLER 'observed that he 'was
anxious:to afford every 'facility for the formation bf a new l\iinistry, and he would
therefore move'the adjournment of the
H6use to any day hoilOrable members
opposite might name.
The "'lIon. W. H.' F. ' MITCHELL
ob'sel~ved that there was a uotice of motion
on the paper for the next day.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER 'moV'ed th'at
the House do now adjourn. The House,
it, appeared, c'ould': do' nothing' in' the' ab
sence of "Mr. Fellows, and perhaps the
following day' 'the hO'llorable gentleman
would'find it convenient to attend.
The Hon~ J. F. ~TRACHAN remarked
that he was not aware that the formation
of a Ministry rested with the Council. and
he suhmitted that the attempt to fish for
information was, to say the least of it, i11timed.
Mr. MILLER' obRerved that it was
usual on these occasions, when a Ministry
was in process of formation, t.o 'afford full
information to both Houses. He had certainly expected that that course would' be
taken that afternoon.
The 'Hon. J. P. FAWKNER pointed
out that, until certain steps were taken, no
In this
information could be given.
instance a Ministry could not be formed at
a moment's notice. Though the Council
was ready to accept the Tariff, to repeal
the gold duty, and to pass an Appropriation' Bili, yet the outgoing Ministry had
left no funds in hand for carrying on the
business of the country .. Thus the House
was put in a false position, and time' was
required 'for action. He "believed, however, that 'Mr. :Fellows" was' in correspondence with' the Governor on the subject of' the formation of a Ministry.
The Illotion' was· agreed to, and the
House adjourned at twenty 'minutes to five
o'Clock.
j
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PERSONATION AT THE MURRAY
ELECTIO~.

Mr. HIGINBOTHAM moved.:."That the clerk of' the Assem Illy ha:ve' pe~
mission to attend, and give evidence on the part
of the Crown, at the Court of General Sessions,
to be holden at Jamieson, on the 23rd' March
instant, touching certain informations to be preferred against Jenemiah Ryan and Godley Heidnitz, in cases of personating voters;: H.nd that
he have permission to produce to the court and
jury on such trial the' writ for the election of a
member to serve for the electoral dis~rict of the
Murray, the ballot paper~ and official roll supplied to the· returnin~ officer, the official roll
likewise sup'plied to the deputy returning officer
for Mansfidd division. at the 'last election for the
district of the Murray, the original appointment
of the deputy returning officer at Jamieson,
and the book in whic1, electors signed their
ilames; and all 'the other books,' papers, and
documents connected' with the said election."

M r, McCULLOCH'seconded the motion.

Mr. ORR contended that the Attor'neyGeneral should have submitted' some
explanation for asking the House to
entertain the motion without notice. It
was an unprecedented thing to despatch
the clerk of the House with the whole of
the papers connected with an elect-ion to
such a district as the .Jamieson, which had
receIitly been the scene of' great political
excitement. If the Government had been
aware that this trial was coming on, and
if they wished to see the course of justice
carried to its full extent, they should have
taken steps to change the venue from the
Jamieson to Melbourne, where the whole
of the papers could be at hand to refer to.
If he remembered aright, it was just before
he became a niem bel' of the House' that the
attendance of the clerk was required' in
the Supreme Court for the production of
papers in" connexion with the North Melbourne election. On that occasion the
House laid down the rule that it could not
permit the clerk'to produce the whole of
the papers connected with :the electiononly the ballot papers 'pertaining to the
individuals whose names were mentioned
in the subprena. From that point of view,
therefore, the . motion seemed unprecedented. The 'e'vidence upon which these
'two 'men were committed for trial, he
believed, was sufficiently strong without the
. :LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
documents now' proposed to be sent up.
At all events, it would be well if the AtTuesday, Harclt 20, 1866.
torney-GenMal could allow the House
twenty-four houl's' to consider the motion.
P~rsonation a.t. the l\Iunay Election-Privilege-Committa.l
1\'11'. HIGI~BOTHAMsaid the honorof the Publisher of the Af'I/UI,
able 'menl bel' for the' Murray was probably
The' 'SPEAKER' took -the chair: at half- ' better acquainted with the case t.hanhe
past four o'clock.
was. The firsttiIhe he heard of the- case
z 2
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was that day, when he received from the
Crown prosecutor a letter asking that an
arrangement might be made by which this
evidence could be produced Ly the clerk
of the Assembly. Therefore it was out of
his power to give the usual notice. As
he- had said, he was not acquainted with
the case, and therefore he was nut prepared to say whether it would be more
advisable to try it in Melbourne. But if, in
the ordinary course of business, any reason
had presented itself to the Crown prosecutor for transferring the case to the Melbourne district it would have been the duty
of the Crown prosecutor to communicate
his opinion on the subject. The Crown
prosecutor had not done so, and therefore
he (Mr. Higinbotham) could not presume
that any reason existed why the case
should be transferred from the district
where the offence took place. Probably
there would be more inconvenience in that
course than in sending the clerk of the
Assembly, with the papers, to the
Jamieson. He was not aware that the
House had laid down the rule in the North
Melbourne case, to which the honorable
member for the Murray referred. But,
as provided in the Electoral Statute, the
clerk of the Assembly had authori ty to produce the documents only at the command
of some competent court. He would be
required to produce only certain papers;
but in order that he might be able to
produce all that were required, it was
necessarv to allow him to take the entire
parcel. "It would not be competent for
counflel to ransack the papers; only those
required by the court could be produced.·
Therefore, there need be no difficulty in
assenting to the motion. So little did he
(Mr. Higinbotham) know of the facts of
the case, that he was not aware on which
sirle the alleged personation was committed. All that he knew was, that two
persons had been committed for trial for
the offence, and that the Crown prosecutor
had reported that this evidence was necessary to support the charge.
Mr. LEVEY asked whether a subordinate officer of the House could not be sent?
Considering the distance to the Jamieson,
and the difficulty of getting there, the
highest court in the colony-the Parliament-would lose the service of an important officer for more than a week.
. Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he was not
prepared to give an opinion on the point
raised by the honorable member for N ormanby. Certainly, the safer course would
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be that indicated in the motion. There
might be the risk of a failure of justice if
that course were not pursued.
Mr. ORR observed that, considering
that it was his own scrutineer who gave
the two men named into custody; that he
got his head broken the same night for
doing so; that threats were used by persons, some of whom were fined while
others were bound over to keep the peace;
that the people of Jamieson were almost to
a man supporters of the Government;
that the two men who had to undergo
their trial were supporters of the ministerial candidate; that the feeling in the
district was very strong in favor of the
Government, he (Mr. Orr) thought it extremely improbable, after all the trouble
and expense which might be incurred,
that a conviction could be obtained.
Therefore it was that he suggested that
the venue should be changed to Melbourne.
The motion was then agreed to.
PETITION.
Dr. EMBLING presented a petition
from the mayor and corporation of Fitzroy,
praying for the closing of the city manure
dep6t, and the adoption of other measures
necessary for the public health.
. PRIVILEGE.-THE ARGUS.
On the order of the day for the attendance at the House of Mr. Hugh George,
the printer and publisher of the Argus
newspap~r,

The SPEAKER inquired whether Mr.
George was in attendance?
The SERJEANT-AT-ARMs replied in the
affirmative.
Mr. HIGI~BOTHAM then moved" That Mr. Hugh Ge:)rge, the publisher of the
Argus newspaper be called to the bar of the
House."

Captain MAC MAHON asked whether
Mr. George would be allowed to explain
the meaning of the words of which complaint had been made; and his object and
intention in using those words?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he apprehended the course to be taken would
depend entirely upon the will and judgment of the House. Mr. George had
published that which the House had pronounced to be a libel and a breach of the
privileges of the House; and he did not
suppose that the House would be inclined
to accept, from Mr. George, any statement
that would be construed into a defence or
explanation, w.ith a view to justification, .
of a publication which had been pronounced
0
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an infringement of the pt'ivileges of the
House. Anything which Mr. George
might say in palliation of the offence, in
mitigation of punishment, or with the
view of showing that he might personally
have little or nothing to do with the
publicat.ion in question, the House would
no doubt indulgently hear.
But he
believed that any explanation which
assumed the character of a justification
would not be listened to by the House.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
his object in putting a question which
might be deemed out of order, considering
that the House had already decided that
the language complained of was a contempt of the House, was to save, if possible, a long and acrimonious discussion
which it was competent for honorable
members in opposition to raise on the
occasion. He was ready to bow to the
decision of the majority of the House, so
far as not to offer any impediment to the
passage of the motion just proposed, on
the understanding that some opportunity
should be afforded the gentleman who
would be brought to the bar to explain
his conduct in the matter. Although the
House, in its vast strength, with such a
majority as the Government had behind
them, might be able to deal with this
matter without hearing auy explanation
whatever, it would not redound to the
credit either of the House or the colony,
for a man to be imprisoned without the
slightest opportunity being afforded him
of saying a single word in his defence.
To attempt to confine the explanation to
such words as· might form an appeal
ad misericordiam to the House would be
a mistake. The House might have the
power of acting tyrannically, but if it did
not act with justice, its proceedings in the
assertion of privilege would be injurious
not only to the House but to the community at large.
I Mr.
McCULLOCH appealed to the
Speaker whether it was usual, on an
occasion like this, to allow a person called
to the bar of the House, for committing °a
breach of the privileges of the House, to
enter into an explanation, with the view
of justification?
The SPEAKER.-All precedent goes
to show that a person is not allowed justification, or any explanation amounting to
justification, in defence of that which the
House has already adjudged to be a breach
of the privileges of the House. On a
former occasion, a gentleman who was
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brought to the bar for breach of privilege
attempted to offer a justification, but was
prevented on that ground.
The motion, "That Mr. Hugh Gecl'ge
be called to the bar," was then agreed to,
and Mr. George was accordingly brought
to the bar by the serjeant-at-arms.
'The SPEAKER.-Wbat ill your name?
Mr. GEORG E.-Hugh George.
The SPEAKER.-Are you the publisher of the Argus newspaper?
Mr. GEORGE.-I am the printer and
publisher of the Argus.
The SPEAKER.-The Argus of Friday,
the 16th March, contains an article declared by this House to be a breach of the
privileges of the House; that was printed
and published, I presume, by you?
Mr. GEORGE.-M,LY I be permitted to
inquire whether I can be heard by counsel?
The SPEAKER.-I am merely asking
you a question, and you will answer me?
Mr. GEORGE.- Will you have the kindness to repeat it ?
The SPEAKER.-Are you the printer
and publisher of the A1'guS newspaper of
Friday, the 16th March, which contains
an article reflecting on a member of this
House?
Mr. GEORGE.-Yes, I am.
The SPEAKER.-Have you anything
to say in regard to that article?
Mr. GEORGE.-Now I beg to put the
question, may I be permitted to be heard
by counsel?
.
The SPEAKER.-I know of no instance
where a person in your position has been
heard by counsel.
Mr. George was then requested to withdraw, and he withdrew accordingly.
Mr. ASPINALL moved"That counsel be allowed to appear at the
bar of the House on behalf of Mr. George."

Mr. LANGTON seconded the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM expressed his
regret that the honorable gentleman who
brought forward the motion had not
thought proper to produce any precedents
in its support. In a case of this kind,
precedent was almost the sole authority
by which the House could be bound; and
he apprehended that, unless the honorable
members could produ'ce some precedents,
the mot.ion must be rejected. At the same
time, if Mr. George desired to make any
statement in palliation of the offence of
which the House had held him to be
guilty, no doubt an opportunity would be
offered him of making that statement.
Mr. McCANN said he was astonished
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that the Attorney-General, should be the and he thought that honorable members
first to resist a motion of this kind. He who so sedulously. proclaimed their love
thought that honorable members who bad of const,itutional practice,. law and order,
a right feeling should at any rate see that and all that sort of thiL,g, should at least
the gentleman about to be brought to have some shadow of decen.t resp~ct for .th~
the bar of the House should have, an op- precedents which huilt up the power of.the
portunity of· explaining, not necessarily House, and should not, seek to pull them
through himself-but through a person down so openly as they had .been doing on
who, from his constitution, was better this occasion. At all. events, he considered
fitted for the duty-the circum::;taJ;lces it WaS not the most graceful a~t· that
he might desire to have put before the honorable member for,. Ea~t Melthe H<?use in palliation of his offence. bourne. could have performed to second
Why should not a man who was placed o.n the proposition that the publisher of the
his trial-wllether in that House or else- Argus .be heard by couTJ:,el. The flagrant
where-be entitled to do through counsel bl~eachesof decency exhibited by the press,
that which the Attorney-General admitted when writing .of pu.blic men, were readily
he had a right to do ,through himself? It copied. The art.icle now complained, of,
was a novel po~ition fOI; any man not a for which the publisher of the rlr,qus .was
mem bel' of the House to be placed in, to brought before the. House, h,ad been im.come to the. bar, under the exciting cir- proved up.on in an.other. p~per, probably
cumstances surrounding this case. Mr. know~ to the. honorable .member for East
George might not feel himself cpnstitu- MelboQ~'ne, who wns a very.apt scholar in
tionally. equal to .such a. task, and there- these things. (" Question."') The hono~'':''
fore it was only justice that· that gentle:- able m.emb~r for East Melbourne.. was
man should be accord~d the privilege probably, well acquainted with the. Sp(Jc~
which the co.mmonest felon thl;l.t. appeared talor.
Mr. McCANN; rose. to_ order. H{3
in the dock. was entitled to. He (Mr.
McCann) was not there. to palliate., the suOm\tted· that the, honorable member. for
offences of the press. These offences were BaUarat West w.as, departiQg frolU th~
constantly occurring---:-in:deed, one. journal question before .the HOQse in quotin,g from
in Melbourne offended mQch, mQre. than another. paper .to show .that, another breach
the leading journal-and if,. by the action of priv.ilege had heen.,comridtted.
The SPEAJ<ER.-As I have already
of. the Chief Hecretary, a. stop. could be
put. to these proceed~ngs, no one w,ould st;;tted, I k.now of ri<;> precedent for counsel
being. allQwed to b~ pres~n~ under such
rejoice more than himself.
Mr. McKEAN considered that the cir,cumstanc.es as. tho':le n<;>w _ before the
course pursued by the honorable member House. The Ho~se has. already declared
for Portland was irregular, unwise, and that the_offence committed by Mr~ George
altogether withQut precedent. The ~House is a b~'each -of th~ priy.ileges of the House,
had construed the language used to be. a and he is at this bar simply.to reqeiv.e the
libel upon the Chief' Secretary, anCl a judgm~nt of the House. That is .the only
breach of the privileges of the H9use. object he is here for.
This having been done, Mr. Geo·l~ge, by
Mr. l\1QLELLAN. conten~ed that, that
admitting himself to be the printer and being, so, the honorable member for Balpublisher of. the. Argus, had, as it w.ere, larat West bad no. right t9 refle~t. upoq
pleaded guilty to the charge. He (Mr. another honorable member. who. waa
McKean) did not see that. any beneflt knowQ to Qe, cqnnecteCl w.ith a.n~wspaper
would arise from. hearing counsel,oQ b~half which, the hQTIor.able memb~r. for Ballarat
of. Mr. GeQrge. Having admitted the \y.est held in his hand, nor had_h~ the right
publication, he presumed that Mr. George to quote from the paper. To pElrsist in
threw himself upon the mercy Qf the doing so would be to violate.the Standing
House. If Mr. George had anything to Orders of the House,
Mr. VALE said he had not quoted
say by way of explanation, he was satisfied that honorable members on both sides from any newspaper, and therefore there
could be no point of order. Ue was only
would be willing to hear it.
Mr. VALE observed that in one of the apout to say that. the &tatement publiobed
latest cases of the kind w.hich occurred by the Argus had. been productive of' great.
in the House of Commons-the cas.e of evils. It had led a newspaper. which. the
Mr. Washington ·Wilks-that gentleman honorable member for East Melbourne
wa.s not allowed the assistance of. couns,e1 ; knew well into a gross impropriety.
I
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:Mr. McCANN rose to order. He
denied the riglit of the honorable member
for' Ballarat West' to 'go into a matter
hav'ing reference to another newspaper,
when addressing himself' to the question
whether Mr. George should be heard by
counselor not.
"The SPEAKER.-I trust honorable
members will di'scuss this question with a
little less acrimony, and that the honorable
member for 'Ball'arat West will confine
himself strictly to the question before the
chair.';'
.
Mr. VALE said he should oppose the
motion, because he presumed Ml". -George,
in discharge of t.he responsible duty entrusted to him, knowingly consented to
the publication of an article which was
calc'ulated to do considerable harm to the
character of ·tli:e Chief SecretarY;'of the
GO"ernment, and of the .House.
He
Dlaintained that the publication of such an
article in the Argus was an' encouragement
to othel' writers to' make' statements eveil
more' damaging. The House~ could do
only one of two things-either receive an
apology from Mr. George 'for the libel
cOiilplained of, or allow mattel'S 'to take
their course.
-Mr.. LEVEY congratulated the honorable member for 'Ballarat "'.,.est 'on his
choice of it prec·edent.' The honorable
member, he thought, might have gone a
li~tle further back, and quoted cases in
which persons had'been declared gUilty of
a breach of the privileges ofthe House of
Commons for fishing in a member's pond,
or for' arresting a member's servant. As
to 'there being no precedent for a person
broug~t t6' tile bar oftha ~ouse being
allowed to be' heard by counsel,' he would
observe that there were ve'ry few precedents for such a coui-se as the House 'had
taken. He believed that there had been
no similar proceeding in the House of
Commons for' the last twenty or thirty
years. If the Chief Recret~ry, every time
an article was published more stinging
than usual, was to convert the House into
a sort of Star Chamber, in' which the
majority was to declare that to' be a libel
which was not a libel-which the Chief
Secretary kilew was not a libel - and
punish the publisher without allowing
him,to be heard in his defence, that would
not only be a burlesque on parliamentary
proceedings, hut an interfer~nce with the
liberty of the press and the people. If
there was DO precedent for hearing'Mr.
George by counsel, it was very important,
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that one should be made. If they did
that which the House of Commons would
never think of doing or dare to do, and
would be laughed at for doing, the sooner
they adopted the ordinary and decent
forms of other courts of justice, and allowed persons who were brought to the
bar ·to be heard by counsel, the better. It
must be patent to honorable members that
the gentleman brought to the bar was
quite bewildered by the no'Velty of his
situation, and it was only. fair that he
should be heard by counsel, whether in
justification of what he had done or in
mitigation of punishment. In cases of
impeachment, whether in the House, of
Lords or the House of Commons, a person
was allowed to be heard by counsel; and
cases of impeachment and breaches of privilege were somewhat. analagous.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said that in a
case of impeachment the person was heard
by counsel before he was convicted.
Mr. LEVEY observed that hot.h cases
of im peachment and cases of breach of
privilege were analagous, inasmuch as
they could not be dealt with by the courts
of law. In this case there had been no
offence committed which was an offence
according to the law of the land. The
Attorney-General, as a barrister, could
not designate the article complained of as
a libel. The honorable and learned gentleman knew very well that it would be
ridiculous to a'ttempt to get a conviction
either civilly or criminally; and it was
because he knew that, that he had taken
the unusual course of enforcing the powers
of the House. It was a principle of law
that what a man could do in a court of
law by himself he 'could do by counsel;
and therefore' he did not see why Mr.
George should not be heard by counsel at
the bar of the' House.
Mr. RAM SAY remarked that though
it might be thirty years since there waS a
case of this kind before the House of
Commons, the honorable member for N 01'manby, to prove his point~ ought to have
shown that during the last thirty years
the Prime Minister of Englan'd had been
so written of or so abused in any journal
in Great Britain as the Chief Secretary
had been in the article in question. The
honorable member also seemed to forget
that in cases of impeachment persons
were allowed counsel before they were
found guilty; but Mr. George had already
been found guilty. (Laughter.) It might
be very laughable, hut the gentleman eer-
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tainly had been found guilty, and all the
laughs of the Opposition benches would
not take away the stigma which had been
cast upon him. To allow the offender
counsel, to try and confuse the House after
his conviction, would be a farce.
lVIr. McLELLAN thought that, in furtherance of the ends of justice, the gentleman brought to the bar ought to be allowed
to have counsel. He had known new
members of the House, who had previously
been accustomed to address pu hlic meetings and transact public business, address
the House for the first time with tremulous
voices; and to bring an individual before
the bar who had not been accustomed to
the House or to public meetings, was virtually to close his mouth and prevent him
making such a defence' as he might otherwise make. The first time he (Mr.
McLellan) entered the House, the very
appearance of the Speaker struck him with
an awe which he had scarcely yet overcome. He certainly thought that Mr.
George ought to be allowed to be heard
by counsel. It would be neither to the
interest of the House nor to the credit of
those honorable members who advocated
the liberties of the people if they punished
him unheard.
Mr. GILLIES remarked that, though
the Speaker had informed the House that
there was no precedent for a person
brough t to the bar for a breach of pri vilege being heard by counsel, the number
of casesin which persons had been brought
to the bar of the House of Commons were
so few that they could scarcely be considered to establish a precedent that a person
should' not be heard by counsel. In the
majority of cases permission to be represented by counsel was never asked. There
was no doubt that the House had the power
of allowing Mr. George to be heard by
counsel if they thought fit. When Mr.
Dill was brought to .the bar of the House
the Spflaker asked him if he had any explanation to offer as regarded the publication of the article then complained of; and
he (Mr. Gillies) presumed that the Speaker
would ask Mr. George a similar question.
The SPEAKER.-I have already asked
him the question.
Mr. GILLIES said that surely if the
gentleman had an explanation to offer, and
he did not feel that he could make that
explanation in a manner which would be
satisfactory to himself, it was only fair,
reasonable, and just that he should be
allowed to be represented ~y counsel. If
I
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that permission was granted, it would
not bind the House to adopt the same
course in future. The House could always
exercise its discretion, and grant permission when it thought fit, or refuse it when
it thought fit.
Mr. ASPINALL, observing that the
Government shorthand writer was occupying a seat at the table of the House, by
the side of the clerk, rose to a point of
order. He said that there was a gentleman in the part of the House appropriated
to members. Whether the gentleman had
been introduced by the Go,ernment or
not, he had no business to be there, as he
was not a member nor an officer of the
House.
The SPEAKER. - The shorthand
writer is not introduced by the Government, but by the clerk of the House.
Mr. ASPINALL said he did not care
whether he was introduced by the clerk,
by the Speaker, or by the Governor. No
shorthand writer or anybody else, except a
member or an officer of the House, had a,
right to be there.
The SPEAKER.-The evidence given
by persons at the bar, or. any statement
which they may make, is taken down by
the parliamentary shorthand writer on all
occasions of this kind; and he is introduced by the clerk of the House for that
purpose. If it be the desire of the House,
of course the practice need not be followed
in future, and the shorthand writer will
not be introduced.
Mr. McCANN remarked that the
gentleman at the bar might make statements which were libels, and that if they
were published by the authority of the
House the House would he responsible for
them. He had heard the Speaker give a
ruling to this effect on a former occasion,
and raise the point as a reason why a
Hansard should not be published as upon
the authority of the House, but as a
matter of private arrangement.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member cannot understand the object for which
the shorthand writer is here. He is here
for the purpose of taking down the official
questions which I ask the person at the
bar and the answers given to those questions, in order that they may be placed on
record, amongst the proceedings of. the
House; he does not report the debate.
After some discussion,
Mr. ASPINALL referred to the twelfth
standing order'!

The serjeant-at-arms attending the House
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shall, from time to time, take into his custody
any stranger whom he may see, or who may be
reported to him to be in any part of the House
appropriated to the members of the House," &c.

The honorable member called the attention
of the Speaker to the fi:wt that there were
strangers in the House, wit.h a view to the
removal of the Government shorthand
writer from the portion of the House in
which he was then sitting.
The Government shorthand writer
withdrew from the Chamber, and the
serjeant-at-arms, by direction of the
Speaker, was about to clear the galleries,
when Mr .. Aspinall stated that, he did not
wish strangers to be ordered to leave th~
galleries, but simply that a shorthand
writer should not be allowed to remain in
the part of the House appropriated to members. Strangers were thereupon allowed
to remain in the galleries.
Mr. G RANT submitted that the parliamentary shorthand writer was an officer
of the House, and required to give his attendance in the House when called upon.
He moved that the shorthand writer do
attend and take down the evidence.
Captain MAC MAHON objected that
the motion could not be proposed without
notice. The shorthand writer was not
amenable to the orders of the Speaker or
to the orders of the House, or of any
committee of the House. Indeed, for
many days p~st he had been reporting in
the Supreme Court, which was obviously
not a position which any officer of the
House would occupy. Though the shorthand writer occasionally attended to take
evidence in the House, he was not, strictly
speaking, an officer of the House.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM urged that no
reason had been given why the usual
practice should not be followed of allowing
the shorthand writer to attend and report
the questions put by the Speaker to the
person brought to the bar of the House,
and the answers given to those questions.
Perhaps a technical objection might be
taken that the gentleman who was in attendance for that purpose upon that occasion was not the shorthand writer, but the
assistant shorthand writer. The existence
of a shorthand writer was distinctly recognised by the 182nd standing order
'
which said"No clerk or officer of this House, or shorthand writer employed to take minutes of evidence
before this House, or any committee thereof may
gi ve. evidence el~ew ~ere in respect of any' proceedmgs or exammatIOn had at the bar or before
any committee of this House, without the
special leave of the House."
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This standing order contemplated that the
evidence ghren before the House should
be taken down by a shorthand writer.
(Mr. Gillies-" By special leave.") He
was not aware that special leave had ever
been asked. He believed that the shorthand writer had always been introduced
by the clerk whenever his attendance had
been required. He would refer to the
practice of the House of Commons. One
of the Standing Orders of the House of
Commons provided that"Whenever witnesses are examined at the bar,
the shorthand writer is to be in attendance there
to take minutes of their evidence."

Mr. KERFERD.-Yes; at the bar.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM replied, that it
was the witnesses and not the shorthand
w!'iter who was to be at the bar. The
Standing Orders and the practice of the
Assembly, as well as of the House of Com··
mons, clearly recognised the propriety of
a shorthand writer being in attendance
upon such occasions, and the practice
ought not to be departed from without
some reason being given. He would ask
the Speaker whether the shorthand writer
was a stranger within the meaning of the
Standing Orders.
The SPEAKER.-He cannot be looked
upon as a "stranger," because we have
al ways recognised the shorthand writer
on previous occasions of a similar character
and we must be guided by the practice of
the House until that practice is altered by
the resolution of the House.
Mr. ORR submitted, with all due
deference to the Speaker, that the shorthand writer was a" stranger." The only
officers of the House named in the Standing
Orders were the Speaker, the serjeantat-arms, the clerk, and the clerk assistant.
Mr. BUNNY quoted from May's Parliamentary Practice, for the purpose of
showing that the work for which the shorthand writer had attended formed a portion
of the duties of the clerk of the House
and that the attendance of the shorthand
writer was therefore unnecessary. He
was sure that there was no gentleman
more able to take down the evidence than
the clerk.
Mr. McKEAN submitted that the honorable member for St. Kilda was out of
order unless he intended to impugn the
ruling of the Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-I cannot well be
said to have given a distinct ruling. I
have merely stated what the practice of
the House has been with regard to the
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shorthand writer-that on all former occasions of this kind he has been permitted
to sit at the table, for the purpose of taking down the statements of the person
examined at the bar of the House. It
was the practice eyen in the the old Legislative Council. The practice of allowing
him to sit at the table has been more for
con venience sake than for anything else;
but it is a practice which I should not feel
justified in interfering with, unless the
House directs it to be altered.
Mr. BUNNY concluded his remarks by
saying that the shorthand writer was not
an officer of the House, and that there had
been no satisfactory reason adduced why he
should retain his place at'the table of the
House.
Mr. BALFOUR expressed his astonishment at the way in which some honorable
members wasted the time of the House.
There had been no reason given why th~
usual course should not be followed on
this occasion. It appeared to him that
there was an attempt 'to bring, if possible,
the whole of the proceedings in which the
House was then engaged into contempt.
The shorthand writer who had attended
on that occasion was gazetted on the 22il(~
of December, 1866, as "assistant shorthand
wdter to the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly," and he was there:.
fore an officer' of the House. '
Mr. SNODGI~ASS had understood an
honorable member to object to the motion
being put without notice. He submitted
that this objection dis'posed of the matter
for that evening.
'
.
The SPEAKER.-All the motions in
this instance follow consecutively the one
after the other, as circumstances arise
calling for them, and as they all arise from
the one case of privilege,' they are in
order. When matters of privilege or of
order come before the House, it 'is impossible to foresee what questions may have
to be put. Whatever questions arise out
of these matters must be entertained, because of the sheer impossibility of giving
notice of them.
Mr. LEVEY remarked that the fact of
the Speaker having ruled that the shorthand writer must retire, showed that that
gentleman was a stranger. Now, strangers
could not be admitted unless the 12th and
13th Standing Orders were suspended;
and if it were proposed to suspend those
Standing Orders, notice would have to be
given.
The SPEAKER said that the shorthand
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writer was not a stranger within tho
meaning of the S(anding Orders.
Dr. EMBLING remarked that the
question now raised was an important: one:
If the Speaker ruled that one person was
not It stranger, he might rule that anyone
else was not.
.
The SPEAKER.-I have alreadyexplained the position in which the shorthand writer stands. But the question as
to the propriety of his attendance' was
never raised before. It is a question which
this House may consider, and in order that
it may'do so, a motion has been submitted.
The matter being thus taken out of my
hands, it is improper for me to rule at all.
Mr. McCANN remarked that fifty
shorthand writers might be required to
take down the evidence. Were they all
to be considered as officers of the House.
Mr. LEVI stated that he unueJ'stood
the House- to determine, when a former
Govern~r sent down a military officer as
a messenger, that in future only members
and the recognised officers of the House
should be admitted within the Chamber.
Mr. GILLIES submitted that if there
was any occasion for a formal motion
notice of it was required.
Mr. GRANT said that as there was an
objection to the motion he would withdraw it, and would abide by the ruling of
the Speaker, that the shorthand writer
was properly presen t.
.
With the leave of the House, the motion was withdrawn.
The shorthand writer then entered the
Chamber and resumed his seat.
Mr. ASPINALL.-J draw your attention, Mr. Speaker, and the attention of the
serjeant-at-arms, to the fact that a person
not a member of this House is sitting in it.
The SPEAKER.-Will the honorable
member submit a motion that the presence
of the shorthand writer is not in order.
Mr. ASPIN:ALL.-I draw your attention, Mr. Speaker, to· a stranger being in
the House.
Mr. SPEAKER.-I will not at the
instigation of any honorable member order
to withdraw from the' House an officer
who ha~ on all occasions been allowed to
attend. The House itself may fairly consider whether the officer should or should
not be present. A motion should be
submitted and a decision arrived at upon
that motion'. '
Captain ::MAC MAHON referred to the
statement that the shorthand writer was
an officer of the House. In the' Civil
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Act, under which the appointment
the, person in, qUE'stion was
des~ribed as "assistant Government shorthand, writer." The only, officers of the
~ouse ment~oJl,ed were the clerk, the
cler~-asf3ititant~ and the librarian.
It was
no~. of.. l1J.uch, importance wheth~r the
shorthand,writet: was present in the House,
o,r whether be discharged his duties at the
bar or in the seats of the Government repor~er~, but, to put an extreme case, why;
if he were admitted, could not the police
on duty be brought in ?
At the in,stance of the Speaker, the shorthand writer retired Juring the discussion.
The SPEAK~;R then pointed out that
to carry ,on the debate a. motion must be
submitted •
. Mr. S.~ODGRASS urged honorable
mempen:J. to proceed with the motion
a~tually before them, that Mr. George be
heard by counsel at the bar. As Mr.
Ge.orge had applied to be heard Ly
counsel, it was fail'ly to, be assumed that
he was not capable of, aJdressing the
Hvuse.himself.
The HOURe divided on, the motion that
Mr. Hugh George be heard by counsel,
when. there appearedAy~,
21
Noes
39

'Y"as,

hel~"

Majority against the motion

18'

AYES.

Mr. Aspinall,

" Blackwood,
"Bunny, ,.
Dr. Embling,
Mr. Gillies,
" Hanna,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Levey,
" Levi,

" MacBaiIl,

Mr. McCann,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Moore,

"
"
"
"
"

O'Grady,
G. P. Rmith,
Snodgrass,
Rnowball,
Whiteman,
Tellers.

Mr. Orr,
" McLellan~
NOES•

Mr. Baillie,
~, 'Baltour
,; Hayles,

" Bindon,
" Burrowe$,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,

". Cope,
" Cunningham,
" Davies,
" Evans,
" Farrell,
" Francis;
" Grant,
" Halfey,
" Harbison,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Henty,
" Higinbotham,
" Jones,

. . Mr. King,
" Macgregor,
" McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" Mc~ean,
" Ramsay,
" Reeves,
" Richardson,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. T. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,

"
"
"
"
"
"

Sullivan,
Vale,
Verdon,
Watkins,
'Vheelel',
Wilson.
Tellers.

Mr. Dyte,
" Hopkins,
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The shorthand writer resumed his seat.
Mr. ASPINALL requested the Speaker's
decision as to whether. the stranger should
be allowed to take his seat? He insisted
on a ru1ing~
The SPEAKER.-I do not know that
the honorable member is' in order in insisting.
Mr. ASPIN ALL.-Then I do not insist.
I beg.
The SPEAKER.-I have already stated
the practice of the House, and it is not for
me to interfere with that practice, unless
the House directs me by a vote. If the
House does that, I will certainly have its
orJer obeyed.
Mr. LEVEY inquired on what occasions
the shorthand writer had been present
before?
The SPEAKER.-On the last occasion
of a bt'each of pri vilege, when the publishers of the Argus appeared at the bar,
and ·also when Mr. Hancock' appeared
there.
.
MI". SNODGRASS remarked that these
precedents were disposed' of by the .<fact
that no objection was taken to the presence of the shorthand writer then, while
objections had been taken now. The
point, however, was, did the Speaker consider the shorthand writer a stranger?
The SPEAKER again repeated his
ruling, atid.added that he did not consider
the shorthand writer a stranger, but, on
the contrary, he had always regarded him
as an officer of the House.
The subject then dropped, the shorthand writer retaining his seat. Mr. George
was again brought to the bar; and was
questioned by the Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-When I ordered you
to withdraw on the first occasion, I think
I asked you whether you bad anything to
say with regard to the article in' the Ar,qus
which has been objected to by this House,
and held to be libellous?
Mr. GEORGE.-As I understand that
counsel has been refused me, I beg the
permission of the House to make a short
statAment. If that be granted me, I will
read the following:-" Mr. Speaker.-As
the publisher of the Argus, I hold' myself
directly responsible for 'everything which
appears in its columns, and am here to-day,
in obedience to your summons, to avow
that the expression complained of in the
first leading article in Friday'S issue was
published by Ilie. I further declare that,
in the expression employed, it was not intended to reflect upon the personal honour
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of the honorable the Chief Secretary, but beg to call attention to the fact that the
simply to assert that the statement made r pper House have the same power as this
by that honorable gentleman was not con- House to take action in such a matter.
sistent with truth; and I respectfully Honorable members must be well aware
submit that, if the expression referred to that the press of' the colony have· taken
be read in its connexion with that which different views in the discllssions which
follows, this will appeal' to be the case. have arisen with reference to the conduct
And I further declare, in vindication of the of the two Chambers. Honorable memliberty which the press of right enjoys, bers must also be well aware that one
that, as thus understood, the article re- journal has taken a most active part
ferred to is no more than a fair criticism against the Legislative Council; but the
upon a statement made by a servant of the Legislative Council have treated all the
Crown in his public capacity, and in a libels published against them in a quiet
public place."
and dignified way. I say that if action
The SPEAKER.-Have you anything were taken by both Chambers against different parties, in a short time we should
further to say?
have more wl'iters and publidhers in the
.MI'. GI<~oRGE.-Nothing further.
The SPEAKER.-Has any honorable custody of the sergeant-at-arms than this
member any question to ask?
building could accommodate. Under these
Captain MAC MAHON.-I would like circumstances, I think the question which
to ask Mr. George, through you, Sir, I suggest might fairly be put to Mr.
whether he means that the article com- George, and I should like to hear from
plained of referred to a political statement the Attorney-General what objection there
made by the Chief Secretary with regard is to the proceeding.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-If I rightly
to the Upper House being revolutionary
in their proceedings?
understand the honorable member, the
Mr. GEORGE.-That is one of the state- question he desires to put is, whether the
ments referred to, I believe, but not the person at the bar of the House is of opi. nion that the course taken by this House
exclusive one.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I understand, is consistent with the dignity of the
Mr. Speaker, that Mr. George says the House?
Mr. SNODGRASS.-No, no.
article is intended to convey that the poMr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Perhaps the
litical statement made by the Chief Secretary wi th regard to the proceedings of honorable member will repeat the quesanother branch of the Legislature is, in tion.
his view, politically incorrect or untrue?
Mr. SNODGRASS.-It is, whether
Mr. GEoRGE.-That is the case.
the course taken by the House is calcuMr. McCULLOCH.-I wish to ask, Sir, lated to interfere with the freedom of the
whether Mr. George justifies the assertion press?
that the statement I made "bristled with
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-The gentleman may form and act upon his own opifalsehood? "
Mr. GEORGE.-I do, most certainly I nion as to what is or is not consistent
do; allow me to add, with the qualification with the freedom of the press outside
this House; but I also submit that when
contained in the statement I have read.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-Does Mr. George, he is brought to the bar of this House to
as the printer and publisher of a news- answer a charge of which he admits himpaper possessing weight, no doubt, in this self guilty, it is not for this House to ask
colony and in other parts of the world, him whether he thinks the offence which
consider that the action of this House, in he admits himself to be guilty of is reany shape or form, interferes with the quired by what he thinks to be called for
by the freedom of the press. The freedom
rights and liberties of the press?
Mr. HJGINBOTHAM.-I must object of the press is a question with which we
to the question. A person standing at the have now nothing whatever to do. That
bar should not be asked his opinion. I gentleman will be quite able to defend
am surprised to hear such a question pro- the freedom of the press in his capacity as
a person connected 'with the press, but it
posed.
Mr. George was ordered to withdraw is not now for us to ask what his views
during the discussion, and he withdrew are, because, no matter what his views
are, they ought not to influence us in the
accordingly.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-Mr. Speaker, I course which it is our duty to take.
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Mr. SNODGRASS.-I have no wish,
Mr. Speaker, to prcWong the discussion.
Mr. BUNNY.-Mr. Speaker, I wish to
ask the prisoner one question.
. The SPEAKER.- He is not a prisoner.
Mr. BUNNY.-He is in the custody of
the serjeant-at-arms, I apprehend.
Mr. George having re-appeared at the
bar,
Mr. BUNNY said - I wish to ask
whether, in this article, which was published in the A.rgus, he intended any personal reflection upon the character of the
honorable the Chief Secretary?
Mr. GEORGE.-Not upon his private
character.
Mr. BINDON.-Might I ask Mr.
George. if he has any control over the
language of the leading articles in the
Argus?
Mr. GEORGE.-My answer to that is
that I am responsible for all that is published in the Argus.
Mr. HARBIt:iON.-I beg to ask by
whom that statement, read by Mr. George,
was dictated ?
The question was not answered.
Mr. George was then requested to withdraw, and he retired accordingly.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
I beg to move"That the said Hugh George, having published
in the said Argu" newspaper the said libellous
words, is guilty of a contempt nnd breach of the
privileges of this House, and that he be, for the
said offence, committed to the custody of the
serjeant-at-arms of- the Legislative Assembly,
and that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrant accordingly."

I assure you it is with much regret that I
mOle this resolution, and for two reasons,
In the first place, I am aware that a gentleman in the position of Mr. George,
although he is legally responsible for all
that appears in the newspaper, and
although he, in a manner creditable to
himself, admits his liability for all that
appears in the newspaper, yet he is, to my
own knowledge, and he may be to the
knowledge of other members of this House,
personally, to a great extent, irresponsible
for the intentions and motives of the persons who write the articles that appear in
the newspaper. I also feel regret, if I
may be permitted to say so, that I have
to move this resolution in reference to a
gentleman whom I have the pleasure to
call my personal friend. At the same
time, Sir, I have no hesitation in moving
this resolution. A member of the House,
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in the high position of Chief Secretary of
the colony, has complained of an attack
which, upon the face of it, is an imputation upon his personal honor, as well as
upon his character as a member of this
House. And any member of the House
who asks protection in that way, even
although he did not enjoy that position,
but was simply a private member of the
House, should, in my opinion, be entitled
to claim protection at the hands of the
House. I can assure honorable members
on the other side that if they believe
mem bers on this side of the House would
not be willing to extend to them the same
protection which is now asked for by the
Chief Secretary, they are very much mistaken. I will say, I do not believe it is
possible that members on this side would
have offered the same obstruction, and
endeavoured to cast the same indignity,
on the proceedings of this evening,
as":"'as I much regret to say-has been
endeavoured to be cast upon them by the
other side of the House. I must say that
the explanations given by Mr. George at
the bar of the House have rather aggravated the offence than otherwise. I find
that gentleman declaring that the expression employed "was not intended
to reflect upon the personal honour of
the honorable the Chief Secretary, but
simply to assert that the statement
made by that honorable gentleman was
not consistent with truth." Why, the
beginning of this sentence and the end
of it are at variance with one another.
(" No, no.") I am aware that an honorable member of this House is acquainted .
with various gradations of offence, by
which a statement may be contradicted in
all the various degrees of comparison,
ascending from a simple contradiction of
the fact to a gross insult to the person in
reference to whom that contradiction is
made. I will not enter into any discussion as to the capacity of language, in
various degrees, to insinuate or communicate offence. But I will say that a person
who asserts, when endeavouring to explain
such a statement as that a perdon's speech
"bristles with falsehood," that he merely
intended to state that the speech was "not
consistent with truth," he endeavours to
avail himself, as it seems to me, of the
next least offensive· expression that he
could possibly use; and in making use of
that less offensive, but still highly offensive expression, I say he aggravates the
original offence. It is also declared by
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Mr. George, "in vindication of the liberty supposed offen~e of' which he has been
which the press of right enjoys, that, as guilty, before he can be releasedfi'om the
thus understood, the article referred' to is custody of the seljeant-nt-arms, he tilUSt
no more than a fair criticism upon a state- pay a larg-e sum in the shape of fees.
ment tr.ade by a servant of the Crown in
MI'. HIGINBOTHAM. - The real
his public capacity, and in a public place." offenders will pay.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-Let us take a
That is to say, that the press of right enjoys
the liherty of asserting of a public man proper view of the case. Mr. George hns
that his words, uttered in a public place, been brought up for a crime, which, acand on a public question, "bristle with cording to t.he Attorney-Genera], he has
falsehood." If that be the liberty of the not committed. 'The honorable nnd )parned
press, I say the liberty of the press must gentleman states, from his knowledge of
be suppressed. If that is the notion of the position of Mr, George, that'
no
the liberty of the pI'ess, I say it is a liberty shape or form is he morally responsible,
which should be put down. Alid if it be though he inay be legally responsible. 'I
necessary to show the determimition of therefore ask the House to consider these
this House to repress t.he liberty 'of 'the circumstances, and not at once agree to a'
press as understood in that sens~, I do not resolution which will consign M;'. George
feel any hesitation in appearing before the , -with whom I have no personal acquain't·
Honse, and putting in force the means at ance-to great inconvenience' and to the
its corilmand, to prevent what I call an payment of a large fine.
abuse of the liberty of the press. I re&ret
Mr. LEVEY.-Mr. Speaker, I would,
to say tllat I consider the explnnation, the point out to the Attorney-General, without
limited explanation, made by Mr. George desiring to import unnecessary' acrimony
an aggravation of the offence. I therefore, into the discus~ion, that he is calling upon
with much regret, feel bound to place this the House to do an act which he himself
admits to be an act of injustice. ' If this
resolution in the hands of the House,
Mr. VERDON seconded the motion.
were a question of pecuniary penalty, no
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I shall ,"ote doubt the gentlemen who are the real
against the motion. I look upon it as offenders, whose servant Mr. 'George is,
implying perpetual imprisonment, n'othing would come forward t.o pay the fine. But
more nor less. 1£ Mr, George does not Mr. George is called upon to undergo a
choose to apologise, and if the House sort of vicarious punishment; in fact, to
should be ndjourned, Mr. George may still be made a sort of whipping-boy. Weare
remain a prisoner. Now, is the House to go back 200 years in oUl'jurisprudence,
prepared to pass such a sentence upon a and punish one man for the sins of others.
gentleman who has been'defended by the We are to resort to the system of jurispruAttorney-General? The honorable and dence adopted in China, where a criminal,
learned member has stated that, from his when sentenced to death, employs'someown knowledge, Mr. George is not re'311y body to undergo the punishment for him,
responsible for the article referred to, nor instead of undergoing it himself. Now'in
for any of the articles which appear in the all probability Mr. George never saw the
newspaper. And I ask this House if that article until it was published in the Argus.
gentleman, in the discharge of his duty to And knowing that, it appears to me that
his' employers, has that responsibility we shall be adopting an inconsistent and
thrust upon him, are we not bound to ridiculous position in punishing that genacquit him of the responsibility ? If a tlt'man with what may be a long and very
more mild form of procedure had been painful imprisonment. Knowing that Mr.
adopted-if Mr. George had been allowed George is not the real culprit, powerless
the assistance of counsel in order that such as we are to touch the real culprit,' it
explanations as the case demanded might appears to me that we shall be acting unbe offered-the Attorney-General would justly and absurdly in punishing Mr.
have been relieved from the stl'Rnge posi- George. Surely the honorable the Chief
tion which he has occupied of prosecutor, Secretary himselfmust see-notwithstanddefendant's counsel, and judge. If' Mr. ing his tender regard for his private chaGeorge had been asked to apologise, the racter, and his feeling! 'that he has been
House might have been justified in enter- very much insulted-that t.he adoption 'of
taining the question of imprisonment~ the motion will have the effect of placing
But even supposing Mr. George may, in the House in' an absurd' and unnatural
the long run, consent to apologise 'for the position. W'hat consohltion will there be
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to wounded honor in sending to gaol a
man who is. not the real culprit? We
might as well take any gentleman who
may now be sitting in the strangers' gallery, and consign him to the custody of
the serjeant-at-arms. If the AttorneyGeneral will bring in some measure to
make newspaper proprietors or writers
responsible, or to make gentlemen who
write leading articles sign their nafIles, or
will adopt some of the other processes
whic~ are very much in favour in countries
govert;led by a despotism or a pure democracy-:-which seem pretty well the salTle,
so fa:r as all practical purposes. are concerned-if that were the position of the
~onorable and learned the Attorney-Generalialthough I object to the pl'oceeding,
although I consider that it would be in
~he highest degree improper and tyrannicaf
to suppress the freedom of the press, yet
that would be at least a logical position.
"'~ e should then be able to punish the
right person. But first to decide that a
leading article contains a libel, and then,
be~ng unable to get at the real culprit, to
seek to vent the vengeance of the House
on, a person who is not morally responsible, is such a monstrous piece of injustice
that I am llstonished that the AttorneyGeneral-a statesman, a lawyer, and an old
journalist-should propose it. The honorable and learned mem bel' stated that he
regretted ,very much having to make the
motion, ,because he was a personal friend,
p( ,Mr. George. But I think there is
8:~o~her ,reason why he should not make
the motion. The honorable and learned
gelltleman has been a member of the
press, he has had a very long and
b,rilliant; care~r on the press; he, has
been, connected with . the press, not
o~ly of this colony but the mothercountry; and I would ask if, during
th~ w,hole of his career on the press, he
ever k,new a publisher, or a person connected with the mechanical department of
a neWspaper, called upon to suffet for the
fault of another? If the state of the law
were such that the newspaper proprietors
could be made to pay the penalty, the
position taken by the Attorney-General
would be ,consistent. But to punish Mr.
George is an. inconsistent and highly
apsurd proposition, You might as well
drag forth the "printer's devil" to the
light of day, and say-" You are to go to
g~ol, because somebody you never sawsome gentleman who has not the slightest
intercourse with you socially or pol~tically
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-has thought. proper to libel the Chief
Secretary, and because the Chief Seet'etary is unable to get at the real offender."
But is tbat the position that the Chief
Secretary, as the leader of the House and
a gentleman, of sound common sense, ought
to take. I beg to move as an nmendment:"That Mr. 'George be discharged on payment
of the fees,"

Mr. G. P. SMITH,-I beg to second'
the. amendment. On a question of this
sort no honorable member should be deten'ed by any consideration of party,: or of
connexion with honorable members in
this House, from expressing his opinions.
I approach this subject with a very great
deal of difficulty. I would very willingly
have abstained from ta~ing any part in
the. discussion which has arisen if the
discussion had been conducted with that
dignity and moderation which I should
have expectell fl'om this House when
engaged in a judicial proceeding of a very
arbitrary and very ext,reme character. I
say, if the discussion had been conducted
with that dignity and becomingncss which
might be expected, I should not have taken
any part in the mutt.er. Butlcaunot conceal
£I'om myself-and honorable members may
cheer or ridicule the statement as they
please-that any journal may be in the
position to-morrow of the Argu8 to-day;
that any publisher may be required to
stand at that bar, although equ~lly in~locent
to the gentleman who bas just been removed from it. Sir, I believe most
forcibly in the adage that" What is sauce
for the goose is sauce for the gander;" and
if I can see in this proceeding an element
of injustice towards' the Argus, however
strongly I may be personally or politically
opposed to that journal, no consideration
of party, of happening to ~e for the
moment in the majority, will tempt me to
be a party to that act of injustice. During
this, discussion I have seen enough to
convince me that matters of this sort
f;l.re questions of majorities. I have heard
an honorable member suggest that this
House should abstain from dealing with
the Argus, lest another House, where there
is a majority adverse to the majority
,in this House, should deal with the
Age. There is another, instance which
occurred in this House, in which a statement in another journal was dragged forward for the purpose of founding thereupon a motion to create a sort of by-pl~y,
or a piece of' antagonism to the motion
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affecting the Argu.s. These are considerations which, I think, ought to weigh not
only on the mind of journalists, but upon
the mind of every gentleman who thinks
that the press has a duty which it may be
frequently and unpleasa.ntly called upon to
exercise towards members of this House.
Sir, I don't attempt to conceal from
myself, nor from this House, that journalists have before now had to exercise very
unpleasant duties as regards this House.
I believe that from our political constitution, and from the elements of which our
popular assemblies are composed, so long
as journalists honestly and faithfully discharge their duties, they will have frequently to criticise this House; and not
only to criticise this House in general
terms, but in terms which will bring the
journalists within the privileges of this
House. (An honorable membcr-" Then
we must serve them out.") I suppose
there are certain gentlemen who believe
that that is the kind of justice which
ought to be served out to jomnalists for
performing their duty. I believe it is
the only kind of retribution which those
gentlemen are capable of bestowing for a
fair and proper criticism upon their conduct. In a division which took place
early this evening, I voted that Mr.
George be heard by counsel. I was aware
that, in taking that course, I was guilty of
a certain amount of inconsistency. I was
aware that it was inconsistent with the
pre-determination of the House, that a
gross and scandalous libel had been published, that Mr. George could be heard.
But it does appear to me that there is
something in the proceedings of the
House, with regard to matters of this
sort, which is grossly repugnaut to the
spirit of English justice. There was a
time when, for actions of libel, there was
practically no defence; and probably the
present proceedings of the House might
accord with the state of the law which
made truth a libel, and allowed the libeller
neither justification nor defence. But the
spirit of English jurisprudenee has materially altered. Not only are defendants
permitted to plead a justification-and
t.his, perhaps, may be news to the honorable member for East Melbourne-but
recent decisions have been given in English courts of law that, as regards men's
public conduct, and their conduct in a
public capacity, not only may it be freely
criticised, but motives may be imputed.
I should like to know where the function
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of journalism would be if journalists were
debarred from imputing motives. Don't
members of this House impute motives to
one another? Is not our whole political
career, motive on one side and countermoti ve on the other? I don't believe in
that affectation of patriotism that some
men would have us believe regulates
our conduct. I believe it is impossible to mingle in politics, or to be
in the atmosphere of this Housewhether on the floor or in the gallerywithout knowing that public men are
actuated by motives other than regard for
the public in terest. Well, Sir, under those
circumstances, and acting on the principle
that it is repugnant to the spirit of justice
that a man should be brought here and
.,condemned before he is heard-in order to
get rid of that anomaly-I voted that Mr.
George might be heard by counsel. That
motiun was lost, and we are now addressing ourselves to the main question. The
honorable and learned the AttorneyGeneral admits that, in committing Mr.
George to the custody of the serjeant-atarms, he is practically committin~Rn act
of injustice-that he is committing a man
innocent of offence. Now is it proper, or
is it consistent with the dignity of this
House, that it should punish a wrong by
the infliction of a wrong still more
grievous? If it is admitted that Mr.
George is not the author of tbis libel; that
he is in 110 way ref:ponsible for it; that he
has 110 control over the articles which
appear in the Argus, although he is responsible for the publication of the newspaper,
on what principle is he to be sent to
prison? Has the Attorney-General exhausted all the means at his command for
bringing the real offenders before the
House? I have yet to learn that Mr.
George is the proper person to send to
prison. I am not going to suggest that
the House should do so, but I have yet to
learn that it cannot reach the persons who
are presumed to be guilty of this libel. If
I recollect rightly, there is a case which
goes directly to this point. I refer to the
case of the John Bull, which occurred in
1821. In that case the printer of the
paper was called to the bar of (he House
of Commons. It was extracted from him
that certain persons were the editors and
proprietors of the paper; and they, on a
subsequent occasion, were brought to the
bar and committed to prison. Now, Sir,
110 such course as this has been taken with
Mr. George. He was asked if he was
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responsible for the publication of the
paper. He said he was, and the honorable and learned the Attorney-General,
who stands here very 'much in the position
of accuser, was content with an answer
which he afterwards declares to this House
he believes to have been a subterfugethat is, that Mr. George took upon his own
shoulders a responsibility which properly
did not belong to him. I have before me
a ~opy of the Argus, and I find that Mr.
George stands here in the position of an
agent with a disclosed principal.
The
imprint to the paper says : "Printed and published by Hugh George, at
the Argus office, Collins-street, Melbourne, for
Wilson aud Mackinnon, proprietors."

Now, as a matter of law, we know quite
well that an agent who discloses his princi pal stands discharged from the liability
that would otherwise attach to him. There
'is a professed anxiety on the part of this
House to reach the real culprit. The
Attorney-General has said that Mr. George
is to undergo this vicarious punishment
because no oue else can be punislIed; but
I respectfully submit that that has never
been ascertained. Mr. George was brought
to the bar of the House and examined;
the Attorney-General had the opportunity
of putting any question he chose; the
honorable and learned gentleman had his
own convictions upon the subject; and
yet the question whether Messrs. Wilson
and Mackinnon were the proprietors of
the paper, or whether either or both were
in the colony, was never put.
Now,
I say that, under these circumstances, the
case 'for the prosecution has completely
broken down. I say that if the AttorneyGeneral had really wished to reach the
proper culprit, his proper course would
ha\'e been to ask Mr. George who were
the editors or proprietors of the paper.
But it occurred to me that there was a
sort of desire to fi~ Mr. George with the
responsibility which he had taken upon
himself, and which everyone in the House
knew did not exist. I quite agree with
the Attorney-General that it will be a
very gross act of injustice on the part of
this House to commit Mr. George to
prison. I have had the honour of knowing Mr. George; I believe there is no
better gentleman lidng in the colony; I
believe that personally he is incapable of
any act of wrong doing, whether libel or
anything else. I have heard it said that
Mr. George was found guilty of the libel
before he appeared at the bar, and that he
2 A
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comes up here for punishment. Would it
not have been as well if we had punished
him first ? Would it not have been carrying out the same principle, to send the
serjeant-at-arms to put him into gaol on
the strength of his name appearing at the
foot of the paper, and then to consider
whether the article was a libel or not?
That course would have been quite as
consistent as that now proposed to be
taken. For my part, I very much regret
that the Argus proprietors did not adopt a
different course. I cannot conceal from
myself that there is very much truth in
what the Attorney-General says as to the
meaning of the statement read at the bar.
It was clearly intende.d in the structure
of the se.ntence to which attention has
been called to state something which
would serve for a v.indication and just.ifi.cation hereafter. I can detect, as clearly
as anybody, what is hidden in the turn of
a sentence. The sting lies in the tail of that
sentence; and it was intended, if the House
accepted the statement as an apology,
afterwards to turn it into a triumph. I
regret that any journalist or newspaper
proprietor should have taken that course;
because, when this question first came on
for discussion, I thought there was considerable force in the remark that perhaps the matter had boen overstated. It
frequently h!1Ppens that a journalist, in the
hurry of writing, uses a phrase which
overstates his meaning, or fails to convey
it. J did conceive that there was a possibility of the word "falsehood" having
been used in the sentence complained of,
for some other word that would simply
have conveyed that an incorrect interpretation of the nature of the crisis had been
made. I think the Argus proprietors
might very well have stated that which
they knew to be a matter of fact. They
knew that the Chief Secretary's statement
did not" bristle with falsehood." I think
we may acquit the Chief Secretary of
stating falsehoods; and therefore, I want
to know why they did not honorably and
honestly state, as any honorable and honest
journalist would have stated, " We did not
intend to convey that meaning; we intended to convey that the Chief Secretary
gave an incorrect version, or made an
erroneous statement of the facts of the
case to the House." I regret that has not
been done; and I regret also that the
Argus has thought proper, even over this
very matter, to bolster up its case by 1,\
certain statement. affe~ting the honor of
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members of this House, and which after- punishing the Argus. My object has been
wards may affect the House, and the status rather to prevent like occurrences in the
of the House, in the eyes of the English future as applicable to honomble members
public, in a very serious way. I refer to of this House. With regard to Mr. George,
the statement which appeared in that, that gentleman has come to the bar and
journal the day following, to the effect stated most distinctly that he is responsible
that honorable members of this House had for the articles that appear in the Argus.
signed a bond to support the Government. He has assumed that" position-he has acNow in that statement there was not a cepted an office in connexion with the
particle of truth; there was nothing to give Argus, wherehy he is made responsible for
it the color of truth; and therefore it is to all articles which appear in that newsbe regretted that a journal should so reck- paper-and he comes here to-day to
lessly credit the current slanders of the justify that position. Not only does he say
day as to fix them on members of this that he is liable-that he is responsible to
House at a time when there might have the House-but he comes here and says
been no 0PPol·tunity to contradict them. he justifies the expressions used in the
N ow, probably, this expression of my article which has been complained' of.
opinion will give satisfaction to neither Now, whatever I may have thought
side. Rut it. is an honest expression of before, and however I may have desired
0plDlOn. And I~say, notwithstanding that to get at the partie,S who wrote the article,
expression of opinion as to the course or, if not them, the proprietors of the
pursued by the Argus; it does not touch newspaper, I say that, seeing thnt Mr.
the question of the, punishrpent of Mr. George has stated that he is responsible
George. I say it, is a question solely for for the article, and that he justifies the
the proprietors, of the Argus. I say the assertions which it contains, we are dealHouse is in a position, if it choose, to ing rightly and properly with that gentlereach those proprietors; and, therefore, I man. Then, with regard to what has been
protest against the House-to save itself said by the honorable member for Northe trouble, as it were-accepting the manby, I must say that that honorable
statement of Mr. George's responsibility, ' gentleman has shown his usual disposiand making him a, sacrifice for his em- tion. A similar case occurred some
two' or three years ago. A statement
ployers.
Ml'. LEVEY.-I am, informed by the was then made in the Ar.fJus reflecting
honorable the Speaker that Mr. George is upon the character of the honorable
not in custody, and that therefore I cannot member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer),
,move that he be discharged from custody. and I must say the way in which that
Under these circumstances I beg to pro- question was treated presents a great conpose, in lieu 9f the amendment which I trast to the way in which the present
question has been regarded. The comhave already 6U bmitted : , "That the House proceed to the next Order plaint, at that time, was made by an honorof the D~y."
able member sitting in opposition, and'the
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I proposition submitted-in the very terms
may state once for all, that when I first now employed by the Attorney-Generalbrought this matter under the considera- was supported by the Government of the
tion of the House, I did so, not so much to day. The proposition was, "that the pubright myself indi vidually as to prevent the lisher of the Ar.fJus, Mr. George Dill"same abuse of language being applied to not th3 proprietors-" should be called to
other members of the House. I think the bar of the House and committed to
that, seeing the charge was brought the custody of the serjeant-at-arms." The
against me in the position I now hold, it offence was, that the honorable member
was my duty to look after the privileges for Creswick had been called "a privileged
of this House and the privileges of the ruffian." The honorable member for
members of this House, because too long Normanby spoke and voted in favor of
have we been accustomed to submit to the proposition. The report in Hansard
abuse from newspapers of all shades of stated : politics-abuse that is never uttered, for
"Mr. Levey spoke at considerable length in
one momellt, in the English press. Honor- favor of the motion, and took occasion, in the
course of his remarks, to pass general strictures
able members are mistaken if they think on
the Argus. He contended that the Argus
that I have brought forward this matter was lowering the Australian press to a level
in a vindictive spirit with the view of with that of India and America, and believed
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,that even .Tames Gor Ion Bennett would not venture to write such articles as appeared in the
,Argu8."

The honorable member for .south Gippsland took precisely the same course.
Mr, SNODGRASS,-No,
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I will read what
transpired for the honorable member'~ information. The honorable member said" 1. have refer'red on former occasions to the
'licentiousness of' the press of this coul)try,
'and I am glad that a newspaper of the standing
and eminence of the Argus is now put upon its
trial."
,

The' Argus \v~s then put upon its trial,
and the honorable member for South
Gippsland supported the. proposition that
'the publisher be placed in the custody of
the serjeant-at-arms And now the hon'orable member objects to a similar course.
13ut the House has come to the decision
'that the article referred to is a libel, and
a scandalous breach of the privileges of
this House. That being the case, if we
are to have privileges at all, if we wish to
maintain them, it is our dut.y to assert
them and put them in force. Alt.hough
Mr. George may suffer,. in so far that he
is not the actual writer of the article, yet
I say he must be punished if he allows his
name to be used so that he may be proceeded against if any improper article
appears in the paper. I trust that honorable membeJ's generally, no matter On
what side of the House they may sit, will
unite in carrying the motion. As I stated
-on a former occasion, if a similar case
arises in connexion' with any honorable
member sitting in opposition, I shall be
prepared to take the very same course'
that I have pursued on the present occasion.
Mr. LANGTON.-I scarcely apprehend
that there are many members who will
believe that the two cases which· have
been referred to by the Chief Secretarythe case of Mr. Dill and the one now
before the House--are identical. In the
first case there was no difference of opinion
as to the grossness of the libel published.
It was admitted that to call an honorable
member a "privileged ruffian," in his
capacity as chairman of a committee of
this House, was a gross libel. I believe
that there was no differen~e of opinion on
the subject-that both sides of the House
agreed in condemning the libel, and therefore they agreed in punishing the cuLprit.
On the present occasion, however, we are
not unanimous in characterising this
publication' as a gross libel. The House
~ A 2
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only decided by a majOl'ity of something
like eighteen that it was a libel at all.
It is rather curious that only those who
always vote with the Chief Secretary
stood up to defend his reputation on this
occasion, or to complain that his reputation
is affected by what has been published.
Thei'e is a very wide distinction between
this case and the former one, as the Chief
Secrelary' must have discovered'· in the
course of this evening, particularly when
one answer' of 'the gentleman who 'was
brought to the bar was received with
cries of "hear, hear," from this side of
the· House, which showed that many
members considered that the criticism
was fair and just. The Attorney-General
has referred to the opinion expressed by
some honorable members on this'sideof
the House on' the former occasion; but
no opinion more strongly opposed to the
whole action taken on this occasion could
be expressed than the opinion which the
honorable gentleman himself expressed on
the previous occasion. ,The honorable
gentleman objected in toto to the whole
proceedings.
Not only' did he wish to
a.void the necessity of committing that
gentleman-Mr. Dill-but he· spoke
directly, upon that occasion, against the
entire practice 'of exercising the privileges
of this House. I will read an extract or
two from the Attorney-General's remarks
on that occasion : " He believed it was inC10nsistent with natural
justice, and also with English fairplay, that this
House should in evwy case decide what its
privileges were-that it should be the judge in
every case itself, and that its own fiat should be
the only authority to enforce its privileges. He
protested against this principle as being monstrous and unjust."

I appeal from the Attorney-Genera} in
his present circumstances, being bound, I
suppose, from a feeling of chivalry and
honor to defend his colleague, whom he
conceives to be attacked-I appeal from
the honorable and learned gentleman's
opinion at the present day to his opinion
at the time when he was not bound by
any trammels of office, or bound to stand
up in defence of a colleague. The honorable gentleman went on to say : "The possession of privileges of this sort by
the House of Commons, involved in England the
danger of a collision between the Legislature and
the courts of law. That danger existed here.
and might arise at any moment. He submitted
that it was a subject which deserved the attentive consideration of the House, and that it was
a question of very great importance whether
these privileges, at all events, should not be
openly and distinctly abandoned."
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Sir, I think that no greater censure on the
honorable member's own motion, and on
. the action the Government are going to
,take, could possibly be offered than to
refer to his own distinct and unequivocal
language on the previous occasion. It
cannot be said that the honorable gentleman had then not had sufficient experience,
both of the press and of public life, to have
been able to have formed a matured opinion
on the subject, because the honorable
gentleman 6xpressed himself so clearly
and distinctly that evidently his opinion
was the result of a calm and mature
consideration. I believe the bulk of' those
outl:!ide the House, who are not actuated
by a spirit of partizanship, would endorse
the sentiments which the honorable and
learned gentleman expressed on that occasion, and would say that it is directly in
defiance of all principles of natural justice
to condemn a man unheard-to pass the
verdict of the jury before the man is
allowed to say a word in his defence I confess I regret to hear you, Mr. Speaker, say
it was tl;1e practice here to suspend the
Standing Orders upon such occasions, and
depri ve the person brought to the bar of
the House of even the slight protection
which they might afford to a gentleman
placed in that position. It created in my
mind a feeling ·of regret that we in this
House should have such powers as this,
which can be exercised in this light, and,
I think, frivolous way. On this subject I
just wish to quote a few words from the
opinion of the present eminent Chancellor
of the Exchequer in England, when the
last privilege case-the cas,e of Mr. Washington Wilks-was before the House of
Commons. Mr. Wilks did not charge a
member of the House of Commons with
making a statement which "bristled with
falsehood," but he charged him with corruption, in his character of a member of
Parliament, with respect to some railway
stock. In that case the charge was somew hat parallel to the charge against the
honorable member for Creswick. Opprobrious epithets were applied to him, and
he was charged with discreditable conduct
in his capacity as a member or chairman
of a committee of the House. Mr. Washington vVilks was committed to the custody of the seljeant-at· arms; and Mr.
Gladstone, on a subsequent day, expressed his opinion on the case in these
terms:"He had read a charge made against himself
that very day which he firmly believed to be
$
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libellous, and most of them had the satisfaction
on most days of reading such charges. But did
it follow that, although those charges could be

noticed in a court of law, where, at all events,
their antagonists would meet them on equal
terms, and could appeal to an impartial juryIt cannot be said that the majority of this
House is an impartial jury. We know
that it is not so. Mr. Gladstone went on
to say- " they were to invoke the arm of the House
of Commons, and, without affording him the
privilege of a trial, commit one of their fellowsubjects to custody? He granted it was difficult
strictly to lay down the limits within which
this House must defend its own honor and the
character of its members; but the question was
not what they would be justified in doing, the
question was what' it was prudent for them to
do."
In the course of the same speech, the
honorable gentleman remarked" He was convinced that they ought to limi.t
their interference to extreme cases, such as where
corruption was clearly charged."
Now there is no charge of corruption in
this case. There was a charge of corruption, or corruption was implied, on the
previous occasion. Mr. Gladstone went
on to say" And that it would be unwise to claim those
exceptional powers, when the license, though it
might be outrageous, still did not exceed tha~
which was exercised in ten thousands of instances
by the newspaper press-exercised without sufficient regard to justice, exercised in a way that
was a source of great pain to themselves and
to their friends, but still exercised, upon the
whole, for the ~enefit of the country."
I think that lays down pretty clearly the
principle which should actuate us in determining what is to be done with Mr.
George. I think, Sir, that we ought not
to suffer party feeling so completely to
blind our judgments and to warp our sense
of justice as to commit Mr. George to
prison on such a charge as this. I submit
that the Chief Secretary ought not to be
the gen tleman to make a chal'g'e of this
sort. Since I have had the honour to be
a m~mber of this House, which is not
very long, I' have been charged in one of
the daily papers with prevarication, which
I apprehend is a cl'ime or offence of a precisely similar character to that which the
Chief Secretary conceives to, be imputed
to him in this article. I don't possess
those microscopical faculties which the
Attorney-General possesses, and I cannot
draw such nice distinctions and define the
various gradations of falsehood. It appears to me that a charge of falsehood
implies that a member has been guilty of
saying what is untrue, which may have
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been the simple utterance of a mono- General has, I would protest against it as
syllable, without. premeditation; but a powerfully as he diel on a former occasion.
charge of prevarication implies that a I will remind the House that the matter
member has been guilty of a deliberate of the liberty of the press has been reattempt to deceive the House. That is peatedly discussed in the old country, and
what I was charged with in the Age. To from time to time utterances have been
whom do I owe that charge? To the delivered by eminent men, which should
Chief Secretary. On the first occasion on inform us on the subject, and lead us to be
careful what we do under circumstances
wh~ch I addressed the House, I asked for
a return of certain duties in connexion like the present. I have in my hand a
with soft goods. The Commissioner of speech of Lord Plunkett, on a Bill which
Customs said that my motion implied it was proposed to introduce in the Irish
piece goods, which never paid duty; and Parliament, to restrict the liberty of the
the Chief Secretary repeated the state- press. Lord Plunkett remarkedment. I say that they attempted to mis"The licentiousness of the press has been
lead the House by making those state- complained of. I will tell Government a better
against it than this Bill affords them.
ments, and for the purpose of damaging remedy
Let them act in such a manner as to be above
me.
its obloquy. Let them restore the constitution.
Mr. McGCT..,LOCH rose to order.
Let them reform the abuses which pollute every
The SPEAKEl{ ruled that the remark department. Let them reform the Parliament.
them mitigate their system of coercion. Let
of the honorable member for East Mel- Let
them conciliate the people. Then may they
bourne was not in order.
laugh at the slanders of a licentious press.
Mr. LANGTON.-Well, Sir, I will ." They will have a better defence against malice
than this unconstitutional measure can afford
just referMr. McCULLOCH insisted upon the them."
In the Edinburgh Review of 1811 there
remark being withdrawn.
The SPEAKER. - I understood the is an article on tbis subject by a very
honorable member for East Melbourne to eminent man, which contains some passay that upon some former occasion two sages which appear to be very applicable
honorable members-members of the Go- to the circumstances in which we are now
vernment-had made statements for the placed, and which I will trouble the House
purpose of misleading the House. If the by reading : "One thing there is which, in the present
honorable member did say so, it is an unstate of prosecutions for libel, cannot fail to
parliamentary expression, and he is bound command attention, viz., that the ministerial
to withdraw it.
prints abound to fully as great a degree as their
Mr. LANGTON.-Then, Mr. Speaker, antagonists in all the vices which can adhere t.o
I will withdraw the expression. But to the mode of censuring public men; yet it is a
rare case, indeed, to see any of them punished.
that remark lowe the fact that next Let anyone read the abuse which, during the
morning, in the columns of the Age, a present Administration, has in certain prints
charge of prevarication was made against been poured out against another eminent party
me. If those two honorable members- in the State, for not one word of which did we
ever hear that one man has ever been called to
the Chief Secretary and the Commissioner account. And what conclusion can the fair,
of Customs-had had a spark of manli- the disinterested, and intelligent part of the
ness or generosity, they would have taken cQmmunity form? What else, than that the
care that I did not suffer on their account; law of libel is a law to punish all those who
dare to speak ill of the Minister; and that
but they did nothing of the kind. I will the
liberty of the press is a liberty to speak ill
now come to the question more imme- of all those who are the Minister's enemies?
diately before the House. It appears to me It is sufficiently obvious that, with regard to
that the liberty of the subject is involved political subjects and public men, the liberty of
the press may be abused in two ways. The one
in this discussion; and it is not consistent is,
when good public measures and good public
with any notions of natural justice that men are blamed ;-the other is, when bad public
any man should be deprived of his liberty measures and bad public men are praised. Of
without a proper trial before an impartial these two we should consider the last as being
the worst. It is not only, beyond all
court, before a jury which is ready to hear infinitely
comparison, the most prevalent, as being the
everything he has to state, and will hear best paid, and not at all punished; but it is inhim by counsel also. I protest against the finitely the most dangerous and fatal in its
whole proceeding. I protest against it operation. It is the screen by which, more
than by anything else, power is conwith all the force of language I can com- effectually
cealed in that gradual progress to despotism
mand; and had I the eloquence or com- whicfl the distinguished authors above quoted
mand of language which the Attorney- described as its most dangerous, and almost its
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to his fellow citizens. The'majority lives in'
only dangerous, approach, And, even when
nothing worse than imbecility wields the reins,
the perpetual practice of self-applause; and
it is that by which it is chiefly upheld in its
there are certain truths which the Americans
blunders, till it ripens national misfortunes into
can only learn, from strangers or from expenational ruin. Everything the Government
rience."
performs is asserted, and with pretended demonSir, I say I regret to see a tendency in
stration proved, to be excellent. Every plauthis direction in this colony. What have
sible circumstance which can be discovered belonging to it is displayed in the most advantawe seen out of this House for twelve
geous light, and fixed habitually in the public
montas past? That opinions unpalatable
eye, while every dangerous or mischievous cirto the majority out of doors are not to be
cumstance
carefully disguised or hidden from
expressed in public. During the discusview. To the great mass of mankind, whose
minds are chiefly passive in the reception of, sion of the question with which I have
their opinions, nothing more is needed to make
been associated more or less for mauy
them believe that their Government is admirable
years past, it has been with the utmost
than perpetually to hear that it is so. And even
difficulty that in any large centre of popuupon the strongest minds, it is well known that
the tide of popular opinion, if running with any lation a fair opportunity for expressing
considerable strength, is all but irresistible."
those opinions could be obtained. HonorNow, ~ir, these opinions have so far pre- able members k now that on the occasion
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vailed at home that the powers possessed
by the House of Common~, and which this
House possesses also, are very seldom
exercised. I believe, that they have not
been exercised since the case of Mr.
Washing,ton Wilks, and, i,nasmuch as he
admitted that his article did impute falsehood to the chairman of a committee of
the House of Commons, I think there was
some excuse for exercising those powers ;
but Mr. Gladstone did not think that they
ought to have been exercised on that occasion. In this case, only the party of the
Chief Secretary thinks that the article
complained of is a libel at all, and still less
that the powers of the House should be
exercised. 'I regret to see in this colony
a disposition to tend in the same direction
as regards public opinion as we have seen
in America. In America, if I may be
permitted to refer to De Tocqueville, there
has been of late years a great aversion to
hear any opinions which are hostile and
unpalatable to the majority. M. de Tocqueville, in his celebrated work on
IJemocrac?J in America, says : "Absolute monarchies have thrown an odium
upon despotism; let us beware lest democratic
republics should restore oppression, and should
render it less odious and less degrading in the
eyes of the many, by making it still more
onerous to the few. Works have been published
in the proudest nations of the old world, expressly intended to censure the vices and deride
the follies of the times. Labruyere inhahited
the palace of Louis XIV. when he composed his
chapter upon the Great, and Moliere criticised
the courtiers in the very pieces which were
acted before the Court. But the ruliug power
in the United States is not to be made game of;
the smallest reproach irritates its sensibility, and
the slightest joke which has any foundation in
truth renders it indignant; from the styl~ of its
language to the more solid virtues of its character, everything must be made the subject of
encomium. No writer, whatever be his eminence, can escape from this tribute of adulation

on which I wen t before the constituency
of East Melbourne, although our antagonists were quietly allowed to address the
constituency without any interruption
whatever, my honorable colleague and
myself were prevented from uttering a
single word, except by shouting in the ears
of the reporters. This regime of terror
having been introduced outside the House
-on the public platform-is it to be applied to the press? Are we to be depri ved
in this country of that grand privilege"Where girt by friends or foes
A man may speak the thing he will" ,?

Are we to be subject to such a tyranny as
this? Is the notion which appears to
obtain in America to obtain here? Are
we to expect that of this country, as of
America, it shall be said" Banded unions persecute
Opinion, and induce a time
'Yhen single thought is civil crime
And individual freedom mute" ?

Is this to be the sort of thing we are to
have in this country? I say we should
stop this tyranny at the outset; we should
prevent things tending in this direction at
all. Of all the political or civil institutions
in the world which are worthy of admiration and imitation, the British institution of
a free press stands the highest, and no such
proceeding as this would ever be suffered
in the House of Commons. (An honor;"
able member - " Question.")
I defy
honorable members, who cry question
to produce an instance where, because a
public j()'urnal alleged that a statement
made by a Minister was full of falsehood,
the article has been brought under the
notice of the House and denounced as a
gross and scandalous libel, and it has been
gravely proposed to imprison the man who
published it. I defy honorable members
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to produce such an instance in modern
times. I beg the House to pause, and not
to suffer itself to be led away either by
false sympathy with the Chief Secretary,
or by any feeling that it is necessary to
exercise the large powers vested in t.his
House. I say, with Mr. Gladstone, that it
is of more consequence thnt we should
secure free expression of opinion upon all
public and poli,tical matters, than that an
honorable memUer should have to complain that he has been libelled. I conceive
that it is utterly impossible for any member to discharge his duties in this House
faithfully withoqt being subject occasionally, to attacks of thi~ kind. I have
already been subject to them, and I expect
that, so long as I faithfully adhere to the
path of duty, I shall from time to time be
su hject to attacks of' this kind. On this
ground, therefore" I think that the Chief
Secretary ought not to be permitted to
wreak his vengeance upon the printer. and
publisher' of 'the Argus, but that he
should" in a manly and dignified way,
admit that sufficient has been done already,
and that the poor printer may go about his
business.
'.
Mr. VALE.-If the honorable member
for East Melbourne wished to deal with
the liberty of the press, he might have
quoted better authorities than the writers'
to whom he referred.
He might have
gone. back to John Milton's celebrated
work on the Uberty of the press. I pre..:
sume that there are few-probably none
-in this House who dispute the value
and importance of the liberty of the press;
but we are here to discuss how far it is
the duty of the House, having regard to
the due discharge of public business, aud
the protection of the character of public
men, to control the unjustifiable, unwise, and unnecessary license of the press.
Weare not here to control or curtail
fair and legitimate criticism on the conduct 'of public men. ' It was within the
scope of journalism to have criticised
the statement of the Chief' Secretary in
language which would not have been complained of. It would have been quite
right for the writer to have said that
the Chief Secretary was wrong in his
statement of facts, 01' that he believed the
facts were different. That is a fair liberty,
and no one could complain of the exercise
of it I am surprised that the honorable
member for Ea::;t Melbourne, in referring
to Mr. Gladstone's opinion on the case of
Mr. Washington Wilks, did not mention
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that Mr. Gladstone's statement was not
delivered at the commencement of the
proceedings, but at a. later stage, when an
endeavour was ma.de to obta.in Mr. Wilks's
release from prison on his presenting' a
petition, retracting the charge which he
had made. That should have been stated
in all fairness. It was unfair to place on
Mr. Gladstone the responsibility of the
statement, without at the same time'mentioning the cil'cumstanC.es under which it
was made. Mr. Washing'ton 'Vilks, 'as
the honorable member for East Melbourne
was aware, was charged with having" in
the Carlisle Examiner and North- Weste1'n
Advertise'J', made a statement in reference
to Mr. Clive, then member for Hereford,
who brought the matter under the notice
of the House of Commons on the 21st of
May, 1858. This was the paragraph
complained of ~"Did he stand quite clear of any transaction
in Caledonian stock while the case was pending?
On the other hand, was it not patent to all that
to this fact, and to this fact only, is to be attributed the loss of the Bill?'"

This was a statement that the honorable
member had an interest in a certain railway company. It was couched in language
of decen~y and respect; but it was deemed
, a sufficient breach of the privileges of 'the
, House of Commons for the House of Commons to take the very same course we
\.
took last Friday night.
"Complaint made to the House by George
; Clive, Esq" member for Hereford, of an article in
the Carlisle Examiner and Nortlt- UTestern Advertiser newspaper, of Saturday 15th May, 1858,
printed by Hudson Scott, and published by
Washington Wilks, imputing partial and corrupt conduct to him as chairman, and cqntaining reflections on other members of the committee on group 13 of Rail way Bills, in reference
, to the Carlisle. Langholm, and Hawick Railway,
and North British Railway (Hawick and Carlisle
Junction Railway) Bills, referred to that (:ommittee, in breach of the privileges of this House."

On the 28th of May, Mr. Washington
Wilks was brought up at the bar of' the
House, and, in reply to a question by the
Speaker, he admitted that he was the publisher of the paper containing the article
complained of. In reply to a question by
Mr. Collier, he said he was not prepared
to state who was the author of the article;
and, when asked if he was prepared to
withdraw it, he said in a tone very similar
to that which has been assumed by Mr~
Hugh George" I am very sorry to say I cannot. I can only
state that, if I had heard before that article was
printed that any honorable member had stood
up in his place and stated that those charges
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were untrue, I would not have written the
article, or I would have withdrawn it."
Some further questions were asked, and it
was resolved., That the said article is a false and scandalous libel upon the chairman and other members
of the committee on Group 13 of RailW"ay Bills."
" That Washington Wilks, the proprietor and
publisher of the said newspaper, in publishing
the said article, has been guilty of a breach of
the privileges of this House."
" That Washington Wilks, having been guilty
of a breach of the privileges of this House, be,
for his said offence. committed to the custody of
the serjeant-at-arms attending this House, and
that Mr. Speaker do issue his warrants accordingly,."
On the 31st of May, Mr. Milner Gibson
presented a petition from Mr. Washington Wilks, retracting the imputation of
corrupt motives against the honorable
member for Hereford, and praying that
he might be discharged. That petition
was taken into consideration on the 1st of
June, when Mr. Milner Gibson moved"That Mr. Washington Wilks, now in the
custody of the serjeant-at-arms attending this
House, be discharged out of custody on payment
of his fees."
In the course of the discussion it was
stated that Mr. Wilks had refused to give
up the name of the writer, or to withdraw
all the charges; but the Solicitor-General
stated that"He had unreservedly retracted the imputation of corrupt motive conveyed in the sentence:
'Does he (meaning the honorable member for
Hereford) stand quite clear of any transaction
in Caledonian stock while the case was
pending ?' ".
The House of Commons did not accept
that petition, and it was in relation to
that petition that Mr. Gladstone made the
speech to which the honorable member for
East Melbourne has referred-a speech
counselling prudence and moderation in
dealing with Mr. Wilks after that petition.
But though Mr. Gladstone made the
speech to which the honorable member
has alluded, he did not call for a division,
u.nd it was resolved" That the order for the consideration of the
petition of Mr. Washington Wilks be discharged."
Mr. Wilks afterwards presented another
petition, in which he "unreservedly retracted every charge which the House
had adj udged to be false and libellous,"
and Mr. Milner Gibson moved that he be
discharged. Mr. Clive, the injured member, stated that he had no desire to with. hold his assent fl'om the motion, and Mr.
Wilks was ordered to be discharged from
custody on payment of the fees. The
honorable member for East Melbourne,
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and other honorable members, have raised
the question of the wisdom of the privileges
which the House possesses, but I take it
that we are here to-night to deal with a
certain matter in accordance with the
privileges which we do enjoy, and which
have been practically enforced by the
House of Commons, in the case of Mr.
Washington Wilks, after we received our
constitution. It is not, as the honoraule
member for Normanby supposes, twenty
or thirty years since those privileges were
exercised. No doubt they ought to
be exercised in a wise and prudential
manner, and I am prepared to accept
the position that. honorable members
may entertain the opinion that some of
our standing orders and privileges are unwise; but the proper time to discuss the
privileges of the House is when a resolution is brought forward affirming the
desirability of yielding up those privileges,
and not when they are to be put in force
for the maintenance of the dignity of the
House. If the House is of opinion that
its privileges are too great for the constituted state of society, I admit that it will
be prudent to seek to deprive the House of
a portion of its privileges. Honorable
members in opposition may be quite consistent in seeking to deprive the House of
all its privileges, as they seem to delight in
doing so. The honorable member for East
Melbourne talked about the 'disorderly
character of public meetings; but I ask
him whether the licentiousness of the press
is not a cause by which the licentiousness
of public meetings is engendered '? To
keep the press in oruer, and to keep public
meetings and public speakers in order, we
ought to assert the principle that there is
a fair and legitimate bound to all argument; that harsh language and slanderous
statements are not argument, and are not
necessary to the discharge of public duties,
either on the platform, in the press, or in
Parliament-that the useofthem is opposed
to the true interests of wise and liberal
discussion. I think that upon this occasion the House should exercise its privileges, and not allow them to be virtually,
not only ignored, but insulted. The publisher of the .Argus has not only refused
to retract the statement, but he has made
another statement, which binds the accusation more firmly upon the Chief Secretary. If' the House chooses to pass over
the matter, and allow the publisher of the
Argus to escape on this occasion, it will
be an encouragement for the licentiousness
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of the press-an encouragement for the
press to disregard the amenities oflanguage
which should be observed towards public
men. I wish that the matter had not been
brought before the House at the present
crisis; but the fact that the statement made
by the Chief Secretary at such an important juncture as the resignation of the
Ministry; when it was supported by threefourths of the Assembly, should be called
in the leading journal a statement "bristling with falsehood," is one of those extraordinary and unmitigated insults to a
deliberative assembly which cannot be
passed over whilst our privileges are what
they are. I think that the Chief Secretary has done wisely in bringing up an
offender capable of bearing the burdens
placed upon it. It would have been unfair
if he had ·brought up an insignificant
print; but by bringing up the paper which
may be said to be the shield of slanderers,
he has braved all opposition-he has
braved all opposition which can possibly
be brought against him and his colleagues,
written in fairer terms and more decent
language. I trust this will be regarded
as an intimation from the House that it
will permit criticism only in that fair and
legitimate spirit which will accord with
the true progress of public discussion, and
tend to the spread of sound and legitimate
opinions. I trust that the House will
maintain its privileges upon this occasion.
If honorable members think that the privileges of the House are too great, and
ought to be curtailed, the proper way to
express that opinion is by tabling a
motion on the subject.
Mr. LEVI contended that there was no
parallel between the case of Mr. Washington Wilks and the case now before the
House. Mr. Wilks charged the chairman
of a committee of the House of Commons
with corrupt motives in connexion with a
railway bill before the House; but there
was no pretence for saying that the article
for which Mr. George had been brought
to the bar implied any corrupt motive on
the part of the Chief Secretary. It was
singu1ar that the very sting of the article
formed no portion of the Chief Secretary's
complaint. He (Mr. Levi) should have
thought the honorable gentleman's attention woqld have been more directed to the
words which described his statement as a
"fitting denouement to the career of a
Cabinet which has been marked, with
little variation, by deceit, chicane, and
lawlessness." The whole gist of the Chief
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Secretary's complaint, however, was against
the words which alleged that his statement
"bristled with falsehood." If the House
looked at the Chief Secretary's statement
in a fair and impartial manner-if they
pronounced an impartial verdict upon itthey must acknowleilge that some amount
of criticism, severe and sharp, was apapplicable to the statement. In the last
paragraph of it he found that the Chief
Secretary said that the other branch of
the Legislature had taken "a revolutionary course." Had the Chief Secretary
or any other member ever attempted to
show by any argument that the Upper
House had taken a revolutionary course?
No. In another part of the statement the
Chief Secretary said that : "The question distinctly placed before the
people of this country was this :-Are you for
the Ministerial propositions, 'Yea,' or 'Nay?'
What was the response? Why, that fifty-eight
members were sent into this House pledged to
support the Government propositions and the
Government Tariff as it was submitted.to the
country, and that twenty were returned against
it."

He (Mr. Levi) supposed that the meaning
of this was, that fifty-eight members were
to say "Yea" to every proposition which
the Government brought before them. He
had upon former occasions expressed hi'S
disapprobation of any unjust interference
with the liberty of the press. He considered that the action taken by a portion
of the press during the last twelve
months had redounded to the credit of the
community. A portion of the press had
manfully stood forward at all hazards for
the benefit of the community, and had
exposed the illegality and other matters
connected with the mal-administration of
the government of the country, which in
ull probability would have remained hidden and unexposed but for the liberty of
the press. If the Government, because
they had a large majority at their back,
determined to put in force, against one
portion of the press, the great powers
which the Assembly possessed, and the
other branch of the Legislature, with the
same powers, took action against another
portion of the press, the result would be
an interminable repetition of these unseemly proceedings. The Chief Secretary
had selected a most inopportune time for
exercising the privileges of the House,
and protecting honorable members. If he
had felt disposed to shield members of
the House from the attacks of the press,
he might have done so fai- more effectually
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during the past few months, in the course
of which articles had been published much
more libellous and scurrilous than the one
under consideration. He trusted that this
matter would not be carried to the extent
which the Attorney-General desired, but
that the House would bear in mind the
great advantages which had accrued to
the country during the last twel ve months
from the liberty of the press, and also the
fact that the course which hud been
pursued by this particular journal had
been generally approved by the press in
the neighbouring colonies, and in the
mother-country. He believed that the
article was but a fair criticism upon the
statement of the Chief Secretary. He
agreed with Mr. George, that if they took
the whole article into consideration they
must arrive at that conclusion. HoilOrable
members should also bear in mind that the
article was in all probability penned within
a few hours after the delivery of the Chief
Secretary's speech, and without the opportunity for full reflection and consideration.
It was admitted that if, instead of the
words" bristling with falsehood," " errors
of statement," or something of that kind,
had been used, the writer would not have
been amenable to censure; but, after all,
that was very like a distinction without a
difference, He trusted that the Chief
Secretary would consent to the proposition
of the honorable member for N ormanby.
The honorable member concluded by quoting the following remarks from Sheridan
on the liberty of the press:"Give me but the liberty of the press and I
will gi ve to the Minister a venal House of Peers
- I will give him a corrupt and servile House of
Commons-I will give him the full sway of the
patronage of office-1 w~ll give him the whole
host of ministerial influence-I will give him all
the power that place can confer upon him to
purchase up submission and overawe resistance
-and yet, armed with the liberty of the press,
I will go forth to meet him undismayed-1 will
attack the mighty fabric he has reared with that
mightier engine-I will shake down from its
height corruption, and bury it amidst the ruins
of the abuses it was meant to shelter."

Mr. G. V. SMITH said he could not
for a moment doubt that if the late Lord
Palmerston had made a ministerial statement, and the London Times had asserted
that it "bristled with falsehood," the publisher would have been brought to the bar
of the House of Commons, and he did not
believe that a single member of the House
would have voted against a motion
declaring that the assertion was "a gross
and' scandalous • libel. "
He, however,
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thought that the House had no right to
interfere with tbepress until they could
clearly and definitely draw the line
between the use and abuse of its liberty.
In 99 cases out of 100 he believed that
all questions affecting the 1ibe~ty of the
press would degenerate into party questions. He did not believe that the Chief
Secretary's character would suffer one iota
from the assertion which had been made
in the Argus. There was no better way
than ,treating those slanderers - those
cowardly assassins who stabbed in the
dat'k-with contempt. Every member of
the House should have a character
sufficient to live down such slanders. He
should vote ag'ainst the motion, as he was
opposed to interference with the press.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I will point ,
out to the honorable member for N ormanby-who has himself admitted that
some punishment ought to be awarded
after the House has arrived at a decision
that a breach of privilege has been committed-that the effect of his amendment
would be that no punishment could be
inflicted. The honorable member moved
a previous amendment. which could not be
put, the object of which was' that Mr.
George should be discharged on payment
of fees. I can unde~stand the object
of the honorable member in moving
that amendment, and a very fair object
it was.
The only objection to that
amendment was, that, inasmuch. as Mr.
George is not now in custody, and fees
are only payable by a person about to be
discharged from custody, the payment of
fees could not be enforced if the motion
were carried. I do not understand how
the honorable member, who aumitted that
some one ought to be punished, should
bring forward the amendment which he
. has now submitted. I cannot see how it
is consistent with his argument that an
amendment should be carried by which no
one would be punished. The honorable
member stated that it was exceedingly
unjust that a printer or publisher should
be punished for a fault or offence avowedly
committed by others. I would ask the
honorable member how this House is to
deal with those who are really guilty?
There is no means of getting at the guilty
except by instituting minute examination
and inquiry, similar to that instituted in
the case of the John Bull newspaper,
which, I think honorable members must
admit, it is not desirable shoulU be instituted in every case of this kind. For the
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very-.purpose of enabling persons to get at
some one who would be legally responsiblefor the acts of others the law has provided
that, in cases of civil or criminal proceedings, the printer and publisher shall be
liable; and this House, in imitation of the
rules provided by the law in cases of private inj uries, proceeds against the publisher, as a private person would in a
court of Jaw. (Mr. Levey-" The printer.") And also the publisher. I will
point out to the honorable member that,
so far as punishment by imprisonment is
concerned, the proprietor ought to be quite
as free from that punishment as the publisher, because the proprietor is himself, in
many cases, quite as ignorant of an article
before its publication as the publisher is ;
and although a' fine may and will reach, in
all cases, the proprietor, the punishment of
imprisonment ought not to fall upon the
'proprietor, unless he has personal liability.
(Mr. Macgregor-" He has control.") Yes,
he has control; and therefore he should
be punished, at all events, by the infliction
of a'fine. Although, I believe, that, upon
one occasion, the House of Commons inflicted a fine for a libel, it is not held to
be within the privileges of the House of
Commons to. inflict fines at all. That is
held to be the exclusive privilege of the
House of Lords, sitt.ing as a court pf
, record.
The remedy of the House of
Commons is to inflict imprisonment, a fine
being virtually inflicted by means of the
fees which the person has to pay before
he is released from custody. It is only
by inflicting a personal punishment Upon
the person who is legally liable for a libel
that \ the, House of Commons effects satisfaction for the injury. While I admit
frankly that I do not believe Mr.
George is personally and morally responsible, still there is no unfairness or injustice in nlaking Mr. George suffer in
his own person for the publication of the
article, bec,ause the law insists that some
one 'shall be legally responsible. As Mr.
George has chosen to accept the position
of being legally responsible for the publication of tQe article, he cannot complain
if he is made personally liable. If it is
intended to inflict any punishment, it is
necessary that the motion should be carl'ied rather than the amendment. I 'have
. only one remark to make in reference to
the observations of the honorable member
for East Melbourne. I was not aware I
had used the observations to which the
honorable member has referred. I am
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perfectly willing that he should take all
the advantage which he can derive from
his belief in the inconsistency between
anything I have said on a former occasion
and what I have said now. It is not my
practice carefully to compare and examine
all I have said previously before expressing my views on current, topics in this
House. At the same time, I thinknow that the honorable member has called
my attention to the matter-that there is
no essential difference between the opinion
I then expressed and that which I expressed to-night. The honorable member
has not thought proper to men tion that the
opinion to which he has referred was ex-.
pressed not upon the occasion of Mr. Dill
being brought before the House, but upon
a subsequent occasion, when the question
under consideration was, whether it was
desirable or not that certain checks and
safeguards should be established for the
purpose of controlling the autocratic power
of this House of dealing with cases of this
kind. I express~d the opinion that this
was a very absolute power indeed, and I
then thought that possibly it would be
wise to aban~on the privilege altogether.
I still believe it is a very absolute power;
and, for that reason, I agree with the
honorable member, that it is only in extraordinary cases that the power should
be exercised. For my own part I do not
hesitate to say that if the language which
has been complained of had ,been applied
to me, instead of the Chief Secretary, I
should not have dreamt for. a moment of
appealing to this House. I believe that
this is a matter which depends upon the
individual feeling of each member; but
now that it has been proved that this
House possesses the legal power of extending protection by this means to 'its individual members, I hold that individual
members have a perfect right to demand
the protection of the House where they
feel that their personal honor is affected.
It is a matter of personal feeling. For
my own part, I believe there is no
epithet of vilification in the whole
gamut of calumny, from the top to the
bottom, that I would not allow to be
used with Tespect to myself, for the simple
reason that I agree with the honor ..
able member for the Ovens, that these
things do no personal harm to anyone.
The Chief Secretary believes that he has
been injured, and, considering the position
he occupies, I am not prepared to express
a doubt that his opinion is not more cor-
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rect than mine. If the Chief Secretary
asks for protection, I feel no inconsistency
in supporting his application. Those honorable members who have spoken of the
right of the press to absolute freedom of
comment, express opinions from which I
do not dissent, but when they refer to
English precedent in defence of the
liberties of the press, I must remind them
that the English press contains no such
articles as the one which is now the subject of complaint. We are told that the
English Parliament bas not resorted to
this mode of protecting the character of
its members. for many years. Can the
honorable members who aver this point to
any articles in the leading English journals for the last fift.y years similar in character to the present?
Mr. LANGTON.-The case of Washington Wilks was worse.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-I think not.
At all events that article might have been
written by a gen tleman.
Though the
writer wished tu convey a charge of corruption, he was able to convey it in the
language used by gentlemen. I ask the
honorable member whether, turning to the
leading English newspapers received mail
by mail for a twelvemonth, he can point
out any articles, or anyone article, containing expressions similar' to this oneexpressions which, I admit, occur in many
articles, in many papers, from day to day
and week to week, throughout the colony?
He will not do so. I know not whether
it arises from a poverty of language or an
excess and a violence of passion, but the
language used by the press here is not to
be found in the English journals. Is the
colonial press, then, to claim the precedent
and authority of the English press as its
security when persons feel aggrieved by the
violent language it uses and the attacks
it makes on personal character? I say
that it has no right, because it does not
follow the example of English education
and English modera1hn. I am afraid, also,
that members of' Parliament, as well as
members of the press-perhaps all persons
in the colony-fail to reach the standard
of English civilization. I believe that the
tone of a popular assembly and of the
press bear a certain correspondence. If I
wished to show the difference between the
mother-country and this, I fear that I could
not select a more striking illustration than
our proceedings this evening. I do not
think it possible that a debate of this kind
could have occurred in the English House
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of Commons. (An honorable member~'On the one side.")
Yes; on the one
side. It is a distinguishing feature of the
House of Commons that, however political
parties may be divided, still, on a question
affecting the privilege or the honor of the
House, members are always united. I
remember that in 1860, when resolutions
were submitted asserting the privileges of
the House of Commons, there were only five
01' six to vote against them out of a House
of six hundred and forty. I fear that here,
in a House of less than eighty members,
nearly one-fourth may be found on any
occasion ranging themselves against the
Government in a spirit of party conflict,
no matter what question that Government
may be supporting. I do not think we
are in a position to criticise too closely
the press of this colony. The press and·
this House should each look to itself, and
should each endeavour to reach the English .
standard of cultivation. The less the press
and this Assembly refer to one another the
better. It is quite competent for the press
to use strong, vigorous criticism, without decending to personal abuse, and it is
quite competent, also, to conduct the proceedings of this House without those
frequent references to the pr~ss which so
often embitter our deliberations. At the
sapIe time, I say that whatever caution and
warning we may take to ourselves, we
ought not to shrink from enforcing the
privileges which it has been proved we
possess, whenever an honorable member
asks protection from what we must all
condemn, in our conscientious opinions, as
a gross and violent assault upon his personal character. I sincerely hope that
honorable members will not push their
opposition to the extent of denying that
this article is an imputation on the personal honor of the Chief Secretary.
lVIr. McCANN was not sorry that the
question had been raised. He was one of
those who believed that the press was
going too far in its criticism of public
men. He was glad, also, that the question
concerned so important a member as the
Chief Secretary, and that a pledge had
been given to ex;tend to any honorable
member who could ~ubstantiate a breach
of privilege the same measure of justice
which was now being meted out. It
would not be long before the Government
would have an opportunity of manifesting
their sincerity.
While he condemned
generally the conduct of the press, he
must say that the Government organ was
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the worst of all the offending papers.
That journal might fairly be called a
.slaughtering machine. There had been
honorable members who gave the Government an honest conscientious support, and
yet, because they differed on minor points,
these members had been attacked, had
been misrepresented, and had been politically slaughtered. The principal use the
Government made of their organ was to
'do that sort of work, rather than to
disseminate their opinions. He had his
doubts as to wllether the Government
would support any private member who
might claim the protection of the House.
However strong-the case, the Government
would find some way of evading their
pledge. The Chief Secretary, at all
events, must have changed his opinion
on the subject. Last session an honorable
member called attention to a newspaper
article, in' which' he was alluded to as a
"mean, ignorant, and hypocritical representative." N ow, if there was one form
of lying worse than another, hypocrisy
was the worst; and yet the Chief Secretary recommended the honorable member
not to take notice of such an attack-not to
waste the time of the House on such a matter. The Chief Secretary did not apply
that advice to himself, though they were
in t.he midst of an important crisis. One
good which ought to result from the
debate was a reform of the newspaper law.,
That was a subject which might very well
occupy the attention of the AttorneyGeneral during his first leisure moments.
'!\.t present the law was in a most unsatisfactory condition. It was a dead letter,
because it was left with the AttorneyGeneral to enforce its provisions-to act
as a detective-and both the present
honorable gentleman and his predecessors
had declined to do so. Some amendment
was required to make the press more
responsible, in order that honorable members might take the wiser and more
creditable course of resorting to the
Supreme Court instead of entrenching
themselves behind the privileges of the
Bouse. He had himself obtained the
committal for trial of an editor who had
brought serious charges against himcharges which could not be j usLified. It
was no use proceeding in the civil courts
as the man was in insol vent circumstances,'
and yet, when he took the case into the
criminal courts, the Attorney-Generalthis very Attorney-General who would
now enforce the excessive privileges of
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the House-denied him justice by refusing
to file a bill.
Mr. RIG INBOTHAM. - There was
another course open to the honorable
member.
:\1r. McCANN was aware that he might
have gone to their Honors the Judges and
asked leave to file a bill, but the extreme
haste of the Attorney-General to inform
the other side of his decision prevented
such a step being taken. He had thus
ascertained that the law afforded a very
poor opportunity for self-protection, and
he would suggest, therefore, that in any
amendment of the law, newspapers should
be required to give securities which would
be a guarantee to persons libelled that
.they might prosecute without a certainty
of loss. He remembered the Minister of
Mines, when the Newspaper Bill was
under discussion, delivering a most effective speech, expressing views the very
opposite to the vote which the honorable
gentleman was about to give. He said : " After all, what was the damage which the
press did? With the exception of the Treasurer,
the present Attorney-,General had had a longer
tenure of office than any member of the Government, notwithstanding that he had been more
assailed by the journals of the colony than any
other public man..
.
.
.
. What
had public men to fear from the press? His
(Mr. Sullivan's) opinion was, that the solution
of t.he problem of what to do with the press
might be found in the three words which were
given in reply to a celebrated minister in the
south of France. He asked the merchants what
he could do for them, and they said, 'Let us
alone.' "

Perhaps it would have been as well if some
attention had been paid to this advice
before the motion was brought forward.
He did trust, that the same justice the
Chief Secretary was receiving would be
meted out to the humblest member. In
that cas,e the present ut;tfair and violent
tone of criticism-the licentiousness of the
press, as it was termed-would be mode·
rated. And he was sure that if the press
set a good example of moderation, its
influence would be greater in the House
and in the community. He would support
the motion.
Mr. Levey's amendment was negatived
without a division.
The House then divided on the motion
for the committal of Mr. George, when
there appearedAyes
33
Noea
14
l\fajority for'the motion
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AYES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Balfou.r,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,

Mr.
"
"
"

King,
McCann,
McCaw',
McCulloch,

" Byrne,

" Ramsay,

" Cope,
" Cunningham,
" Davies,

"
..
"
"

" Evans,
" Farrell,

., Vale,

" Francis,

" Verdon,
" Wardrop,
" Wilson.

" Grant,

" Harbison,
Dr. Heath,
Mr. Henty, .
" Higinbotham,
" Hopkins,
" Jones,

Reeves.
Richardson,
J. T. Smith,
Sullivan,

Tellers.
Mr. McKean,
" Dyte.
NOES.

Mr. Blackwood,
" Gillies,
I{erferd,
" Langton,

Mr. Orr,
,,' G. V. Smith,

" Snodgrass,
" Snowball.

" Levi,
" McLellan,
" MacBain,
" O'Grady,

Tellers.
Mr. Levey,
" Whiteman.

Mr. GILLIES.-I would ask the Attorney-General ,hether he intends to proceed further, amI if so, how. much further?
Is Mr. George to be kept in custody for
ever, or for how long a time ?,
.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - The usual
course is for the House to consider the
case of a person committed on a Speaker's
warrant when that person presents a
petition. As soon as a petition is presented
I have no doubt the House will take this
case into consideration.
Mr. ORR.-I trust that the Government will not proceed any further. I beg
to remind them that the last and only case
before us was decided apart from any
petition.
THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
Mr. McOULLOCH.-I am not aware
whether any honorable gentleman on the
other side is prepared to state whether the
honorable member of the other branch of
the Legislature charged with the task has
succeeded, or how far he has succeeded, in
the formation of a Government. I observe
that the honorable member for Collingwood
(Dr. Embling) is not in his place. If no
other honorable member is prepared to
move the adjournment of the House I will
do so myself.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-The Chief Secretary is aware that a member of the Upper
House has been entrusted with the formation of a Ministry. No doubt to-morrow
a statement will be made 'of the success
which has attended his efforts. I would
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therefore suggest that we adjourn as a.
matter of course until to-morrow.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-No 40ubt the
honorable member hns been in communica·tion with the honorable gentleman referred
to,. and I' will therefore accede to .his
wishes. It was b\.1t usunl for me to ask
honorable members opposite to name the
time, in order that they might complete
their arrangements.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I may say at once
that I am not in communication wit.h the
honorable gentleman. Moreover, the hon'orable member has not taken the' usual
course. It i~ usual for the Chief Secretary
to move the ndjournment of the House.
~1r. McCULLOOH.-Not without information. However, I will do so.
. THE BREACH OF PRIVILEGE.
Mr. LEVEY moved that Mr. Hugh
George be now discharged from custody
on payment of the fees. The fees, he observed, amounted to £ 100, and, as the
Attorney-General had admitted that the
wrong man was being punished., and 'as
the money penalty would undou btedly fall
on the proprietors, this proposition would
undoubtedly meet the justice of the case.
The outraged honor of the Chief Secretary
had been vindicated, and it would be
neither wise nor dignified for the House to
proceed further.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he was quite
willing to trust his dignity to the House,
but he could see nothing to be gained by
this hastp to upset the decision which had
beeb arrived at after two nights of protracted discussion. Let Mr. George present a petition, in the ordinary way, and
neither the Government nor the House
would pursue any vindictive course.
The ~PEAl{ER intimated that the
motion before the chair was the adjournment of the House, on which no amendment could be moved.
The motion for adjournment having
been agreed to, the House adjourned at
eleven minutes past ten o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL.
Wednesday, Marck 21, 1866.
The Ministerial Crisis-The Government Minute.

ThePRESID.ENT took the chai~ at twenty
minutes past four o'clock, aJ;ld read the
usual form of prayer.
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THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER said-I
am authorised by Mr. Fellows to say that
-there is no definite information to lay
before the House, but that he is still in
communication with the Governor.
THE GOVERNlVIENT MINUTE.
The Hon. O. SLADEN moved.. That a select committee, consisting of ten
members, be appointed to prepare a minute to
be placed on the records of this House. setting
forth the action taken by the Legislative Council
during the past and present tiessions, in reference to the Bills sent from the Legislative
Assembly-dealing with Supply,Appropriation,
and Gold Export Duty-in answer to the statements made in a certain minute on the subject
of the resignation of the Ministry of the 15th
instant, signed by the Honorable the Chief
Secretary, and addressed to His Excellency the
Governor; and that such committee report the
same to this House, and that the said committechave power to sit during the adjournment
of the House."

It may ·be unusual (said the honorable
_member) to call the attention of the
House to any document which has not
been officially communicated to it, but it
must be within the knowledge of every
honorable member present that a certain
statement has appeared in the public p'ress
of the colony, a statement which appears
to have been laid on the table of the
Legislative Assembly, and which purports
to set forth the reasons which have induced the Ministry to tender their resignation to His Excellency the Governor.
That document refers to certain actions
which have been taken by this House, und
refers to them in a manner not quite consistent with accuracy-I mny almost say
with truthfulness-and which goes on
further to impute very dishonorable
motives to this House. When a paper of
that kind, expressly pointed against this
House, is laid on the table of the Legislative Assembly, it would only have been
com~on courtesy to have laid the same
document before this House also. However, as the minute appears before the
public in a kind of authoritative shape as a
State paper, it may, unless contradicted,
convey a very erroneous impression of the
course pursued by this House. It was
somewhat embarrassing to lmow in what
way a paper of this character could be noticed; but dealing with it as a matter offact
which concerns the character of the House,
I think that I mav venture to call attention
to it in the mai'Iner I have proposed, by
asking for a committee to prepare a me.morandum to be placed on the records of
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the Houss, in order to show that the
House is not guil ty of the acts, and is not
actuated by the motives imputed to it in
the document I have referred to. I shall
not read the whole of the minute, but I
will draw attention to those portions which
seem most to require it. The minute is
signed by the Chief Secretary, and it is
dated from his office, March 15. In it
the Government, in the name of 1\fr.
McCulloch, give their reasons to His Ex·
cellency for tendering thair. resignations
at this particular time. They state at the
outset:"We find ourselves unable to carryon the
Government, although we have 58 supportrrs in'
an Assembly consisting of 78 members. Within
two months of the last general election, followed
by this result, we are compelled to announce
that the Government and Assembly conjoined
are powerless to pass the measures in fa.vor of
which the country at large has so lately and_ so
emphatically pronounced, and we consequently
feel that the only alternative now before us is to
recommend-which we are not prepared to doeither an abject submission upon the part of the
Assembly to the paramount rule of the Legislative Council, in all subjects relating to the
finances of the colony, or to resign."

N ow, if it is not said it is very strongly
hintQd that the Ministry are not able to
carryon the Government of the country
because they are obstructed in their financial policy by this House. But what is
the truth of the case? Have honorable
members, up to this day, during the whole
twelve months the political crisis has been
going on, yet had an oppor1-unity of expressing their opinion on the Customs.
Tariff, about which so much has been
said ? Has that measure ever been
brought before the Council in such a
manner as would enable us to deliberate
upon it freely and fairly? Has it not
always been mixed up with other matters
with which it should not be associated?
Was it not in the first instance tacked on
to the annual Appropriation Bill, and was
it not also tacked on to a measure dealing
with a portion of the territorial revenue
of the colony, name]y, the gold. duty?
Was it not also accompanied by a preamble which certainly appeared to assume to
the Legislative Assembly greater powers
than the Constitution Act warrants?
Upon all these grounds, which affect more
or less the privileges and the independence
of this House, it was impossible for us, even
if we had entirely concurred in t,e policy
of the Customs Tariff Bill itself, to pass
that measure encumbered as it was.
When, therefore, the Ministry deliberately state that they have been obstructed
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in their financial policy, and that they are
therefore unable to hold any longer the
reins of Government, they state that
which is not consistent with the facts of
the case. Moreover, even admitting for
a moment that this House is unwilling to
pass the Tariff, and that the supply expected has not been recei red, is that a
sufficient reason why the engagements of
the country should not be satisfied? Is
it not a fact that the revenue is in no way
affeeted by the rejection of the measure
-that, if anything, more is receivable
under the existing Customs Act than
would be under the amending Bill which
Ministers have attempted to pass? So
far, therefore, from this House having
obstructed the financial policy of tbe
country, nothing but sheer obstinacy has
obstructed it-the obstinacy of people
outside this House. There is no assignable reason why an Appropriation Bill
was not sent up at the end of last session
when we expressed our willingness to
concur in such a measure. There is no
reason why a Bill has not been sent up
this session to provide for liabilities which
are considerably in arrear, and to pay the
civil servants, whose e:alaries are nearly
two months overdue. So far from the
paragrap'h stating the truth, the obstruction has been entirely caused by the over
anxiety of the Ministry to pass the Tariff.
It is this which has led them to attempt
to coerce this House, and it is this attempt
which has prevented them obtaining our
sanction to their policy. The next statement I will call attention to is this : •• Your Excellency is aware that the Tariff
embodied in the Bill of Supply rejected by the
Legislative Council on the evening of the 13th
inst" after a few hours' discuss~on, has been
before the country for upwards of twelve
months; that this Tariff was twice passed by
very large majorities in the late Assembly, and
was twice rejected during the last session by the
Legislati ve Council, almost without discussion."

I find upon every occasion when reference
is made to our proceedings there is invariably this little addendum, "with scarcely
any discussion," or "without any discussion." ~urely it must be obvious, if
not to the members of the Government,
yet to all men of ordinary intelligence,
that in a chamber which possesses merely
the power of acceptance or rejectionwhich cannot alter or amend-there can
be only one opportunity for discussing
the subject matter of any Money Bill.
If a Bill is debated on the motion for its
second reading, what would be the use,
as its provisions could not be modified in
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the meantime, of repeating the discussion
on the third reading? Moreover, in a
House of thirty memQers, a debate cannot
extend over so large a period of time as a
debate in a larger House does. I only
refer to this matter to show the animus of
the minute. It appears to have been
drawn up, not at a time when sober reason
was prevailing, but when those who framed
it were smarting either from defeat or the
position they were placed in by the action
of, this House. The minute likewise
says :"The leading members of the Council had
also announced that, were they only satisfied
that the colony at large was favorable to the
Government policy, they were prepared to bow
to public opinion, and pass the Government
measure."
.

N ow, though I am prepared to admit that
it has been more than once said here that
if we were fairly satisfied that putlic
opinion was in favor of the Customs Bill
this House would accept it, though differing from it in principle, yet that is altogether distinct from the statement that this
House was prepared to pass the Government measure. That measure, be it remembered, contains much more than the
simple Tariff duties. It commences by
asserting greater rights than we believe
the Assembly to be possessed of, and it
goes on to deal with a matter of territorial
revenue which can have no place in a Bill
of Supply. When, tberefore, it is said
that the Council expressed an intention of
passing the Government measure, I say
that that statement is not consistent with
the truth of the case. But if this
measure comes before us unta-cked and
un trammelled, and without the clauses we
have pointed out as objectionable, then
we are still willing to pass it. The minute
proceeds:"Under these circumstances it certainly appeared to Your Excellency's advisers to be
unreasonable in itself, a great hardship to the
Assembly, and a grievous injustice to the constituencies at large, that another general election
should be so soon demanded at the instance of
a Council which could not be dissolved itself,
which could not be modified by increase of members, or otherwise, so as to admit of a constitutional solution of any pending difficulty whatsoever; and which, consequently, by a mere passive resistance, could and did dictate its own
terms for avoiding the constitutional dead-lock
which appeared to be imminent. The Government felt that the suggested dissolution was the
only course which seemed likely to afford the
means of terminating the contention between
the two Chambers."

There appears to me here another statement not consistent entirely with facts.
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Ministers say that a general election was
demanded by the Council. N ow, I do
not know how that is capable of proof.
Certainly I was not present during any
proceedings in which a request was made
that the Assembly should be dissolved in
order to terminate the deadlock. So far
is this from being the opinion even of the
framers of the minute, th_at, with great inconsistency, they say a few lines lower
down"We proposed to the Assembly its own dissolution; a proposition to which, almost without
murmur, the Assembly acceded."

Ministers therefore adopted that course because in their opinion it was the best, and
not in consequence of any demand or
request on the part of the Council. There
is a very extraordinary expression here,
which requires some explanation-that
"we" proposed to the Assembly its own
dissolution. My impression has always
been that tbe power of dissolution was in
tbe ·hands of tbe Governor alone-that
His Excellency's responsible advisers bad
nothing to do with it. Here, however,
the Government, baving already assumed
powers beyond what the Constitution Act
confers upon them, appear to be adopting
a course which must eventually bring them
into collision with the Crown. When
they say" we proposed to the Assembly
its own dissolution," we are reminded of
the days when Oliver Cromwell turned
out the Long Parliament. The next statement I will refer to is"Both Government and Assembly, of course
re~ied on the Council faithfully fulfilling the pro~
mlses so frequently made by various of their
leading members, to be guided by the decision
of the country so soon as that decision should be
ascertained."

So far as I can ascertain, the decision of
the country was in favour of protective
duties, and it has been stated more than
once that whenever a Bill comes up embracing such duties it will be passed as
a matter of course. The minute continues:"Your Excellency's advisers determined to
send up, and did. at the earliest possible period
a~ter the general election, send up, the Supply
BIll separate from the Appropriation Bill, and
therefore no longer obnoxious to the objections
urged on It former occasion-in ignorance of the
real nature of the proceeding-to the effect that
the subjects thus associated together in the same
measure constituted 'a tack.'''

Wha~ I complain of, not only in this but
also In alm~st every other paragraph, is
th.at there IS a small quantity of fact
mIXed up with a greal deal that is inac-
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curate. Many things, also, are suppressed
which would give a very different COlnplexion to the whole. For instance, it is
said here that the Supply Bill was sent
up separate from the Appropriation Bill,
so that it no longer constituted a tack;
but not one word is mentioned about the
retention of the gold duty, although, as
that was made a prominent feature in the
reasons the Council gave for the rejection
of the measut'e in July last, the Government must have been aware that we objected to the variety of subjects dealt
with, and, in particular, to the presence of
this one. It is then stated," that the
preamble of the Supply Bill was also
altered by the Government." W ell, no
doubt the preamble was altered. It was
altered so as to convey the same meaning
in different words. N ow it is a recital;
before it was put as a fact. Coupled
with what has been said in another place
the preamble is particularly objectionable,
for it is alleged that the grant of supplies
is made by the Assembly alone, the Council
having nothing to do with it, while we
maintain that we have a voice in the
matter; that, although we have not the
power of initiating these Money Bills, yet
that the grants are not perfect until we
give our sanction to them. Then,alluding
to the objections which have been raised
whenever this measure has been brought
before us, the Minute goes on to say:"Your Excellency's advisers regret that they
are unable to understand that the above objections are more than mere pretexts put forward
by the leading members of a section of the
Legislative Council, to cover a foregone conclusion, to reject again, and under any circumstances, this measure, mainly because it emanated
from the present Government."

I must say that statements of this kind,.
not founded upon any reasons, and for:'
which no cause is shown, are really unworthy of gentlemen placed in the high
and conspicuous position of advisers of
the Crown. Motives are attributed to'
honorable members which are most unjustifiable, and which, I must say, are far·
from being true.' I am perfectly satisfied
that there is no feeling here which would
lead us to a foregone conclusion to reject
the Bill because it emanates from the
present Ministry. We have reiterated·
over and oyer again, and I say it once
more, that if these measures are sent up,
as they always have been hitherto, consistently with parliamentary practice, tbey
will assuredly meet with the concurrence
of this House. The insinuations to the
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contrary are improper, and unworthy
those who make them. Then, again, it is
urged that there is no pleasing the
Council; that on one occasion it condemned the Tariff as protectionist, while
on another it declared that it was not·
sufficiently protective. I think, however,
that no opinion has been broached here as
to whether the Tariff is protective or
otherwise. The objection taken to it, not
only on this side of the House but by
honorable members who have inva:riably
voted for the measfire, is that it is neither
protective nor free trade-that it is a
hybrid, which has no distinctive character.
I have never even heard the members who
voted for it say anyt~ing in its favour.
All who have favoured us with their comments have expressed themselves in derogation of it. Then, as a kind of conclusion, comes one of the most extraordina,ry
paragraphs in the whole minute:"The only conclusion which reconciles and
explains the contradictory action of the Council,
in this respect, appears to Your Excellency's
advisers to be this: that, in reality, the
majority of the Council have been, from the
be~inning, utterly indifferent as to the character
of the Tariff; that their opposition to· it has
only awkwardly masked a deeper policy; that
that' deeper policy aims at the resumption of
the control of the Crown lands of the colony,
by means of the displacement of the present
Ministry, but that such policy cannot be safely
or prudently avowed in the present temper of
the colony."

I think, Sir, that if any gentleman made
a statement like this among a body of
business men, he would be regarded as a
person who, if not just escaped from a
lunatic asylum, ought to be sent to one as
·speedily as possible. It is not consistent
with honesty, with common sense, with
that respect due from one gentleman to
~nother, that such unworthy motives
should be attributed to the Council,
because it refuses to endorse so crooked
a policy as the Ministry have put forward.
So far from there being the slightest tittle
of truth in the statement, I do not believe
that, excepting the interest we must all
feel in a public question -affecting largely
the general welfare, there are more than
two or three members who care two straws
for the control of the land. It is generally
supposed that there is a large section of
squatters in this House, improperly and
directly interested in the operation of the
Land Act. I have been making inquiries,
and I cannot ascertain that there are
more than two or three honorable members possessing any squatting property in
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the colony, so that the supposition that
any section or party in this House is
influenced by such an unworthy motive
as a desire to work the Land Act in their
own interests, is too unjust, and too
iniquitous, to require my notice. I can
only treat such conduct as infatuation.
Infatuation it is when gentlemen commit
to paper sentiments so unworthy as these.
I think that I have shown sufficient
grounds to justify me in bringing under
notice a minute which undoubtedly does
reflect in unworthy terms on the members
of the Council, and I think honorable
gentlemen will agree with me that it is
desirable that our view of the transactions
alluded to should be placed on our records.
I will therefore ask the House to agree to
the motion, in order that an answerinO'
minute may be properly and carefully
prepared.
The Ron. J. P. FAWKNER seconded
the motion.
The Hon. H. MILLER.-It is not my
intention to oppose the motion submitted
by the honorable member, nor is it my
intention to follow him through his long
and argumentative address. I question
whether it is a.ltogether regular for the
honorable member to bring before the
Council a paper which is not on the table
of the House, but I do not for one
moment desire to take advantage of such
a circumstance. It may become my duty
to defend this ministerial minute, and, in
that case, I will exercise my right of reply
to the statements of honorable members
by whom, no cloubt, the minute has been
very severely felt.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD said that
he was glad to hear the honorable member
representing the Government admit that
the minute was a ministerial document,
for he had been induced to believe that
the honorable gentleman was not a party
to what he must style a libel on the members of the House. When he called the
minute a libel he did not say that it
"bristled with falsehood," because that
would be unparliamentary, and because
he was afraid of the consequences. But
he wished that the honorable member had
ventured to make in the House the statements contained in the minute, and he
would then have tested whether the House
was able to protect its privileges, and
whether it would allow the leader of a
self-styled constitutional party to assert
that the sole design of honorable members
during the last fourteen months had been
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the promotion of their own selfish ends, by
depriving the public ·of their inalienable
right to a fair share of the public lands of
the colony. He yielded to no one in his
desire for the settlement of the people on
the lauds. He belonged to the laboring
classes himself, an<i without any vain
glorification, without any detiire to make
political capital, he would put it to the
laboring classes whether they would be so
duped as to believe that the honorable
mem ber representiug the Governmen't,
whose career was a matter of history,
could be their peculiar representative, in
preference to one whose daily avocation
brought him into contact with the peoplewho sprang from them, and who earned
his bread by them? He was glad of the
honorable member's admission, because
the House now knew how worthily the
Government was represented in it. The
Government Viras formerly represented by
a gentleman whom they all respected,
whose views they all believed to be sincere,
and who was characterised by the honorable member in language which it would
discredit the House to repeat. The Government, however, had chosen another
and more fitting ·representative to carry
out the views and principles enunciated in their minute-views and principles which went to prove not only
that constitutional institutions were a
failure here, but that representative
Government could not exist here.
How could it, when public men did not
hesitate to sign a statement directly at
variance with fact, and insulting to every
member of the upper branch of the Legislature? He remarked, however, that a
saving clause was introduced-that the
. gentleman who signed the miuute protected
himself from the consequences of a document so insulting, that it would transgress the bounds of parliamentary
etiquette to describe it properly. It was
said"While holding . this opinion, Your Excellency's advisers would by no means implicate
the Legislative Council as a body, or even every
member of the majority, in any formed or settled
design to subordinate the general interests of
the colony, to the mere self-seeking of a
particular section of the community."

No doubt the exception was meant in
favor of those gentlemen who.; while they
were perpetually finding fault with the
Government, were perpetually voting with
them; but no doubt, also, if he called upon
the framer of the document for an explanation, he would be told, with that caution
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which characterised gentlemen of a certain
nationality, "Oh! you are one of the
exceptions." This might be prudent, but
he had yet to learn whether it was statesmanlike. He had yet to learn what the
honorable member had to say for the
truth of the minute. He had yet to
learn that the honorable member could
defend it. His object in rising was
not so much for the purpose of making
any remarks in corroboration of what
Mr. Sladen had so properly put before
the House, as to express his opinion
that it was well for the House that it knew
now the character of the honorable member who represented the Government, and
could apply to him the motto Ex uno
disce omnes.
The Hon. J. P. FA.WKNER supported
the motion. A.fter a careful study of the
Government minute, he had come to the
conclusion that there were scarcely two
consecutive sentences in it without some
wilful misrepresentation. To judge by the
way in which it was drawn up, it must have
been written by a gentleman who was the
Melbourne correspondent of the Times.
At all events it was a counterpart of the
letters sent home by that gentleman, whoever he might be. The minute charged
the Council with aiming at "the resumption of the cGntrol of the Crown lands of
the country." This he denied. Honorable members of that House had no wish
to deprive the people of the lands, nor to
interfere with the operation of the Land
Act. For his own part, he had worked
hard to get the people land, and, in support
of his statement, he might refer to what
he did in that direction in the years 1849,
1850, and 1851. If there was anything
more indicative of madness than· another
on the part of the Ministry, it was their
attempt to deprive people of the me~ns of
existence. There was no reason why a
Bill should not have passed to appropriate sufficient moneys for carrying on
the public service. The Council had
always evinced a readiness to assist in
paying the civil servants, and meeting the
public expenses of the country. There
was no reason why the civil servants
should go unpaid. There was plenty of
means at their command, and yet the
CIvil servants went unpaid simply because of the madness of the Governor's
"able advisers." Old as he was, long
as he had been connected with the
colony, closely as he had watched political matters, he had never seen any-
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thing approaching the madness of the right of amendment were denied them,
Government. The gentlemen who com- " they might not have a negative voice in
posed that Government were utterly Bills of this nature; for if the Lords, who
unfit to rule the conntry. He trusted have the power of advising, giving counsel,
that, now they had resigned, they would and applying remedies, cannot amend,
never be permitted to go back to office. abate, or refuse a Bill in part, by what
They had left office in anything but a consequence of reason can they enjoy the
The
creditable manner. If a new Ministry liberty to reject the whole."
were formed. several weeks must elapse, Commons, however, admitted""':''' Your
owing to the elections, before they could Lordships have a negative to the whole."
meet Parliament, and - what were the Again, in 1689, it was admitted by a
people who were creditors to the State committee of the House of Commons that,
to do in the meanwhile? They must go in Money Bills, "the Lords must pass all
to the money lender, and, if they had without diminution, or reject all." These
property, get accommodation at the rate admissions cost the Commons nothing.
of 35 or 40 per cent. Some, who had To reject a Money Bill was to withhold
little else, would be driven to pawn their supplies from the Crown-an act of which
household goods. But what did the the Lords were not to be suspected. 'But
Government care? They seemed to care the difficulty in which the Council were
for nothing but the grat~fication of their placed by the Government of the day was,
own private passions. The allegation that they had to reject supplies because
that the Council were actuated bv certain those supplies were not asked from them
motives was untrue. They were prepared in a constitutional manner. If they
to pass the Tariff and the Gold Export had been asked for those supplies in a
Duty Bill if the measures were sent up proper manner, they would soon have
-separately; and, while he said this, he shown the country that they were not the
begged also to add that they were prepared, p~ople they were represented to be in the
at any risk to person or life, to do their uncalled for, unconstitutional, and untruthful minute made by the Government.
duty by the people.
The Hon. W. HULL observed that, The House of Lords had always been fully
while he repudiated the motives imputed al~ve to the difficulty of r.ejecting Money
to the House in the extraordinary docu- BIlls; and on one occaSIOn complained
ment called a "Government Minute," he that 'I a hard a.nd ignoble choice was left
was not prepared to impute motives to to them, either to refuse the Crown supothers; and therefore he proposed to follow plies when they are most necessary, or
in the wake of Mr. Sladen, and endeavour consent to ways and proportions of aid
to " pour oil on the troubled waters." At which neither their own judgment nor the
the same time, he could not refrain from good of the Government or of the people
offering a few remarks in justification of can admit." Now, was it not hard that the
the course which the Council had pur- Council should be placed in exactly the
sued. He was unable to find a precedent same position as that in which the House
during the last 150 years for a Govern- of Lords was placed nearly two centuries'
ment leaving office without making pro- ago? After a long argument the Comvision for the liabilities of the public mons recognised the rights of the Lords,
service. The Government must have some yet, so stubborn was their temper in mainobject in thus acting. Owing to this taining their own privileges, that it might
action, what an amount of distress would well be questioned whether they would
preva.il, not only among the civil servants have submitted to the practical exercise
and the workmen employed by the Govern- of those rights. Again, if the Lords had
ment, but also among the small trades- rejected a Bill for granting a tax, would
men, to whom those persons were indebted? the Commons have immediately passed
Under such circumstances Easter would another ? Would they not rather have
be anything but the joyful season that it sat with folded arms, r~joicing that the
ought to be. What was occurring now people were spared a new impost, while
in the colony was nothing new. In 16'70, the King was beggared by the interference
the question arose whether the House of of the Lords? So far as .he (Mr. Hull)
Lords could amend a Money Bill. It was was concerned, he could not suffer some
contended, on the part of the Lords, that of the remarks contained in the minute
if they could not amend, they were also to go forth without utterly repudiating
unable to reject. It was said that, if the them. Several observations had been made
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ill . reference to the address which the
House sent up to the Governor. But
gentlemen acquainted with English history
must be aware that an address ten times
as strong was presented to King George
III., on his throne, by Alderman Beckford, then Lord Mayor of London And
yet, forsooth! the Council were overstepping the bounds of decency in submitting
to the Queen's representative a constitutional address, stating that they could not
. concur in his acts In 1784 a similar
condition of things to what existed here
appeared to have prevailed in the Imperial
Parliament, and, in consequence, the following resolution was passed unanimously,
on the 12th January in that year, by a
committee of the House of Commons : "That it is the opinion of this committee, that
for any person or persons in His Majesty's Treasury, or in the Exchequer, or in the Bank of
England, or employed in the payment of the
llublic moneys, to pay, or cause to be paid, any
sum or sums of money for or towards the support of the services voted in this present session
of Parliament, after the Parliament shall be prorogued or dissolved, bifore any Act of Parliament
shall have been passed appropriating the supplies
to such services, will be guilty of a high crime
and misdemeanor, a daring breach of the public
trust, derogatory to the fundamental privileges
of Parliament, and subversive of the constitution of this country."

Now, he begged to call attention to the
fact that the Government had advanced
moneys contrary to the resolution of the
Houl:!e of Commons, and yet, when the
civil servants were in a state of destitution,
and the Council were willing to pass an
.A ppropriation Bill if brought before them
in a constitutional manner, the Government left office without making any provision whatever for the wants of'the public service. At one time the Government
did that which was perfectly unlawful;
and at another they refused to do anything
at all. There was one portion of the Government minute which he could not pass
over without notice. It was as follows : "The only conclusion which reconciles and
explains the contradictory action of the Council
appears to Your Excellency's advisers to be this:
that, in reality, the majority of the Council have
been, from the beginning, utterly indifferent as
to the character of the Tariff; that their opposition to it has only awkwardly masked a deeper
policy; that that deeper policy aim!:! at the
resumption of the control of the Crown lands of
the colony, by means of the displacement of the
present Ministry, but that such policy cannot be
safely or prudently avowed in the present temper of the colony."

It was 'with great pain that he said he
could not find words to express his feelings
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at that pas·sage, because, as far as he was
concerned, and he believed the majority of
the House, if not all-(Mr. J!'itzg'erald"Every member !")-it was an entirely
untrue assumption. And he was sure that
the gentleman who signed the document,
in the quiet of his own counting-house,
and free from the turmoil of politics,
would be ready to admit the same thing.
The Hon. G. W. COLE said it appeared to him that, by the course of action
now proposed, the difficulties existing
between the Houses would be aggravated
tenfold. With regard to the position
taken up by honorable members on the
land question, it was notorious that the
Council had been accused with obstructing the settlement of that question. (Mr.
Murphy-" Falsely accused.") He would
refer to a letter published by Mr.
Fawkner some years ago, in which that
honorable gentleman then referred to the
action of "the obstructive sixteen" in
the Council, with reference to the Land
Bill of that day.
Mr. FAWKNER stated that the accusations made against the Council of that
day did not apply to the Council of the
present time.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. SLADEN then proposed"That the select committee consist of the
following members, viz. :-The Honorables W.
Campbell, W. H. F. Mitchell, N. Black, S. G.
Henty, J. P. Fawkner, W. Hull, W. Righett, H.
M. Murphy, Dr. Wilkie, and the mover."

The motion was agreed to, and the
committee forthwith left the House to
prepare the minute.
After the lapse of half an hour, the
committee returned, and
Mr. SLADEN brought up their report.
The CLERK read the report, which was
as follows : "The attention of this House having been
called to a document entitled' Minute for His
Excellency the Governor,' dated 'Chief Secretary's Office, 15th March, 1866,' and it appearing to this House that the Minute referred to
not only inaccurately states the action taken by
the members of this House during the past and
present sessions, but assigns most unworthy
motives for their conduct, as well as reflects
upon their honor, this House cannot allow a
document containing such misrepresentations to
pass unnoticed.
" It is stated therein, that' the Government
and Assembly are powerless to pass the measures in favour of which the country at large so
emphatically pronounced ;' and 'that the only
aIternati ve before the Government is to recommend, either an abject submission upon the part
of the Assembly to the pal'amount rule of the
Legislative Council in all subjects relating to
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the finances of the colony, or to resign j' and
'that the Tariff rejected by the Legislative
Council on the 13th instant was twice passed
by very large majorities in the late Assembly,
and was twice rejected during the last session
by the Legislative Council, almost without discussion.'
"Nothing has been said or done in the Council to justify the charge that they have either
exercised or assumed, or desired to exercise or
assume, a paramount influence or control over
the finances of the colony; and, although there
is so much truth in the above statement, as that
the Bill containing the Tariff' was rejected on
the 13th instant, and twice during the last session, it is to be observed, that no opportunity
has ever been afforded to the Council of considering, upon its own merits, the l'ariffof duties
imposed on articles of merchandise imported
into the colony; for it has, on each occasion of
its being before them, been improperly associated
with other matters, which, in the ordinary
course of Parliamentary practice, should have
been dealt with in separate Bills; and, on each
of those ol~casions, the Bill contained a preamble,
assuming to the Legislative Assembly the ex·
clusive power of granting supplies to Her Majesty, and thus encroaching on the privileges of
this House, as conferred upon them by the Constitution Act; and it was upon that and other
grounds, then stated, that the Bill in question
has been three times rejected.
"It is admitted, on the part of the Legislative
Council, that statements have been made in this
House, as set furth in the Minute, and such
statements have been approved by the majority
of this House,-' that, were they satisfied that
the colony at large was favourable to. the Go··
verllment policy, they were prepared to bow to
public opinion ;'--but this House deny, and
challenge proof of the assertion, that they ever
expressed their willingness 'to pass the Government measure,' if by such designation be meant
the Bill associating supply with appropriation,
or with the territorial or Crown revenue.
" The Minute states :-' That, at· the earliest
possible period after the general election, the
Government sent up the Supply Bill, separate
from the Appropriation Bill, and, therefore, no
longer obnoxious to the objections urged on a
former occasion-in ignorance of the real nature
of the proceeding-to the effect that the subjects
thus associated together in the same measure
constituted a "tack.'"
It omits; however, to
state that the Supply Bill sent up was not separate from the Bill dealing with the gold duty,
which is admitted by the law officers of the
Crown, and even contended by one of them, to
be in the nature of a royalty; nor free from
the objectionalJle preamble of the Bill of last
session, both of which were objected 'to as interfering with tpe privileges and independence of
this House; but ·it is insinuated that 'it was
then objected '-as if for the first time-that the
repeal of the gold duty was improperly contained in the measure; whereas, in point of fact,
the objection was taken in .July, 1865, when the
first Bill containing the Tariff was laid aside.
It also alludes to another objection, urged to the
Bill OIl its last rejection-inadvertently overlooked on the two previous occasions-that' the
Bill, being only a temporary measure, yet repealed permanently the existing customs duties;' and, instead of justifying that course,
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goes on to say that 'they are unable to understand ,that the above objections are more than
mere pretexts put forward by the leading members of a section of the Legislative Council to
cover a foregone conclusion, to reject again, and
under any circumstances, this measure, because
it emanated from the present Government.'
" The Legislative Council take this opportunity of denying that they were actuated by any
such factious or dishonorable motives as thosze
imputed to them. On the contrary, they were,
and still are, in deference to the opinions expressed at the late elections, willing to pass
those portions of the measure dealing with supply, and with the gold duty, if sent to them in
separate Bills, and unaccompanied by. the exceptionable featmes before objected to, viz :" 1st. The preamble;which implies a greater
disability on the part of the Council
in . dealing with Supply Bills than
that imposed upon them by the 56th
section of the Constitution Act, and
which has never been inserted in
any Bill in this colony previously to
last session. And,
"211dly. The limiting of the operation of
the Bill to three years, whereby a
temporary Bill is made to contain a
permanent clause (the repeal of all
existing Customs Duties Acts),
which is not only in contravention
of the Queen'R instructions to the
Governor, but involves the possible
absence of a customs revenue at
the end of t11at period, and thus
imperils the civil list secured to
Her :\1ajesty under the Constitution
Act, and materially affects the value
of the Government securities.
" The Minute states that 'The same Council
which formerly objected to this Tariff as a protectionist measure, wE' find to be now condemning it as not sufficiently protective, and now
proposing to place protective duties on agricultural produce;' and further states, 'Your Excellency's advisers are also con~trained to add that
they are utterly unable to understand by what
intellectual process the same men have now as
honestly arrived at the conclusion that this
Tariff is not, in its provisions, as protective as
it ought to be.'
"This House have always objected to the
Ministerial Tariff, as introducing protective
principles, and urged that the opinion of the
constituencies should be elicited on the direct
issue of protect ion v. free trade before abandoning the present Tariff; and, since the general election, at which a very large proportion, if
not a decided majority, of the electors have
given their voice for protection, this House have,
as they imagine, consistently conceded that, if
protection is to be introduced at all, the agricultural produce of the country should certainly be
amongst the articles to be protected.
"The Legislative Council also emphatically
deny that their opposition to the Tariff-as
alleged in the above Minute-was intended' to
mask a deeper policy,' and they can only treat
it as infatuation when they are told that' that
deeper policy aims at the resumption of the control of the Crown lands of the colony by means of
the displacement of the present Ministry (-for
they most unreservedly and distinctly assert
that they have never entertained any such absurd
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idea, or been guilty of any such factious motives,
as, without any reasons assigneJ, are here attri·
buted to them, either on that or on any other
subject.
,. The Legislative Council desire to enter their
protest against the unwarrantable insinuations
upon their actions and motives, set forth in the
above Minute, hearing the signature of the
Chief Secretary, and to place on record this
expression of their views, several times repeated,
with regard to the policy of the Government
just resigned, and the means employed by them
to coerce this House to give that policy the
sanction of law, viz.:" That although they differ from the Govern·
ment and the Legislative Assembly as to the
merits of the customs measures introduced
during the last and present sessions, yet, out of
respect for, and in deference to the opinions of
the majority of the electors, lately expressed,
they are willing to concur in any legislation
that may be necessary for gi ving those opinions
the force and operation of law, provided that
the Bills for carrying out those objects are submitted to them in accordance with parliamentary practice, as they have invariably been previously to the lust session: of Parliament.
"That they have not sought, and do not wish,
to unduly interfere with the financial arrangements of the country, but they have merely
asserted-as they trust they ever will, in justice
to this honorable House, and in the maintenance,
as they believe, of the ri.ghts and privileges con·
ferred as a trust upon them by the Constitution
Act, which is the only charter possessed by this
colony for its self government - co-ordinate
power with the Legislative Assembly in all
legislation, save only the initiation and alteration of Bills for appropriating any portion of
the consolidated revenue, and for imposing any
duty, rate, tax, rent, return, or impost, and that
they have not, nor ever had, a desire to strain
their power to reject a Money Bill, beyond its
proper constitutional exercise."

Mr. SLADEN moved that the report
be adopted.
.
Mr. MIJ.JLER suggested that the report
should first be received.
The PRESIDENT.-Perhaps the honorable member will move that it be
received? .
Mr. SLADEN then withdrew his
motion, and moved that the report be
received.
This motion was agreed to nern. con.
Mr. SLADEN next moved that the
report be adopted.
Mr. FAWKNER seconded the motion.
Mr. MILLER submitted that a motion
for the adoption of the report could not
be entertained without notice. The proper course was to move that the report
be printed and taken into consideration
on a future day. He directed the attention of the President to the 25th standing
order:" It· shall be in order on the presentation of
any document, except a petition, to move with-
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out notice that it be printed, and to appoint a
day for its consideration."

The PRESIDENT remarked that it had
frequently been the practice of the House
to entertain motions for the adoption of
reports without notice, if no objection
was taken.
Mr. MILLER would not dispute the
ruling of the chair, but he would appeal
to honorable members, whether a document of this very important character
should be adopted without the Council
having an opportunity of considering it.
He was not prepared to follow the whole
of the statements contained in the report.
He was neither prepared to agree to them
nor to dissent from them. He thought
that honorable members should at least
be afforded a reasonable time for reading
the report.
The PRESIDENT observed that it was
the usual practice to have reports of an
important character printed before they
were taken into consideration.
Mr. SL ADEN said that this was a very
exceptional case. A minute had been
published very seriously reflecting upon
the character of the House, which would
no doubt be forwarded to the Secretary
of State for the Colonies. It was very
desirable that the report of the Council,
in reply to that minute, should be transmitted at the same time; and the object
of getting the report adopted that evening was, that it might be forwarded to
His Excellency in time for that purpose.
He was afraid that if the Council allowed
a day to elapse it would almost be impossible for His Excellency, consistently with
the regulations which he had promulgated
for the transmission of official documents,
to be in a position to let it accompany the
Government minute. He could scarcely
expect the honorable member opposite to
assent to the report ; and if its adoption
were delayed,· he did not suppose the
hon~rable member would be more willing
to a!'!sent to it than he was now.
Mr. MILLER observed that the honorable member, Mr. Sladen, seemed to presume that he differed with everything in
the report; but he (Mr. Miller) did not
know that he did. He protested, however, against the motion being adopted
without notice, contrary to the Standing
Orders and the practice of the House. If
the adoption of the report were postponed
till next day there would be time for it to
be despatched by the ou~going mail.
The Hon. W. CA~1PBELL asked if
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there being no displacement of the present
Ministry, he would give a guarantee that
the report would be forwarded by the
Governor to the Colonial Secretary along
with the Government minute?
Mr. MILLER.-So far as may be in
my power.
Mr. FITZGERALD.-That is not
Bufficient.
Mr. MILLER said that he was always
anxious to carry out any resolution of
the House, and he would do what he
could to have the report sent home; but
of course he could not answer for the
Governor.
l\1r. FITZGERALD said that the honorable member had deliberately been a party
to the minute signed by the Chief Secretary,
and the House would therefore regard
with grave doubt and hesitation any statement he made.. If the minute got home
unaccompanied by the report which l\.1:r.
Sladen had submitted, the character of the
House would be seriously prejudiced. The
Government minute was a document
bristling with everything-The PRESIDENT said the honorable
member had already spoken on the
question.
Mr. FITZGERALD concluded by stating that unless the honorable member gave
a pledge that the report should accompany
the minute he would vote for the adoption
of the report that night.
Mr. FAWKNER seconded the motion for the suspension of· the Standing
Order. He regarded the matter as one
"That (except in cases of urgent and pressing of a very exceptional character arid of
necessity) no motion shall be made to dispense pressing emergency.
The institutions of
with any Sessional or Standing Order of the
the country were in the greatest danger;:
Council without due notice thereof."
and that through the conduct of the
He submitted that the present was a case Ministry, of which the honorable gentle..
of urgent necessity-a case in which the man, Mr Miller, was a member. The
honor of the House was involved.
Government had issued a paper to
The PRESIDENT.-I will allow the seriously damage the Council-a paper
honorable member to move the suspension which was full of wilful misstatements,.
of the Standing Orders.
not to say falsehoods; and it was most
Mr. FITZGERALD moved thllt the important that the answer given by the
Standing Order, No. 25, be suspended.
House should accompany it to the Colonia~
Mr. MILLER submitted that no Office.
"urgent or pressing necessity" had been
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY supported
shown for the suspension of the Standing the motion. He urged that delay might
Order. If the report were adopted on the be dangerous, and that, as the matter
following day it would be in time to be deeply affected the rights and privileges
despatched by the outgoing mail, which of the Council, the House ought tQ
did not leave till Monday, and he should be take care that its answer to the Govern-.
happy to render what aid he could in the ment minute was forwarded in sufficient
matter.
time to the Governor to allow of no rea-)
Mr. FITZGERALD asked the honor- sonable excuse for its not being Bent home
able member whether, in the event of by the outgoing mail.

the honorable member, Mr. Miller, would
give the House a guarantee that the re~
port should accompany the Government
minute?
Mr. MILLER.-Perhaps the incoming
Ministry will give the guarantee which
the honorable member desires. I cannot
give any guarantee.
.
Mr. FITZGERALD reminded hon~
orable members that upon a former occasion an important document, emanating from that House, was presented to
the Governor for the purpose of being
transmitted to the im perial authorities
along with another document, which reflected seriously upon the character of the
House, but that His Excellency stated it
did not reach him in time. In this instance
it was most important that the antidote
should accompany tlle bane, in order to
prevent any misconception on the part of
the home authorities as to the motives
and policy of the House. If a document
were sent home imputing t~ the Honse
base, selfish, unworthy, and dishonorable
motives, it was necessary that it should be
accompanied by a real statement of the
facts of the case. He would move that
the Standing Orders be suspended, in
order to allow the report to be adopted at
once.
The PRESIDENT apprehended that
the Standing Orders could not be suspended if Mr. Miller insil:!ted upon his
objection.
Mr. SLADEN referred to the 78th
Standing Order : -
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The motion for suspending the Standing Order was then adopted, and
Mr. SLADEN submitted his motion
for the adoption of the report.
The Hon. C. J. JEN NER regretted
that the honorable member had brought
forward the motion. It could do no
good, and it would do a great deal of
harm. If the honorable member had
brought forward a motion to endeavour
to reconcile the differences of opinion between the two Houses it would have been
of some use to the country; but a resolution like the one now before the Council
would only tend to widen the breach between the two Houses, which he should
extremely regret. There was certainly
no necessity for the report to be adopted
that evening, as the mail did not leave till
Monday next. The report ought at least
to be printed before it was adopted. A
great deal of sympathy was expressed for
the civil servants on a former occasion,
but when the Ministry found out a way
of paying them through the London
Chartered Bank, the Council was quite
indignant; and now again it professed its
sympathy for the civil servants, but remained obstructive. He regretted that
anything should be done to keep alive the
ill-feeling which existed between the two
branches of the Legislature. The Council
had been continually stating for some
time past that they were willing to pas8
the Tariff. When the Tariff was sent up
on the fil'st occasion, the Council said that
they could not pass it because it was a
"tack," though a high authority in another place ruled that it was not a
" tack." On the second occasion it was
rejected because of the retrospective
clause; and on the third occasion, when
the retrospective clause was omitted, it
was rejected because of the preamble and
the gold duty. It was impossible to tell
what honorable members did want. They
were. placing every difficulty in the way of
carrying on the business of the country.
The Chief Secretary's minute had not
been submitted to that House, and he
thought that they need not take any
notice of it whatever. It was certainly
bad taste for the Council to perpetuate
their ill-feeling towards a Ministry which
had now resigned. They would do more
good by turning their attention to the
promotion of the business and welfare of
the country. On the first day the House
sat this session, 1\1r. Highett moved for
leave to bring in a Bill for altering the
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Constitution Act, without glvmg the
slightest indication what alteration he
proposed. When the day appointed for
the second reading arrived, it was found
that no Bill had been circulated, and that
the honorable member was not prepared
to go on with it. The subject-although he
believed that course was not in accordance
with parliamentary practice-was referred
to a committee; but, though the reform of
the Upper House was a question of great
importance, and one which had occupied
public attention for years past, no meeting
of the com mittee had been held and
nothing had been done in the matter. In
fact, all that the House had done this
session had been to adopt a reply to the
Governor's address-which reply he (Mr.
Jenner), as a member of the Upper House,
was ashamed of, and which every other
member ought to be ashamed of-and
reject the Tariff, which had been passed
on three occasion in another place by large
majorities, and which had been approved
of by the country. It seemed that the
House was still to continue the struggle,
and where it would end it was impossible
to say. He trusted that the honorable
member would not press the motion, but
would allow it to be considered the fol.
lowing day.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN remarked
that he had a few words to say regarding
the minute which had been brought under
the notice of the House. In the first
place, he most emphatically denied that
the House had pledged itself in any shape
or form to accept the Government
measure. W hat he had said himself was
that he would accept either free trade or
protection, in accordance with the views
of the country, and if the Tariff had been
sent up in a plain and simple form he for
one, though he had declared that he would
not vote for it, would not have opposed
it. The remarks in the minute, therefore,
as to the Council blowing hot and cold,
were unjustifiable. In like manner, the
statement as to the point taken with regard to the inclusion of the gold duty in
the Bill being a new objection, displayed
either gross ignorance or gross misrepresentation, for, in the reasons laid down by
the Council in .J uly last, the presence of
the gold duty was spoken of as one of the
principal objections to the measure then
rejected. As to the land policy of the
Council, there never was a grosser libel
upon any body of men than the atrocious
and unwarrantable assertion that the
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Council aimed at the resumption of the
control <.?f the Crown lands by means of
the displa.cement of the present Ministry. As long as the Ministry walked
uprightly, and acknowledged the constitutional rights of the Council, he for
one had no personal desire to see them
displaced. But what could be thought
of Ministers who brought in a minute
which, though it would be unparliamentary to say it "bristled with falsehood,"
yet was described by one of their own
supporters as "not the whole truth?"
He would not have risen, but that he felt
bound to say that the means adopted in
connexion with this minute of coercing
the public press were unworthy of any
body of men. In England, public men
and public documents were open to fair
criticism, and, in cases of untruth, the
press had every latitude to speak out,
without being ·punished by a most arbitrary and unjustifiable process. As it
had been said that the English press
would not ,dare to utter such language as
had been used here, he would quote ~
passage from the London Spectator of the
20th of January, with reference to the
disturbances in Jamaica. He would recommend honorable members also to refer
to the Times of the 18th of J nnuary, and
read the manly speech which the Governor of Jamaica addressed to the Legislative Council there. It would teach them
a good deal. He hoped to goodness that
they would have some one here of the
same way of thinking. The Spectator
said :-

Minute.

able members not to allow the mail to
leave without a reply to a document which
even those who supported the Government
admitted was a disgrace to them.
Mr. MURPHY expressed his sincere
hope that,· as a matter of courtesy to
His Excellency, proper time would be
afforded for the s~nding home of a reply
to the Government minute, for letting the
antidote accompany the bane. The statement contained in the minute that "the
insertion of the clause which proposed to
give the sanction of law to the resolutions
of the Assembly from the date of their
adoption" was "in accordance with British
parliamentary practice" had been often
discussed, and was disposed of by the
distinct ruling of the English AttorneyGeneral, that the collection of revenue·
under such resolutions was illegal, and
that merchants, if aggrieved, had their
remedy in a court of law. But to turn
from the sublime to the ridiculous, how
had the representative of the Government
expressed himself on th~s point? He
would turn to Hansard, to show that the
honorable member declared this course
most unjustifiable. (Mr. Pettett-" He
sees his mistake now.") Well, he trusted
that the honorable member was at last
about to speak for himself. Perhaps the
honorable member would favor the House
with a continuation of that extraordinary
speech with which he wooed and won the
electors of the Southern Province.
Mr. MILLER rose to order. He took
no notice of the honorable member's remarks concerning himself, but another
" Mr. Lake adds that some of Her Majesty's honorable gentleman was now being rejustices of the peace were being near catted by ferred to.
.
the provost-marshal. That would have been a
The
PRESIDENT
said
that personal
very dramatic assertion of the perfect impartialityof the law. Will Mr. Cardwell now re- remarks were clearly out of order, nor
peat his flagrantly untrue assertion that com- could honorable members quote words
parative safety was speedily restored ?" &c.
use~ in any debate ~uring the present
It seemed, therefore, that in England the seSSIOn.
. Mr. MURPHY explained that his
same terms were used which had been
applied to this minute. Mr. Cardwell, object in referring to Hansa'rd was to
however, took no action in the matter. It show the inconsistency of the honorable
was left to a Victorian Administration member now representing the Governto exercise a coercion and a tyranny un- ment by reference to his own words, and
known in any other portion of Her he expressed his surprise that he should
Majesty's dominions. What would have be prevented from doing so.
Mr. MILLER said that under ordinary
.been the consequence if the Council had
taken notice of the libels hurled at it and circumstances he would fail in his duty as
-at its members? Why, in some establish- a Minister if he neglected to enter upon
-ments there would not have been a the question and justi(v the minute which
printer's devil left. Though he was not the Chief Secretary had submitted to the
one of those who approved of rushing Governor, as well as to refer to the report
important documents through the House,- before the Council. But he wished to
he deemed it the bounden duty of honor- point out that, by the great irregularity of
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the, course the majority of the Council
had determined to take-by the forcing
on of a report the contents of which he
had been denied an opportunity of ascertaining-and by the suspension of the
Standing Orders without notice, his mouth
had been shut. If it was competent for
him to place on record his protest against
these ,proceedings he would do so.
Mr. FITZGERALD said that this
sheltering himself behind a' protest was
the most successful stroke the' honorable
mel'nberhad made since he joined the
Ministry~ If the honoral.Jle member was
a party to the minute, what more could
he do, if the debate were adjourned, than
reiterate its statements. The mibute was
,a distinct charge, and the report a distinct
denial. No one objected more than himself to tbe hurried forcing of documents
through the House, but in this instance
it was necessary to do so,because it was
essential that the character of the House
should be cleared before the Colonial Office
and the British public. To protest was
all that the honorable member could do.
The PRESIDENT said that the practice of the House of Commons, which the
Council followed, did not allow of protests
being. received. It was the House of
Lords in which prot~sts were admitted.
. Mr. FITZGERALD thought that this
ruling must be another relief to the honorable member. The exceptional course
which was being taken was an exceptional
remedy to an exceptional malady.
, The motion for the adoption of the
minute was then put and carried.
Mr. SLADEN moved"'That an 'address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, accompanied by a copy of
this minute; and requesting that, in the event
of His Excellency deeming it his duty to forward
to the Secretary of State the· miriute signed by
the Chief Secretary, he will be pleased to accompany it by a copy of this minute."

Mr. FAWKNER seconded the motion.
Mr. MILLER trusted that at all events
notice would be given of this mdtion.
The PRESIDENT ruled that it was
quite competent for the honorable member to pursue the same subject.
The motion was put and carried.
Mr. PETTETT inquired if he was at
liberty to reply to the personal attack
which had been made upon him.
The PRESIDENT ,replied in the negative. The honorable member should have
spoken at the time.
The House adjourned at ten minutes
past seven o'clock.
202
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, March 21, 1866.
Absence of the Clerk-The Ministerial Crisis.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
ABSENCE OF THE CLERK.
The SPEAKER having announced that
the clerk of the Assembly (Mr. J. Barker)
was absent, pursuant to the resolution
passed the previous day,
Mr. McCULLOCH movedU That the
clerk assistant do perform the
duties of the clerk of the Assembly during his
absence; and do take his chair at the table."

Mr. VERDON seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he was not
aware what progress had been made in
the formation of a new Administration,
and suggested that some honorable member in opposition might be able to afford
sufficient information to guide the House
in the matter of adjournment.
Mr. SNODGRASS observed that the
Hon. Mr. Fellows was still in communication with His Excellency the Governor,
and that negotiations were still in progress for the formation of an Administration, but certain delays had occurred.
He would suggest that the House should
adjourn until the following day.
The House adjourned at twenty-three
minutes to five o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, March 22, 1866.
Privilege-The Ministerial Crisis.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at halfpast four o'clock, and read the usual form
of prayer.
PRIVILEGE.
The Hon. W. H. PETTETT said-I
have to ask your ruling, Mr. President,
with regard to a breach of the privileges
of this House. Yesterday evening, an
altercation took place in the cloak room
between Mr. Murphy and myself. The
honorable member having made some·
allusion to the election for the Southern
Province, I said, "Well, I paid all my
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election expenses myself, while you have
admitted, that yours were defrayed by a
cheque given to you; that your election
never cost you a shilling." l\1r. Murphy
said, "It is a lie." I gave him the name
of my authority, namely, 1\1:r. Bonneau,
and he repeated "It is a lie." This
occurred near the cloak room, and Mr.
Sladen and Mr. Anderson were present ..
As we were within the precincts of the
House, I did not take any steps in the
matter, but I have since called on my
friend, who has given to me this letter :"According to your request, I put in
writing what I named to you some months
back, viz.-that Mr. Murphy stated to me
that his election never cost him a shilling,
and that a cheque was given him for all
his expenses." Though I have lived in
Australia for thirty years, I have never
received such language from any person
before. As I was within the precincts of
the House, I did not consider myself
justified in taking those steps which,
under other circumstances, the impulse of
the moment might have led me to adopt;
qut I submit, now, that such language is
calculated to cause personal attacks, and
to bring this honorable House into disrepute. It is true that I am in a minority
here, but there are many honorable members who have known me for the last sixand-twenty years, and not one of them, I
trust, will allow me to remain under the
stigma cast upon me.
The PRESIDENT remarked that it
would be correct for Mr. Murphy to make
a statement if he desired to do so.
The Hon. H. M.1\lURPHY.-All I
have to say about the matter is that, as
I was leaving the House, with no desire
whatever to hold any communication with
the honorable member, he stopped me i~
the passage, and said, "I have paid all my
election expenses, which is more than you
have done, as you told Mr. Bonneau that
your election did not cost you a shilling.
I said, "It is a lie;" and I repeat now,
Sir, that the assertion is utterly untrue.
I have never found anyone sufficiently
enthusiastic to defray my expenses. I
have paid every shilling myself.
The PRESIDENT. - There are two
points involved in this matter. The fi.rst
is, the real import of the expressions used;
and the second, how far the use of them
in the cloak room is a breach of privilege.
.Mr. Pettett makes a statement on the
authority of a third person. Mr. Murphy
says that statement is a lie. But l\lr.

Privilege.

Murphy does not say that Mr. Pettett is
a liar. He says that the thing stated is a
lie-is incorrect. So far, I think, the
expression is toned down from its first
apparent harshness. No doubt, however,
if such an expression were used in the
course of debate it would be unparliamentary. One honorable member could not
say of a statement made by another honorable membe~, " It is a lie;" and I think,
therefore, that if Mr. Murphy desires to
keep within parliamentary rule he will
withdraw the expression. That would pe
the rule in the House of Lords; but the
House of Commons only takes cognizance
of matters which occur in the course of
debate, in a committee, or in some other
proceeding of the House. Expressions
used in a cloak room the House of Commons would not interfere with; and this
House is governed by the rules of the
House of Commons. I may express my
opinion from the chair, that Mr. Murphy
would do credit to himself, would do what
this House would regard as right, just,
and honorable, by withdrawing any expression which may be considered offensive;
but I am not empowered to take any
.
action in the matter.
Mr. MURPHY.-I shall certainly be
guided by your advice, Mr. President.
The honorable member repeated a statement made by Mr. Bonneau; I said it
was a lie. If vou think that I should
apologise to Mr."Bonneau.
The PRESIDENT.-Not to Mr. Bonneau. The honorable member, I understand, then, did not apply the expression
to Mr. Pettett?
Mr. MURPHY.-Most certainly I
did not.
The PRESIDENT.-Then I think
that Mr. Pettett should be satisfied ·with
this statement.
Mr. PETTETT signified his acquiescence, and the subject was then dropped.
THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER saidPerhaps some honorable member is prepared to state whether a Ministry has
been formed, or in what position the·
affairs of the country stand at the present
time?
The Hon. C. SLADEN.--I am in a
position to state that Mr. Fellows is still
in communication with His Excellency
the Governor. There is no further explanation to be given at present.
The Hon. H. ·MILLER.-The state-
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ment just made is so utterly unsatisfactory that I think it necessary, with the
leave of the Council, to read a letter which
the Chief Secretary has received from His
Excellency. It is :-" The Governor begs
to inform Mr. McCulloch that Mr. Fellows has not yet submitted the list of a
new Ministry. Government Office, March
22, 1866."
Mr. SIJADEN remarked that the reading of the letter appeared, under existing
circumstances, to be a great breach of
confidence.
Mr. MILLER said that that was the
honorable member's opinion. His own
was just the reverse. When the Governor
wrote an official letter to the hend of the
Government, he, as a Minister, felt himself
authorised to use the document. He
could quite understand that the honorable
member, who desired to leave the impres·
sion that things were proceeding in a cer·
tain way, should be annoyed by the reading of the letter.
The House adjourned at a quarter to
five o'clock until Tuesday, March 27.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, March 22, 1866.
The Ministerial Crisis-The A1:qUS Privilege Case.

The SPEA.KER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
Mr. SNODGRASS observed that the
formation of a new Administration had not
yet been completed. An honorable member, in another place, was still in communication with His Excellency the Governor, and, under those circumstances, he
would suggest to the honorable the Chief
Secretary that the House should adjourn
until Tuesday.
Mr. LEVEY asked if it was the intention of the Government to take any steps
in the case of Hugh George, now in the
custody of the serjeant-at-arms ?
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that no
application had been made to him on
behalf of Hugh George, and judging from
what had appeared that morning, the
Argus was disposed to aggravate the
oftEmce for which Hugh George was committed.
Mr. LEVEY.- But Hugh George has
nothing to do with that?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-His name still
appears as the publisher of the Argus,
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and the issue of this morning virtually
repeats the offence.
Mr. LEVEY submitted that Hugh
George, who was under lock and key,
ought not to be blamed for what appeared
in that day's Argus. .
.Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
those who were interested in Mr. George
had presented no petition on his behalf~
nor had they assigned any reason why a
petition should not be presented. Until
some petition was presented, the House
would not be in a position to deal with
the question.
:M:r. McCULLOCH inquired of the
honorable member for South Gippsland
whether there was any probability of the
honorable member of the other House, to
whom reference had been made, being able
to form a Government by Tuesday ?
l\lr. SNODGRASS considered that the
question was not a fair one, and that the
statement which he had made should bo
taken as a; statement of fact. The honorable member of another chamber, to whom
he had referred, was in communication
with His Excellency up to within a short
time of the House meeting.
Mr. McCULLOCH then moved that
the House, at its rising, do adjourn until
Tuesday, March 27.
The motion was agreed to, and the
House adjourned at twenty-five minutes
to five o'clock.

LEGISLArrIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, March 27, 1866.
The Council Minute-The Ministerial Crisis.

The PRE SIDENT took the chair at twenty
minutes past fo,:!r o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
THE COUNCIL MINUTE.
The Hon. H. MILLER presented a message from His Excellency the Governor,
stating that the minute adopted by the
Legislative Council (in reply to the
minute of the Government on resigning
office) had been duly forwarded to the
Secretary of State for the Colonies.
THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS saidHonorable members may expect from me
an explanation regarding the events which
have occurred during the last ten days.
As I was not invited to any personal iuter-
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view with His Excellency the Governor
the proceedings have all been in writing:
and, as the letters will speak for· them-

selves, perhaps it is the safest and most
convenient course to read them without
any obserYation :-'

communicated with two gentlemen who
successively gave up the task.

The n.ext

letter was written after these gentlemen
had so declined.
v.

"Mr. Fellows presents his duty to the Governor, and begs to state that he will endeavour to
comply with His Excellency's views, and hopes
to be able to give a definite answer in the early
part of next week."
"South Yarra, March 15, 1866."

. "Mr. Fellows has the honor to inform the
Governor that he is prepared to submit the
names of gentlemen willing to form a new Administration.
"In making this communication to His Excellency, Mr. Fellows begs to recall the Goyernor's attention to the concluding paragraph
III Mr. Fellows' first note of the 15th inst.
"The subject of that paragraph appears to
have escaped His Excenency's attention, and Mr.
Fellows therefore begs respectfully to invite His
Excellency's consideration of it. In no instance
during the last two centuries has an Appropriation Act been refused by the House of Commons
even when a large majority of that House hav~
been opposed to the Ministry. Mr. Fellows is
aware that the Governor cannot compel the
passing of such an Act; but he nevertheless
b~1ieves that, upon the Governor's intimating to
~IS present advisers that the legitimate practice
l~such cases ought to be adopted, the LegislatIve. 'Assembly would provide for.. the public
service until the elections to the seats vacated
by the members of the new Administration shall
have taken place.
"But whether th~ Assembly would or would
not make such provision, there cannot be the
least doubt that it is the duty of Ministers for
the time being to ask for it. By omitting to do
so they decline to exercise the proper. functions
of Government, and it is difficult to see how,
under such circumstances, a Ministry could be
retained in office. According to the theory of
the British Constitution, money may be withheld by the Commons, but it is not in accordance
with either theory or practice that the Commons
should not be asked for it.
"
"The circumstances that liabilities of an
unusual character have been incurred in order
to pay the salaries of the civil servants for the
month of January, and that the salaries for the
month of February are still in arrear (and suing
for them would cause additional and unnecessary
expenditure), render it incumbent on Mr. Fellows to point His Excellency's attention to the
subject.
"Mr. Fellows hopes that a desire to stand
indifferent between the two Houses, and to aid
neither of them in any attempt to fetter the free
and constitutional action of the other, will induce the Governor to dissolve the Legislative
Assembly in the event-which Mr. Fellows
scarcely anticipates-of that House declining to
follow the practice of the Hous~ of Commons
aqd of all previous Legislative Assemblies, by
making provision for defraying the expenses of
Government up to the expiration of the time
which must necessarily elapse before the elections can be completed."
"34 Temple-court, 20th March, 1866."

I should state (the honorable member
obse~ved) that at this period, in pursuance
of HIS Excellency'S intimation regarding
the formation of a Ministry" whose
opinions will 'coincide with those of a
majority of the Legislative Assembly," I

"The Governor begs to acknowledge Mr.
Fellows' communication of yesterday's date
(this moment received), and to assure him that
the questions to which it refers shall receive the
Governor's best and immediate consideration. "
"Toorak, ten a.m., 21st March, 1866."

I.

"The Ministry having tendered to the Governor the resignation of their offices, in consequence of the adoption by the Legislative
Council of the amendment moved by Mr. Fellows
on the 13th instant, the Governor requests to be
informed whether Mr. Fellows is prepared .to
undertake the duty of forming a new Administration ?"
"Government Offices, March 15, 1866."
II.
o
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Mr. Fellows presents his duty to the Gover~
nor, and begs to inform him that, in the event of
its being found impracticable to form a Ministry
composed of gentlemen holding protectionist
opinions, he will endeavour to form an Administration.
"Mr. Fellows, however, feels bound respectfully to suggest to His Excellency the propriety
of communicating with some member of the
Legislative Assembly, with a view to the formation of a Government whose opinions will coincide with t.hose of a majority of that House~he Leg~slative Council having already expressed
Its readmess to pass any protecti ve tariff.
." J\;lr. Fellows pre~umes that His· Excellency
WIll Impress upon hIS present advisers the necessity, ,":hich perhaps they may have overlooked,
of pursumg the course which is in variably taken
o~ .a change of Ministry, viz.-procuring and
glvmg legal effect to a vote of the Legislative
Assembly for defrayiog the expenses of Government until the elections shall have taken place."
"Supreme Court, 15th March, 1866." .
..

III.

"The Governor presents his compliments to
Mi'. Fello,":s, and, i~ reply to his note, begs to say
that he WIll leave It to Mr. Fellows to submit
the names of any members, either of the Council
or the Assembly, who, in the estimation of Mr.
F~llow~, w}ll forI?l a Government whose 'opinions
wIll comCIde With those of a majority' of the
Legislative Assembly.
"In the present position of the question the
G?vernor conceives that he cannot with 'pro.
prIety place himself in communication with any
member of the Legislative Assembly for that
purpose."
" Government Offices, March 15, 1866."
IV.

VI.
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fully abstain from asking for them, and, as many
VII.
"The Governor has fully considered the com- believe, for the purpose of using the distress and
munication, dated the 20th inst., with which he inconvenience which are thus caused to Governhas been favored by Mr. Fellows, and begs to ment contractors and the public servants as an
say that he will be glad to receive the names of argumC'nt against the proceedings of the Legisthe gentlemen who are willing to form a new lati ve Council.
Adm inistration.
" Mr, Fellows deems it unnecessary to enter
.. The Governor understands the declaration upon the consideration of the question whether
of Mr. McCulloch and his colleagues, that they 'the present Legislative Assembly faithfully refind themselves' unable to carryon the Govern- pres.ents, in regard to fiscal policy, the views and·
ment,' to mean that they are, in fact, politically wishes of the majorities of the constituencies ;"
unable to ask for or obtain supplies from the but he would remind His Excellency of the fact,
which has already been communicated to him
Assem bly in the present position of the unfor~
tun ate cOllflict between that House and the by the Legislative Council in an address, that
that House is quite willing to pass any tariff
Legislative Council.
" It appears, therefore, to the Governor, that that may be transmitted to it, provided it be 1l0~
he could not, with any semblance of constitu- improperly associated with subjects foreign to a
tional observance, invite those gentlemen' to
Bill of aid Ot' supply, or contained in a Bm
endeavour to accomplish for another Ministry which arrogates to the Legislative Assembly
an object which they consider they cannot effect larger powers than are conferred by the Constitution Act, or repeals perpetual Acts and subfor themselves.
"T,he Governor doubts, moreover, whetber,.in stitutes merely' temporary provisions.
"As the Legislative Council has thus ex-.
the parliamentary system of the mother country,
the direct intervention of the sovereign is (as pressed its willingness to give effect to what is
apparently the public voice in regard to the imMr. Fellows appears to suppose) ever avowedly
exercised for such a purpose.
ported articles upon which duties of customs
"Nor can the Governor hesitate to express are to be levied, there is practically no difference
his opinion that the present Assembly-the between the two Houses 'in regard to the fiscal
result, it must be remembered, of the second policy,' but only in regard to the form and congeneral election which has taken place within tents of the Bill by which it is to be carried out.
Mr, Fellows canlJot suppose that His Excellency
the last eighteen months-faithfully represents,
especially in regard to fiscal policy, the views has forgotten the fact that. the Legislative
and wishes of the majorities of the several con- Council during the last session offered to refer'
stituencies throughout the colony.
the unfortunate dispute between the two Houses
"Holding this belief, the Governor is com- to the adjudication of Imperial authorities, and
pelled to say that he would not consider the that the Legislative Assembly, acting under the
contingency suggested by Mr. Fellows a suffi- advice of Mr. McCulloch, refused to concur in
cient ground for accepting the advice of a . the reference. Mr. Fellows, therefore, can only
Ministry to dissolve the Assembly at the present consider the omission of the present Ministry to
ask for supplies, and His Excellency's refusal to
moment."
grant the necessary facilities to gentlemen
"Toorak, March 22, 1866."
willing to undertake the ta,sk of forming a new
Administration, as a means of coercing the
~
VIII.
.
"Mr. Fellows presents his duty to the Gover- Legislative Council, for the purpose of depriving
nor, and respectfully begs to' state that, owing it of its proper status in the constitution.
to His Excellency's refusal to concede to him
" Should the Governor think fit to reconsider
the power he asked for, the gentlemen who had his determination, Mr. Fellows will, if so deagreed to associate themselves with Mr. Fellows sired, again enter upon the task which at prein a new Administration are unwilling to pro- sent he reluctantly abandons,"
ceed further in the matter.
" March 24, 1866."
" Mr. Fellows feels a difficulty in understa~d
ing why the Governor should have refused to
IX.
communicate with any member 'of the Legisla" The Governor has to acknowledge the receipt
tive Assembly, and should at tbe same time of Mr. Fellows' communication of the 24th in st.
have entrusted Mr. Fellows, as a member of the
"The Governor believes that, upon reference
Legislative Council, with a task which it must to his note of the 15th inst., 'the constitutional
have been manifest throughout he would b~ ground upon which he was led to inquire
unable to accomplish, unless the present Assem- whether Mr, Fellows was prepared to form a
bly should be dissolved in the. event of its new Administration will be sufficiently appa:refusing au Appropriation Act.
rent.
"If the Governor 'understands that Mr.
"The task which was subsequently entrusted
McCulloch and his colleagues are unable to ob- to Mr. Fellows, upon his own suggestion that it
tain supplies from the Assembly,' and at the might be found possible of accomplishment, was
same time refuses to concede to Mr. Fellows the that of forming an Administration based upon
only constitutional means that exist of asking the principle of coincidence of opinion with tlte
for them, Mr. Fellows is unable to see upon what majority of the Assembly.
principle or by what means the Governor pro ..
" The Governor assumed that if such an Adposes that the Government of the country
ministration could be brought together under
shall be carried on; and, with the utmost Mr. Fellows' auspices, either by a compromise of
deference to the opinion of the Governor, he views upon some points, or upon any other basis
'lentures to express his conviction that Mr. of general agreement, it would probably include
McCulloch and his colleagues, with their large
Mr. Fellows, and perhaps other members of the
majority in the Legislative Assembly, are not I.Jegislative Council; and the Governor believed
'unable to obtain supplies;' but that they wil- , that an Administration so composed would have
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a fair prospect of obtaining supplies, and of
being enabled otherwise to conduct effectively
the business of the country.
"But the Governor is not surprised to find
that. in the present state of parties, which he is
confidl'nt would not be altered by a dissolution
of the Assembly at the present moment, the
effort to induce the united action as a Ministry
of influential members of both Houses has
proved unsuccessful.
"The Governor will only further observe,
that he is persuaded that if the views of the
constituencies upon the questions which now
agitate the country shall at any time cease to
be fairly represented by the majority of the
Assembly, the Governor will not long be left in
doubt upon the subject in a community where
public opinion finds such ready and frequent
expression."
"Toorak, March 26, 1866."

The Hon. H. MILLER.-I may acquaint the House that, on the failure of
Mr. Fellows to form an administration,
the Governor was pleased to address a
letter to MI'. McCulloch, inviting him
to again undertake the duties of office.
Mr. McCulloch is now in communication
with His Excellency, but no decision has
yet been arrived at. . I trust that tomorrow I shall be able to afford definite
information to the House.
:Mr. FELLOWS ·asked the honorable
member whether he was iu a position to
suggest when the Easter holidays should.
commence.
Mr. MILLER said that he trusted he
would be able to do so next day. Would
the honorable member express a wish on
the subject?
Mr. FELLOWS observed that he
wished to make the holiday as long as
possible.
Mr. MILLER replied that his wish
was to get over the existing difficulty.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER remarked
that he would certainly object to any
holiday until the present question was
settled 'one way or another. Mr. Fellows
had brought the country to a most unsatisfactory condition, and, if the honorable gentleman was not prepared to do
anything, he ought at least to say that he
would accept the Tariff.
The Hon. G. W. COLE expressed his
conviction that it would be dishonorable
for the House to adjourn so long as there
was a possibility of the existing difficulty
being settled.
The PRESIDENT pointed out that
there was no question before the House.
The leader of the Ministry and the leader
of the Opposition were permitted to offer
explanations on these occasions, but it
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would be most inconvenient for honorable
members to enter on a general debate.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN said that,
as three honorable members on the other
side had spoken, he desired to say, in reply,
that he was prepared to remain in his seat
till daylight to receive any vote of supply
from the Lower House. He was sure
that every honorable member would do
the same. It was not fair to taunt honorable members with being obstructive
when the obstruction really lay with the
other side.
The House adjourned at fifteen minutes
to five o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, March 27, 1866.
The Ministerial Crisis-The Argus Privilege Case.

The SPEA.KER took the chair at halfpast four 0' clock.
THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
Mr. McCULLOCH rose and saidMr. Speaker, perhaps the House will permit me to ask whether any· honorable
member has any'communication to make
on behalf of the honorable member in the
other House who undertook to form an
Administration? If so, perhaps the communication can be made now.
Captain MAQ MAHON .-1 don't know
whether the Chief Secretary refers to me.
I can only say I have no communication
whatever to make-that I Have not been
authorised by the member of the Upper
House, who has been sent for by His Excellency, to make any communication.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I did not address
my remarks specially to the honorable and
gallant member, but to the members of
the Opposition generally. Of course it
is pretty well known that the honorable
member alluded to has abandoned his task
of forming a Government. A correspondence has taken place between His Excellency and that honorable member, which
I understand is being read in the Upper
House, and perhaps it would be well th~~
I should read a copy of the cor,respondence
to this House. (" Hear, hear.")
The correspondence between His Excellency the Governor and the Hon. T. H.
Fellows, relative to the formation of 'a
new Ministry, was then read by Mr.
McCulloch. It is published in the pre-
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ceding report of the proceedings of the
Legislative Council.
After reading the correspondence,
Mr. McCULLOCH observed - Mr.
Speaker, I may state that last evening I
received a communication from His Excellency the Governor upon the subject of
the present crisis. My colleagues and I
have had that communication under consideration, but up till now we have not
been able .to come to any decision, or to
arrive at any determination upon the
points submitted to us; but I dare say
that to-morrow I shall be able to state
what course the Government will take.
Mr. SANDS.-As I find that the honorable member for Collingwood (Dr. Embling) is in his place, I should like to hear
from him what progress he has made in
the formation of a ~Iinistry? .
The question. elicited no response.
THE ARGUS PRIVILEGE CASE.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I rise to ask the
Chief Secretary whether his attention has
been drawn to a report which appears in
to-day's Argus relative to the treatment of
Mr. George?
Mr. McCULLOCH. - My attention
has ·been drawn to it in the same way in
which the honorable member's attention
has been drawn to it; but I have no more
to do with the matter than the honorable
member for South Gippsland. I don't
know whether the facts of the case are as
represented in the A.rgus this morning.
I understand that there are doubts as to
the propriety or suitableness of the sleeping accommodation afforded to Mr. George.
I have been informed that the serjeant-atarms offered Mr. George the use of his
own room, adjoining the sitting room
occupied by Mr. George, but that he refused to accept it because he could not
demand it as a right. I am not able to
give any further information than that,
but I believe that the House may get information from the serjeant-at-arms, who
is directly responsible to this House for
anything he does in the matter. I think
it is very likely that, when the matter is
fully investigated, it will be found that
another course will have to be adopted in
future towards gentlemen who may be
placed in a similar position to ]\fr. George.
I think that a person placed in that position
ought to be treated more as a prisoner
than has been the case in the present instance. If the pri vileges of the House
are to be of any use at all, they must be
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exercised in a way to prevent persons infringing them, and not in such a way as
to allow the person who is sentenced to
punishment to entertain his friends
within the precincts of the House and
live in a way in which, I think, he could
scarcely have lived outside. It is a question, in fact, whether something ought
not to be done to impose greater restraint
than has been imposed on Mr. George.
The privileges of the House must be
vindicated; but ~rr. George has not been
punished for the breach of privilege which
he committed by insulting, as printer and
publisher of one of the newspapers in
Melbourne, a member of this House in
his capacity as a member. I have, however, no desire further to confine Mr.
George in the place in which he is now
confined, and therefore I will move"That Mr. Hugh George be discharged from
the custody of the serjeant-at-arms upon payment of his fees."

Dr. EMBLIN G seconded ·the motion.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Before the
question is put I wish to say one or two
words about it, because I happen by
accident to be in a position to give
honorable members some informat.ion on
the point which I think was referred to in
the question of the honorable member for
South Gipps Land. A medical gentleman called on me on Friday evening, and
informed me verbally (and afterwards put
his opinion in writing) that the place
where Mr George passed the night was
decidedly unhealthy, and not fit for a
sleeping apartment for any person. On
the following day I communicated, through
you, Mr. Speaker, with the serjeant-atarms; and the serjeant-at-arms offered
Mr. George, as I am informed, the
use during the night of the apartment
which he is allowed to occupy by day;
but J\1:r. George, as I am also informed,
refused to accept it, unless he could
demand it as a matter of'right. There
certainly is some difference of opinion,
or contrary statement, between the sel'jeant-at-arms and Mr. George.
Mr.
George has stated that the offer was
made in offensive terms, but that it was
made, and was refused upon the ground
stated by the serjeant-at-arms, that it
would not be accepted unless it could be
demanded as a matter of right. Now,
Sir, I must be permitted to say, in support of what the Chief Secretary has said,
that I do think that while, on tho one
hand, we should make provision for the
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healthful accommodation of persons con- In exercising this power, therefore, we are
fined within the walls of this House, yet not exercising _any power which is unthat, on the other hand, persons who are known or foreign to the constitution of
undergoing punishment by imprisonment our ordinary tribunals.. I think that if
should be made to suffer some of the in- this power is exercised at all it should be
conveniences of imprisonment, and that exercised with great care and on sufficient
they should not be permitted to use or occasion only, and also exercised in a
abuse the accommodation provided for manner which will make its effects felt
them for the entertainment of their friends, by those whom it is intended to punish.
Mr. GILLIES said he was astonished
on in any ot.her way inconsistent with the
natural inconvenience intended to be in- at the'statement made by the Attorneyflicted on a prisoner for a breach of pri- General as to the course which ought ·to
vilege. The honorable member for South be pursued towards persons who were comGippsland has called attention to a state- mitted by the House for contempt. The
ment in to-day's paper, and I gather from honorable gentleman had urged that they
that that in this particular instance the ought to be placed under such surveillance
imprisonment has been accompanied by and confined in such a manner as would
the making use of the apartments of this prevent them from what he called enjoyHouse, and the accommodation afforded by ing themselves; but he (Mr. Gillies)
the se:r:jeant-at-arms, for the purpose of thought that the House must be governed
entertaining friends. I must say I don't in this matter by the usual practice of
think that is the intention or purpose of Parliament~ not only in this colony, but
imprisonment at all. I hope that before at home. When the honorable gentleman
another occasion of this kind arises-if, spoke of confining them in such a manner
unfortunately, another occasion does as that their friends should not have
arise -:- provision will be made by the access to them, he begged to inform the
serjeant-at-arms for more healthy apart- . honorable member that that was not the
mellts to be occupied by the prisoner, practice of the Imperial Parliament (Mr.
and also for the enforcement of some Higinbotham-" I never said so.") He
species of discipline which shall prevent understood the honorable member to
the abuse of a sentence of this House imply that it was his intention, and the
by converting imprisonment into a means intention of the Government, in the event
of personal recreation and enjoyment. of any similar case occurring, to place
I hope that both these objects will he such restraint on the person confined that
effected before we are again called he could in no way enjoy himself or enterupon to exercise the power possessed tain his friends. He (Mr. Gillies) beby this House, and' I hope, also, that lieved that the practice which had been
if unfort.unately this House should be pursued in Mr. George's case was the
called upon to exercise its powers in usual practice. A person imprisoned by
future, it will be on an occasion so the House was obliged to pay £5 a day for
important, and so far calling for and his maintenance, and, if he was obliged to
receiving the unanimous assent of this pay that amount, surely he ought to be
House, as will enable the House not allowed to consume articles to the extent
merely to imprison a publisher, but to of £5 a -day. It would be a gross injusimprison editors and proprietors, as well tice to restrict him to the use of articles
as publishers, who venture to'. attack to the extent of ten shillings or £1 a day, .
either the dignit.y of the House as a body, while he was obliged to pay £5a day for
or the character of individual members. his maintenance. He was not in a posiI have heard it stated that this is tion to decide as to the correctness of the
a very arbitrary power. No doubt it is statement made by the serjeant-at-arms,
a large power, and a power to be used or that made by Mr. George; but he was
with great caution. But if honorable perfectly certain that the House· would
members do accept the statement made not listen to any proposition that Mr.
out of doors, that it is a Star Chamber George should be charged £5 a day, and
power, I would remind them that it is that the articles which he consumed
simply a power which is enjoyed by every should be cut down to £1 or £2 lOs.
court of justice in this country, from the a day. He understood that it was the
Supreme Court down to a court of petty usual practice of the Imperial Parliament
sessions; and in all these cases the court to allow the friends of a person who was
is not merely accuser, but jury and ju~ge. imprisoned for breach of privilege to have
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access to him. He believed that one of
the friends of Mr. George was the
Attorney-Ge,neral himself-that the honorable gentleman called upon him the
other evening asa private friend; but whether he partook of the hospitality of Mr.
George on that occasion the honorable
gentleman had not s~ated. He (Mr~ Gillies) thought that it would be ~. matter
of great regret if the House, instead of
confining themselves to the simple performance of the duty of imprisoning the
gentleman who, it was conceived, had
committed a breach of privilege, should
arbitrarily push their powers to the extent
of preventing the gentlemau's friends from
calling ,upon him, or even enjoying his
hospitality. In his opinion it would be
altogether an improper thing for the
House either to imprison any person in
such a way as would tend to injure his
health, or to restrict him from enjoying
himself as he might have been in the habit
of doing.
Mr. McKEAN 'remarked that while it
might be highly improper that Mr.
George's health should suffer from confinement, if the House believed the statements which were made, that gentleman's
health was more likely to suffer from
intemperance, caused by the indiscriminate
and numerous visits of his friends, than
from anything else. When an apartment
in connexion with the House was degraded
to the level of a common taproom, it
was quite time that steps were taken to
put an end to such a state of things.
At. all events, after the expiration 'of
Mr~ Georg'e's incarceration, a new order
of things should be instituted whenever
a member of the press, or anyone else,
again committed a breach of the privileges
of the House. He very much regretted
that the responsible editor of the paper
was not in Mr. George's place. If that
had been the case he (Mr. McKean) certainly would not have voted for a motion
of the character of the one now before the
chair ·under any circumstances, nor was he
. disposed to eat humble pie by voting for
Mr. George~s release. He thought that
the tone and spirit manifested by the
Argus since Mr. George's incarceration
was such as not to entitle him to the
slightest consideration from the House.
A tone of defiance had been used, and it
had been broadly stated that Mr. George
would remain incarcerated until the end
of the session rather than make any
apology. (Cries of "Question. !!) lie
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had heard a statement of that kind
made, and it certainly looked very like
the truth. No apology had been tendered;
but, ,on the contrary, Mr. George's offence
had been aggravated and increased. If
Mr. George suffered from the numerous
visits of his friends, steps should be taken
to correct the evil, by seeing that the
rules of the House did not allow him to
be placed in a better position than he
would be' if he were a prisoner in the
hands of the sheriff. It had been said
that the House arrogated and assumed to
itself privileges which it had no right to
have; but he maintained that, as the
highest court in the country, it ought at
least to be endowed with the same rights
and privileges as the lowest court. The
judges of the Supreme Court,jthe County
Court judges, and even the courts of petty
sessions, had the power of committing
persons for contempt; and surely that
House ought to possess an equal power.
The step which the House had taken was
not at all incpnsistent with the power
exercised by courts of justice. He should
not vote for Mr. George's discharge unless
a suitable apology was offered; and any
honorable member who did so would place
himself in a very equivocal position-in
fact, he would eat humble pie.
Mr. BUNNY was glad to hear the
motion made by the Chief Secretary, and
was on the point of giving the honorable
gentleman credit for a certain relaxation
of vindictiveness; but whatever credit
was due to the Chief Secretary had been
considerably marred by the tone in which
the Attorney-General had spoken on the
question. Whether the gentleman now
incarcerated within the walls of the
House had been guilty of a contempt
of the Hous~ or not, it was not hi~ (Mr.
Bunny's) intention to argue; but he
would simply remark that when the honorable member who was supposed to be
outraged-who was smarting from the,
supposed insults-submitted a motion for
discharging the offender from prison, it
was hardly becoming in one of' his colleagues, although supporting the motion,
to address himself to it in the tone in
which he had done. He (Mr. Bunny)
could not help stigmatizing the remarks
of the Attorney-General as vindictive,
malignant, and menacing. '
'.
Mr. GRANT submitted that the honorable member must withdraw th~se expressions.
Mr. BUNNY said that he would with-
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draw the expressions "vindictive" and
." malignant," but he contended that he
was entitled to use the word" menacing,"
because the Attorney-General's remarks
were of a menacing character towards any
person who might in future be declared to
have committed a breach of the privileges
of the House. The honorable gentleman
had as~umed a menacing tone and a menacing attitude as to the mode of punishment to be adopted in future; but if any
person committed an offence against the
privileges of the House, all that the House
could do was to order him to be imprisoned.
It had no power to order him to solitary
confinement, hard labor, or any additional
punishment, without the sanction of Parliament. The threats of the AttorneyGeneral were therefore unbecoming, and
they were empty, because they could.
not be carried out by that House alone.
The Attorney-General had endeavoured to
liken the Assembly to a court, but it was
not a court. The High Court of Parliament was one thing, the House of Commons was another thing, and the Legislative Assembly of this country was
another thing altogether. The House
had no business to be continually assuming powers which it did not possess.
The House had the privilege of committing
a person for contempt, but it had not the
power of saying what the punishment
should be beyond ordering the offender
into the custody of the serjeant-at-arms.
It was not the province of the House to
say whether the offender should spend his
£5 a day in entertaining his friends or not.
Again, where the punishment of imprisonment was inflicted by a court, it was
imprisonment and nothing else. But here
it was virtually accompanied by a fine.
The prisoner had to pay £50 on his attachment, £50 on his commitment, and
£5 per day during his incarceration.
These fees, he held, were tantamount to a
fine. When the motion for Mr. George's
committal was sub.mitted to the House,
an honorable member asked whether a
fine could not be inflicted? The Attorney-General stated that it could not, and
no doubt for many years the House of.
Commons had not been in the habit of
inflicting fines; but if the Assembly
could not inflict fines, how could it
assume the power of sequestrating a gentleman from his friends, and subjecting
him to solitary confinement? He was
glad that the Chief Secretary had had the
good sense to propose that Mr. George
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should be discharged from custody, before
any motion on the subject was submitted
by honorable members in opposition; but
he was sorry phat the value of the proposition had been marred by the act jon of
the Attorney-General.
Mr. HARBISON considered that the
Chief Secretary had evinced great magnanimity in submitting the motion, but
he was of opinion that the course proposed was not the way to prevent scurrilous and scandalous attacks upon the
House. In fact, such confinement as
that which Mr. George had experienced
would be practically worthless as a means
of punishment. No medical certificate
showing thut Mr. George's confinement
would be inimical to his health had been
submitted to the House; and he considered that, before passing the motion,
Borne certificate from the chief medical
officer should be produced. A confinement much more severe than that which
Mr. George had experienced would only
have met the justi'Ce of the case.
Mr. TUCKER 'stated that when Mr.
George attended at the bar by his own
consent, simply at the request of the
House, and before the issue of any warrant, he ought to have had common sense
enough to have admitted not only that he
was responsible for the publication of the
article complained of, but also that he had
been in error, and that he was ready to
apologise. The utterance of a few soft
words at that time would have settled the
matter. But Mr. George was obstinate;
he preferred being put into prison; he
was for being a martyr; and that being
so, he (Mr. Tucker) was for letting him
die a martyr. He took no part in Mr.
George's imprisonment. He was absent
from the House at the time. He thought
that it was beneath the dignity of the
Chief Secretary to take notice of' the
offensive article; but having brought the
subject before the House, and the House
having decided that the words complained
of were libellous and a breach of privilege,
the matter was remo\'ed altogether from
the hands of the Chief Secretary. Under
these circumstances, although he (Mr.
Tucker) was not concerned in placing Mr.
George in pri.son, he was for keeping him
there, at all events until a petition was
submitted for his release. 1\11'. Tucker
concluded by proposing the adjournment
of the debate.
Mr. KING seconded the motion for
adjournment.
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Mr. DAVIES thought the Chief Secretary had taken a very mild and proper
course. Mr. George, as honorable members knew, was not the offending party.
The position of that gentleman, as publisher of the Argus, precluded bim from
knowing or caring what might appear in
the columns of that journal. It was to be
regretted that the Government had not
taken steps to bring the real culprit before
the House. One of the proprietors of
the Argus was lately created a justice of
the peace. Why was not that justice of
the peace brought to the bar? Why did
not the Government bring to the bar the
not very reverend editor of the Ar.flus,
who was pretty well known?
That
gentleman was certainly not in a position
to charge the head of the Government
with making a statement "bristling with
falsehood," seeing that when he accepted
his engagement on the Argus, he pu b• lished in a Daylesford paper an unqualified denial of the fact, a statement which
proved to be a downright falsehood, inasmuch as, shortly afterwards, he was found
occupying the topmost stool in the editorial department of the leading journal.
That gentleman acted an unmanly and
cowardly part in allowing Mr. George to
be the victim. If such a gentleman,
simply because he had the command of a
large quantity of type, could assail the",
Chief Secretary or any individual member
of the House, it was the duty of the
House to assert its privileges and bring
such characters to the bar. The Government, however, instead of 'bringing up
either proprietor or editor, brought up a
man whose whole time was occupied with
mechanical duties, and he had to suffer
the ignominy and inconvenience of imprisonment in the House. Dr. Thomas
had given a certificate to the effect that
the further imprisonment of Mr. George
would be inimical to his health. And
considering that Mr. George had a large
family, and tbat he was not the guilty
person, the motion now made for his release might very properly be entertained.
Somebody had been punished-the House
had asserted its privileges-and, this being
so, there was no reason for further detaining
Mr. George in custody.
Mr. FRANCIS asked honorable members to consider the impolicy of having a
division on a question of this kind. As
stated by the Attorney-General at an
early stage of the discussions relating to
this unfortunate affair, it was a matter for
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the personal consideration of the gentleman principally involved in the charge.
At the same time, he differed from the
views expressed by the Attorney-General.
He believed that much might be said of a
private individual which was not applicable, and ought not to be extenuated or
justified, when speaking of the head of
the Government and a statemeut made
by him in his place in Parliament relative
to the proceedings of the Government.
He trusted that the majority which, on a
recent occasion, found it necessary-and
justifiably necessary-to take a proper
course, would not, especially in the face
of really more important and serious
matters, allow any division to occur.
They were now brought face to face with
the most serious event which had marked
the political history of the colony. This
being so, he trusted they would not fritter
away their·time and attention with matters
of minor importance, and particularly
when the Chief Secretary-the person
principally aggrieved - considered that
tbe offender would be sufficiently punished
by having to pay the fees, on payment of
which, according to the regulations of the
House, only could he obtain his release.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was negatived without a division.
~1:r. EDW.A.RDS said he understood
the Attorney-General to express the wish
that there was some law which would
bring newspaper editors and proprietors
under the ban of the House; but the
party with which the honorable and
learned gentleman was now allied almost
unanimously opposed a measure having
that object, when it was brought before
the House some years ago. Government
by party could not be carried on if every
member of a party insisted upon his own
particular crotchets and views. And
entertaining that opinion, he voted with
the majority against the measure to which
he had referred, although he had very
serious misgivings as to the correctness
of his vote on that occasion. He thought
there should be some law by which the
guilty person-not the innocent person, as
in the present case-should be punished.
Noone who had any knowledge of the
conduct of business connected with the
press could believe that Mr. George even
saw the article, which had been declared
a breach of privilege, until after it was in
print. . The duties of a newspaper pub~
lisher were simply mechanical. He bad
merely to see that a certain number of
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copies of the newspap'er were printed he to apologise, Mr. George would; no
within a certain time; and he would not doubt, be told next morning, by his probe allowed, even if he wished, to interfere prietors, to go about his business. Mr.
at all with the literary conduct of the Edwards then proceeded to observe that
journal. There was, however, this differ- he rose to propose, as an amendment, that
ence between the present case and the the words in the motion, "upon payment
case of Mr. DilL In Mr. Dill's time, the of his fees," be struck out. The Chief
imprint to the Argus was-as he (Mr. Secretary had stated that Mr. George had
Ed wards) believed----." published by George had imprisonment enough, and if so, why
Dill, for the proprietors," 'without disclos.;. should he be called upon to pay a penalty
ing their names. At that time, too, both of £100, which would go, not into the
the prop'rietors were out of the country. general revenue, but into the pockets of
But the imprint to the newspaper contain- the serjeant-at-arms? It might be said
ing the libel on the Ohief Secretary showed that the money would be paid by the prothat Messrs. Wilson and Mackinnon were prietors of the .drgus. But he did not
the proprietors of the Argus. N ow Mr. see there was any force in that, inasmuch
Mackinnon was, no doubt, as come-atable as the names of the proprietors were disas Mr. George. Why should not the closed. If they were not disclosed, he
question have been put to Mr. George, might, perhaps, be disposed to go a roundwhen he appeared at the bar----."-Have about way to obtain justice. If the fees
you really printed this for Lachlan Mac- were to be paid at all, let Mr. Mackinnon
kinnon? " And on Mr. George answer- be brought to the bar and made to pay
ing the question, as -no doubt he would them. With regard to the treatment •
have answered it, in the 'affirmative, why which Mr. George had received, he (Mr. _
should not the real offender, the proprie- Edwards) should have something to say
tor, who-if not able himself to write- on that subject when the salary of the
employed people to write these libels, serjeant-at-arms was under consideraIf the fees were insisted upon,
have been taken into custody and pun- tion.
ished? With reference to what had been it would be said that the arrangement
published of-Mr. George's experiences in was a sort of compromise, that the
his "dark and dismal chamber," he was Government were afraid to go on with
not surprised that the gentleman "felt the matter, and that they let off Mr.
feverish," after the indulgences to which .. George with payment of fees. If, as the
reference was made in that day's Argus. Chief Secretary had said, Mr. George had
According to May, the House of Lords been sufficiently punished, let him walk
-the conservative branch of the imperial away free. (An honorable memberLegislature, the supporters of law and "What about the other fees?") As to
order-formerly sent persons who pub- the £5 per~day he had nothing to say,
lished libels to the pillory. Oompared because Mr. George had admitted that he
with that, the punishment of Mr. George had seen the full value of the money.
might be regarded as slight. The punishMr. WHITEMAN seconded the amendment, however, might have ,been greater. ment.
The House, if it had chosen, could have
Mr. McOULLOOH observed that he
committed Mr. George to the ordinary had not anticipated that his motion would
common gaoL But would it be magnani- have 'produced so much discussion. He
mous-would it be just and fair on the submitted' the proposition because he
part of the House-to detain him in cus- thought the privileges of the House had
tody when it was known that he was inno- been sufficiently vindicated. He must
cent-that he was simply the publisher of oppose the amendment. To insist upon
the paper, the creature of the proprietors? the payment of the ordinary fees would
The fact was creating out of doors a feel- be making no compromise. He was dising against the -assertion of privilege by posed to insist upon those fees the more,
the House. Indeed, the public were dis- because they would be paid, not by Mr.
posed to ask the question-" Of what use George. but by Messrs. Wilson and Macare your parliamentary priv.ileges, if you kinnon. He regretted, with ,the honortake up Smith when Brown committed able member for Oollingwood, that Mr.
the offence? " It was said by the honor- Mackinnon was not placed at the bar.
able member for Kyneton, that Mr. George Had he thought, at the, time, that that
should apologise. But an apology would course could have been pursued, he should
simply involve the loss of situation. Were have proposed that the proprietors, instead
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of the publisher, be called to the bar.
However, now that the question had been
fp.lly discussed, he hoped 'the House would
assent to the motion.
Mr. Edwards's amendment was negatived without a division, and the motion
for the release of Mr. George on the payment of his fees was then agreed to.
The House adjourned at ten minutes to
six o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, March 28, 1866.
The Ministerial Crisis.

The PRESIB'ENT took the chair at
twenty minutes past four 0' clock, and read
the usual form of prayer.
PROPOSED CONFERENCE.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT intimated
that, on the following day, he would move
for the appointment of a committee of
seven members, to confer with a committee of the Legislative Assembly, on
the differences between the two Houses on
the Supply Bill.
The PRESIDENT stated that, as no
such Bill was before the House, he could
not receive the notice of motion.
Mr. HIGHETT said that, in that case,
he would defer any action until the next
day.
The Hon. C. J. JENNER suggested
that the difficulty might be met by appointing 'a committee to consider the
privileges of the two Houses.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL remarked
that, at all events, it would be better to
wait until Mr. Miller had made his explanation.
The subjeet then dropped.
THE MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
The Hon. H. MILLER said-I have to
inform honorable members that, at the
request of His Excellency, the Ministry
have consented to continue to conduct
the business of the country, at all events
until they can send up the Bill of Supply
formerly submitted to this House.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD.-May I
ask the honorable gentleman whether it is
proposed to send up the Supply Bill pure
and simple-the Supply Bill, free from
the objectionable matter which it before
contained, and which made it necessary
for this House to reject it 'f
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Mr. MILLER.-The honorable member had better give notice of the question.
Mr. FITZGERALD presumed that the
honorable gentleman must be aware of the
grievous distress which the action of the
Ministry with regard to this subject had
occasioned and was occasioning.
rrhe PRESIDENT called the honorable
member to order. There was no question
before the chair.
Mr. FITZGERALD said that he would
move the adjournment of the House, in
order that he might put before 'the country
the fact that the Council viewed with the
deepest regret the hardships now suffered
by the public servants and the public
creditors; but that it felt that to take a
single step in any other direction than
the course it was pursuing would be to
sign the death warrant of the second
Chamber of the Legislature of the colony.
The whole blame was attributable to the
Ministry, who, in the first instance, fell
into the mistake of endeavouring to coerce
the Council, and had been following up
that error ever since. The Council was
prepared again and again to assert its
privileges. '
The PRESIDENT expressed the hope
that the honorable member would not
introduce the irregular practice of de, bating a general question under the cover
of a motion for adjournment.
Mr FITZGERALD said that his object
had been attained by the statement-a
statement which could not be repeated
too often-that the Council was perfectly
willing to adopt the policy which the
Ministry declared the country to be in
favour of.
The House adjourned at half-past four
o'clock.

,LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, _March 28, 1866.
The Ministerial Crisis-Adjournment of the House.

The SFEAKER took the chair at half.
past four o'clock.
THE' MINISTERIAL CRISIS.
Mr. McCU LEOCH rose and said]\fl'. Speaker, I informed the House
yesterday that the Hon. Mr. Fellows
had failed to complete the, task he had
undertaken of forming a new Administration, and that the Governor had done me
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the honor to address me with a view to
the present Government continuing in
office. The position of affairs, as far as
this Government is concerned, is not
changed, and the House reniains in the
same position as it has previously taken
up. The Legislative Council, also, is in
very nearly the same position as it was
before, but there is some difference with
regard to the position of that body.
When the Council rejected the Tariff
Bill they distinctly stated-and I think
they believed what they said-that they
were in a position to form a Government
and to carryon the affairs of the country.
(" No," from the Opposition benches.)
It was distinctly stated by members of
the Legislative Council that they were
ready to accept the responsibility of forming an Administration, and I say that the
gentleman who undertook that task-the
task of forming a new Ministry-has
failed to complete it. (Cries of" Why?"
from the Opposition.) I don't wish to
introduce any debatable matter. What
I wish is simply to make a statement
of how affairs stand; but if any honorable member wishes afterwards to make
a statement on the subject, I shall be
glad to hear him. I repeat, Sir, that
the honorable gentleman (Mr. Fellows)
failed to complete his task. That being
the case-the Legislative Council having
stopped the financial measure sent from
this House, the Government having resigned in consequence of that, and the
Council being themselves unable to form
a Government to carryon the affairs of
the country-I think that there is a
change as regards the position occupied
by that House. Therefore the Government, while they do not resume office in
the ordinary sense, have consented to continue in office with the view of sending
up the Supply Bill again to the Legislative
Council, to afford that body an opportunity
of reconsidering their decision in the
matter. There is no doubt that the current of public business should be allowed
to take the ordinary course as far as possible, and therefore the Government are j llst
placed in this position-that while they
have not consented to accept office, or to
continue the active dischat'ge of official
duties, they have consented to remain in
office so far as to put this Bill again before
the Council, in order that a decision upon
it, in the altered state of affairs, may be
received from that body. With this view,
it is the intention of the Government to
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ask the House to permit the resolutions
on which the 'J.1ariff Bill is founded to be
read, the Bill to be again introduced, and,
if possible, to be passed through all its
stages in the course of this evening, so
that it may be sent to the Council tomorrow. There may be some doubts as
to whether a Bill which has been already
rejected by the Council can be again introduced this session; but there is an
alteration proposed in the Bill, and I
think that, under the circumstances, honorable members may permit it to be introduced again. The alteration is to this
extent :-that whereas the former Bill
proposed that the taxation should commence from some day in ]'ebruary-the
day after the resolutions were passedthis Bill will take effect ftom to-morrow.
The alteration of the time of commencing
the taxation is the only difference which
will be made in the Bill, but I trust that,
under the circumstances, honorable members will permit the Bill to be introduced.
Looking at the very serious position in
which the country is now placed, I think
that all sides of the House ou~ht to agree
to allow the Bill to be introduced; and, if
possible, passed through all its stages tonight, and sent up to the other branch of
the Legislature to-morrow. .
Mr. J..IEVEY.-I should like to ask the
Chief Secretary if the alteration of the
dat.e is the only alteration which it is proposed to make in the Bill ?
Mr. McCULLOCH.-That is the only
alteration the Government intend.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I may be allowed
to state, as the honorable gentleman to
whom reference has been made is not a
member of this House, that the statement
of the Chief Secretary is so far incorrect
in that he said that that honorable gentleman had failed to form an Administration.
The correspondence which has taken place
between the Governor and Mr. Fellows,
which the Chief Secretary has himself
read, shows a very different view of the
matter. It shows that the honorable
gentleman declined to form an Administration unless certain arrangements were
allowed, which the Governor thought
proper to refuse. After the statement of
the Chief Secretary, it is but due to Mr.
Fellows to make this explanation. I must
express my r~gret that the Chief Secretary
has not thought proper to inform the
House as to what his intentions are with
regard to an ADpropriation Act. The
honorable ge~ltle~nall has intimated his
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intention of again sending up the Tariff
Bill, without any change whatever; but,
from what we know of the temper of the
other House, there is no more chance of
that Bill being passed now than there was
of its being passed some time ago. If the
Government are anxious to pay the civil
servants and meet other public liabilities,
they can easily introduce a Bin for that
purpose, and it will be passed by the
Legislature. With' the consent of the
House, I desire to ask the Chief Secretary
whether the Government have considered
the propriety of passing an Appropriation
Act, and what their intentions are on the
subject?
1\1:r. McCUIjLOCH.-I thought that
I had made it perfectly plain to the honorable member-at all events other honorable members understood me-that the
Government intend to introduce the
Supply Bill, and that Bill only. In fact,
the Government only hold office for the
ptlrpose of ascertaining whether that Bill
will be accepted by the other House. It
is not the intention of the Government to
introduce any other measures.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I don't know
whether it is in order, on the occasion of
the Chief Secretary making a statement
such as he has just made, to address the
House at any length on the subject; but
I should like to ask him if he can show us
any precedent for the line of conduct
he is pursuing-any precedent for the
Government coming down to the House
to pass measures at a time when, as the
Chief Secretary himself has told us, the
Government are not in realitY'a Government, but are merely holding office for the
time being, under a certain condition? As
I understand the constitution, either they
are a Government or they are not. Have
they accepted His Exc~llency's request.
to return to office? (Mr. McCulloch" No.") Tben in what position do they
occupy their seats as Ministers in this
Honse, and bring forward measures which
they wish the House to pass? And not
only so, but they bring forward ~ measure·
of an extraordinary nature, which they
have the coolness to ask us to pass, without .notice, through all its stages in one
evening-to ask that we, who have hitherto
supported the view taken by the other
branch of the Legislature, should now
turn ,round and assist in offering a direct
and deliberate insult to that branch
of the Legislature. If we had been
able to see that there was any inten2 D
•
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tion on the part of the Chief Secretary
to adopt a line of conduct somewhat
similar to that which he adopted last night,
and which I was glad to see, and believed
to be an omen of future conciliatorv conduct on the part of the Government, not
only towards this side of the House, but
also towards the other branch of the
Legislature-if the honorabl~ gentleman
had adopted that line of conduct, I can
say for myself, and I think I can also say
for my friends, that we should have been
prepared to assist him in every possible
manner. (Mr. Sullivan-" We will do
without you.") The :lVIinister of Mines
says "We will do without you," but it is
utterly useless for him to say so. He
cannot do without us, because we don't
intend to consent to the Bill being passed
through all its stages this evening.
1\11'. VERDON.-Every honorable member on this side of the House' will be glad
to know at last that the honorable and
gallant member for West Melbourne and
his friends entirely coincide with the
Legislative Council. We had hitherto
thought that, although they sat in opposition, they did not entirely agree with
the Legislative Council in the claim they
make to co-ordinate jurisdiction with this
House in financial matters. I have heard
honorable members opposite say that they
did not agree with the course which the
Legislative Council has' taken in relation
to this subject, but now the' honorable
member who is at the head of the Opposition says, on behalf of him/ilelf and his
friends, 'that they sympathise and agree
with that body in the course which they
have pursued. The honorable member
complains of the course which the Government have taken; but I know not what
right the honorable member has to complain under the circumstances of the case.
We thought fit to inform His Excellency,
in reply to the communication which he
addressed to us, that, in order, if possible, to bring about a settlement of the
dispute between the two Houses, we
desire, and are willing, His Excellency
concurring with us, to give the Legislative Council an opportunity of dealing
differently with the Bill which they formerly rejected. We think fit-and it
matters not whether as members of the
Government, or simply as members of
the House we do this - to submit this
Bill to the Legislative Assembly, and to
ask them to pass it through all its stages,
and send it to the Council, in order that
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that body may decide again as to what
course they will take. My honorable
colleague, the Chief Secretary, pointed
out, in a few words, the difference of the
position in which the Legislatiye Council
. is now placed. He pointed out that the
Council rejected the Tariff Bill in the
hope that they would be able to form an
Administration, and take upon themselves
the responsibilities which accrued from
their decision. Now, having made the
attempt, and not having, at all events,
brought their Administration into opemtion, the circumstances of the case differ
from what they were before. However. be
that as it may, I presume that-whether
as members of the Government, or merely
as members of this House-we have a right
to ask the House to agree to re-introduce
the Bill. If the honorable and gallant
member opposite chooses to take npon
himself the responsibility of refusing to
allow the Bill to pass through all its
stages in the least possible time, then, Sir,
I say, let the responsibility rest upon him.
For our own part, in order to bring this
matter to an end if we can, we desire that
the Bill should go up with the least
possible delay. I think we have already
had occasion to learn that the honorable
and gallant member can, if he chooses,
offer obstructions which will to a large
extent defeat our object; but if he chooses
to exercise that power, of course the
responsibility rests with him. For our
own part, we shall introduce the Bill and
ask the I(ouse to pass it through as
quickly as possible, in order that it may
be sent to the Legislative Council without
delay.
Mr. LEVEY.-I am afraid that the
honorable the Treasurer scarcely comprehends the exact position of the question.
Instead of the Government acting in a
manner in which gentlemen occupying
their responsible position ought to do,
their conduct rather reminds me of a lot
of big school boys playing together. The
present position of affairs has scarcely
been properly put by the Chief Secretary.
The honorable gentleman says that the
position of the Council is very much
changed since the time that they rejected
the Supply Bill; but any difficulty which
has followed the constitutional action of
the Council has been caused bv what took
place in this branch of the Legislature,
subsequent to the rejection of the Supply
Eill. The course taken by this House, in
passing the resolutions proposed by the
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honorable member for East Bourke Boroughs, was without any precedent; and
if any constitutional difficulties have
arisen, I cannot help saying that it is in
consequence.of that very unconstitutional
proceeding. And I must also say that to'
again send up the Supply Bill exactly as
it was rejected by t.he Legislative Council
is nothing but an insult to that body. To
ask honorable members who have steadily
and consistently objected to the Tariff
Bill to assist the Government in violating
our Standing Orders-to violate Standing
Orders which have been passed for the
protection of minorities, and for the
proper conduct of public business-is
certainly a most extraordinary proceeding. But it is a still more extraordinary proceeding for the Treasurer
to speak with the warmth he did of
the remarks made by the honorable
and gallant member for West Melbourne.
What has taken place since the rejection of the Tariff and Supply Bill to
induce the Chief Secretary to imagine
that be will find the Legislative Council
in a different temper to-morrow from
what he found them in a month ago? If
the Government were prepared to make
the slightest concession:-to make some
compromise, to remove some of the objectionable features of the Bill-the Chief
Secretary might with some grace ask this
side of the House, and the House generally, to consent to such a compromise. I
am "quite aware that if a dead-lock occur
between two bodies so differently constituted as the Council and the Assembly
are, it is in the highest degree necessary
that honorable members on either side of
the House, and in both Houses, should
give up some of their cherished ideas, and
make some compromises and concessions;
but I notice that throughout the COlltroversy the majority in this House have
asked the Council to give up everything,
while they are prepared to give tip nothing.
The only difference which the Chief Secretary proposes to make in the Bill is an
alteration in the date on which it is to
come into operation; but that is no concession at all, for the 'honorable member
knows well that it would be quite impossible that the new measure should have a
retrospective effect, and date back to the
date of the previous Bill. If the Goyernment are desirous of bringing the present
disastrous and calamitous state of affairs
to a close, they must know that it can
only be done by making some com pro-
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J;Uise. I wish the Ministry would ,act that :\, Bill upon which the decision of the
according to their better judgment, and House has once been pronounced cannot
pay no attention to the remarks of the be conl::!idered again the same session.
gentlemen behind them, who do not When occasions have occurred of Bills
share the responsibilities of Government, being rejected by the Upper House and
and do not thoroughly comprehend the again introduced during the same session,
real difficultie~of the situation. I believe they have been introduced with such
that the Government feel deeply the grave alterations as were necessary to meet the
responsibility of their present position, objections of the other House. In my
but I fear that that feeling is shared to a opinion the alteration now proposed is
very slight extent by many of the honor- not such an alteration as would allow the
able members who support them. I Bill to be re-introduced this session.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - Then I move
would rather that the matter should be
left to the good sense and temperate feel- . that the House do now adjourn. (Several
ing of the Government, than to the gentle- honorable members-"Tili when ?") Till
men who are only too anxious that the to-morrow; but, if it is the wish of the
present state of affairs and the present House, I have no objection that the adconflict between the two Houses should journment should be until Wednesday
continue to an indefinite period. I do not next.
think that the simple alteration of the
Captain .MAC MAHON.-Before the
date of a Bill is a sufficient variation to question of adjournment is put, perhaps
allow a measure 'which has been rejected I may be permitted to suggest a course
by the· Legislative Council to be again in- which will probably be accepted by this
troduced this session. I will ask vour Elide of the House, and by the other
ruling, 1\1:1'. Speaker, on two points-first, branch of the Legislature. If we will
whether it is competent to ro-introduce assist the Chief Secretary in facilitating
the Bill this session with no greater al- the passing of this measure, to relieve the
teration than the Government propose; public servants of the pressure now
and, secondly, whether it is not necessary brought to bear upon them, in conthat the Bill, being a Bill of Supply, sequence of the non-payment of their
should be introduced by a message from salaries, will he be prepared to remit the
Bill, instead of to the other House, to the
the Governor?
The SPEAKEU,.-It is not necessary consideration of a committee to be jointly
that there should be a message from the appointed by both Houses? (Cries of
Governor to introduce a Bill of Supply, "No," from tbe Ministerial benches.)
but it is requisite that there should be a I simply make this suggestion,and I believe·
message from the Governor for the intro- that many honorable members, even on
duction of a Bill of Appropriation. As that side of the House, if they were not
to the question whether the Bill now afraid of the clamour which has been
proposed to be introduced is identical raised, would believe that it was a fair
with the Bill which has been already way of meeting the question. I was
rejected, my opinion is that there is not present to-day in the other House when
a, sufficient alteration to justify the setting a proposition of a somewhat similar
aside of the rule which prevents a Bill nature was made, but it was ruled out
which has been rej ected from being again of order. I believe tha.t if there was the
introduced in the same session.
slightest indication iihown that it was the
Mr. McCULLOCH.-The only object intention of the Government to act in a
and desire of the Government is to save conciliatory manner towards the other·
time, and, if possible, to get over the branch of the Legislature, it would be
present difficulties. I knew that it was accepte~ as a solution of the difficulty.
possible that an objection might be taken
Mr. McCULLOCfL-I have only to
to the re-introduction of the Bill, but I say, in answer to the honorable member,
tho\lght that, under the special circum- that I do not think that the Government,
stances of the case, that objection might or this House, is .now in a position to
. be waived. However, if honorable mem- entertain the proposition which he has
bers will insist upon our taking the submitted. We must now deal with the
regular" course, we must deal with the su b- Bill itself; but if after the Bill goes up
ject in a regular manner.
to the other branch of the Legislature,
, The SPEAKER.-It is a rule of Par- that House should appoint a committee,
liament, and an invariable rule, I believe, und ask this Hons~ to ~ppoint a committee
.
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to confer with them on the Bill, I am
qllite sure thnt neither the Government
nor any member of this House will object
to meet the Council in a fair and proper
spirit. This House has never shown any
reluctance to meet the other House; and
I believe that when the proper time
arrives, if they ask for a conference, the
Government, and the members of this
House generally, will not object.
Mr. GILLIES. - Conferences on
Money Bills, I wonId remind the House,
are somewhat difficult. Even if the
Upper House did ask for a conference
when the Bill went before them, and if
the members constituting the conference
agreed to certain alterations in the Bill,
it would be out of the power of the other
branch of the Legislature to make any
alteration. The position in which they
would be placed would be this-that they
would he compelled to reject the Bm
because they could not make any alterations, not even the alterations which
might be agreed upon by the. conference.
That is one reason why, if possible, previous to the Bill being sent up to the
Council there ought to be a conference
asked for by thiS' Chamber.
(" No,"
from the Ministerial benches.) I apprehendthat, if the statement of the Chief
Secretary be concurred in by a majority
of this Chamber, there is a desire on the
part of the majority to get over the difficulty; but that can only be done in a
possible way. In the event of this Bill
going before the other branch of the Legislature, it would be utterly useless for
them to ask for a conference, for even if
the suggestions made in conference were
agreed to by the gentlemen representing
the Assembly, it would be impossible for
t?e Coupcil to effect the proposed alteratIOns, because they are precluded by the
Constitution Act from making any alteration in a Bill of thi!!' character. But if
the suggestion for a conference originated
with the Assembly when the Bill was
before them, it would be in the power of
the Assembly to make such alterations as
might be agreed to hy the conference.
1\1r. HIGINBOTHAM.-I apprehend
that there would be no practical difficulty
even in the case put by the honorable
mem ber for Ballarat vVest. The honorable member and the House are very well
aware that when the Upper House, after
a conference, objects to the passing of a
Bill which has passed through this House,
it is a usual and easy course to bring in a
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Bill shorn 9f the particular part objected
to, and which the Lower House has agreed
to di&pense with. That course was taken
with respect to the Waterworks Bill, no
longer ago- than last session, and can very
easily be taken in this case, if the House
agree to mal,e any alteration in the Bill.
But I think we are not in a position to
assume or suppose the case of this House
assenting to any alteration. If I am not
incorrectly informed, a notice was proposed to be given this evening, in another
place, for the purpose of inviting a conference, and permission to put it on the
notice paper was refused, on the ground
that there was no Bill before the House.
Of course, if that be a correct ruling in
another place, it would b-e equally applicable to any proposition made in this
House for a conference before the Bill
is in possession of the House. As you,
Mr. Speaker, have given effect to an
objection taken by the other side to the
iutroduction of this Bill, at present there
is no Bill of Supply before the House,
and no proposition for a conference can
now be made. I would venture, with
all submission, to express the opinion that
it would be competent for this House, if
all the members concurred, to introduce
this Bill, even with the slight alteratio~
which has been made. I believe that it is
competent for the House to relax the
stringency of the rule where it thinks fit.
I think I recollect a case occurring recently
in England, in which a Bill was re-considered in the same session, the only
alteration in it being made for the bare
purpose of bringing the measure within
the terms of the rule as to the re-introduction of Bills in the same session. The
alteration was simply an alteration of the
date of the Bill coming into operation.
The original Bill, I believe, provided that
the Act should come into operation on the
1st of April, and the altered Bill provided
that it should come into operation on the
day after the 31st of IVfarch-a mere
verbal alteration, and for the express purpose of getting rid of the restriction occasioned by the rule. I think, perhap~, it
would be competent for the House to reintroduce the Bill for this purpose, if
honorable members concurred; and I will
point out that honorable members, in
raising the objection, assume a. very
heavy responsibility-at least those honOJ'able members do so who profess to
be sensible of the difficulties and em barrassment existing in the country arising
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from the want of this Bill. The honorable
member for N ormanby has most truly
said that the country is in a position of
great difficulty at the present time. He
appears to be conscious of it. If the
honorable member is aware of it, I beg him
to observe that if he or any member offers
an opposition-whether it be a formal or
a substantial opposition-to the introduction of a Bill, the object of which is to
remove the existing difficulty and get rid
of the embarrassment, he takes upon his
shoulders a great responsibility. The
honorable member has said that hitherto
all the concessions have been on the part
of the Legislative Council, and that no
concessions have been made by this House.
I will remind the honorable member of
what he can hardly be ignorant of, that
during the progress of the Bill through
this House we were taunted over and over
;tgain from that side of the House
with having abandoned everything. I
believe I am not misstating the fact
when I say that the honorable member
was one of those who concurred in that
assertion. If the honorable member still
thinks that nothing remains for this House
to concede, it is really not consistent for
him now to say that we have demanded
that all the concessions shall be made by
the Legislative Council.
There are
questions which may hereafter arise-I
will not attempt to pre-judge them-but
I hope th!1t not only the honorable member, but all who are practically feeling
the embarrassment of the present circumstances of the country, will note
the fact that, if an objection is taken
by any honorable members to the introduction of a Bill, the sole purpose of
which is to remove the present difficulty,
the honorable members who raise' that
objection take upon themselves the full
responsibility of the consequences of it.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-I think it important for the House to bear in mind that if
no objection had been raised here to the.
course proposed by the Government,
objection would have been raised, in all
probability, in another place; and I say
it is better that the objection should be
taken now. The Attorney-General has
stated that there are instances, in the
legislation of the Imperial Parliament, of
Bills being introduced twice in the same
session. But I think it will be found
that whenever a Bill has been introduced
in the House of Commons a second time
in one session, it has been accompanied
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by alterations to meet objections taken in
another pl:1ce, and to make the measure
acceptable in another place. Now, with
regard to the Supply Bill, the Government propose no alteration calculated to meet the objection!'! raised
by the Legislative Council; and, therefore, I cannot conceive what ground
the l\iinistry have for believing that
t.he measure, if again sent to the other
Chamber, will meet with a different
reception to that which was accorded to it
before. With regard to the motion for
adjournment, I would beg to point out
that the adjournment should be as short as
possible. If the' Government are determined to re-introduce the Bill, it will be
necessary to have first a prorogation.
And if' a prorogation be necessary, th~
sooner it comes the better will it be for
all parties.
Mr. G. P. SMITH.-I beg to moye,
as an amendment, that the House do
adjourn until Wednesday next. I believe that honorable members on the
other side have, by some process or other,
arrived at the conclusion that a prorogation is intended, and that, if so, it will be
desirable to have it to-morrow. If that
be the basis of their opposition to the
initiation of the Supply Bill, I say we
have it in our power to stop that intention. I believe there is a majority in the
House very desirous of bringing the present state of things to an end. But if
the Opposition are disposed to continue
obstructive merely to serve secondary
purposes, the majority will use their
power to prevent that proceeding.
do
really hope that honorable members in
opposition will consent to the sending
back of the Bill to the other House. It
has been said that the majority in the
House, and the party outside who support them, desire to trade upon the present state of things. I deny that in toto.
We desire sincerely to bring the present
state of things to an end, and we ask, as
an initiatory step, that this Bill should
pass through this House to-night. This
can be done provided no objection be
raised. And really, if honorable members
opposite desire to serve the interests of
the country, I cannot see why they should
raise objections. This Bill has passed
the House three different times. Honorable members on the opposite side can
have no hope whatever of altering the
form of the Bill. They know quite well
that the Bill can be sent to the, Upper
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House in the same form that it has been
sent up before, after, if not prior, to a
prorogation. And why should they shut
out to us the only hope that remains to us,
for some days at any rate, of bringing this
state of things to an end? If the Bill be
sent up with such modifications as the
Standing Orders will allow, then the door
will be open for conciliation; the "other
House will once more have the Bill before
them, and be able to deal with the
measure in the way in which they ought
to have dealt with it before. When the
Bill comes before that House for second
reading, a conference may be proposed,
and I am quite sure that honorable members sitting on this side of the House will
most readily agree, so far as t.heir.sense of
duty to this House will permit, to such
modifications of ·the measure as will enable
it to pass into law. Under these circumstances, I put it to honorable members
opposite whether it is worth while to
continue the present state of things?
Mr. LANGTON.-I merely wish to
point out that really nothing can be gained
by the re-introduction of' this measure
during the present session; because even
if the Bill pass this House, it will be objected by the other branch of the Legislature, that the J?1easure has already been
considered there. The Attorney-General
has told us that he believes there are instances on record of meaSures being re-introduced in the same session; and the
honorable and learned gentleman mentioned one case of the kind which occurred
lately in the Imperial Legislature. But
I think the Attorney-General was
scarcely correct in his statement. I remember the case perfectly well. A
measure passed the House of Commons
and was sent to the House of Lords.
It was then found that there was some
flaw in the Bill; but, as the measure
contained a money clause, the remedy
could not be applied in the House of.
Lords. An ingenious member of that
branch of the legislature then hit upon,
the expedient of making an alteration,
which absolutely was not an alteration.
~t his instance, the day of the Act
coming into operation was altered from
"the . st of April" to "the day after the
31 st of March" The Bill was sent back
to the Commons with the request that
they would concur in the amendment.
After due consideration, it was decided
that the amendment was no alteration,
but inasmuch as the Bill was once more
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before them, advantage was taken of th'e
opportunity to correct the fault which
had hitherto escaped attention. The Bill
was then sent back to the Lords and
became law. Several honorable members
on both sides of the House have admitted
that difficulties have been experienced
throughout the country, owing to the
stoppage of public affairs ~ that persons
have su'ffered 'pecuniarily and otherwise,
in consequence of the failure on the part
of the Government and this House to
carryon the proper business of the
country. But the re·introduction of the
Supply Bill will in no way remedy that.
If the question before the House were
the passing of a Consolidated Revenue
Bill for the purpose of paying the civil
servants and other creditors of the Government, I could understand the force of
the objection raised to the course pursued
by the Opposition. I admit that if the
tendency of the measure which the Government now seek to introduce were at once to
relieve the distress which is being endured
throughout the country, the Opposition
would not be warranted in resisting it,
because the distress is so palpable and
general that all persons ought, unless
some great principle be involved, to agree
to any measure that will tend to relieve it.
But the fact is, that the Opposition are
in no way responsible for the stoppage of
the supplies. (" Oh, oh!") Honorable
gentlemen who cry "oh" can, if they
please, induce the Government at once to
bring in a measure enabling them to pay
the public creditor. The country is suffering confusion and distress simply because of the wanton refusal of supplies by
the majority of this Assembly. If a Bill
appropriating £ 1,000,000 were introduced
here; I venture to say it would be at once
adopted, and thereupon the public creditor
could be paid, and Parliament could be
prorogued for a week in order that the
Ministry might, if they pleased, seek
again to introduce the Supply Bill, upon
which the Ministry appear to have staked
their fortunes, though for what reason I
cannot discover. It is a mongrel measure,
involving no principle, and having no high
or noble object in view. It is a measure
thrown together in an irregular way, and
based on no settled principle whatever.
It is a measure based on no recognised
fiscal principles-on no principles which
obtain throughout the civilised world.
N either is it a measure consistent with
the recognised principles of parliamentary
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proceedings. I t violates a fundamental
principle of parliamentary proceedings, or
it would have long ago become law.
Surely the Ministry and their supporters
are not so intent upon t.he continuance
of the distress and suffering which have
been experienced throughout the country
as to seek to adjourn or prorogue the
House without providing for the payment
of the public creditor. The inconvenience
a.nd distress entailed upon the people of
tbis colony is not tbe only great evil resulting from the proceedings of the Government., The colony is being damaged
in the eyes of the world, and the Queen
is being declared insolvent by ber own
servants, whose first business it is to see
that Her Majesty's obligations are faitho:
fully discharged. If the Government
neglect to discharge those obligations, on
them, and on them alone, must the responsi bili ty rest.
Mr. V ALE.-Mr. Speaker, I would
remind the honorable gentleman who last
addressed the House, that the sentiments
of the other branch of the Legislature,
with reference to the Supply Bill, have
materially altered during the past week.
Three weeks ago the twenty honorable
members who form the minority in this
House were in ecstatic expectation tbat,
the other chamher having rejected the
Supply Bill, they would be able, with the
new importations for law officers, to form
a Ministry; and that the other branch of
the Legislature would be relieved by the
astuteness of their leader-a gentleman
of considerable ability-from any real responsibility arising out of the crisis. Since
then they have found their mistake. They
have found that they were not equal to
the emergencies of public business, for
the simple reason that they do not, in any
measure, enj oy the confidence of the
country. F~r that reason I am disposed
to think that there is a considerable
alteration in the opinion of the other
branch of the Legislature. The members
of that House have had the benefit of a
general election in relation to tbis House;
they have also had what they bave been
seeking for the last fifteen months-an
opportunity of trying to form a Ministry
in accordance with the views which became
patent about twelve months ago in' opposition to the present Tariff. This Tariff
is now called a remarkable, mongrel thing,
and yet it furnished an opportunity to
persons out-of-doors to display, 'for fifteen
months, their talents for opposition. It
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seems odd that huge organizations should
be formed 'out-of-doors, and that the other
branch of. the Legislature should have
taken up a position, contrary to their true
dignity and the best interests of the
country, for the purpose of upsetting what
after all is denounced to be a mongrel and
worthless measure. But there was a
struggle with that object, and the struggle
is still going on. The honorable and
gallant member for West Melbourne has
made the somewhat irnocent aclmowledgment, that he and the honorable gentlemen who sit with him in this House are
~11 accord and sympathy with the majority
m another place. We have not bad an
admission of that sort before j and I must
compliment the honorable and gallant
gentleman on the rapid development of
innocence which he bas shown to-night.
Honorable gentlemen in opposition urge
that there should be a conference between
the two Chambers. But after the struggle
through which we have gone, I say'" if
there is to be any conference at all, it
should be proposed by the other Chamber
-that Chamber which has gone to the
utmost extent of its legally defined"privileges, and Las dared the utmost responsibility that a House of Legislature can
possibly assume. I say that the majority
of this House are not to go down on their
knees and ask for a conference. I wish
for nothing but a fair and legitimate settlement of the present difficulty j but,
certainly, those persons who have mainly
contributed to the difficulty should be the
persons to propose a conference. I am
not going to accuse honorable members
opposed to the re-introduction of the
Supply Bill of being actuated by hidden
motives for this course of conduct j I am
not going to refer to the little manipulations which may form the ground of their
action, nor am I disposed to recommend
an immediate prorogation, in order to
thwart those little manipulations; but I
beg to tell those honorable members that
on them will rest the responsibility, not
only of their own actions, but of' acti.!>n
elsewhere. They have had a taste of that
responsibility during the last three weeks.
And I was only surprised at the quiet,
modest way in wbich those honorable
members behaved themselves last night,
when the fact was made public tbat they
had been utterly routed and defeated in
their attempts to form a Ministry. It
has been said that the announcement of
their discomfiture was received with cheers;
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but I received it with regret. I should
have liked, not a new Ministry sitting
on the Treasury benches, but a new
IVlinistry before the country. Then more
than ever would the other branch of the
Legislature have found how thoroughly
and completely they had been led into a
maze, from which their leader was utterly
incapable of extricating them. I do not
wish to underrate the inconveniences to
which the civil servants are now subject,
though I hold that there are far higher
interests at stake in this question than
the mere payment of the civil servants.
I can understand the honorable members
for East and West Melbourne, with their
array of friends in the civil service, whom
they have led into a sort of dismal swamp,
being anxious for the passage of an Appropriation Bill. But I came to this
House, after a general election, with a
distinct understanding from my constituents that the Tariff Bill was to pass.
(" Oh, oh I"~) Honorable members who
cry" oh " perhaps don't care about their
undertakings with their constituents, but
I do; and I say that I came here with
the distinct understanding that the Tariff
Bill should pass, and that, if it did not
pass, those who chose to thwart it were
to bear the responsibility of their actions.
If honorable members in opposition
really wish for a conference, they would
consent to the suspension of the Standing
Orders, in order that the Supply Bill
might be introduced and passed through
the House. The Bill could then be sent
to the other branch of the Legislature,
and if that body were not disposed to
enter upon a discussion of the measure,
they would, at aU events, be in a reasonable and fair position to ask for a conference with this House. I venture to say
that a conference, so proposed, would be
acceded to by the majority in this House.
The valiant chieftains here and elsewhere
have shown their utter inability to hold
office, not from lack of personal capacity,
but for want of that without which no
Ministry can govern a country under
liberal institutions-I mean the confidence
of the people. We have heard a great
deal about the names that were to have
been presented to His Excellency. I
think it is a great pity we have not seen
those names. Had we seen them, perhaps
we should have found that some of them
were mere fictions-mere fancy pictures;
that some of the gentlemen would not
have accepted office for certain reasons of
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.their own, and that others, on going to
their constituents, would have found those
constituents of a different mind to themselves. I trust that if the Opposition
will not consent to the passage of' the
Bill through the House to-night, the
Government will insist upon an adjournment until Wednesday next, in order that
they may then take the course which shall,
in the meantime, commend itself to their
judgment; and, further, that no attention
shall be paid to those honorable members
who, having assumed a responsibility and
proved unequal to it, now seeJr to shield
themselves by mere whimperings in favour
of the civil service. Let them stand
forth and declare that they have played
their last card; that they have lost irretrievably ; and that they must alter their
game altogether before they can be again
recognised as an influential party in the
government of the country. If the Opposition had been under other leadership
we should not 'have had the miserable
mockery and delusion of responsible govermr.ent which we have had during the
last three weeks. But let those honorable
members meet the matter frankly and
state that they have had enough of endeavouring to assume office, and of struggling -into a position under the auspices
of a famous league. We hear a. great
deal of the credit of the country, and the
opinion that is entertained about the
colony by people at home and in other
countries. But, on inquiry, we do not
find that these things are spoken of in
anything like the way that they are
pictured and retailed by the press for our
benefit. We find it very distinctly declared that certain mistakes have been
made-for instance, that the original
,- tack" was a mistake-but we find little
else written to our disadvantage. And as
to the" tack," it can be said that, if that
was a mistake, the majority who made it
had manliness enough to make an "untack." Honorable members have stated
that the majority make no concessions. But I recollect my honorable colleague making a lengthy speech in which
he declared, sixty times over, that the
whole course of the majority had been
one of concession. And I have always
been taught to understand that concession
on the part ofa majority shows forbearance,
wisdom, prudence, and a right and due
sense of responsibility. But concession
must have its bounds, or it becomes
cowardice. And do the minority think
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that the majority of this House, who voted
during the last Parliament for a real principle-the real vital power of this Chamber
-are to give up the struggle at their
whim and bidding? The country has
willed that no Bill of Appropriation shall
be submitted until this Tariff becomes law;
and the att.itude of the minority will do
more than anything the majouity can do to
confirm the country in the belief that we are
fighting for that which gives the House
vitality and power-which encourages
every honest thinking man to go to the
hustings and do his duty. The only real
object, as a party, of honorable members
in opposition is to govern the country for
the few-to build up the power of another
branch of the Legislature, so that it may
form a bulwark upon which they may fall
back in their own political difficulties. I
have no objection to a second chamber.
Indeed, I have always advocated a second
cham ber; but I refuse to accept ou).' present representation in another Chamber
as being what a second chamber shouldbe. I am prepared to admit that that
Chamber, remodelled and reformed, would
be more powerful than it is now-more
powerful, because it would be based on
public opinion. But we, in this Assembly,
represent the broad mass of the manhood
of the country, and the broad mass of the
manhood of the country has willed that
Victoria shall not be 'governed simply for
the interests of property . We do not
wish to damage or detract from the rights
of property; we would conserve them.
But if troubles do come to the few by thewilful obstinacy and obstruction of themselves and their representatives, on their
own heads must rest the blame. We
have entered upon a struggle; we are
prepared to face its difficulties; and we
w~ll not be drawn from that struggle by
any pitiful appeals which may be made to
us that the civil servants are suffering.
.N 0 pleas as to poverty and lack of means
will justify the majority in passing- an
Appropriation Bill, because to pass an
Appropriation Bill under present circumstances would be to yield the whole of the
struggle-to give up the victory, when it
is confessedly won, and this at the instance
of a minority, who, after tutelage elsew here, had the opportunity of assuming
office, but dare not face its responsi.
bilities.
Mr. McLELLAN said he was compelled in all sober earnestness to refer to
the last speaker as a political lunatic.
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He considered it was to the interest of
the country that the dispute between the
two Houses of Legislature should be
brought to a _satisfactory termination.
But that did not appear the desire of the
last speaker. The inclination of that
honorable member seemed to be not only
to bring honorable members of the
Assembly into disgrace, but also to bring
Parliament into such a state that it would
not be -regarded by the country as a Parliament at all. He (Mr. McLellan) was
open to any compromise that might bring
the present unsatisfactory state of' matters
to a conclusion at once. But the Government apparently did not desire that.
They seemed to wish that the present
condition of affairs should continue, in
order that they might either retain office
or ruin the country.· The other House
had offered to pass the Ta.riff Bill, the
Gold Export Duty Bill, and the Appropriation Bill, if sent to them separately;
and what more did honorable members
require? Why, they wanted to send up
the measures in globo. And as sure as
they did that, there would be another
dead lock. The House should send up
the measures separately, and, if the other
Chamber then refused to pass them,
something else would have to be done.
Mr. BUNNY observ~d that the present
state of things might be characterised as
most extraordinary. There were two
Houses of Legislature both aware of the
great distress prevailing in the countryboth impressed with the necessity for
relieving that distress and turning the
revenue of the country into its usual
channels-each appealing to the other to .
assist in settling the difficulty-and each
declaring that the power to settle the
difficulty was in the hands of the other;
and yet, notwith!:!tanding all this, the two
Houses were unable to come together to
devise a remedy. To explain this anomaly
it was necessary to review somewhat
calmly, if they could-after the stirring
and eccentric speeches which they had
heard-the position of affairs. The Govern~ent, in language anythillg but conciliatory, had attempted to throw upon
the Opposition the odium of the distress
which prevailed in the country, and the
responsibility of the political situation.
But honorable members in opposition, and
honorable members forming the majority
in another place, denied that blame should
be attached to them, and contended that
it was to be attributed altogether to
0
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the parties who brought about tlte evil.
And what did the evil arise from? Why,
from the fact that last session the Assem-
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the Council, that the responsibility oftheso
evils rested elsewhere than with the
Ministry.

bly, under the guidance of the present

Mr. VERDON. -1 rise to correct

Ministry, suddenly departed from the one
uniform course which had been previously,
observed with regard to the passing of
Supply and Appropriation Bills. Then
it happened that the revenue was no
longer appropriated, and the public service
was no longer paid as heretofore. He
reminded honorable members of the circumstances under which the Supply Bill
had thrice been sent up to the Council,
with a view to the coercion of that body.
Each House was now endeavouring to
throw the blame of the crisis on the other;
but if the Council were wrong originally,
why did the Ministry yield on the tack?
And if the Council were wrong in the
second instance, why did the Ministry
yield on the preamble and the retrospective clause? Why were not the supplies
stopped then? If the Council had a right
to reject the Bill on the first occasion,
without the stoppage of supplies being
involved, they had a right to reject it the
third time, and therefore the fault could
not lie with the Council. The Ministerial
proposition was that, because an attempt
to form a new Administration had failed,
the Council should pass the Supply Bill,
containing the same offensive matters
which before had led to its rejecti9n.
But there was a want of ingenuousness
and candor in the way this proposition
was put. Mr. Fellows did not attempt to
form a Ministry. As his correspondence
showed, he m~rely expressed his readiness
to form one on certain terms. Without
these terms, without the civil servants
being paid, and without available funds,
no man in his senses would form a
Government. No man, unless he had a
proper crew and a proper system, would
take charge of the ship of the State.
Ministers had brought the vessel among
the rocks, and let them take her out.
Ministers, if they really deprecated the
existing distress, could relieve it at once;
but did it not seem as if they wished
instead to bring about, under the banners
of torchlight processions, something like a
revolution? He warned Ministers that
these demonstrations might not end so
quietly as they had hitherto done, though
he did hope that the people would continue to bear with patience the evils they
were suffering from. He denied, on behalf
of his side of the House and on behalf of

one statement made by the honorable
member, a statement which has been
repeated over and over again. It is
that in every case but this, both here
and in England, the outgoing Government
has made provision for its successors.
N ow, that has not been so in this country.
The Government which preceded the one
of which I am a member declined to make
provision for its successors, and we, our
seats being vacant, had to rely upon the
good offices of a gentleman, a member of
the House, to obtain the necessary supplies, our predecessors having absolutely
refused to obtain them for us.
Mr. LONGMORE referred to the
taunt that the honorable member for
Ballarat West (Mr. Vale) was only to be
regacded as a political luna.tic. One of
the surest signs of lunacy was that the
diseased person accused everyone else of
being insane The honorable mem ber had
given the Opposition something they could
not answer, and, thereupon, they turned
round and abused him. They could not
disprove that they and the honorable body
which it appeared they were in such perfect accord with were the real authors of
the present deplorable difficulties, nor
could they deny that nine-tenths of
the country regarded them as such. It
had long been said that the Ministry were
sticking to office for the sake of pay. He
had always believed that the Ministry
were above such a motive; and what right
had the Opposition to make the charge
now, after Ministers had voluntarily resigned and given their opponents an
opportunity of forming an Administration ?
The success those honorable gentlemen
had met with was somewhat singular.
The leader of the party, the honorable
gentleman who had caused the country
so much trouble, went down to Queenscliff for his own pleasure. (" Shame!")
W eli, it was a ,shame.
Perhaps if
the honorable gentleman had been
waiting for his pay, to get bread for
his wife and family, he would have realised
the shame. Perhaps in that case he would
not, after b'ringing the country to the
verge of' ruin, have asked for more holiday
only the previous day in order to enjoy
himself at Queenscliff again. The honorable gentleman, frivolous as he was ill the
face of the suffering he had occasioned,
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must know that it was only the love of
law and order in the country which prevented him being treated in a very different
method to that which he had hitherto been
dealt with. The member for Ararat had
referred to the disreputable torchlight
mob. He could tell that honorable ·member that there were men in that mob just
as intelligent as himself, and ten times
.more consistent. 1'hose men met peaceably
to show their strength, but history was
read in vain if it was supposed that starving
men would always meet in -peace. Before
justice was obtained for the diggers the
Eureka riots took place; and before the
Jamaica constitution was set aside two
thousand blacks were slaughtered by the
same class which was endeavouring to rule
this country for its own special interest.
The minority must see that they were creating a crisis which might be disagreeable
to them .. They ~hould remember that ere
this the wants of the people had been
written in letters of fire, and, remember·
ing it, they should not drive the people
to desperation. (Mr. McLellan-" Pay
them.") The honorable member knew
that there was a principle at .,stake. He
knew that there could be no payments
until a Supply Bill was introduced. Mr.
Longmore, in continuation, remarked
upon the position of the member for
Ararat-a former democrat sitting behind
a would-be Ministry, and acting in perfect accord with the Council-and referred to the continual mention made by
the. honorable member for St. Kilda (Mr.
Bunny) of the Minister of Justice having
lost his seat. Considering the return the
House had got, that loss was a loss indeed.
The honorable member for Ararat knew
very well ~hat to introduce an Appropriation Bill would be to give up that right
of controlling taxation which the Assembly was entitled to. He knew, also,
that if it was left for the Council to accept or reject the repeal of the gold duty
apart from the Tariff the hand of that
body would be heavy on the mining community for returning such a Ministerial
majority. He wished the Oouncil much
joy of the minority they were acting with,
for he was persuaded that the country
would know upon whose shoulders the
burden of the present obstruction ought
to be.
Mr. McCULLOCH said that, in consequence of the position taken by honorable members opposite, he would accept
the sugg~stion of the honorable member
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for South Bourke, and move the adjournment of the House until Wednesday.
Mr. ASPIN ALL regarded the proposed termination of the debate as the
most lamentable the Government could
bring about. The Chief Secretary commenced by asserting that the slightest
delay would be attended with the most
deplorable consequences to the public service, and that if the Opposition members
objected the responsibility must rest on
their heads. He must say that· he was
really charmed to find such an immense
solicitude displayed for men whom the
Government could long since have paid
had they adhered to the usual constitutional course. But what happened when
the Speaker ruled that there must be a
prorogation before the Bill could be introduced again? (" No.") Well, he understood the Speaker to rule that the
alteration did not justify the re-introduction of the Bill.
The SPEAKER.-I said that the proposed alteration was not sufficient to take
the Bill out of the operation of the ordinary rule.
Mr. ASPINALL trusted that an explicit understanding would be arrived at.
His impression of the ruling was that the
Bill could not be introduced again this
session, and therefore a prorogation would
be necessary before it was introduced.
The ·SPEAKER.-The honorable member scarcely represents what I did say.
I did not mention the word prorogation.
I said that the alteration proposed in the
Bill did not take it out of the operation
of the rule which prevents the same Bill
being considered twice during the same
session.
Mr. ASPINALL accepted this ruling.
The result was that the Bill could not be
introduced until after a prorogation.
Why, then, was not the House asked to
meet the following day, that the prorogation might take place without loss of
time? (Mr. Verdon-I' Good Friday.")
Then did the piety ·of the Government
interfere? Could not good works be done
on Good Friday? The House of Commons had sat on Sundays before now.
There was nothing to prevent a prorogation the next day, unless it was that
Mr. George would walk out free, and that
there would be a petty spite in keeping
that gentleman in custody till Wednesday.
This was a consequence which, of course,
did not occur to the Chief Secretary
before. (An honorable member-" Mr.
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George can go now.") Of course he could
go on payment of the fees. That was like
the a§;sertion that any man could go to
the London Tavern who could pay for a
dinner, Whether Mr. George's detention 'Was an object or not, it was a curious
result of the long adjournment. AnotherresuIt was the opportunit,v afforded for torchlight demonstrations-for gatherings, the
first of which was intended to terrify the
minority if they had been able to form an
Administration. Of course the plan was
not carried out in its original integrity
when it was found that the Ministry were
secure; but, as it could not be allowed to
drop, boys were supplied with torches
they did not know how to use, and, though
there was an imminent danger of' burning
down the city, the police never interfered
-the police who captured Mr. Peter
Virtue the other day for preaching in a
public place, and who, he presumed, were
still under the control of the Government. Little boys were not allowed to
let off fireworks in the streets, but anything might be done to aid a physical
force demonstration intended to strike
the miserable minority with terror. He
asked the House not to be cowed by an
outside majority, for there was not a person who took part in the demonstration but
would admit, in his cooler moments, that
physical tyranny was not to be tolerated.
The original motion for the adjournment
of the House until the following day was
far wiser and better than the one which,
for some mysterious purpose, had been
substituted for it. If the original motion
were carried, there migh t be a prorogation
at once, and the civil servants could be
speedily relieved. As he had already
said, it looked. very much as if the
reason why the prorogation was to be
put off till Wednesday was solely because
by that means Mr. George would be
longer incarcerated. (Cries of "Oh !")
Honorable members might say "oh,"
but that was the opinion of a large mass
of' the public, and of many members
of'the House. At all events, the effect of
an adjournment till Wednesday would be
to give a further sentence of imprisonment
to Mr. George, which might or might not
be the object intended. The effect would
also be to keep supplies from the civil
servants for a longer period The time
might perhaps be occupied in teaching the
minority, and the Upper House, that it
was not safe to oppose those who were in
the majority. If that was the object, by
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all means let it be carried out. If it was
to be understood that in this country the
Government might get up party processions, and st.ay the hands of the police; if
it was to be understood that the force of
terror might be brought to bear upon
those who disagreed with the Government; if a system of numerical force inside the House and physical force outside
was to be. continued, let there be an
adjournment till Wednesday; but surely
the country could not believe that a
Government who wished an adjournment
till Wednesday were anxious that the
present diffieulty and distress should be
removed without delay? If the Government really wished to put things right,
to-morrow would do as well as Wednesday_
-they had much better, in fact, prorogue
to-morrow, and at once carry out the
beneyolent intentions which they had in
view. What was the. object of adjourning
till Wednesday? If it was not 'a breach
of privilege to say so, he would venture to
assert that one object of it was in order
that, between now and Wednesday, the
Ministry might have time to see what
modifications they could make in the
Bill in order to bring it within the
Speaker's ruling, and avoid a prorogation.
If that was not so, why did they want to
wait till Wednesday to do what they
might do to-morrow? If the civil servants
were to be helped out of their difficulties,
was it not a cruelty to them to refuse to
help them out at once? Why should the
Ministry adjourn till Wednesday, except
for the purpose of ascertaining from their
faithful band of brothers" how much more
will you let us give way?" They hoped
that by Wednesday they might agree to
bring in something which the Upper
House would pass. All that he could say
to the gentlemen who supported tlie
Ministry-many·of whom he personally
respected - was, that he hoped that,
although they were met to pass and not to
discuss, they would show that they had
some manhood left, and that they were
not to be trifled with. He .hoped that
they would take care that the _Ministry
at once declared their ultimatum. For
months past the Government had said that
they had this crisis-this one of a series
of crises-in contemplation; but did the
supporters of the Ministry yet know what
their ultimatum was? "tV ould they know
better next Wednesday than they did
now ? Would they be content to be told
by the :Ministry, "Wait till we sit .in
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solemn conclave and decide what to do
next" ? He appealed to the fiftyeight supporters of the Government,
to insist that the Ministry should at
once declare what they intended to do.
If they had been returned to the House
speciaily as supporters of the Govern~
ment, what a horrid sarcasm, what a
dreadful piece of contempt was thrown
upon them by telling them that if they
wanted to know the Government policy
they must wait till Wednesday next.
What a melancholy position for the fiftyeight gentlemen to be in to be compelled
to say, "We dou't know the policy we
have been returned to support; we must
wait till Wednesday next." Having been
told ~hat "The voice of the people is the
voice of God," and that the voice of the
whipper-in was the voice of his prophet,
they were to be kindly informed on
Wednesday next what the policy of the
Government really was. The minority
were taunted because they were in a
minority; but he would remind the
House that most good causes had been
in a minority at one time, and had had
a great deal to fight against. He Sl!.PpORed that it might fairly be permitted
the Opposition to ask the Ministry to be
good enough to inform, not them, but
their own supporters, what they were
going to do next Wednesday? He would
rat her be one of a pack of hounds than
one of fifty-eight persons who were so
tied and bound to the lVIinistry that they
were compelled to do exactly as they
were told. All that the minority wanted
was fair and full discussion. He protested, in the name of Ii,berty, against
any attempt to allow those who were
without intellect, or any other claim, to
rule their betters in intellect and in the
best gifts that man could have. He
claimed for those who cared for thei!'
antecedents, or who cared for the future
of the colony, a right to protest against
such proceedings as an incarceration of
which the House ought to be ashamed,
and a brute force exhibition which the
Ministry had encouraged, and which the
Chief Oommissioner of Police ought to
have been instructed to put down.
At this stage of the honorable member's speech the ATTORNEy-GENER \'L rose
and spoke to the Speaker privately, whereupon 1\fr. ASPINAJ~L immediately sat
down, explaining that he did so because
the attention of the gentleman to whom
he was bound by the rules of the House
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to address his remarks was occupied by
another member.
The SPEAKER.-It is the constant
practice of honorable members and officers
of the House to make communications to
me during debate. It is also the practice
in the House of Oommons. The Speaker
is not compelled to give his attention absolutely and entirely to the member addressing the House, if his direction or opinion
i,s required privately by other members.
Mr. ASPINALL said that he would,
of course, at once accept the ruling of
the Speaker, but he had deemed it more
courteous to wait until the conversation
with the Attorney-General was over, as
he believed it was usually considered discourteous for two people to address the
same person at the same time. In conclusion, he would only further remark
that the adjournment till Wednesday
appeared to him to be proposed with the
double object of further incarcerating
1\1r. George, and allowing further torchlight meetings to be held. The ultimatum of the Ministry" however, was apparently never to be given. He submitted that the Ministry, in deference to
their own supporters, ought to tell them
whether they had the slightest idea of
what they were going to do on Wednesday next.
Mr~ JONES said he was quite pleased
to hear the honorable member for Portland say that he was in the habit of
addressing the Speaker, as he (l\1:r.•J ones)
had had a strong impression for some time
past that the honorable member talken to
the reporters' gallery, and to that alone.
The honorable member got up to address
the House on everything and nothing.
He had plenty of words, but never an
idea; at all events, he had a paucity of
ideas on the present occasion, or he would
not have indulged in a piece of theatrical
display, simply because the AttorneyGeneral had spoken to the Speaker
privately, on what, in all probability,
concerned the business of the House.
Although the honorable member had on
this occasion been retained to denounce
mass meetings, yet in 1855, when he was
a sucking barrister, and craving for popularity and briefs, the honorable member
was one of the most exciting talkers at
public meetings.
Mr. ASPINALL submitted that the
honorable member for 'Ballarat East had
no right to say that he had been craving
for briefs.
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The SPEAKER expressed a hope that
honorable members would not indulge in
personal attacks, which were clearly out
of order.
Mr. KING claimed for members sitting
on his side of the House a right to. reply
to the attacks to which they were subjected by members of the Opposition
Mr. JONES remarked that to say that
the honorable member for Portland did
not crave for brief8 was to say that he.
cared nothing for progress in his profession; and that, he (Mr. Jones) was afraid,
would tend very much to explain the
later progress of the honorable member.
Mr. McLELLAN rose to order. He
contended that the honorable member for
Ballarat East was casting reflections upon
the honorable member for Portland, which
he had no right to do.
Mr. JONES appealed to the Speaker,
whether he had made any remarks in
reference to the honorable member for
Portland which coulil be considered an
infraction of the rules of the Honse?
Mr. SNODGRASS hoped that the
Speaker would call the honorable member
for Ballarat East to order.
The SPEAKER.-If honorable members do not know how to address themselves in a deliberative assembly, I must
leave them to their own common sense
and their own consciences. I cannot get
up and interfere every time an honorable
member uses personal ex pressions. I can
only do so when my attention is called to
an honorable member, 01' when a flagra.nt
breach of order occurs.
.
Mr. JONES continued his speech by
saying that he had listened with a great
deal of patience and considerable amusement to the remarks of the honorable
member for Portland in reference to
torchlight processions and" the mob,"
whom the honorable member at one time
belauded with praise, laid on, perhaps, a
little too thick; and he was a.bout to
mention the fact that in 1855 the honorable member, not upon one or two occasions, but repeatedly, addressed meetings
of the people in the open air, and never
told them then that they were a " mob."
Whether there were torches at those
meetings, he (Mr. Jones) neither knew
nor cared; but, as the meetings were
held by daylight, most likely torches were
not required; and, at all events, the honorable member's speeches were sufficiently
inflammatory to render the use of torches
unnecessary. As the honorable member
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had' spoken of antecedents, it was but fair
that his own antecedents should be referred to.
Mr. ASPINALL.-I used the word
" ancestry."
Mr. JONES.-" Antecedents" was the
word used by the honorable member,
whatever he might have intended to say.
The honorable member had thought proper
to charge him (Mr. Jones) with having
got up a torchlight procession, but he
begged to inform the honorable member
that he had nothing to do with the getting
up of a torchlight procession.
(Mr.
McLellan - " You paid for it.") He
begged to inform the honorable member
for Ararat that he was-unintentionally
110 doubt-stating an untruth.
He had
not paid for, nor was he cognizant of any
other person having paid for, n torchlight
procession, a torchlight meeting, or anything connected with the meeting. He
certainly had the honor to be called upon
to address an immense assemblage of his
fellow citizens; and as a ratepayer of
the city and a ratepayer of Fitz Roy, he
assumed that he had a perfect right to
meet his fellow citizens and discuss, outside the walls of the House, what were
the real grievances under which the
people of this country were suffering. It
might do very well for honorable members
who cared nothing about their constituents
to content themselves with talking about
being members of a pack of hounds-he
believed that twenty was about the usual
number of a pack of hounds-and to be
incessantly whining about the" numerical
majority," just as if there was ever any
other majority than a numerical one. It
appeared to him that the great complaint
of the minority was, that they were not
able to make themselves into a majority;
but he presumed that the fact that they
were a minority, and remained so, showed
that they did not represent the great
mass of the people. He apprehended that
the present difficulty might have been
solved if the minority had been prepared
to take upon themselves the fair responsibility of the conduct which ~hey had
pursued. 'rIte Opposition had accused the
majority of attempting to coerce the
minority, but it was the minority who attempted to coerce the majority, as was
evidenced by their conduct the other
evening, when they insisted upon dividing
the House time after time on mere questions of adjournment, though most im-
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portant matters were requiring the attention of the Assembly. The honorable
member for Portland had been pleased to
speak of him as an agent of the Ministry.
He (Mr. Jones) had very great pleasure
in saying that he would do his little
utmost at any time to forward what he
considered to be the interests of constitu' ..
tional government.
Mr. McLELLAN.-For a good pay.
Mr. JONES.-I apprehend that it is
not the honorable member's fault that he
is not in recei pt of as good pay as I am.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I deny it.
Mr. JONES.-Tlte honorable member
for Ararat is peculiarly thin-skinned. He
cannot bear to be referred to in the gentlest
manner possible. Touch him with a
gloved finger, and he bristles all overbristles like the article in the Arqus.
Mr. McLELLAX rose to order. He
begged altogether to contradict the statement of the honorable member for Ballarat
East.
The SPEAKER -The honorable member has not stated any question of order.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I altogether deny
the statement of the honorable member
for Ballarat East, that I have sat in this
House for the purpose of payment.
The SPEAKER again informed the
honorable member that he had not stated
any point of order.
Mr. SNODGRASS.-The. point of
order is simply this-the honorable member for Ballarat East has made a statement in reference to the honorable member
for Ararat which the latter honorable
member denies, and it is decidedly disorderly for the honorable member for BalIm'at East to pers.ist in the statement after
that denia1.
The SPEAKER.-No honorable member has a right to interrupt another honorable member unless he rises to a question
of order; and there is no' point of order
involved in the mere denial of a statement made by an honorable member. The
honorable member for Ararat has had considerable experience of the rules of Parliament, and ought to be aware of this.
Mr. McLELLAN rose several times,
amiQst cries of "chair" to contradict the
statement of the honorable member for
Ballarat East; and eventually
The SPEAKER intimated that another
course would have to be taken with the
honorable member if he persisted in his
interruptions.
The honorable member
could make an explanatiop. when the hon-
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OJ'able member for Ballarat East had concluded his speech; but at present there
was no question of order before the House.
Mr. McLELLAN expressed his intention of availing himself of the opportunity
of. making an explanation at the close .of
the speech of the honorable member for
Ballarat East.
Mr. JO~ES resumed his speech by remarking that it would probably be some
salve to the honorable member for Ararat
to know that, if he had not been interrupted, he would have explained that he
intended to imply that the honorable member, as an advocate of the principle of the
payment of members, was willing to accept
quit.e as' much payment for his services in
Parliament as he (Mr. Jones) had ever
recei ved. He trusted that this explanation would prevent the honorable member
from supposing that he wished in any way
to reflect upon the almost seraphic purity
of his character. He was quite sure that
the honorable member would not do anything for the money which he might get,
and, consequently, it could not be said that
he would in any way be improperly influenced by anything which he received.
The honorable member, therefore, ought
not to have interrupted him. He was
going on to say that it was quite a proper
thing for members of the House to address
public meetings if they chose to do so.
Re should continue to address public meetings as long as he believed that the publi~
were not as well versed in political questions as members of the House. In England, cabinet ministers did not disdain to
address public meetings; and even in this
country public meetings had been addressed by persons of the dignity -and
calibre of such men as the honorable
member for Portland and the honorable
member for Collingwood (Dr. Embling),
who had very recently been entrusted
with the task of forming a CaLinet; and
by such men as Mr. Fawkner and Mr. Hull,
honorable members in another place. Such
men also as Mr. O'Shanassy had not
disdained to address public meetings; and
he was a gentleman who was formerly a
member of that House. and was worth the
whole of t.he preseiJ.t Opposition put
together-one who would not have precipitated the country into a dead-lock
without being prepared with some means
of getting out of it. The Opposition
deserved to be severely handled, but the
majority did not feel inclined to deal
severely with gentlemen who considered
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that they were within the rules of Parliament when they spoke of. their opponf'nts as political I unatics, for it was
well known that madmen genelally considered everybody to be mad but themselves. The question under discussion was
not simply whether the House should
adjourn till Wednesday, but it involved
the very much larger question, of whether
that House should abandon its right to
control the taxation of the country. It
might do very well for the minority to
submit themselves to honorable members
in another place and allow the rights of
the Assembly to be cut and carved. as
anot.her place thought proper, but he
trusted that neither the majority, nor any
Ministry deserving the confidence of the
majority, would consent to let the rights
of the Assembly be abridged in anyone
particular. After listening to the speeches
of the honorable member for Ararat and
the honorable member for East Melbourne, and the miserable, dull platitudes
of the honorable member for St. Kilda,
he should not altogether be surprised if the Legislative Council repented of their bargain in throwing out
the Tariff, and disclaimed any cOllnexion
with the minority in the Assembly.. He
really should not wonder if, when the
Tariff was sent up again to the Council, it
would be passed by them, in consideration
of the great importance it was to the
people, and in consideration of the fact
that the people had endured, and were
enduring, much suffering in consequence
of the Tariff not having been passed, that
. they had met in public meeting merely to
disc»ss their wrongs and assert their
rights, and that, having physical force,
they had never used it. When a minority
threatened to sit through the whole night
in order to prevent a question of great
public interest being debated, he apprehended that that was a specimen of brute
force if ever there was one. Yet such an
exhibition had been seen in that Chamber.
A minority had endeavored to coerce a
majority, and the majority had forborne
to use even harsh words, contenting them'. selves with waiting until the force of
hunger compelled their opponents to desist.
He apprehended that at public :meetings
in this country, for many years past, there
had been no attempt at revolution, nor any
attempt to justify a revolution ; -but it was
a fact that the members of the Legislativc
Assembly, as the representatives of the
people, had the right to control the taxation
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of the country, and l10110rable members
who proposed that that power, or something
tantamount to it, should be handed over to
another place, were assisting to bring about
a revolution. No doubt the Council calculated that the majority of the Assembly
would not consider it to be their duty,
having regard to the interests of the people,
to ~nsent to a perpetuation of the deadlock; but if the Assembly gave upthe struggle at the present time they would simply
bring about a present relief at the cost of
incalculahle future suffering-they would
take out of the hands of the people a constitutional right, which, in the mother
country, had been considered to be worth
the lives of the greatest men who had
ever adorned the page of English history.
He would appeal to the minority whether
in the COUl'se which they were now pursuing they were deserving of the confidence reposed in them-whether they
were cal'l'ying out their pledges to their
constituents? Some of them entered the
House pledged to support the Minil:)trypledged t.o support the Tariff, which they
had since taken every opportunity of opposing.
He trusted, however, that the
majority were determined that, "come
what come may," they would not surrender
one iota of the rights which fairly belonged
to the people and to their repl'esentati\'es
in the Assembly. If the House did not
preserve inviola.ble the rights of the people
they would neglect a sacred duty, and
posterity would have reason to curse
them.
Mr. McLELLAN remarked that he
would now avail himself of the opportunityof denying the statement that he was
in the receipt of as much money for his
services in the House as the honorable
member for Ballarat East was. He never
received a sixpence in this country for any
political action he had taken; and when
the day arrived that he should be under
the necessity of accepting any remuneration for his services in that House he
would be prepared to leave it.
Mr. JONES said that he never imputed
anything of the kind to the honorable
member; and he certainly never imputed
any corrupt motive to him, for he spoke of
the honorable member as a gentlema.n of
"almost seraphic purity.
Mr. LEVEY begged to state, in reply
to the observations of the Attorney-General, that if any distress existed in the
colony owing to the non-payment of civil
servants, contractors, and the workmen
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employed by those contractors, the remedy
was in the hands of the Government.
There Was nothing to prevent the Government-without abating, one jot of the
rights and privileges which they claimed
as to the initiation of taxation by the
Assembly-bringing in an Appropriation
Bill at once and sending it to the other
Chamber. If the resolution agreed to
recently, on the motion of the honorable
member for East Bourke Boroughs, stood
in the way of that course, he would remind
the House that that resolution was binding
only for the present session. There was
nothing to prevent a prorogation of Parliament until Wednesday, and then the
Government could bring in an Appropriation Bill. It was a most monstrous
and unheard of thing for gentlemen who
were responsible for the good order and
government of the country to abandon
their position on any mere political theory.
Whether the House was right or wrong
in the pretensions which it assumed, he
cared not; but he maintained that while
fighting about the shadow, they had no
right to let the substance, -in the shape of
the peace and prosperity of the country,
pass from them. As to what had been
said about the blame for the present
state of things resting with the 0 pposition, why the aggressors were the Government of the day and the majority in the
House. The remedy was in the hands of
those gentlemen, and, if they did not
choose to avail themseI ves of it, let no
more be said about thrusting responsibility
on the Opposition. If the Ministry and
the majority did not chuose to apply the
remedy, the blood that might be shed, and
the misery that might be caused, would
be on their heads.
Mr. McKEAN remarked that the
Opposition were powerless to do anything
but object and obstruct. They were for
placing every obstacle which the rules of
the House permitted in the way of legislation. The picture sketched by honorable members in opposition of the evils
arising from the non-payment of civil
servants and tradesmen was not overdrawn.
But to whom were the civil servants and
tradesmen indebted for such a state of
things? Why, to honorable members in
opposition, who had taken so active a part
in obstructing the business of the country.
If those honorable members had been
retained to advocate the special claims of
the other House, or to reject the Tariff in
the interests of those who would be per-
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son ally affected hy the measure, they could
not be more industrious in putting a practical veto upon the legislation of the
country than in thc,,course they were now
pUl'suinO'. Honorable members knew that,
withoutthe leave of the House, the Tariff
Bill, if not substantially altered, could
not again be brought forward, save in
the event of a prorogation. This being
so, let honorable members in opposition
show their consideration for the country
by conceding what the Government desired-that no obstacle should be presented to the introduction of the measure
and its passage through the House. A
great deal had been said about a conference, and about the rights of the
Houses respectively with reference to that
conference. It seemed to him that if the
other House, instead of rejecting the Supply Bill, had laid it aside with the view
to a conference, a great deal of the
misery which had prevailed might have
been avoided. Such a course was adopted
with regard to a Bill last session. But
the Assembly could not stir in that matter,
because, according to parliamentary usage,
a conference must be moved in the House
having possession of the Bill. Honorable
members on the ministerial side of the
House had been taunted with being ministerial lambs-with everything that was
derogatory to their position as members of
Parliament-and when they sought to retort, they were subjected to incessant interruptions.
He did not wish to be
personal or to make insinuattons, although
he had been singled out and attacked
shamefully in his character as, a municipal
councillor and a professional gentlemanattacked by honorab!e members who, if
they had labored under the same disadvantages that he had experienced, would
never have been professional gentlemen.
He trusted that honorable members in opposition, knowing that numerically and
physically they could do nothing, would
now condescend to eat" humble pie," and
submit to the course which the Government intended to pursue. If they declined to do that, let it be understood that
with them would rest the responsibility
of procrastinating the distress already
existing.
The question "That the House at its
rising do adjourn until Wednesday, April
4," was then put and agreed to.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to nine o'clock.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, Mar'en 29, 1866.
Proposed Conference-A.djournment.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyseven minutes past four o'clock, and read
the usual form of prayer.
PROPOSED CONFERENCE.
The Hon. A. FRASER notified that,
at the next sitting, he would move for the
appointment of a committee of seven
members, to confer with a like committee
of the Legislative Assembly on the differences between the two Houses with regard
to Bills of Supply.
ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE.
The Hon. H. MILLER moved that the
House, at its rising, do adjourn until Wednesday, the 4th of April.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL suggested
that Thursday would be a more convenient day.
Mr. MILLER observed that he attached
great importance to t.he motion whic.h Mr.
Fraser had given notice of. He conSIdered
that the earliest opportunity ought to be
afforded for bringing that motion forward.
Mr. CAMPBELL pointed out that the
motion could scarcely be proceeded with
until it was known what action the Lower
House would take on the following Wednesday.
The Hon.J. P. FAWKNERmoved, as
an amendment, that the House do adjourn
until Thursday. It was necessary t6 know
what steps the Lower House would take
in the matter. Honorable members were
ready to gi ve up a great deal-they were
willing to pass the Tariff and th~ Gold
Duty Bill-but they could not gIve up
their rights.
The Hon. A. FRASER opposed the
amendment. A delay of twenty-four hours
would be no small matter to men whose
wives and families were starving. The
House was bound to meet on Wednesday,
if for no other reason than the existence
of the present distressing state of affairs.
The Hon. 'C. J. JENNER opposed a
long _adj ournmen t, and intimated that. he
would divide the House on the questIOn,
so that the country might see who would
come and work and who would not. He
llad declared himself in favour of a conference six months ago, and he was convinced still that nothing but a conference
would settle the much-vexed question.
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The Hon. G. W. COLE said that it was
of the first importance that the House
should meet at the earliest possible moment, to do what it could to set aside the
existing difficulty.
Hitherto they had
done nothi'ng but send paper- pellets home,
like little boys running to their grandmother. Honorable members must le9.ve
off this-they must desist from acting on
their own whims without reference to the
wishes of the country, unless, indeed, they
desired the realization of Mr. Griffith's
prognostication; that. th~ Upper Ho~se
might so obstruct legIslatIOn as to reqUIre
a revolution to dispose of it.
Mr. CAMPBELL said he would yield
to no one in a desire to see the question at
issue settled, but he maintained that any
action on the part of the Council would be
premature while the subject 'was still
under consideration in the Assembly. If
they met on Wednesday, it could onl>: be
to adjourn. As to the cry of obstructIOn,
that was really too stale. Why, the Council
was rather to be blamed for yielding too
much. Had it not allowed the Duffy Land
Act to pass, and the present Am~nding
Land Act, which was an equal faIlure?
Much vaunted as t.he latter measure was,
the people would learn, when their eyes
were opened, that under it individuals
were securing the lands by means of dummies, and that the revenues of the country
were being gambled away.
Mr. JENNER rose to order. If the
land question was to be discussed, honorable members on his side of the House
would have something to say.
Mr. FAWKNER withdrew his amen~
ment. He said that if it were carried It
would be tortured into something wrong.
The original motion was then agreed to,
and the House adjourned at a quarter to
five O'clock, until Wednesday, April 4.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, April 4, 1866.
Proposed Conference-The Crisis.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at a
quarter past four o'clock, and read the
usual form of prayer.
PROPOSED CONFERENCE.
The Hon. A. FRASER moved"That seven members of this House be appointed to meet and confer with a like numbet
of members of the Legislati ve Assembly, t~ t~ke
into consideration the differences now eXIstIng
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between the two branches of the Legislature
with reference to Bills of Supply."

In bringing forward this motion (the
honorable member observed) I have no
intention of compromising the dignity POI'
of interfering with the privileges of the
House. I bring it forward because I
think the time has arrived when this
House should endeavour to put an end
to the strife which has existed so long
between the two branches of the I. . egislature. The resolution I have submitted,
asking for a conference with regard to the
difficulties in connexion with Bills of
Supply, opens a door for honorable members to do this in a proper and amic!lble
spirit. Honorable members are aware
that this House has thrice rejected a
Supply Bill. Theyare aware that the
last refusal, on the 13th of March, was
followed by the resignation of the Ministry, and that the honorable gentleman
who moved the amendment on the Bill
was sent for, but that he failed to form
an Administration in consequence of the
difficulties which stood in his way. The
present :Ministry then resumed office, temporarily, as I understand-(Mr: Fellows
"Provisionally")-with an intention of
bringing forward the same Supply Bill,
altered only as to its date. Now, the
result would be that such a Bill would
meet with the same fate as those have
which have preceded it; and it is to avoid
this difficulty, to save the country from
confusion, and to pay the civil servants
and the contractors that I propose a conference. It is time that the two Houses
met eye to eye to consider the fiscal
policy of the colony. We have no court
of appeal, we have to agree amongst our.. selves; and certainly it is. time some
strong effort was made in this direction
now that the differences between the two
Houses have lasted fifteen months, have
created much ill-feeling between honor~ble members, ·and have induced the
country to look on the Council with disfavor, and perhaps. the Assembly also. I
say the Assembly also, because I do not
throw the entire blame on this ·House;
on the contrary, both Houses are blamable. So far as the constitutional rights
and the dignity of this House are concerned, I have always maintained them
and always will; but when the question
comes down to such trivial matters
as the three points in dispute-the wording of a preamble, a difference of opinion
as to whether the gold duty is a duty or
2 E 2
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a royalty, and an objection to the term of
the operation of the Bill-I say that it is
high time for us to ascertain whether a
compromise cannot be arrived at. I
believe, from what has fallen from the
Chief Secretary, that the Assembly is
prepared to agree to a conference, and,
although I have no authority for my statement, I believe that both the Ministry
and the Assembly will then be prepared
to give way on certain points. Let this
House, then, do its part to end the present
misery. Honorable members should not
forget that every interest in the country
is suffering. It is all very wel1 for honorable members to attend here from day
to day, but our fellow colonists and their
families are starving in the meantime, in
consequence of the stoppage of payments.
(Mr. Fellows - " A Supply Bill would
not pay them.") Of course a Supply Bill
will not pay them, but an Appropriation
Bill will; and though this House is prepared to pass any Appropriation Bill, yet
it cannot initiate such a measure, and the
A_ssembly, which alone can do so, says,
" We want you to provide supplies before
we consent to any appropriation." While
we are disputing about trivial matters,
thousands of our fellow colonists are
starving. (Mr. Fawkner-" Whose fault
is that ?") Well, it is not for us to condemn. Let us try and stop the evil instead. If we are really in earnest in
wishing to do this, now is the time for us
to take action. At the present moment
it is of the first importance that the two
Houses should meet, and calmly consider
whether our present difficulties cannot be
set aside. By adopting this course we
shall in no way interfere with the dignity
of the House. On the contrary, we shall
be doing an act of justice to ourselves, by
showing that we are not obstructive, and
we shall confer a benefit on the colony,
by allowing it to settle down once more,
and progress as it ought to do.
The Hon. R. TURNBULL seconded
the motion.
The Hon. T. H. FELLOWS.-Whatever advantages are likely to arise from a
conference between the two Houses on a
proper occasion, I very much doubt
whether the present is that occasion. We
cannot be blind to the fact that the Chief
Se.cretary is either making now, or will be
making in the course of two or three
minutes, in another place, a statement of
the course it is intended to pursue, and no
advantage seems likely to result from this
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attempt to forestal the action of the
Government. As regards the distress
now existing, the honorable member must
be aware that an Appropriation Act will
put a stop to it instantly. That is the
Bill the want of whicb occasions all the
suffering throughout the country. From
whatever source supplies may be received,
whether from the old Tariff or the proposed llew one, the question of payment
remains a matter altogether distinct. It
is very well to say that the difficulty
is a want of supplies, but we all know it
is nothing of the kind. The Treasury is
full to overflowing, and all tbat)s wanted
is the key to open it with. The rejection
of half a dozen tariffs would not make the
. slightest difference whatever. Why, the
probability is that less would be received
under the new Tariff than the present one
produces; such, . at least, was the experience of last year when that Tariff was
acted upon.
To say that there is a
want of money is altogether a mistake.
Everyone who thinks on the subject must
see that it is the want of an Appropriation
Bill-of a key to unlock the Treasurywhich occasions the present difficulty, and
not the want of a Supply Bill. Whatever
supplies may fall into the Treasury, there
is but one key by which they can be taken
out, and that key the Government has
not pretended to look for. On the
present occasion the proper way of meeting
the motion will be by the previous question, which I now beg to move.
The Hon. G. W. COLE supported the
He referred to the
original motion.
opinion given by Mr. Fellows in 1860, as
to the rights of the Council with regard
to 1\10ney Bills, and also to his own desire
to have the question of privilege inquired
into and settled. He was proceeding
to quote from a speech delivered by Mr.
Fellows on the Gold Duty Bill in 1862,
when he was called to order by the President. The honorable member then concluded by directing the attention of the
House to, and by reading the preamble of,
the Paper Duties Bill as introduced by
the Ministry in England, after that measure had been rejected by the Lords.
That precedent, he urged, justified the
preamble of the Supply Bill lately before
the Council. In fact, the Council had
nothing to do with the Bill except to
pass it.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-I do
not think that this House can be fairly
charged with being obstructive, or with
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having caused the present difficulties.
Looking at Mr. Fraser's motion from this
point of view, it appears to me somewhat
premature. However, a conference may
become necessary, and therefore I think
the amendment, which shelves the matter
as it were, is scarcely the proper way of
meeting the motion.
It seems to me that
o
neither the one nor the other ought to be
passed.
I purpose, therefore, voting
against the amendment, with a view of
proposing, as a further amendment, that
the consideration of the motion be adjourned to a date to be named by the
House. The Council should avoid placing
itself in any position which may cause it
to be regarded as obstructive. (Mr.
,Jenn,er-" It is so now.") Well, only by
those who have not considered the question. The entire difficulty has originated in
the obstinacy of people outside this House,
the people who have prevented this
House considering the Supply Bill free
from constitutional questions. Instead of
adopting Mr. Fellows' amendment, which
would appear to express an aversion on
the part of this House to a conference, it
will be better to postpone the motion until
we know what is proposed elsewhere, fOJ"
it may be that such action will be taken
as will render a conference unnecessary.
The Hon. W. HIG HETT~-I am in
favor of a conference, and I am sorry to
see that there is" little chance of the
motion being carried, should it be pressed
to a division. At a conference, I believe,
we could come to some arrangement which
would settle the whole difficulty; but as
the feeling of the House is not with me,
I would prefer the previous question being
carried, as, in that case, 1\11'. Fraser can
give notice of his motion so as to bring it .
forward again whenever he may deem
desirable.
In reply to the Hon. W. R. F. MITCHELL,
The PRESIDENT ruled that, the previous question having been moved, there
would be no opportunity for 'an amendment.
If the previous question were
decided in the affirmative, the motion
itself must be put, and if in the negative,
the motion could not be put at all. .
Mr. FRASER said, in that case, he
would consent to the postponement of his
motion for a day or two rather than run
the risk of its being shelved by Mr.
Fellows' amendment.
He understood
that honorable members desired a conference, but they wished to delay a day or
two in order to consider the matter.
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Mr. FELLOWS.-We want mor.e information. The Government will declare
their intentions in the other House this
evening.
Mr. MITCHELL suggested that the
postponement should be till that day'
week.
Mr. FRASER opposed so long a delay,
and named Tuesday the 10th instead. The
honorable member afterwards said that he
would accept the suggestion, as a reason
had been given him why the House should
not meet on Tuesday.
.
Mr. FELljOWS pointed out that if the
honorable member withdrew his motion,.
and renewed his notice of it, he would
have the advantage of addressing the
House again.
.
Mr. FRASER acquiesced, and the
motion was accordingly withdrawn, notice
of it being renewed for Wednesday, April
11.
THE CRISIS.
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER stated
that, on account of physical inability, he
must postpone the motions standing in
his name until the next day of meeting.
The motions were as under:"That the Council, in order to prevent serions
loss to the public, will pass a Money Bill to any
reasonable amount, and will forego their objections to a Tariff and Gold Export Duty Repeal;
they therefore pledge themsel vC:'s, if these Acts
are really required by the Ministry, to pass a
Tariff Bill per se, and also a Gold Export Duty
Repeal, if sent up separate, and with the usual
preamble, and without any clause limiting the
Act. If again sent up, clogged with these
clause!!, they cannot and will not pass the double
Bill, Tariff and Gold Export joined together."
"That a Committee, consisting of ten members, be appointed to draw' up and lay before
Her Most Gracious Majesty and Her ~1inisters
a: chronological and full account of the unconstitutional acts of the Ministry, from the month
of January, 1865, up to the date of the closing
of the labors of the Committee; pointing out
in the fullest manner the various attempts to
coerce the Council, the nature of the several
revolutionary acts of the Ministry, and the
conduct of the Representative of Her Majesty
in r~ference to these proceedings, whereby
these Ministers have been enabled to override
all law and order-keeping unpaid the civil
servants and the creditors who have supplied
the Wil.llts of the Government j and the ruin
that must ensue if these temporary and provisional proceedings are continued j and further,
to draw the closest attention to the course of
proceeding by which the Ministry are daily
adding to the dangerous complications the
country is now suffering und~r."

The Hon. H .. MILLER said that, as
honorable members had not advanced the
business of thp. country in any way what-
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ever, and as it appeared that they had
decided that nothing should be done until
Wednesday, he would submit to an adjournment until that day.
The House adjourned at five minutes to
five' O'clock, until '\Vednesday, April 11.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, April 4, 1866.
Industrial Schools-The Ar.qus Privilege Ca.se-The Political
Crisis.

The SPEAKEl~ took the chair at halfpast four o'clock.
PETITION.
Mr. ORR presented a petition from the
Murray, Ovens,and GoulburnVinegrowers'
Association, praying that the license fee
for selling colonial wine be reduced from
£5 to £1; that the privileges conferred
by Section 10 of the Distillation Act
upon vinegrowers be extended to wiue
companies; and that the Local Government Act Amendment Bill should contain a provision to the effect that vineyard
property should not be assessed at a higher
rate than first-class agricultural land.
THE CRISIS.
Mr. McCULLOCH said-Mr. Speaker,
as an important question is being discussed in another place-a question that
affects the constitutional difficulties which
have arisen between the two Houses-I
beg to move that the House do now
adjourn.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
Mr. LEVEY.-Mr. Speaker, before the
motion for adjournment is put, I wish to
call the attention of the honorable the
Chief Secretary to the present condition
of the industrial schools at Sunbury.
From the facts which have come to my
knowledge within the last few days, the
condition of these schools is a perfect
disgrace to the country. All the miseries
and evils which have been existing, for
months past, in connexion with the
schools, continue unabated. Ten days
aO'o, out of the total number of 600 child~en, 200 were on the sick list; and of
these about 150 were severely attacked
with ophthalmia, and it is feared that, in
many instances, partial if not total deprivation of sight will be the result. Under
these circumstances, I think it of paramount importance that there should be
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some assurance, on the part of the Government, that there shall be a searching investigation into the management of the
schools, and that the present state of
affairs shall be put a stop to. I fear that
an attempt has been made to work the
schools with an economy which cannot be
persisted in consistently with the health
of the children. There are something like
20 nurses to look after 600 children, and
the highest remuneration they receive is
lOs. per week. The larger number receive
only 6s. per week. The woman Rourke,
who stands charged with a recent case of
neglect, only received 6s. per week; and
I ask the Chief Secretary, and I ask this
House, whether, for such a wage as that,
it is possible to obtain persons of sufficient
character and education to discharge properly the responsible duties connected
with those offices? I don't wish this to
be considered as an attack upon the Chief
Secretary, because I am perfectly sure
that, in the hurried establishment of these
schools, a great amount of oversight necessarily occurred. But I trust this circumstance will be no excuse for the Government neglecting what I consider their
imperative duty in this case-namely, to
cause a full and searching investigationeither by select committee of the House
or by royal commission-into the management of the industrial schools, and more
particularly the schools at Sunbury.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
think it very inconvenient for a matter of
this kind to be brought forward, and. a
speech to be made upon it, without any
notice whatever to the Government.
However, I am willing to give all the
information I can to the House. The
industrial schools for months past, and
indeed from the time of their establishment, have received my closest and most
unremitting attention. I admit there have
been many grievances and cases of mismanagement in connexion with those
schools-indeed, they have never escaped
my attention-but most of them have
arisen from the fact that the institutions
were initiated so soon after the Bill relating to them became law. Hence the
organization was not 'i?y any means so
complete as it ought to have been. I have
appointed Boards to visit the schools at
Prince's 'Bridge, as well as those at Sunbury; and I believe the very best effects
will be found to follow from the operations
of those Boards. I am constantly receiving reports from them, and I believe
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that, in. the course of a very short time,
the schools will be placed on the best
footing possible. Mr. Harcourt, finding
that he was unfit to cope with the difficulties connected with the management of
the seho'ols, placed his resignation in my
hands. I have been fortunate enough to
succeed in obtaining the services of a
gentleman, who, I believe, is fully com~
petent to discharge the duties pertaini.ng
to the superintendence of the schools;
and, as I have already stated, I believe
that in a short time the institutions will
be on a footing creditable to the country.
• THE ARGUS PRIVILEGE CASE.
Mr. SNODGRASS drew attention to
the case of Mr. Hugh George. He understood that, since the last sitting of the
House, the treatment of that gentleman had
been entirely changed. Restrictions had
been placed on the admission of his friends,
and also on his daily diet. Had this been
done with the sanction, advice, or knowledge of the Government?
Mr. McCUL'LOCH said he believed
that Mr. George received all that he could
possibly claim from the Governmentnamely, sustenance. He had been subjected to a restriction to this extent-that
he was not allowed to "treat" persons
who came -to visit him. But the matter
was entirely in the hands of the serjeantat-arms.
Mr .• SNODGRASS appealed to the
Attorney-General whether the serjeantat-arms' was advised or directed by a
member of the Government to a certain
line of conduct? If so, it should be stated.
At present the serjeant-at-arms lay under
the imputation of acting harshly towards
Mr. George-(" No, no ")-in having
entirely altered his treatment.
Mr. HIGINBOTHA ~1.-l\ir. Speaker,
I am not aware that the serjeant-at-arms
lies under any imputation with reference
to his treatment of Mr. George. I am
aware that very unfair and unfounded
charges have been made, and I regret that
those charges should appear to receive the
sanction of the honorable member for
South Gippsland. Previous to the time
when this House ordered the release of
Mr. George, that gentleman had been
allowed a degree of liberty which certainly seemed to be wholly inconsistent
with the position of a prisoner of this
House. It is stated, and I believe correctly stated, that since that time the
serjeant-at-arms has confined l\ir. George
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to the enjoyment of those personal advantages which every person, even though
a prisoner, should enjoy; and prevented
him extending those advantages into a
means of entertainment for his friends.
Well, if that be the only charge under
which the serjeant-at-arms labours, I hope
it is a charge which he will always continue to merit. The honorable member for
South Gippsland asks the somewhat unusual question whether the serjeant-atarms has been advised by any member of
the Government in reference to this
change in the treatment of Mr. George.
I do not know what right the honorable
member has to put that question, nor do
I recognise any obligation to answer it.
But in order that the serjeant-at-arms
may be relieved-in· the honorable member's mind, at all events-from any imputation which the honorable member may
think attributable to him, I have no hesitation in stating that the serjeant-at-arms
spoke to me on the subject. I told the
serjeant-at-arms that the responsibility of
keeping his prisoner was altogether his
own; and that if he treated his prisoner
improperly, he might subject himself to
certain legal liabilities. I also informed
him that, if I occupied his position, I certainly should alter the treatment to which
Mr. George had been subjected-that I
should prevent Mr. George enjoying the
advantages which he had previously been
allowed to enjoy. I am perfectly willing
to accept the responsibility of' havingstated so much to the serjeant-at-arms.
At the same time, I repeat that the
responsibility is all his own. The Government have no right to interfere. I
believe that you, Sir, do not interfere with
the serjeant-at-arms in the discharge of
this particular duty. He spoke to me as
a member of the House, and, although I
don't admit the right of an honorable
member to call for the recital of a private
conversation with the serjeant-at-arms,
still, rather than allow that gentleman to
bear any share of the blame which the
honorable member may think fit to attribute to him, I am perfectly ready to state
what I said to the serjeant-at-arms; and
I am also prepared to justify the opinion
which I then expressed.
Captain MAC MA.HON observed that
a point which the Attorney-General appea.red to overlook, when taking the part
of the seljeant-at-arms, was that, by the
Standing Orders of the House, a fee of
£5 per day (including sustenance) was
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required from the prisoner, and that he
could not be discharged from cllstody
until the fee was paid. By this arrangement, a large sum would go into the
pockets of the serjeant-at-arms; and, this
being so, he held that that officer was an
unfit person to make regulations for the
treatment of a prisoner. He hoped that,
in future, an officer of the House would
not be at liberty to make such regulations
as might be most advantageolls to himself.
He considered it fortunate that the discussion had arisen, because it showed that
these regulations, to a great extent, if
they did not proceed from, were supported
by a leading member of the Governmenta gentleman who took the lead in the proce~dings against Mr. George. The saddle
had therefore been shifted on to the right
horse. With regard to the motion for
adjournment, he begged to ask the Chief
Secretary whether the Government were
still in the position which they occupied
on the last meeting of the House? On
every occasion that the House had met
since the Ministry resigned, the Chief
Secretary was anxious for some information as to the proceedings of an honorable
member ·of another House, who had been
entrusted with the formation of a Ministry. (Mr. McCulloch-" No.") So
anxious was the honorable gentleman
with regard to this matter, that on a
subsequent occasion he brought down to
the House certain correspondence, addressed not to himself, but to the gentleman who had been acting as the Governor's confidential adviser, in order to give
the subject as much publicity as possible,
and this without first obtaining the consent of the honorable gentleman concerned.
Under these circumstances, he (Captain
Mac Mahon) considered that the public
had a right to know whether the Government were only occupying the position of
a provisional Government, as on the last
occasion of the House meeting. He was
glad that the Government had not come
down with an intimation-as it was
generally supposed they would-that His
Excellency was about to prorogue Parliament. The journal supposed to be the
mouthpiece of the Government stated last
week that certain conditions had boen
demanded by the Government before returning to office, the principal being that
a prorogation should be granted, with a
view to the introduction of the measure
which had already been rejected by the
other branch of the Legislature. He
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could only imagine, from that course not
having been adopted, that the demand of
the Government had not been acquiesced
in by His Excellency. He was glad that
His Excellency was not going to lend
himself to such a course. In conclusion,
he must object to the present proposal of
the Government to adjourn from day to
day, simply on the plea that a motion of
im portance was under discussion by the
other branch of the Legislature, at a time
when it was matter of notoriety that the
whole public business was in arrear, and
that the public servants were unpaid.
Mr. BUNNY complained that the unfortunate prisoner in the custody of the
serjeant-at-arms was now being subjected
to a system of tyrannical durance, without
authority from any person whatever. It
appeared from the statement of the Attorney-General that, in consequence of a
communication made .to him by the serjeant-at-arms, he volunteered his own
private and professional opinion as to the
course which the serjeant-at.arms should
take. The honorable and learned gentleman took upon himself the entire responsibility of that advice, but left the responsibility of all action thereon to the serjeantat-arms j which, being interpreted, it was
to be presumed, meant that for all legal
liability the serjeant-at-arms was to stand
the racket, and that the Attorney-General
would see him indemnified. But it was a
breach of privilege, or rather a contempt
of the House, for an officer of the House
to take private orders, as to the treatment
of a prisoner, from any individual member. When a prisoner was committed to
the custody of the serjeant-at-arms, that
officer had nothing more to do than to
keep the prisoner in custody. The serjeant-at-arms had no power to regulate
the number of friends to be received, the
meals to be consumed, or the wine to be .
drank. If the serjeant-at-arms could
interfere in these matters, what was to
prevent him putting the prisoner on bread
and water? The proper course for that
officer, if he had any doubt as to the performance of his duties, was to come to
the House. The serjeant-at.arms had no
more right to consult the AttorneyGeneral on the subject than he had to
consult a private member. The AttorneyGeneral had said that the charges brought
against the serjeant-at-arms were unfair.
But in what manner were they unfair?
When 1\1:r. George was first committed he
was allowed comparative freedom-as
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much freedom as could be granted consistently with the vindication of the position of the House. Since then that freedom had been restricted. At present Mr.
George was not allowed to receive and
entertain his friends. But when Mr.
Smith O'Brien was committed by the
House of Commons for refusing to serve
on a committee, he was feted by his
friends-he was made almost a public
show-and this without provoking the
House to exhibit any vindictive feeling,
any paltry spirit of revenge, by ordering
his friends to keep further off, by reducing
the number of his meals, or by diminishing his supply of wine. The AttorneyGeneral had likewise stated that Mr.
George's treatment should be a little more
consistent with the ordinary position of
a prisoner. But if this were to be done,
let the decree of the House be asked.
Let them go through the ordinary form of
hearing the charge before pronouncing
sentence. But Mr. George was no longer
a prisoner. There was an order of the
House that he should be discharged on
paying the fees to which he was liable,
and which increased at the rate of £5 per
day. But what rule of law, what parliamentary privilege, allowed a person connected with the House to say to a prisoner
discharged by order of the House-" We
will now restrict your comforts; you are
no longer a prisoner, you are a debtor,
and we will put you in the debtors' ward,
and give you debtors' treatment?" It
appeared that, in this case, the serjeantat-arms had committed a breach of duty,
and that the Attorney-General had gone
very much out of his way, both as a
Minister and as a member of the House.
1\1:r. HIGINBOTH.A. M remarked that
the honorable member for St. Kilda was
under a misapprehension in supposing
that he had either dictated to or given
apy orders to the serjeant-at-arms. The
serjeant-at-arms did not come to him in
his official character as Attorney-General,
nor in any other capacity than in such as
he might have made a similar application
to the honorable and learned member
himself. He begged to repeat that he
told the serjeant:'at-arms that he acted
upon his own responsibility, but that if
he chose to ask his opinion as to what he
(Mr. Higinbotham) would do under the
like circumstances, he was willing to give
it him. And that was all he djd. (1\1:r.
Bunny-" That is all I said.") That was
certainly not giving orders to the ser·
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jeant-at-arms, or presuming to give orders,
or dictating to him. If the honorable
member thought that the serjeant-at-arms
had misconducted himself, the proper
'course for him to take was to move the
appointment of a conlmittee to inquire
into that officer's conduct, or to move a
vote of censure upon him. The serjeantat-arms was an officer of the House, and
if any member thought that he had misconducted liimself the remedy was in his
own hands. For the information of the
honorable and gallant member for West
Melbourne, he begged to explain that the
fee of £5 a day was not for sustenance
alone, but "for charges, including sustenance." He did not know what the
opinion of the honorable and learned
member for St. Kilda might be, but his
own opinion was, that the words of the
Standing Order would not bear the construction attempted to be put on themthat no prisoner committed by the House
was entitled to say, "I will have the full
value of the £5 a day for sustenance."
For the sake of analogy he might refer to
the sustenance fees charged by a poundkeeper. (" Oh, oh I" from the Opposition.) He did not intend the slightest
disrespect to Mr. George, but he merely
mentioned this analogy for the purpose of
suggesting to the honorable and learned
member a legal view of the case. Those
fees were charged by the poundkeeper
for all cattle impounded, but he was
not bound to expend the amount of the
fees upon the animals, though he was
legally liable if he deprived the cattle
of proper sustenance. He (Mr. Higinbotham) apprehended that the same legal
liability would rest upon the serjeant-atarms if he deprived Mr. George of proper
sustenance. He repeated that if any
honorable member thought that the serjeant-at-arms had misconducted himself,
he ought to submit a motion on the subject.
•
The SPEAKEl~.-For any excess of
duty in this matter the serjeant-at-arms
is responsible both to the law and to this
House.
lVlr. GILLIES said that the explanation given by the Attorney-General was
not altogether satisfactory. The honorable
and learned gentleman said that the whole
responsibility of the custody and treatment of Mr. George rested with the
serjeant-at-arms. N ow, if the serjeantat-arms requested the opinion of the Attorney-General as to the course which he
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ought to pursue in reference to Mr.
George, the honorable and learned gentleman knew perfectly well that, whatever
opinion he gave, it would be backed up by
the Ministry and the majority of the
House, and that the serjeant-at-arms
would consider that ample indemnity to
him for acting upon the opinion given to
him. (Mr. Higinbotham-" No.") Did
the Attorney-General mean to inform the
House that, in the event of the serjeantat-arms following his opinion, he (the
Attorney-General) would not feel justified,
nay bound, to support the serjeant-atarms in the action he took? (Mr. Riginbotham-" Yes, I should") Did the
honorable member mean to say that if he,
and the Government of which he was an
influential member, which had the support of a majority of the House, and
which had been instrumental in getting
Mr. George put in prison, thought proper
to support the course taken by the serjeant-at-arms, that officer would not be held
altogether free and irrespon!!\ible for his
action? On the other hand, if the serjeant-at-arms, had gone to a member of
the Opposition and asked his opinion as
to the course which he ought to take in
reference to Mr. Geotge, and that member
ha"d given an opinion to the effect that the
prisoner ought to be allowed every liberty,
more liberty even than he had hitherto
received, and the seIjeant-at-arms had
been guided by that opinion in his treatment of Mr. George, he would in all
probability have met with the censure of
the Government and the majority of the
House. The serjeant-at-arms was therefore placed in an altogether improper
position. _He conceived that the AttorneyGeneral ought not to have given any
advice whatever to the serjeant-at-arms.
If he had not done so, the honorable and
1earned gentleman would have occupied a
much more independent position in the
House when he was called upon to express
all opinion as to the course which the
serjeant-at-arms took. The opinion which
the honorable and learned gentleman had
now expressed wa!' a biassed opinion-it
was an opinion which he felt called upon
to express in accordance with a former
opinion given to the serjeant-at-arms. It
appeared to him (Mr. Gillies) that, for two
members of the Government and the
serjeant-at-arms to attempt to pursue the
most rigorous course possible towards a
gentleman who had been imprisoned by
the House for a breach of. privilege, was
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inconsistent with the dignity and position
of the House j and, further, the course
pursued in this case was not the course
pursued by the House of Oommons in
similar cases. When gentlemen had
been committed to prison by the House
of Commons for breach of privilege,
their friends hall been permitted to see
them-nay, even troops of friends had
been permitted to see them. (Mr. Harbison-" In the common prison." ) No,
not in the common prison. Persons
had sometimes been sent to the Tower
for breach of privilege - he did not
know whether the honorable member
called the Tower a common prisonand at other times they had been placed
within the four walls of the House. (Mr.
Higinbotham-" And in N ewgate.") If
the honorable gentleman considered that
the proper course to have pursued in reference to Mr. George was to have !:lent
him to gaol, he a~prehended that, having
sent him there, the serjeant-at-arms would
have nothing to do with him-that he
would have been in the custody either of
Mt·. Wintle or the governor of Pentl'idge.
He apprehended that Mr. George would
have been treated in the ordinary way in
which prisoners were treated in gaol; but
he would like to know whether Mr.
George, having been committed altogether
to other custody, was not entitled to receive that treatment which similar persons
in the same custody had been in the habit
of receiving? If prisoners in the same
kind of custody in the House of Oommons
were in the habit of receiving perfectly
different treatment from w4at persons
committed to gaol received,he apprehended
that that was a sufficient reason for Mr.
George receiving different treatment.
Whatever might be the feeling of the
public now, he had no doubt that a short
time hence they would be inclined to
abolish these obnoxious privileges, and
especially a privilege which had been
exercised so obnoxiously as in this case.
It was quite sufficient to have received
the decision of the highest tribunal of the
British empire, declaring that the House
had the privileges of the House of Oommons, without attempting to exercise them
in an extreme and obnoxi.ous way, as they
had exercised them ill this case. Passing
from this matter, he desired to refer to the
question of adjournment. The reason
which the Chief Secretary had given
for asking for an adjournqlent appeared to him to be a most extraordina.ry
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one. From what they now knew had
transpired elsewhere, that reason could
not be urged for a moment. Were the
Government aware that the motion
in another place, to which the Ohief
Secretary referred, as a reason for asking
the House to adjourn, had been withdrawn? (Mr. Higinbotham-"Not at
the time that the adjournment was
proposed.") The Ohief Secretary had
urged that the motion in the other House
was so important that the Assembly ought
to adjourn until it was decided; but the
motion could not have been thought so
important, after all, as it had been withdrawn. He should like to know what
course the Government intended pursuing
now? It was time that they ceased to
trifle with the House and with the country
in the way in which they were doing. It
became the duty of the Government, in
the position in which they were placed, to
tell the country what it was their intention to do under the present extraordinary
circumstances. The Government were
unable to carry out their policy, and they
affirmed that they only held office for the
purpose of carrying out some particular
views. Were they prepared to say in
what way they could carry out those
views? They certainly could not do so
by continual adjournments. It was altogether inconsistent with the position
which the Government occupied, that. the
question should be postponed from time
to time. If there was to be a solution of
the difficulty at all, it was time that the
Government set about it. They had the
carrying on of the business of the country
in their own hands, and they ought to
show to the House some means of getting
out of their dilemma, which they had not
'yet attempted to do. He thought that
the Chief Secretary should withdraw the
motion for adjournment, as the motion in
another place, to which the honorable
~entleman had referred, had been with.
drawn.
Mr. TUCKER urged that it was a
waste of time for the House to be continually discussing the case of Mr. Hugh
George, instead of going on with the
transaction of public business. He hoped
that that gentleman's name would not be
introduced again. Mr. George was no
longer a prisoner, because the House had
passed a resolution some days ago declaring that he could go whenever he chose to
pay the fees. He believed, however, that
the longer Mr. George remained in the
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custody of the serjeant-at-arms the better would have been well if members on his
the proprietors of the Arqus would be side of the House had abstained from
pleased, because he (Mr. Tucker) was in- saying anything about Mr. George, for
formed that they made a profit of some- they must have been perfectly well aware
thing like £20 a day by his imprison- by this time that the Government and t.heir
ment .
supporters were determined to do what
. Mr. HARBISON dissented from the they liked, and that any suggestion coming
opinion of the honor~ble member for from the Opposition for the purpose of
,Kyneton, that Mr. George's detention ameliorating :Mr. George's condition would
was a profit to the proprietors of the have the very opposite effect. It seemed
Argus. If it were, the members of the that the se~ieant-at-arms was to be guided
Opposition would not be so loud in their by the opinion of the leading members of
advocacy of Mr. George's case. Mr. the majority of the House in his treatGeorge ought to have been committed, in ment of' Mr. George. Though the Attorthe first instance, to the common prison. ney-General had informed the House that
The House of Commons had committed he did not give the ser:jeant-at-arms any
persons to N ewgate for breach of privi- order, or dictate to him, he (Mr. Orr)
lege, and he should like to know whether would like to know.in what other light
the gaolers of N ewgate treated them as any reasonable impartial person would
guests-whether they allowed them the regard an opinion coming from the honoruse of their own private rooms, and able and learned gentleman under the
treated them as Mr, George had been circumstances? He should \ like to know
treated by t.he serjeant-at-arms? A great whether the Chief Secretary did not give
many lies had been published about the a similar opinion to the serjeant-at-arms ?
treatment of Mr. George. Instead of If his information were correct, the matter
l\1r. George being imprisoned in a cell, went still further, and no less a gentleman
which would have been the proper place than the Speaker was present when the
for him, he occupied a room which was as Chief Secretary and the Attorney-General
well ventilated as any room in Melbourne, gave the ser:ieant-at-arms that advice.
The SPEAKER.-It is utterly untrue;
comfortably carpeted, with a good bed in
it, and in every respect dry and proper- and it is wrong for the honorable member
in fact, it was much too good for any to make a statement of that kind if he has
prisoner. He had heard a great deal no foundation for making it.
Mr. OnR accepted the Speaker's stateabout Mr. George being unfortunate, but
he apprehended that honorable members ment as perfectly correct. At the same
on the Opposition benches would much time he might observe that he had spoken
rather that the -serjeant-at-arms, whose only on the authority of a gentleman upon
interests they ought to protect, should be whom he thought he could place reliance.
placed in that unfortunate position, or (" Name.") He declined to mention the
that he should lose his fees, than that the name.
Argus should be compelled to pay the
Mr. nAMSAY.-Then the honorable
paltry expense of Mr. George's deten- member ought not to have made use of the
tion. It was not unreasonable that Mr. information.
George should be compelled to pay the
Mr. ORR said, passing from that submoney, but it was unreasonable that it ject, which he thought would have been
should come out of the pockets of the much better left alone, he desired to offer
ser:j~ant-at-arms or out of the public
a remark, with reference to the motion for
purse. Honorable members in opposition adjournment, on the position which public
had conducted themselves very unbecom- afiairs fiad assumed. He thought every
ingly in their advocacy of the cause of the honorable member, at all acquainted with
.Ar,qus and Mr. Hugh George.
the condition of the country, must be
Mr. ORl~ asked whether, after what cognizant of the immense amount of sufhad occurred in the other House, the fering caused by the present dead-lock.
Chief Secretary intended to go on with At the commencement of the business,
the motion for adjournment?
(Mt'. the Government declared that if the power
McCulloch-" Yes.") He was extremely of the Upper House to negative a money
sorry to hear it. He was also sorry that Bill were acknowledged, the result would
this discllssion in reference to Mr. George be thnt they might have to go in the fit'st
should have arisen in considering the instance to that House, and ascertain
question of adjournment. He thought iii what sort of'a money Bill woulll be accept-
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able, and that then they must introduce
such a measure. But he would ask
whether that was not the precise course
which the Government were now proposing to pursue? The Government proposed to adjourn, in order to ascertain
what was being done in another place,
and then, forsooth, they would be prepared
to say what they were disposed to do.
He considered that the time had come
when the Government should make up
their minds to a settlement of this matter.
If they were to address themselves to the
question in a conciliatory and moderate
spirit, they would have no difficulty in
devising a course, which, while it secured
all that was claimed on the part of the
Assembly, would have the effect of putting
an end to the present difficulty.
.Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - What is
that?
Mr. ORR considered the question one
he was not called upon to answer. However, he would make a suggestion. If he
understood the question aright, the other
House took three objections to the Supply
Bill. The first was as to the preamble;
the second was to the provision for the
repeal of the gold export duty; and the
third was to the clamle limiting the operation of the measure to three years. Now
it seemed to hilll that the preamble went
for nothing. The l\1inistry asserted that
it contaiued all they had been contending
for; but many of their supporters insisted
that it contained nothing at all. Therefore he thought the preamble might not give
rise to serious difficulties. With regard
to the second objection-the joining ofthe
abolition of the Gold Export Duty with
the alteration of customs duties in one
Bill-the only thing involved in the stand
which Ministers professed to have taken
in reference to the powers of the Assembly,
was a difference of opinion between ihe
two Houses as to whether the Gold Export
Duty was a customs duty or not. The
Council declared it to be a royalty;
the Assembly coutended that it was a
customs duty.
The position of the
Council in no way interfered with any
question of power or privilege possessed
by the Assembly or Council.
They
objected to the abolition of the gold
export duty being placed in a Customs
Duties Bill simply because the gold export
duty was not a customs duty. Therefor~
he thought that upon that point the
Assembly might with propriety give way.
As to the operation of the Bill, he thought
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every honorable member would concede
that a Bill for levying the whole customs
duties of the colony ought to be a permanent measure. It had been alleged elsewhere that, at the end of the three years,
all sorts of' things might be tacked on to
a new Customs Bill, and the other House
might be told that unless they agreed to
the measure the country would be left
without customs duties at all. But the
other House would have a sufficient answer
to any such proceeding. They would be in
a position to say-" We are not responsible; you, who initiated the measure,
are responsible." Therefore, he submitted
that the clause limiting the operation of
the measure was of no importance whatever. Under these circumstances, he
would suggest that if the House gave way
on the point which raised no question of
privilege whatever, the Council might
with propriety give way on the others.
Mr. VALE urged that, from the present aspect of affairs, it was a waste of
time for the House to adjourn merely
from day to day. The majority had already
expressed an opinion favorable to a course
that might lead to a solution of the present complications; but sufficient indications appeared that there was elsewhere
no disposition fairly and frankly to meet
the difficulty-that there was rather a
disposition to accept any concession on
the part of the Assembly as a means for
further political movement. He thought
it but right and proper, on the part of the
majority in the Assembly-in consideration of the difficulty iuto which they had
been forced by the majority in another
Chamber, and the minority here-to take
such a course as would distinctly show
that they were not in any measure disposed, and would decline, under any circumstances, to tamper with the position
they had assumed, that the monetary
power of the colony was in the Assembly.
From that position they would not budge.
If difficulties came upon the country, they
who were so foolish and unwise as to
create them, and they who assisted in
bringing about this disturbance of public
affairs, must bear the brunt of their proceedings. The majority of the Assembly
were not for evil-speaking with regard to
the other branch of the Legislature; indeed, they were prepared to acknowledge
the fair rights and privileges of that
Ohamber as a portion of the controlling
g()l.rernment of the colony. ~rhey had
assembled that evening with the expecta-
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tion that they might be able to take the
first steps towards the settlement of the
present difficulty - the removal of the
dead-Iock-and the re-entrance on a fair
and full discharge of public business. He
did not imagine that the minorityassembled with an.y such expectation. They
came rather with the view of ascertaining
the game that was being played, but without manifesting anything like the reasonable spirit which might be expected from
them, and their coadjutors in another
place, after a defeat. One of their number
-one who had not been in the fore front
during the struggle, but who had been
industrious, to the extent of his capabilities,
in fomenting the disturbances of the
last fifteen months-had urged that the
House should be prepared to meet tha
other Chamber in conference, with a view
to the settlement of the difficulty. But
taking this proposal as a distinct indication of the way in which the Council were
disposed to meet the crisis, he held that
t.he Government were bound to their
supporters to show that, with the Council,
they were prepared as calmly, as resolutely, and more sensibly-because they
were more sensible of what was involved
in the struggle-to take advantage of that
"luck which lies in leisure." 'That appeared to be the policy of the Legislative
Council. They seemed to be incapable of
. doing anything that would really tend to
the discharge of public business. They
obstructed the course of public business,
as the huge trunk of a tree lying across
the highway obstructed the course of
public traffic. But if the course to be
pursued by the minority in the Assembly
and honorable members elsewhere, was
one of stolid opposition, there was only
one course for the majority, namely-to
calmly and resolutely declare that their
duty was to conserve rights which the
country willed should be conserved, and
which they dare not sacrifice, whatever
might be the result; and that they were
prepared to submit to a course of patient
endurance until the right was won, and
the victory achieved. But those who
chose to bring about suffering-suffering
about which they talked and rejoiced, and
over which they gloated, because they
thought it would be the means of inducing
the majority to give up their privileges,
and the privileges of those whom they represented-would have to bear the respon,sibility of their acts. The majority were
not sent to the House to make a compact
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with the other branch of the Legislature by
which they would give up all the privileges
that their constituents held dear j and the
only course for the House was to adjourn
until a period beyond that to which the
Council had thought fit to adjourn. By
adopting this course they would show that
they were prepared to take advantage of
all the means in their power for the
achievement of that which they had resolutely set their minds to, and from which
they would not diverge-namely, that the
Tariff, as sent up to the Council, should
become tbe law of the country. They
were prepared to accept the results attending that course of action now, perhaps
more decisively and distinctly than a few
days ago, and for the reason that they had
tbought-a foolish thing for them to dothat the minority had learnt wisdom.
Mr. BUNNY.-What have we to do
with it. We are but twenty to fiftyeight.
Mr. VALE.-But there is among the
20 as much obstinacy and indifference to
the true interests of the country as, if
fairly meted out, would make 120 obstruetives. That, I say, is a fair statement
of their position. I put it to the majority
whether it is worth while to assemble
night after night? If there is any expectation that the other branch of the
Legislature will fairly meet the question,
let us adjourn from night to night j but I
think the best course to pursue is to
adjourn for a fortnight.
The motion, "That the House do now
adjourn," was then agreed to.
The House adjourned at a quarter to
six 0' clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, April 5, 1866.
The Crisis.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four 0' clock.
THE CRISIS.
Mr. McCULLOCH rose and saidMr. Speaker, yesterday afternoon I moved
the adjournment of the House on account
of the debate which was going on in
another place, in reference to a proposition that was submitted for the purpose
of obtaining a conference with seven
members of this House, with regard to
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the constitutional question which has
been so long under discussion. Sir, I
regret-I very much regret-that the
Legislative Council have not come to a
decision on the question which was then
submitted to them; more especially I
regret that the Council thought fit to
adjourn for so long a time, at a peri@d
when the country is suffering from the
present state of affairs. However, the
Legislative Council have adjourned; and,
under all the circumstances, it is the
intention of the Government to ask
the Governor to prorogue Parliament,
with the view of enabling this House
to deal with the measure again" and
then it will be sent up to ,the other
branch of the Legislature, in order that
they may deal with it under the altered
circumstances of the case. With that
view, I desire to move that the House, at
its rising, do adjourn until Wednesday. I
may state that, in the meantime, the prorogation will take place. I have put the
time off so long as Wednesday, on account
of the other branch of the Legislature
having adjourned to that day, and thus no
interference will take place with regard to
their adjournment,
Mr. SNODGRASS said he believed
that no opposition would be offered to the
motion, but he hoped that the Chief Secretary would state on what particular day
His Excellency would be advised to prorogue, and whether the sole object of'the
prorogation was for the purpose of' again in·
troducing the Tariff Bill in the same state
and condition as when it was last rejected
by the Legislative Council. If it was
again sent up to the Council exactly in the
same state as before, there could be no
possibility of doubt existing in the minds
of the Government or of any member of
the House that the measure would be
again rejected. If that took place, or if
there was any further delay in the payment of the civil servants, the blame was
entirely on the part of the Government.
There was nothing to prevent them getting
an Appropriation Act passed, which would
put an end to the evil and suffering which
had been so much complained of. It was
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idle and absurd to say that the Legislative
Oouncil, in any shape or form, prevented
the present suffering being terminated.
It depended entirely upon the action of
the Assembly whether an Appropriation
.A ct was passed or not, as the Council had
not the power of originating a money BilL
The Council, therefore, were not in any
way responsible for the delay in the payments. ~rhe whole responsibility of the
present state of affairs rested with the
Government.
Mr. McLELLAN asked what object
the Government had in adjourning the
House, and what were their intentions
with regard to the Tariff Bill? Did they
intend to send the Bill up to the Council
again exactly as before, or did they intend
to separate it into two measures, or to do
anything in order to meet the ,iews of
the Upper House? If the Government
did not intend to do something to meet
the views of the other House, it was a
sheer waste of time to prorogue or to
adjourn the Assembly until Wednesday.
The country was in a state of great difficulty, and it was now high time that the
Government stated what they intended to
do in order to get it out of the difficulty.
He altogether disagreed with the course
which the Government had taken in the
present crisis. He entirely disapproved
of their conduct, and he would only be
too happy to do anything that would relieve the country of its present embarrass- .
mente He did not see how any good
could accrue from adjourning till Wednesday next, unless the Government proposed to make a statement on that day as
to what they intended to do to remove
the existing difficulties; and if the.y were
not prepared now to state what course
they would pursue, they would not be
prepared to do so on Wednesday. By
adjourning, the Government were only
wasting the time of the country, and
bringing its political institutions into contempt.
The motion was then agreed to; and
the House adjourned, at eighteen minutes
to five o'clock, until Wednesday, April
11.

-PROROGATION

OF

PARLIAMENT.

THE FOLLOWING PROCLAMATION, PROROGUING PARLIAMENT, WAS ISSUED ON TUESDAY,
APRIL 10:By His Excellency SIR CHARLES HENRY DARLING, Knight Commander of the Most
Honorable Ol'der of the Bath, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony
of Victoria, &c., &c., &c.
WHEREAS by The Constitution Act it is amongst other things enacted that it shall be
lawful for the Governor to fix such places within Victoria and, subject to the limitation
therein contained, such times for holding the first and every other Session of the
Council and Assembly, and to vary and alter the same respectively in such manner
as he may think fit, and also from time to time to prorogue the said Council and
Assembly, and to dissolve the said Assembly, by Proclamation or otherwise, whenever
he shall deem it expedient: And whereas it is expedient to prorogue the said Council
and Assembly called the Parliament of Victoria, and to fix a time for holding the
next Session thereof: Now therefore I, SIR CHARLES HENRY DARLING, the Governor
of Victoria, in exercise of the power conferred by the said Act, do by this'my Proclamation prorogue the said Council and Assembly or Parliament of Victoria; and I
do hereby fix Wednesday, the Eleventh day of April instant, as the time for the
commencement and holding of t(he next Session thereof for the despatch of business,
at Four o'clock in the afternoon, in the Parliament Houses, situate in Parliament
Place, Spring Street, in the City of Melbourne; and the Honorable the Members of
the Legislative Council and the Members of the Legislative Assembly are hereby
required to give their attendance at the said time and place accordingly.
Given under my Hand and the Seal of the Colony, at Melbourne, this
tenth day of April, in the year of our Lord One thousand eight
hundred and sixty-six, and in the twenty-ninth year of Her
Majesty's reign.

(L.S.)

C. H. DARLING.
By His Excellency's Command,

J. McCULLOCH,
Chief Secretary.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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McCulloch produces the Corlespondence
between the Governor and Mr. Fellows,
384; Mr. McCulloch intimates that the
Government consent to continue in office,
and intend to send the Sllpply Bill again to
the Legislative Council, 392; Mr. Levey appeals to the Speaker, whether the Bill can be
re-introduced in the same session, 394; the
Speaker's ruling, 395; Mr. McCulloch
moves the adjournment of the House, 395,
413, and 421; intention to prorogue announced by Mr. McCulloch, 421. (See Resignation of Ministry; also Supply Bill,)
Crown Prosecutors-Returns ordered, on motion
of Mr. G. P. Smith, 53.
Customs Duties Payable on Bonds-Question
by Mr. Levi, 35; by Mr. McCann, 228.
DAVIES, Mr. B. G. (Avoca)-Bells to ring on
Speaker taking the Chair, 38; Crown
Prosecutors, 53; Argus Privilege Case, 389.
Days of Sitting appointed, 3S.
District Surveyors-Motion by Mr. Longmore
for Periodical Remuval, 231; carried, 235.
DYTE, Mr. CHARLES (Ballarat East)-Petty
Sessions Cases, 7 I; Debate on Budget, 162;
Obscene Importations, 164; Mining Statute,
166; Mr. Cope's motion re Supply Bill,
313.
Education, Board of-Question by Mr. H.
Henty, 171.
EDWARDS, Mr. JOHN, jun. (Collillgwood)-Election of Speaker, 12; Mr. Langton's motion
for 'rariff l{eturns, 72; Obscene Importations, '165 and 172; Mr. Levi and the
Leader, 300; Argus Privilege Case, 389.
Elections and Qualifications CommitteeSpeaker's Warrant produced, 54.
Electoral Act, Amendment of-Question by Mr.
Sands, 228.
ElIIBLING, Dr. THOl~IAS (Collingwood)-Supply
Bill, 189; Common School Management,
211; Industrial Schools, 213; Opening Proceedings with Prayer, 230; District Surveyors, 232; Government Shorthand Writer,
3-!6.
Estimates, Supplementary for 1865-Brought
down, 65; Estimates for 1866, and further
Supplementary Estimates for 1865, brought
down, 80.
EVANS, 1\lr. G.H. J. (Belfast)-River Moyne, 66;
Mr. Cope's motion re Supply Bill, 316.
F ARREU, 1\lr. .TAMES (Castlemaine)-DebatE! on
Budget, 161.
Financial Statement-;\Tade by Mr. Verdon, 80.
(See Ways and Means.)
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Fitzroy and East Collingwood Police Courts-Question by Mr. McKean, 66.
FooT'r, Mr. N. (W. Gee/ong) -Granted Leave of
Absence, 281.
FRANCIS, Mr. J. G., Minister of Customs (Rich1/!/lTd) - Railway Extension, 35; Tariff
Returns, i2 and 78; Cole's and Raleigh's
'Yharfs, 80; Customs Bonds, 133; Debate
on Budget, 157; Obscene Importations, 164,
172, and 212; Marine Survey, 170; Leasing
and Management of the Railways, 170;
Supply Bill, 208; West Geelong Station,
228; Argus Privilege Case, 389.
FRAZER, Mr. WILLIAM (Creswick)-Election of
Speaker, 10; Chairmanship of Committees,
37; Mr. Cope's motion re Supply Bill, 316,
317, and 318.
Geelong Gaol-Question by Mr. Richardson, 54.
Geelong (West) Railway ~tation-Question by
_ Dr. Heath, 228.
GILLIES, 1\1r. DUNCAN (Ballarat West)-Election
of Speaker, 14; Operation of Land Act, 3,);
Debate on Budget, 100; Supply Bill, 193;
Ministerial Crisis, 277; Argus Pr,ivilege
Case, 284, 344, 366, 386, and 417; Threatening a Member, 316; Mr. Cope's motion 1'e
Supply Bill, 332; Ministerial Crisis, 396
and 418.
Gippsland a Separate Mining District-Question by Mr. McKean, 35.
Goulburn River Bridge - Question by Mr.
Sands, 227.
Government Shorthand Writer, presence of in
the House- Objected to by Mr. Aspinall,
344.

Governor's Speech, Address in Reply-~Ioved
by Mr. Balfour, 24; adopted, 34; presented,
35.
GRANT, Mr. J. M., Minister of Lands (Avoca)Land at Smeaton, 24; Moray street Culvert,
35 and 78; Land Certificates, 53 and 166;
Leasing of Swamps, 68; Lands around Lake
Cooper, 95; Contract Surveyors under Land
Act, 166; Murroon Area, 167; Land Selections, 171; Kettle v. the Queen, 212; District
Surveyors, 231 and 235; Operation of Land
Act, 238; Mr. Cope's motion re Supply Bill,
329; Presence of the Government Short·
hand Writer, 344.
fuLFEY, Mr. JOHN (Sandhurst)-Chairmanship
of Committees, 36; Skinner v Rea, 95.
Hansard, the New, Copies for Mechanics' Institutes and Public Libraries-Motion by Mr.
Vale, discussed and withdrawn, 229.
HARBISON, Mr. JOHN (N. Melbourne)-Public
Health Act, 166; District Surveyors, 234;
Argus Privilege Case, 349, 388, and 419.
HEATH, Dr. RICHARD (W. Geelong)-Supply
Bill, 216; West Geelong Station, 228.
HENTY, Mr. HENRY (Grenville)-Report of Board
of Education, 170.
HIGINBOTHAl\f, Mr. GEORGE, Attorney-General
(Brighton)-Partnership Law, 66 ; Commission of the Peace, 67 ; Tariff Returns, 73 ;
Insolvency Statue, 80; Skinner v. Rea, 95 ;
Debate on Budget, 106; Judge Brewer, 132;
~upply Bill, 201; NOll-payment of Civil
Servants, 240 ; Argus Privilege Case, 286,
340, 348, 349, 362, 381,385,414, and 416;
Mr. Levi and the Leader, 300; Mr. Cope's
Motion rc Supply Bill, 310; Personation at
the Murray Election, 339; l'resence of the
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Government Shorthand Writer, 345; Ministerial Crisis, 396.
HOPK1NS, Mr. J. R. (S. Grant)-Opening Proceedings with Prayer, 38 and 229.
Importation of Obscene Pictures-Return of
Penalties Ordered, on motion of Mr. G .. P.
Smith, 164 ; question by Mr. Edwards, 172 ;
question by Mr. G. P. Smith, 2l2.
Industrial Schools-Question by Mr. Balfour,
167; by Mr. Levey, 171; Resolution, at
instance of Mr. Levey, for School Reserves
in Western and Gippsland districts, 212 ;
question by Mr. Levey as to Condition of
Schools, 413.
Insolvency Statute-Question by Mr. Bunny, 80.
IRELAND, Mr. R. D. (Kilmorej-Election of
Speaker, 19 ; Supply Bill, 196 ; Argll.~ Privilege Case, 293 ; Mr. Levi and the Leader,
301 ; Mr. Cope's Motion re Supply Bill, 309.
JONES, Mr. C. E. (Ballarat East)-Chairmanship
of Committees. 37 ; Debate on Budget, 160 ;
Ministerial Crisis, 405.
KERFERD, Mr. G. B. (the Ovens)-Supply Bill,
] 95; Industrial Schools, 213; Argus Pri vilege
Case, 287; Mr. Cope's Motion re Supply
Bill,313.
KING, Mr. M. L. (W. Bourke)-Torres Straits
Mail Service, 166; Ministerial Crisis, 406.
LALOR, Mr. PETER (8. Grant)-Elected Chairman of Committees, ~16; Leasing of Swamps,
70; Leave of Absence to Mr. Foott, 281.
Land Act, Operation of-Returns ordered, on
motion of Mr. Gillies, 36; return ordered,
on motion of Mr. Levey, 94; question, by
Mr. Tucker, whether the quantity provided
by law had always been open for selection,
171 ; motion, by Mr. Levey. for Select Committee, 235; negatived, 239.
Land Act, Operation of-Contract surveyors to
mark out lots under sec. 42, question by
Mr. I..Jongmore, 166.
Land Selections under Certificates (sec. 7)Question by Mr. Tucker, as to Extension
of Time, 53; question by Mr. Snodgrass,
as to Union of Certificates and Selections by
Power of Attorney, 166; Mr. McC·ann. calls
attention to the Case Kettle v. the Queen,
2l1.
Lands around Lake Cooper-Question by Mr.
Tucker, 95.
LANGTON, Mr. EDWARD (E. Melbourne)-Tariff
Returns, 71, 76, and 77; Debate on Budget,
126; the Census, 167; Supply Bill, 175;
Civil Service Salaries, 227 and 241; Mr.
Cope's Motion re Supply Bill, 311 and 318;
Threatening a Member, 313; Argus Privilege
Case, 355; Ministerial Crisis, 397.
LEVEY, Mr. G. C. (Normanby)-Election of
Speaker, 16; Valuation of Land at Smeaton,
24; Railway Extension, 35; Leasing of
Swamps, 69, Tariff Returns, 72; Operation
of Land Act, 94 and 235; Debate on Budget,
120; European Mail Service, 170; Industrial
Schools, 212 and 2l4; Newspaper Postages.
213; Supply Bill, 214; District Surveyors,
233; Non-payment of Civil Servants, 241;
Argus Privilege Case, 289,343,350,366, and
381; Mr. Levi and the Leader, 305; Mr.
Cope's Motion re Supply Bill, 309, 316, and
335; .Personation at the Murray Election,

340; Government Shorthand Writer, 346;
Ministerial Crisis, 394 and 408.
LEVI, Mr. NATHANIEl. (E. Melbourne)-Reply
to Governor's Speech, 33; Bonds for Reduced
DUlies, 35; Debate on Budget, 133; Supply
Bill, 208; Non-payment of Civil Servants,
241; Argus Privilege Case, 297 and 361;
Charge against the Leader, 298 and 305;
Mr. Cope's Motion re Supply Bill, 312 and
317; Government Shorthand Writer, 346.
Licensed Victuallers Act, Amendment ofQuestion by Mr. Sands, 228.
Local Government Act-Question by Mr. Connor,
94.
LONGMORE,Mr. FRANCIS (Ripon and Hampden)Chairmanship of Committees, 36; Opening
Proceedings with Prayer, 38 and 230; Leasing of Swamps, 67; Deb:rte on Budget, 145;
Contract Surveyors under Land Act, 166;
District Surveyors, 231; Mr, Cope's Motion
re Supply Bill, 324; Ministerial Crisis, 402.
LOVE, Mr. ANDREW, jun. (Crowlands)-Reply
to Governor's Speech, 26; Ceres Bridge, 66.
MACBAIN, Mr. JAl\IES (Wimmera)-Election of
Speaker, 3; Tariff Returns, 75; European
Mail Service, 168;' Mr. Cope's motion re
Supply Bill, 317 and 323.
MCCANN,. Mr. W. N. (8. Grant)-Election of
Speaker, 13; Reply to Governor's Speech,
31; Judge Brewer, 132; Debate on Budget,
140; Seymour Bridge, 168; Common School
Management, 21 J ; Kettle v. the Queen, 211;
Supply Bill. 209 and 218; Customs Bonds,
228; District Surveyors, 232; Non-paymen~
of Civil Servants, 240; Argus Privilege Case.
341 and 364; Presence of the Government
Shorthand Writer, 344.
MCCULLOCH, Mr. JUlES, Chief Secretary (Morningfon)-Election of Speaker, 17; Geelong
Gaol, 54; Tariff Returns, 74; -Civil Service
Act. 94; Public Health Act, 166; Census,
167; European Mail Service, 166 and 168;
Industrial Schools, 167, 171,213, and 414;
Supply Bill, 207; Common School Management, 211; Despatches from Colonial Office
re Appropriation-cum-Tariff Bill, 2l2; Civil
Service Salaries, 227; Licensed Victuallers
Act. 228; Electoral Act, 228; Opening Proceedings with Prayer, 230; District Surveyors, 233; Adjournment of the House,
240 and 277; Resignation of Ministry, 279;
Argus Privilege Case, 283, 288, 341, 348,
354, 366, 38i, 385, and 414; Mr. Levi and
the Leader, 303; Mr. Cope's Motion re Supply Bill, 309 and 317; Threaten'ing a Memuer, 315; Ministerial Crisis, 366, 378, 381,
384, 390, 391, 393, 395, and 4l3; Intention
to Prorogue announced, 421 ; absence of the
clerk, 379.
MACGREGOR, Mr..JOHN (Rodney)-Chairmanship of Committees. 36; Cole's and Ualeigh's
Wharf.c;, 80; Supply Bill, 209.
McKEAN, Mr. JAMES (Marybo7'Ough)-Gippsland
a separate' Mining District, 34; Queen V.
Dallimore, 52; Fitz Roy and East Collingwood Police Courts, 66; Water Supply to
Gipp~land, 133; Debate on Budget, 150;
,Supply Bill, 209; District Surveyors, 234;
Argus Privilege Case, 297, 342, and 387; the
Crisis, 409.
McLELLAN, Mr. WILLIAM (Ararat)-Election of
Speaker, ) 2; Heply to Governor's Speech,
34; Cremorne Lunatic Asylum, 80; Debate
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on Budget, 147; Industrial Schools, 132;
District Surveyors, 232; Wood's Point Road,
240; Argus Privilege Case, 291, 340, 342,
and 344; Mr. Cope's Motion re Supply Bill,
310,312,317, and 318; ThreateningaMem.ber, :!13; Ministerial Crisis, 401 and 408;
. Contemplated Prorogation, 422.
MACMAHON, CAPTAIN (W. Melbourne)-Election
of Speaker, 7; Leasing of Swamps, 71; Debate on Budget, 96; Non-payment of Civil
Servants, 24 t; Resignation of Ministry, 280;
Argus Privilege Case, 288, 348, and 415;
Mr. Levi and the Leader, 305; Mr. Cope's
Motion re Supply Bill, 306 and 308; Presence of the Governmp.nt Shorthand Writer,
345 and 346 ; Ministerial Crisis, 384, 393,
395, and 415.
MACPHERSON, Mr. J. A. (Dundas)-Debatc on
Budget, 143; Mr. Cope's Motion re Supply
Bill, 313 and 317.
Mail Communication with Europe-Question by
Mr. MacBain as to Irregularities of P. and
O. Company, and Statement by Mr. McCulloch, 168.
Mail Communication with Europe, via Torres
Straits-Question by Mr. King, 166.
Marine Survey-Question by Mr. Pearson, 170.
Mayoral Precedence-Question· by Mr. Whiteman, 132.
Members-Swearing in of, 2, 24, 65, and 132.
Mining Statute-Question by Mr. Dyte, 166.
Ministry, Resignation of-Announced by Mr.
McCulloch, 279; question by Mr. Vale as
to Minute setting forth circumstances of
Resignation,280; Government Minute produced, 281; announcement by Mr. Snodgrass that a Member of the Legislative
Council is engaged in forming a Ministry,
366. (See Qrisis.)
MOORE, Mr. DAVID (Sandri~qe)-Tariff Returns,
75; Debate on Budget, 152.
Moray street Culvert-Question by jlr. Whiteman,35; motion by Mr. Whiteman for Correspondence, 78; agreed to, 79.
Moyne River-Question by Mr. Evans, 66.
MUUPHY, Sir :E'RANCIS (Grenville) -Election of
Speaker, 4; elected Speaker, 20; presented
to Governor, 24.
Murray,'Clearing of the-Question by Mr. Orr,
171.
Murray River Islands-Correspondence with
New South Wales ordered,on motion of Mr.
Snodgrass, 133.
Murroon Area-Question by Mr. Richardson,
167.

PEARSON, Mr. W. (N. Gippsland)-Water Supply
for Gippsland, 166; Marine Survey, 170;
Wood's Point Road, 240.
Personation at the Murray Election-Leave
given, on motion of Mr. Higinbotham, to
Clerk of Assembly to attend General Sessions at Jamieson, 339.
Petitions-From Australasian Insurance Company, for leave to amend their Act, 65;
from Kyneton, for amendment of Licensed
Victuallers Act, 227; from the Corporation
of Fitzroy, for closing of City Manure
Depot, 340; from the Murray, Ovens, and
Goulburn Vinegrowers' Association, for
reduction of Colonial Wine License Fee,
&c.,413.
Petty Session Cases-Return ordered, on motion
of Mr. Dyte. 71.
Post Office Savings Banks-Return ordered. on
motion of Mr. Bindon, 173.
Prayer, Opening Proceedings with-Motion by
Mr. Hopkins, discussed and withdrawn, 38 ;
second motion discussed, 229; previous
question moved, 230; motion negatived,
230.
Private Bill Business-OrJered to have precedence on Wednesdays, on motion of Mr.
McCulloch, 80.
Privilege-Leave to a Clerk to attend before a.
Supreme Court Commissioner, 24; attention
called to an article in the Argus reflecting
on Mr. McCulloch, 283; article declared to
be a scandalous breach of the Privileges of
the House, 298; Mr. Hugh George. publisher of the A'rgus, ordered to be called to
the Bar, 298; attention called to an article
in the Leader reflecting on Mr. Levi, 298 ;
motion made" that the article is a scandalous Breach of the Privileges of the House,"
300; motion withdrawn, 306; one Member
threatening another--Mr. Langton v. Mr'
Byrne, 3\3; Mr. George at the Bar, 341 ;
motion by Mr. Aspinall for Mr. George to
be heard by counsel, 341 ; negatived, 347 ;
statement by Mr. George, 347 ; motion by
Mr. Higinbotham that Mr. George be committed to the custody of the Serjeant-ntarms, 349 ; carried, 365; question by Mr.
Levey as to Mr. George, 381 ; motion, by
Mr. McCulloch, for discharge of Mr. George
on payment of fees, 385; carried, 391 ;
question, by Mr. Snodgrass. as to treatment
of Mr. George, and discllssion thereon, 414,
Public Health Act-Question by Mr. Harbison.
166.

Newspaper Postages-Order for Return, on
motion of Mr. Levey, 213.

Queen v. Dallimore-Question by Mr. McKean,
52.
.

O'GRADY, Mr. MICHAEL (S. Bourke)-Supply
Bill,216.
ORR, Mr. JOHN (Murray District)-Leasing and
Management of the Railways, 170; Wood's
Point Road, 171; Clearing of the Murray,
171; Industrial Schools, 213; Supply Bill,
213; District Snrveyors, 231; Argus Privilege Case, 293, 366, and 419; Threatening a
Member, 314; Personation at the Murray
Election, 339; Government Shorthand
Writer, 345; the Crisis, 419.

Hailway Extension-Question by Mr. Levey, 35.
Railway Leasing and Management-Question
by Mr. Orr, 170.
Railway Stations, receipts and expenditureReturns ordered on motion of Mr. Tucker,
131.
RlllSAY, Mr. JOHN (Maldo7l) - Leasing of
Swamps, 70; Tariff Returns, 75; District
Surveyors, 234; Argus Privilege Case, 295
and 543; Mr. Cope's Motion re Supply Bill,
312 and 337 .
Real Property Act-Governor's message recommending formation of an Assurance Fund,
171 ; motion by Mr. Byrne withdrawn,
229.

Parliament, Opening of-By Commission, 2; by
Governor, 23.
Partnership Law-Question by Mr. Vale, 66.

<
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REEVES, Mr. T. G. (Oollingwood)-Debate on
Budget, 126; Supply Bill, 210; Comm:>n
School Management, 211.
RICHARDSON, Mr. JOHN (E. Geelong)-Private
Members' Night, 39 j Geelong Gaol, 54 j
Debate on Budget, 139; Murroon Area,
167; Opening Proceedings with Prayer, 229;
District Surveyors, 235; Argus Privilege
Case, 297.
RIDDELL, Mr. J. C. (W. Bourke)-Opening Proceedings with Prayer, 38.
SANDS. Mr. G. J. (Dllllwusie)--Goulburn River
Bridge, 227; Licensed Victuallers Act, 228 ;
Electoral Act, 228; Ministerial Crisis, 385.
Sessional Arrangements-( I lays of Sitting and
Standing Committees Appointed), 38.
Seymour Bridge-Papers ordered on motion of
Mr. McCann, 168.
Skinner v. Rea-Question by Mr. Halfey, 95.
Smeaton, Valuation of Land at, question by Mr.
Levey, 24.
SMITH, Mr. G. P. (S. Bourke)-Crown Prosecu··
tors, 53; Debate on Budget, 148; Obscene
Importations, 164 and 212 j Supply Bill,
219 ; Argus Privilege Case, 288 and 351;
Mr. Cope's Motion re Supply Bill, 316;
Ministerial Crisis, 397.
SMITH, Mr. G. V. (the Ovens)-Election of
Speaker, 3; Debate on the Budget, 126 and
162 ; District Surveyors. 233 ; Argus Privilege case, 287, 295, and 362; Mr. Levi and
the Leader, 305; Mr. Cope's Motion re
Supply Bill, 318.
SNODGRASS, Mr. PETER (South Gippsla.nd)Election of Speaker, 6; Opening Proceedings with Prayer,38 and 230 ; Leasing of
Swamps, 69; Tariff Returns, 73; Mr,
Bowles' claim, 94; Murray River Islands.
133; Debate on Budget, 162; Land Certificates, 166; Supply Bill, 207; Despatches
from Colonial Office Te Appropriation·cum ...
Tariff Bill, 212; Industrial Schools, 213;
District Suneyors, 233; Operation of Land
Act, 239; Non-payment of Civil Servants,
240; Argus Privilege Case, 295, 347, 348,
350, 385, and 414; Mr. Cope's Motion re
Supply Bill, 31 1,317, and 327; Threatening
a Member, 314; Government Shorthand
Writer, 347; Ministerial Crisis, 366, 379,
381, 392, and 397 j Contemplated Prorogation, 422.
Speaker-Election of, 3; Sir F Murphy elected,
20; presented to Governor, 24.
Speaker's Rnlings-Practice on taking the Chair,
38; Reference to the Governor in Debate,
200; Prh'ate Helations of members not to
be Discussed, ~05; the other Chamber to be
spoken of only with respect, 306; Proceedings in Legislative Council not to be referred
to, 307; Threatening a Member, 315 and 316;
Seconding a motion and Voting against it,
317; Justification of a Breach of Privilege,
341 ; Presence of the Government Shortha.nd Writer, 344; He-introduction of
Supply Bill, 395; Treatment of a Prisoner
by the Serjeant-at· arms, 417 and 419.
Strangers ordered to withdraw. 318.
SULLIVAN, Mr. -J. F., Minister of Mines (Mandurang)-Election of Speaker, 7; Gippsland
a Separate Mining District. 35; Coli ban
Water Scheme, 53; Ceres Bridge, 66; Local
Government Act, 94; "Yater for Gippsland, 133 and 166; Leasing of Swamps, 70;

Mining Statute, 166; Supply Bill, 207;
Wood's Poin t H.oad. 171 and 240; Argus
Privilege Case, 290; Threatening a Member,
317.
Supply-Ordered, "That a Supply be granted
to Her Majesty," 39; similar motion passed
in Committee, 53; reported and adopted,
54; formal vote in Committee, 67; reported and adopted, 80.
Supply Bill-Brought in and read first time,
168 j Mr. Verdon moves second reading,
173; read second time and committed,
208; amendment by Mr. McCann, to limit
operation of Bill to one year, discussed and
negatived, 209; Bill passed through Committee and reported, 211; Third reading
moved, 213; amendment by Mr. McCann
for discharge of the Order of the Day, 218;
amendment withdrawn, 224; Third reading
passed, 225; announcement of rejection of
Bill by Legislative Council, 277; Resignation of Ministry, 279; motion by Mr. Cope
pledging the House to "withhold its confidence from any Administration which shall
refuse or neglect to adopt forth with the
Bill of Supply," notice of, 279; debated,
306; amendment by Mr. McLellan to provide for Repeal of Gold Export Duty in a
separate measure, 326; amendment negatived and motion carried, 338; Mr. McCulloch announces intention of Government to
send Bill again to Legislative Council, 392.
(See Crisis.)
Swamps, leasing of-Motion by Mr. Longmore
to limit Lease to One Person or Company
to 1280 acres, 67; adopted, 71.
Tariff-( See Ways and .1lIeans; also Supply
Bill.)
Tariff Returns-Motion by Mr. Langton for
Heturn of Duties on Suft Gouds, 7 I; negatived, 77; motion fur Ueturn of Duties on
Tea, Sugar, &c., 77; withctrawn, 78.
Threatening a Member-Complaint by Mr.
Langton against Mr. Byrne, 313; motion
by Mr. Snodgrass for Committal of Mr.
13yrne to Custody of Serjeant· at-Arms,
314; apology by Mr. Byrne and motion
withdrawn, 316. ( See Privilege.)
TUCKER, Mr. R. B. (I(l/neton)-Coliban Water
Scheme, 52; Land Certificates, 53; Lands
arounu Lake Cooper, 95; Land Selections,
171; Argus Privilege Case, 388 and 418.
VALE, Mr. W. M. K. (Ballarat West)-Election
of Speaker, 10; Partnership Law, 66; Leasing of Swamps, 69; Mr. Langton's motion for
Tariff Returns, 73; Debate on Budget, 123
and 163; Supply Bill, 219; Hansard, 229;
Opening Proceedings with Prayer, 230;
District Surveyors, 231; Resignation of
Ministry, 280; Argus Privilege Case, 291,
342, and 358; Mr. Cope's Motion 7'e Supply
Bill, 3J9, 317, 319, and 329; Threatening a
Mem ber, 316; Strangers in the Galleries,
318; Ministerial Crisis, 399,402, and.420.
VERDON, Mr. G. F., Treasurer ('Williamstown)Volunteer Act Amendment Bill, 24; the
Ri yer Moyne, 66; Budget, 80; JJebate
thereon, 129; Mr. Bowles's Claim, 94; Clearing the Murray, 17l; Supply Bill,. 173;
Goulburn Hiver Bridge, 227; Customs Bonds,
228; Hansard, 229; Opening Proceedings
with Prayer, 230; Non-Payment of Civil
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Servants, 241; Mr Cope's Motion re Supply
Bill, 309; Ministerial tJrisis, 393.
Volunteer Act Amendment Bill-Introduced by
Mr. Verdon, and read first time, 242.
Mr. A. B. (Ricltmond)-Mr. Cope's
motion re Supply lJill, 316.
Water Supply to C:tstlemaine and SandhurstQuestion by Mr. Tucker, 52.
Wuter Supply to Gipps Land-Question by Mr.
McKean, 133 ; by Mr. Pearson, 166.
WATKINS, Mr. WILLIAlIl (E-vel,pl)-Supply Bill,
210; Wood's Point Hoad, 239.
Ways and Means-Budget submitted in Committee, 80; Motion adopted for Protection
of the Bevenue, 94; Debate on the Budget,
96; Opium Duty at lOs. carried, 131; Debate

WARDROP,

resumed, 133; other items of the Tariff
agreed to, 163; amendment by Mr. Bayles
to make "all cereals" liable to duty,
negatived, 164; resolutions reported and
adopted, 168; Bill founded thereon, brought
in and read first time, 168. (See Supply
Bill.)

Mr. JOHN (Emerald Hill)-Moray
street CuI vert, 35 and 78; Ci vil Service Act,
94; Mayoral precedence, 132; Debate on
Budget, 161; District Surveyors, 233; Mr.
Cope's Motion re Supply Bill, 309 and 313.
WU,SON, M.r. WILLIAlI1 (Ararat) - Debate on
Budget, 159.
Wood's Yoint Uoau-Question by Mr. Orr, 171;
motion by Mr. Watkins for Return of Expenditure, 239; carrieu, 240.

WHITEMAN,

Melbourne: JOilN FEmms, l'l'inllr.
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